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HAN DYNASTY 

VOLUME I 





SIMA QIAN TO HIS FRIEND REN AN 

A man has only one death. That death may be as weighty as Mt. Tai, or it 
may be as light as a goose feather. It all depends upon the way he uses it .... 

It  is the nature of every man to love life and hate death, to think of his 
relatives and look after his wife and children. Only when a man is moved by 
higher principles is this not so. Then there are things which he must do .... 

Yet the brave man does not necessarily die for honour, while even the 
coward may fulfil his duty. Each takes a different way to exert himself. Though 
I might be weak and cowardly and seek shamelessly to prolong my life, yet I 
know full well the difference between what course ought to be followed and 
what rejected. How could I bring myself to sink into the shame of ropes and 
bonds? If even the lowest slave and scullion maid can bear to commit suicide, 
why should not one like myself be able to do what has to be done? But the reason 
I have not refused to bear these ills and have continued to live, dwelling in 
vileness and disgrace without taking my leave, is that I grieve that I have things 
in my heart which I have not been able to express fully, and I am shamed to 
think that after I am gone my writings will not be known to posterity .... 

Before I had finished my rough manuscript, I met with this calamity. It  is 
because I regretted that it had not been completed that I submitted to the extreme 
penalty without rancour. When I have truly completed this work, I shall deposit 
it in the Famous Mountain achives. If it may be handed down to men who will 
appreciate it, and penetrate to the villages and great cities, then though I should 
suffer a thousand mutilations, what regret would I have? 

fiom Han shu 62, "Biography of Sima Qian" 





GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Not much is known about the life of the Chinese historian Sima Qian 
outside of the little information he gives us in the autobiography appearing at 
the end of his life work, the Shi ji, or Records of the Historian. Most scholars 
place his birth in 145 BC and agree that he died around 90 BC, so that his lifetime 
more or less parallels that of Emperor Wu, the vigorous, strong-willed ruler who 
brought the Han dynasty to its peak of power and at whose court Sima Qian 
spent most of his life. 

Sima Qian's father, Sima Tan, was given the position of grand historian at 
the court of Emperor Wu shortly after that ruler's accession in 141 BC, and at 
Sima Tan's death in 1 10 BC Sima Qian succeeded to the post. The official duties 
of the grand historian seem to have been largely connected with astrology and 
divination, though Sima Tan, perhaps on his own initiative, planned to write a 
work of history and began to collect material for it. In accordance with his 
father's dying request, Sima Qian took up the task when he became grand 
historian and spent the next twenty-some years bringing it to completion. 
Midway in his work he aroused the ire of Emperor Wu and was condemned to 
suffer castration. Although it was customary under such circumstances for men 
of honour to commit suicide, Sima Qian chose to bear the indignity in order to 
complete his manuscript and justify himself in the eyes of posterity. Two 
thousand years of admiring readers have amply rewarded his bitter decision. 

The result of his labour is a monumental work in 130 chapters covering the 
history of thk Chinese people, as well as of the foreign peoples known to China, 
from the earliest times down to the lifetime of the historian. In our present 
version of the work, at least one chapter is missing altogether and several others 
appear to be fragmentary or incomplete. Compared to the sad state in which the 
works of some of Sima Qian's Western contemporaries such as Polybius or Livy 
have come down to us, however, we can only marvel at the excellent condition 
of the text. 

The Shi ji is divided into five large sections. The first section, entitled 
"Basic Annals", comprises twelve chapters devoted to the histories of the earlier 
dynastic houses or, in the case of the reigning Han dynasty, to the lives of 
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individual emperors. These are followed by ten "Chronological Tables" listing 
in graph form the important events of the past with their dates. Next come eight 
"Treatises" on such subjects as rites, music, astronomy, religious affairs, and 
economics. These are followed by thirty chapters entitled "Hereditary Houses", 
which for the most part deal with the histories of the various feudal states of pre- 
Qin China. The work ends with seventy chapters entitled "Biographies" or 
"Accounts", devoted to the lives of famous men of history, or to the foreign 
peoples and countries with which China had contact. Within each section the 
chapters are arranged chronologically, but the grouping of the material into 
sections and the essentially biographical approach of most of the chapters 
necessitates considerable scattering of the data pertaining to any given period, 
as well as frequent recapitulation in the narrative. 

Early histories in chronicle form, notably the famous Spring and Autumn 
Annals of the state of Lu, traditionally supposed to have been edited by 
Confucius, as well as collections of speeches and historical anecdotes, had 
existed before the time of Sima Qian. But the form of the Shi ji, with its division 
of material into "Annals", "Treatises", "Biographies", etc., seems to have been 
Sima Qian's own creation. In spite of certain obvious drawbacks, it has been 
regarded by Chinese historians as a masterpiece of form, and was adopted in 
the twenty-four "Dynastic Histories", the official accounts compiled to cover 
all of the dynasties from the time of Sima Qian to the present century. 

According to tradition, Chinese rulers employed historiographers at their 
courts as early as 1,000 years before the time of Sima Qian, and no doubt a vast 
number of chronicles and similar historical materials came into existence during 
this early period. Unfortunately, most of these were lost in the wars and uprisings 
that accompanied the unification of China under the Qin dynasty, and its 
successor, the Han, or were deliberately destroyed by the Qin's notorious 
%uming of the books". As a result, Sima Qian in his account of pre-Qin history 
was forced to rely heavily on two or three well-known sources, such as the Zuo 

zhuan, or the Intrigues of the Warring States, and in places had to piece out his 
narrative with legend and popular romance. With the treatment of Qin and Han 
times, however, Sima Qian's narrative takes on depth and verisimilitude; his 
characters cease to be moral stereotypes and become fully rounded personalities. 
These chapters, dealing with events close to or contemporary with his own 
lifetime. form the heart of his history and display the most original and important 
aspects of his genius. Accordingly it is these later sections which I have chosen 
to translate here. 
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The exploits of mankind being basically much the same in any age or clime, 
the English reader, I expect, will find little in Sima Qian's account of the 
emperors, generals, and statesmen of the Han dynasty that is not already familiar 
to him from the history of the Classical West. Indeed, Sima Qian's whole 
approach to history - his concern with the didactic import of his story, his 
emphasis upon the life and importance of the individual, his scepticism and 
relative lack of interest in the supernatural - shows a striking similarity to that 
of the historians of ancient Greece and Rome. Even the literary devices which 
he uses to create his dramatic effects resemble those of his Western contempo- 
raries. Though there is no evidence that he intended his work to be declaimed 
in public as did the Greek or Roman historians, he was hardly less concerned 
than they with rhetoric and questions of style. Like Thucydides or Tacitus, he 
relies heavily upon elaborate and probably fictitious speeches put into the 
mouths of his characters to explain and advance the action and to delineate 
personality, speeches composed with the same balanced periods, the hyperbo- 
les, the erudite allusions and homely metaphors familiar to us in the Western 
rhetorician's art. 

In addition to these formal speeches, however, the Chinese historian makes 
very free use of direct discourse. The past is visualized as a series of dramatic 
episodes in which, instead of describing the action, the historian makes his 
characters speak aloud. Repeatedly we find the narrative serving only to set the 
scene, while the burden of the story is carried forward by the discourse of the 
participants. If, in the pages that follow, the reader from time to time has a 
distinct impression that he is reading a novel rather than a work of history, it is 
because of this characteristic Chinese fondness for direct speech. 

Classical Chinese, it should be noted, is capable of a breathtaking economy 
and vigour of expression. Chinese historians in particular prize terseness above 
almost any other quality of style, and though the Shi ji is relatively verbose 
compared to other early historical works, its narrative still maintains a swiftness 
and leanness that can seldom be reproduced in another language. There are few 
passages of pure description, few of the digressions and leisurely asides we are 
accustomed to in the works of Greek and Roman historians. All is speech and 
action, the two traditional components of Chinese history. 

In the 2,000 years since its appearance, the Shi ji has been widely and 
affectionately read not only by educated Chinese but by men of learning in 
Korea and Japan, as well. The reason for its continued popularity and the 
incalculable influence it has had upon the .literatures of these countries lies 
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undoubtedly in its moving portraits of the great men of the past, its dramatic 
episodes and deft anecdotes. Accordingly, it is these aspects of the Shi ji - 
giving it interest as a collection of good stories - which I have been most 
concerned to reproduce in the translation. 

I have avoided the use of Chinese technical terms or titles which might 
prove distracting. or of awkward sounding translations of such titles and ' tem~,  
no matter how faithfully they might reproduce the meaning of the originals. 
Again, I have used as few Chinese weights and measures as possible, employing 
English substitutes in cases where the exact value of the measurement did not 
seem of great importance to the sense of the narrative. I have occasionally 
translated place names, such as White Horse Ford, where the original meaning 
of the name is still immediately apparent in the Chinese. 

In another important respect I have sacrificed strict fidelity to readability. 
Most of the major figures appearing in the Shiji have two given names, a familiar 
and a polite one, and a variety of military, official, and noble titles by which 
they are referred to at various times. Some commentators insist that Sima Qian, 
by the particular way he chooses to refer to his characters at particular times, is 
attempting to convey subtle moral judgments on their worth and dignity. I have 
grave doubts about this theory, but, however valid i t  may be, I have felt 
compelled to sacrifice such subtleties to considerations of intelligibility. The 
Western reader, to whom the profusion of unfamiliar names which follows will 
be trial enough, can hardly be expected to carry in his head a complicated set 
of titles and ranks, while continual bracketing to assist identification would 
prove tiresome. As far as possible I have therefore chosen one name to refer to 
a person and used i t  throughout, regardless of how the original reads. Thc one 
exception is the hero of this volume, Liu Ji, the founder of the Han dynasty, who 
in the course of his rise to power is variously known as "governor of Pei", "king 
of,HanW, and finally "Emperor Gaozu". 

In addition to such titles, the Chinese language employs an elaborate set of 
pronouns and polite terms of address in direct discourse. English, to be sure, 
possess acceptable equivalents such as "Your Majesty" or "Your Lordship". But 
too frequent use of such terms would, I fear, give a laboured and archaic tone 
to the translation, and nothing could be farther from the style of the original. I 
have consequently used honorific expressions only occasionally to set the tone 
of a discourse, and hope that the reader will imagine that the appropriate air of 
humility is sustained throughout. Again I have attempted to vary in the transla- 
tion some of the set formulas of the original, such as the ubiquitous "he said" 
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or "he asked saying". Good Chinese permits such formulas where good English 
demands variety, and it seems pointless, merely for the sake of literalness, to 
make Sima Qian sound like a clumsy schoolboy. Where proper names or 
historical allusions are used metaphorically, I have, as Robert Graves would 
say, "brought up" into the translation whatever information is necessary to 
make their meaning comprehensible. I have avoided footnotes wherever 
possible; in most cases what is not clear at first will, I believe, become so as 
the reader proceeds to later chapters. I have occasionally enclosed in 
parentheses one or two sentences of the original which appear to be in the nature 
of an aside. 

I am aware that some of these practices may render the translation unsatis- 
factory to specialists who are interested in the Shi ji as a source for historical 
data, rather than as a unified work of literature. Yet any attempt to please all 
readers, specialists and non-specialists alike, would almost certainly end by 
pleasing none. Michael Grant, in the introduction to his translation of Tacitus' 
Annals, states his opinion that "except as a mere crib, an unreadable translation 
is useless". Though the wording is perhaps a bit drastic, I fully agree with this 
dictum in principle, and ask the reader to keep it in mind in judging what follows. 

The maps which have been provided will, I hope, assist the reader in 
locating the various feudal kingdoms and principal cities mentioned. The China 
of this time is centred in the north, along the Yellow River valley. In the west, 
surrounded by a barrier of mountains and rivers, are the capital city of Xianyang 
and the heartland of Qin. South of the river is the area of Chu, whose people 
bear the house of   in a bitter hatred and cherish the memory of their former 
kings. To the north are the areas of Wei, Zhao, Dai, and Yan, and near the river's 
mouth on the Shandong Peninsula the sites of the states of Qi and Lu. Scattered 
about the plain stand hundreds of walled cities within which the people live, 
emerging from their gates during the day to till the fields, and before whose 
walls the armies of the rebellion and the contending forces of the rivals, Xiang 
Yu and Liu Ji, fight anddie. Between lie swamps and mountain wastes, the home 
of fugitives and outlaws. 

The Table of Contents may serve as a guide to the main actors in the drama, 
since the chapters are titled by the names of the men whose biographies they 
recount. In addition, ihere appear in the narrative a number of minor characters 
who, as Addison says, "have sounding names given them for no other reason 
but that they may be killed, and are celebrated for nothing but being knocked 
on the head". I trust that as the reader continues he will become familiar with 



the important characters, and that these others will not distract him. In particular 
I would warn him not to be taken aback by the profusion of petty generals 
and revolutionaries appearing in the first chapter. Outside of a few like zhang 
Er and Chen Yu, who are the subjects of a later chapter, most of these men 
play little part in what follows. The rebellion of Chen She loosed upon the 
empire a flood of confusion and revolt, and if the reader finds himself confused 
as well, this is probably the precise effect which Sima Qian was aiming at. 
It is one of those periods of political chaos which the Chinese call a "muddy 
age". But let not the reader be dismayed. As he proceeds, the water will 
clear. 



TRANSLATOR'S NOTE ON THE TEXT 

On the whole I have followed the text of the Shi ji as it appears in the edition 
entitled Shiki kaichii ko'shb (Tokyo, 1934). edited and with a commentary in 
Chinese by Takikawa Karnetar6, which has recently k e n  reprinted. This I have 
found to be the most readable and convenient edition, though I have had 
occasion to differ with the punctuation at numerous points and have in places 
adopted what appear to be better readings from the Po-nu-pen edition, or from 
parallel passages in the Hun shu. The more important variant readings adopted 
are noted in footnotes. For the chapters on Xiang Yu and Gaozu I have consulted 
with great profit the French translation of these chapters by kdouard Chavannes 
in Les Me'moires historiques de Se-ma-Ts'ien (Paris, E. Leroux, 1895-1905), 
Vol. I, as well as the translation of the parallel Han shu text, the "Annals of 
Kao-tsu", by Homer H. Dubs, in The History of the Former Hun by Pan Ku 
(London, Waverly Press, 1939-44), Vol. 1. For the chapter on Han Xin I am 
indebted to the English translation by John b e  Francis, "Biography of the 
Marquis of Huai-yin", Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, X (1974), 179-2 15. 
I have also consulted the Japanese translation by Kuda Rentare in the Kokuyaku 
kambun taisei series; the new modem-language Japanese translation by Otake 
Fumio and Otake Takeo, Shiki (Tokyo, KBbundb, 1957-58); that by Noguchi 
Sadao and others, Shiki (Tokyo, Heibonsha, 1958-59); and the selected transla- 
tions in Shikz, So-kan-hen by Tanaka Kenji and Ikkai Tomoyoshi, ChCgoku- 
kotensen series (Tokyo, 1958). In preparing the maps I have been greatly aided 
by the maps appearing in these works, particularly those in the Dubs and De 
Francis translations. Finally, I am deeply grateful to Professors Yoshikawa 
K6jirb and Tanaka Kenji of Kyoto University for their frequent help and 
guidance, though they are in no way responsible for the shortcomings of my 
work. 





PARTS I-VI 

THE FOUNDING OF THE HAN DYNASTY 





Sima Qian begins his account of Chinese history in the Shi ji with a 
description of the marvellous deeds and reigns of the legendary "Five Emper- 
ors", of whom the last two, Yao and Shun, are so often cited as paragons of 
political virtue. This is followed by an account of the Xia, Shang or Yin, and 
Zhou dynasties, the so-called Three Dynasties of antiquity. Archaeological 
evidence has so far confirmed the existence of only the last two of these, and it 
is still uncertain how much actual authority the Shang and early Zhou rulers 
wielded over the area of North China as a whole. The Shi ji and other Han works 
tend to depict these early dynasties as widespread and unified empires ruled by 
a universally revered "Son of Heaven", though in fact they were probably more 
often loose confederations of city-states. Certainly by the time of Confucius in 
the sixth century BC the Zhou kings had become powerless figureheads and 
China was divided into a number of autonomous states engaged in a constant 
struggle for expansion or survival. The n~mber of these states eventually 
narrowed to half a dozen, among which the most powerful were Qi in the 
northeast, Chu in the south, and Qin in the west. This last, with its capital in the 
so-called area within the Pass, near presentday Xi'an in Shaanxi, continued to 
grow in size and power until, under the leadershipof the famous Qin Shihuangdi, 
or First Emperor of the Qin, it succeeded in 221 BC in conquering the other 
states and uniting China under one rule. 

The First Emperor in the course of his long and vigorous reign did all he 
could to stamp out the memory of the states which he had overthrown and to 
weld their people into a single nation, dividing the area of China into thirty-six 
provinces ruled by governors and magistrates appointed by the central govern- 
ment. But the violence of the changes he wrought and the harshness of his rule 
aroused widespread discontent. His successor, the Second Emperor, was an 
incompetent weakling who was completely dominated by his eunuch chamber- 
lain, Zhao Gao. In the very first year of his reign, 209 BC, the unrest broke out 
in open revolt, an uprising in the area of the old kingdom of Chu led by a peasant 
upstart named Chen She. Although Chen She was soon defeated, he had set an 
example, and soon leaders arose in other states, all determined either to become 
petty kings themselves or to restore to power the royal families of the extinct 
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kingdoms. It appeared that China was destined to return to its former state of 
disunity and strife. 

But the memory of Qin's unified empire and the idealized empires of the 
ancient past, which was not forgotten, in the end proved stronger than local 
loyalties. Under the leadership of a second peasant adventurer, Liu Bang or Liu 
Ji, China was once again conquered and brought beneath the rule of a single 
house. Because he had at one stage in his rise to power been granted the title 
"King of Han", Liu Ji called his new dynasty the Han and set about securing its 
position and organizing its government in such a way as to avoid the fatal 
harshness of the Qin. He and his ministers did their work well, and the Han 
dynasty, except for one brief period of eclipse in the middle, maintained its rule 
for 400 years, from its founding in 206 BC until its final collapse in AD 221. 

The present volume begins with the founding of the Han; the main events 
of this period take place during the years from the beginnings of the rebellion 
against the Qin dynasty in 209 BC to the death of Liu Ji, or Gaozu, in 195 BC. 
The chapters translated have been selected from various sections of the Shi ji 
and arranged in such a way as to present, as nearly as possible, a connected 
picture. As I have mentioned, however, most of the chapters of the Shi ji are 
centred about the lives of great men. What follows, therefore, is not a continuous 
narrative but a series of biographies of the major figures in the drama of the 
founding of the Han, arranged so that they dovetail into each other and into the 
earlier chapters devoted to the history of the Qin dynasty. The first chapter is a 
biography of the leader of the first revolt, Chen She. This is followed by the 
biography of Xiang Yu, the tragic hero of Chu who succeeded Chen She as the 
leader of the rebellion and for a while had his way with the whole empire until 
Liu Ji, the king of Han, rose to challenge his power and eventually defeat him. 
Completing the period of revolt and the ensuing struggle between the forces of 
Chg: and Han is the biography of the final victor, Liu Ji, posthumously titled 
Emperor Gaozu of the Han. This is followed by a long series of biographies of 
the men who aided Gaozu in establishing the new dynasty or who contended 
unsuccessfully with him for rule. Because of the biographical nature of each 
chapter, the reader will at times find himself carried forward into the reigns of 
Gaozu's successors, his son Emperor Hui, his wife Empress Lii, and the rulers 
who followed them, Emperors Wen and Jing, whose reigns will be dealt with 
more fully later. He will also discover that, since all these men were more or 
less contemporaries, the same events are touched upon again and again in 
successive chapters, sometimes described in more detail than previously, some- 
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times drastically abbreviated, but each time presented from a slightly different 
point of view because of the way in which they affect the life of the subject of 
the chapter. Much of the beauty and interest of the Shi ji lies in this subtle 
division and disposition of material, this technique of viewing a single event or 
figure through the eyes of a succession of different characters. The personality 
of the hero, Emperor Gaozu, in particular, is carefully and effectively built up 
through dozens of scenes and anecdotes revealed chapter by chapter until in the 
end we have seen every facet of his peasant wiliness, his generosity, his 
notorious bad manners, and the melancholy splendour of his last years. It  is a 
technique which makes considerable demands upon the attention of the reader 
and may seem more appropriate to a novel than to a work of history, but it will 
perhaps help to explain why the Shi ji has had such a great appeal to the 
imagination and literary sensibilities of the Chinese and other East Asian 
peoples. The events of this period are stirring and significant enough, but more 
than the events it is the men themselves, as they are revealed in the colourful, 
incisive portraits which Sima Qian has created, that remain in the memory of 
the reader. 





PART I 

THE BEGINNING OF THE REVOLT 





SHZ JZ 48: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
CHEN SHE 

When Jie and Zhou sank into evil, Tang and Wu rose to replace them. When 
the way of Zhou faltered, the Spring andAutumn Annals were made. When 
Qin's rule failed, Chen She marched forth. The lords sprang to revolt like 
a great wind rising, like clouds that cover the sky, until the house of Qin at 
last crumbled. All the world took its cue from Chen She's rebellion. Thus 
I made "The Hereditary House of Chen she".' 

Chen Sheng, whose polite name was Chen She, was a native of Yangcheng; 
Wu Guang, or Wu Shu, was from Yangxia. When Chen She was young, he was 
working one day in the fields with the other hired men. Suddenly he stopped his 
ploughing and went and stood on a hillock, wearing a look of profound 
discontent. After a long while he announced, "If I become rich and famous, I 
will not forget the rest of you!" 

The other fm hands laughed and answered, "You are nothing but a hired 
labourer. How could you ever become rich and famous?" 

Chen She gave a great sigh. "Oh, well," he said, "how could you little 
sparrows be expected to understand the ambitions of a swan?" 

During the first year of the Second Emperor of Qin I209 BC],' in the seventh 
month, an order came for a force of 900 men from the poor side of the town to 
be sent to garrison Yuyang. Chen She and Wu Guang were among those whose 
turn it was to'go, and they were appointed heads of the levy of men.) When the 

I 
This and the summaries which head the other chapters of the translation are taken from 

Sima Qian's table of contents in Shi ji 130, unless otherwise noted. 
2 
Chinese historians customarily record dates by the year of the reigning monarch. Hence 

we have here the years of the Second Emperor of Qin, which will be followed by the years of 
Han, i.e., of Emperor Gaozi of the Han. The Qin dynasty began its new year with the tenth 
month. around our November, a custom continued in the early Han, so that the months run 10. 
11, 12, 1, 2, 3,4, 5.6,  7, 8 and 9, with occasional intercalary months. 

3 
1.e.. they were chosen from among the men of the group to be its leaders; the group as 

a whole was in turn commanded by officers of the Qin government. 



group had gone as far as Daze County, they encountered such heavy rain that 
the road became impassable. It was apparent that the men would be unable to 
reach the appointed place on time, an offence punishable by death. Chen She 
and Wu Guang accordingly began to plot together. "As things stand, we face 
death whether we stay or run away," they said, "while if we were to start a revolt 
we would likewise face death. Since we must die in any case, would it not be 
better to die fighting for our country?"* 

"The world has long suffered under Qin," said Chen She. "From what I 
have heard, the Second Emperor was a younger son and ought never to have 
succeeded to the throne. The one who should have been made ruler was Prince 
Fusu. But because Fusu several times remonstrated with the former emperor, 
he was sent to lead the armies in the field. Someone has told me that, though 
Fusu was guilty of no crime, he has been murdered by the Second Emperor. The 
common people have heard much of Fusu's worth, but they do not know that 
he is dead. Xiang Yan was a general of Chu who many times distinguished 
himself in battle. He took good care of his troops and the people of Chu thought 
fondly of him. Some say that he is dead, but others say that he is only in hiding. 
Now with the group we have, if we could deceive people into thinking that I am 
Fusu and you are Xiang Yan, we could lead the world in our own tune, and there 
are sure to be many who will join in the chorus!" 

Wu Guang approved of this idea, and they went to consult a diviner. The 
diviner guessed what the two were planning, and replied, "Your undertakings 
will all meet with success. But might you not seek your fortune with the 

spirits?" 

Chen She and Wu Guang were delighted with the idea of enlisting super- 
natural aid in their scheme. "It must mean that we should first do something to 
overawe the men in our group!" they declared, and proceeded to write with 
cinnabar on a piece of silk: "Chen She shall be a king." They stuffed the silk 
into the belly of a fish someone had caught in a net. When one of the soldiers 
bought the fish and boiled it for his dinner, he discovered the message in the 
fish's belly and was greatly astonished. Also Chen She secretly sent Wu Guang 

4 
I.e., die fighting for the restoration of the former state of Chu. Another interpretation 

would have it mean "die fighting to win a kingdom". 
5 
Like all good diviners, this one is careful to answer ambiguously. His remark may be 

interpreted to mean, "Though your plan may succeed, will you not find yourselves among the 
spirits of the dead?" But Chen She and Wu Guang prefer to interpret him differently. 
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to a grove of trees surrounding a shrine which was close to where the men were 
making camp. When night fell, Wu Guang lit a torch and, partly concealing it 
under a basket, began to wail like a fox and cry, "Great Chu shall rise again! 
Chen She shall be a king!" 

The soldiers were filled with alarm, and when dawn came they talked here 
and there among themselves, pointing and staring at Chen She. 

Wu Guang had always been kind to others and many of the soldiers would 
do anything for him. When the officer in command of the group was drunk, Wu 
Guang made a point of openly announcing several times that he was going to 
run away. In this way Wu Guang hoped to arouse the commander's anger, get 
him to punish him, and so stir up the men's ire and resentment. As Wu Guang 
had expected, the commander began to beat him, when the commander's sword 
slipped out of its scabbard. Wu Guang sprang up, seized the sword, and killed 
the commander, Chen She rushed to his assistance and they proceeded to kill 
the other two commanding officers as well. Then they called together all the 
men of the group and announced: "Because of the rain we encountered, we 
cannot reach our rendezvous on time. And anyone who misses a rendezvous has 
his head cut off! Even if you should somehow escape with your heads, six or 
seven out of every ten of you are bound to die in the course of ganison duty. 
Now, my brave fellows, if you are unwilling to die, we have nothing more to 
say. But if you would risk death, then let us risk it for the sake of fame and glory! 
Kings and nobles, generals and ministers - such men are made, not born!" 

The men of the ganison all replied, "We'll do whatever you say!" Then, in 
order to win the loyalty of the people, Chen She and Wu Guang falsely 
proclaimed themselves to be Prince Fusu and Xiang Yan. Baring their right 
shoulders, they raised the cry of "Great Chu!" and built an altar and swore an 
oath before it, offering as a sacrifice the heads of the commanding officers. Chen 
She set himself up as commander of the army, with Wu Guang as his colonel, 
and together they attacked Daze County. After capturing Daze County, they 
proceeded to attack and capture Qi. They dispatched Ge Ying, a man of Fuli, 
with a force to seize control of the area east of Qi, while they themselves attacked 
Zhi, Zan, Ku, Zhe, and Qiao, all of which submitted. Recruiting soldiers as they 
went along, they were able by the time they reached the city of Chen to build 
up a force of 600 or 700 chariots, over 1,000 horsemen, and 20,000 or 30,000 
infantry. 

When they attacked Chen, neither the governor of the province nor any of 
the magistrates of the districts under him were in the city. Only one of the 
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governor's aides was present, who engaged them in battle at the Qiao Gate but 
was defeated and killed. They entered the city and quartered there for several 
days, sending out an order summoning all the village heads and important men 
of the region to meet with them and plan a course of action. To this the village 
heads and distinguished men replied, "The general has buckled on armour and 
taken up his weapons to attack the unrighteous and punish the violence of Qin, 
that he may restore once more the sacred altars of the state of Chu. Because of 
the glory he has won, he deserves to be made a king." 

Chen She accordingly was made king and given the title "Magnifier of 
Chu", whereupon men in many of the other provinces and districts who had 
suffered under the Qin officials overpowered and murdered their governors and 
magistrates and allied themselves with Chen She. 

Chen She made Wu Guang an acting king with supervision over the other 
leaders of their band, and sent him west to attack ~ i n ~ ~ a n ~ . ~  Chen She ordered 
Zhang Er, Chen Yu, and Wu Chen, a man of Chen, to seize the region of Zhao, 
while he sent Deng Zong, a native of Ruyin, to seize the province of Jiujiang. 
By this time a countless number of bands consisting of several thousand men 
each had been formed throughout Chu. 

When Ge Ying, who had been sent by Chen She to seize the land east of 
Chi, reached Dongcheng, he set up Xiang Qiang as king of Chu. Later, hearing 
that Chen She had already become king himself, he murdered Xiang Qiang and 
returned to report what he had done to Chen She. Chen She executed him, and 
dispatched Zhou Shi, a native of Wei, to march north and seize the region of 
Wei. 

Meanwhile Wu Guang surrounded the city of Xingyang, but Li You, the 
governor of Sanchuan, held the city, and Wu Guang was unable to conquer 
it. 

c Chen She summoned the distinguished men of the state of Chu to meet with 
him and plan the next move. He appointed Cai Ci, the lord of Fang, a man of 
Shangcai, as his chief minister. Zhou Wen, a man of some distinction in Chen, 
had formerly been diviner of auspicious days in the army of Xiang Yan and had 
also served under the lord of Chunshen. When he declared himself adept in 
military affairs, Chen She presented him with the seals of a general and sent him 

6 
This place-name may also be read Yingyang. 
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west to attack Qin. Gathering troops as he went along, he entered the pass' with 
a force of 1,000 chariots and 20,000 or 30,000 infantry and campd at Xi. Qin 
ordered its privy treasurer. Zhang Han, to free all conscript labourers at Mt. ~ i , '  
and the children of household slaves, and lead them forth in an attack upon the 
army of Chu. They succeeded in routing it, whereupon Zhou Wen fled back 
through the Pass in defeat, halting and camping at Caoyang for several months. 
Zhang Han pursued him and defeated him again, and Zhou Wen once more fled, 
camping at Mianchi for ten days or more. Here Zhang Han inflicted a final 
defeat. Zhou Wen cut his throat, and his army ceased all further resistance. 

When Wu Chen reached Handan in Zhao, he set himself up as king of Zhao, 
making Chen Yu his commanding general and Zhang Er and Shao Sao his prime 
ministers of the left and right. Chen She was enraged at this and seized and 
bound the members of their families, preparing to execute them. But the chief 
minister, Cai Ci, interceded, saying, "Qin, our great enemy, has not yet 
been destroyed. Now if you execute the families of the king of Zhao and his 
ministers, you will only create a second Qin to plague us. It would be better to 
comply with what Wu Chen and the others have done and confirm their 
positions." 

Chen She accordingly dispatched an envoy to congratulate Wu Chen on his 
new position as king of Zhao, but the families of Wu Chen and the others he 
had transferred to his own palace and kept under guard. Zhang Er's son, Zhang 
Ao, he enfeoffed as lord of Chengdu. 

Chen She urged the troops of Zhao to proceed with all haste to the area 
within the Pass, but Zhao's generals and ministers plotted with their king, 
saying, "It was not Chen She's intention that you should become king of Zhao. 
When he has finished conquering Qin, he will assuredly turn his forces against 
us. The best plan, therefore, would be for us not to dispatch troops west, but 
instead to send a force north to seize the region of Yan and broaden the territory 
under your command. With the Yellow River to protect Zhao in the south, and 
Yan and Dai to the north in our possession, Chen She in Chu will not dare try 

7 
The heartland of Qin. with its capital, Xianyang, lay in the northwest, surrounded by 

rivers and mountains, the so-called land within the Passes. The two principal approaches to it 
were through the Wu Pass in the south and the Hangu Pass in the east. Unless otherwise stated. 
"the Pass" refers to the latter. 

I 
Where they had been assembled to work on the great mausoleum of the First Emperor 

of Qin. 
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to impose his will upon us, even if he is victorious over Qin. And if Chen She 
should fail to conquer Qin, he will be forced to rely more heavily than ever upon 
us. At that point we can take advantage of the damage already inflicted upon 
Qin by Chen She and have our way with the whole empire!" 

The king of Zhao approved their suggestion and sent no troops west, but 
instead dispatched Han Guang, a former troop commander of the province of 
Shanggu, to lead an army north and seize the region of Yan. 

The former nobles and leaders of Yan addressed Han Guang, saying, "Chu 
has already set up a king, and so has Zhao. Although Yan is rather small, it  still 
deserves to be called, as the old phrase has it, 'a kingdom of ten thousand 
chariots'. We would like therefore to make you king of Yan." 

Han Guang, however, objected. "My mother is still in Zhao," he said. "I 
am afraid it would not do!" But the men of Yan replied, "Zhao at the present 
time has all it can do to worry about Qin in the west and Chu to the south. It has 
no strength left to interfere with what we do. Chen She, in spite of all his power, 
did not dare to harm the families of the king and ministers of Zhao. How should 
Zhao dare to do any harm to your family?" 

Han Guang, considering that what they said was true, declared himself king 
of Yan. After a few months Zhao with all due respect sent his mother and the 
rest of his family to him in Yan. 

By this time there were any number of leaders of the revolt attempting to 
win control of different regions of the empire. Zhou Shi raided the north as far 
as Di in Qi. Tian Dan, a native of Di, murdered the magistrate of the district of 
Di and declared himself king of Qi. He then proceeded to lead the forces of Qi 
in an attack on Zhou Shi. Zhou Shi's army scattered before him, turned back, 
and retreated to the region of Wei. Zhou Shi wanted to set up Wei Jiu, the former 
lord of Ningling, who was a descendant of the royal family of Wei, as king of 
Wei, but Jiu was at the time with Chen She and so was not able to come to Wei. 
After Zhou Shi's men had conquered the region of Wei, they wanted to join the 
people of Wei in setting up Zhou Shi himself as king, but Zhou Shi refused to 
consent. Five times envoys were sent back and forth between Wei and Chen 
She in an attempt to reach a solution, until finally Chen She agreed to make Jiu 
the king of Wei, and sent him to his new kingdom. Zhou Shi in the end became 
his prime minister. 

Tian Zang, one of Chen She's generals, plotted with his fellow officers, 
saying, "Since Zhou Wen's army has been defeated, Qin's soldiers may be on 
us at any moment. Now we have encircled the city of Xingyang, but we have 
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been unable to take it. When the armies of Qin reach us we are sure to suffer a 
great defeat. It would be better to leave a small number of troops behind, 
sufficient to keep watch on Xingyang, and lead our best men west to meet the 
Qin armies. Our leader, Wu Guang, who has been made an acting king, is too 
arrogant and knows nothing of military tactics. He is not wonh consulting with 

on matters of strategy. If we do not do away with him our whole undertaking 
will be in danger of collapse!" Accordingly they joined in forging orders from 
Chen She and proceeded to execute Wu Guang and send his head to Chen She. 
Chen She in turn sent an envoy to reward Tian Zang with the official seals of 
prime minister of Chu, making him commanding general. 

Tian Zang then ordered Li Gui and some of his other generals to guard the 
city of Xingyang, while he himself led his best troops west to meet the army of 
Qin at the Ao Granary and join in battle. Tian Zang was killed and his 
army defeated. The Qin commander Zhang Han advanced with his troops and 
attacked Li Gui and the others before the walls of Xingyang, defeating and 
killing them. 

A man of Yangcheng named Deng Yue was at this time in charge of a 
force of men in Tan. Zhang Han dispatched an expeditionary force to attack 
and crush him, whereupon Deng Yue's army scattered and fled to Chen. Wu 
Xu, a man of Zhi, held command of a force at Xu, but when attacked by 
Zhang Han his army, too, scattered and fled to Chen. Chen She executed Deng 
Yue. 

At the time when Chen She first set himself up as a king a group of men, 
including Qin Jia of Ling, Dong Xie of Zhi, Zhu Jishi of Fuli, Zheng Bu of Qulii, 
and Ding Ji of Xu, started an uprising of their own, leading a band of troops to 
surround Qing, the governor of Donghai, at Tan. When Chen She received word 
of this he dispatched Pan, the lord of Wuping, to act as their commander and 
take charge of their forces, which were camped outside the walls of Tan. Qin 
Jia, however, declined to accept these orders, but instead declared himself a 
grand marshal and refused to put himself under the lord of Wuping's command. 
"The lord of Wuping is too young and knows nothing of military affairs," he 
advised his officers. "Do not listen to what he says!" Accordingly they forged 
an order from Chen She and executed the lord of Wuping. 

After Zhang Han had defeated Wu Xu he marched to attack the city of Chen, 
killing Cai Ci, the chief minister. He then advanced and attacked the army of 
Zhang Jia west of Chen. Chen She came out to observe the battle, but the army 
was defeated and Zhang Jia killed. In the twelfth month, at the time of the winter 
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sacrifice, Chen She journeyed to Ruyin and from there withdrew to Xiachengfu, 
where he was murdered by his carriage driver, Zhuang Jia, who declared Chen 
loyal to the Qin government. Chen She was buried at Dang with the posthumous 
title of "The Melancholy King". 

General Lu Chen, former master of purification under Chen She, formed a 
band of men known as the Blue Heads and started an uprising in Xinyang. They 
attacked and conquered the city of Chen, killed Zhuang Jia, and declared Chen 
loyal to Chu once more. 

When Chen She first marched on Chen he dispatched Song Liu, a man of 
Zhi, with orders to lead a force of troops west to conquer the region of Nanyang 
and enter the Wu Pass. Song Liu had already gained control of Nanyang, but 
when news of Chen She's death spread abroad, Nanyang declared itself loyal 
again to Qin. Song Liu was therefore unable to enter the Wu Pass, but instead 
marched back east as far as Xincai, where he encountered the Qin army and 
surrendered to it. The Qin government had him brought back to the capital by 
relay carriage, where he was tied to two carts and tom apart to serve as a warning 
to the populace. 

When Qin Jia and his band heard that Chen She's army had been defeated 
and was in flight they set up Jing Ju as king of Chu and led their troops to Fangyu, 
planning to attack the Qin army outside the walls of Dingtao. In the meantime 
they dispatched Gongsun Qing as their envoy to Tian Dan, the king of Qi, 
requesting that Qi join with them in the attack. 

"Though word has come that Chen She has been defeated, no one knows 
whether he is still alive or not", said the king of Qi. "What do you mean by 
setting up a new king of Chu without consulting me?" 

"You did not consult Chu when you set yourself up as king of Qi," 
responded Gongsun Qing. "Why should Chu consult Qi when it  sets up its 
own king? Chu is the leader of the uprising. It is only proper that she should 
give orders to the rest of the empire!" The king of Qi executed Gongsun 
Qing. 

Qin's colonels of the left and right again attacked Chen and recaptured it. 
Lii Chen's army fled, but soon recruited more men and reformed. Qing Bu, the 
lord of Dangyang, a bandit leader of Po, recruited a force of men and joined Lii 
Chen in another attack on the colonels of Qin, defeating them at Qingbo. With 
this, the city of Chen once more became an ally of Chu. It was at this time that 
Xiang Liang set up Xin, the grandson of the former King Huai, as the new king 
of Chu. 
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All in all, Chen She was a king for six months. When he had become king 
and was ruling the region of Chen, one of his old friends who had once worked 
as a hired hand with him in the fields heard of his success and went and knocked 
upon the palace gate of Chen, saying, "I want to see She!" The gatekeeper was 
about to order him arrested, but he managed to convince the keeper that he was 
an old friend of Chen She. The gatekeeper let him go, but refused to allow him 
to enter the palace. 

When the king emerged from the palace, the man stood by the roadside and 
shouted "She!" Hearing his voice, Chen She ordered that he be brought forward 
and, inviting him to ride in his carriage, returned with him to the palace. When 
the man entered the palace and saw all its great halls with their curtains and 
trappings he said, "Oh, a heap of stuff you have, She, now you're a king! Such 
a big place!" (The people of Chu say "a heap" when they mean a lot.) Eventually 
the story spread all over the empire, so that from this incident with Chen She 
originated the saying "Even 'heap-of-She' got to be king." 

After this the old friend came often to visit Chen She, making himself more 
and more at home in the palace and telling people about Chen She's life in the 
old days. Someone warned Chen She about this, saying, "This guest of yours is 
ignorant and ill-bred, and his idle chatter serves only to degrade your dignity!" 
Chen She had his old friend's head cut off. Thereafter all of Chen She's former 
acquaintances withdrew of their own accord, and no one attempted to be on 
intimate terms with him. 

Chen She appointed Zhu Fang as rectifier and Hu Wu as director of faults, 
putting them in charge of his other ministers and officials. When any of the 
various generals returned from expeditions to seize temtory, if it appeared that 
they had not carried out their orders exactly, these two officials believed it their 
duty to bind them like criminals and subject them to the severest examination. 
If any fault was found in their behaviour, their case was not submitted to the 
lesser officials for trial, but was settled summarily by Zhu Fang and Hu Wu 
themselves. Chen She entrusted everything to these two men with the fullest 
confidence, and for this reason his generals felt no personal attachment to him. 
This is why he failed. 

Although Chen She himself died very early, the various rulers and com- 
manders whom he set up and dispatched on expeditions eventually succeeded 
in overthrowing the Qin. Thus it was he who actually began the uprising. In the 
time of Emperor Gaozu of the Han, thirty families were established to take care 
of Chen She's grave at Dang, so that down to the present day he has continued 
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to enjoy the blood and flesh of  sacrifice^.^ 
It is by the lay of the land and its strategic fastnesses that one's position is 

made secure, and by the force of arms and law that one executes his rule. And 
yet these alone cannot be relied upon. The kings of antiquity made humanity 
and righteousness the root of their rule, and considered strategic power, laws, 
and regulations as no more than its branches. Was this not a just view? Jia Yi, 
discussing the history of the Qin dynasty, has written as follows: 

Duke Xiao of Qin [fourth century BC], relying upon the strength 
of the Hangu Pass and basing himself in the area of Yongzhou, with 
his ministers held fast to his land and eyed the house of Zhou, for he 
cherished a desire to roll up the empire like a mat, to bind into one the 
whole world, to bag all the land within the four seas; he had it in his 
heart to swallow up everything in the eight directions. At this time he 
was aided by the Legalist philosopher Lord Shang, who set up laws for 
him, encouraged agriculture and weaving, built up the instruments of 
war, contracted military alliances, and attacked the other feudal lords. 
Thus the men of Qin were able with ease to acquire territory east of 
the upper reaches of the Yellow River. 

After the death of Duke Xiao, Kings Huiwen, Wu, and Zhao 
carried on the undertakings of their predecessor, and following the 
plans he had laid, seized Hanzhong in the south and Ba and Shu in the 
west, and acquired rich land in the east and provinces of strategic value. 
The other feudal lords in alarm came together in council to devise some 
plan to weaken Qin, sparing nothing in gifts of precious objects and 
rich lands to induce men from all over the empire to come and join 
with them in a "vertical alliance", and pool their strength. At this time 
there were Lord Mengchang in Qi, Lord Pingyuan in Zhao, Lord 

< 
Chunshen in Chu, and Lord Xinling in Wei. These four lords were all 
men of intelligence and loyalty, generous and kind to others, who 

9 
This chapter lacks the customary closing remarks of the Grand Historian. The section 

which follows in present texts is introduced by the words "Master Chu remarks". Master Chu, 
or Chu Shaosun, was a scholar who, some time after Sima Qian's death, took i t  upon himself 
to make additions to the historian's work. However, it is quite possible that this closing section, 
with its long quotation from the poet Jia Yi's famous essay "The Faults of Qin", describing 
the rise and fall of the Qin empire, was actually added by Sima Qian himself, since in other 
chapters he quotes from the same essay or other works of Jia Yi. 
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honoured worthy men and took good care of their followers. They 
rejected the Horizontal Alliance and instead formed the Vertical Alli- 

10 ance, which united all the forces of the states of Hann, Wei, Yan, 
I I 

Chu, Qi, Zhao, Song, Wey, and Zhongshan. At this time among the 
distinguished men of the Six States were men like Ning Yue, Xu Shang, 
Su Qin, and Du He, who laid the plans; Qi Ming, Zhou Ju, Chen Zhen, 
Shao Hua, Lou Huan, Di Jing, Su Li, Yue Yi, and their followers, who 
camed out these plans; and Wu Qi, Sun Bin, Dai Tuo, Er Liang, Wang 
Liao, Tian Ji, Lian Po, and Zhao She, who commanded the troops. With 
a force of 1,000,000 soldiers drawn from an area ten times that of Qin 
they beat upon the Pass and pressed forward toward Qin. But the men 
of Qin opened the Pass to entice the enemy in, and the armies of the 
Nine States fled and did not dare to advance. Qin, without expending 
a single arrow or losing a single arrowhead, threatened the fate of the 
whole empire. 

With this, the Vertical Alliance collapsed, its treaties came to 
naught, and the various states hastened to present Qin with parts of 
their territories as bribes for peace. .With its superior strength Qin 
pressed the crumbling forces of its rivals, pursued those who had fled 
in defeat, and overwhelmed and slaughtered the army of 1,000,000 
until their shields floated upon a river of blood. Following up the 
advantages of its victory, Qin gained mastery over the empire and 
divided up its mountains and rivers. The powerful states begged to 
submit to its sovereignty and the weaker ones paid homage at its court. 

Then followed Kings Xiaowen and Zhuangxiang, whose reigns 
were short and uneventful. After this came the First Emperor who, 
carrying on the glorious spirit of his six predecessors, cracked his long 
whip and:drove the universe before him, swallowed up the eastern and 
western Zhou, and overthrew the feudal lords. He ascended the throne 
of honour and ruled the six directions, scourging the world with his 
rod, and his might shook the four seas. In the south he seized the land 

10 
A state in north-central China, just south of the Yellow River. I have romanized it with 
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The old Ji clan state of Wei in the lower Yellow River valley. I have romanized the 
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of the hundred tribes of Yue and made of it Guilin and Xiang provinces, 
and the lords of the hundred Yue bowed their heads, hung halters from 
their necks, and pleaded for their lives with the lowest officials of Qin. 
Then he sent Meng Tian to build the Great Wall and defend the borders, 
driving back the Xiongnu over 700 li," so that the barbarians no longer 
ventured to come south to pasture their horses and their men dared not 
take up their bows to vent their hatred. 

Thereupon he discarded the ways of the former kings and burned 
the books of the hundred schools of philosophy in order to make the 
people ignorant. I-Ie destroyed the walls of the great cities, assassinated 
the powerful leaders, and collected all the arms of the empire, which 
he had brought to his capital at Xianyang, where the spears and 
arrowheads were melted down and cast to make twelve human statues. 
All this he did in order to weaken the people of the empire. After this 
he ascended and fortified Mt. Hua, set up fords along the Yellow River, 
and strengthened the heights and precipices overlooking the fathom- 
less valleys, in order to secure his position. He garrisoned the strategic 
points with skilled generals and strong cross-bowmen and stationed 
trusted ministers and well-trained soldiers to guard the land with arms 
and question all who passed back and forth. When he had thus pacified 
the empire, the First Emperor believed in his heart that, with the 
strength of his capital within the Pass and his walls of metal extending 
a thousand miles, he had established a rule that would be enjoyed by 
his sons and grandsons for ten thousand generations. 

For a while after the death of the First Emperor the memory of his 
might continued to awe the common people. Yet Chen She, born in a 
humble hut with tiny windows and a wattle door, a day labourer in the 
fields and a garrison conscript, whose abilities could not match even 

' 

the average, who had neither the worth of Confucius and Mo Zi nor 
the wealth of Tao Zhu or Yi Dun, stepped from the ranks of the 
common soldiers, rose up from the paths of the fields, and led a band 
of several hundred poor, weary soldiers in revolt against Qin. They cut 
down trees to make their weapons and raised their flags on garden 
poles, and the whole world gathered like a cloud, answered like an echo 

I2 
The nomadic people who occupied the area north of China. The Chinese 11 is about one 

third of an English mile. 



to a sound, brought them provisions, and followed after them as 
shadows follow a form. In the end the leaders east of the mountains 
rose up together and destroyed the house of Qin. 

Now the empire of Qin at this time was by no means small or 
feeble. Its base in Yongzhou, its stronghold within the Pass, were the 
same as before. The position of Chen She could not compare in dignity 
with the lords of Qi, Chu. Yan, Zhao. Hann. Wei, Song, Wey. and 
Zhongshan. The weapons which he improvised from hoes and tree 
branches could not match the sharpness of spears and battle pikes; his 
little band of garrison conscripts was nothing beside the armies of the 
Nine States. In deep plotting and far-reaching stratagems, in methods 
of warfare, he was far inferior to the men of earlier times. And yet Chen 
She succeeded in his undertaking where they had failed, though in 
ability, size, power, and strength his forces could in no way compare 
to those of the states east of the mountains that had formerly opposed 
Qin. Qin, beginning with an insignificant amount of territory, reached 
the power of a great kingdom and for 100 years made the ancient eight 
provinces pay homage at its court. Yet, after it had become master of 
the six directions and established its palaces within the Pass, a single 
commoner opposed it and its seven ancestral temples toppled, its ruler 
died by the hands of men, and it became the laughing stock of the 
world. Why? Because it failed to rule with humanity and righteousness, 
and did not realize that the power to attack and the power to retain what 

13 
one has thereby won are not the same. 

I 3  
Other texts of this famous essay. appearing in Shi ji 6. X i t ~  shu I .  Wer~ .\.iton 5 1 .  and 

elsewhere, have been consulted and occasional variant readings adopted. 





PART I1 

THE VANQUISHED 





- SHI JI 7: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
XIANG YU 

Qin failed in goodness and the great leaders rose to vex it. Xiang Liang 
began the task and his nephew, Yu, carried it on. When the latter killed 
Song Yi and rescued Zhao, the feudal leaders made him their ruler; but 
when he executed Ziying and rebelled against King Huai, the world joined 
in censuring him. Thus I made "The Basic Annals of Xiang Yu". 

Xiang Ji, whose polite name was Yu, was a native of Xiaxiang. He was 
twenty-four when he first took up anns. His father's youngest brother was Xiang 
Liang. Xiang Liang's father, Xiang Yan, was a general of Chu who was driven 
to suicide by the Qin general Wang Qian. The Xiang family for generations were 
generals of Chu and were enfeoffed in Xiang; hence they took the family name 
Xiang. 

When Xiang Yu was a boy he studied the art of writing. Failing to master 
this, he abandoned it and took up swordsmanship. When he failed at this also, 
his uncle, Xiang Liang, grew angry with him, but Xiang Yu declared, "Writing 
is good only for keeping records of people's names. Swordsmanship is useful 
only for attacking a single enemy and is likewise not worth studying. What I 
want to learn is the art of attacking 10,000 enemies!" With this, Xiang Liang 
began to teach his nephew the art of warfare, which pleased Yu greatly. On the 
whole Yu understood the essentials of the art, but here again he was unwilling 
to pursue the: study in detail. 

Xiang Liang was once implicated in some crime in Yueyang but, obtaining 
a letter on his behalf from the prison warden of Ji, Cao Jiu, he presented it to 
Sima Xin, the prison warden of Yueyang, and was released from the charge. 

Later Xiang Liang killed a man and, with Xiang Yu, fled to the region of 
Wu to escape the vengeance of the man's family. All the worthy and renowned 
men of the region of Wu acknowledged Xiang Liang as their superior and, 
whenever there was some major government construction work or a funeral in 
the area, Xiang Liang was put in charge of the proceedings. In secret he formed 
a band of guests and retainers and trained them in the art of war so that he came 
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to know the abilities of each. 
Once the First Emperor of Qin came on a visit to Kuaiji. When he was 

crossing the Zhe River, Xiang Liang and Xiang Yu went to watch the procession. 
"This fellow could be deposed and replaced!" Xiang Yu remarked. Xiang Liang 
clapped his hand over his nephew's mouth. "Don't speak such nonsense," he 
cautioned, "or we and all our family will be executed!" After this incident Xiang 
Liang treated his nephew with peculiar respect. 

Xiang Yu was over eight feet tall' and so strong that with his two hands he 
could lift a bronze cauldron. In ability and spirit he far surpassed others, so that 
all the young men of the region of Wu were afraid of him. 

In the first year of the Second Emperor of Qin [209 BC], during the seventh 
month, Chen She and his band began their uprising in the region of Daze. In the 
ninth month Tong, the governor of Kuaiji, announced to Xiang Liang, "All the 
region west of the Yangtze is in revolt. The time has come when Heaven will 
destroy the house of Qin. I have heard it said that he who takes the lead may 
rule others, but he who lags behind will be ruled by others. I would like to 
dispatch an army with you and Huan Chu at the head." (Huan Chu was at this 
time in hiding in the swamps.) 

Xiang Liang replied, "Huan Chu is in hiding and no one knows where he 
is. Only Xiang Yu knows the place." Xiang Liang left the room and went to give 
instructions to Xiang Yu, telling him to hold his sword in readiness and wait 
outside. Then he returned and sat down again with the governor. "I beg leave 
to call in my nephew Yu, so that he may receive your order to summon Huan 
Chu," said Xiang Liang. The governor consented, and Xiang Liang sent for 
Xiang Yu to come in. After some time, Xiang Liang winked at his nephew and 
said, "You may proceed!" With this, Xiang Yu drew his sword and cut off the 
governor's head. Xiang Liang picked up the governor's head and hung the seals 
of pffice from his own belt. The governor's office was thrown into utter panic 
and confusion. After Xiang Yu had attacked and killed several dozen attendants 
the entire staff submitted in terror, not a man daring to offer resistance. 

Xiang Liang then summoned a number of high officials whom he had 
known in the past and informed them of his reasons for starting a revolt. He 
called out all the troops of the region of Wu, sending men to recruit them from 
the various districts under his jurisdiction, until he had obtained a force of 8,000 
picked men, and he assigned various distinguished and powerful men of Wu as 

I 
I.e., over six feet. The Han foot is about three founhs of our foot. 



his commanders, lieutenants, and marshals. One man, to whom no post had been 
assigned, went to Xiang Liang and asked the reason. "In the past," replied Xiang 
Liang, "at the time of So-and-so's funeral, I put you in charge of certain affain, 
but you were unable to handle them properly. For this reason I have not assigned 
you a post." After this everyone accepted his assignments without argument. 
Xiang Liang became governor of Kuaiji and Xiang Yu was made lieutenant 
general with the task of subduing the districts under the governor's jurisdiction. 

Zhao Ping, a man of Guangling, had been sent by Chen She to seize the 
district of Guangling, but the district had not yet submitted. When Zhao Ping 
heard that Chen She had been defeated and fled and that the Qin forces were on 
their way, he crossed the Yangtze and, pretending that he was acting on orders 
from Chen She, conferred on Xiang Liang the title of chief minister to the king 
of Chu. "Now that this region east of the Yangtze is under control," he said, 
"you must with all speed lead your troops west and attack Qin!" 

Xiang Liang took his 8,000 men, crossed the Yangtze, and proceeded west. 
When he heard that Chen Ying had already conquered Dongyang he sent an 
envoy suggesting that the two of them join forces and proceed west together. 
Chen Ying had formerly been secretary to the district magistrate of Dongyang. 
He was unfailingly honest and circumspect in all his duties in the district and 
was known as a man of exceptional worth. Some of the young men of Dongyang 
had murdered the district magistrate and, gathering together a force of several 
thousand men, were looking for a leader. Failing to find anyone suitable, they 
asked Chen Ying. He refused, saying that he was unsuited for the job, but they 
finally forced him to become their leader. When they had gathered a force of 
20,000 men from the district they decided to make Chen Ying a king, mark their 
forces off from the other rebel groups by wearing blue caps, and start their own 
uprising. 

Chen Yivg's mother advised him, saying, "From the time I first came into 
your household as a bride I have never heard of any of your ancestors who were 
noblemen. Now if you should suddenly acquire a great title, I fear it would bring 
ill luck. It would be better for you to place yourself under the command of 
someone else. If the undertaking is successful, you will still be made a marquis. 
And should the undertaking fail, it will be easy for you to go into hiding, for the 
world will not point you out by name." 

As a result Chen Ying did not venture to become a king. Instead he told the 
leaders of his army, "The Xiang family have for generations been generals, and 
are well known in Chu. If we wish now to begin a revolt, it is imperative that 
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we have one of them as our general. If we put our trust in a family of such 
renown, there is no doubt that Qin can be destroyed." All agreed to follow his 
advice and put their troops under Xiang Liang's command. When Xiang Liaq 
crossed the Huai River, both Qing Bu and General Pu, as well, placed their 
troops under his command. In all he had a force of 60,000 or 70,000 men, which 
he encamped at Xiapei. 

At this time Qin Jia had already set up Jing Ju as king of Chu and was 
himself camped east of Pengcheng, intending to block Xiang Liang's advance. 
Xiang Liang addressed his officers, saying, "Chen She, king of Chu, was 
formerly the leader of the uprising, but he was unsuccessful in battle and we do 
not know at present where he is. Now Qin Jia, acting in defiance of Chen She, 
has set up Jing Ju as king. This is a most outrageous act of treason!" Then he 
led his troops to attack Qin Jia, who fled in defeat. Xiang Liang pursued him as 
far as Huling, where Qin Jia turned and engaged in battle. At the end of the day 
Qin Jia was dead and his army had surrendered. Jing Ju fled to the region of 
Liang, where he died. Xiang Liang then joined Qin Jia's army to his own and 
camped at Huling, preparing to march west. 

At this time the Qin army led by Zhang Han had reached Li. Xiang Liang 
sent Zhu Jishi and Yu Fanjun as special generals to attack him there, but Yu 
Fanjun was killed in battle and the army of Zhu Jishi, defeated, fled back to 
Huling. Xiang Liang then led his forces into Xue and executed Zhu Jishi. 

Earlier, Xiang Liang had sent Xiang Yu with a special force to attack the 
city of Xiangcheng, but the city was strongly defended and would not submit. 
When he at last succeeded in capturing it Xiang Yu had all the defenders 
butchered. He then returned and reported to Xiang Liang. When Xiang Liang 
received definite news that Chen She was dead he summoned all his various 
generals to a meeting at Xue to plan his next move. At this time Liu Ji, the 
gavernor of Pei, who had also begun an uprising in Pei, attended the meeting. 

Also present was Fan Zeng of Juchao, a man of seventy who lived in 
retirement and took no part in public affairs. He was very fond of peculiar plans 
and stratagems, and counselled Xiang Liang, saying, "It is altogether natural 
and proper that Chen She should have met with defeat. Among all the six great 
kingdoms which Qin destroyed Chu was least deserving of its fate. Ever since 
the time when King Huai of Chu went to visit Qin and failed to return to his 
own land the people of Chu have never ceased to grieve. Therefore Master Nan. 
the seer of Chu, has said; 'Though but three houses be left in Chu, i t  is she who 

will destroy Qin!' When Chen She was head of the uprising he did not set up 
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the heir to the royal house of Chu, but made himself king instead, and thus his 
power quickly waned. Now, since you have risen east of the Yangtze, the leaden 
of ~ h u '  swam forth like bees, vying with one another to place themselves at 
your disposal. This is because the men of your family have for generations been 
generals of Chu and you have it in your power to re-establish the royal line of 
Chu." 

Xiang Liang, acknowledging the truth of his words, sought out Xin, the 
grandson of the late King Huai of Chu, who was living among the common 
people, herding sheep in the hire of another man, and set him up as King Huai 
of Chu in accordance with the wishes of the people. Chen Ying he made prime 
minister of Chu, with a fief of five districts, and sent him with King Huai to 
establish the capital at Xuyi. Xiang Liang himself took the title of lord of Wuxin. 

After several months he led his troops to attack Kangfu. Joining with the 
armies of Tian Rong of Qi and Marshal Long Ju, he went to the rescue of Donga, 
which was besieged by Qin, and there inflicted a major defeat upon the Qin 
army. Tian Rong led his troops back to Qi and deposed Tian Jia, the king of Qi. 
Tian Jia fled to Chu and his prime minister, Tian Jue, fled to Zhao, where his 
younger brother, Tian Jian, a former general of Qi, was living, afraid to return 
to Qi. Tian Rong set up Shi, the son of Tian Dan, as king of Qi. Xiang Liang, 
having already defeated the army at Donga, was in pursuit of the Qin forces, 
and several times sent envoys to urge the forces of Qi to join him in proceeding 
west. Tian Rong announced: "If Chu will kill Tian Jia and Zhao will kill  Tian 
Jue and Tian Jian, then I will dispatch my troops." Xiang Liang replied, "Tian 
Jia is the king of an allied state. He has come to me in distress and placed himself 
under my care. I cannot bring myself to kill him." Zhao likewise declared that 
it  would not kill Tian Jue and Tian Jian for the sake of buying favour with Qi. 
As a result, Qi was unwilling to dispatch troops to aid Chu. 

Xiang;Liang sent the governor of Pei and Xiang Yu with a special force to 
attack the city of Chengyang and massacre its inhabitants. After accomplishing 
this they proceeded west and defeated the Qin forces east of Puyang. When the 
Qin forces withdrew to cover in Puyang the governor of Pei and Xiang Yu 
attacked Dingtao. Failing to capture Dingtao, they withdrew and seized the land 
to the west until they reached Yongqiu, where they inflicted a major defeat on 
the Qin forces and decapitated Li You. Then they turned back and attacked 
Waihuang. Before Waihuang had submitted, Xiang Liang marched out of 
Donga and proceeded west until he reached Dingtao, where he inflicted a second 
defeat upon the Qin army. 
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Because of this, and because Xiang Yu and his men in the meantime had 
succeeded in decapitating Li You, Xiang Liang became increasingly contemp- 
Lous of the Qin forces and began to grow proud and overbearing. Song Yi 
warned him, saying, "If, because of victory in battle, a general becomes proud 
and his soldiers unwary, defeat is sure to follow. Now your soldiers have begun 
to grow rather lazy, while the Qin forces increase day by day. I am afraid of 
what may happen to you!" Xiang Liang, however, refused to listen to Song Yi's 
counsel, but dispatched him as his envoy to Qi. On the way there, Song Yi 
happened to meet the envoy from Qi, Xian, the lord of Gaoling. "Are you on 
your way to see Xiang Liang, the lord of Wuxin?" he inquired, to which the 
other replied "I am." "I can tell you," said Song Yi, "that the lord of Wuxin is 
sure to meet with defeat. If you proceed on your way slowly enough, you may 
escape death. But if you hurry you will only encounter misfortune!" 

As Song Yi had foreseen, Qin gathered together all its forces and sent them 
to aid Zhang Han, who attacked the Chu army at Dingtao, inflicted a decisive 
defeat, and killed Xiang Liang. 

The governor of Pei and Xiang Yu withdrew from Waihuang and attacked 
Chenliu, but Chenliu was stoutly defended and they could not conquer it. 
They discussed what their best plan would be and decided that, since Xiang 
Liang's army had been defeated and their soldiers were filled with terror, they 
had better join with the army of Lu Chen and withdraw to the east. Accordingly 
they retreated, and Lu Chen camped east of Pengcheng, Xiang Yu west of 
Pengcheng, and the governor of Pei at Dang. 

Zhang Han, the Qin commander, having defeated Xiang Liang's army, 
considered that the forces of the Chu area were no longer worth worrying about. 
Therefore he crossed the Yellow River and attacked Zhao, inflicting a severe 
defeat. At this time Zhao Xie was king of Zhao, Chen Yu was in command of 
the army, and Zhang Er was prime minister. All fled and took refuge within the 
walls of Julu. Zhang Han ordered Wang Li and She Jian to encircle the city, 
while he himself camped to the south and constructed a walled road along which 
to transport supplies of grain. Chen Yu, the Zhao general, with a force of some 
20,000 or 30,000 men, camped north of Julu. This was the so-called Army North 
of the River. 

With the forces of Chu already defeated at Dingtao, King Huai grew fearful 
and moved from Xuyi to Pengcheng, where he combined the armies of Xiang 
Yu and Lu Chen and himself took command. He appointed Lii Chen as minister 
of instruction and his father, Lu Qing, as prime minister. The governor of Pei 
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he made head of Dang Province, enfeoffed him as marquis of Wuan, and put 
him in command of the troops of Dang. 

Xian, the lord of Gaoling, the envoy from Qi whom Song Yi had formerly 
chanced to meet on his way, was at this time with the Chu army, and went to 
see the king of Chu. "Song Yi," he said, "warned me that Xiang Liang would 
surely meet defeat, and after a few days he was in fact defeated. He who can 
read the signs of defeat before the armies have even engaged in battle may 
indeed be said to understand the art of warfare." The king thereupon summoned 
Song Yi and discussed affairs of strategy with him. He was delighted with Song 
Yi and made him supreme general of the army. Xiang Yu, with the title of "Duke 
of Lu", he made second general, and Fan Zeng third general, and sent them to 
relieve Zhao. All of the other special commanders were placed under the 
command of Song Yi, who was given the title of "His Lordship, the Commander 
of the Armies". 

The armies advanced as far as Anyang, where they halted for forty-six days 
without proceeding further. Xiang Yu conferred with Song Yi, saying, "News 
has come that the Qin army has besieged the king of Zhao at Julu. If we lead 
our troops across the Yellow River at once, we can attack them with our forces 
from outside, Zhao will respond by attacking from the city, and we are sure to 
defeat the Qin army." 

"Not so," replied Song Yi. "He who merely slaps at the gadfly on the cow's 
back will never succeed in killing the pesky lice.2 Qin is now attacking Zhao. If 
she is victorious in battle, then her troops will be weary and we can take 
advantage of their weakness. And if she is defeated, then we may lead our forces 
openly and without fear to the west, assured of victory over Qin. Therefore it is 
better for us to let Qin and Zhao fight it out first. In buckling on amour and 
wielding a weapon I may be no match for you, but in sitting down and working 
out problems of strategy you are no match for me!" After this Song Yi circulated 
an order thioughout the army reading: "Fierce as a tiger, recalcitrant as a ram, 
greedy as a wolf, so headstrong they will not submit to orders - if there are any 
such men, let them all be decapitated."l 

Song Yi dispatched his son, Song Xiang, to be prime minister of Qi, 
accompanying him along the way as far as Wuyan, where he held a great 

L ~ . e . ,  the Qin forces, deployed in small groups all over the empire. cannot be defeated by 
a single local victory, no matter how spectacular. 

3 
A hint that he would welcome the assassination of Xiang Yu. 
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drinking party. The day was cold, a heavy rain was falling, and the soldiers were 
chilled and starving. 
# 

"We joined forces for the purpose of attacking Qin," Xiang Yu declared, 
"but instead we have sat here all this time without advancing. The year is lean, 
the people are poor, and our men eat nothing but taro root and pulse. We have 
no provisions for our army, and yet Song Y i holds a great drinking party. He 
will not lead the troops across the river so that we may live off the food of Zhao 
and join forces with Zhao in attacking Qin, but instead tells us to 'take advantage 
of Qin's weakness'. Now if Qin in all her strength attacks the newly founded 
state of Zhao, she is sure to be powerful enough to defeat Zhao. And if Zhao is 
defeated and Qin is left as strong as ever, what sort of weakness will there be 
for us to take advantage of? Our troops were only lately defeated and the king 
sits uneasy on his throne, yet all the men within our borders are swept up together 
under Song Yi's sole command, so that the entire safety of our state depends 
upon this one move. Now he takes no thought for our soldiers, but attends only 
to his personal affairs. He is a traitor to the altars of our soil and grain!" 

Early the next day Xiang Yu went to make his morning report to the 
supreme general, Song Yi, and, when he had entered the tent, he cut off Song 
Yi's head. Then he went outside and issued an order to the army, saying: "Song 
Yi was plotting with Qi against Chu. The king of Chu secretly ordered me to 
execute him." All the other generals submitted in fear, none daring to raise any 
objection. "It was General Xiang's family who first set up the royal family of 
Chu," they declared, "and now the general has executed this traitor!" By mutual 
assent they set up Xiang Yu as acting supreme general. Someone was sent to 
pursue Song Yi's son and murder him when he reached Qi, while Huan Chu 
was dispatched to report what had happened to King Huai, who confirmed Xiang 
Yu's title of supreme general. Qing Bu, the lord of Dangyang, and General Pu 
both placed their armies under Xiang Yu's command. 

Xiang Yu had already killed "His Lordship, the Commander of the Ar- 
mies"; his might now shook the whole land of Chu and his fame reached the 
ears of all the leaders of the other states. He then dispatched Qing Bu and General 
Pu at the head of a force of 20,000 soldiers to cross the Yellow River and bring 
aid to the city of Julu, but they succeeded in winning only slight success. Chen 
Yu, the Zhao commander, sent a request for more troops. With this Xiang Yu 
led his entire force across the river. Once across, he sank all his boats, smashed 
the cooking pots and vessels, and set fire to his huts, taking with him only three 
days' rations, to make clear to his soldiers that they must fight to the death, for 
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he had no intention of returning. This done, he proceeded to surround the Qin 
general Wang Li and engage his army. After nine battles he managed to cut the 
supply road and inflict a major defeat, killing the Qin general, Su Jue, and taking 
Wang Li prisoner. A third Qin general, She Jim, refused to surrender to Chu 
and burned himself to death. 

At this time the troops of Chu took the lead before those of all the other 
states. The armies of ten or more of the other states who had come to aid Julu 
were camped in fortifications outside the city, but none of them dared send forth 
their troops. When the Chu army arrived and set upon Qin the leaders of the 
other armies all stood upon the ramparts of their camps and watched. Of the 
fighting men of Chu there was none who was not a match for ten of the enemy; 
the war cry of Chu shook the heavens and the men of the other armies all 
trembled with fear. 

After Xiang Yu had defeated the Qin army he summoned the leaders of the 
armies of the other states to audience. Entering the "carriage gates",4 they all 
crawled forward on their knees and none dared look up. With this, Xiang Yu 
for the first time became supreme commander of the leaders of the various states, 
and all of them were under his jurisdiction. 

Zhang Han's army was at this time camped at Jiyuan and Xiang Yu's army 
south of the Zhang River, both holding their positions without engaging in battle. 
The Qin armies had several times been forced to retreat, and the Second Emperor 
sent an envoy to reprimand Zhang Han for this. Zhang Han grew fearful and 
dispatched his chief secretary, Sima Xin, to plead on his behalf. When Sima Xin 
reached the capital, he waited outside the palace gate for three days, but Zhao 
~ a o '  refused to grant him audience on the grounds that he could not be trusted. 
Sima Xin, filled with apprehension, hastened with all speed back to the army, 
not daring to take the road by which he had come. As he had feared, Zhao Gao 
sent someone to pursue him, but the man failed to overtake him, and Sima Xin 
succeeded in  reaching the army and making his report: "Zhao Gao is in complete 
control of the government and the officials under him can do nothing. If we 
manage to win victory now, Zhao Gao is sure to be jealous of our merit, while 
if we are not victorious we will never escape.the death penalty. I beg you to lay 
plans with the gravest care!" 

4 
Formed by Chu's war chariots drawn up in a m y .  

5 
The eunuch who controlled the Second Emperor o f  the Qin and wielded the real power 

in the government. 
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Chen Yu, commander of the Zhao forces, also sent a letter to Zhang Han, 
stating: 

Bai Qi was once a general of Qin. In the south he conquered Yan 
and Ying; in the north he annihilated Mafu's army. Countless were the 
cities he attacked and the lands he seized, but at last he was condemned 
to death. Meng Tian, too, was a general of Qin. In the north he drove 
out the barbarians and opened up thousands of miles of border land. 
But in the end his head was cut off at Yangzhou. Why was this? 
Because these men had won great merit and Qin could not reward them 
sufficiently with fiefs of land. So it invented some legal excuse to 
condemn and execute them instead. 

Now you have been a general of Qin for three years, and while 
you have lost some 100,000 troops, the leaders of the other states have 
risen up in ever increasing numbers. This man Zhao Gao has for a long 
time flattered and deceived the Second Emperor, and now that affairs 
have reached a crisis he is afraid that the emperor will punish him. 
Therefore he hopes to use the law to punish you, ir. order to divert 
responsibility, and to send someone to take your place so that he may 
avoid disaster to himself. 

You have been in the field for a long time, General, and you have 
many enemies at court. Regardless of whether you win glory or not, 
you are sure to be executed. The time has come when Heaven will 
destroy Qin and every man, wise or foolish, knows it. Powerless to 
speak the truth openly to the court, camping in the fields as the leader 
of a doomed nation, would it not be pitiful if you were to try to drag 
out your days thus alone and friendless? Why do you not lead your 
troops and join with the other leaders of the Vertical ~ l l i a n c e ? ~  We 

; will take an oath to attack Qin together, divide up the land into 
kingdoms, face south7 and call ourselves sovereigns. Would this not 
be better than bowing your body beneath the executioner's axe and 
seeing your wife and children slaughtered? 

6 
The alliance of states along the eastern coast who were traditionally opposed to Qin. 

7 
The Chinese sovereign when he sits upon his throne faces south; hence, to "face south" 

means to become an independent ruler. 
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Zhang Han was deeply perplexed and secretly sent his lieutenant Shicheng 
to Xiang Yu, requesting an alliance. But before the alliance was concluded 
Xiang Yu dispatched General Pu who, marching day and night, led his troops 
across the Zhang River at the ford called Three Houses and camped south of the 
river, where he fought with the Qin army and defeated it again. Xiang Yu then 
led all his troops in an attack upon the Qin army on the banks of the Yu River 
and inflicted a major defeat. 

Zhang Han again sent one of his men to see Xiang Yu. Xiang Yu summoned 
his officers into council and announced, "Our provisions are running low. 1 think 
we had better listen to his request for an alliance." When his officers all agreed 
Xiang Yu set a date for a meeting with Zhang Han at the site of the old capital 
of Yin south of the Yuan River. After the oaths of alliance had been concluded 
Zhang Han came to Xiang Yu, the tears streaming from his eyes, and informed 
him of Zhao Gao's behaviour. Xiang Yu made Zhang Han the king of Yong and 
quartered him with his own army. The chief secretary Sima Xin he made 
supreme commander of the Qin armies with orders to lead them in an advance 
march as far as Xin'an. 

The officers and soldiers of the armies of the other states had in the past 
from time to time been sent to work on construction projects or on garrison duty 
and, when they had passed through the capital area of Qin, had often been 
ruthlessly treated by the officers and men of Qin. Now that the Qin army had 
surrendered to the other leaders they and their men took advantage of their 
victory to treat the Qin soldiers like slaves or prisoners and insult and abuse 
them with impunity. Many of the Qin officers and men whispered among 
themselves in secret, saying, "General Zhang and the rest have tricked us into 
surrendering to the other leaders. Now if we succeed in entering the Pass and 
defeating Qin, all will be well. But if we are not successful, the other leaders 
will make prisoners of us and take us east with them, and Qin will most certainly 
execute all our parents and wives and children." 

The generals of the army, hearing rumours of these plottings, reported them 
to Xiang Yu, who summoned Qing Bu and General Pu and announced to them 
this plan: "The officers and men of Qin are still very numerous, and in their 
hearts they have not surrendered. If, after we reach the land within the Pass, they 
should prove disloyal, we will be in a very dangerous situation. It would be 
better to attack and kill  them, sparing only Zhang Han, the chief secretary Sima 
Xin, and Colonel Dong Yi to go with us to invade Qin." Accordingly the Chu 
army attacked by night and butchered over 200,000 soldiers of Qin south of the 



city of Xin'an. 
Then they proceeded on their way, overrunning and seizing control of the 

territory of Qin. until they reached the Hangu Pass. But the Pass was guarded 
by soldiers. and they could not enter. When news came that the governor of Pei 
had already conquered the capital city of Xianyang, Xiang Yu was enraged, and 
sent Qing Bu and others to attack the Pass. Xianp Yu was finally able to enter, 
and proceeded as far as the west side of the Xi River. 

The governor of Pei was camped at Bashang and had not yet had an 
opportunity to meet with Xiang Yu. Cao Wushang, marshal of the left to the 
govemor of Pei, sent a messenger to report to Xiang Yu, saying, "The governor 
of Pei is planning to become king of the area within the Pass, employ ziyin; 
as his prime minister, and keep possession of all the precious articles and 
treasures of the capital." Xiang Yu was in a rage. "Tomorrow," he announced, 
"I shall feast my soldiers and then we will attack and crush the governor of Pei." 

At this time Xiang Yu had a force of 400,000 men encamped at Hongmen 
in Xinfeng. The governor of Pei, with a force of 100,000, was at Bashang. Fan 
Zeng counselled Xiang Yu, saying, "When the governor of Pei was living east 
of the mountains he was greedy for possessions and delighted in beautiful girls. 
But now that he has entered the Pass he has not taken a single thing, nor has he 
dallied with any of the wives or maidens. This proves that his mind is not set 
upon minor joys. I have sent men to observe the sky over the place where he is 
encamped, and they all found it full of shapes like dragons and tigers and 
coloured with five colours. These are the signs of a Son of Heaven. You must 
attack him at once and not lose this chance!" 

Xiang Bo, the Chu commander of the left, was an uncle of Xiang Yu and 
for a long time had been good friends with Zhang Liang, the marquis of Liu. 
Zhang Liang was at this time serving under the governor of Pei. That night Xiang 
Bo galloped on horse to the camp of the governor of Pei and visited Zhang Liang 
in secret. telling him of Xiang Yu's plans and begging Zhang Liang to come 
away with him. "Do not throw your life away along with all the others!" he 
urged. 

"I have been sent by the king of Hann to accompany the governor of Pei," 
Zhang Liang replied. "Now when he is faced with these difficulties, it would 
not be right for me to run away and leave him. I must report to him what you 
have told me." 

H 
The last ruler of Qin, who had already surrendered to the govemor of Pei. 



Zhang Liang then went and reponed the situation in full to the governor of 
Pei. "What shall we do?" exclaimed the governor in great consternation. 

"Who was it who thought up this plan of action for you?" asked Zhang 

Liang. 
"Some fool advised me that if 1 guarded the Pass and did not let the other 

leaders enter, I could rule the entire region of Qin, and so 1 followed his plan," 
he replied. 

"Do you believe that you have enough soldiers to stand up against Xiang 
Y u?" Zhang Liang asked. 

The governor was silent for a while, and then said, "No, certainly not. But 
what should we do now?" 

"You must let me go and explain to Xiang Bo," said Zhang Liang, "and tell 
him that you would not dare to be disloyal to Xiang Yu." 

"How do you happen to be friends with Xiang Bo?" asked the governor. 
"We knew each other in the time of Qin," replied Zhang Liang, "and once 

when Xiang Bo killed a man I saved his life. Now that we are in trouble, he has 
for that reason been good enough to come and report to me." 

"Is he older or younger than you?" asked the governor. 

"He is older than I," replied Zhang Liang. 
"Call him in for me," said the governor, "and I will treat him as I would an 

elder brother." 
Zhang Liang went out and urged Xiang Bo to enter. Xiang Bo came in to 

see the governor of Pei, who offered him a cup of wine and drank to his long 
life, swearing an oath of friendship. "Since I entered the Pass," he said, "I have 
not dared to lay a finger on a single thing. I have preserved the registers of the 
officials and people and sealed up the storehouses, awaiting the arrival of 
General Xiang Yu. The reason I sent officers to guard the Pass was to prevent 
thieves from:getting in and to prepare for any emergency. Day and night I have 
looked forward to the arrival of the general. How would I dare be disloyal to 
him? I beg you to report to him in full and tell him that I would not think of 
turning my back upon his kindness!" 

Xiang Bo agreed to do so, adding, "You must come early tomorrow and 
apologize in person to General Xiang." "I shall," promised the governor, and 
with this Xiang Bo went back out into the night. 

When he reached his own camp, he reported to Xiang Yu all that the 
governor had said. "If the governor of Pei had not first conquered the land within 
the Pass how would you have dared to enter?" he said. "When a man has done 
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you a great service it would not be right to attack him. It is better to treat him 
as a friend." Xiang Yu agreed to this. 

The next day the governor of Pei, accompanied by a hundred some 
horsemen, came to visit Xiang Yu. When he reached Xiang Yu's camp at 
Hongmen, he made his apologies, saying, "You and I have joined forces to 
attack Qin, you fighting north of the Yellow River, I fighting south. Quite 
beyond my expectation it happened that I was able to enter the Pass first, conquer 
Qin, and meet with you again here. Now it seems that some worthless person 
has been spreading talk and trying to cause dissension between us." 

"It is your own marshal of the left, Cao Wushang, who has been doing the 
talking," replied Xiang Yu. "If it were not for him, how would I ever have 
doubted you?" 

On the same day Xiang Yu invited the governor of Pei to remain and drink 
with him. Xiang Yu and Xiang Bo as hosts sat facing east. Fan Zeng, whom 
Xiang Yu honoured as a father, took the place of honour facing south, while the 
governor of Pei sat facing north with Zhang Liang, as his attendant, facing west. 
Fan Zeng from time to time eyed Xiang Yu and three times lifted up the jade 
pendant in the form of a broken ring which he wore and showed it to Yu, hinting 
that he should "break" once and for all with the governor, but Xiang Yu sat silent 
and did not respond. Fan Zeng then rose and left the tent and, summoning Xiang 
Yu's cousin, Xiang Zhuang, said to him, "Our lord is too kind-hearted a man. 
Go back in and ask to propose a toast, and when the toast is finished, request to 
be allowed to perform a sword dance. Then attack the govemor of Pei and kill 
him where he sits. If you don't, you and all of us will end up as his prisoners!" 

Xiang Zhuang entered and proposed a toast. When the toast was finished 
he said, "Our lord and the governor of Pei are pleased to drink together but I 
fear that, this being an army camp, we have nothing to offer by way of 
entertainment. I beg therefore to be allowed to present a sword dance." "Pro- 
ceed," said Xiang Yu, whereupon Xiang Zhuang drew his sword and began to 
dance. But Xiang Bo also rose and danced, constantly shielding and protecting 
the govemor of Pei with his own body so that Xiang Zhuang could not attack 
him. 

With this, Zhang Liang left and went to the gate of the camp to see Fan 
Kuai. "How are things proceeding today?" asked Fan Kuai. 

"The situation is very grave," replied Zhang Liang. "Now Xiang Zhuang 
has drawn his sword and is dancing, always with his eyes set on the governor 
of Pei!" 



"This is serious indeed!" said Fan Kuai. "I beg you to let me go in and share 
the fate of the rest!" Fan Kuai buckled on his sword, grasped his shield, and 
entered the gate of the camp. The sentries standing with crossed spears tried to 
stop him from entering but, tipping his shield to either side, he knocked the men 
to the ground. Entering the camp, he went and pulled back the curtain of the tent 
and stood facing west, glaring fixedly at Xiang Yu. His hair stood on end and 
his eyes blazed with fire. 

Xiang Yu put his hand on his sword and raised himself up on one knee.9 
"Who is our guest?" he asked. 

"Fan Kuai, the camage attendant of the governor of Pei," announced Zhang 
Liang. 

"He is a stout-hearted fellow," said Xiang Yu. "Give him a cup of wine!" 
A large cup of wine was passed to Fan Kuai, who knelt and accepted it, and then 
rose again and drank it standing up. "Give him a shoulder of pork," ordered 
Xiang Yu, and he was given a piece of parboiled pork shoulder. Fan Kuai placed 
his shield upside down on the ground, put the pork shoulder on top of it, drew 
his sword, and began to cut and eat the meat. 

"You are a brave man," said Xiang Yu. "Can you drink some more?" 
"I would not hesitate if you offered me death! Why should I refuse a cup 

of wine?" he replied. "The king of  in" had the heart of a tiger and a wolf. He 
killed men as though he thought he could never finish, he punished men as 
though he were afraid he would never get around to them all, and the whole 
world revolted against him. King Huai of Chu made a promise with all the 
leaders that whoever defeated Qin first and entered the capital of Xianyang 
should become its king. Now the governor of Pei has defeated Qin and entered 
Xianyang ahead of all others. He has not dared to lay a finger on the slightest 
thing, but has closed up and sealed the palace rooms and returned to Bashang 
to encamp and await your arrival. The reason he sent officers to guard the Pass 
was to prevent thieves from getting in and to prepare for an emergency. After 
suffering great hardship and winning such merit, he has not been rewarded by 
the grant of a fief and title. Instead you have listened to some worthless talk and 
are about to punish a man of merit. This is no more than a repetition of the fated 
Qin. If I may be so bold, I advise you not to go through with it!" 

Xiang Yu, having no answer to this, said, "Sit down!'' Fan Kuai took a seat 

9 
The Chinese of this age had no chairs, but sat on mats on the floor. 

10 
I.e., the First Emperor of Qin. 
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next to Zhang Liang. After they had been seated for a while, the governor of Pei 
got up and went to the toilet, summoning Fan Kuai to go with him. When they 
had been outside for a while, Xiang Yu sent Colonel Chen Ping to call the 
governor back in. "When I left just now," said the governor, "I failed to say 
goodbye. What should I do?" 

"Great deeds do not wait on petty caution; great courtesy does not need 
little niceties," replied Fan Kuai. "This fellow is about to get out his carving 
knife and platter and make mincemeat of us! Why should you say goodbye to 
him?" 

With this, the governor of Pei left, ordering Zhang Liang to stay behind and 
make some excuse for him. "What did you bring as gifts?" asked Zhang Liang. 

"I have a pair of white jade discs which I intended to give to Xiang Yu," 
replied the governor, "and a pair of jade wine dippers for Fan Zeng, but when I 
found that they were angry I did not dare to present them. You must present 
them for me." "I will do my best," said Zhang Liang. 

At this time Xiang Yu's camp was at Hongmen, and the governor of Pei's 
camp at Bashang some forty li away. The governor of Pei left his carriages and 
horsemen where they were and slipped away from the camp on horseback, 
accompanied by only four men, Fan Kuai, Lord Teng, Jin Qiang, and Ji Xin, 
who bore swords and shields and hastened on foot. Following the foot of Mt. 
Li, they returned by a secret way through Zhiyang. 

When the governor left the camp he told Zhang Liang, "By the road I will 
take it is no more than twenty li back to our camp. When you think 1 have had 
time to reach the camp, then go back and join the party." After the governor of 
Pei had left and enough time had elapsed for him to reach camp, Zhang Liang 
went in and made apologies. "The governor of Pei was regrettably rather far 
gone in his cups and was unable to say goodbye. He has respectfully requested 
me on his behalf to present this pair of white jade discs to Your Lordship with 
his humblest salutation, and to General Fan Zeng this pair of jade wine dippers." 

"Where is the governor of Pei?" asked Xiang Yu. 

"He perceived that Your Lordship was likely to reprove him for his 
shortcomings," replied Zhang Liang, "and so he slipped away alone and 
returned to his camp." 

Xiang Yu accepted the jade discs and placed them beside him on his mat, 
but Fan Zeng put the dippers on the ground, drew his sword and smashed them 
to pieces. "Ah!" he said, "it does not do to lay plans with an idiot! It is the 
governor of Pei who will snatch the world out of our hands, and on that day all 



of us will become his prisoners." 
When the governor of Pei got back to his camp he immediately had Cao 

Wushang seized and executed. 

A few days later Xiang Yu led his troops west and massacred the inhabitants 
of Xianyang, the capital city, killing Ziying, the king of Qin, who had already 
surrendered, and setting fire to the palaces of Qin; the fire burned for three 
months before it went out. Then he gathered up all the goods, treasures, and 
waiting women, and started east. 

Someone advised Xiang Yu, saying, "The area within the Pass is protected 
on all four sides by barriers of mountains and rivers, and the land is rich and 
fertile. This is the place to make your capital and rule as a dictator." But Xiang 
Yu saw that the palaces of Qin had all been burned and destroyed, and he 
remembered his native land and longed only to return east. "To become rich and 
famous and then not go back to your old home is like putting on an embroidered 
coat and going out walking in the night," he said. "Who is to know about it?" 

Later the man who had advised him remarked, "People say the men of Chu 
are nothing but monkeys with hats on, and now I know they're right!" Xiang 
Y u heard about the remark and had the adviser boiled alive. 

Xiang Yu sent an envoy to report to King Huai of Chu. "Let all be done 
according to the agreement," the king replied. Xiang Yu then honoured King 
Huai with the title of "Righteous Emperor". Wishing to make himself a king, 
he first conferred titles on his generals and ministers, telling them, "When the 
rebellion broke out in the empire, I temporarily set up the heirs of the former 
feudal rulers, so that they would attack Qin. But it was you, my generals, and I 
who actually donned amour, took up our weapons, and led the undertaking, 
camping for three years in the open fields, until our might at last destroyed Qin 
and brought peace to the world. As for the Righteous Emperor, though he has 
done nothing:to win merit, it is for various reasons fitting that we assign him a 
portion of the territory to rule." The generals all expressing agreement, Xiang 
Yu accordingly divided the empire and set up the generals as marquises and 
kings. 

Xiang Yu and Fan Zeng suspected that the governor of Pei had ambitions 
to seize the whole empire. But since they had already made their peace with 
him, and hesitated to go back on the agreement to make him ruler of the land 
within the Pass, for fear that the other leaders would revolt, they plotted together 
in secret, saying, "The area of Ba and Shu is cut off by mountains and inhabited 
largely by settlers sent by Qin. Thus we can say that it too is a 'land within the 
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pass'." With this as an excuse they set up the governor of Pei as king of Han, 
I I 

ruling over the area of Ba, Shu, and Han, with his capital at Nanzheng. The 
real land within the Pass they divided into three parts, and they made kings of 
the Qin generals who had surrendered, so that the latter could block any advance 
of the king of Han. Thus Xiang Yu made Zhang Han the king of Yong, ruling 
over the land west of the city of Xianyang, with his capital at Feiqiu. The chief 
secretary Sima Xin had formerly been prison warden of Yueyang and had done 
a great kindness for Xiang Liang, while Colonel Dong Yi was the one who had 
originally urged Zhang Han to surrender to the Chu army. Therefore Xiang Yu 
made Sima Xin the King of Sai, ruling the area from Xianyang east to the Yellow 
River, with his capital at Yueyang, and made Dong Yi the king of Di, ruling the 
province of Shang, with his capital at Gaonu. Bao, the king of Wei, he 
transferred to the position of king of Western Wei, ruling Hedong, with his 
capital at Pingyang. Shen Yang, governor of Xiaqiu, a favourite minister of 
Zhang Er, had formerly conquered the province of Henan and gone to welcome 
the Chu army on the banks of the Yellow River. Therefore Xiang Yu set up Shen 
Yang as king of Henan, with his capital at Luoyang. Cheng, the king of Hann, 
remained at his former capital, Yangdi. Sima Ang, general of Zhao, had pacified 
the area of Henei and several times distinguished himself, so he was set up as 
king of Yin, ruling Henei, with his capital at Zhaoge. Xie, the king of Zhao, was 
removed and made king of Dai. The prime minister of Zhao, Zhang Er, was a 
man of worthy character and had, moreover, followed Xiang Yu in his march 
through the Pass. Therefore he was made king of Changshan, ruling the land of 
Zhao, with his capital at Xiangguo. The lord of Dangyang, Qing Bu, as a general 
of Chu had repeatedly won the highest distinction in battle and therefore was 
made king of Jiujiang, his capital at Liu. Wu Rui, the lord of Po, had led the 
forces of the hundred Yue to aid the other leaders and had also followed Xiang 
Yu within the Pass. Therefore he was made king of Hengshan, his capital at Zhu. 
Gong Ao, chief minister to the Righteous Emperor, had led troops in attacking 
Nan province and had won great merit; accordingly he was made king of 
Linjiang, his capital at Jiangling. Han Guang, the king of Yan, was moved to 
the position of king of Liaodong. Zang Tu, general of Yan, had joined the Chu 
forces in rescuing Zhao and afterwards had accompanied Xiang Yu through the 
Pass, so Xiang Yu made him king of Yan, his capital at Ji. Tian Shi, the king of 
Qi, was moved to the position of king of Jiaodong. Tian Du, general of Qi, 

I I 
The area southwest of the Qin capital, on the far western border of China. 



because he had joined Chu in rescuing Zhao and entering the Pass, was made 
king of Qi, with his capital at Linzi. Tian An was the grandson of King Jian of 
Qi whom Qin had deposed. At the time when Xiang Yu crossed the Yellow 
River and went to the aid of Zhao, Tian An had captured several cities of J i k i  
and had led his troops and surrendered to Xiang Yu. Therefore he was made 
king of Jibei, his capital at Boyang. Tian Rong, because he had several times 
betrayed Xiang Liang and refused to send troops to join Chu in its attack on Qin, 
was not enfeoffed. Chen Yu, the lord of Cheng'an, had discarded his seals of 
authority as a general and fled, refusing to follow Xiang Yu through the Pass. 
But Xiang Yu learned of his reputation as a man of worth and of his services to 
Zhao and, hearing that he was living in Nanpi, enfeoffed him with the three 
surrounding districts. Mei Xuan, general of Wu Rui, the lord of Po, because of 
his many services, was enfeoffed as a marquis with 100,000 households. Xiang 
Yu made himself "Dictator King of Western Chu", ruling nine provinces, with 
his capital at Pengcheng. 

In the first year of Han (206 BC) , '~  the fourth month, the various leaders 
left the command of Xiang Yu and proceeded to their own countries. Xiang Yu 
also departed and went to his kingdom. He then sent an envoy to transfer the 
residence of the Righteous Emperor, announcing that "the emperors of ancient 
times, who ruled over an area a thousand miles on each side, invariably resided 
on the upper reaches of a river". The envoy accordingly moved the Righteous 
Emperor to the district of Chen in Changsha, pressing him to hurry on his way. 
The emperor's ministers became increasingly disillusioned and turned their 
backs on him. Xiang Yu then secretly ordered the kings of Hengshan and 
Linjiang to attack and murder the Righteous Emperor in the region of the 
Yangtze. 

Cheng, the king of Hann, had won no merit in battle, so Xiang Yu did not 
send him to his kingdom but instead took him to Pengcheng. There he deprived 
him of his title, made him a marquis, and later murdered him. Zang Tu, the new 
king of Yan, proceeded to his realm and attempted to drive out the former king, 
Han Guang, and send him to Liaodong, the territory newly assigned to him. But 
Han Guang refused to obey, so Zang Tu attacked and killed him at Wuzhong 
and made himself king of Liaodong as well. When Tian Rong heard that Xiang 

12 
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king of Han, though it was not until 202 BC that he actually gained control of the whole empire. 
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Yu had moved Shi, the king of Qi, to Jiaodong, and set up Tian Du, a general 
of Qi, as the new king of Qi, he was very angry and refused to send Shi to 
Jiaodong. Instead he declared Qi to be in revolt, and marched forth to attack 
Tian Du. Tian Du fled to Chu. Tian Shi, king of Qi, fearful of Xiang Yu, fled to 
Jiaodong, thus reaching his new realm. Tian Rong, in a rage, pursued and 
attacked him, killing him at Jimo. Tian Rong then set himself up as king of Qi, 
marched west, and attacked and killed Tian An, the new king of Jibei. Thus he 
became ruler of the three areas of Qi, Jibei, and Jiaodong. He then presented 
Peng Yue with the seals of office of a general and sent him to lead a revolt in 
the region of Liang. 

Chen Yu, the former general of Zhao, secretly sent Zhang Tong and Xia 
Yue to advise Tian Rong, saying, "Xiang Yu's actions as ruler of the empire 
have been completely unjust. All the former kings he has made rulers of poor 
territories, giving the best lands to his own ministers and generals to rule. He 
has expelled the king of Zhao, my former lord, and sent him north to live in Dai. 
I consider such actions inexcusable. I have heard that, as king of Qi, you have 
taken up arms and refused to bow to such unrighteousness. I beg that you will 
send troops to aid me so that I may attack Zhang Er, the new king of Changshan, 
who is now ruling the land of Zhao, and restore the former king of Zhao. Then 
his kingdom may act as a protective barrier for you." 

The king of Qi approved this suggestion, and dispatched troops to Zhao. 
Chen Yu called up all the troops from the three districts under his command 
and, joining forces with Qi, attacked Zhang Er, the king of Changshan, inflicting 
a severe defeat. Zhang Er fled and joined the king of Han. Chen Yu proceeded 
to Dai and escorted Xie, the former king of Zhao, back to Zhao. In turn, the king 
of Zhao set up Chen Yu as king of Dai. 

It was at this time that the king of Han returned from his fief and recon- 
q ~ r e d  the three new territories of Qin. When Xiang Yu received word that the 
king of Han had united all the area within the Pass under his rule and was about 
to proceed east, and that Qi and Liang were in revolt against him, he was 
enraged. He made Zheng Chang, the former district magistrate of Wu, the king 
of Hann in order to block the advance of the Han armies, and dispatched Jue, 
the lord of Xiao, and others, with orders to attack Peng Yue, but Peng Yue 
defeated them. 

The king of Han sent Zhang Liang to seize the region of Hann. Zhang Liang 
sent a letter to Xiang Yu, saying, "The king of Han has been deprived of the 
position which was rightly his. He desires to be given the territory within the 
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Pass according to the original agreement. If this is done he will halt and profeed 
no farther east." He also sent to Xiang Yu rebellious letters from Qi and Liang, 
proving that Qi intended to join with Liang in destroying Chu. As a result, Xiang 
Y U  for the moment gave up the idea of marching west and instead proceeded 
north to attack Qi. He sent an order for troops to Qing Bu, the king of Jiujiang. 
Qing Bu, pleading illness, refused to go in person, but instead sent his general 
with a force of several thousand men. Because of this incident, Xiang Yu came 
to hate Qing Bu. 

In the winter of the second year of Han (205 BC) Xiang Yu proceeded north 
as far as Chengyang. Tian Rong led his troops to meet him there in battle, but 
failed to win a victory and fled to Pingyuan. Xiang Yu marched north, firing 
and levelling the fortifications and dwellings of Qi, butchering all the soldiers 
of Tian Rong who surrendered to him, and binding and taking prisoner the old 
people, women, and children. Thus he seized control of Qi as far as the northern 
sea, inflicting great damage and destruction. The people of Qi once more banded 
together in revolt. With this, Tian Rong's younger brother, Tian Heng, gathered 
a force of 20,000 or 30,000 men from among the soldiers of Qi who had fled 
into hiding, and raised a revolt in Chengyang. Xiang Yu was thus forced to 
remain in the area and continue fighting, but he was not able to put down the 
rebels. 

In the spring the king of Han, with the forces of five of the other feudal 
leaders numbering 560,000 men under his command, marched east and attacked 
Chu. When Xiang Yu received word of this, he ordered his subordinate generals 
to continue the assault on Qi, while he himself led a force of 30,000 picked men 
south through Lu to Huling. 

In the fourth month the king of Han had already entered Pengcheng, the 
capital of Chu, had seized possession of its treasures and beautiful women, and 
was spendinghis days in feasting and revelry. Xiang Yu marched west through 
Xiao and at dawn attacked the Han army, fighting his way back east as far as 
Pengcheng, and in the course of the day inflicted a major defeat. When the Han 
army fled, he pursued it to the Si and Gu Rivers, killing over 100,000 Han 
soldiers. The remainder all fled south to the mountains, where Xiang Y u  once 
more pursued and attacked them on the Sui River east of Lingbi. Thus in its 
retreat the Han army was constantly pressed by the Chu forces and many of its 
men were killed. Some 100,000 Han soldiers were driven into the Sui River, so 
that the flow of the river was blocked. Xiang Y u  had surrounded the king of 
Han with a threefold line of troops, when a great wind arose and began to blow 
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from the northwest, breaking down trees, toppling roofs, and raising clouds of 
sand, so that the sky grew dark and the day turned to night. As the stom 
advanced and bore down upon the forces of Chu, they were thrown into great 
confusion and their lines crumbled. The king of Han was thus able to slip through 
with twenty or thirty horsemen and escape. 

The king of Han hoped to pass through his old home of Pei and gather up 
his family before proceeding west. But Xiang Yu had in the meantime sent men 
to pursue him to Pei and seize the members of his family, so that they had all 
fled into hiding and he could not find them. Along the road, however, he 
happened to encounter his son (later Emperor Hui) and daughter (later Princess 
Yuan of Lu). Putting them in the carriage, he hastened on his way. 

The horsemen of Chu were in close pursuit, and the king of Han in 
desperation several times pushed his little son and daughter out of the carriage, 
but each time Lord Teng, who was with him, got out, picked them up, and put 

13 
them back in the carriage. This had happened three times when Lord Teng 
said, "No matter how sorely we are pressed in chase it will not do to abandon 
the children!" 

The king of Han at last managedto elude his pursuers and went in search 
of his father and wife, but could find them nowhere. They, in the meantime, 
accompanied by Shen Yiji, had fled by a secret route and were searching for the 
king, but instead of finding him they stumbled into the Chu army and were seized 
and led back to the camp. When their capture was reported to Xiang Yu, he 
ordered them to be kept under guard in the midst of his army. 

At this time Lii Ze, the marquis of Zhoulii, elder brother of the king of Han's 
wife, was in Xiayi with a force of troops loyal to the king. The king secretly 
made his way there and joined him. Gathering his soldiers together bit by bit, 
he proceeded to Xingyang, where he held a rendezvous of all his defeated 
divisions. In addition, Xiao He dispatched all the old men and underage youths 
from the area within the Pass to Xingyang, so that the Han army again reached 
sizeable strength. 

Xiang Yu, after his initial victory at Pengcheng, had taken advantage of his 
supremacy to pursue the Han forces north. Now however, he fought with the 
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Han army once more in the area of Suo in ling, south of Xingyang, and was 
defeated. Thus Xiang Y u was unable to proceed west of Xingyang. While Xiang 
YU was recapturing Pengcheng from the king of Han and pursuing him to 
Xingyang, Tian Heng managed to gain control of Qi and set up Tian Rong's son 
Guang as king of Qi. When the king of Han was defeated at Pengcheng, the 
other feudal lords all deserted him and went over to the side of Chu. The king 
camped at Xingyang and constructed a walled supply road along the banks of 
the Yellow River in order to transport grain from the Ao Granary. 

In the third year of Han (204 BC) Xiang Yu several times attacked and cut 
off the Han supply road so that the king of Han grew short of provisions. Afraid 
of what might happen, he made a bid for peace, asking that he be allowed to 
retain all the territory west of Xingyang as part of Han. Xiang Yu was in favour 
of listening to the suggestion, but Fan Zeng (now marquis of Liyang) advised 
him against it. "It is easy enough to make concessions to Han, but if you let him 
go this time and do not seize him, you are bound to regret it later!" Xiang Yu 
and Fan Zeng then joined in pressing the siege of Xingyang. 

The king of Han was in great distress but, employing a strategy suggested 
by Chen Ping, he managed to cause dissension between his two enemies. An 
envoy having arrived from Xiang Yu, the king ordered a great feast prepared 
and brought in to be served to him. When the king saw the envoy, however, he 
pretended to be thoroughly startled and said, "Oh, I supposed you were the 
envoy from Fan Zeng, but I see on the contrary you have come from Xiang Yu!" 
He then had the feast taken away and a poor meal brought and served to the 
man. When the envoy returned and reported this, Xiang Yu began to suspect 
that Fan Zeng had made some secret alliance with Han and was trying gradually 
to usurp his own authority. Fan Zeng, deeply angered, announced, "The affairs 
of the world have been largely settled. My lord must now manage things for 
himself. For my part, I beg to be relieved of my duties and returned to the ranks 
of a common solider." Xiang Yu granted his request and Fan Zeng departed, 
but before he had gone as far as Pengcheng an ulcerous sore broke out on his 
back and he died. 

The Han general Ji Xin advised the king, saying, "The situation is very 
grave. I beg you to let me deceive Chu for you by taking your place as king. In 
this way you will be able to slip away in secret." Accordingly, the king of Han 
dressed 2,000 women of Xingyang in armour and, when night fell, sent them 
out by the eastern gate of the city. The soldiers of Chu rushed to attack them 
from all sides. Ji Xin then rode forth in the yellow-canopied royal carriage with 



its plumes attached to the left side and announced, "The food in the city is 
exhausted. The king of Han surrenders!" While the army of Chu joined in cheers 
of victory, the king of Han with twenty or thirty horsemen slipped out by the 

western gate and fled to Chenggao. 
When Xiang Yu saw Ji Xin he demanded to know where the king of Ha" 

was. "The king of Han," replied Ji Xin, "has already left the city!" Xiang Yu 
had Ji Xin burned alive. 

The king of Han left the grand secretary Zhou Ke, Lord Cong, and Wei 
Bao, the former king of Wei, to guard Xingyang. But Zhou Ke and Lord Cone 
plotted together, saying, "It is hard to guard a city with the king of a country 
that has once revolted,"14 and so together they murdered Wei Bao. 

Xiang Yu captured Xingyang and took Zhou Ke alive. "If you will be my 
general, I will make you supreme commander and enfeoff you with 30,000 
households," said Xiang Yu, but Zhou Ke only cursed him, saying, "If you do 
not hurry and surrender to the king of Han, you will be taken prisoner! You are 
no match for him!" Xiang Yu, enraged, boiled Zhou Ke alive and at the same 
time executed Lord Cong. 

After the king of Han escaped from Xingyang, he fled south to Yuan and 
She, and joined Qing Bu, the king of Jiujiang. Gathering soldiers as he went, he 
returned and guarded Chenggao. 

In the fourth year of Han (203 BC) Xiang Yu advanced with his forces and 
surrounded Chenggao. The king of Han escaped alone from the northern gate 
of Chenggao, accompanied only by Lord Teng, crossed the Yellow River, and 
fled to Xiuwu, where he joined the armies of Zhang Er and Han Xin. His 
subordinate generals one by one managed to escape from Chenggao and join 
him there. Xiang Yu finally captured Chenggao and was about to proceed west, 
but Han sent troops to block him at Gong so he could go no further west. At the 
sa,me time Peng Yue crossed the Yellow River and attacked pan of the Chu 
arky at Donga, killing the Chu general Lord Xue. Xiang Yu then marched east 
in person and attacked Peng Yue. 

The king of Han, having obtained command of the soldiers of Han Xin, 
wished to cross the Yellow River and proceed south. On the advice of Zheng 
Zhong, however, he abandoned this idea and instead stopped at Henei and built 
a walled camp, sending Liu Jia to lead a band of men to aid Peng Yue and to 
bum Chu's stores and provisions. Xiang Yu proceeded east and attacked them, 

14 
Wei Bao had formerly revolted against the king of Han and had been taken prisoner 



forcing Peng Y ue to flee. 
The king of Han then led his troops back across the Yellow River and retook 

Chenggao, camped at Guangwu, and again began to draw provisions from the 
Ao Granary. Xiang Yu, having pacified the eastern seaboard, returned west and 
camped opposite the Han forces at Guangwu, and thus the two armies remained, 
each in its own camp, for several months. 

Meanwhile Peng Yue continued to foment rebellion in the region of Liang, 
and from time to time cut off Chu's supply lines. Xiang Yu, much troubled by 
this, constructed a sacrificial altar and, placing the "Venerable Sire", the king 
of Han's father, on it, he announced to the king, "If you do not surrender to me 
at once, I shall boil your 'Venerable Sire' alive!" 

"When you and I bowed together before King Huai and acknowledged our 
allegiance to him, we took a vow to be brothers," replied the king of Han. 
"Therefore my father is your father, too. If you insist now upon boiling your 
own father, I hope you will be good enough to send me a cup of the soup!" 

Xiang Yu, in a rage, was about to kill the old man, but Xiang Bo intervened: 
"No one knows yet how the affairs of the world will turn out. A man like the 
king of Han who has his eyes set upon the rulership of the world will hardly 
bother about a member of his family. Even if you kill his father, it will bring 
you no advantage, but only increase your misfortunes." Following his advice, 
Xiang Yu desisted. 

For a long time Chu and Han held their respective positions without making 
a decisive move, while their fighting men suffered the hardships of camp life 
and their old men and boys wore themselves out transporting provisions by land 
and water. Xiang Yu sent word to the king of Han, saying, "The world has been 
in strife and confusion for several years now, solely because of the two of us. 1 
would like to invite the king of Han to a personal combat to decide who is the 
better man. Let us bring no more needless suffering to the fathers and sons of 
the rest of the world." The king of Han scorned the offer with a laugh, saying, 
"Since I am no match for you in strength, I prefer to fight you with brains!" 

Xiang Yu then sent out one of his bravest men to challenge Han to combat. 
In the Han army there was a man who was very skilful at shooting from 

15 horseback, a so-called loufan. Chu three times sent out men to challenge Han 

to combat, and each time this man shot and killed them on the spot. Xiang Yu, 

15 
The men of  the barbarian tribe of Loufan being famous for their skill in archery, the 

word lo~$c~n came to mean an expen bowman. 
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enraged. buckled on his amour, took up a lance, and went out himself to deliver 
the challenge. The loufan was about to shoot when Xiang Yu shouted and glared 
so fiercely at him that the man had not the courage to raise his eyes or lift a hand, 
but finally fled back within the walls and did not dare venture forth again. The 
king of Han secretly sent someone to find out who the new challenger was, and 
when he learned that it was Xiang Yu himself he was greatly astonished. Xiang 
Yu approached the place where the king of Han was standing, and the two of 
them talked back and forth across the ravine of Guangwu. The king berated 
Xiang Yu for his crimes, while Xiang Yu angrily demanded a single combat; 
When the king of Han refused to agree, Xiang Yu shot him with a crossbow 
which he had concealed, and the king, wounded, fled into the city of Chenggao. 

Xiang Yu, receiving word that Han Xin had already conquered the area 
north of the Yellow River, defeating Qi and Zhao, and was about to attack Chu, 
sent Long Ju to attack him. Han Xin, joined by the cavalry general Guan Ying, 
met his attack and defeated the Chu an-ny, killing Long Ju. Han Xin then 
proceeded to set himself up as king of Qi. When Xiang Yu heard that Long Ju's 
army had been defeated, he was fearful and sent Wu She, a man of Xuyi, to 
attempt to bargain with Han Xin, but Han Xin refused to listen. 

At this time Peng Yue had once more raised a revolt in the region of Liang, 
conquered it, and cut off Chu's sources of supply. Xiang Yu summoned the 
marquis of Haichun, the grand marshal Cao Jiu, and others and said to them, 
"Hold fast to the city of Chenggao. Even if the king of Han challenges you to a 
battle, take care and do not fight with him! You must not let him advance 
eastward! In fifteen days I can surely do away with Peng Yue and bring the 
region of Liang under control once again. Then I will return and join you." 

Xiang Yu marched east and attacked Chenliu and Waihuang. Waihuang 
held out for several days before it finally surrendered. Enraged, Xiang Yu 
ordered all the men over the age of fifteen to be brought to a place east of the 
city, where he planned to butcher them. One of the retainers of the head of the 
district, a lad of thirteen, went and spoke to Xiang Yu. "Waihuang, oppressed 
by the might of Peng Yue, was fearful and surrendered to him, hopeful that Your 
Majesty would come to the rescue," he said. "But now that you have arrived, if 
you butcher all the men, how can you hope to win the hearts of the common 
people? East of here there are still a dozen cities of Liang, but all will be filled 
with terror and will not dare to surrender." 

Xiang Yu, acknowledging the reason of his words, pardoned all the men of 
Waihuang who were marked for execution and proceeded east to Suiyang. 
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Hearing what had happened, the other cities made all haste to submit to him. 

The king of Han meanwhile several times challenged the Chu army to a 
battle, but the Chu generals refused to send out their forces. Then he sent men 
to taunt and insult them for five or six days, until at last the grand marshal Cao 
Jiu, in a rage, led his soldiers across the Si River. When the troops were halfway 
across the river, the Han force fell upon them and inflicted a severe defeat on 
the Chu army, seizing all the wealth of the country of Chu. Grand marshal Cao 
Jiu, the chief secretary Dong Yi, and Sima Xin, the king of Sai, all cut their 
throats on the banks of the Si. (Cao Jiu, former prison warden of Qi, and Sima 
Xin, former prison warden of Yueyang, had both done favours for Xiang Liang, 
and so had been trusted and employed by Xiang Yu.) 

Xiang Yu was at this time in Suiyang but, hearing of the defeat of the grand 
marshal's army, he led his troops back. The Han amiy had at the moment 
surrounded Zhongli Mo at Xingyang, but when Xiang Yu arrived, the Han 
forces, fearful of Chu, all fled to positions of safety in the mountains. At this 
time the Han troops were strong and had plenty of food, but Xiang Yu's men 
were worn out and their provisions were exhausted. 

The king of Han dispatched Lu Jia to bargain with Xiang Yu for the return 
of his father, but Xiang Yu refused to listen. The king then sent Lord Hou to 
bargain. This time Xiang Yu agreed to make an alliance with Han to divide the 
empire between them, Han to have all the land west of the Hong Canal and Chu 
all the land to the east. In addition, upon Xiang Yu's consent, the king of Han's 
father, mother, and wife were returned to him amid cheers of "Long life!" from 
the Han army. The king of Han enfeoffed Lord Hou as "Lord Who Pacifies the 
Nation". (Lord Hou retired and was unwilling to show himself again. Someone 
remarked, "This man is the most eloquent pleader in the world. Wherever he 
goes he turns the whole nation on its head. Perhaps that is why he has been given 
the title 'Lord Who Pacifies the  ati ion'.")'^ 

After concluding the alliance, Xiang Yu led his troops away to the east and 
the king of Han prepared to return west, but Zhang Liang and Chen Ping advised 
him, saying, "Han now possesses over half the empire, and all the feudal lords 
are on our side, while the soldiers of Chu are weary and out of food. The time 
has come when Heaven will destroy Chu. It would be best to take advantage of 

16 
The passage in parentheses, the meaning of which is far from certain. does not appear 

in the parallel passage in Hun shu 3 1. and may well be a later addition. 
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Xiang Yu's lack of food and seize him once and for all. If we were to let him 
get away now without attacking him, it would be like nursing a tiger that will 
return to vex us later!" 

The king of Han, approving their advice, in the fifth year of Han (202 BC) 
pursued Xiang Yu as far as the south of Yangxia, where he halted and made 
camp. There he set a date for Han Xin and Peng Yue to meet him and join in 
attacking the Ctru army. But when he reached Guling, the troops of Han Xin 
and Peng Yue failed to appear for the rendezvous, and Xiang Yu attacked him 
and inflicted a severe defeat. The king of Han withdrew behind his walls, 
deepened his moats, and guarded his position. 

"The other leaders have not kept their promise. What shall I do?" he asked 
Zhang Liang. 

"The Chu army is on the point of being destroyed," Zhang Liang replied, 
17 

"but Han Xin and Peng Yue have not yet been granted any territory. It is not 
surprising that they do not come when summoned. If you will consent to share 
a part of the empire with them, they will surely come without a moment's 
hesitation. If this is impossible, I do not know what will happen. If you could 
assign to Han Xin all the land from Chen east to the sea, and to Peng Yue the 
land from Suiyang north to Gucheng, so that each would feel he was actually 
fighting for his own good, then Chu could easily be defeated." 

The king of Han, approving this suggestion, sent envoys to Han Xin and 
Peng Yue, saying, "Let us join our forces in attacking Chu. When Chu has been 
defeated, I will give the land from Chen east to the sea to the king of Qi, and 
that from Suiyang north to Gucheng to Prime Minister Peng." When the envoys 
arrived and reported this to Han Xin and Peng Yue, both replied, "We beg leave 
to proceed with our troops." Han Xin then marched out of Qi. Liu Jia led his 
army from Shouchun to join in attacking and massacring the men of Chengfu; 
from there he proceeded to Gaixia. The grand marshal Zhou Yin revolted against 
Chu, using the men of Shu to massacre the inhabitants of Liu, gained control of 
the army of Jiujiang, and followed after Liu Jia and Peng Yue. All met at Gaixia 
and made their way toward Xiang Yu. 

Xiang Yu's army had built a walled camp at Gaixia, but his soldiers were 
few and his supplies exhausted. The Han army, joined by the forces of the other 
leaders, surrounded them with several lines of troops. In the night Xiang Yu 

17 
Although they had received impressive titles - Han Xin was "king of Qi", Peng Yue 

was "prime minister of Wei" - no specific grants of territory had as yet been awarded them. 



heard the Han m i e s  all about him singing the songs of Chu. "Has Han already 
conquered Chu?' he exclaimed in astonishment. "How many men of Chu they 
have with them!" Then he rose in the night and drank within the curtains of his 
tent. With him were the beautiful Lady Yu, who enjoyed his favour and followed 
wherever he went, and his famous steed Dapple, which he always rode. Xiang 
Yu, filled with passionate sorrow, began to sing sadly, composing this song: 

My strength plucked up the hills, 
My might shadowed the world; 
But the times were against me, 
And Dapple runs no more, 

When Dapple runs no more, 

What then can I do? 

Ah, Yu, my Yu, 
What will your fate be? 

He sang the song several times through, and Lady Yu joined her voice with 
his. Tears streamed down his face, while all those about him wept and were 
unable to lift their eyes from the ground. Then he mounted his horse and, with 
some 800 brave horsemen under his banner, rode into the night. burst through 
the encirclement to the south, and galloped away. 

Next morning, when the king of Han became aware of what had happened. 
he ordered his cavalry general Guan Ying to lead a force of 5,000 horsemen in 
pursuit. Xiang Yu crossed the Huai River, though by now he had only 100 or 
so horsemen still with him. Reaching Yinling, he lost his way, and stopped to 
ask an old fanner for directions. But the fanner deceived him, saying, "Go left!", 
and when he rode to the left he stumbled into a great swamp, so that the Han 
troops were able to pursue and overtake him. 

Xiang Yu once more led his men east until they reached Dongcheng. By 
this time he had only twenty-eight horsemen, while the Han cavalry pursuing 
him numbered several thousand. 

Xiang Yu, realizing that he could not escape, addressed his horsemen. 
saying, "It has been eight years since I first led my army forth. In that time I 
have fought over seventy battles. Every enemy I faced was destroyed, everyone 
1 attacked submitted. Never once did I suffer defeat, until at last I became 
dictator of the world. But now suddenly I am driven to this desperate position! 
I t  is because Heaven would destroy me, not because I have committed any fault 
in battle. I have resolved to die today. But before I die. I beg to fight bravely 
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and win for you three victories. For your sake I shall break through the enemy's 
encirclements, cut down their leaders, and sever their banners, that you may 
know it is Heaven which has destroyed me and no fault of mine in arms!" Then 
he divided his horsemen into four bands and faced them in four directions. 

When the Han army had surrounded them several layers deep, Xiang YIJ 
said to his horsemen, "I will get one of those generals for you!" He ordered his 
men to gallop in all four directions down the hill on which they were standing, 
with instructions to meet again on the east side of the hill and divide into three 
groups. He himself gave a great shout and galloped down the hill. The Han 
troops scattered before him and he succeeded in cutting down one of their 
generals. At this time Yang Xi was leader of the cavalry pursuing Xiang Yu, 
but Xiang Yu roared and glared so fiercely at him that all his men and horses 
fled in terror some distance to the rear. 

Xiang Yu rejoined his men, who had formed into three groups. The Han 
army, uncertain which group Xiang Yu was with, likewise divided into three 
groups and again surrounded them. Xiang Yu once more galloped forth and cut 
down a Han colonel, killing some fifty to 100 men. When he had gathered his 
horsemen together a second time, he found that he had lost only two of them. 
"Did I tell you the truth?" he asked. His men all bowed and replied, "You have 
done all you said." 

Xiang Yu, who by this time had reached Wujiang, was considering whether 
to cross over to the east side of the Yangtze. The village head of Wujiang, who 
was waiting with a boat on the bank of the river, said to him, "Although the area 
east of the Yangtze is small, it is some thousand miles in breadth and has a 
population of 300,000 or 400,000. It would still be worth ruling. I beg you to 
make haste and cross over. I am the only one who has a boat, so that when the 
Han army arrives they will have no way to get across!" 

! Xiang Yu laughed and replied, "It is Heaven that is destroying me. What 
good would it do me to cross the river? Once, with 8,000 sons from the land 
east of the river, I crossed over and marched west, but today not a single man 
of them returns. Although their fathers and brothers east of the river should take 
pity on me and make me their king, how could I bear to face them again? Though 
they said nothing of it, could I help but feel shame in my heart?" Then he added. 
"I can see that you are a worthy man. For five years I have ridden this horse, 
and I have never seen his equal. Again and again he has borne me hundreds of 
miles in a single day. Since I cannot bear to kill him, I give him to you." 

Xiang Yu then ordered all his men to dismount and proceed on foot, and 



with their short swords to close in hand-to-hand combat with the enemy. Ximg 
Yu alone killed several hundred of the Han men, until he had suffered a dozen 
wounds. Looking about him, he spied the Han cavalry marshal Lu Matong. "We 
are old friends, are we not?" he asked. Lu Matong eyed him carefully and then, 
pointing him out to Wang Yi, said, "This is Xiang Yu!" 

"1 have heard that Han has offered a reward of 1,000 catties of gold and a 
fief of 10,000 households for my head," said Xiang Yu. "I will do you the 
favour!" And with this he cut his own throat and died. 

Wang Yi seized his head, while the other horsemen trampled over each 
other in a struggle to get at Xiang Yu's body, so that twenty or thirty of them 
were killed. In the end the cavalry attendant Yang Xi, the cavalry marshal Lii 
Matong and the attendants Lu Sheng and Yang Wu each succeeded in seizing 
a limb. When the five of them fitted together the limbs and head, it was found 
that they were indeed those of Xiang Yu. Therefore the fief was divided five 
ways, Lii Matong being enfeoffed as marquis of Zhongshui, Wang Yi as marquis 
of Duyan, Yang Xi as marquis of Chiquan, Yang Wu as marquis of Wufang, 
and Lii Sheng as marquis of Nieyang. 

With the death of Xiang Yu, the entire region of Chu surrendered to Han, 
only Lu refusing to submit. The king of Han set out with the troops of the empire 
and was about to massacre the inhabitants of Lu. But because Lu had so strictly 
obeyed the code of honour and had shown its willingness to fight to the death 
for its acknowledged sovereign, he bore with him the head of Xiang Yu and, 
when he showed it to the men of Lu, they forthwith surrendered. 

King Huai of Chu had first enfeoffed Xiang Yu as duke of Lu, and Lu was 
the last place to surrender. Therefore, the king of Han buried Xiang Yu at 
Gucheng with the ceremony appropriate to a duke of Lu. The king proclaimed 
a period of mourning for him, wept, and then departed. All the various branches 
of the Xiang family he spared from execution, and he enfeoffed Xiang Bo as 
marquis of Sheyang. The marquises of Tao, Pinggao, and Xuanwu were all 
members of the Xiang family who were granted the imperial surname Liu. 

The Grand Historian remarks: I have heard Master Zhou say that Emperor 
Shun had eyes with double pupils. I have also heard that Xiang Yu, too, had 
eyes with double pupils. Could it be that Xiang Yu was a descendant of Emperor 
Shun? How sudden was his rise to power! When the rule of Qin floundered and 
Chen She led his revolt, local heroes and leaders arose like bees, struggling with 
each other for power in numbers too great to be counted. Xiang Yu did not have 
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so much as an inch of territory to begin with, but by taking advantage of the 
times he raised himself in the space of three years from a commoner in the fields 
to the position of commander of five armies of feudal lords. He overthrew Qin, 
divided up the empire, and parcelled it out in fiefs to the various kings and 
marquises; but all power of government proceeded from Xiang Yu and he was 
hailed as a dictator king. Though he was not able to hold this position to his 
death, yet from ancient times to the present there has never before been such a 
thing! 

But when he went so far as to turn his back on the Pass and return to his 
native Chu, banishing the Righteous Emperor and setting himself up in his place, 
i t  was hardly surprising that the feudal lords revolted against him. He boasted 
and made a show of his own achievements. He was obstinate in his own opinions 
and did not abide by established ways. He thought to make himself a dictator, 
hoping to attack and rule the empire by force. Yet within five years he was dead 
and his kingdom lost. He met death at Dongcheng, but even at that time he did 
not wake to or accept responsibility for his errors. "It is Heaven," he declared, 
"which has destroyed me, and no fault of mine in the use of arms!" Was he not 
indeed deluded? 



PART 111 

THE VICTOR 





SHI JI  8: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
EMPEROR GAOZU 

Xiang Yu was violent and tyrannical, while the king of Han practised 
goodness and virtue. In anger he marched forth from Shu and Han, 
returning to conquer the three kingdoms of Qin. He executed Xiang Yu and 
became an emperor, and all the world was brought to peace. He changed 
the statutes and reformed the ways of the people. Thus I made "The Basic 
Annals of Emperor Gaozu". 

~ a o z u '  was a native of the community of Zhongyang in the city of Feng, 
the district of Pei. His family name was Liu and his polite name Ji. His father 
was known as the "Venerable Sire" and his mother as "Dame Liu". 

Before he was born, Dame Liu was one day resting on the bank of a large 
pond when she dreamed that she encountered a god. At this time the sky grew 
dark and was filled with thunder and lightning. When Gaozu7s father went to 
look for her, he saw a scaly dragon over the place where she was lying. After 
this she became pregnant and gave birth to Gaozu. 

Gaozu had a prominent nose and adragon-like face, with beautiful whiskers 
on his chin and cheeks; on his left thigh he had seventy-two black moles.? He 
was kind and affectionate with others, liked to help people, and was very 
understanding. He always had great ideas and paid little attention to the business 
the rest of his family was engaged in. 

When he grew up he took the examination to become an official and was 
made village head of Si River. He treated all the other officials in the office with 
familiarity and disdain. He was fond of wine and women and often used to go 

I 
Gaozu, meaning "Exalted Ancestor", is the posthumous title of Liu Ji, founder of the 

Han dynasty. Liu Ji's familiar name, Bang, was tabooed during the Han and is never mentioned 
in the Shi ji. Since Sima Qian was writing during the Han, he often refers to members of the 
imperial family by the titles they later acquired. Hence Gaozu's wife is called Empress Lii, 
though this is often anachronistic from the point of view of the narrative. 

2 
Seventy-two, the multiple of eight and nine, is a mystic number in Chinese thought. 
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to Dame Wang's or old lady Wu's and drink on credit. When he got drunk and 
lay down to sleep, the old women, to their great wonder, would always see 
something like a dragon over the place where he was sleeping. Also, whenever 
he would drink and stay at their shops, they would sell several times as much 
wine as usual. Because of these strange happenings, when the end of the year 
came around the old women would always destroy Gaozu's credit slips and clear 
his account. 

Gaozu was once sent on c-or-\the labour to the capital city of Xianyang and 
happened to have an opportunity to see the First Emperor of Qin. When he saw 
him he sighed and said, "Ah, this is the way a great man should be." 

There was a man of Shanfu, one Master Lu, who was a friend of the 
magistrate of Pei. In order to avoid the consequences of a feud, he accepted the 
hospitality of the magistrate and made his home in Pei. When the officials and 
the wealthy and influential people of Pei heard that the magistrate had a 
distinguished guest, they all came to pay their respects. Xiao He, being the 
director of officials. was in charge of gifts and informed those who came to call 
that anyone bringing a gift of less than 1,000 cash would be seated below the 
main hall. Gaozu, who as a village head was in the habit of treating the other 
officials with contempt, falsely wrote on his calling card: "With respects - 
10,000 cash," though in fact he did not have a single cash. When his card was 
sent in. Master Lii was very surprised and got up and came to the gate to greet 
him. Master Lu was very good at reading people's faces and when he saw 
Gaozu's features he treated him with great honour and respect and led him in 
to a seat. "Liu Ji," remarked Xiao He, "does a good deal of fine talking. but so 
far has accomplished very little." But Gaozu, disdaining the other guests, 
proceeded to take a seat of honour without further ado. 

When the drinking was nearly over, Master Lii glanced at Gaozu in such a 
way as to indicate that he should stay a while longer, and so Gaozu dawdled 
over his wine. "Since my youth," said Master Lu, "I have been fond of reading 
faces. I have read many faces, but none with signs like yours. You must take 
mod care of yourself. I beg you. I have a daughter whom I hope you will do me 
b 

the honour of accepting as your wife." 

When the party was over, Dame Lii was very angry with her husband. "You 
have always idolized this girl and planned to marry her to some person of 
distinction," she said. "The magistrate of Pei is a friend of yours and has asked 
for her. but you would not give your consent. How can you be so insane as to 
oive her to Liu Ji?" z 
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"This is not the sort of thing women and children can understand!" replied 
Master Lu. Eventually he married the girl to Gaozu. and it was this daughter of 
Master Lu who became Empress Lii and gave birth to Emperor Hui and Princess 
Yuan of Lu. 

When Gaozu was acting as village head he once asked for leave to go home 
and visit his fields. Empress Lu at the time was in the fields weeding with her 
two children. When an old man passed by and asked for something to drink, 
Empress Lii accordingly gave him some food. The old man examined her face 
and said, "Madam will become the most honoured woman in the world." She 
asked him to examine her children. Looking at her son, he said, "It is because 
of this boy that madam will obtain honour," and when he examined the girl. he 
said that she too would be honoured. 

After the old man had gone on, Gaozu happened to appear from an outhouse 
nearby. Empress Lii told him all about how the traveller had passed by and, 
examining her and her children, had predicted great honour for all of them. 
When Gaozu inquired where the man was, she replied, "He cannot have gone 
very far away!" 

Gaozu ran after the old man and, overtaking him, questioned him. "The 
lady and the little children I examined a while ago," he replied, "all resemble 
you. But when I examine your face, 1 find such worth that 1 cannot express it in 
words!" 

Gaozu thanked him, saying, "If it is really as you say, I will surely not forget 
your kindness!" But when Gaozu finally became honoured he could never find 
out where the old man had gone. 

When Gaozu was acting as village head, he fashioned a kind of hat out of 
sheaths of bamboo and sent his "thief-seeker*" to the district of Xie to have some 
made up for him, which he wore from time to time. Even after he became famous 
he continued to wear these hats. These are the so-called Liu family hats. 

As village head Gaozu was ordered to escort a group of forced labourers 
from the district of Pei to Mt. ~ i . ~  On the way. however, so many of the labourers 
ran away that Gaozu began to suspect that by the time he reached his destination 
they would all have disappeared. When they had reached a place in the midst 
of a swamp west of Feng, Gaozu halted and began to drink. That night he 
loosened the bonds of the labourers he was escorting and freed them, saying, 

'A subordinate official in the local administration. 
-1 
Where the First Emperor of  Qin was building his mausoleum. 



"Go, all of you! I too shall go my own way from here." 
Among the labourers were ten or so brave men who asked to go with him. 

Gaozu, full of wine, led the men in the night along a path through the swamp, 
sending one of them to walk ahead. The man who had gone ahead returned and 
reported, "There is a great snake lying across the path ahead. I beg you to turn 
back!" 

"Where a brave man marches what is there to fear?" replied Gaozu 
drunkenly and, advancing, drew his sword and slashed at the snake. After he 
had cut the snake in two and cleared the path, he walked on a mile or so and 
then lay down to sleep off his drunkenness. 

When one of the men who had lagged behind came to the place where the 
snake lay, he found an old woman crying in the night. He asked her why she 
was crying and she answered, "I am crying because someone has killed my son." 

"How did your son come to be killed?" he asked. 

"My son was the son of the White Emperor," said the old woman. "He had 
changed himself into a snake and was lying across the road. Now he has been 
cut in two by the son of the Red Emperor, and therefore I weep. 

The man did not believe the old woman and was about to accuse her of 
lying, when suddenly she disappeared. When the man caught up with Gaozu, 
he found him already awake and reported what had happened. Gaozu was very 
pleased in his heart and set great store by the incident, while his followers day 
by day regarded him with greater awe. 

The First Emperor of Qin, repeatedly declaring that there were signs in the 
southeastern sky indicating the presence of a "Son of Heaven", decided to 
journey east to suppress the threat to his power. Gaozu, suspecting that he 
himself was the cause of the visit, fled into hiding among the rocky wastes of 
the mountains and swamps between Mang and Dang. Empress Lu and others 
wh:o went with her to look for him, however, were always able to find him. 
Gaozu, wondering how she could do this, asked her and she replied, "There are 
always signs in the clouds over the place where you are. By following these we 
manage to find you every time." Gaozu was very pleased in his heart. When 
word of this circulated among the young men of the district of Pei, many of them 
sought to become his followers. 

In the autumn of the first year of the reign of the Second Emperor of Qin 
(209 BC) Chen She and his band arose in Qi. When Chen She had reached the 
area of Chen and made himself a king with the title of "Magnifier of Chu", many 
of the provinces and districts murdered their head officials and joined in the 
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rebellion. 
The magistrate of Pei, fearful of what might happen, wished to declare Pei 

a party to the rebellion, but his chief officials Xiao He and Cao Can said, "You 
are an official of Qin. NOW, though you hope to turn your back on Qin and lead 
the men of Pei, we fear they will not listen to you. We would suggest that you 
summon all the various men who have fled and are in hiding elsewhere. You 
should be able to obtain several hundred men, and with these you can threaten 
the rest of the people and force them to obey you." 

Accordingly the magistrate sent Fan Kuai to summon Gaozu, who by this 
time had almost 100 followers. Gaozu came with Fan Kuai, but the magistrate, 
repenting his action and fearing a move against himself, closed the gates and 
guarded the city, preparing to execute Xiao He and Cao Can. Xiao He and Cao 
Can in fear climbed over the wall and fled to Gaozu's protection. Gaozu then 
wrote a message on a piece of silk and shot it over the city walls saying, "The 
world has long suffered beneath Qin. Now, though you men of Pei should guard 
the city for the sake of the magistrate, the other nobles who have risen in 
rebellion will join in massacring the inhabitants of the city. If you will unite and 
do away with the magistrate, select from among your sons a worthy man to be 
your leader, and declare yourselves with the other nobles, then your homes and 
families shall all be spared. But if you do not, you will all be massacred without 
further ado!" 

The elders then led the young men and together they murdered the magis- 
trate of Pei, opened the city gates, and welcomed Gaozu. They wished to make 
him magistrate, but Gaozu announced, "The world today is in chaos with the 
nobles rising up everywhere. If you do not make a wise choice of a leader now, 
you will be cut down in one stroke and your blood will drench the earth. It is 
not that I care for my own safety, but only that I fear my abilities are not sufficient 
to insure your welfare. This is a most serious business. I beg you to consult once 
more among yourselves and select someone who is truly worthy." 

Xiao He, Cao Can, and the other civil officials were concerned for their 
own safety and, fearful that if they assumed leadership and the undertaking 
proved unsuccessful, Qin would exterminate their families, they all yielded in 
favour of Gaozu. Then all the elders announced: "For a long time we have heard 
of the strange and wonderful happenings and the predictions of greatness 
concerning Liu Ji. Moreover, when we divine by the tortoise and milfoil, we 
find that no one receives such responses as Liu Ji!" With this, Gaozu declined 
several times but, since no one else dared to accept the position, he allowed 
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himself to be made governor of Pei. He then performed sacrifices to the Yellow 
Emperor and to the ancient warrior Chi You in the district office of Pei and 
anointed his drums with the blood of the sacrifice. All his flags and banners he 
had made of red. Because the old woman had said that it was the son of the Red 
Emperor who had killed the snake, the son of the White Emperor, he decided 
to honour the colour red in this fashion. 

The young men and distinguished officials such as Xiao He, Cao Can, Fan 
Kuai, and others gathered together for him a band of 2,000 or 3,000 men of Pei 
and attacked Huling and Fangyu. They then returned and guarded the city of 
Feng. 

In the second year of the Second Emperor (208 BC) Chen She's general 
Zhou Wen marched west with his army as far as Xi and then returned. Yan, 
Zhao, Qi, and Wei all set up their own kings and Xiang Liang and Xiang Yu 
began their uprising in Wu. 

Qin's overseer in the province of Si River, a man named Ping, led a force 
of troops and surrounded Feng for two days. The governor of Pei marched out 
of the city and fought and defeated him. Then, ordering Yong Chi to guard Feng, 
he led his troops to Xue. The magistrate of Si River, Zhuang, was defeated at 
Xue and fled to Qi, where the governor of Pei's marshal of the left captured 
and killed him. The governor of Pei returned and camped in the district of 
Kangfu, proceeding as far as Fangyu. Zhou Shi had arrived to attack 
Fangyu, but had not yet engaged in battle. (Zhou Shi was a man of Wei 
who had been sent by Chen She to seize the area.) 

Zhou Shi sent an envoy to Yong Chi, who was guarding Feng, saying, "Feng 
was originally a colony of Liang, which was part of Wei. Now we have captured 
more than ten cities of Wei. If you will submit to Wei, Wei will make you a 
marquis. But if you persist in holding Feng and refuse to surrender, we will 

massacre the inhabitants." 

Yong Chi had originally had no desire to ally himself with the governor of 
Pei and, when he was thus invited by Wei, he revolted and held the city of Feng 
in Wei's name. The governor of Pei led his troops in an attack on Feng, but was 
unable to take it. Falling ill, he returned to Pei. 

The governor of Pei was bitter because Yong Chi and the men of Feng had 
turned against him. When he heard that Lord Ning of Dongyang and Qin Jia had 
set up Jing Ju as acting king of Chu in Liu, he made his way there and joined 
them, requesting that they give him soldiers to attack Feng. At this time the Qin 
general Zhang Han was pursuing Chen She, while his special general Sima Yi 
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led his troops nonh to pacify the region of Chu, massacring the inhabitants of 
Xiang and marching as far as Dang. Lord Ning of Dongyang and the governor 
of Pei led their troops west and fought with him west of Xiao, but they could 
win no advantage. Returning, they gathered together their troops in Liu and led 
them in an attack on Dang. After three days they seized Dang and, adding to 
their forces some 5,000 or 6,000 men captured at Dang, attacked and overcame 
Xiayi. Then they returned and camped near Feng. 

Hearing that Xiang Liang was in Xue, the governor of Pei, accompanied 
by some 100 horsemen, went to see him. Xiang Liang gave him 5,000 foot 
soldiers and ten generals of the rank of fifth lord. The governor of Pei then 
returned and led his troops in an attack on Feng. 

A month or so after the governor of Pei had allied himself with Xiang Liang, 
Xiang Yu captured the city of Xiangcheng and returned. Xiang Liang then 
summoned all his various generals to come to Xue. Here, having received 
positive news that Chen She was dead, he set up Xin, grandson of the former 
King Huai of Chu, as king of Chu, with his capital at Xuyi. Xiang Liang himself 
took the title of lord of Wuxin. After several months he marched north to attack 
Kangfu, rescued the city of Donga, and defeated the Qin army. Then, while Qi 
led its troops back to its own territory, Xiang Liang alone pursued the defeated 
Qin army north, dispatching the governor of Pei and Xiang Yu with a special 
force to attack Chengyang. After massacring the inhabitants of Chengyang, they 
camped east of Puyang, where they fought with the Qin forces and defeated 
them. 

The Qin army, recovering from this blow, defended its position at Puyang 
by encircling i t  with water. The Chu army then withdrew and attacked Dingtao, 
but was unable to conquer it. The governor of Pei and Xiang Yu seized the area 
to the west. Arriving before the walls of Yongqiu, they again engaged the Qin 
forces and gravely defeated them, cutting down the Qin general Li You. They 
returned and'attacked Waihuang, but were unable to conquer it. Xiang Liang in 
the meantime had inflicted another defeat on Qin and began to grow proud and 
boastful. Song Yi cautioned him about this, but he would not listen. Qin then 

5 
sent reinforcements to aid Zhang Han. Putting gags in the mouths of his men, 
Zhang Han made a night attack on Xiang Liang and inflicted a crushing defeat. 
Xiang Liang was killed in the battle. 

5 
To prevent them from talking or shouting during the surprise attack. 
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The governor of Pei and Xiang Yu were at the time attacking Chenliu but, 
hearing of Xiang Liang's death, they joined forces with General Lu Chen and 
marched east. Lii Chen camped east of Pengcheng, Xiang Yu to the west, and 
the governor of Pei at Dang. 

Zhang Han, having defeated Xiang Liang, felt that he had nothing more to 
worry about from the soldiers of the region of Chu. Therefore he crossed the 
Yellow River and marched north to attack Zhao, inflicting a severe defeat. ~t 

this time the Qin general Wang Li surrounded Zhao Xie, the king of Zhao, in 
the city of Julu. This was the so-called Army North of the River. 

In the third year of the Second Emperor (207 BC), when King Huai of Chu 
saw that Xiang Liang's army had been defeated, he grew fearful and moved his 
capital from Xuyi to Pengcheng, where he combined the armies of Lu Chen and 
Xiang Yu, and himself took command of the troops. He made the governor of 
Pei head of Dang Province, enfeoffed him as marquis of Wuan, and put him in 
command of the troops of Dang. Xiang Yu he enfeoffed as marquis of Chang'an 
with the title of "Duke of Lu". Lu Chen was appointed minister of instruction 
and his father, Lii Qing, was made prime minister. 

Since Zhao had several times sent pleas for aid, King Huai made Song Yi 
supreme general, Xiang Yu second general, and Fan Zeng third general, and 
sent them north to rescue Zhao. The governor of Pei he ordered to seize the 
region to the west and enter the Pass, making a promise with the various leaders 
that whoever should enter the Pass first and conquer the area within should 
become king of the region. 

At this time the Qin forces were still very strong and took advantage of their 
supremacy to pursue those they had defeated, so that none of the leaders of the 
rebellion was anxious to be the first to enter the Pass. But Xiang Yu, embittered 
over the defeat of Xiang Liang's army by Qin, angrily demanded to be allowed 
to go west with the governor of Pei and attempt to enter the Pass. 

King Huai's elder generals all advised him, saying, "Xiang Yu is by nature 
extremely impetuous and cruel. When he attacked and conquered the city of 
Xiangcheng, he butchered every one of the inhabitants without mercy. Wher- 
ever he has passed he has left behind him destruction and death. The armies of 
Chu have several times in  the past advanced and won gains, but Chen She and 
Xiang Liang were both in the end defeated. This time i t  would be better to send 
a man of true moral worth who, relying upon righteousness, will proceed west 
and make a proclamation to the elders of Qin. The men of Qin have long suffered 
under their rulers. Now if we can send a truly worthy man who will not come 
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to them with rapine and violence in his heart, we can surely persuade them to 
submit. Xiang Yu is far too impetuous to be sent. Only the govemor of Pei, who 
from the first has shown himself to be a man of tolerance and moral stature, is 
worthy to go." 

In the end King Huai refused to grant Xiang Yu's request, but dispatched 
only the govemor of Pei who, gathering up the scattered remnants of Chen She's 
and Xiang Liang's armies, marched out of Dang to seize the region to the west. 
Proceeding to Chengyang and Gangli, he threw his weight against the Qin 
fortifications there and defeated both garrisons. (In the meantime the Chu forces 
under Xiang Yu had attacked the Qin general Wang Li at Julu and severely 
defeated him.) 

The governor of Pei led his forces west and joined Peng Yue at Changyi. 
Together they attacked the Qin forces but, failing to achieve a victory, retreated 
to Li. Here they met the marquis of Gangwu, seized the troops under his 
command amounting to about 4,000 men, and added them to their own forces. 
Then, joining the armies of the Wei general Huang Xin and the Wei minister of 
works Wu Pu, [hey attacked Changyi again, but being unable to capture it, 

proceeded west past Gaoyang. 
Li Yiji, the village gatekeeper,6 remarked, "Many generals have passed 

through this region, but I can see that the governor of Pei is the most magnani- 
mous and worthy of them all." Then he requested to be allowed to meet the 
governor of Pei and speak with him. At the time the govemor was sitting 
sprawled upon a couch with two servant girls washing his feet. When Master 
~ i '  entered, he did not make the customary prostration but instead gave a very 
deep bow and said, "If you truly desire to punish the evil rulers of Qin, it is 
hardly proper to receive one who is your elder in this slovenly fashion!" 

With this the governor arose, straightened his clothes, and apologized, 
showing Magter Li to a seat of honour. Master Li then explained to him how to 
assault ~hen l iu  and capture the stores of grain which Qin had there. The 
governor of Pei gave Li Yiji the title of "Lord of Guangye" and made his brother 
Li Shang a general, putting him in command of the troops of Chenliu. Together 
they attacked Kaifeng but. failing to capture it. proceeded west and engaged the 
Qin general Yang Xiong in battle at Baima and again east of Quyu, severely 

6 
Following the Han shlr reading. 

7 
So called because he was a Confucian scholar. 
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defeating him. Yang Xiong fled to Xingyang where, in order to serve as a 
warning to the rest of the army, he was executed by an envoy sent from the 
Second Emperor. 

The governor of Pei attacked Y ingyang to the south, massacring its defend- 
ers. and then. relying upon the guidance of Zhang Liang, proceeded to seize the 
area of Huanyuan in the region of Hann. At this time Sima Ang, a general 
dispatched by Zhao, was about to cross the Yellow River in hopes of entering 
the Pass. In  order to prevent him, the governor of Pei marched north to attack 
Pingyin, destroyed the fording place across the Yellow River, and then contin- 
ued south to battle with the Qin forces east of Luoyang. Being unsuccessful here, 
he withdrew to Yangcheng, gathered together all his horsemen, and attacked 
and defeated Yi, the governor of Nanyang Province, east of Zhou. He seized the 
province of Nanyang while the governor, Yi, fled to the city of Yuan for 
protection. 

The governor of Pei was about to lead his troops on to the west, but Zhang 
Liang cautioned him, saying, "Although you wish to enter the Pass as soon as 
possible, there are a great many soldiers of Qin holding the strong points. Now 
if you march on without seizing the city of Yuan, Yuan will attack you from 
behind. With the power of Qin awaiting you ahead, your way will be fraught 
with danger!" Accordingly the governor of Pei led his troops back by another 
road at night, changed his flags and pennants, and just before dawn encircled 
the city of Yuan with several bands of troops. The governor of Nanyang was 
about to cut his throat when one of his followers, Chen Hui, stopped him, saying, 
"There is still plenty of time to die." Then he climbed over the city wall and 
appeared before the governor of Pei. "I have heard," he said, "that Your 
Lordship has made an agreement that whoever shall enter the capital city of 
Xianyang first will become its king. But now you have stayed your march in 
order to invest the city of Yuan. Yuan is the capital of a great province, with 

twenty or thirty cities under its control. Its people are numerous and its stores 
of provisions plentiful. Our officers believe that if they surrender they will 
certainly be put to death and therefore they have all mounted the walls and are 
firmly guarding their city. Now if you wear out your days remaining here 
attacking the city, many of your men are bound to suffer injury and death, while 
if you lead your troops away from Yuan, Yuan will surely pursue you from 
behind. Should you choose the former course you will never reach Xianyang in 
time to take advantage of the agreement, while should you choose the latter you 
will be bedeviled by the power of Yuan. 1f I were to suggest a plan for you, 1 



say i t  is best to promise to enfeoff the governor if he surrenders. Then 
you may leave him behind to guard the city for you while you lead his troops 
with you to the west. When the other cities that have not submitted hear of your 
action, they will hasten to open their gates and await your coming. so that your 
passage will be freed from all hindrance. 

The governor of Pei approved this idea and accordingly made the governor 
of Yuan marquis of Yin and enfeoffed Chen Hui with 1,000 households. Then 
he led his troops west, and all the cities without exception submitted to him. 
When he reached the Dan River, Sai, the marquis of Gaowu. and Wang Ling. 
the marquis of Xiang surrendered the area of Xiling to him. Then he turned back 
and attacked Huyang where he met Mei Xuan, special general of Wu Rui,  the 
lord of Po, and together they conquered Xi and Li. 

The governor of Pei dispatched Ninp Chang, a man of Wei, as his envoy to 
the court of Qin. But he had not yet returned when Zhang Han surrendered his 
army to Xiang Yu at Zhao. (Earlier, Xiang Yu and Song Yi had marched north 
to rescue Zhao from the Qin attack. Later, when Xiang Yu murdered Song 
Yi and took his place as supreme general, Qing Bu and the other leaders 
joined with him. He then defeated the army of the Qin general Wang Li, 
received the surrender of Zhang Han, and secured command over all the other 
leaders.) 

After Zhao Gao had murdered the Second Emperor, the governor of Pei's 
envoy returned with a promise from Qin to divide the area within the Pass and 
make the governor a king over part of it. Believing this to be a trick, however, 
the govemor followed the strategy suggested by Zhang Liang and sent Master 
Li and Lu Jia to go and bargain with the Qin generals and tempt them to treason 
with offers of profit, while he himself proceeded to attack the Wu Pass and 
capture it. He also fought with the Qin armies to the south of Lantian, disposing 
his soldiers and increasing the number of his flags and pennants in such a way 
as to make his forces appear greater than they actually were. Wherever he 
passed, he forbade his men to plunder or seize prisoners. The people of Qin 
were delighted at this mildness and the Qin armies grew careless so that they 
suffered great defeat. He also fought to the north of Lantian and inflicted a major 
defeat. Taking advantage of these victories, he was able at last to destroy the 
Qin armies. 

In the tenth month of the first year of Han (November-December, 207 BC) 
the govemor of Pei finally succeeded in reaching Bashang ahead of the other 
leaders. Ziying, the king of Qin, came in a plain camage drawn by white horses, 
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wearing a rope around his neck, and surrendered the imperial seals and 
credentials by the side of Chi Road. Some of the generals asked that the king of 
Qin be executed, but the governor of Pei replied, "The reason King Huai first 
sent me upon this mission was that he sincerely believed I was capable of 
showing tolerance and mercy. Now to kill a man who has already surrendered 
would only bring bad luck!" With this he turned the king of Qin over to the care 
of his officials. Then he proceeded west and entered Xianyang. He hoped to stay 
and rest for a while in the palaces of Qin, but Fan Kuai and Zhang Liang advised 
him against this. Therefore he sealed up the storehouses containing Qin's 
treasures and wealth and returned to camp at Bashang. There he summoned all 
the distinguished and powerful men of the districts and addressed them, saying: 

"Gentlemen, for a long time you have suffered beneath the harsh laws of 
Qin. Those who criticized the government were Wiped out along with their 
families; those who gathered to talk in private were executed in the public 
market. I and the other nobles have made an agreement that he who first enters 
the Pass shall rule over the area within. Accordingly I am now king of this 
territory within the Pass. I hereby promise you a code of laws consisting of three 
articles only: He who kills anyone shall suffer death; he who wounds another 
or steals shall be punished according to the gravity of the offence; for the rest I 
hereby abolish all the laws of Qin. Let the officials and people remain undis- 
turbed as before. I have come only to save you from further harm, not to exploit 
or tyrannize over you. Therefore do not be afraid! The reason I have returned 
to Bashang is simply to wait for the other leaders so that when they arrive we 
may settle the agreement." 

He sent men to go with the Qin officials and publish this proclamation in 
the district towns and villages. The people of Qin were overjoyed and hastened 
with cattle, sheep, wine, and food to present to the soldiers. But the governor of 
Pei declined all such gifts, saying, "There is plenty of grain in the granaries. I 
do not wish to be a burden to the people." With this the people were more joyful 
than ever and their only fear was that the governor of Pei would not become 
king of Qin. 

Someone advised the governor of Pei, saying, "The area of Qin is ten times 
richer than the rest of the empire and the land is protected by strong natural 

8 
White is the colour of mourning, while the rope indicated total submission. Ziying had 

succeeded the Second Emperor as ruler of Qin, but because of  the wobbly state of his empire 
had ventured only to call himself "king". 



barriers. Now word has come that Zhang Han has surrendered to Xiang Y u  and 
that Xiang Yu therefore has granted him the title of King of Yong, intending to 
make him ruler of the area within the Pass. If he arrives, I fear that you will not 
be able to maintain your present claim. It would be best to send soldiers at once 
to guard the Hangu Pass and prevent any of the armies of the other leaders from 
entering. In the meantime you can little by little gather up soldiers from the area 
within the Pass and lead them yourself to reinforce those blocking the Pass." 
The governor of Pei approved this plan and set about putting it into effect. 

During the eleventh month Xiang Yu led the troops of the various armies 
west, as the governor had expected, and attempted to enter the Pass. Finding the 
Pass blocked and hearing that the governor of Pei had already conquered the 
land within the Pass, he was greatly enraged and sent Qing Bu and others to 
attack and break through the Hangu Pass. In the twelfth month he finally reached 
Xi. 

Cao Wushang, marshal of the left to the governor of Pei, hearing that Xiang 
Yu was angry and wished to attack the governor of Pei, sent a messenger to 
speak to Xiang Yu, saying, "The governor of Pei hopes to become king of the 
area within the Pass, employing Ziying as his prime minister and keeping 
possession of all the precious articles and treasures of the capital." (He thought 
that by reporting thus he would be rewarded by Xiang Yu with a fief.) 

Fan Zeng strongly urged Xiang Yu to attack the governor of Pei. Accord- 
ingly Xiang Yu feasted his soldiers and prepared to join in battle the 'following 
day. At this time Xiang Yu claimed to have a force of 1,000,000 men, though 
the actual number was 400,000, while the governor of Pei claimed a force of 
200,000, which was actually only 100,000. Thus they were no match for each 
other in strength. 

As i t  happened, Xiang Bo, hoping to save the life of his friend Zhang Liang, 
had gone the hight before to see Zhang Liang and as a result was able to convince 
Xiang Yu of the governor of Pei's loyalty, so that Xiang Yu abandoned his plan 
to attack. The governor of Pei, accompanied by some 100 horsemen, hastened 
to Hongmen, where he met Xiang Yu and apologized to him. Xiang Yu replied, 
"It is your own marshal of the left, Cao Wushang, who informed against you. 
If it were not for him, how would I ever have doubted you?" The governor of 
Pei, through the efforts of Fan Kuai and Zhang Liang, was at last able to escape 
and return to his own camp. Upon his return he immediately executed Cao 
Wushang. 

Xiang Yu then proceeded west and massacred the inhabitants of Xianyang, 
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burning the city and the palaces of Qin, and leaving destruction everywhere he 
passed. The people of Qin were filled with despair, but they were so terrified 
they had no courage to resist. Xiang Yu sent a messenger to return and repon 
to King Huai. "Let all be done according to the agreement," King Huai replied. 
Xiang Yu was angry that the king had not allowed him to march west with the 
governor of Pei and enter the Pass, but instead had sent him north to rescue Zhao, 
thus causing him to miss out on the agreement concerning the rulership of the 
area within the Pass. "King Huai," he said, "was set up solely through the efforts 
of my uncle Xiang Liang. He has won no merit of his own. Why should he be 
made arbiter of the agreement? It is the other generals and I who actually 
conquered the empire!" Then he pretended to honour King Huai by giving him 
the title of "Righteous Emperor", but in fact paid no attention to his commands. 

In the first month Xiang Yu set himself up as "Dictator King of Western 
Chu", ruling nine provinces of Liang and Chu, with his capital at Pengcheng. 
In violation of the former agreement he made the governor of Pei king of Han 
instead of Qin, giving him the lands of Ba, Shu, and Han to rule, with his capital 
at Nancheng. The area within the Pass he divided into three parts, setting up 
three former generals of Qin: Zhang Han as king of Yong with his capital at 
Feiqiu, Sima Xin as king of Sai with his capital at Yueyang, and Dong Yi as 
king of Di with his capital at Gaonu. The Chu general Shen Yang of Xiaqiu was 
made king of Henan with his capital at Luoyang, while the Zhao general Sima 
Ang was made king of Yin, his capital at Zhaoge. Xie, the king of Zhao, was 
transferred to the position of king of Dai, while his prime minister, Zhang 
Er, was made king of Changshan with his capital at Xiangguo. The lord of 
Dangyang, Qing Bu, was made king of Jiujiang, his capital at Liu; Gong Ao, 
chief minister to King Huai, was made king of Linjiang, his capital at Jiangling. 
The lord of Po, Wu Rui, became king of Hengshan, his capital at Zhu. The Yan 
general Zang Tu was made king of Yan, his capital at Ji, after the former king 
of Yan, Han Guang, had been ordered to remove to the position of king of 
Liaodong. When Han Guang refused to obey, Zang Tu attacked and killed him 
at Wuzhong. Chen Yu, the lord of Cheng'an, was enfeoffed with three districts 
in Hejian, at his residence at Nanpi, while Mei Xuan was enfeoffed with 100,000 
households. 

In the fourth month the various armies left the command of Xiang Yu and 
proceeded with the feudal leaders to their respective territories. When the king 
of Han departed for his kingdom, Xiang Yu allowed him to take along 30,000 
soldiers. With 20,000 or 30,000 volunteers from among the soldiers of Chu and 



the other leaders, he accordingly proceeded south from Du and entered the Li 
Gorge. As he proceeded, he burned and destroyed the wooden roadway9 behind 
him in order to prevent bandit troops of the other feudal lords from attacking 
him and, at the same time, to demonstrate to Xiang Yu that he had no intention 
of marching east again. 

When he reached Nanzheng he found that many of his officers and men 
had deserted along the way and returned home, while those who were left all 
sang the songs of their homeland and longed to go back east. Han Xin advised 
the king of Han, saying, "Xiang Yu has made kings of all his generals who 
achieved merit, but you alone he has sent to live in Nanzheng as though you 
were being exiled for some crime. The officers and soldiers of your army are 
all men of the east, and day and night they gaze into the distance longing to 
return home. If you take up your lance now and use it, you can win great glory. 
But if you wait until the world is settled and all men are at peace, then you cannot 
hope to take it up again. You had best lay plans to return east and fight for 
mastery of the world!" 

When Xiang Yu returned east through the Pass he sent a messenger to 
transfer the residence of the Righteous Emperor, announcing that "the emperors 
of ancient times who ruled an area 1,000 miles on each side invariably resided 
on the upper reaches of a river". The envoy accordingly moved the Righteous 
Emperor to the district of Chen in Changsha, pressing him to hurry on his way. 
With this the emperor's ministers became increasingly disillusioned and turned 
their backs upon him. Xiang Yu then secretly ordered the kings of Hengshan 
and Linjiang to attack and murder the Righteous Emperor at Jiangnan. 

Xiang Yu, being angry with Tian Rong, set up Tian Du, a general of Qi, as 
king of Qi, but Tian Rong, enraged at this, declared himself king of Qi, murdered 
Tian Du, and revolted against Chu. Then he presented Peng Yue with the seals 
of office of ageneral and sent him to lead a revolt in the region of Liang. Chu 
ordered Jue, lord of Xiao, to attack Peng Yue, but Peng Yue inflicted a severe 
defeat on him. 

Chen Yu, angry that Xiang Yu had not made him a king, dispatched Xia 
Yue to plead with Tian Rong and persuade him to send troops to attack Zhang 
Er, the king of Changshan. Qi in response sent a body of soldiers to aid Chen 
Yu in attacking Zhang Er. Zhang Er fled from his territory and went to join the 
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king of Han. Chen Yu then proceeded to Dai to fetch Xie, the former king of 
Zhao, and restore him to his throne in Zhao. In return, the king of Zhao set up 
Chen Yu as king of Dai. Xiang Yu, greatly enraged at these moves, marched 
north to attack Qi. 

In the eighth month the king of Han, having decided to follow the plan 
outlined by Han Xin, marched back by the Old Road and returned east to attack 
Zhang Han, the king of Yong. Zhang Han proceeded west to meet the attack, 
clashing with the Han forces at Chencang. The soldiers of Yong were defeated 
and fled back east but halted to fight at Haozhi. Defeated again, they fled to 
Feiqiu. Thus the king of Han was able eventually to win control of the region 
of Yong and proceed east to Xianyang. He led his troops and surrounded the 
king of Yong at Feiqiu, at the same time dispatching his generals to seize control 
of the provinces of Longxi, Beidi, and Shang. He also ordered his generals Xue 
Ou and Wang Xi to proceed by the Wu Pass, join the forces of Wang Ling at 
Nanyang, and go to fetch his father and mother from Pei. 

When Xiang Yu heard of this, he dispatched troops to block their march at 
Yangxia and prevent them from advancing. At the same time he made the former 
district magistrate of Wu, Zheng Chang, king of Hann so that he could aid in 
blocking the Han forces. 

In the second year (205 BC) the king of Han proceeded east, seizing control 
of the land. Sima Xin, the king of Sai; Dong Yi, the king of Di; and Shen Yang, 
the king of Henan, all surrendered to him, but Zheng Chang, the king of Hann, 
refused to submit. Therefore he dispatched Han Xin to attack and defeat him. 
Out of the land he had conquered he created the provinces of Longxi, Beidi, 
Shang, Weinan, Heshang, and Zhongdi within the Pass and beyond the Pass the 
province of Henan. He made his grand commandant Hann Xin the new king of 
Hann. Among his generals all those who had defeated a force of 10,000 men or 
captured a province were enfeoffed with 10,000 households. He then ordered 
the border defence north of the Yellow River to be repaired and manned, and 
gave orders that all of Qin's former royal hunting parks, gardens and lake areas 
should be opened to the people for farming. In the first month he took Zhang 
Ping, the younger brother of the king of Yong, prisoner. A general amnesty was 
declared, freeing criminals. The king of Han journeyed beyond the Pass as far 
as Shan, looking after the wants of the people beyond the Pass. On his return, 
Zhang Er came to see him and the king of Han received him with kindness and 
generosity. 

In the second month the king of Han gave orders for Qin's altars of the soil 
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and grain to be abolished, and the altars of Han set up in their place. 

In the third month the king of Han proceeded through Linjin and crossed 
the Yellow River, where Bao, the king of Wei, led his troops to join him. He 
conquered Henei and took Sima Ang, the king of Yin, prisoner, making his 
territory into the province of Henei. Proceeding south, he crossed the Yellow 
River at the Pingyin Ford and reached Luoyang. Here Lord Dong, the elder of 

10 
Xincheng, intercepted him and informed him of the death of the Righteous 
Emperor. When he heard this the king of Han bared his arms and lamented 
loudly. He then proclaimed a period of mourning for the emperor, with three 
days of lamentation, and dispatched envoys to repon to the other nobles, saying, 
"The people of the world have joined together in setting up the Righteous 
Emperor and serving him as their sovereign. But now Xiang Yu has banished 
him from his throne and murdered him at Jiangnan. This is a most treasonable 
and heinous offence! I myself have proclaimed mourning on his behalf, and I 
trust the other lords will join me in donning the plain white garments of sorrow. 
Then I shall lead forth all the troops of the area within the Pass, gather together 
the forces of the three lands along the river, and in the south descend by the Han 
and Yangtze rivers, begging to join with the other lords and kings in attacking 
him of Chu who is the murderer of the Righteous Emperor!" 

At this time Xiang Yu had marched north to attack Qi, fighting with Tian 
Rong at Chengyang. Tian Rong was defeated and fled to Pingyuan, where the 
people of Pingyuan killed him, and with this all of Qi surrendered to the forces 
of Chu. But Xiang Yu burned its cities and fortifications and enslaved its women 
and children until the men of Qi once more rose up in revolt. Tian Rong's 
younger brother, Tian Heng, set up Tian Rong's son Guang as king of Qi, 
holding the area of Chengyang in revolt against Chu. 

Although Xiang Yu had received word of the king of Han's march to the 
east, he was already engaged in a struggle with the forces of Qi and hoped to 
accomplish their defeat before proceeding to attack Han. For this reason the king 
of Han was able to commandeer the troops of five of the feudal lords and 
eventually enter the city of Pengcheng. When Xiang Yu received news of this, 
he led his forces back from Qi, marching from Lu through Huling as far as Xiao, 
where he engaged the king of Han in a great battle at Pengcheng and east of 
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Lingbi on the Sui River, inflicting a severe defeat. SO many of the Han officers 
and men were killed that the Sui River was blocked and ceased to flow. Then 
Xiang Yu seized the parents, wife, and children of the king of Han at Pei and 
placed them under guard in the midst of his army as hostages. 

At this time, when the other nobles saw that the Chu forces were very strong 
and the Han forces were retreating in defeat, they all deserted Han and went 
over again to the side of Chu. Sima Xin, the king of Sai, fled to Chu. The older 
brother of the king of Han's wife, Lii Ze, the marquis of Zhoulii, commanded a 
force of Han soldiers at Xiayi, and the king of Han, joining him, gradually 
managed to gather together his soldiers and form an army at Dang. He then 
marched west through the territory of Liang as far as Yu. There he dispatched 
Sui He, his master of guests, as an envoy to go to the residence of Qing Bu, the 
king of Jiujiang, telling him, "If you can persuade Qing Bu to raise an army and 
revolt against Chu, Xiang Yu will be bound to halt his advance and attack him. 
If I can get Xiang Yu to delay for a few months, I will surely be able to seize 
control of the empire!" Sui He went and pleaded with Qing Bu, who as a result 
revolted against Chu. With this, Xiang Yu dispatched Long Ju to go and attack 
him. 

When the king of Han was marching west after his defeat at Pengcheng, he 
sent someone to look for the members of his family, but they had in the meantime 
all fled and he could not find them. After his defeat he was able to locate only 
his son (later Emperor Hui). In the sixth month he set up his son as heir apparent, 
proclaiming a general amnesty, and left him to guard the city of Yueyang. All 
the relatives of the feudal lords in the area within the Pass gathered in Yueyang 
to act as the heir apparent's bodyguards. Then the king of Han dug canals and 
flooded the city of Feiqiu. Feiqiu surrendered and its king, Zhang Han, commit- 
ted suicide. The king of Han changed the name of the city to Huaili. At this time 
he ordered the officials in charge of religious ceremonies to perform sacrifices 
to heaven and earth, the four directions, the Lord on High, and the various 
mountains and rivers, all to be celebrated at the due seasons. He raised a force 
of soldiers from the area within the Pass to man the various fortifications. 

At this time Qing Bu, the king of Jiujiang, was fighting with Long Ju but, 
failing to gain a victory, he proceeded with Sui He by a secret route and joined 
the forces of Han. The king of Han gradually recruited more soldiers and, with 
the other generals and the troops from within the Pass, little by little advanced. 
Thus he was able to muster a great force at Xingyang and defeat the Chu army 
in the area of Suo in Jing. 
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In the third year (204 BC) Wei Bao, the king of Wei, begged leave to return 
to his home and look after his ailing parents but, when he had reached his 
destination, he cut off the ford across the Yellow River, revolted against H a ,  
and declared himself in alliance with Chu. The king of Han sent Master Li Yiji 
to persuade him to reconsider, but Wei Bao refused to listen. The king then 
dispatched his general Han Xin, who inflicted a decisive defeat and took Wei 
Bao prisoner. Thus the king of Han managed to conquer the region of Wei, 
which he made into three provinces, Hedong, Taiyuan, and Shangdang. He 
ordered Zhang Er and Han Xin to proceed east down the ling Gorge and attack 
Zhao, where they executed Chen Yu and Xie, the king of Zhao. The following 
year Zhang Er was made king of Zhao. 

The king of Han camped south of Xingyang and constructed a walled 
supply road following along the banks of the Yellow River in order to transport 
grain from the Ao Granary. Here he and Xiang Yu remained at an impasse for 
well over a year. 

Xiang Yu had several times attacked and cut off the Han supply road, and 
the Han army was growing very short of provisions. Finally Xiang Yu succeeded 
in surrounding the king of Han, who made a bid for peace, suggesting that they 
divide the empire in two, he himself to retain all the land west of Xirrgyang as 
part of Han. When Xiang Yu refused to consent to this, the king of Han was 
much distressed but, following a plan suggested by Chen Ping, he gave Chen 
Ping a sum of 40,000 catties of gold to use as bribes in causing dissension 
between the leaders of Chu. As a result Xiang Yu began to doubt his aide, Fan 
Zeng. Fan Zeng at the time was urging Xiang Yu to carry through the assault 
on Xingyang but, when he found that his loyalty was doubted, he grew angry 
and begged leave to retire, requesting that he be relieved of his duties and 
returned to the ranks of a common soldier. His request was granted and he 
departed, but {died before he reached Pengcheng . 

The Han army had by this time run completely out of food. The king of Han 
dressed some 2,000 women in armour and sent them out at night from the eastern 
gate of Xingyang. When the Chu forces flocked from all directions to attack 
them, the Han general Ji Xin, in order to deceive Chu, rode forth in the royal 
chariot, pretending to be the king of Han. With shouts of victory, the men of 
Chu all rushed to the eastern side of the city walls to see him. In this way the 
king of Han, accompanied by twenty or thirty horsemen, was able to slip out by 
the western gate and flee, leaving the grand secretary Zhou Ke, Wei Bao, the 
former king of Wei, and Lord Cong to guard Xingyang. The other generals and 
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their men who had been unable to accompany the king all remained within the 
city. Zhao Ke and Lord Cong, agreeing with each other that it would be difficult 
to guard the city with the king of a country that had once revolted, proceeded 
to murder Wei Bao. 

After the king of Han escaped from Xingyang he retired within the Pass 
and gathered together more troops, hoping once more to march east. Master 
Yuan advised the king, saying, "While Han and Chu remained in stalemate at 
Xingyang for several years, our men were in constant difficulty. I beg you this 
time to go out by the Wu Pass. Xiang Yu will surely hasten south with his troops 
to meet you, and you may then take refuge behind heavy fortifications. In this 
way you can relieve the pressure on the men at Xingyang and Chenggao, and 
in the meantime send Han Xin and others to gather forces in Hebei and the region 
of Zhao and to form an alliance with Yan and Qi. Then, if you should again 
march upon Xingyang, it would still not be too late. Thus Chu will be obliged 
to guard a number of points and its strength will be divided, while the Han forces, 
having had time to rest before engaging in battle again, will certainly defeat 
Chu." 

The king of Han, adopting this plan, proceeded with his army to the area 
between Yuan and She, he and Qing Bu gathering troops as they went along. 
When Xiang Yu heard that the king of Han was in Yuan, he led his forces south 
as had been expected, but the king of Han remained within his fortifications and 
would not engage in battle. At this time Peng Yue crossed the Sui River and 
fought with the Chu general Xiang Sheng and the lord of Xue at Xiapei, 
defeating their army. Xiang Yu then led his troops east to attack Peng Yue, while 
the king of Han in the meantime marched north and camped at Chenggao. 

After Xiang Yu had defeated Peng Yue and put him to flight, he received 
news that the king of Han had moved his camp to Chenggao. He accordingly 
led his troops back west and seized Xingyang, executing Zhou Ke and Lord 
Cong and taking Xin, the king of Hann, prisoner, and then proceeded to surround 
Chenggao. The king of Han fled, accompanied only by Lord Teng in a single 
carriage, escaping by the Jade Gate of the city of Chenggao. 

Hastening north across the Yellow River, he stopped for a night at Xiuwu 
and at dawn the next day, pretending to be an envoy from the king of Han, 
hurriedly entered the fortifications of Zhang Er and Han Xin and seized 
command of their armies. He at once dispatched Zhang Er to proceed north 
and gather more troops in the region of Zhao and sent Han Xin east to attack 
Qi. 
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Having gained command of Han Xin's army and recover4 his smngth, 
the king of Han led his troops to the edge of the Yellow River and camped south 
of Xiuwu, facing south across the river. He intended to proceed once more to 
battle, but his attendant Zheng Zhong advised him not to fight but instead to 
fortify his position with high walls and deep moats. The king followed this 
advice, sending Lu Wan and Liu Jia to lead a force of 20,000 infantry and several 
hundred horsemen across the Yellow River at the White Horse Ford to invade 
Chu. They joined Peng Yue in attacking and defeating the Chu army west of 
Yanguo, and then proceeded to seize control of ten or more cities in the region 
of Liang. 

Han Xin had already been ordered to march east but had not yet crossed 
the Pingyuan Ford when the king of Han dispatched Master Li Yiji to go to Qi 
and plead for him with Tian Guang, the king of Qi. As a result Tian Guang 
revolted against Chu and joined in alliance with Han, agreeing to participate in 
an attack on Xiang Yu. But Han Xin, following the advice of Kuai Tong, 
proceeded to attack Qi in spite of this, inflicting a defeat. The king of Qi 
boiled Master Li Yiji alive for his supposed treachery and marched east to 
Gaomi. 

When Xiang Yu heard that Han Xin had already raised a force of troops 
north of the river, defeated Qi and Zhao, and was about to attack Chu, he 
dispatched Long Ju and Zhou Lan to attack him. Han Xin, aided in battle by the 
cavalry general Guan Ying, attacked them and defeated the Chu army, killing 
Long Ju. Tian Guang, the king of Qi, fled to join Peng Yue. At this time Peng 
Yue was in the region of Liang, leading his troops back and forth, harassing the 
Chu forces and cutting off their supplies of food. 

In the fourth year (203 BC) Xiang Yu said to the marquis of Haichun, the 
grand marshal Cao Jiu, "Hold fast to the city of Chenggao. Even if the king of 
Han challenges you to a battle, take care and do not fight with him. By no means 
let him advance to the east. In fifteen days I will be able to bring the region of 
Liang under control, and then I will join you again." He then proceeded to attack 
and subdue Chenliu, Waihuang, and Suiyang. 

As Xiang Yu had foreseen, the king of Han several times challenged the 
Chu armies to battle, but they refused to take up the challenge. Then the king 
of Han sent men to insult and revile them for five or six days, until the grand 
marshal in anger led his troops across the Si River. When the soldiers were 
halfway across the river the Han forces fell upon them. inflicting a crushing 
defeat on Chu and seizing all the gold, treasures, and wealth of the kingdom of 
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Chu. The grand marshal Cao Jiu and Sima Xin, the king of ~ a i , '  both committed 
suicide by cutting their throats on the banks of the Si. 

When Xiang Yu reached Suiyang he received word of Cao Jiu's defeat and 
led his forces back. The Han forces had at the time encircled Zhongli Mo at 
Xingyang, but on Xiang Yu's arrival they all fled to the safety of the mountains. 

After Han Xin had defeated Qi he sent someone to report to the king of 
Han, saying, "Qi lies directly upon the border of Chu and my grip upon it is still 
unsure. I fear that unless I am given the title of acting king I will not be able to 
hold the area." 

The king of Han was in favour of attacking Han Xin, but Zhang Liang said, 
"It is better to comply with his request and make him a king so that he will guard 
the area in his own interest." The king of Han accordingly dispatched Zhang 
Liang to present the seals and cords of authority, setting up Han Xin as king of 
Qi. When Xiang Yu heard that Han Xin had defeated Long Ju's m y ,  he was 
very much afraid and sent Wu She, a man of Xuyi, to attempt to bargain with 
Han Xin, but Han Xin would not listen to his arguments. 

For a long while Chu and Han held their respective positions and made no 
decisive move, while their fighting men suffered the hardships of camp life and 
their old men and boys wore themselves out transporting provisions. The king 
of Han and Xiang Yu  faced each other across the ravine of Guangwu and talked 
back and forth. Xiang Yu challenged the king of Han to meet him in single 
combat, but the king berated Xiang Yu, saying, "When you and I bowed together 
before the command of King Huai, we agreed that whoever should enter the 
Pass first and conquer the land within should become its king. But you went 
back on this agreement, making me king of Shu and Han instead. This was your 
first crime. Feigning orders from King Huai, you murdered his lordship Song 
Yi, the commander of the army, and elevated yourself to his position. This was 
your second crime. After you had gone to rescue Zhao, it was proper that you 
should have returned and made your report to King Huai, but instead you 
wantonly seized the troops of the other leaders and entered the Pass. This was 
your third crime. King Huai had promised that whoever entered the Pass would 
commit no violence or theft. Yet you fired the palaces of Qin, desecrated the 
grave of the First Emperor, and appropriated the wealth and goods of Qin for 
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your private use. This was your fourth crime. You inflicted violent death upon 
Ziying, the king of Qin, who had already surrendered; this was your fifth crime. 
At Xin'an you butchered 200,000 of the sons of Qin whom you had tricked into 
surrender and made their general, Zhang Han, a king; this was your sixth crime. 
You enfeoffed all your generals as kings in the best lands and transferred or 
exiled the former kings, setting their subjects to strife and rebellion; this was 
your seventh crime. You drove the Righteous Emperor from Pengcheng and set 
up your own capital there, seized the territory of the king of Hann and made 
yourself ruler of the combined areas of Liang and Chu, appropriating all for 
yourself. This was your eighth crime. You sent a man in secret to assassinate 
the Righteous Emperor at Jiangnan, your ninth crime. As a subject you have 
assassinated your sovereign; you have murdered those who had already surren- 
dered, administered your n ~ l e  unjustly, and broken faith with the agreement that 
you made. You are guilty of such heinous treason as the world cannot forgive. 
This is your tenth crime. I and my soldiers of righteousness have joined with 
the other nobles to punish tyranny and rebellion. I have plenty of criminals and 
ex-convicts that I can send to attack and kill you. Why should I go to the trouble 
of engaging in combat with you myself?" 

Xiang Yu was enraged and, with a crossbow that he had concealed, shot 
and hit the king of Han. The king was wounded in the breast, but he seized his 
foot and cried, "The scoundrel has hit me in the toe!"" 

The king lay ill of his wound, but Zhang Liang begged him to get up and 
walk about the camp in order to comfort and reassure his officers and men so 
that Chu would not be able to profit from its advantage. The king of Han went 
out and walked about his camp, but when the pain became too great he hurried 
into the city of Chenggao. After his wound had healed, he retired west through 
the Pass until he reached Yueyang, where he held a feast for the elders of the 
city and set out wine for them. Then he had the head of the former king of Sai, 
Sima Xin, exposed in the market place of his old capital, Yueyang. After staying 
for four days the king returned to his army, which was still clamped at Wuguang. 
A number of reinforcements of troops arrived from within the Pass. 

At this time Peng Yue was in the region of Liang, leading his troops back 
and forth, harassing the Chu forces and cutting off their supplies of food. Tian 
Heng fled and joined him there, Xiang Yu had several times attacked Peng Yue 
and the others when Han Xin, the new king of Qi, appeared and began to attack 
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Chu as well. Xiang Yu became fearful and made an agreement with the king of 
Han to divide the empire, all the temtory west of the Hong Canal to belong to 
Han and all that east of the canal to belong to Chu. Xiang Yu returned the king 
of Han's parents, wife, and children to him, amid cheers of welcome from the 
whole army of Han. Then the two leaders parted, and Xiang Yu broke camp and 
started back east. 

The king of Han was about to lead his forces west but, on the advice of 
Zhang Liang and Chen Ping, instead marched forward, sending his troops to 
pursue Xiang Yu. When he reached the south of Yangxia, he stopped and made 
camp. He arranged with Han Xin and Peng Yue to meet on a certain date and 
join in an attack on Chu. But when he reached Guling, they failed to appear for 
the meeting and Chu attacked Han, inflicting a grave defeat. The king of Han 
again withdrew behind his fortifications, deepened his moats, and guarded his 
position. Using a plan suggested by Zhang Liang, he was finally able to induce 
Han Xin and Peng Yue to join him. Liu Jia also invaded Chu and surrounded 
Shouchun. When the king of Han was defeated at Guling, he sent an envoy to 
invite the grand marshal of Chu, Zhou Yin, to revolt. Accordingly Zhou Yin 
raised the forces of Jiujiang and marched to join Liu Jia and Qing Bu, the king 
of Wu, in massacring the inhabitants of Chengfu. Following Liu Jia, he and the 
leaders of Qi and Liang all joined in a general meeting at Gaixia, at which Qing 
Bu was made king of Huainan. 

In the fifth year (202 BC) the king of Han with the forces of the other leaders 
joined in an attack on the army of Chu, fighting with Xiang Yu for a decisive 
victory at Gaixia. Han Xin led a force of 300,000 to attack in the centre, with 
General Kong leading the left flank and General Bi leading the right flank, while 
the king of Han followed behind. Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, and General 
Chai followed behind the king. Xiang Yu's troops numbered some 100,000. 
Hem Xin advanced and joined in combat but, failing to gain the advantage, 
retired and allowed General Kong and General Bi to close in from the sides. 
When the Chu forces began to falter, Han Xin took advantage of their weakness 
to inflict a great defeat at Gaixia. The soldiers of Xiang Yu, hearing the Han 
armies singing the songs of Chu, concluded that Han had already conquered the 
whole land of Chu. With this, Xiang Yu fled in despair, leaving his soldiers to 
suffer total defeat. The king of Han dispatched his cavalry general Guan Ying 
to pursue and kill Xiang Yu at Dongcheng. After cutting off the heads of 80,000 
of the enemy, he overran and conquered the land of Chu. 

Lu held out on behalf of Xiang Yu and refused to surrender but, when the 
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king of Han led the forces of the various nobles north and displayed the head of 
Xiang Yu before the elders of Lu, they finally capitulated. The khg of Han 
buried Xiang Yu at Gucheng with the title of "Duke of Lu". He then returned 
10 Dingtao, hastily entered the fortifications of Han Xin, the king of Qi, and 
seized control of his army. 

In the first month the various nobles and generals all joined in begging the 
king of Han to take the title of emperor, but he replied, "I have heard that the 
position of emperor may go only to a worthy man. It cannot be claimed by empty 
words and vain talk. I do not dare to accept the position of emperor." 

His followers all replied, "Our great king has risen from the humblest 
beginnings to punish the wicked and violent and bring peace to all within the 
four seas. To those who have achieved merit he has accordingly parcelled out 
land and enfeoffed them as kings and marquises. If our king does not assume 
the supreme title, then all our titles as well will be called into doubt. On pain of 
death we urge our request!" 

The king of Han three times declined and then, seeing that he could do no 
more, said, "If you, my lords, consider it a good thing, then it must be to the 
good of the country." On the day jiawu13 (28 Feb. 202 BC) he assumed the 
position of Supreme Emperor on the north banks of the Si River. 

The Supreme Emperor declared, "The Righteous Emperor of Chu was 
without an heir, but Han Xin, king of Qi, is well acquainted with the customs 
and ways of Chu." Accordingly he transferred Han Xin to the position of king 
of Chu with his capital at Xiapei. Xin, the former king of Hann, was confirmed 
in his title, with his capital at Yangdi. Peng Yue, the marquis of Jiancheng, was 
made king of Liang, with his capital at Dingtao; Wu Rui, the king of Hengshan, 
was transferred to the position of king of Changsha, his capital at Linxiang. (Wu 
Rui's general, Mei Xuan, had won merit in battle, while he himself had joined 
in the march' through the Wu Pass, and therefore he was rewarded in this 
fashion.) Qing Bu, the king of Huainan; Zang Tu, the king of Yan; and Zhang 

14 
Ao, the king of Zhao, remained in their former positions. With the entire 

I 5  empire now at peace, Gaozu made his capital at Luoyang, where all the nobles 

13 
To indicate days the Chinese employ a series of signs, the so-called ten stems and twelve 

branches, which combine to form sixty designations used to name the days (and in some cases 
the months and years) of a sixty-day or -yea. cycle. 

14 
Zhang Ao succeeded his father, Zhang Er, who had died this year. 

15 
From now on Liu Ji  is called by his posthumous title, Gaozu, or "Exalted Ancestor". 
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16 
acknowledged his sovereignty. Huan, the former king of Linjiang, had in the 
name of Xiang Yu revolted against Han, but Lu Wan and Liu Jia were sent to 
surround him and, though he held out for several months, he was eventually 
forced to surrender and was killed at Luoyang. 

In the fifth month the armies were disbanded and the soldiers returned to 
their homes. The relatives of the feudal lords who remained in the area within 
the Pass were exempted from all taxes and services for twelve years, while those 
who returned to their territories were exempted for six years and granted 
stipends of food for a year. Gaozu gave a banquet for the nobles in the Southern 
Palace of Luoyang and announced, "My lords and generals, I ask you all to speak 
your minds quite frankly without daring to hide anything from me. Why is it 
that I won possession of the world and Xiang Yu lost?" 

Gao Qi and Wang Ling replied, "Your Majesty is arrogant and insulting to 
others, while Xiang Yu was kind and loving. But when you send someone to 
attack a city or seize a region, you award him the spoils of the victory, sharing 
your gains with the whole world. Xiang Yu was jealous of worth and ability, 
hating those who had achieved merit and suspecting anyone who displayed his 
wisdom. No matter what victories were achieved in battle, he gave his men no 
reward; no matter what lands they won, he never shared with them the spoils. 
This is why he lost possession of the world." 

Gaozu said, "You have understood the first reason, but you do not know 
the second. When it comes to sitting within the tents of command and devising 
strategies that will assure us victory a thousand miles away, I am no match for 
Zhang Liang. In ordering the state and caring for the people, in providing rations 
for the troops and seeing to it that the lines of supply are not cut off, I cannot 
compare to Xiao He. In leading an army of a million men, achieving success 
with every battle and victory with every attack, I cannot come up to Han Xin. 
q e s e  three are all men of extraordinary ability, and it is because I was able to 
make use of them that 1 gained possession of the world. Xiang Yu had his one 
Fan Zeng, but he did not know how to use him and thus he ended as my prisoner." 

Gaozu wished to continue to make his capital at Luoyang, but Liu Jing, a 
man of Qi, advised him against this and Zhang Liang likewise urged him to 
establish his capital within the Pass. Accordingly on the same day Gaozu 
mounted his carriage and entered the Pass to take up residence there. In the sixth 

16 
Probably a mistake for Gong Wei. who succeeded his father, Gong Ao, as king of 

Linjiang. 
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month he proclaimed a general amnesty for the empire. 
In the seventh month Zang Tu, the king of Yan, revolted, invading and 

seizing control of the land of Dai. Gaozu himself led aforce to attack and capture 
him. He proceeded to set up the grand commandant Lu Wan as the new king of 
Yan, sending Fan Kuai with a force of troops to attack Dai. 

In the autumn Li Ji revolted. Gaozu again led the troops in person to attack 
him. whereupon Li Ji fled. (Li Ji had originally been a general of the Xiang 
family. When the Xiangs were defeated, Li Ji, then the governor of the district 
of Chen, revoked his allegiance to the Xiangs and fled and surrendered to Gaozu. 
Gaozu made him marquis of Yingchuan. When Gaozu arrived in Luoyang, he 
summoned to court all the marquises whose titles had thus far been registered, 
but Li Ji, misinterpreting thc summons and fearing punishment for his former 
connection with the Xiangs, revolted.) 

The sixth year (201 BC): Every five days Gaozu would go to visit his father, 
the "Venerable Sire", observing the etiquette proper for an ordinary son towards 
his father. The steward of his father's household spoke to the Venerable Sire, 
saying, "As heaven is without two suns, so the earth has not two lords. Now 
although the emperor is your son, he is the ruler of men, and although you are 
his father, you are his subject as well. How does it happen then that the ruler of 
men is doing obeisance to one of his subjects? If this is allowed to continue, the 
emperor's majesty will never prevail upon the world!" 

The next time Gaozu came to visit, his father, bearing a broom in his hands 
as a sign of servitude, went to the gate to greet him and stood respectfully to one 
side. Gaozu in great astonishment descended from his carriage and hastened to 
his father's side. "The emperor is the ruler of men," his father said, "How should 
he on my account violate the laws of the empire?" With this Gaozu honoured 
his father with the title of "Grand Supreme Emperor" and, because he was 
secretly pleased with the advice of his father's steward, he awarded the man 500 
catties of gold. 

In the twelfth month someone reported a case of disaffection to the emperor, 
announcing that Han Xin, the king of Chu, was plotting a revolt. When the 
emperor consulted his advisers, they all urged him to attack but, rejecting this 
advice, he instead employed a strategy suggested by Chen Ping whereby, 
pretending to embark upon a pleasure visit to Yunmeng, he summoned the 
various feudal lords to a meeting at Chen. When Han Xin appeared at the 
meeting, Gaozu immediately seized him. The same day he proclaimed a general 
amnesty to the empire. 
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In the second month Gaozu, quitting Pingcheng, passed through Zhao md 
Luoyang and returned to the capital of Chang'an. With the completion of the 
Palace of Lasting Joy, the prime minster and subordinate officials all moved and 
took up residence in Chang'an. 

Eighth year (199 BC): Gaozu marched east and attacked the remnants of 
the king of Hann's revolutionaries at Dongyuan. The prime minster Xiao He 
had been put in charge of the building of the Eternal Palace, constructing eastern 
and northern gate towers, a front hall, an arsenal, and a great storehouse. When 
Gaozu returned from his expedition and saw the magnificence of the palace and 
its towers, he was extremely angry. "The empire is still in great turmoil," he said 
to Xiao He, "and though we have toiled in battle these several years, we cannot 
tell yet whether we will achieve final success. What do you mean by construct- 
ing palaces like this on such an extravagant scale?" 

Xiao He replied, "It is precisely because the fate of the empire is still 
uncertain that we must build such palaces and halls. A true Son of Heaven takes 
the whole world within the four seas to be his family. If he does not dwell in 
magnificence and beauty, he will have no way to manifest his authority, nor will 
he leave any foundation for his heirs to build upon." With these words, Gaozu's 
anger turned to delight. 

When Gaozu was on his way to Dongyuan he passed through a place called 
Boren. The prime minster of Zhao, Guan Gao, and others were at this time 
plotting to assassinate Gaozu, but when Gaozu heard the name of the place he 
grew uneasy in his heart and proceeded on without stopping.19 

Liu Zhong, the king of Dai, fled from his kingdom and returned to Luoyang. 
Accordingly he was deprived of his title and made marquis of Heyang. 

Ninth year (198 BC): The plot of Guan Gao and others to assassinate the 
emperor came to light, and they were executed along with their three sets of 

20 relatives. zhang Ao, the king of Zhao, was removed from his position and 
made marquis of Xuanping. In this year the Zhao, Qu, Jing, and Huai families 
of Chu and the Tian family of Qi, all powerful noble clans, were moved to the 

19 
Because the name "Boren" suggested to him the phrase "bo yu ren" (to be pursued by 

someone). 
20 

There is disagreement of the exact meaning of the term "three sets of relatives", but it 
is cenain that, because of the principle of corporate responsibility recognized in Chinese law, 
the parents and the other members of a criminal's immediate family were executed along with 
him. One reason was to prevent the possibility of blood revenge. 
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area within the pass." 
When the Eternal Palace was completed, Gaozu summoned the nobles and 

officials to a great reception, setting forth wine for them in the front hall of the 
palace. Gaozu rose and, lifting his jade cup, proposed a toast to his father, the 
Grand Supreme Emperor. "You, my father, always used to consider me a 
worthless fellow who could never look after the family fortunes and had not half 
the industry of my older brother Zhong," he said. "Now that my labours are 
completed, which of us has accomplished more, Zhong or I?" All the officials 
in the hall shouted "Long life!" and roared with merriment. 

In the tenth month of the tenth year (1 97 BC) Qing Bu, the king of Huainan; 
Peng Yue, the king of Liang; Lu Wan, the king of Yan; Liu Jia, the king of Jing; 
Liu Jiao, the king of Chu; Liu Fei, the king of Qi; and Wu Rui, the king of 
Changsha, all came to pay homage at the Palace of Lasting Joy. The spring and 
summer passed without incident. In the seventh monthU the Grand Supreme 
Emperor, father of Gaozu, passed away in the palace of Yueyang. The kings of 
Chu and Liang came to attend the funeral. All prisoners in the district of 
Yueyang were freed and the name of the city of Liyi was changed to "New 
Feng". 

In the eighth month Chen Xi, prime minster of the kingdom of Dai, started 
a revolt in the region of ~ a i . ~ ~  "Chen Xi," said the emperor, "formerly acted as 
my envoy, and I had the deepest faith in him. Dai is a region of crucial 
importance to me, and therefore I enfeoffed Chen Xi as a marquis and made him 
prime minister of the kingdom so that he could guard Dai for me. But now he 
has joined with Wang Huang and the rest in plundering the land of Dai. The 
officials and people of Dai, however, are not to blame for this and therefore I 
absolve them of all guilt." 

In the ninth month the emperor marched east to attack the rebels. When he 
reached Handan he announced with joy, "Since Chen Xi has not come south to 
occupy Handan and guard the frontier of the Zhang River, I am confident he 
will never be able to do me much harm." When he heard that all of Chen Xi's 
generals had formerly been merchants he remarked, "I know how to take care 
of them." Then he offered large sums of money to tempt them to desert, so that 
most of Chen Xi's generals surrendered to him. 

2 1 
So that the emperor could keep a closer watch on them. 

22 
See note 2, "The Hereditary House of Chen She". 

2 3 
The text erroneously reads "prime minister of Zhao". 
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Eleventh year (196 BC): While Gaozu was still in Handan engaged in 
down the revolt of Chen Xi and his followers, one of Chen's generals, 

HOU Chang, with a band of some 10,000 men roamed from place to place, while 
Wang Huang camped at Quni and Zhang Chun crossed the Yellow River and 
attacked Liaocheng. Gaozu dispatched his general Guo Meng to join with the 
general of Qi in attacking them, inflicting a decisive defeat. The grand comman- 
dant Zhou Bo marched by way of Taiyuan into the region of Dai, conquering 
the area as far as Mayi. When Mayi refused to surrender, he attacked it and 
massacred its defenders. Gaozu attacked Dongyuan, which was being held by 
Chen Xi's general Zhao Li. The city held out for over a month, while its men 
cursed the emperor. When the city finally capitulated, Gaozu had all those who 
had cursed him dragged forth and beheaded, while those who had not joined in 
cursing him he pardoned. With this, he took from Zhao the land north of the 
Chang Mountains and assigned it to Dai, setting up his son Liu Heng as king of 
Dai with his capital at Jinyang. 

In the spring Han Xin, the marquis of Huaiyin, plotted a revolt in the area 
within the Pass. He was executed with his three sets bf relatives. 

In the summer, Peng Yue, the king of Liang, plotted a revolt. He was 
removed from his position and exiled to Shu but, when it was found that he was 
once more scheming to revolt, he was executed with his three sets of relatives. 
Gaozu set up his son Liu Hui as king of Liang and his son Liu You as king of 
Huaiyang. 

In autumn, the seventh month, Qing Bu, the king of Huainan, revolted, 
seized the land of Liu Jia, the king of Jing, to the east, and marched north 
across the Huai River. Liu Jiao, the king of Chu, fled to Xue. Gaozu in 
person led a force to attack Qing Bu, setting up his son Liu Chang as king of 
Huainan. 

In the tenth month of the twelfth year (195 BC) Gaozu had already attacked 
Qing Bu's iirmy at Guizhui, and Qing Bu was in flight. Gaozu dispatched a 
special general to pursue him, while he himself started back to the capital, 
passing through his old home of Pei on his way. Here he stopped and held a 
feast at the palace of Pei, summoning all his old friends and the elders and young 
men to drink to their hearts' content. He gathered together a group of some 120 
children of Pei and taught them to sing and, when the feast was at its height, 
Gaozu struck the lute and sang a song which he had composed: 

A great wind came forth; 
The clouds rose on high. 



Now that my might rules all within the seas, 
I have returned to my old village. 
Where shall I find brave men 
To guard the four comers of my land? 

He made the children join in and repeat the song, while he rose and danced. 
Deeply moved with grief and nostalgia, and with tears streaming down his face, 
he said to the elders of Pei, "The traveller sighs for his old home. Though I have 
made my capital within the Pass, after I have departed this life my spirit will 
still think with joy of Pei. From the time when I was governor of Pei, I went 
forth to punish the wicked and violent until at last the whole world is mine. It 
is my wish that Pei become my bath-town." I hereby exempt its people from all 
taxes. For generation after generation, nothing more shall be required of you." 
Then for over ten days the old men and women and Gaozu's former friends of 
Pei spent each day drinking and rejoicing, reminiscing and joking about old 
times. 

When Gaozu made ready to leave, the men of Pei all begged him to stay a 
little longer. Gaozu replied, "My retinue is very large and I fear it would be too 
much for you to supply them with food any longer," and with this he departed. 
The entire district of Pei became deserted as everyone flocked to the western 
edge of the city to present parting gifts. Gaozu again halted his progress, set up 
tents, and drank for three days more. The elders of Pei all bowed their heads and 
said, "Pei has been fortunate enough to have it taxes revoked, but the city of 
Feng has not been so blessed. We beg that Your Majesty will take pity upon it 
as well." 

"Feng is the place where I was born and grew up," replied Gaozu. "It least 
of all could I ever forget. It is only that I remember how under Yong Chi it turned 
against me and joined Wei." But the elders of Pei continued to plead with him 
until he finally agreed to absolve Feng from its taxes in the same manner as Pei. 
He then transferred the marquis of Pei, Liu Pi, to the position of king of Wu. 

The Han generals made separate attacks upon Qing Bu's armies north and 
south of the Dao River, defeating them all, and pursued and executed Qing Bu 
at Poyang. Fan Kuai in the meantime led the troops under his command in 
pacifying the region of Dai and executed Chen Xi at Dangcheng. In the eleventh 

24 
A mark of special honour. Such estates were not required to pay taxes to the govern- 

ment, their revenues going instead to provide "bath-water", i.e., private funds for the holder. 
In later chapters we shall often find "bath-towns" being assigned to princesses. 
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month Gaozu returned from his campaign against Qing Bu to the capital at 
Chang 'an. 

In the twelfth month Gaozu announced: "The First Emperor of Qin, King 
Yin of Chu (Chen She), King Anli of Wei, King Min of Qi, and King Daoxiang 
of Zhao are all without surviving heirs. I hereby establish ten families for each 
to act as guardians of their graves, except that the First Emperor of Qin shall be 
granted twenty families."*' He also granted pardon to the region of Dai and to 
all the people and officials who had been robbed and plundered by Chen Xi and 
Zhao Li. 

One of Chen Xi's generals who had surrendered reported to Gaozu that, at 
the time when Chen Xi revolted, Lu Wan, the king of Yan, had sent an envoy 
to Chen Xi to join in plotting with him. The emperor sent Shen Yiji, the marquis 
of Biyang, to fetch Lu Wan, but Lu Wan pleaded illness and declined to go with 
him. Shen Yiji returned and reported on his mission, declaring that there seemed 
to be some basis for the report of Lu Wan's disaffection. 

In the second month the emperor dispatched Fan Kuai and Zhou Bo to lead 
a force of soldiers and attack Lu Wan. He issued a proclamation freeing all the 
officials and people of Yan from responsibility for the revolt, and set up his son 
Liu Jian as the new king of Yan. 

When Gaozu was fighting against Qing Bu, he was wounded by a stray 
arrow and on the way back he fell ill. When his illness continued to grow worse, 
Empress Lii sent for a skilled doctor. The doctor examined Gaozu and, in answer 
to his question, replied, "This illness can be cured." With this, Gaozu began to 
berate and curse him, saying, "I began as a commoner and with my three-foot 
sword conquered the world. Was this not the will of Heaven? My fate lies with 
Heaven. Even Bian Que, the most famous doctor of antiquity, could do nothing 
for me!" In the end he would not let the doctor treat his illness, but gave him 
fifty catties of gold and sent him away. 

When the doctor had gone, Empress Lii asked, "After my lord's allotted 
years have run out, if Prime Minister Xiao He should die, who could be 
appointed to fill his place?" 

"Cao Can will do," replied the emperor. 
"And after him?" the empress asked. 

25 
Since these men had no descendants of their own to look after their graves and perfom 

sacrifices to them, the state undertook to provide families for this purpose, even in the case of 
the hated First Emperor of Qin. For one's grave to go entirely untended was in Chinese eyes 
the cruellest of fates. 
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"Wang Ling will do," he replied. "But Wang Ling is rather stupid. He will 
need Chen Ping to help him. Chen Ping has more than enough brains but he 
could hardly be entrusted with the position alone. Zhou Bo has dignity and 
generosity, though he lacks learning. Yet it will be Zhou Bo who will look out 
for the welfare of the Liu family. He deserves to be made grand commandant." 

"And who after him?" the empress asked again. 

"After all these men are gone," he replied, "you will no longer be here to 
know about it." 

Lu Wan, with a force of several thousand cavalry, proceeded to a spot along 
the border, sending to inquire whether the emperor's condition had improved 
so that he might be allowed to come to the capital and apologize for his 
disaffection. 

In the fourth month, the day jiachen ( I  June 195 BC), Gaozu passed away 
in the Palace of Lasting Joy. Four days went by, but no mourning was an- 
nounced. Empress Lii consulted with Shen Yiji, saying, "The other leaders, like 
the emperor himself, all made their way up from the ranks of the common 
people. At present they face north and acknowledge themselves his subjects, 
but in their hearts they nurse a constant discontent. Now they will be called upon 
to serve a young master. I fear that, if they and their families are not completely 
done away with, there will be no peace for the empire!" 

Someone overheard these words and reported them to General Li Shang. 
The general went to visit Shen Yiji and said, "I have heard that the emperor 
passed away four days ago, but no mourning has yet been announced. I also 
understand that there are plans for executing all the present leaders. If this is 
actually carried out, I fear the empire will be in grave peril. Chen Ping and Guan 
Y ing with a force of 100,000 are guarding Xingyang, while Fan Kuai and Zhou 
Bo with 200,000 men are engaged in pacifying Yan and Dai. If they hear that 
the emperor has passed away and that all the leaders in the capital have been 
executed, they will surely lead their troops back in this direction and attack the 
area within the Pass. With the major officials in the capital in revolt and the 
feudal lords beyond up in arms, we may look for total defeat in a matter of days." 

Shen Yiji returned to the palace and reported these words to the empress. 
Accordingly, on the day dingwei (4 June 195 BC) mourning was proclaimed for 
the emperor and a general amnesty granted to the empire. When Lu Wan 
received word of the emperor's passing, he fled from the country and joined the 
Xiongnu. 

On the day hingyin (23 June) of the fifth month the emperor was buried at 
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~ h a n ~ l i n ~ . * ~  On the day jisi (26 June) the heir apparent was xt up. He 
~roceeded to the funerary temple of his grandfather, the Grand Supreme 
Emperor, where the assembled officials announced: "Gaozu rose from the 
humblest beginnings to correct a discordant age and turn it back to the right. He 
brought peace and order to the world and became the founder of the Han. His 
merit was of the most exalted order, and it is therefore appropriate that we should 
honour him with the title of 'Exalted Supreme Emperor'." The heir apparent 
succeeded to the title of Supreme Emperor; he is known posthumously as 
Emperor Hui the Filial. He gave orders that the feudal lords in each province 
and kingdom should set up funerary temples to Gaozu and perform sacrifices 
in them at the appropriate seasons of the year. In the fifth year of his reign 
Emperor Hui, recalling how Gaozu had rejoiced and sorrowed on his last visit 
to Pei, had the palace of Pei made into a funerary temple of Gaozu, ranking 
second only to the main temple in the capital. The 120 children whom Gaozu 
had taught to sing he ordered to perfom the song to the accompaniment of wind 
instruments, and when any of the group later dropped out he had them immedi- 
ately replaced. 

Gaozu had eight sons. The oldest, a son by a concubine, was Fei, the king 
of Qi, posthumously titled King Daohui. The second, a son by Empress Lii, 
became Emperor Hui. The third, son of Lady Qi, was Ruyi, the king of Zhao, 
posthumously titled King Yin. The fourth was Heng, the king of Dai, who later 
became Emperor Wen the Filial; he was a son of Empress Dowager Bo. The 
fifth was Hui, the king of Liang, who in the reign of Empress Lu was transferred 
to the position of king of Zhao; he was given the posthumous title of King Gong. 
TheAxth - was Yu, the king of Huaiyang, whom Empress Lu made the king of 
Zhao; his posthumous title was King Yu. The seventh was Chang, who became 
King Li of Huainan, and the eighth was Jian, the king of Yan. 

The Grand Historian remarks: The government of the Xia dynasty was 
marked by good faith, which in time deteriorated until mean men had turned it 
into rusticity. Therefore the men of Shang who succeeded to the Xia reformed 
this defect through the virtue of piety. But piety degenerated until mean men 
had made it a superstitious concern for the spirits. Therefore the men of Zhou 
who followed corrected this fault through refinement and order. But refinement 

26 
The end of this sentence has been misplaced and appears in present texts at the very 

close of the chapter. 
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again deteriorated until it became in the hands of the mean a mere hollow show. 
Therefore what was needed to reform this hollow show was a return to.good 
faith, for the way of the Three Dynasties of old is like a cycle which, when it 

ends, must begin over again. 
It is obvious that in late Zhou and Qin times the earlier refinement and order 

had deteriorated. But the government of Qin failed to correct this fault, instead 
adding its own harsh punishments and laws. Was this not a grave error? 

Thus when the Han rose to power it took over the faults of its predecessors 
and worked to change and refom them, causing men to be unflagging in their 
efforts and following the order properly ordained by Heaven. It held its court in 
the tenth month,27 and its vestments and carriage tops were yellow, with plumes 
on the left sides of the carriages. 

27 
I.e., this was the time each year when the feudal lords were required to attend the court 

in person and pay their respects for the new year, which in the early Han began in this month. 



SHI JZ 16 (EXCERPT): REFLECTIONS ON 
THE RISE OF EMPEROR GAOZU 

[This introduction to the "Table by Months of the Times of Qin and Chu", 
Shi ji 16, is given with a title supplied by the translator.] 

Against the tyranny and oppression of the Qin the men of Chu began their 
revolt, but Xiang Yu in turn betrayed his ruler, until the king of Han came 
to the aid of right and conquered him. Thus in the course of eight years the 
rulershipchanged hands three times.' Since the period was socrowded with 
events and the shifts of power were so frequent, I have chosen to treat it in 
detail in this "Table by Months of the Times of Qin and Chu". 

On reading the accounts of the struggle between Qin and Chu, the Grand 
Historian remarks: It was Chen She who first began the uprising, the Xiang 
family who with cruelty and treason destroyed the Qin, and the founder of the 
house of Han who dispersed the rebellion, punished the evil-doers, brought 
peace to all within the seas, and in the end ascended the imperial throne. Within 
the space of five years the command of the empire changed hands three times. 
Since the birth of mankind there have never before been such rapid changes of 
rulership! 

In ancient times, when Yu and Xia became rulers, they had first to 
accumulate goodness and merit for twenty or thirty years, impress the people 
with their virtue, prove that they could in practice handle the affairs of govern- 
ment, and meet the approval of Heaven before they were able to ascend the 
throne. Again, when Kings Tang and Wu founded the Shang and Zhou dynas- 
ties, they had behind them over ten generations of ancestors, stretching back to 
Xia and Hou Ji respectively, who had been distinguished for their just and 
virtuous conduct. Yet, though 800 nobles appeared unsummoned to aid King 
Wu at the Meng Ford, he still did not venture to move; it was only later that he 
assassinated the tyrant Zhou, and only after similar cautious delay that King 
Tang banished the tyrant Jie. Qin first rose to prominence under Duke Xiang 

I 
1.e.. from the Qin to Chen She to Xiang Yu to Han Gaozu. 
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and achieved eminence under Dukes Wen and Mu. From the reigns of Duke 
Xian and Xiao on, i t  gradually swallowed up the Six States until, after 100 years 
or so. the First Emperor was able to bring all the noblemen under his power. 
Thus, even with the virtue of Shun, Yu, Tang, and Wu, or the might of the First 
Emperor, it is, as one can see, an extremely difficult task to unite the empire in 
one rule! 

After the Qin ruler had assumed the title of emperor, he was fearful lest 
warfare should continue because of the presence of feudal lords. Therefore he 
refused to grant so much as a foot of land in fief, but instead destroyed the 
fortifications of the principal cities, melted down the lance and arrow points, 
and ruthlessly wiped out the brave men of the world, hoping thus to ensure the 
safety of his dynasty for countless generations to come. Yet from the lanes of 
the common people there arose a man with the deeds of a king whose alliances 
and campaigns of attack surpassed those of the three dynasties of Xia, Shang, 
and Zhou. Qin's earlier prohibitions against feudalism and the possession of 
arms, as it turned out, served only to aid worthy men and remove from their path 
obstacles they would otherwise have encountered. Therefore Gaozu had but to 
roar forth his indignation to become a leader of the world. Why should people 
say that one cannot become a king unless he possesses land? Was this man not 
what the old books term a "great sage"? Surely this was the work of Heaven! 
Who but a great sage would be worthy to receive the mandate of Heaven and 
become emperor? 



PART IV 

THE GREAT MINISTERS 





SHI JI 53: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
PRIME MINISTER XIAO 

When the armies of Chu surrounded us at Xingyang and we were locked 
in stalemate for three years, Xiao He governed the land west of the 
mountains, plotting our welfare, sending a constant stream of reinforce- 
ments, and supplying rations and provisions without end. He caused the 
people to rejoice in Han and hate the alliance of Chu. Thus I made "The 
Hereditary House of Prime Minister Xiao". 

Primer Minister Xiao He was a native of Feng in the district of Pei. Because 
of his thorough understanding of law and letters he was made a director of 
officials in Pei. While Gaozu was still a commoner, Xiao He on numerous 
occasions took advantage of his official capacity to help Gaozu out. After Gaozu 
became a village head Xiao He did all he could to assist him. When Gaozu was 
sent with a band of corve'e labourers to Xianyang, each of the other officials 
presented him with 300 cash as a parting gift, but Xiao He alone gave 500. 

As an official of Pei, Xiao He worked with the secretary of Qin who was 
in charge of overseeing the province. Because he conducted his affairs with 
consistent discretion and understanding, he was given the position of a provin- 
cial secretary of Si River, where his record was also of the highest order. The 
secretary of Qin planned on his return to the capital to make a report of Xiao 
He's good record and have him appointed to a position in the central govern- 
ment, but Xiao He begged not to be transferred. 

When Gaozu rose to the position of governor of Pei, Xiao He always served 
as his aide and looked after official business for him. At the time when Gaozu 
marched into the capital of Xianyang, all the generals rushed to the storehouses 
and fought with each other over Qin's goods and treasures. But Xiao He entered 
ahead of them and gathered up all the maps and official records that had 
belonged to Qin's ministers and secretaries and stored them away. When Gaozu 
became king of Han, Xiao He served as his prime minister. Xiang Yu arrived 
later with the other nobles, massacred the inhabitants of Xianyang, burned the 
city, and then marched away. But because of the maps and registries of Qin 



which Xiao He had in his possession, the king of Han was able to inform himself 
of all the strategic defence points of the empire, the population and relative 
strength of the various districts, and the ills and grievances of the people. 

On the recommendation of Xiao He, the king of Han took Han Xin into his 
service and made him a major general. (A discussion of this will be found in the 
chapter on Han Xin, the marquis of Huaiyin.) 

When the king of Han led his forces east again to conquer the three 
kingdoms of Qin, he left Xiao He behind as his prime minister to govern Ba and 
Shu, with instructions to ensure their well-being and loyalty, propagandize for 
his cause, and see that provisions were sent to feed his army. 

In the second year of Han (205 BC), while the king of Han and the other 
feudal leaders were attacking Chu, Xiao He remained behind to guard the area 
within the Pass and look after the heir apparent. Establishing the seat of 
government in Yueyang, he worked to simplify the laws and statutes and set up 
dynastic temples and altars, palaces and district offices. All affairs he reported 
immediately to the king of Han, and acted only upon his pennission and 
approval. If it was impossible to report to the king at the time, he disposed of 
the matters as he thought best and asked the king's opinion on his return. He 
had charge of all affairs within the Pass, drawing up registers of the population 
and sending supplies by land and water to provision the army. The king of Han 
several times lost large parts of his army and was forced to retreat in flight, but 
each time Xiao He raised more troops from the area within the Pass and 
immediately brought the army back up to strength. For this reason the king 
entrusted sole charge of the land within the Pass to him. 

In the third year of Han (204 BC), the king of Han and Xiang Yu were 
locked in stalemate in the area of Suo in Jing. The king several times sent envoys 
to reward and encourage Xiao He for his labours. Master Bao spoke to Xiao He, 
saying, "While His Majesty is forced to camp in the fields and suffer the 
hardships of exposure, he sends envoys to reward and encourage you. I t  must 
be that he doubts your loyalty. I think it would be best for you to summon all 
your sons and brothers who are fit to take up arms and send them to join the 
army. Then the king will surely have greater confidence in you." Xiao He 
followed his suggestion and the king was greatly pleased. 

In the fifth year of Han (202 BC), after Xiang Yu had been killed and the 
empire brought to peace, discussions were begun as to who had won merit and 
who should be enfeoffed but, because there was a great deal of contention among 
the officials over their respective achievements, the year passed before the 
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matter could be settled. 
The king of  an, now emperor, considered that Xiao He had achieved the 

highest merit, and hence enfeoffed him as marquis of Zan with the revenue from 
a large number of towns. But the other distinguished officials objected, saying, 
"We have all buckled on amour and taken up our weapons, some of us fighting 
as many as 100 or more engagements, the least of us fighting twenty or thiny. 
Each, to a greater or lesser degree, has engaged in attacks upon cities or selzures 
of territory. And ye1 Xiao He, who has never campaigned on the sweaty steeds 
of battle, but only sat here with brush and ink deliberating on questions of state 
instead of fighting, is awarded a position above us. How can this be?" 

"Gentlemen," the emperor asked, "do you know anything about hunting?" 

"We do," they replied. 

"And do you know anything about hunting dogs?" 

"We do." 

"Now in a hunt," the emperor said, "it is the dog who is sent to pursue and 
kill the beast. But the one who unleashes the dog and points out the place where 
the beast is hiding is the huntsman. You, gentlemen, have only succeeded in 
capturing the beast, and so your achievement is that of hunting dogs. But it is 
Xiao He who unleashed you and pointed out the place, and his achievement is 
that of the huntsman. Also in your case only you yourselves, or at most two or 
three of your family, joined in following me. But Xiao He dispatched his whole 
family numbering twenty or thirty members to accompany me. This is a service 
I can hardly forget." 

None of the officials dared say anything further. The various marquises 
having been granted their fiefs, the question of what order of precedence they 
should take was brought before the emperor. "Cao Can, the marquis of 
Pingyang," the officials stated, "bears on his body the scars of seventy wounds. 
In attacking cities and seizing territory he has achieved the greatest merit. It is 
proper that he should be given first place." 

The emperor had already contravened the will of his ministers by granting 
Xiao He such a generous fief, and when it came to the question of precedence 
he did not feel that he could dispute their judgment a second time, though 
personally he wanted Xiao He to be given first place. At this point Lord E, a 
marquis of the area within the Pass, came forward. "The opinion of the other 
ministers," he said, "is in my estimation a mistake. Although Cao Can has won 
merit by fighting in the field and seizing territory, this was an accomplishment 
of the moment. While the emperor was locked in battle with Xiang Yu for five 
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years, he several times lost the major part of his army, and was on occasion 
forced to flee for his life in retreat. But each time Xiao He sent reinforcements 
from the area within the Pass to bring the army back to strength. The emperor 
sent no orders for men and yet, just when his forces were weakest and most in 
danger of annihilation, a new contingent of some 10,000 recruits would anive. 
Again, when Han and Chu were stalemated for several years at Xingyang, our 
army ran completely out of provisions, but Xiao He sent supplies by land and 
water from the area within the Pass and saved our men from starvation. Though 
His Majesty several times lost control of the land east of the mountains, Xiao 
He kept firm hold on the area within the Pass and awaited His Majesty's final 
return. His achievements were not a matter of a moment, but deserve everlasting 
honour. Han could have done without a hundred men like Cao Can and never 
felt the loss, nor would their presence have assured inevitable victory by any 
means. How then can one suggest that the achievements of a moment take 
precedence over those of all time? Xiao He should clearly be granted first place, 
and Cao Can ranked second." 

The emperor approved this suggestion; in addition he granted Xiao He the 
privilege of wearing his sword and shoes when he ascended to the audience 
chamber, and absolved him from the duty of hurrying when he entered court.' 

The emperor announced, "I have heard that he who works for the advance- 
ment of worthy men deserves the highest reward. Although Xiao He achieved 
the most outstanding merit, it was Lord E who made this fact clear." With this 
he granted Lord E the title of marquis of Anping, awarding him the cities from 
which he already received the revenue as a marquis within the On the 
same day he enfeoffed all of Xiao He's male relatives, some ten or more, with 
the revenue of various towns, and increased Xiao He's original fief by 2,000 
households. This last, according to the emperor, was done because when he had 
once been sent on labour service to Xianyang Xiao He had presented him with 
200 cash more than any of the other officials as a parting gift. 

In the eleventh year of Han (196 BC) Chen Xi revolted. Gaozu marched to 
Handan to attack him, but before the campaign was completed Han Xin, the 

I 
Chinese etiquette forbade ministers to wear their swords or shoes when they entered the 

emperor's presence. In addition they were required to scuny into court instead of walking at 
a normal pace. By excepting him from these requirements the empreor was conferring upon 
Xiao He the marks of extreme honour. 

2 
The "marquises within the Pass" ordinarily did not hold possession of any lands, but 

only received the revenues from the cities in their fiefs. 
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marquis of Huaiyin, began to plot a rebellion in the area within the Pass. Empress 
Lii followed Xiao He's advice and executed Han Xin. (A discussion will be 
found in the chapter on Han Xin.) When the emperor received word of Han 
Xin's execution, he sent a messenger to honour Xiao He with the position of 
prime minister and increase his fief by 5.000 households, granting him at the 
same time a private retinue of 500 soldiers headed by a colonel to act as his 
bodyguard. 

All the other ministers went to congratulate Xiao He on his good fonune, 
but Shao Ping alone presented condolences as though upon a death. (Shao Ping 
had been the marquis of Dongling under Qin, but when Qin was defeated he 
was made a commoner. Being very poor, he used to raise melons east of the city 
of Chang'an. His melons were known for their excellent flavour and everyone 
called them "Dongling melons" after the title that Shao Ping had once held.) 
Shao Ping said to him, "Some misfortune will come from this. The emperor is 
away in battle and has left you to guard the capital area, and yet, though you 
suffer none of the perils of war, he suddenly increases your fief and grants you 
a bodyguard. It must be that, because of the recent revolt of Han Xin in the 
capital area, he doubts your loyalty. He has granted you a bodyguard not for 
your own protection but because he does not trust you. I beg you to decline the 
new enfeoffment and not accept it, but instead to make a contribution to the 
expenses of the campaign from your own private wealth. Then the emperor's 
mind will be set at ease." Xiao He followed his advice, to the great pleasure of 
the emperor. 

In the autumn of the twelfth year of Han (195 BC) Qing Bu revolted. The 
emperor in person led a force to attack him, from time to time sending envoys 
back to the capital to ask what Xiao He was doing. While the emperor was away 
in battle Xiao He continued to look after the wants of the people and encourage 
them in their labours, sending all the assistance he could to the army as he had 
done at the time of Chen Xi's revolt. But one of his retainers advised him, saying, 
"It will not be long before your family is wiped out. You have been made prime 
minister and given the highest rank in the empire. There is no further honour 
that can be added to this. Now it has been over ten years since you first entered 
the Pass and won the hearts of the people. They are all unswervingly loyal to 
you, for you have ceaselessly and with the greatest diligence worked for their 
peace and well-being. The reason the emperor keeps sending to ask what you 
are doing is that he is afraid you will betray him and start an uprising within the' 
Pass. Why don't you buy up a lot of land on credit and start speculating in goods 
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at a cheap price so that you will create a reputation for being corrupt? Then the 
emperor's mind will be set somewhat at ease."' 

Xiao He followed this suggestion and the emperor was very pleased. When 
his campaign against Qing Bu was completed and he led his army back to the 
capital, the people crowded along the roadside presenting petitions to the 
emperor accusing the prime minister of forcing them to sell their land and houses 
at an unfair price and accumulating a fortune of twenty or thirty million cash. 
After the emperor reached the capital, Xiao He appeared before him. "I see that 
you have been making a profit from the people," said the emperor laughing. He 
then handed over to Xiao He the petitions that had been presented, adding, "You 
must do something to make amends to them!" 

Xiao He accordingly made this request on behalf of the people: "The region 
of Chang'an is very narrow and constricted, and yet there is a great deal of idle 
land going to waste in the Shanglin I beg that the people be allowed to 
use the park for farm land, leaving the straw and other remains of their crops as 
fodder for beasts." 

The emperor flew into a rage. "You have succeeded in getting a lot of 
money and bribes from the merchants and now for their sake you want to take 
my park away from me!" He turned Xiao He over to the law officials to be put 
into chains. 

A few days later one of the palace guards named Wang who was in 
attendance advanced and inquired, "What terrible crime has the prime minister 
committed that Your Majesty has so suddenly thrown him into prison?" 

"I have heard," replied the emperor, "that when Li Si was prime minister 
to the emperor of Qin if anything good came about he attributed it to his 
sovereign, but for anything bad he accepted responsibility himself. But now my 
prime minister has been accepting money from a lot of dirty merchants and in 
return asks for my park so that he can ingratiate himself with the people. 
Therefore I have had him put in chains and punished." 

"But if in the course of his duties the prime minister becomes aware of 
something that will benefit the people," objected Wang, "it is his duty to request 
it. Why should Your Majesty suppose that he has been accepting money from 

3 
This would seem an odd way to set the emperor's mind at ease, but all the suggestion 

means is that Xiao He should do something to decrease his popularity. which had reached 
dangerous proportions. 

4 
The emperor's private hunting park. 
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the merchants? During the years when Your Majesty was battling Chu, and later* 
when Chen Xi and Qing Bu revolted, Your Majesty was away leading the 
armies, while the prime minister the whole time guarded the area within the 
pass. At that time he had no more than to nod his head and Your Majesty would 
have lost possession of the whole area west of the Pass. But since he did not 
take that opportunity to scheme for his own profit, why should he now try to 
profit from the money of the merchants? As for the ruler of Qin, the reason he 
did not become aware of his own faults and eventually lost the empire was that 
Li Si kept accepting the blame for things himself. Qin can therefore hardly be 
taken as a model. Is it not very shortsighted of Your Majesty to suspect the prime 
minister in this fashion?" 

The emperor was deeply perplexed, but before the day was over he 
dispatched a messenger bearing the imperial seals with orders to pardon Xiao 
He and release him. Xiho He was by this time well on in years and, being by 
nature extremely respectful and circumspect in his manner, came before the 
emperor barefooted and begged for forgiveness. "You may go!" said the 
emperor. "You asked for the park for the sake of the people. In denying your 
request I have acted no better than the tyrants Jie and Zhou of old, while you 
have shown yourself a worthy minister. The reason I had you bound was so that 
the people might all hear of my fault." 

Xiao He had never been on good terms with Cao Can. When Xiao He fell 
ill Emperor Hui, who had succeeded his father, Gaozu, on the throne, came in 
person to inquire about his illness. "When your hundred years are ended," the 
emperor asked, "who can fi l l  your place?" 

"No one knows his ministers better than their lord," Xiao He replied. 

"What about Cao Can?" 

Xiao He bowed his head and answered, "As long as my lord has him, I may 
die without (regret." 

In selecting his lands and residence, Xiao He always chose to live in an 
out-of-the-way place with no elaborate walls or roofs to his house. "This way, 
if my descendants are worthy men," he used to say, "they will follow my 
example of frugal living. And if they turn out to be unworthy, they will at least 
have nothing that the more powerful families can take away from them." 

In the second year of Emperor Hui (1 93 BC) Prime Minister Xiao He died. 
He was granted the posthumous title of Wenzhong or "Civil Fulfilment Mar- 
quis". In the fourth generation his heirs, because of some offence, were deprived 
of the marquisate, but shortly afterwards the emperor sought out Xiao He's 
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descendant and enfeoffed him as marquis of Zan to carry on the line. None of 
the other distinguished ministers received such honour. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Primer Minister Xiao He in the time of Qin 
5 

was apetty official, wielding his brush and scraper and going about his business 
without distinction or honour. But when the Han, like a great sun or moon, rose 
in the sky, he caught a little of its brilliance. With the gravest care he guarded 
what was charged to him as though under lock and key and, because the people 
groaned under the laws of Qin, he gratified their wishes by making a new 
beginning for the empire. When Han Xin, Qing Bu, and the others had all been 
wiped out, his glory alone grew ever brighter. First among the ranks of officials, 
renowned in later ages, his fame rivals that of the ancient ministers Hong Yao 
and San Yi! 

5 
Writing at this time was done on strips of wood. When the clerk made a mistake, he 

would scrape the surface of the wood clean and write on i t  again. 



SHI JI  55: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
THE MARQUIS OF LIU (ZHANG LIANG) 

Plotted within the tents of command, shaping victory out of chaos, these 
were the schemes and strategies of Zhang Liang. Though he lacked fame 
or the renown of valour, he foresaw the difficult while it was still easy and 
brought forth great things from small. Thus I made "The Hereditary House 
of the Marquis of Liu". 

The ancestors of Zhang ~ i a n ~ , '  the marquis of Liu, were men of the state 
of Hann. His grandfather Zhang Kaidi served as prime minister to Marquis Zhao 
and Kings Xuanhui and Xiang'ai of Hann. His father, Zhang Ping, was prime 
minister to Kings Li and Daohui and died in the twenty-third year of King 
Daohui's reign. Twenty years after Zhang Ping's death Qin destroyed the state 
of Hann. Because of his youth, Zhang Liang never had an opportunity to serve 
as a minister of Hann. When the state was destroyed, Zhang Liang was left with 
a retinue of 300 male servants. On his younger brother's death, he conducted 
no elaborate funeral but instead used all his family's wealth to search for 
someone who would undertake to assassinate the king of Qin for him, hoping 
thus to avenge the rulers of Hann, five generations of whom his father and 
grandfather had served. 

Zhang Liang once journeyed to Huaiyang to study ritual and there met the 
lord of Canghai. Through him he obtained the services of a man renowned for 
his great strength. Zhang Liang had an iron bludgeon made which weighed 120 
catties and, when the Qin emperor came east on a tour, he and the assassin lay 
in wait for him. When the emperor reached the area of Bolangsha they made 
their attack, but mistakenly struck the caniage of his attendants. The emperor 
was enraged and ordered an immediate search throughout the empire for the 
rebels, hoping to seize Zhang Liang. Zhang Liang assumed a false name and 
fled into hiding in Xiapei. 

I .  
His polite name was Zifang. 
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Zhang Liang was once strolling idly along an embankment in Xiapei when 
an old man wearing a coarse gown appeared. Reaching the place where Zhang 
Liang was, he deliberately dropped his shoe down the embankment and, turning 
to Zhang Liang, said, "Fetch me my shoe, young man!" 

Zhang Liang, completely taken aback, was about to hit him, but because 
the man was old he swallowed his resentment and climbed down and got the 
shoe. "Put it on for me!" ordered the old man, and Zhang Liang, since he had 
already gone to the trouble of fetching it, knelt respectfully and prepared to put 
on the shoe. The old man held out his foot and, when the shoe was on, laughed 
and went on his way. Zhang Liang, more startled than ever, stood looking after 
him. When the old man had gone some distance, he turned and came back. "You 
could be taught, young man," he said. "Meet me here at dawn five days from 
now!" Zhang Liang, thinking this all very strange, knelt and replied, "I will do 
as you say." 

At dawn five days later he went to the place, but found the man already 
there. "When you have an appointment with an old man, how is it that you come 
late?" he asked angrily. "Go away, and meet me at dawn five days from now, 
only come earlier!" 

Five days later Zhang Liang got up at the crow of the cock and went to the 
place, but once more the old man had gotten there before him. "Why are you 
late again?" the old man asked in anger. "Go away, and five days from now 
come earlier!" 

Five days later Zhang Liang went to the place before half the night was 
through. After a while the old man came along. "This is the way it should be!" 
he said. Then, producing a book, he said, "If you read this you may become the 
teacher of kings. Ten years from now your fortune will rise. Thirteen years from 
now you will see me again. A yellow stone at the foot of Mt. Gucheng in Jibei 
-that will be I." Without another word he left and Zhang Liang never saw him 
again. 

When dawn came Zhang Liang examined the book which the old man had 
given him and found it  to be The Grand Duke's Art of War. He set great store 
by it and was to be found constantly poring over it. 

Zhang Liang lived the life of a wandering knight in Xiapei, where he was 
joined in hiding by Xiang Bo, who had killed a man. Ten years later Chen She 
and his men started their uprising. Zhang Liang also gathered a band of some 
100 young men and, when Jing Ju set himself up as acting king of Chu in Liu, 
started out to join him there. Along the way, however, he met the governor of 
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pel, who was leading a force of 1,000 soldiers and attempting to seire control 
of the region west of Xiapei. Zhang Liang joined the governor of Pei, who 
honoured him with the position of cavalry general. From time to time Zhang 
Liang expounded The Grand Duke's Art of War to the govemor of Pei. The 
latter greatly admired it and always followed the strategies which it outlined, 
but when Zhang Liang discussed the book with other men they refused to pay 
him any heed. "The governor of Pei will soon be chosen by Heaven," he said, 
and for this reason he followed him and did not go to join Jing Ju. 

The governor of Pei went to Xue to meet Xiang Liang, who at this time set 
up King Huai of Chu. Zhang Liang took this opportunity to speak to Xiang 
Liang. "You have already set up the descendants of Chu," he said, "but Cheng, 
the lord of Hengyang, who is a descendant of the royal house of Hann, is also 
a worthy man. If you were to set him up as a king you would greatly increase 
the strength of your party." 

Xiang Liang accordingly sent Zhang Liang to seek out Hann Cheng and 
make him king of Hann, with Zhang Liang as his minister of instruction. Zhang 
Liang joined the king in leading a band of 1,000 men west to seize the region 
of Hann but, though they captured several cities, the Qin forces immediately 
retook them. Zhang Liang then roamed with his troops back and forth in the 
region of Yingchuan. 

When the governor of Pei marched south from Luoyang to Huanyuan, 
Zhang Liang led his men to join him; together they captured more than ten cities 
of Hann and defeated the Qin general, Yang Xiong. The governor of Pei ordered 
Cheng, the king of Hann, to stay behind and guard the city of Yangdi while he 
and Zhang Liang marched south, attacking and capturing Yuan. From there they 
marched west and entered the Wu Pass. The governor of Pei wanted to take a 
force of 20,000 men and attack the Qin army encamped at the foot of Mt. Yao, 
but Zhang Liang advised against this. "Qin's forces are still strong and cannot 
be lightly dismissed. I have heard that their general is the son of a butcher. Such 
paltry tradespeople are easily moved by the prospect of gain. I would advise you 
to remain here and build defence walls, sending someone ahead with a force of 
50.000 men and the necessary provisions, and set up pennants and flags on the 
surrounding hills so that they will think we have more soldiers than we do. Then 
you may dispatch Li Yiji with rich presents to tempt the Qin general." 

As they had hoped, the Qin general succumbed to the temptation and turned 
traitor, asking to join the govemor of Pei in marching west to attack Xianyang. 
The governor of Pei was about to grant his request, but Zhang Liang once more 
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intervened. "It is only the general who has expressed his willingness to revolt. 
I fear that his soldiers will not follow him. If his men do not follow his example, 
it will be most dangerous for us. It would be better to take advantage of their 
present laxity and attack." 

The governor of Pei accordingly led his troops in an attack on the Qin army, 
inflicting a great defeat. Pursuing them northward, he once more engaged them 
in battle at Lantian until the Qin army agreed to a final surrender. The governor 
of Pei then marched to Xianyang where Ziying, the king of Qin, surrendered to 
him. 

When the governor of Pei entered the palace of Qin, he found halls and 
pavilions, dogs, horses, treasures, and waiting women by the thousand. He 
wanted to remain in the palace, but Fan Kuai advised him to leave the capital 
and camp in the field. When the governor refused to listen, Zhang Liang spoke 
up. "It is because of Qin's violent and unprincipled ways that you have come 
this far. Now that you have freed the world of these tyrannical bandits it is proper 
that you should don the plain white garments of mourning as a pledge of your 
sympathy for the sufferings of the people. Having just entered the capital of Qin, 
if you were now to indulge yourself in its pleasures, this would be 'helping the 
tyrant Jie to work his violence'. Good advice is hard on the ears, but it profits 
the conduct just as good medicine, though bitter in the mouth, cures the sickness. 
I beg you to listen to Fan Kuai's counsel!" 

The governor of Pei accordingly returned and camped at Bashang. When 
Xiang Yu reached Hongmen, he made preparations to attack the governor. 
Xiang Bo hastened in the night to the governor's camp and visited Zhang Liang 
in secret, urging him to run away with him, but Zhang Liang replied, "I have 
been sent by the king of Hann to follow the governor of Pei. Now when he is in 
grave difficulty it would not be right for me to run away." 

Zhang Liang then went and reported to the governor all that Xiang Bo had 
told him. "What shall we do?" asked the governor in great astonishment. 

"Do you really intend to defy Xiang Yu?" Zhang Liang asked in reply. 

"Some fool advised me that if I blocked the Pass and did not allow the other 
leaders to enter, I could become king of the whole region of Qin," said the 
governor. "Therefore I followed his suggestion." 

"And do you yourself actually believe that you can defeat Xiang Yu?" 

The governor of Pei was silent for a long time and then said, "No, of course 
not. But what should we do now?" 

Zhang Liang went outside and urged Xiang Bo to come in and join them. 
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When Xiang Bo had entered, the governor drank a toast with him and they swore 
to be friends. The governor requested Xiang Bo to explain to Xiang Yu tha  he 
had no intention of betraying him, but had closed the Pass only to prevent bandits 
from getting in. On his return, Xiang Bo went to see Xiang Yu and explained 
the situation so that the governor was cleared of suspicion. (A full account is to 
be found in the chapter on Xiang Yu.) 

In the first month of the first year of Han (206 BC) the governor of Pei 
became king of Han ruling the area of Ba and Shu. He presented Zhang Liang 
with a gift of 100 weights of gold and two pecks of pearls, which Zhang Liang 
in turn presented to Xiang Bo. The king of Han also instructed Zhang Liang to 
give Xiang Bo a generous farewell and request him on behalf of the king of Han 
to ask Xiang Yu for the temtory of Han. Xiang Yu granted the request, and as 
a result the region of Han was added to the territories of Ba and Shu as part of 
the king of Han's fief. 

When the king of Han proceeded to his territory, Zhang Liang accompanied 
him as far as Baozhong. The king then ordered Zhang Liang to return to his own 
land of Hann. "Would it not be well," Zhang Liang advised, "to bum and destroy 
the wooden roadway which you have passed over? This would prove to the 
world that you have no intention of marching east again and thus set Xiang Yu's 
mind at ease." The king ordered Zhang Liang to destroy the roadway on his way 
back. 

When Zhang Liang reached Hann, he discovered that Xiang Yu had not 
allowed Cheng, the king of Hann, to proceed to his own territory, but instead 
had taken Cheng with him in his march to the east. This he had done because 
Cheng had sent Zhang Liang to serve the governor of Pei. Zhang Liang reported 
to Xiang Yu that the king of Han had destroyed the wooden roadway and had 
no intention of returning east; he also revealed to him that Tian Rong, the king 
of Qi, was planning a revolt. Because of this Xiang Yu considered that he had 
nothing to worry about from Han in the west and instead sent his troops north 
to attack Qi. But he would never allow the king of Hann to proceed to his 
kingdom; instead he changed his title to that of marquis and later murdered him 
at Pengcheng . 

Zhang Liang fled and secretly made his way to join the king of Han, who 
in the meantime had already marched back from his temtory and conquered the 
three kingdoms of Qin. Zhang Liang was made marquis of Chengxin, and 
accompanied the king of Han east to attack Xiang Yu at Pengcheng, but they 
were defeated and forced to retreat to Xiayi. The king of Han dismounted, threw 
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his saddle on the ground and, squatting on it, said, "I wish to give away the lands 
east of the pass!' But if 1 am in any case to abandon them, it would be best to 
assign them to someone who is likely to be of service to me. Who would be 
suitable?" 

Zhang Liang came forward and said, "Qing Bu, the king of Jiujiang, has 
fought courageously as a general for Chu but is now at odds with Xiang Yu, 
while Peng Yue has joined with Tian Rong, the king of Qi, in raising a revolt 
in the region of Liang. It would be well to dispatch envoys to consult with these 
two men as soon as possible. Among your own generals Han Xin alone could 
be entrusted with a fourth of our great undertaking. If you wish to give away 
your lands, you had best give them to these three. Then Xiang Yu can surely be 
defeated." 

The king of Han accordingly dispatched Sui He to bargain with Qing Bu, 
and another envoy to conclude an agreement with Peng Yue. When Bao, the 
king of Wei, revolted, he sent Han Xin with a force to attack him. Thus he was 
able to win the lands of Yan, Dai, Qi, and Zhao over to his side. It was due to 
the efforts of these three men - Qing Bu, Peng Yue, and Han Xin - that he 
eventually destroyed Xiang Yu. Zhang Liang himself suffered from frequent 
illness and could not take part in any expeditions. Instead he plotted the course 
of the various campaigns for the king of Han and accompanied him from time 
to time. 

In the third year of Han (204 BC) Xiang Yu suddenly surrounded the king 
of Han at Xingyang. Alarmed at the situation, the king consulted with Li Yiji 
to see if there were not some way to weaken Xiang Yu's grip on the Chu empire. 
"In ancient times," Li Yiji replied, "when Tang overthrew Jie, he enfeoffed Jie's 
descendants in Qi, and later when King Wu attacked Zhou, he enfeoffed Zhou's 
heirs in Song. Now Qin, abandoning virtue and disregarding righteousness, has 
ovirthrown the sacred altars of the feudal lords and wiped out the descendants 
of the Six States, leaving them not enough territory to stick the point of an awl 
into. If you could only re-establish the descendants of the former kingdoms and 
present them with the seals of enfeoffment, then they, their ministers, and their 
people, being every one indebted to your virtue, would one and all turn in 
longing toward your righteousness and beg to become your subjects. With virtue 

 he king's wish was rather premature. since he by no means possessed control of the 
area east of the Pass at this time. What he means is that he is willing to abandon any direct 
claim to the lands in an effort to win allies to his side. 
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and righteousness made manifest, you might face south and name yourself a 
dictator, and Xiang Yu, gathering his sleeves together in respectful salute, would 
most certainly come to pay you homage."' 

"Excellent!" exclaimed the king. "I shall have the seals of enfeoffment 
carved at once and you, sir, shall bear them to the lords for me." 

Li Yiji had not yet departed on his mission when Zhang Liang entered the 
presence of the king, who was at his meal. "Come in," said the king. "One of 
my followers has just been explaining to me how 1 can break the power of Chu," 
and he repeated all that Li Yiji had said. "What do you think?" he asked. 

"Who has thought up this plan for you?" said Zhang Liang. "It will destroy 
you!" 

"How so?" asked the king. 
"Let me borrow this pair of chopsticks and I will explain my ideas to you," 

he said.4 "Now in ancient times when Tang attacked Jie and enfeoffed his 
descendants in Qi he did so only because he knew that he had the power to put 
Jie to death. But do you have the power to inflict death on Xiang Yu?" 

"No, not yet," said the king. 
"That is the first reason this plan will not succeed. Again, when King Wu 

attacked Emperor Zhou and enfeoffed his descendant in Song, he knew that he 
could have Zhou's head whenever he wanted it. But could you have Xiang Yu's 
head?" 

"Not yet." 
"This is the second reason. When King Wu entered the capital of the Shang 

dynasty, he honoured the village where Shang Rong lived, freed Ji Zi from 
prison, and enlarged the grave of Bi Gan. Are you in a position to enlarge the 
graves of the sages, honour the villages of the virtuous, and bow before the gates 
of the wise?" 

''NO." t 

"This is the third reason. In addition King Wu distributed grain from the 
Juqiao granary, and scattered among the poor and starving the riches of the Deer 
Terrace. Can you too open the storehouses and granaries to relieve the needy?" 

"No," replied the king. 

3 
The typical idealistic Confucian argument that virtue alone will conquer all obstacles. 

4 
In the following discourse we must imagine Zhang Liang marking off the points of his 

argument in some way with the chopsticks. He deliberately uses the same historical precedents 
which Li Yiji has used, but shows that they are not relevant to the present case. 
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"The fourth reason," said Zhang Liang. "When King Wu had completed 
the conquest of Shang, he converted his war chariots into carriages, cast aside 
his shields and spears, and covered them with tiger skins to show the world that 
he did not intend again to take up arms. But can you put away your weapons 
and apply yourself to the arts of peace, never again taking up arms?" 

"No," replied the king. 
"The fifth reason," said Zhang Liang. "He loosed his war horses on the 

sunny side of Mt. Hua to show he had no further use for them. Can you?" 
"No." 
"The sixth reason. He turned his oxen to pasture in the shade of the Tao 

forest to show he would transport no more supplies. Can you do without oxen 
to haul supplies?" 

Once more, "No." 
"The seventh reason. At present all the brave men throughout the empire 

have taken leave of their families, left the graves of their ancestors, and flocked 
from their old homes to join in following you, only because day and night they 
dream of winning a bit of land for themselves. Now if you restore the Six States 
and set up the descendants of Hann, Wei, Yan, Zhao, Qi and Chu, these followers 
of yours will go back to serve their own lords, return to their old homes and the 
graves of their ancestors, and look after their own families. And who will be left 
to fight with you? This is the eighth reason! As long as Xiang Yu is as strong 
as he is, the descendants of the Six States will simply bow to his power and 
follow him. How could you possibly make him submit to you? Therefore I say 
that if you follow this plan, it will destroy you!" 

The king of Han stopped eating, spat out a mouthful of food, and began to 
curse. "That idiot Confucianist came near to spoiling the whole business for his 
father!" he cried, and sent orders at once to have the seals destroyed. 

In the fourth year of Han (203 BC) Han Xin conquered Qi and announced 
that he wished to set himself up as king of Qi. The king of Han was angry but, 
on the advice of Zhang Liang, sent Zhang to present Han Xin with the seals 
making him king of Qi. (A full account will be found in the chapter on Han Xin.) 

In the autumn the king of Han pursued Xiang Yu as far as the south of 
Yangxia but, failing to win a victory, fortified his position at Guling. The other 

5 
The use of the phrase "his father" or "your father" to denote one's self is highly insulting, 

implying as it does that one has made free with the mother of the person referred to or 
addressed. 
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leaders did not appear for the meeting which had been arranged but Zhang Liang 
suggested a plan for the king whereby they were induced to come. (Full account 
in the chapter on Xiang Yu.) 

In the first month of the sixth year (201 BC) the king of Han, now emperor, 
enfeoffed his followers who had won distinction. Though Zhang Liang had 
achieved no glory on the field of battle, the emperor said to him, "Your merit 
was won by sitting within the tents of command and plotting strategies hat 
assured us victories a thousand miles away. You must select for yourself 30,000 
households of Qi." 

"When I first began an uprising at Xiapei," Zhang Liang replied, "I met 
Your Majesty at Liu. It was as though Heaven had sent me to serve you. You 
listened to my suggestions, and fortunately they turned out to be apt for the 
times. I shall be content if I may be enfeoffed with Liu alone. I dare not accept 
30,000 households." The emperor made him marquis of Liu and enfeoffed him 
at the same time as Xiao He and the others. 

The sixth year: The emperor had already enfeoffed over twenty of his 
ministers who had achieved signal distinction, but the rest of his followers 
argued day and night over who had won greater merit so that no further 
enfeoffments could be carried out. When the emperor was residing at the 
Southern Palace in Luoyang, he looked down one day from a covered walk6 and 
saw his followers walking restlessly about the courtyard and sitting on the 
ground talking together. "What are they talking about?" he asked Zhang Liang. 

"Your Majesty does not know?" said Zhang Liang. "They are plotting a 
revolt." 

"But peace and order have only just been restored to the empire. Why 
should they be planning a revolt?" 

"When Your Majesty rose from among the common people, it was through 
these men that you seized control of the empire. You have become the Son of 
Heaven, but those whom you have enfeoffed have all been close friends from 
old days, such as Xiao He and Cao Can, while all your enemies of former times 
you have had executed. Now these, the officers of your army, reckoning up the 
merits they have won, believe that there is not sufficient land in the whole empire 
to enfeoff them all. So some of them fear they will not receive a just allotment, 

6 
These elevated walks were built to connect various buildings in the palace grounds and 

allowed the emperor to pass over the upper level undisturbed while lesser officials and lackeys 
went about their business in the counyard below. thus saving time and bother for all concerned. 
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while others tremble lest, falling under suspicion for some error of their past, 
they be condemned to execution. Therefore they gather together in this way and 
plot rebellion." 

"What should I do?" asked the emperor in consternation. 
"Among the men you dislike, and all your followers know you dislike, 

whom do you hate the most?" 
"Yong Chi and I are ancient enemies," replied the emperor. "Many times 

in the past he has brought me trouble and shame. I would like to have killed him, 
but because his merit is great I have not had the heart." 

"You must hurry and enfeoff Yong Chi before anyone else, and make 
known what you have done to your other followers. When they see that Yong 
Chi has been enfeoffed, they will all feel assured of their own rewards," said 
Zhang Liang. 

The emperor thereupon held a feast and enfeoffed Yong Chi as marquis of 
Shenfang, ordering the prime minister and imperial secretary to settle the 
question of rewards and carry out the remainder of the enfeoffments with all 
dispatch. When the other ministers left the banquet, they said to each other 
happily, "If even Yong Chi can become a marquis, the rest of us have nothing 
to worry about!" 

Liu Jing had advised the emperor to make his capital in the area within the 
Pass, but the emperor still hesitated. Since most of his followers came from east 
of the mountains, they urged him to establish the capital at Luoyang, pointing 
out that it was protected by Chenggao on the east and Mt. Yao and the Min Lake 
on the west, with its back to the Yellow River and the Yi and Luo rivers flowing 
before it, and could therefore be easily fortified and held. But Zhang Liang 
objected, saying, "Although Luoyang has these natural defences, the area within 
is so small it does not exceed a few hundred li. The land is poor and open to 
attack from four sides, so that from a military point of view it is quite unsuitable. 
The area within the Pass, on the other land, is protected by Mt. Yao and the 
Hangu Pass on the left and by Long and Shu to the right,' comprising some 1,000 
li of fertile plain, with the rich fields of Ba and Shu to the south and the 
advantages of the pasture lands of the barbarians to the north. With three sides 
protected by natural baniers, one has only to wony about controlling the feudal 
lords to the east. So long as the feudal lords are at peace, tribute can be 

'1.e.. to the left and right of the emperor if he were imagined as seated in his capital within 
the Pass and facing south. 
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transported up the Yellow and Wei Rivers to supply the capital area in the west, 
and if the lords should revolt one can descend these same rivers and attack them, 
assured of an adequate supply of provisions. The area within the Pass is in fact 
one vast fortress of iron, a veritable storehouse created by nature. Therefore Liu 
Jing's advice is correct." 

The same day the emperor mounted his carriage and began the journey west 
to make his capital within the Pass, Zhang Liang accompanying him through 
the Pass. Because he suffered from frequent illness, Zhang Liang practised 
various austerities, eating no grain and not venturing out of his house for a year 
or more. 

The emperor wished to remove the heir apparent and set up Ruyi, the king 
of Zhao, his son by Lady Qi, in his place. Many of the high minsters had strongly 
advised him against this, but they could not get him once and for all to give up 
the idea. Empress Lii, fearful for the position of her son, was at a loss what to 
do, when someone reminded her that Zhang Liang was very skilful at devising 
schemes and enjoyed the confidence of the emperor. She therefore sent Lii Ze,' 
the marquis of Jiancheng, to threaten Zhang Liang, saying, "You have always 
advised the emperor on matters of policy. Now the emperor is planning to 
change the heir apparent. How can you sit calmly by and let this happen?" 

"In the past," replied Zhang Liang, "when the emperor on a number of 
occasions found himself in difficulty, he was good enough to follow certain 
plans which I suggested. Now, however, the world is at peace. If, because of his 
love for Lady Qi, the emperor wishes to change his choice of heir apparent, this 
is a family matter. Nothing I or all the other ministers might say could have any 
effect." 

But Lu Ze persisted. "You must think of some plan for us!" 

"In this sort of affair mere arguments and reproaches are of little use," 
Zhang Liang replied. "I recall, however, that there are four men in the world 
whom the emperor has not succeeded in attracting to his court. These four men 
are very old and, because they believe that the emperor is haughty and rude to 
others, they have hidden themselves away in the mountains and refused on 
principle to acknowledge any allegiance to the house of Han. Yet I know that 
the emperor admires them greatly. Now if you are willing to spare no expense 
in gold and precious gifts, you might have the heir apparent write them a letter 

X 
The emperor's son by Empress Lii. He later became Emperor Hui. 

9 
Lii Ze's name is apparently used here in error for that of his younger brother. Lu Shizhi. 
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offering in the humblest possible terms to send camages to fetch them, and at 
the same time dispatch some artful talker to press the invitation. In that case I 
think they would come. If they came, you could entertain them as your guests 
and from time to time take them with you to court. The emperor will be sure to 
wonder who they are and ask about them. When he discovers that they are 
worthy men, this will help somewhat to strengthen the position of the heir 
apparent." 

Empress Lu, adopting this plan, had Lii Ze send someone to fetch the four 
old men, bearing a letter from the heir apparent couched in terms of humility 
and according them the highest respect and courtesy. When the four arrived, 
they were entertained as guests at the home of Lu Ze. 

In the eleventh year (1 96 BC) Qing Bu revolted. Since the emperor himself 
was ill, he planned to send the heir apparent to lead the attack against him. The 
four old men said to one another, "We have come all this way simply to help 
protect the heir apparent. But if he is sent to lead the troops, the whole plan will 
be imperiled." Accordingly they advised Lii Ze, saying, "We hear that the heir 
apparent is to be sent to lead the troops. But even if he is victorious he cannot 
be given any position higher than that which he already holds, while if he returns 
without merit he will henceforth face grave misfortune. The other generals who 
will go with him on the expedition are all veteran commanders who fought with 
the emperor in the past to win possession of the empire. To put the heir apparent 
in command of a group of men such as this is like sending a lamb to lead a pack 
of wolves. None of them will be willing to do his best for such a leader, and the 
failure of the expedition will be assured. The saying goes, 'If the mother is loved, 
the child will be embraced.' Now Lady Qi day and night attends the emperor, 
and her son Ruyi is always with him in his arms. The emperor himself, they say, 
has sworn that 'no unworthy son shall ever hold a place above this beloved 
child.' Is this not clear proof that he intends to replace the heir apparent? You 
must hasten to Empress Lii and beg her to take advantage of some moment of 
leisure to appear before the emperor and plead with him in tears. She must tell 
him that Qing Bu is known throughout the world as a fierce fighter and a master 
at arms, while the other generals who will go to fight against him are all 
comrades of the emperor from former days. To send the heir apparent to lead 
such a group would be no different from setting a lamb to lead wolves. They 
would never consent to obey his orders, and Qing Bu, learning of the situation, 
would march fearlessly west to attack us. Although the emperor is ill, he must 
make an effort to rise and accompany the expedition in a transport carriage. 
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Even though he is bedridden, SO long as he is directing them the other generals 
will not dare to shirk their duties. She must beg him, at whatever pain, to do this 
much for his wife and child." 

Lii Ze went at night to see the empress, who did as he advised, appearing 
before the emperor in tears and repeating the words of the four old men. "It 
appears to me," the emperor replied, "that this worthless boy is not fit to be sent. 
Very well, then, I will go myself." 

The emperor made preparations to lead the troops east himself; all the 
ministers who were to stay behind to guard the capital accompanied him as far 
as Bashang to see him off. Though Zhang Liang was ill, he forced himself to 
get up and go to visit the emperor at Quyou. "1 should by right be accompanying 
you," he said, "but I am too sick. The men of Chu are very swift and nimble. I 
beg Your Majesty not to cross swords with them in person." Then before parting 
he advised the emperor, "It would be well to make the heir apparent a general 
of the army and put him in charge of the troops within the Pass." 

"Although you are ill," replied the emperor, "I would like you to do as much 
as you can to instruct the heir apparent." Shusun Tong was at this time grand 
tutor to the heir apparent, but because of the emperor's request Zhang Liang 
undertook the duties of secondary tutor. 

In the twelfth year of Han (195 BC) the emperor, having crushed Qing Bu's 
army, returned to the capital. His illness had grown worse, and he was more 
than ever determined to change the heir apparent. Zhang Liang counselled him 
against this, but he refused to listen and, because of his grave condition, ceased 
to attend to matters of state. Shusun Tong also, as grand tutor, pleaded and 
argued, citing examples from ancient and recent history and begging that the 
present heir apparent be retained, though he knew that his stand might cost him 
his life. The emperor, although he had not altered his intention, finally pretended 
to give in. 

It happened that a banquet was held and wine set out in the palace; the heir 
apparent waited upon the emperor and the four old men accompanied him. All 
of them were over eighty, with snow-white beards and eyebrows and arrayed in 
the most imposing caps and gowns. The emperor, struck with curiosity, asked 
who they were, whereupon each of them came forward and announced his name: 
"Master Dongyuan", "Scholar Jiaoli", "Qi Liji", "Master Xiahuang". 

"Gentlemen," the emperor replied in astonishment, "I have sought you for 
many years, but you have always hidden from me. How is it that you deign to 
come now and wait upon my son?" 
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"Your Majesty is contemptuous of others and given to cursing people," the 
four replied. "We did not consider it right to subject ourselves to insult, and 
therefore we were afraid and fled into hiding. But it came to our ears that the 
heir apparent was a man of kindness and reverence who loved others. The whole 
world, we heard, looked to him with yearning, and not a man but would give 
his life for him. Therefore we have come." 

"If it is not too much trouble," said the emperor. "I hope you will be kind 
enough to look after the heir apparent and assist him." 

The four men proposed a toast to the emperor's health and, when this was 
finished, rose and departed. The emperor stared after them and then, calling 
Lady Qi to his side, pointed to them and said, "I had hoped to change the heir 
apparent, but these four men have come to his aid. Like a pair of great wings 
they have borne him aloft where we cannot reach him. Empress Lii is your real 
master now!" Lady Qi wept. 

"If you will do a dance of Chu for me," said the emperor, "I will make you 
a song of Chu," and he sang: 

The great swan soars aloft, 
In one swoop a thousand miles. 
He has spread his giant wings 
And spans the four seas. 
He who spans the four seas - 
Ah, what can we do? 
Though we bear stringed arrows to down him, 
Whereto should we aim them? 

While Lady Qi sobbed and wept, the emperor sang the song through several 
times; then he rose and left the banquet. The fact that in the end the emperor did 
not change the heir apparent was due to the influence of these four men whom 
Zhang Liang had originally summoned. 

Zhang Liang accompanied the emperor in his attack on Dai and devised the 
unusual plan by which the city of Mayi was captured; later he was instrumental 
in having Xiao He appointed prime minister. Zhang Liang often freely discussed 
matters of state with the emperor, but since none of these were questions which 
vitally affected the existence of the empire I shall not go into them here. 

"My family for generations served as ministers to the state of Hann," Zhang 
Liang announced. "When Hann was destroyed, we spared no expense in rousing 
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the world to revolt and avenging its fate upon the rapacious Qin. NOW with the 
wagging of my meagre tongue I have become teacher to an emperor, enfeoffed 
with 10,000 households and set among the ranks of the nobility. A common man 
can reach no greater heights; here I am content to rest. I wish now to lay aside 
the affairs of this world, and join the Master of the ~ e d  pine'' in immonal span." 
He set about practising dietary restrictions and breathing and stretching exer- 
cises to achieve levitation. 

At the time of Gaozu's demise, Empress Lii, who was greatly indebted to 
Zhang Liang, urged him to eat, saying, "Man's life in this world is as brief as 
the passing of a white colt glimpsed through a crack in the wall. Why should 
you punish yourself like this?" Zhang Liang had no other recourse but to listen 
to her advice and begin eating again. Eight years later he died and was given 
the posthumous title of "Wencheng" or "Civil Accomplishment Marquis". His 
son Buyi succeeded to the marquisate. 

Thirteen years after Zhang Liang had first met the old man on the embank- 
ment at Xiapei and had been given The Book of the Grand Duke, he was 
accompanying Gaozu through Jibei. There, at the foot of Mt. Gucheng, just as 
the old man had said, he found a yellow stone, which he took away with him, 
treating it with the utmost reverence and worshipping it. When he died the stone 
was placed with him in the grave mound and in the sixth and twelfth months, 
when his descendants ascended the mound to pay their respects, they wor- 
shipped it. In the fifth year of Emperor Wen, Zhang Liang's son Buyi was 
accused of lese majesrk and his territory taken away. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Most scholars agree that there are no such 
things as ghosts and spirits, though they concede the existence of weird beings. 
What, I wonder, are we to make of the old man whom Zhang Liang met and the 
book he gave him? Gaozu on a number of occasions found himself in grave 
difficulty, and yet Zhang Liang always had a way out. Was this not the work of 
Heaven? The emperor himself admitted that "when it comes to sitting within 
the tents of command and devising strategies that will assure victory a thousand 
miles away, I am no match for Zhang Liang." I had always imagined, therefore. 
that Zhang Liang must have been a man of majestic stature and imposing 
appearance. And yet when I saw a picture of him, his face looked like that of a 

10 
A legendary sage of ancient times who achieved immortality. 
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woman or a pretty young girl. Confucius once remarked, "If I had judged by 
looks alone I would have sadly mistaken Ziyu." The same might be said of 
Zhang Liang. 



SHZ JZ 56: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
PRIME MINISTER CHEN 

With the six curious strategies of his devising, the other nobles were brought 
to submission and became followers of the Han, while in the overthrow of 
the Lii family he was the chief plotter, assuring in the end the safety of the 
dynasty's ancestral temples and the continuance of its altars of the soil and 
grain. Thus I made "The Hereditary House of Prime Minister Chen". 

CHEN PING 

Prime Minster Chen Ping was a native of Huyou county in yangwu.' When 
he was young he loved to read. His family was very poor and owned only thirty 
mu2 of farm land. Chen Ping lived alone with his older brother, who did all the 
work in the fields, leaving Chen Ping free to pursue his studies as he wished. 
Chen Ping was tall and very good-looking. Someone once remarked to him, "If 
your family is so poor, what in the world do you eat that you grow so big and 
plump?" Chen Ping's older brother's wife, who was very put out that Chen Ping 
did nothing to help the family finances, took it upon herself to answer. "And yet 
he eats nothing but husks and leavings like the rest of us!'J she exclaimed 
sarcastically. "Better to have no brother at all than one like this!" When Chen 
Ping's older brother heard what his wife had said, he drove her out of the house 
and broke off the marriage. 

After a while Chen Ping reached the age for taking a wife himself. But since 
none of the wealthy families were willing to offer him their daughters, and since 
he was too proud to marry a girl from a poor family, time passed and he remained 
single. In Huyou there lived a rich old woman named Zhang. This Dame Zhang 
had a granddaughter who had manied five times, but each time her husband had 

I 
In the region of Wei. 

2 
The Han mu was equal to about 0.1 14 acre, so that the Huyou family had less than 

three-and-a-half acres. 
3 
That is, he grows fat not by what he eats but because he does no work. 
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immediately died, so that no one dared to take her as a wife. Chen Ping, however, 
decided that he wanted to marry her. It happened that there was a funeral in the 
city and Chen Ping, being poor, acted as one of the hired attendants, helping out 
by arriving before the guests and leaving after the rest. Dame Zhang noticed 
Chen Ping at the funeral and was much impressed by his unusual good looks. 
Aware that he had attracted her attention, Chen Ping purposely waited until the 
other guests had left before leaving, and when he did Dame Zhang followed him 
to his house. His home was at the far end of a lane and backed against the city 
wall, with some old worn matting hung up for a gateway. Yet outside the gate 
were many tracks made by the sort of carriages ridden in by people of means. 

When Dame Zhang returned to her own home, she said to her son Zhong, 
"I wish to marry my granddaughter to Chen Ping." 

"Chen Ping is poor and does nothing to earn a living," objected her son. 
"Throughout the whole district people just laugh at his ways. Why should you 
want to marry this girl to him?" 

"Anyone as good-looking as Chen Ping will never stay poor and despised 
for long," said the old lady, and in the end she gave him the girl for a wife. 
Because Chen Ping was so poor, she also lent him money to use for the betrothal 
gifts and sent him supplies of wine and meat for the wedding celebration. The 
old lady cautioned her granddaughter, saying, "You must never be inattentive 
in serving your husband just because he is poor! Treat his older brother as you 
would your father, and his brother's wife as you would your mother." 

After Chen Ping had married the daughter of the Zhang family he found 
himself enjoying increasing prosperity and day by day broadened his circle of 
acquaintances. He was made steward of the local shrine and put in charge of the 
sacrifices, and he divided the sacrificial flesh among the worshippers with 
such fairness that the elders all remarked, "What an excellent steward young 
Chen is!" Chen Ping sighed and said, "Ah, if I could only become steward of 
the empire I would divide it up in the same way as this flesh!" 

When Chen She began his uprising and became king of Chen, he sent Zhou 
Shi to seize and conquer the region of Wei and set up Wei Jiu as king of Wei, 
encountering the Qin armies in an attack on Linji. Chen Ping had earlier taken 
leave of his older brother and gone with a group of young men to Linji to serve 
the new king of Wei, who made Chen Ping his master of carriage, but paid no 
attention to his suggestions. When someone slandered Chen Ping to the king, 
he escaped and ran away. After some time, Xiang Yu invaded the region and 
reached the Yellow River, whereupon Chen Ping became a follower of his, 
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accompanying him through the Pass to the destruction of Qin. He was awarded 
a noble rank for his services. When Xiang Yu returned east to rule from the city 
of Pengcheng and the king of Han marched back from his territory to conquer 
the three kingdoms of Qin, Sima Ang, the king of Yin, revolted against Xiang 
YIJ. Xiang Yu gave Chen Ping the title of lord of Xinwu and sent him to lead 
the followers of King Jiu of Wei who were in Chu in an attack on the king of 
Yin. The king of Yin surrendered and returned to the side of Xiang Yu, 
whereupon Xiang Yu sent Xiang Han to make Chen Ping a colonel and award 
him twenty pieces of gold. Before any time had passed, however, the king of 
Han attacked and won control of the region of Yin. Xiang Yu was furious and 
set about to execute the generals and officers who were supposed to have 
conquered Yin for him. Chen Ping, fearful that he would be among those 
executed, sealed up the gold which had been awarded him and sent it back by 
messenger to Xiang Yu, while he himself, bearing only his sword, fled by a 
secret route into hiding. 

As he was crossing the Yellow River, the boatman ferrying him began to 
wonder why such a fine, good-looking man should be travelling alone. Suspect- 
ing that he was a military leader in flight and would be likely to have gold or 
jewels or other precious goods concealed about his waist, he began to eye him 
with thoughts of murder. Chen Ping, afraid of what the man might be thinking, 
stripped off his clothes until he was naked and began to help the boatman with 
his oar. The man realized then that Chen Ping had nothing concealed on him, 
and gave up the idea of murder. Eventually Chen Ping reached Xiuwu, where 
he surrendered to the king of Han. 

Chen Ping asked Wei Wuzhi to arrange an audience for him with the king 
of Han and as a result was summoned by the king. At this time Shi Fen (later 
known as "Lord Ten Thousand Piculs"), who was acting as page to the king of 
Han, took Chen Ping's calling card and led him in to the interview. After Chen 
Ping and six other guests at the interview had come forward and received gifts 
of food, the king announced, "You may return to your lodgings now." 

"I have come on special business," said Chen Ping, "and what I have to say 
cannot wait until another day." Accordingly the king began to converse with 
Chen Ping and was much pleased with him. "What was.your position under 
Xiang Yu?" he asked. "I was a colonel," replied Chen Ping. On the same day 
the king honoured Chen Ping with the rank of colonel, and made him one of his 
carriage attendants and a superintendent of the army. At this the other military 
leaders began to grumble vehemently. "The king gets hold of some runaway 



soldier from the army of Chu and, without knowing anything about his ability, 
he sets him by his side in the royal carriage and even makes him a supervisor 
over all of us who are his seniors!" But when the king heard what they were 
saying, he only continued to heap further honours on Chen Ping. 

Chen Ping eventually accompanied him in the campaign against Xiang Yu 
as far east as Pengcheng, where they were defeated by the Chu army and forced 
to retreat. The king gathered up his scattered forces and marched to Xingyang, 
where he appointed Chen Ping a lieutenant general under the command of Xin, 
the king of Hann, and sent him to garrison Guangwu. Zhou Bo, Guan Ying, and 
others of the high officers all began to speak ill of Chen Ping to the king of Han. 
"Chen Ping is a handsome man," they said, "but good looks are like jewelled 
decorations on a hat - they do not necessarily indicate that there is anything 
inside! We have heard that while he was living at home he carried on in secret 
with his brother's wife. He went to serve the king of Wei but, when he could 
get nowhere there, he ran away and joined Xiang Yu. And when he failed to 
make an impression on Xiang Yu, he ran away again and came to join us. Today 
Your Majesty has honoured him with a high position and put him in charge of 
the army. But we have heard that he is accepting money from the various 
generals - those who give a lot of money get good assignments, and those who 
give only a little get poor ones. As a subject, Chen Ping is fickle and corrupt. 
We beg you to look into the matter!" 

The king of Han, his suspicions aroused, summoned Wei Wuzhi, who had 
first recommended Chen Ping, and began to berate him. "I recommended the 
man because of his ability," Wei Wuzhi replied, "but now Your Majesty 
questions me on his behaviour! Even the most shining examples of chaste and 
loyal behaviour would be of no help in deciding our fate in battle, so why should 
Your Majesty trouble about such questions? The armies of Chu and Han are 
locked in stalemate. When I recommended this man for his ability to devise 
ingenious strategies, I was only considering whether or not his schemes could 
be of actual benefit to the state. Why should the fact that he slept with his 
brother's wife or took bribes be grounds for doubting his ability?" 

The king of Han then sent for Chen Ping and upbraided him. "I understand, 
Master Chen, that you served Wei until you found you could not get your way, 
and then you joined Xiang Yu, but left him too. Now you have decided to follow 
along with my party. Don't you think you have changed your allegiance rather 
often?" 

"I served the king of Wei," replied Chen Ping, "but he was unwilling to 
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listen to my advice. Therefore I left him and went to serve Xiang Yu. ~ u t  Ximg 
yu is incapable of trusting others. The only men he employs or shows favour 
to are members of the Xiang family or relatives of his wife. Although he has 
clever strategists, he is unwilling to use them. Hence I left him too. Then I heard 
that the king of Han knew how to use men, and so I joined Your Majesty. I came 
here naked and alone. Had I not accepted money from others, I would have had 
nothing to keep alive on. If among the schemes and plans which I have to suggest 
there are any that are worthy of attention, I hope that Your Majesty will use 
them. If there are none of use to you, I beg to be allowed to seal and hand over 
all the money in my possession, relinquish my position, and take my leave." 

With this the king of Han pardoned Chen Ping and rewarded him with 
generosity, making him colonel of the guard with supervision over all the other 
generals. After this the other generals dared say no more against him. 

Later Xiang Yu pressed his attack on the king of Han, cutting off the Han 
walled supply road and encircling the king in the city of Xingyang. After some 
time had passed the king of Han, womed by the situation, offered to make peace 
on condition that he be allowed to retain possession of all the land west of 
Xingyang, but Xiang Yu refused to listen to such terms. 

"When will this turmoil in the world ever come to an end?" the king of Han 
remarked to Chen Ping. 

Chen Ping replied, "Xiang Yu is by nature respectful and thoughtful of 
others. Hence the gentlemen of honour and integrity and the lovers of propriety 
all flock to his side. But when it comes to rewarding the achievements of others 
and conferring fiefs, he is too niggardly, and for this reason there are some men 
who will not stay with him. Your Majesty, on the other hand, is arrogant and 
unmindful of propriety, and therefore gentlemen of honour and integrity do not 
come to you. But because you are willing to enrich men with grants of temtory, 
the dull and unscrupulous, the lovers of gain and the shameless all rush to your 
side. If only each of you could lay aside his shortcomings and build up his strong 
points, then the leadership of the world might be settled once for all. But because 
Your Majesty is so wilful and insulting to others, it is impossible to win over 
men of honour and integrity! 

"And yet there is a way to bring confusion to the Chu forces. Xiang Yu has 
only a few honest and outspoken ministers such as Fan Zeng, Zhongli Mo, Long 
Ju, and Zhou Yin. Now if you were actually willing to part with 30,000 or40.000 
catties of gold, I could tempt them to revolt, bring about dissension between the 
leader and his men, and cast suspicion upon their loyalty. Xiang Yu is by nature 
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mistrustful and wary of others and quick to give credit to slanderous talk, so that 
he is sure to start executing the men within his own camp. Then you may raise 
the Han forces and attack from without and the defeat of the Chu army wi l l  be 

certain!" 
The king of Han, considering the idea a reasonable one, gave Chen Ping a 

sum of 40,000 catties of yellow gold to use as he wished, making no further 
inquiry about the matter. Chen Ping used a large part of the money to create 
dissension within the Chu army, sending a message to Zhongli Mo and the 
various other generals pointing out that, though they had won great merit in the 
service of Xiang Yu, they had in the end never been awarded grants of territory 
or become kings. He urged them to join forces with the Han to overthrow the 
Xiang family and divide up its territory among themselves. As Chen Ping had 
expected, Xiang Yu became suspicious and began to mistrust Zhongli Mo and 
the others. 

Xiang Yu's suspicions had already been aroused when he happened to send 
an envoy to the Han camp. The king of Han had a meal of all sorts of fancy 
dishes prepared and brought in but, upon seeing the envoy, he pretended to be 
thoroughly startled and said, "I supposed you were the envoy from Fan Zeng, 
but I see that you have come from Xiang Yu!" He then had the feast taken away 
and a meal of coarse food brought in and served to the envoy. The envoy returned 
and reported all that had happened to Xiang Yu who, as Chen Ping had hoped, 
grew deeply suspicious of Fan Zeng. Fan Zeng wished to make an immediate 
attack upon the city of Xingyang but Xiang Yu, because of his mistrust, refused 
to listen to this idea. When Fan Zeng heard that Xiang Yu suspected his loyalty, 
he became very angry. "The affairs of the world have been largely settled," he 
said. "You must manage things for yourself, my lord. I beg to be relieved of my 
duties and allowed to go home!" His request was granted but, before he reached 
Pengcheng, an ulcerous sore broke out on his back and he died. 

Later Chen Ping sent some 2,000 women of Xingyang out of the east gate 
at night and, while the Chu forces were rushing to attack them, he and the king 
of Han slipped out by the west gate and made their escape. Eventually they 
re-entered the Pass, gathered together more forces, and marched east again. 

The following year Han Xin conquered Qi and set himself up as king of Qi, 
sending an envoy to the king of Han to have his title confirmed. The king of 
Han was furious and began to curse the envoy, but Chen Ping restrained him by 
stepping on his foot as a hint, and when the king realized the pointlessness of 
such behaviour, he received the envoy with generosity and eventually dis- 
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~atched Zhang Liang to go and confirm Han Xin in his title of king of Qi. Chen 
Ping he enfeoffed with the district of Huyou and, by employing his ingenious 
schemes and strategies, was eventually able to destroy Xiang Yu. Later, in his 
usual capacity of colonel of the guard, Chen Ping accompanied the king of Han, 
now emperor, in his campaign to put down Zang Tu, the king of Yan. 

In the sixth year of Han someone reported to the emperor that Han Xin, 
who had been transferred from the position of king of Qi to that of king of Chu, 
was planning revolt. Emperor Gaozu consulted his generals, who unanimously 
replied, "Send troops at once to butcher the villain!" The emperor was silent for 
a while and then summoned Chen Ping and asked his opinion. Chen Ping firmly 
declined to answer, but asked instead, "What do the generals say?" When the 
emperor had told him their opinion, he asked, "Is it known that someone has 
sent in a report accusing Han Xin of revolt?" 

"Not yet," replied the emperor. 
"Does Han Xin himself know?" 

"No, he is unaware of it." 
"Who has finer soldiers, Your Majesty or Han Xin?" asked Chen Ping. 
"Mine are no better than his," said the emperor. 
"And Your Majesty's generals - are they superior to Han Xin in leading 

their men?" 
"They are no match for him!" 
"So our troops are not as well trained as his, and our generals are inferior. 

Yet if we were to call out our forces and attack him, this would be deliberately 
inciting him to battle. In my humble opinion, it would be a dangerous course 
for Your Majesty to take!" said Chen Ping. 

"Then what should we do?" asked the emperor. 
"In ancient times the Son of Heaven used to go on royal tours, and meet 

with his nobles. In the south there is a lake called Yunmeng. Your Majesty has 
only to pretend to set out on a pleasure trip to Yunmeng and arrange for the 
nobles to meet you at Chen. Chen is on the western border of Chu, so that when 
Han Xin hears that the Son of Heaven is making a harmless pleasure trip, he 
will under the circumstances undoubtedly consider it quite safe to journey to 
the border to greet you. Then, when he comes to visit, you may take him prisoner. 
All you'll need is one strong man to do the job!" 

The emperor approved of the plan and proceeded to send envoys to the 
feudal lords instructing them to meet him at Chen, "Since I shall be journeying 
south to Yunmeng." The emperor set out immediately afterward but, before he 
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reached Chen, Han Xin, as he had anticipated, came to meet him along the way. 
The emperor had prepared his guards beforehand and, when Han Xin arrived, 
ordered them to seize and bind him and place him in the rear camage. Han Xin 
sighed and said, "Now that the world has been conquered, I suppose it is time 
that I be boiled alive!" 

The emperor turned to look back at him. "Keep quiet, you!" he called. "It 
is clear you were plotting a revolt!" Then the guards tied Han Xin's hands behind 
his back and the emperor proceeded to his meeting with the nobles at Chen and 
brought the region of Chu back to order again. 

When he returned to Luoyang he pardoned Han Xin and made him marquis 
of Huaiyin. It was at this time that he awarded his meritorious ministers the split 
tallies of formal enfeoffment and settled their grants of temtory. To Chen Ping 
he awarded the split tallies to be passed on from generation to generation without 
end, making him marquis of Huyou, but Chen Ping declined to accept, saying, 
"I have done nothing to merit this." 

"By using your plans and strategies, Master Chen," said the emperor, "I 
won victory in battle and overcame my enemies. If this is not an achievement 
of merit, what is it?" 

"But if it had not been for Wei Wuzhi," said Chen Ping, "how would I ever 
have been recommended to Your Majesty?" 

"You are the sort people mean when they say, 'He never forgets his old 
friends'!" said the emperor and proceeded to reward Wei Wuzhi as well. 

The following year Chen Ping in his capacity as colonel of the guard 
accompanied the emperor in an attack upon the rebellious King Xin of Hann in 
Dai. When they finally reached Pingcheng they were surrounded by the Xiongnu 
and for seven days were unable to obtain food. Emperor Gaozu, following an 
ingenious plan suggested by Chen Ping, sent an envoy to the consort of the 
~ h a n ~ u . ~  The siege was finally raised and Gaozu managed to escape. The exact 
plan used was secret so that nowadays no one knows just what it was. 

When Gaozu was on his way south again he passed through Quni. Ascend- 
ing the city walls and gazing out over the vast number of its houses, he 
exclaimed, "What a splendid district town this is! In all my travels about the 
empire I have seen nothing to compare with this outside of Luoyang." 

Then he turned to his secretary and asked, "What is the population of 

4 
Shanyu was the title of the Xiongnu chieftain. The word is said to mean "broad and 

great". 
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Quni?" 
"Originally, during the time of Qin, it had over 30,000 households." replied 

the secretary. "But since then, what with the frequent uprisings, mmy of the 
inhabitants have fled or gone into hiding so that now there are actually only 
5,000 households." With this the emperor ordered his secretary to transfer Chen 
Ping to the position of marquis of Quni, receiving the revenue from the entire 
city, and to remove him from his former fief of Huyou. 

Chen Ping continued as before to serve as colonel of the guard, accompa- 
nying the emperor in his attacks against Chen Xi and Qng Bu. He is said to 
have devised in all six ingenious strategies, for each of which he was at once 
awarded additional grants of cities, so that his feudal holdings were six times 
enlarged. Some of the strategies were kept strictly secret, however, so that 
nowadays there is no way of determining what they were. 

Gaozu, returning from his campaign to crush Qing Bu, fell ill of a wound 
he had received and had to proceed to the capital at Chang'an by slow stages. 
When word came that Lu Wan, the king of Yan, had revolted, he appointed Fan 
Kuai as prime minister of Yan and sent him to lead an army against the rebels. 
After Fan Kuai had departed, however, someone began to speak badly of him. 
The emperor, believing the slander, was in a rage. "Fan Kuai saw that I am ill, 
and now he is hoping I will die!" he declared. On the advice of Chen Ping, he 
summoned Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, to his bedside and delivered these 
instructions: "Chen Ping is to hasten at once by relay carriage with Zhou Bo, 
who will replace Fan Kuai as commander. When Chen Ping reaches the camp, 
he is to decapitate Fan Kuai on the spot!" 

Chen Ping and Zhou Bo, having received the imperial command, set off in 
haste by relay carriage, but before they had reached the place where the army 
was camped, they began to discuss the matter between themselves as they went 
along. "Fan Kuai," they said, "is an old friend of the emperor and has won great 
merit. Moreover he is the husband of Empress Lii's younger sister Lii Xu. He 
enjoys great intimacy with the imperial family as well as high position. It is only 
because the emperor is in a rage that he wants to cut off Fan Kuai's head, and 
in all probability he will regret it later. It would be better to make Fan Kuai a 
prisoner and bring him before the emperor. Then the emperor may cany out the 
punishment in person." 

Accordingly, before they had reached the camp they halted and constructed 
an altar and, bearing the imperial credentials, summoned Fan Kuai. Fan Kuai 
appeared and accepted the emperor's command, whereupon his hands were 
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bound behind his back and he was placed in a caged cart and sent by relay to 
Chang'an. By the same order Zhou Bo took his place as commander with 
instructions to lead the army in reconquering the districts of Yan which were in 
revolt. 

While Chen Ping was on his way back to the capital, he received word that 
Emperor Gaozu had passed away. Fearful that Empress Lii and her sister Lu Xu, 
when they found out what had happened, would be angry and try to slander him, 
he hastened on ahead of Fan Kuai by relay carriage. Along the way he met an 
envoy bearing an imperial order for Chen Ping and Guan Ying to proceed to the 
oarrison at Xingyang. Chen Ping accepted the order but at once resumed his 0 

journey until he reached the palace, where he wept with profound grief for the 
deceased emperor and then, from his place before the coffin, reported to 
Empress Lu what had taken place. Empress Lu felt sorry for him and said, "Very 
well. You may go now." But Chen Ping was afraid that if he went away he would 
become the victim of slander and so he earnestly begged that he be given a 
position in the palace guards. Empress Lii accordingly made him a palace 
attendant and said, "You must act as tutor and instruct the new emperor." After 
this, although Lii Xu attempted to defame him, she was able to accomplish 
nothing. When Fan Kuai arrived in the capital he was pardoned and restored to 
his former fief and title. 

In the sixth year of Emperor Hui, Prime Minister Cao Can died, and for this 
reason Wang Ling, the marquis of Anguo, was made chancellor of the right and 
Chen Ping chancellor of the left. 

WANG LING 

Wang Ling was a native of Pei and was originally one of the most powerful 
men in the district. When Gaozu was still a commoner he treated Wang Ling 
like an older brother. Wang Ling had little education but was high spirited and 
fond of speaking his mind. 

Later, when Gaozu began his uprising in Pei and made his way to the capital 
at Xianyang, Wang Ling gathered together his own band of several thousand 
men. He stayed in the region of Nanyang, however, and was unwilling to 
become a follower of Gaozu, who was then the governor of Pei. I t  was only 
later, after Gaozu had become king of Han and returned east to attack Xiang 
Yu, that he took his forces and placed them under Gaozu's command. 

Xiang Yu seized Wang Ling's mother and held her captive in the midst of 
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his camp. When an envoy arrived from Wang Ling, Xiang Y u  seated Wang 
Ling's mother in the place of honour facing east, hoping by such favourable 
treatment to induce Wang Ling to come over to his side. When the envoy was 
leaving, Wang Ling's mother, who had come to take her leave of him in private, 
wept and said, "There is something I want you to tell my son for me. Let him 
serve the king of Han with all diligence, for the king of Han is a worthy man. 
He must not be of two minds on my account! See, I send off his envoy with the 
oift of my death!" And with this she stabbed herself with a sword and died. 
b 

Xiang Yu was enraged and had her body boiled. In the end Wang Ling joined 
the king of Han in conquering the empire but, because he was good friends with 

Yong Chi, who was an old enemy of Gaozu, and because he originally had not 
shown any inclination to join Gaozu, he was not enfeoffed until rather late, being 
made marquis of Anguo. 

Two years after Wang Ling took office as chancellor of the right, Emperor 
Hui passed away. Empress Lu, who wanted to set up the members of her own 
family as kings, asked Wang Ling's opinion, but he replied, "That cannot be 
done!" When she asked Chen Ping's opinion, however, he said there was no 
objection. Imtated at Wang Ling, the empress pretended to promote him by 

5 
making him grand tutor to the emperor, but in fact she ceased to pay any more 
attention to him. Wang Ling angrily resigned from his position on grounds of 
illness, shut the gates of his house, and no longer appeared at court functions. 
He died in the seventh year of Empress Lii's reign. 

SHEN YIJI 

After Wang Ling resigned as chancellor of the right, Empress Lii transferred 
Chen Ping to the position of chancellor of the right and appointed Shen Yiji, the 
marquis of Biyang, to Chen Ping's former position of chancellor of the left. The 
chancellor of the left, however, did not use the government offices, but conduct- 
ed his affairs from the palace itself. 

Shen Yiji was also a native of Pei. When Gaozu was defeated at Pengcheng 
and forced to flee west, Xiang Yu seized his father and Empress Lu and held 
them as hostages. Shen Yiji at this time acted as their attendant and waited on 
Empress Lii. Later he accompanied Gaozu in the final defeat of Xiang Yu and 

5 
The child whom Empress Lii put on the throne after the death of her son, Emperor Hui. 

She herself continued as before to wield the actual power. 
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was made a marquis. He enjoyed great favour with Empress Lu and, when he 
became chancellor and attended her in the palace, all the other officials were 
obliged to go through him before they could get anything done. 

Lu Xu, the empress's young sister, on a number of occasions spoke ill of 
Chen Ping because he had once in the past plotted the arrest of her husband, Fan 
Kuai, for Emperor Gaozu. "Since Chen Ping became chancellor, he pays no 
attention to his duties," she declared, "but spends his days drinking fine wines 
and dallying with women!" Chen Ping, aware of what was being said of him, 
only indulged himself more openly each day. When Empress Lu heard of this 
she was secretly pleased,6 but for the sake of appearances she questioned him 
about the things which Lu Xu was saying. "The proverb has it that 'what comes 
from the mouths of women and children is not worth listening to'," she said. 
"All that matters is how you get along with me! You need have no fear of Lii 
Xu's slander." 

When Empress Lu proposed setting up members of her family as kings, 
Chen Ping pretended to agree with the idea but, after the empress had passed 
away, he joined with the grand commandant Zhou Bo in the plot whereby they 
eventually overthrew the Lu family and set up Emperor Wen the Filial. Chen 
Ping was in fact the originator of the plot. Shen Yiji resigned from his position 
of chancellor of the left. 

After Emperor Wen came to the throne Chen Ping, considering that Zhou 
Bo had won signal merit by personally leading the army in the overthrow of the 
Lu family, wished to yield the place of honour to him and so he pleaded illness 
and resigned. Emperor Wen, who had just ascended the throne, was suspicious 
of Chen Ping's protestations of illness and questioned him. "While Gaozu was 
living," replied Chen Ping, "Zhou Bo did not win as much merit as I, but in the 
overthrow of the Lu family my merit is no match for his. Therefore I wish to 
yield the position of chancellor of the right to him." Emperor Wen accordingly 
made Zhou Bo the chancellor of the right, ranking first among the officials, and 
transferred Chen Ping to the secondary rank of chancellor of the left. He awarded 
Chen Ping 1,000 catties of gold and increased his fief by 3,000 households. 

A short while later, when Emperor Wen had grown somewhat accustomed 
to handling affairs of state, he one day at court asked Zhou Bo, tne chancellor 
of the right, "How many law cases are there in the empire in one year?" 

6 
Because he was not attempting to exercise his authority but leaving everything to her 

favourite. Shen Yiji. 
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"I do not know," replied Zhou Bo apologetically. 
"And what is the annual revenue and expenditure of the government in 

currency and grain?" asked the emperor. 
Again Zhou Bo apologetically replied, "I do not know," and the sweat 

~oured  down and drenched his back, so chagrined was he at being unable to 
answer. 

With this the emperor questioned the chancellor of the left, Chen Ping. 
"There are men who handle such matters," replied Chen Ping. 

"And who are the men who handle them?" asked the emperor. 
"If Your Majesty would know about law cases," said Chen Ping, "you must 

ask the commandant of justice, and if you would know about matters of revenue 
and grain, you must inquire of the secretary in charge of grain." 

"If each matter has someone in charge," said the emperor, "what sort of 
matters, may I ask, do you handle?" 

"Forgive me if I speak too boldly," said Chen Ping, apologizing. "Your 
Majesty, unaware of how stupid and inferior a person I am, has been pleased to 

7 
honour me with the position of prime minister in spite of my unworthiness. It 
is the duty of the prime minister to be an aid to the Son of Heaven above, to 
adjust the forces of the yin and yang, and to see that all proceeds in accordance 
with the four seasons. At the same time he must strive to nourish the best in all 
creatures, bring order to the feudal lords and barbarian tribes surrounding the 
country, and within the state to win over the common people and see to it that 
each of the other ministers and officials performs his proper duties." 

Emperor Wen was pleased with the speech. Zhou Bo, however, still greatly 
embarrassed by the incident, began to berate Chen Ping when they got outside. 
"Why didn't you tell me before how to answer such questions?" he demanded. 

Chen Ping laughed and replied, "Since you hold the position, how is it you 
do not know what your duties are? I suppose if His Majesty had asked you how 
many thieves there are in the city of Chang'an, you would have felt obliged to 
try to answer that too!" After this Zhou Bo came to realize how vastly inferior 
he was in ability to Chen Ping. Some time later Zhou Bo pleaded illness and 
retired from the position of chancellor, leaving Chen Ping to occupy the post 
alone. 

I 
1.e.. chancellor. At this time the old position of prime minister was called chancellor and 

divided between the two men, but the two titles prime minister and chancellor were used 
interchangeably. 
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In the second year of Emperor Wen (178 BC) Chen Ping died. He was 
awarded the posthumous title of "Xian" or "Wise Marquis". His son Chen Mai, 
Marquis Gong, succeeded to the title but died two years later. Mai's son Chen 
Hui, Marquis Jim, succeeded to the title and died twenty-three years later. Hui's 
son Chen He succeeded to the title, but twenty-three years later he was convicted 
of making off with another man's wife and condemned to execution in the 
market-place and his fief was taken away. 

Chen Ping used to say, "I have engaged in many secret plottings, a thing 
forbidden by Taoist teachings. If my heirs should ever lose their position, that 
would be the end. They could never regain it because of the many secret injuries 
which I have done!" As it happened, much later Chen Ping's great-grandson 
Chen Zhang, who was related by marriage to the powerful Wei family,' asked 
to have the fief restored to the Chen family, but his request was never granted. 

The Grand Historian remarks: From the time Chen Ping was a young man 
he was fond of the teachings of the Yellow Emperor and Lao Zi, and while he 
was carving up the sacrificial meats on the altar of the neighbourhood shrine his 
ambitions were already far away. He went from one camp to another, suffering 
hardship and danger, until at last he joined Gaozu. Under Gaozu he again and 
again devised ingenious plans, found a way out of the most perplexing crises, 
and solved the ills of the state. Later, during the reign of Empress Lii, although 
the situation at court was complex and delicate, he managed in the end not only 
to.save himself from h a m  but to assure the safety of the dynasty's ancestral 
temples as well, so that he died surrounded by fame and praised as a wise and 
worthy statesman. Is this not what it means to be "good at starting things and 
good at finishing them"? Surely only a man who knows how to plan can 
accomplish such deeds as these! 

8 
His wife was a younger sister of  Lady Wei, a favourite concubine of Emperor Wu. 
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SHZ JI 89: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF 
ZHANG ER AND CHEN YU 

They subjugated Zhao, blocked Changshan, and added to these the area of 
Henei; they weakened the power of Chu and made manifest to the world 
the good faith of Han. Thus I made "The Biographies of Zhang Er and Chen 
Y u". 

Zhang Er was a man of Daliang in Wei. In his youth he became a follower 
of Wuji, prince of Wei, but later fled into hiding and journeyed to Waihuang. 
In Waihuang there lived a rich man who had a very beautiful daughter. He 
married her to a day labourer, but she deserted her husband and ran away to the 
home of one of her father's followers. This man had known Zhang Er for some 
time, and he said to the girl, "If you are determined to find a worthy husband, 
you should give yourself to Zhang Er!" The girl consenting, he asked her father 
on her behalf that the former marriage be dissolved and she be given to Zhang 
Er. Zhang Er at the time was travelling about in order to elude his pursuers, but 
the girl's family provided him with such a generous dowry and allowance that 
he was able to attract a band of followers from hundreds of miles around. 
Eventually he became an official of Wei, serving as magistrate of Waihuang, 
and his worth became increasingly renowned. 

Chen Yu was also a native of Daliang. He was fond of Confucian studies 
and from time to time travelled to Kuxing in Zhao. There a wealthy man of the 
Gongcheng family gave him his daughter for a wife because he recognized that 
Chen Yu was no ordinary man. 

Chen Yu was younger than Zhang Er and looked up to him as a father. The 
two men were such fast friends that they would have died for each other. 

At the time when Qin destroyed the city of Daliang, Zhang Er was making 
his home in Waihuang. While Gaozu was still a commoner, he frequently 
journeyed to join Zhang Er, remaining as his guest for several months. In the 
years following the destruction of the state of Wei both Zhang Er and Chen Yu 
became famous as prominent gentlemen of Wei. The Qin government, hearing 
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of their fame, sought their capture, offering a reward of 1,000 gold pieces for 
Zhang Er and 500 for Chen Yu. The two men assumed false names and 
journeyed to the region of Chen where they became village gate keepers to make 
a living. 

One day the two men were sitting on opposite sides of the gate when one 
of the village officials accused Chen Yu of some fault and began to beat him. . 
Chen Yu was about to jump up and resist, but Zhang Er, stepping on his foot, 
signalled him to sit still and take the beating. When the official had gone on, 
Zhang Er pulled Chen Yu aside into a mulberry grove and began to berate him. 
"What about all the big things you and I have planned? Just because you have 
suffered some petty insult, are you going to throw away your life now on one 
little official?" Chen Yu admitted that Zhang Er was right. When Qin sent an 
edict offering a reward for the capture of the two men they calmly used their 
position as gate keepers to convey the order to the village. 

When Chen She began his uprising in Qi, and reached Chen with a force 
of 20,000 or 30,000 men, Zhang Er and Chen Yu presented their names and 
requested an audience. Chen She and his followers had in the past often heard 
of the worth of the two men but had never met them. When they appeared before 
Chen She he was delighted with them. 

The elders and prominent men of Chen advised Chen She, saying, "You 
have buckled on your amour and taken up your sword to lead your army in 
punishing the violence of Qin and setting up once more Chu's altars of the soil 
and grain. You have preserved the perishing and restored that which was cut 
off, and your merit and virtue deserve the position of king. Moreover, if you 
hope to lead and direct the other generals of the empire it is imperative that you 
become a king. We beg you to declare yourself king of Chu!" 

Chen She questioned Zhang Er and Chen Yu about this, and they replied, 
"Qin has worked great evil, destroying states, overthrowing their sacred altars, 
wiping out their heirs, exhausting the strength of the common people, and using 
up their wealth. Now, your eyes fired with indignation and your heart steeled 
against all danger, you have fearlessly embarked upon a plan of incalculable 
risk in order to rid the world of this scourge. But, having only just reached Chen, 
should you at once make yourself a king, it would appear to the world that you 
were acting out of selfish interest. We beg you not to become king, but to lead 

I 
Pan of Qin's policy of preventing the formation of possible centres of resistance. 
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your troops west and dispatch envoys to re-establish the heirs of the Six 
Kingdoms. Thus you will create allies for yourself and increase the number of 
Qin's foes. If Qin faces many foes, its power will be divided, while if you have 
many friends, your forces will be strengthened. This way you will meet no 
opposing armies in the field and no defenders in the cities, and you may punish 
the violence of Qin, occupy the capital of Xianyang, and give orders to the 
nobles. When the nobles who were once deposed find themselves set up again, 
they will bow before your will in gratitude. In this way you can make yourself 
emperor of a new dynasty. But now if you alone make yourself a king in Chen, 
we fear that the rest of the world will desert you!" 

Chen She, however, did not listen to their advice but in the end set himself 
up as a king. Chen Yu again advised Chen She, saying, "You have raised the 
armies of Wei and Chu and sent them west, intent only upon penetrating the 
Pass, but you have not yet gained control of the area north of the Yellow River. 
I once spent some time in Zhao and I am familiar with the prominent families 
and the configuration of the land there. I beg you to give me a force of surprise 
troops with which to march north and seize the region of Zhao!" 

With this Chen She made Wu Chen, a native of Chen whom he had known 
for a long time, a general, with Shao Sao as his lieutenant general and Zhang Er 
and Chen Yu as colonels of the left and right, and assigned them a force of 3,000 
men to march north and seize the region of Zhao. Wu Chen and his group crossed 
the Yellow River at the White Horse Ford and marched from district to district, 
addressing the prominent men in each place in these words: 

"For twenty or thirty years now, Qin with its turbulent rule and cruel laws 
has oppressed the world. In the north we have had the labour gangs on the Long 
Wall, in the south the garrisons of the Five Ranges, until all is unrest within and 
without the nation. The common people are exhausted, and yet the officials 
continue to count heads and demand from each his basketful of grain tax to 
supply the wants of the army. The wealth of the people is used up, their strength 
is gone, and they have no way to keep alive. And, on top of this, Qin adds its 
harsh laws and stem punishments, setting the fathers and sons of the empire to 
strife. When King Chen raised his army and led the world in the song of revolt, 
he ruled only the land of Chu, but for 2,000 miles on every side there were none 
who failed to echo his cry. Family by family they rose up in anger; man by man 
they fought. Each avenged his wrongs and attacked his foes, in the districts 
murdering the magistrates and their aides, in the provinces killing the governors 
and their guards. Now King Chen has made Chu great again and rules in Chen. 
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and has sent Wu Guang and Zhou Wen with their forces of 1,000,000 men west 
to attack Qin. Anyone who at such a time as this does not earn the right to a fief 
for himself is no true hero. Consult with each other, gentlemen, and see if you 
do not agree. The world has long suffered under Qin and is of one heart. Now 
you may rely upon the strength of the world, attack this unprincipled ruler, 
avenge the wrongs of your fathers and brothers, and earn for yourselves a grant 
of territory, a piece of land! Such a chance comes to a man only once!" 

The men of prominence all approved his words and, gathering soldiers until 
they had a force of 20,000 or 30,000 men, awarded Wu Chen the title of lord of 
Wuxin and conquered ten cities of Zhao. But the other cities held fast and refused 
to surrender. Thereupon they led their troops to the northeast to attack Fanyang. 

Kuai Tong, a man of Fanyang, went to speak with the magistrate of 
Fanyang. "The rumour reached me that you were about to die, and so I came to 
convey my condolences. On the other hand, since you now have me to save your 
life, I offer my congratulations." 

"Why should you come with condolences?" asked the magistrate. 

"Qin's laws are stem. You have been the magistrate of Fanyang for ten 
years and the fathers you have killed, the orphans you have made, the feet you 
have chopped off, the heads you have branded are beyond counting. The only 
reason that all the loving fathers and filial sons have not dared to thrust their 
swords into your belly is that they fear the laws of Qin. But now the world is in 
such confusion that Qin's laws are no longer effective. And so the loving fathers 
and filial sons will now proceed to thrust their swords into your belly and make 
a name for themselves. This is why I have come to convey my condolences. 

"The nobles are now revolting against Qin, and Wu Chen, the lord of 
Wuxin, and his army draw near. If you attempt to hold the city of Fanyang, the 
young men will rise up and kill you and surrender to him. If, however, you will 
send me at once to visit him, you can turn misfortune into fortune. But the time 
to act is now!" 

The magistrate of Fanyang accordingly dispatched Kuai Tong to visit Wu 
Chen. "In your view," said Kuai Tong, "you must win victory in battle before 
you can subjugate the region, and attack arld seize the cities before you can make 
them surrender. In my opinion, however, this is a mistake. If you are willing to 
listen to my plan, you can capture cities without an attack, subjugate the land 
without a battle, and by mere proclamation win control of a thousand miles. 
How would that be?" 

"And what is your plan?" asked Wu Chen. 
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"By rights the magistrate of Fanyang should dispose his soldiers and fight 
for the defence of the city. But he is such a coward and so fearful of death, so 
greedy for honour, that he would be the first man in the empire to surrender to 
you if he were not afraid that, because he served as an official under Qin, you 
would execute him as you did those in the other ten cities you captured. On the 
other hand the young men of Fanyang are about to kill the magistrate themselves 
and defend the city against you. Why do you not give me the seals of enfeoffment 
for a marquis and let me take them to the magistrate? In that case he will surely 
surrender the city to you, and the young men will not dare to kill him. Then you 
can put him in a fine carriage with vermilion wheels and flowered hubs and send 
him parading in front of the cities of Yan and Zhao. Everyone who sees him 
there will exclaim with delight, 'So this is the magistrate of Fanyang who 
surrendered before anyone else!', and the lands of Yan and Zhao will submit to 
you without a battle. This is what I mean by winning a thousand miles by mere 
proclamation." 

Wu Chen followed Kuai Tong's advice and sent him to present the magis- 
trate of Fanyang with the seals of a marquis. When news of this spread through 
the region of Zhao, over thirty cities surrendered to him without a fight and he 
marched on to Handan. 

There Zhang Er and Chen Yu received word that Zhou Wen's army had 
entered the Pass and reached as far as Xi, but had been forced to retreat. They 
also heard that many of the generals who had been dispatched by Chen She to 
subjugate various regions had been slandered or unjustly accused of some crime 
and executed. Resenting the fact that Chen She had not listened to their advice 
and had made them colonels instead of generals, they counselled Wu Chen, 
saying, "Chen She began his uprising in Qi and when he got to Chen he became 
a king. It is not necessary that a man be a descendant of the rulers of the Six 
Kingdoms in order to sit on a throne. Now with an army of only 3,000 you have 
conquered twenty or thirty cities of Zhao and sit here all alone in the area north 
of the Yellow River. If you do not become a king, you cannot keep the region 
under control. Moreover, Chen She is apt to listen to all sorts of slander, and 
when you return to him and make your report, it is unlikely that you will escape 
misfortune. Anyway, if it were left to Chen She to select a king for Zhao, he 
would certainly set up one of his own relatives, or if not, the heir of the former 
royal family, rather than you. You must not let this opportunity slip away! Time 
will not wait the drawing of a breath!" 

Wu Chen followed their advice and set himself up as king of Zhao, making 
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Chen Yu his commanding general, Zhang Er minister of the right, and Shao Sao 
minister of the left, and sent an envoy to report what he had done to Chen She. 
Chen She was furious and was about to exterminate the families of Wu Chen 
and the others and send troops to attack Zhao, but his chief minister, Cai Ci, 
opposed him. "Qin has not yet been destroyed and still you wish to execute the 
families of Wu Chen and the others. This will only create a second Qin to plague 
us! It would be better to go along with what they have done, congratulate them 
on their new positions, and get them to lead their troops west to attack Qin." 

Chen She, realizing the truth of what he said, followed his advice, but 
moved the families of Wu Chen and the others to his palace and kept them in 
bonds. He enfeoffed Zhang Er's son, Zhang Ao, as lord of Chengdu, and sent 
an envoy to congratulate the king of Zhao and give him an order urging him to 
send troops west to enter the Pass. 

Zhang Er and Chen Yu advised Wu Chen, saying, "It was not Chen She's 
intention that you become king of Zhao. He has only approved of the move for 
reasons of expedience and, when he has finished destroying Qin, he will 
certainly send troops against us. We beg you not to send your men west, but to 
march north and subjugate Yan and Dai, and in the south to gain control of 
Henei, and thus broaden the area under your rule. If you occupy the Yellow 
River in the south and hold possession of Yan'and Dai in the north, Chen She, 
even if he is victorious over Qin, will not dare try to impose his will upon Zhao." 

Wu Chen approved their suggestion and accordingly sent no troops west, 
but instead dispatched Han Guang to seize Yan, Li Liang to seize Changshan, 
and Zhang Yan to seize Shangdang. 

When Han Guang reached Yan the people of Yan made him their king. Wu 
Chen, accompanied by Zhang Er and Chen Yu, marched north to subjugate the 
region on the border of Yan, but Wu Chen, the king of Zhao, attempting a secret 
excursion, was captured by the Yan army. The general of Yan imprisoned him 
and demanded half the territory of Zhao as the price of his return. Envoys were 
sent from Zhao, but Yan each time murdered them in order to force its demand 
for territory. Zhang Er and Chen Yu were deeply distressed. Then one of the 
menials in their camp took leave of his fellow soldiers and announced, "I will 
go talk to Yan for the gentlemen and come riding back with the king of Zhao!" 

"Already over ten envoys have been sent and they have all been killed. How 
could you possibly get the king back?" his comrades replied, laughing. But the 
man ran up to the city walls of Yan and, when he was brought before the general 
of Yan, he said, "Do you know why I have come?" 
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"Because you hope to get back the king of Zhao," replied the Yan general. 

"110 you know what sort of men Zhang Er and Chen Yu are?" 

"Worthy men," said the general. 

"And do you know what it is they hope to do?" 

"Get back their king, that is all." 
The soldier laughed and said, "Then you do not understand the ambitions 

of these two men. Wu Chen, Zhang Er, and Chen Yu brandished their horse- 
whips and conquered twenty or thirty cities of Zhao and, when they were done, 
each hoped to face south and become a king. How could any of them be satisfied 
to remain a minister? There is a world of difference between being a minister 
and being a ruler. It is simply that, their power being only just established, they 
did not dare to divide the temtory into three parts and all become kings. So for 
the time being they have made Wu Chen the king, because he is the oldest, in 
order to win the support of the people of Zhao. 

"But after the region of Zhao had been completely conquered, these two 
men hoped to seize their share of Zhao and become kings as well, only they had 
not yet found the opportunity. Now you have made the king of Zhao your 
prisoner, and while these two men pretend to be seeking his release, they in fact 
hope that you will kill him so that they can divide up Zhao and make themselves 
kings. If Zhao with one king is contemptuous of Yan's power, how will it be 
when it has two wise kings, marching hand in hand to punish you for the crime 
of regicide! The destruction of Yan will be an easy matter then!" 

The general of Yan, believing that he spoke the truth, released the king of 
Zhao and the menial soldier drove with him back to the camp. 

Li Liang, having subjugated Changshan, returned to report to the king of 
Zhao, who sent him out once more, this time to seize Taiyuan. He advanced as 
far as Shiyi but, since the Qin forces were blocking the Jing Gorge, he could go 
no farther. The general of the Qin army forged a letter in the name of the envoy 
of the Second Emperor and sent it to Li Liang, purposely leaving it unsealed. 
The letter read: 

You once served me in the past, and at that time enjoyed my favour 
and confidence. If you are willing to turn against Zhao and work for 
Qin, your crimes will be forgiven and you will again obtain honour. 

When Li Liang received the letter he was suspicious and did not believe it. 
He turned back and started for Handan to ask for more troops, but before he had 
reached the city he met the elder sister of the king of Zhao coming along the 
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road on her way from a drinking party, accompanied by over 100 horsemen. 
When Li Liang saw them approaching in the distance, he supposed it to be the 
king's entourage and dismounted and bowed by the side of the road in obeisance. 
The king's sister when she passed by was too drunk to recognize the genera] 
and merely dispatched one of her horsemen to acknowledge his greeting. Li 
Liang, being a man of high position, rose to his feet in great embarrassment, 
believing that he had shamed himself in the sight of his officers. One of his men 
spoke up: "Now that the world is in revolt against Qin, those with the greatest 
ability should become kings first. The king of Zhao was originally far inferior 
to you, general, and yet this woman does not even get down from her caniage 
to greet you! Let me go after her and kill her!" 

Li Liang had already received the letter from Qin and actually wanted to 
revolt against Zhao, though he had not yet made up his mind. Now, however, 
he was so enraged that he sent his men to pursue and kill the king's sister on the 
road, and then led his forces to attack Handan. He took Handan completely by 
surprise and succeeded in killing Wu Chen and Shao Sao. A number of men of 
Zhao who were acting as spies for Zhang Er and Chen Yu reported to them what 
was happening, so that they were able to escape. 

Zhang Er and Chen Yu gathered together the scattered forces of Zhao and 
had obtained an army of 20,000 or 30,000 men when one of Zhmg Er's retainers 
advised him, saying, "You two gentlemen have journeyed from another state 
and hope to win the loyalties of Zhao, but this is very difficult. Only if you set 
up the heir of the royal family of Zhao and support your cause with the claims 
of justice can you hope to succeed." 

With this they sought out Zhao Xie and made him king of Zhao with his 
residence in Xindu. Li Liang advanced with his forces to attack Chen Yu but 
was defeated. He fled and joined the Qin general Zhang Han, who led his army 
to.Handan, moved the entire population to Henei, and levelled the walls and 
fortifications of the city. 

Zhang Er and King Xie of Zhao fled to the city of Julu, where they were 
surrounded by the Qin general Wang Li. Chen Yu marched north to levy troops 
from Changshan, obtaining a force of 20,000 or 30,000, and camped north of 
Julu. Zhang Han stationed his army at Jiyuan south of Julu and built a walled 
road connecting it with the Yellow River in order to keep Wang Li supplied 
with provisions. Thus Wang Li's men had plenty of food and pressed their attack 
upon Julu. 

Within the city food was scarce and the number of defenders small. Zhang 
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Er repeatedly sent messengers to Chen Yu asking him to advance, but Chen YU 
considered that his forces were too small in number to face the Qin armies and 
for several months did not dare to advance. 

Zhmg Er was in a rage and. deeply angered at Chen Yu, sent Zhang Yan 
and Chen Shi to rebuke him, saying, "Once you and I swore to be tnre to each 
other whatever might come. Now the king and I from dawn to dusk face 
imminent death, but you with your thousands of troops refuse to come to our 
rescue. Is this the way you die for your friend? If you care anything for honour, 
why do you not close with the Qin armies and die with us? There is still one 
chance in ten that we may come through!" 

"Though I were to advance," replied Chen Yu, "1 do not believe I could 
ever succeed in rescuing the men of Zhao. I would only be throwing away my 
army for nothing. The reason I do not die with the others now is that I hope some 
day to make Qin pay for the fate of the king of Zhao and my friend Zhang Er. 
To die with the others now would be but to throw one more morsel of meat to 
a starving tiger. What would it profit anyone?" 

"The situation is very grave!" said Zhang Yan and Chen Shi. "It is 
imperative that you die with the others for the sake of honour. Why think about 
what will happen later?" 

"I can see no profit in my death. If you insist, however, I will give you 5,000 
of my men," and he ordered Zhang Yan and Chen Shi to lead a force of 5,000 
in a trial attack upon the Qin m y .  The entire group was wiped out. 

At this time Yan, Qi, and Chu, hearing of Zhao's distress, all came with 
their forces to rescue it. In addition Zhang Er's son Zhang Ao amved with a 
force of over 10,000 men which he had gathered in Dai in the north. All made 
their fortifications alongside Chen Yu, but none dared to attack Qin. 

Xiang Yu several times cut Zhang Han's supply road, so that Wang Li's 
army grew short of provisions. Xiang Yu then led his whole force across the 
Yellow River and succeeded in defeating Zhang Han. After Zhang Han had 
retreated with his men, the other nobles at last ventured to attack and surround 
the Qin army at Julu. Wang Li was taken prisoner and a second Qin general, 
She Jian, committed suicide. Thus it was the might of Xiang Yu which 
eventually saved the city of Julu. 

King Xie of Zhao and Zhang Er, finally able to leave Julu, expressed their 
gratitude to the other nobles. When Zhang Er came face to face with Chen Yu, 
he berated him for failing to come to the rescue of Zhao, and asked where Zhang 
Yan and Chen Shi were. 
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"Zhang Yan and Chen Shi," replied Chen Yu, "came rebuking me and 
telling me 1 must die. I sent them ahead with a force of 5,000 men to test the 
power of the Qin army. They were all killed. No one escaped!" 

Zhang Er, however, refused to believe him but, suspecting that he had 
murdered them, continued to question Chen Yu. "I did not think your hatred for 
me was so deep!" said Chen Yu in anger. "Do you suppose I care whether I keep 
the post of general or not?" With this he undid his general's seal-cords and 
offered the seals to Zhang Er, but Zhang Er was too startled to accept them. 

When Chen Yu rose and left to go to the toilet, one of Zhang Er's retainers 
spoke to Zhang Er. "They say that if you do not accept something when Heaven 
offers it to you, you will incur misfortune instead. Now General Chen Yu has 
given you his seals. If you do not take them you will arouse the i l l  will of Heaven! 
Hurry up and take them!" 

Zhang Er thereupon hung the seals from his own girdle, thus assuming 
command of Chen Yu's troops. When Chen Yu returned, he found to his deep 
resentment that Zhang Er had not declined his offer, and he at once hurried from 
the place. Thus Zhang Er took over his troops and Chen Yu, left with only a few 
hundred of his former men who had been closest to him, went off to the swamps 
along the Yellow River to make his living by hunting and fishing. From this 
time on, Chen Yu and Zhang Er were enemies. 

King Xie of Zhao returned to his residence in Xindu, and Zhang Er followed 
Xiang Yu and the other nobles through the Pass. In the first year of Han, the 
second month, Xiang Yu set up the various nobles as kings. Zhang Er had in the 
past travelled a good deal and had many friends who spoke on his behalf. Xiang 
Yu himself had often heard reports of Zhang Er's worth, and so he divided the 
region of Zhao and made Zhang Er the king of Changshan, ruling from Xindu, 
which he renamed Xiangguo. Many of Chen Yu's former retainers pleaded with 
Xiang Yu, claiming that Chen Yu and Zhang Er had won equal merit in Zhao. 
Xiang Yu could not forget that Chen Yu had failed to accompany him through 
the Pass, but when he heard that Chen Yu was in Nanpi, he enfeoffed him with 
the three surrounding districts. King Xie of Zhao he transferred to the position 
of king of Dai. 

When Zhang Er proceeded to his kingdom Chen Yu grew more and more 
resentful. "Zhang Er and I have won equal merit," he complained, "and yet 
Zhang Er is a king and I am only a marquis. Such is the injustice of Xiang Yu!" 

When Tian Rong, king of Qi, revolted against Xiang Yu, Chen Yu sent Xia 
Yue as his envoy to speak with Tian Rong. "Xiang Yu's actions as ruler of the 
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empire have been unjust. He has made all his own generals kings of the best 
lands, and moved the former kings to poorer territories. Now he has sent the 
king of Zhao to live in Dai. I beg you to lend me troops so that I may make 
Nanpi a protecting barrier for you." 

Tian Rong hoped to create allies in Zhao who would turn the state against 
Xiang Yu and so he dispatched troops to serve under Chen Yu. Chen Yu then 
raised all the forces of the three districts in his possession and led his men in a 
surprise attack on Zhang Er, king of Changshan. Zhang Er fled in defeat. 

Zhang Er considered whether there were any of the nobles he could turn to. 
"The king of Han and I were friends in old times. Yet Xiang Yu is also powerful 
and it was he who made me a king. Perhaps I should go to Xiang Yu ..." 

But Lord Gan said to him, "When the king of Han entered the Pass the five 
planets appeared in conjunction in the constellation of the Eastern Well. The 
Eastern Well is the portion of the heavens belonging to Qin, so that whoever 
reached Qin first must become its ruler. Although Xiang Yu is powerful he came 
later and therefore he will undoubtedly bow before the king of Han!" 

Because of this Zhang Er fled to join the king of Han. When the king 
returned to conquer the three kingdoms of Qin and was besieging Zhang Han 
at Feiqiu, Zhang Er went to visit him and was received with generosity. 

After Chen Yu had defeated Zhang Er he gained control of all the region 
of Zhao once more and sent to fetch the former king from Dai and make him 
king of Zhao again. The king of Zhao, much indebted to Chen Yu, made Chen 
Y u king of Dai in his place. Because the king of Zhao was still in a weak position 
and his kingdom had only just been reconquered, Chen Yu did not proceed to 
his own kingdom but remained behind to advise the king, sending Xia Yue to 
act as prime minister of Dai and guard his kingdom for him. 

In the second year of Han, when the king of Han marched east to attack 
Xiang Yu, he sent an envoy to ask Zhao to join him. "If the king of Han will 
kill Zhang Er," Chen Yu replied, "we will join the attack." 

The king of Han made a search for someone who resembled Zhang Er and, 
when a man was found, executed him and had his head sent to Chen Yu. Chen 
Yu then dispatched troops to aid the Han army. The Han forces, however, were 
defeated west of Pengcheng, and Chen Yu, discovering that Zhang Er was still 
alive, deserted from the side of Han. 

In the third year of Han, after Han Xin had conquered Wei, he was sent 
with Zhang Er through the Jing Gorge to attack Zhao. Han Xin defeated Zhao, 
executed Chen Yu on the banks of the Qi River, and pursued and killed Xie, the 
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king of Zhao, at Xiangguo. Zhang Er was made king of Zhao in his place. 
In the fifth year of Han, Zhang Er died and was given the posthumous title 

"Brilliant King". His son Zhang Ao succeeded to the throne as king of Zhao. 
Emperor Gaozu's oldest daughter, Princess Yuan of Lu, became his consort. 

In the seventh year of Han, Gaozu visited Zhao on his way from Pingcheng. 
Zhang Ao, as king of Zhao, 'morning and evening bared his shoulders, donned 
sleeve guards and apron, and served the emperor his meals in person, conducting 
himself with the deepest humility and waiting upoil the emperor in the manner 
befitting a son-in-law. Gaozu for his part sprawled about and abused Zhang Ao, 
treating him with the utmost contempt. Guan Gao, the prime minister of Zhao, 
Zhao Wu, and others, men over sixty who had formerly been retainers of Zhang 
Er and were inclined to be strong willed, were infuriated. "Our king is a 
weakling!" they said and went to talk to Zhang Ao. 

"When the brave men of the world rose in arms," they said, "those with real 
ability became kings first. Now you wait upon the emperor with the utmost 
courtesy, but he shows no regard for etiquette. We beg to kill him for you!" 

Zhang Ao bit his finger until he drew blood and replied, "How can you 
speak in such error! When my father lost his kingdom, it was by the aid of the 
emperor that he recovered it. Now the goodness of the emperor has extended to 
me, his heir. Every particle I possess is due to the emperor's power. I beg you, 
speak no more of this!" 

Guan Gao, Zhao Wu, and the other ten or more with them all replied, "We 
were at fault. Our king is a virtuous man and will not betray a debt of gratitude. 
But we believe that the just should suffer no insult. We were enraged that the 
emperor should insult our king, and therefore we thought to kill him. We surely 
had no thought of staining our sovereign's conduct. If the affair had succeeded, 
we would have attributed it to you, but if it had failed, we alone would have 
faced trial." 

In the eighth year of Han the emperor passed through Zhao on his way back 
from Dongyuan. Guan Gao and the others hid a man in the wall of the post 
station at Boren to attack him. The emperor was about to stop for the night but, 
suddenly growing uneasy, he asked, "What is the name of this district?" 

"Boren," he was told. 

"Boren - 'pursue a man' (bo ren)? Am I pursued by someone?" he 
exclaimed, and departed without spending the night. 

In the ninth year of Han some family that bore a grudge against Guan Gao 
learned that he was plotting against the emperor and reported his treason to the 
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throne. The emperor had the king of Zhao, Guan Gao, and all the others seized. 
Each of the other ten or more men implicated was hunying to be the first to cut 
his throat, but Guan Gao, who alone made no move in that direction, cursed 
them all angrily. "Who was it that ordered you to revolt in the fint place? The 
king had nothing to do with the plot! Yet now he has k e n  amsted along with 
the rest of us. If all of you are dead, who is to testify that the king is innocent?" 

They were put into caged carts and brought under lock to Chang'an, along 
with the king, Zhang Ao, where an investigation into the king's guilt was begun. 
Although the emperor issued an edict warning that any of the ministers or 
retainers of Zhao who dared to accompany the king would be executed along 
with their families, Meng Shu and ten or more other retainers shaved their heads, 
put collars around their necks and, in the disguise of slaves of the king's 
household, accompanied him to the capital. 

When Gum Gao was brought before the inquisitors he told them, "I and 
my group alone are responsible. The king knew nothing about it!" The prison 
guards, hoping to force a confession, gave him several thousand lashes and stuck 
him with needles until there was no spot on his body left to pierce, but he would 
say nothing more. 

Empress Lii several times told the emperor that since Zhang Ao was the 
husband of her daughter, Princess Yuan of Lu, it was not right that he should be 
tr,eated in such a way, but the emperor refused to listen and replied angrily, "If 
I were planning to give away the empire to Zhang Ao; what difference would 
anyone like your daughter make anyway?" 

The commandant of justice reported the results of the investigation and 
Guan Gao's words. "He is a brave mart!" said the emperor. "Is there someone 
who knows him? Have him go and question Guan Gao as a friend." 

Lord Xie, a palace counsellor, replied, "He is a man of my township. I have 
known him a long time. Such a man is concerned only in guarding the name and 
honour of the state of Zhao so that they shall suffer no insult. He is true to his 
word." 

The emperor sent Lord Xie to bear the imperial credentials and question 
Guan Gao. Guan Gao, exhausted by his ordeal, was placed in a wicker cart and 
brought before Lord Xie. He looked up from the cart and asked, "My lord Xie, 
is it you?" 

Lord Xie comforted him, talking freely with him as though nothing 
had happened, and asked whether Zhang Ao had actually plotted against the 
emperor. 



"Is it not human nature for each man to love his parents, his wife and 
children?" replied Guan Gao. "My whole family to the third degree of kinship 
has now been sentenced to death. Would I sacrifice my own parents for the sake 
of the king? It is simply that the king is in fact not guilty of revolt. It was only 
I and my group who did it," and he described in detail how they had come to 
plot revolt and how the king knew nothing about it. 

Lord Xie returned to the palace and reported all he had learned, and the 
emperor thereupon pardoned the king of Zhao. The emperor greatly admired 
Guao Gao for sticking by his word so faithfully and sent Lord Xie to inform him 
that Zhang Ao had already been released and that Guan Gao was pardoned as 
well. 

"Has my king really been set free?" asked Guan Gao joyfully. 

"He has," replied Lord Xie. "And because the emperor admires you," he 
added, "he has pardoned you as well." 

"The reason I did not choose death before, but suffered every torture that 
my body could endure, was so I could bear witness that King Zhang was not 
disloyal. Now that the king has been released, my duty is fulfilled and I may die 
without regret. As a subject I have incurred the name of a would-be usurper and 
assassin. With what face could I appear again before the emperor? Though he 
might spare my life, would I not feel shame in my heart?" 

Then he raised his head and, severing the artery in his neck, took his own 
life. His fame spread throughout the world of his day. 

After Zhang Ao had been released he was enfeoffed as marquis of 
Xuanping, out of respect for his wife, Princess Yuan of Lu. The emperor highly 
admired Zhang Ao's retainers who had put on the collars of slaves and accom- 
panied him to Luoyang, and he made all of them governors or ministers to the 
nobles. During the reigns of Emperor Hui, Empress Lu, Emperor Wen, and 
Emperor Jing the descendants of these retainers of Zhang Ao all attained 
positions with a salary of 2,000 piculs.2 

Zhang Ao died in the sixth year of Empress Lu's reign. His son Yan became 
King Yuan of Lu. (Yan's mother was the daughter of Empress Lii and therefore 
the empress enfeoffed him as King Yuan of Lu.) King Yuan was frail and had 
few brothers and so the empress also enfeoffed two of Zhang Ao's sons by 
concubines, Shou, who became marquis of Lechang, and Chi, who became 

L ~ f  grain annually, i.e.. rather high posts in the bureaucracy. 
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marquis of Xindu. After Empress Lii passed away the Lu clan behaved lawlessly 
until the great ministers overthrew them and removed King Yuan of Lu and the 
marquises of Lechang and Xindu from their positions. When Emperor Wen 
came to the throne he enfeoffed King Yuan of Lu once more as marquis of 
Nangong in order to cany on the Zhang family line. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Zhang Er and Chen Yu are much talked of 
and praised in the world as worthy men. Their retainers, down to the lowest 
menial, were every one heroes of the empire; in whatever kingdom they lived 
they never failed to become high ministers. 

In the beginning, when Zhang Er and Chen Yu were poor, they pledged 
their word to be true to death, nor would they have hesitated at anything for each 
other's sake. Yet when they came to possess kingdoms and contend for power, 
they ended by destroying each other. How sincerely they admired and trusted 
one another at first, and how cruelly they betrayed each other afterwards! Was 
this not because of self-interest? Though their fame is great, though their 
followers flourish, they walked a different way from that of Taibo and Y anling 
Jizi of old!3 

3 
Who unselfishly relinquished their claims to a kingdom. 





SHI JI  90: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF 
WE1 BAO AND PENG YUE 

Wei Bao gathered up the soldiers of Shangdang and the western reaches of 
the Yellow River, and fought his way to Pengcheng; Peng Yue plundered 
the land of Liang and brought great grief to Xiang Yu. Thus I made "The 
Biographies of Wei Bao and Peng Yue". 

WE1 BAO 

Wei Bao was a member of the royal family of the state of Wei. In former 
times his elder cousin Wei Jiu had been enfeoffed as lord of Ningling but, when 
Qin destroyed Wei, Jiu was deprived of his title and made a commoner. 

When Chen She raised his revolt and made himself a king Wei Jiu went to 
join him. Chen She had sent Zhou Shi, a man of Wei, to subjugate the area of 
Wei and, after he had conquered it, the inhabitants wanted to join in making 
Zhou Shi their king. But Zhou Shi replied, "It is when the world is in chaos that 
the truly loyal minister is known. Now that the empire is united in revolt against 
Qin, the only just thing to do is set up a descendant of the royal house of Wei." 

Qi and Zhao each sent gifts of fifty chariots, urging Zhou Shi to become 
king of Wei, but he declined and refused to accept them. Instead he sent someone 
to fetch Wei Jiu from Chen. Five times envoys were exchanged, until Chen She 
at last made Jiu the king of Wei and sent him to his kingdom. 

After the Qin general Zhang Han had defeated Chen She he advanced with 
his troops to attack the king of Wei at Linji. The king sent Zhou Shi to go and 
beg help from Qi and Chu, who dispatched Tian Ba and Xiang Tuo respectively 
to lead their armies and accompany Zhou Shi to rescue Wei. Zhang Han 
eventually attacked and destroyed the armies of Zhou Shi and the others and 
surrounded Linji. For the sake of his people Wei Jiu agreed to surrender to Zhang 
Han but, when the agreement had been concluded, he burned himself to death. 
Wei Bao escaped and fled to Chu. King Huai of Chu gave Wei Bao a force of 
several thousand men and sent him to subjugate the region of Wei once more. 

By the time Xiang Yu had defeated the Qin m y  and captured Zhang Han, 
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Wei Bao had conquered more than twenty cities of Wei, for which Xiang Yu 
made him king of Wei. Wei Bao then led his best troops and followed Xiang 
Yu through the Pass. 

In the first year of Han, when Xiang Yu was enfeoffing the various nobles, 
he wanted to keep possession of the region of Liang (wei)' himself, and so he 
moved Wei Bao, the king of Wei, to Hedong, making him king of Western Wei 
with his capital at Pingyang. 

The king of Han returned from his territory and conquered the three 
kingdoms of Qin. When he crossed the Yellow River at Linjin, Wei Bao placed 
himself and his kingdom under his rule and joined the king of Han in attacking 
the Chu army at Pengcheng. The king of Han was defeated and retreated as far 
as Xingyang. Wei Bao requested permission to go home in order to look after 
his ailing parents, but when he reached his kingdom he cut off the fords across 
the Yellow River and revolted against the king of Han. At the time when the 
king of Han received news of Wei Bao's defection, he was too concerned about 
the Chu forces to the east to go and attack him, but instead summoned Master 
Li Yiji and said, "You with the wagging jaws - go wag them at Wei Bao! If 
you can talk him into submitting, I will give you a fief of 10,000 households." 

Master Li went and tried to persuade Wei Bao, but Wei Bao declined to 
listen to him. "Man's life in this world is as brief as the passing of a white colt 
glimpsed through a crack in the wall," he said. "The king of Han is arrogant and 
insulting to others, reviling the nobles and ministers as though he were cursing 
so many slaves. He has no sense of the proprieties to be observed between 
superiors and inferiors. I cannot endure to face him again!" 

With this, the king of Han dispatched Han Xin, who attacked and captured 
Wei Bao at Hedong. Wei Bao was escorted back to Xingyang and brought before 
the king, who made a province out of Wei Bao's kingdom. The king of Han 
ordered Wei Bao to guard the city of Xingyang but, when the Chu forces 
surrounded it and the siege grew critical, he was murdered by Zhou Ke. 

PENG YUE 

Peng Yue, whose polite name was Zhong, was a native of Changyi. He was 
engaged in fishing in the marsh of Juye and had formed a band of robbers there 

I 
Since the names Wei and Liang refer to the same general area, Sima Qian often uses 

them interchangeably. 
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when Chen She and Xiang Liang began their uprisings. Some of the young men 
of the district said to him, "All the heroes and brave men are rising in revolt 
against Qin. When it comes to that, you could do the same yourself!" 

"Now the two dragons are fighting it out," replied Peng Yue. "I will wait a 
while." 

By the time a year or so had passed the youths in the region of the swamp 
had gathered a band of over 100 men and went to place themselves under Peng 
Yue, saying, "We want you to be our leader." 

"I have no desire to join up with you men," replied Peng Yue, refusing 
them, but the youths pressed their demand until he finally consented. Then he 
agreed to meet with them at daybreak the following day, with the stipulation 
that anyone who arrived late should be beheaded. 

When dawn came the next day over ten men amved late for the meeting, 
some of them not appearing until noon. Peng Yue thereupon apologized to the 
group, saying, "I am an old man. You gentlemen have forced me to become 
your leader, but now when I have set a time for meeting I find so many have 
come late that I am not capable of punishing them all. I will have to execute 
only the last man who arrived late." He gave the order to his subaltern to behead 
the last man. 

"Surely you wouldn't go that far!" the men all exclaimed, laughing. "We 
promise we will never dare to be late again!" 

But Peng Yue proceeded to drag the man forward and behead him. Then 
he set up an altar, sacrificed upon it, and began to give the men orders as his 
followers. The whole group was astonished and temfied, and not a man dared 
to raise his eyes. Peng Yue then set about over-running the region and gathering 
together the scattered troops of the nobles until he had obtained a force of over 
1,000 men. 

When the governor of Pei marched north from Dang to attack Changyi, 
Peng Yue aided him. Before the city capitulated the governor of Pei led his 
troops west and Peng Yue took his band back to the area of Juye, where he 
gathered up the scattered forces of Wei. 

Xiang Yu entered the Pass, made kings of the nobles, and sent them back 
to their territories, but Peng Yue and his force of over 10,000 men were under 
no one's jurisdiction. In the autumn of the first year of Han, Tian Rong, the king 
of Qi, revolted against Xiang Yu. The king of Han sent a man to present Peng 
Yue with the seals of a general and send him south through Jiyin to attack Chu. 
Chu ordered Jue, lord of Xiao, to lead his forces and attack Peng Yue, but Peng 
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Yue inflicted a major defeat on the Chu army. 
In the spring of the second year the king of Han, with Wei Bao and the other 

nobles, marched east to attack Chu. Peng Yue led his force of over 30,000 men 
and went to join the king of Han at Waihuang. 

"You have subjugated the land of Wei and conquered over ten cities," said 
the king of Han. "I am sure you are anxious as soon as possible to set up a 
descendant of the Wei family. Wei Bao, the king of Western Wei, is a younger 
cousin of Wei Jiu and therefore the rightful heir of Wei." He then made Peng 
Yue prime minister of Wei and instructed him to use his troops as he saw fit to 
invade and subdue the region of Liang. 

When the king of Han was defeated at Pengcheng and his forces were 
scattered and fled west, Peng Yue, having lost all the cities which he had 
conquered, alone led his troops north and occupied Heshang. During the third 
year of Han, Peng Yue constantly led the Han guerrilla forces back and forth 
through the area, striking at Chu and cutting off its supply lines in Liang. In the 
winter of the fourth year of Han, while Xiang Yu and the king of Han were 
stalemated at Xingyang, Peng Yue attacked and captured seventeen cities of 
Suiyang and Waihuang. When Xiang Yu received news of this, he left Cao Jiu 
to guard the city of Chenggao while he himself marched east, recapturing the 
cities which Peng Yue had taken and restoring them all to Chu. Peng Yue and 
his men fled north to Gucheng. In the autumn of the fifth year of Han, when 
Xiang Yu fled south to Yangxia, Peng Yue again seized twenty or more cities 
around Changyi and obtained over 100,000 bushels of grain which he sent as 
supplies to the king of Han. The king of Han, having suffered defeat, several 
times dispatched envoys summoning Peng Yue to join him in attacking Chu, 
but Peng Yue replied, "The region of Wei has only just been subjugated and its 
people are still fearful of Chu. I cannot leave yet." 

The king of Han pursued Xiang Yu, but was defeated by him at Guling. 
"The armies of the other generals do not come to join me. What should I do?" 
he asked Zhang Liang. 

"As for Han Xin," replied Zhang Liang, "since i t  was not your intention 
that he should become king of Qi, he himself does not feel secure in his position. 
Peng Yue originally conquered the region of Liang and won great distinction, 
but because of the claims of Wei Bao to the throne of Wei, you made Peng Yue 
only prime minister of Wei. Now Wei Bao is dead and has left no heir and so 
Peng Yue naturally hopes to become king himself. And yet you have made no 
move to set him up. If you will give the kingdoms of Qi and Wei to these two 
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men and make an alliance with them, then you can overcome Chu. The land 
from Suiyang north to Gucheng should be given to Peng Yue to rule, and that 
from Chen to the sea to Han Xin as king of Qi. Since Han Xin's home is in Chu, 
this would satisfy his desire to get control of his native city.2 If you are willing 
to cede these territories to the two men, then they will come at once. But if you 
are not, then I cannot say how things will end." 

The king of Han sent an envoy to Peng Yue awarding him the territory 
which Zhang Liang had suggested. When the envoy arrived Peng Yue proceeded 
with his troops to the rendezvous at Gaixia, where Xiang Yu was finally 
defeated. 

In the spring of the fifth year of Han, after the death of Xiang Yu, Peng Yue 
was made king of Liang with his capital at Dingtao. In the sixth year he attended 
the emperor at court in Chen, and in the ninth and tenth years journeyed to attend 
court at Chang'an. 

In the autumn of the tenth year Chen Xi raised a revolt in the region of Dao. 
Emperor Gaozu marched in person to attack him and, when he reached Handan, 
ordered Peng Yue, the king of Liang, to raise his troops. Peng Yue pleaded 
illness and sent his general to lead the troops to Handan. The emperor was angry 
and dispatched a man to reprimand him. Peng Yue, growing fearful, was about 
to go in person to beg for pardon, but his general Hu Zhe said, "You did not go 
at first, but now that you have been reprimanded you are going. If you go now, 
you will be made a prisoner! It would be better to go on and dispatch your troops 
in revolt!'' 

Peng Yue would not listen to his general, but pleaded illness once more. It 
happened that he was angry with his master of the caniage and was about to 
execute the man. The master of the carriage escaped and fled to the Han camp, 
where he reported that Peng Yue and Hu Zhe were plotting revolt. The emperor 
sent men to take Peng Yue by surprise. Peng Yue, unaware of what was 
happening, was seized and imprisoned at Luoyang. The officials, examining his 
case and finding full evidence for revolt, requested to pass sentence in accor- 
dance with the law, but the emperor pardoned him, made him a commoner, and 
ordered him transported under guard to Qingyi in Shu. 

Peng Yue had gone as far west as Zheng when Empress Lii, who was on 
her way from Chang'an to Luoyang, met him on the road. Peng Yue wept before 

2 
Han Xin's birthplace was in Huaiyin, which would be included in the grant of land "from 

Chen to the sea". 
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the empress and pleaded his innocence, begging that he be sent to his home in 
Changyi instead. Empress Lii granted his request and went with him back to 
Luoyang. There she explained to the emperor what she had done. "Peng Yue is 
a brave man," she said. "If now you exile him to Shu, YOU will only lay yourself 
open to trouble later on. It would be better to go ahead and execute him. That 
is why I took the liberty of bringing him with me." 

Then she ordered one of her retainers to report that Peng Yue was once 
again plotting revolt. The commandant of justice Wang Tiankai submitted a 
report asking that Peng Yue and his family be executed, which the emperor 
approved. As a result Peng Yue and his family were all exterminated and his 
kingdom abolished. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Though Wei Bao and Peng Yue both began 
in humble circumstances, they swept up a thousand miles in their grasp and 
faced south to call themselves rulers, trampling the blood of victory after victory 
while their fame grew with the passing days. In their breasts they nursed hopes 
of rebellion, yet when they had been defeated, they did not choose to die, but 
allowed themselves to be seized and imprisoned, their bodies bowed beneath 
the blows of the law. Why was this? A man of hardly more than mediocre 
character would be ashamed of such action, much less a king! There was but 
one reason: their schemes and ambitions far surpassed those of other men, and 
their only fear was that they might lose life itself. So long as they could wield 
an inch of power, their followers might mass again, their fortunes rise like 
dragons resurrected, and, so they hoped, they might still find a way to realize 
their dreams. This then was why they suffered the darkness of prison and did 
not take their leave!3 

3 
The reader should recall that Sima Qian himself "suffered the darkness of prison and 

did not take his leave", i.e., commit suicide, for much the same reasons. 
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With the region of Huainan he revolted against Chu and gave his allegiance 
to Han, and the king of Han was thus able to capture the grand marshal 
Zhou Yin and defeat Xiang Yu at Gaixia. Thus I made "The Biography of 
Qing Bu". 

Qing Bu was a native of Liu. His family, commoners in the time of Qin, 
was named Ying. When he was young someone once read his face for him and 
said, "You will suffer punishment and become a king." Later, after he grew up, 
he was implicated in some crime and was sentenced to be tattooed.' Qing Bu 
was delighted. "The man who examined my face said I would suffer punishment 
and become a king," he said, laughing. "Now it is beginning to come true, is it 
not?" When others heard what he had said they all laughed and made fun of 
him. 

Qing Bu was sentenced to be transported to Mt. Li, along with a group of 
labourers numbering several hundred thousand. He was on friendly terms with 
all of the leaders and powerful men in the group and eventually managed to 
escape with his friends to the region around the Yangtze, where they formed an 
outlaw band. 

When Chen She began his uprising Qing Bu went to see Wu Rui, the lord 
of Po, and joined with his forces in rebellion against Qin, gathering a force of 
several thousand men. Wu Rui gave Qing Bu his daughter for a wife. 

After the Qin general Zhang Han had wiped out Chen She and defeated Lii 
Chen's army Qing Bu led his troops north to attack the Qin colonels of the left 
and right. He defeated them at Qingpo and marched east. When word spread 
that Xiang Liang had gained control of Kuaiji and the land east of the Yangtze, 
Chen Ying, considering the fact that the Xiang family had for generations been 
generals of Chu, placed his troops under the command of Xiang Liang, who had 

I 
Qing. From this time on i t  appears that he called himself, or was called by others. Qing 

Bu or "Tattooed Bu", instead of his real name, Ying Bu. 
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crossed into Huainan. Qing Bu and General Pu also placed their troops under 
Xiang Liang's command. When Xiang Liang crossed the Huai River and 
marched west to attack Jing Ju, Qin Jia, and the others, Qing Bu repeatedly 
distinguished himself as a leader of the army. 

Xiang Liang reached Xue where, having received definite news of Chen 
She's death, he set up King Huai of Chu. He himself took the title of lord of 
Wuxin, making Qing Bu lord of Dangyang. When Xiang Liang was defeated 
and killed at Dingtao, King Huai fled and made his capital at Pengcheng, Qing 
Bu and the other generals all retiring to defend Pengcheng. 

At this time the Qin armies had surrounded the king of Zhao and were 
pressing the siege. Zhao several times sent envoys begging for help. King Huai 
appointed Song Yi supreme general, Xiang Yu second general, Fan Zeng third 
general, and Qing Bu and General Pu subordinate generals, and dispatched them 
all under the command of Song Yi to march north and relieve Zhao. Later, when 
Xiang Yu murdered Song Yi in the region of the Yellow River, King Huai 
appointed him supreme general, so that all the commanders were henceforth 
under Xiang Yu. 

Xiang Yu ordered Qing Bu to cross the Yellow River ahead of the rest and 
attack the Qin army. After Qing Bu had won several victories Xiang Yu led all 
the rest of his men across the river, defeated the Qin armies, and forced Zhang 
Han and the other Qin commanders to surrender. 

The Chu troops under Xiang Yu had been continuously victorious and won 
greater glory than those of any of the other nobles. One of the reasons that the 
armies of the other nobles all submitted to Chu was that Qing Bu had so often 
with his small force overcome armies of superior number. 

Xiang Yu led his men west to Xin'an and sent Qing Bu at night to attack 
and butcher the soldiers of the Qin general Zhang Han who had already 
surrendered, a force of over 200,000 men. When Xiang Yu reached the Pass and 
found he could not enter he again sent Qing Bu ahead to march around by a 
different route and defeat the army guarding the Pass. Thus he was at last able 
to reach Xianyang, Qing Bu constantly leading the vanguard for him. 

When Xiang Yu enfeoffed his generals he made Qing Bu the king of 
Jiujiang with his capital at Liu. In the fourth month of the first year of Han the 
nobles all left the command of Xiang Yu and proceeded to their respective 
kingdoms. Xiang Yu set up King Huai with the title of "Righteous Emperor" 
and moved his capital to Changsha, but he secretly ordered Qing Bu and others 
to go and attack him. In the eighth month Qing Bu dispatched his general to 
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attack the Righteous Emperor, pursuing and murdering him in the district of 
Chen. 

In the second year of Han, Tian Rong, the king of Qi, revolted against Chu. 
Xiang Yu set out to attack Qi, sending an order to Jiujiang for troops. Qing Bu, 
king of Jiujiang, pleaded illness and did not go himself, but sent his general 
instead with several thousand men. When the king of Han defeated the Chu 
forces at Pengcheng, Qing Bu again pleaded illness and refused to go to the aid 
of Chu. Because of this Xiang Yu became angry with Qing Bu and several times 
sent envoys to reprimand and summon him, but Qing Bu grew increasingly 
fearful and did not dare to go. Xiang Yu, on his part, beset by Qi and Zhao in 
the north and harassed by the king of Han in the west, had only the troops of 
Qing Bu to help him and, because he thought highly of Qing Bu's abilities and 
hoped to secure his services again, he made no move t'o punish Qing Bu. 

In the third year the king of Han attacked Chu and fought a great battle at 
Pengcheng. Failing to win a victory, he retreated through Liang as far as Yu. 
Addressing his followers, he said, "Men like you are not worth planning great 
affairs of the world with!" 

Sui He, his master of guests, came forward. "We do not understand Your 
Majesty's meaning," he said. 

"Who can go as an envoy for me to Huainan (i.e., Jiujiang) and persuade 
Qing Bu to dispatch his troops against Chu?" said the king. "If I can keep Xiang 
Yu in Qi for a few months, there is no doubt that I can seize the whole empire!" 

"I beg to undertake the mission," replied Sui He. He set out for Jiujiang 
with twenty followers and, when he reached the court of the king of Jiujiang, 
stopped at the home of the chief steward. 

When three days had passed, and he had not been granted an audience, he 
spoke to the chief steward. "The reason the king does not see me," he said, "must 
be that he considers Chu to be strong and Han weak. This is just what I have 
been sent to talk to him about. You must arrange to let me see him. If what I 
have to say is correct, the king will want to hear it. And if I speak nonsense, then 
he may chop off my head and those of my twenty attendants in the market place 
of Huainan to make clear that he has turned his back on Han and is an ally of 
Chu." 

The chief steward accordingly spoke to the king, who granted Sui He an 
interview. "The king of Han has sent me to present a letter to Your Majesty's 
secretary," said Sui He. "But may I be so bold as to inquire what your 
relationship is with Xiang Yu?" 



"I face north and serve him as a subject," replied the king. 
"You and Xiang Yu are both lords of equal rank. If you face north and serve 

him as a subject, it must be because you believe that he is powerful and can 
insure the safety of your kingdom. When Xiang Yu marched against Qi, he bore 
upon his own shoulders the boards and hammers for his fortifications, and led 
the way before all his men. It was only right that you should have raised the 
forces of your kingdom and led them in person to act as the vanguard of the Chu 
army. Yet now you send a mere 4,000 men to aid Xiang Yu. Can this be the way 
to serve him as a subject? 

"When the king of Han fought at Pengcheng, Xiang Yu could not leave Qi 
to oppose him. It was only right that you should have swept up every soldier in 
your kingdom, crossed the Huai River, and day and night joined in battle before 
the walls of Pengcheng. Yet you held your entire host of 10,000 in check, 
sending not a man across the Huai, folded your hands, and sat complacently 
watching to see who would be the victor. Is this the way to act toward one to 
whom you entrust the safety of your kingdom? You offer Xiang Yu an empty 
allegiance, and expect him in turn to look after you generously. I fear for your 
sake that this will never do! 

"Yet you do not turn against Xiang Yu because you consider the king of 
Han too weak. The armies of Xiang Yu are indeed powerful, but because their 
leader broke the agreement made among the nobles and murdered the Righteous 
Emperor, the world has branded them with the name of unrighteous. Xiang Yu 
has relied upon victory in battle to make himself strong. But the king of Han 
has solicited the aid of the other nobles, returned from his kingdom to occupy 
Chenggao and Xingyang, transported grain from Shu and Han, deepened his 
moats and walled his camp, and divided his soldiers to guard the outposts and 
man the passes. When the soldiers of Xiang Yu return from Qi to attack him, 
they must cross the land of Liang and march hundreds of miles deep into enemy 
territory.2 Though they long to fight, there will be no one to fight with; though 
they attack the cities, they will not have the strength to take them, while their 
men and boys transport supplies for them from a thousand miles away. And 
when they reach Xingyang and Chenggao, if the king of Han guards the cities 
fast and refuses to make a move, they can neither advance and seize them, nor 
retire and retreat in safety. Therefore I say that the soldiers of Xiang Yu cannot 

L ~ t  this time Peng Yue had turned against Xiang Yu. and the region of Liang was full of 
guerrilla forces. 



Qing Bu 

be relied upon. 
"Even if Xiang Yu should win a victory over the king of H a ,  the other 

nobles, fearful for their own safety, would come to the aid of Han. Thus the 
power of Xiang Yu is fit only to bring down upon him the armies of the world. 
It is clear from the circumstances that Han would make a better ally than Chu. 
Yet now you do not join with Han, whose cause is certain, but entrust yourself 
to an endangered and forsaken Chu. In my humble opinion you are committing 
a grave error! 

"I do not suggest that your armies alone are sufficient to destroy Chu. But 
if you were to dispatch your forces in revolt against Xiang Yu, you could detain 
him and, if you can detain him for several months, it is absolutely certain that 
the king of Han can seize the empire. 1 ask you to take up your sword and join 
with the king of Han. He will be sure to divide his temtory and enfeoff you, and 
of course you will keep possession of your present kingdom in Huainan. It is 
for this reason that the king of Han has sent me as his envoy to offer my humble 
advice. I beg you to give it grave consideration." 

"I shall do as the king of Han wishes," replied Qing Bu, and secretly agreed 
to revolt against Xiang Yu and join Han, though he told no one of his decision. 
Just then an envoy from Chu arrived at Qing Bu's residence and began urging 
him to send his troops to aid ~ h u . )  Sui He walked without ceremony into the 
room where the interview was going on and, taking a seat above that of the 
envoy, said, "The king of Jiujiang has already gone over to the side of Han. You 
will never get him to send troops to Chu!" 

Qing Bu was greatly astonished, and the envoy of Chu got up and left the 
room. When he had gone Sui He turned to Qing Bu and said, "Since the affair 
is all settled, it would be best now to kill the envoy of Chu instead of sending 
him back. Then you must hasten to join forces with the king of Han!" 

"As you say, there is nothing to do but call up the army and attack Chu," 
replied Qing Bu. He proceeded to murder the envoy of Chu and order his troops 
to attack Chu. 

Xiang Yu dispatched Xiang Sheng and Long Ju to attack Huainan, while 
he himself remained behind to attack Xiayi. After several months Long Ju 
attacked Huainan and defeated Qing Bu's army. Qing Bu hoped to lead his 
troops and flee to the king of Han but, as he was fearful of being attacked and 
killed by Xiang Yu along the way, he escaped by a secret route and, accompa- 

3 
Three characters have been omitted in translation, following the reading in Hun Shu 34. 



nied only by Sui He, made his way to the king of Han. When he arrived the king 
of Han, at the moment sprawled upon a couch having his feet washed, sum- 
moned him to appear before him. Qing Bu was outraged at such a reception and, 
regretting that he had ever come, was about to commit suicide. But when he left 
and went to the quarters which had been assigned to him he discovered that the 
furnishings, the food and drink, and the attendants were exactly like those of the 
king's quarters. This so far exceeded his expectations that he could not help but 
be greatly pleased. 

Qing Bu sent an envoy to return in secret to his kingdom of Jiujiang. Xiang 
Yu had already dispatched Xiang Bo, who had led away the soldiers of the 
region and killed Qing Bu's wife and children, but the envoy was able to gather 
together Qing Bu's old friends and trusted ministers and lead a group of several 
thousand men back to the king of Han. The king of Ran divided his troops with 
Qing Bu and together they marched north, recruiting more forces, until they 
reached Chenggao. 

In the seventh month of the fourth year of Han, Qing Bu was made king of 
Huainan, and joined in attacking Xiang Yu. In the fifth year he sent envoys in 
secret to Jiujiang and gained control of several districts. Qing Bu and Liu Jia 
together entered the region of Jiujiang and invited Zhou Yin, the grand marshal 
of Chu, to revolt.' Zhou Yin revolted and raising the soldiers of Jiujiang, joined 
with Han in attacking Xiang Yu at Gaixia. 

After Xiang Yu was dead, and the empire at peace, the emperor held a 
banquet for his followers and began to belittle Sui He's achievements. "He is a 
rotten Confucianist! What use is a rotten Confucianist in ruling the world?" 

Sui He knelt and said, "When Your Majesty led the armies in an attack upon 
Pengcheng and Xiang Yu could not leave Qi to oppose you. you had a force of 
50,000 infantry and 5,000 horsemen, but were you able to seize control of 
Huainan?" 

"No, I was not," replied the emperor 

"But Your Majesty sent me with twenty men on a mission to Huainan and. 
after we got there, all proceeded according to your wishes. Hence my achieve- 
ment is greater than that of 50,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. Yet you call me 
a rotten Confucianist and say I am no use in ruling the world. How can this be?" 

4 
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are clearly an error. They belong somewhere further along in rhe narrative, perhaps with the 
sentence in which Qing Bu is informally enfeoffed as king of Huainan. 
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"I shall reconsider your achievements," replied the emperor, and in the end 
he made Sui He a colonel of the guard. Qing Bu finally received the split tallies 
signalizing his formal enfeoffment as king of Huainan. He made his capital at 
Liu, and the provinces of Jiujiang, Lujiang, Hengshan, and Yuzhang were all 
placed under his jurisdiction. In the seventh year he attended court at Chen, in 
the eighth year at Luoyang, and in the ninth year at Chang'an. 

In the eleventh year, when Empress Lii had Han Xin, the marquis of 
Huaiyin, executed, Qing Bu began to grow fearful. In the summer of the same 
year Peng Yue, the king of Liang, was executed and his flesh pickled, placed in 
vessels, and sent everywhere as a "gift" to the other nobles. When it arrived in 
Huainan, Qing Bu was about to set out on a hunt but, seeing the pickled flesh, 
he was filled with terror. Secretly he ordered his men to call up the troops and 
he sent word to the nearby provinces to prepare for any emergency. 

It happened that one of Qing Bu's favourite concubines, falling ill, asked 
for permission to visit a doctor. The doctor's house was directly opposite that 
of the palace counsellor Bi He. The concubine several times visited the doctor's 
house and Bi He, because he was a member of the palace staff, sent generous 
gifts of food to the house and joined the concubine in drinking there. When the 
concubine was waiting upon Qing Bu and chatting of various things, she found 
occasion to mention what a fine man Bi He was. 

"How do you happen to know him?" asked Qing Bu angrily, whereupon 
she told him all that had happened. Qing Bu began to suspect that there was 
something going on between them. Bi He, growing fearful, gave out that he was 
too ill to see anyone. Qing Bu became angrier than ever and was about to have 
Bi He seized but Bi He, stating that he had to report a disaffection, got the 
government carriage officials to convey him by post relay to Chang'an. Qing 
Bu sent men to pursue him, but they were not able to overtake him in time. When 
Bi He reached the capital he made his report of disaffection, claiming that there 
was evidence that Qing Bu was planning a revolt and suggesting that he be 
executed before he had time to dispatch troops. 

The emperor read the report and discussed it with Xiao He, the prime 
minister. "It is not like Qing Bu to do this," Xiao He said. "More likely someone 
who bears him a grudge has falsely invented the accusation. I would suggest 
that Bi He be put in chains and that someone be sent to observe Qing Bu in 
secret." 

Qing Bu saw that Bi He had fled to avoid punishment, and made a report 
of disaffection to the emperor, and he also strongly suspected that Bi He had 
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divulged state secrets. When, on top of this, an envoy arrived from the court and 
began a thorough investigation, he finally exterminated Bi He's family and 
dispatched his troops in revolt. 

As soon as word of the revolt reached the emperor he pardoned Bi He and 
made him a general. Then he summoned his generals and said, "Qing Bu has 
revolted. What are we to do?" 

"Send troops to attack and butcher the villain!" they all replied. "What can 
he do against us?" 

Lord Teng, the marquis of Ruyin, summoned Lord Xue, former prime 
minister of Chu, and asked him his opinion. Lord Xue replied, "It is only natural 
that Qing Bu should revolt." 

"But the emperor has divided his territory and made him a king and has 
honoured him with a high rank," objected Lord Teng. "Qing Bu faces south as 
an independent ruler. He is master of a realm of 10,000 chariots. Why should 
he revolt?" 

"Earlier this year," replied Lord Xue, "Peng Yue was killed, and before that 
Han Xin. Since Peng Yue, Han Xin, and Qing Bu had won equal merit and were 
alike in all things, Qing Bu fears that misfortune will strike him next. Therefore 
he has revolted." 

Lord Teng mentioned the matter to the emperor. "One of my guests, Lord 
Xue, a former prime minister of Chu, has good judgment in questions of 
strategy," he said. "It might be well to consult with him." 

The emperor summoned Lord Xue and asked his opinion. "There is nothing 
surprising in the fact that Qing Bu has revolted," said Lord Xue. "If Qing Bu 
adopts a first-rate plan of action, Your Majesty will lose possession of all the 
land east of the mountains. If he adopts a second-rate course, it is hard to say 
who will end victorious. But if he takes a third-rate course, you may rest with 
an untroubled mind." 

"What would a first-rate plan of action be?" 

"He should seize Wu in the east, Chu in the west, add to them Qi and Lu, 
send a proclamation calling for the surrender of Yan and Zhao, and guard fast 
his position. In such a case our forces could not keep possession of the region 
east of the mountains," said Lord Xue. 

"And a second-rate plan?" asked the emperor. 

"Seize Wu in the east, Chu in the west, add to them Hann and Wei, rely on 
the grain in the Ao Granary, and block the pass at Chenggao. In this case it would 
be hard to say which way victory would fall." 



"And a third-rate plan?" 
"Seize Wu in the east, Xiacai in the west, send to Yue for supplies, and rake 

up a position in Changsha. In this case Your Majesty may rest with an easy mind, 
for the empire will be in no danger." 

"And which of these plans do you think he will adopt?" 
"The third-rate plan," replied Lord Xue. 
"Why would he discard the first-and second-rate and adopt the third-rate 

one?" 
"Qing Bu was once a convict labourer at Mt. Li. He rose to become the lord 

of a great kingdom, but in everything he has thought only of himself. He does 
not look ahead or take any thought for the future of his people. Therefore I say 
he will adopt the poorest plan of action." 

The emperor was pleased and enfeoffed Lord Xue with 1,000 households. 
He then set up his own son Liu Chang as king of Huainan and, calling out the 
army, led the troops east in person to attack Qing Bu. 

When Qing Bu first revolted he told his commander, "The emperor is old 
and tired of war. He will never come himself, but will send his generals. The 
only generals we had to fear were Han Xin and Peng Yue. Now that they are 
both dead, there is nothing more to worry about." So he revolted and adopted 
the plan of action which Lord Xue had predicted, marching east to attack Jing 
(i.e., Wu). Liu Jia, the king of Jing, fled and was killed at Fuling. Qing Bu put 
his whole army to route and then crossed the Huai River and attacked Chu. 

Chu sent troops to meet the attack between Xu and Tong, dividing its army 
into three groups that were intended to support each other and surprise the 
enemy. Someone advised the Chu general against this plan, saying, "Qing Bu 
is an excellent fighter and the people are afraid of him. It is said in The Art  of 
War that when a prince fights on his own land he fights on shaky gr0und.l Now 
that you have divided our army into three groups, if one of them is defeated the 
other two will run away. How do you expect them to support each other?" 

But the general paid no attention and, as the man had predicted, one of the 
groups was defeated and the other two fled. Qing Bu advanced west and 
eventually encountered the emperor's forces at Guizhui west of Qi. Finding that 
Qing Bu's troops were spirited and well trained, the emperor fortified his 
position at Yongcheng. As he looked out over Qing Bu's army, he noted to his 

5 
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anger that it was drawn up in the same order which his old rival Xiang Yu used 
to employ for his army. Spying Qing Bu in the distance, the emperor shouted 
to him, "What is your grievance that you revolt against me?" 

"I want to be emperor, that is all!" Qing Bu shouted back, whereupon the 
emperor cursed him angrily. 

A great battle followed and Qing Bu's army fled in defeat across the Huai 
River, halting several times to fight, but always without success. Qing Bu 
eventually fled with 100 or more men to Jiangnan. 

Qing Bu had once been married to the daughter of Wu Rui, the lord of Po, 
and for this reason King cheng6 of Changsha, Wu Rui's son, sent a messenger 
to deceive Qing Bu, inviting him to flee with him to Yue. Qing Bu believed the 
messenger and followed him to Poyang, where he was murdered by the men of 
the place in a field outhouse in Zi County. Thus Qing Bu was finally wiped out 
and the emperor's son Liu Chang replaced him as king of Huainan. Bi He was 
made marquis of Qisi, and a number of the generals who had distinguished 
themselves in the campaign were enfeoffed. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Since Qing Bu's family name was Ying, I 
wonder if he was related to the Yings of Liu, mentioned in the Spring and 
Autumn Annals as descendants of Emperor Shun's minister Gao Yao, who were 
overthrown by Chu? After being condemned as a criminal and suffering 
punishment, how spectacular was his rise to power! When Xiang Yu butchered 
his prisoners by the millions, it was always Qing Bu who did the bloodiest work, 
and his distinction outshone that of all the other nobles. This was how he got to 
be a king. Yet in the end he himself could not escape the great slaughter of his 
time. Misfortune, born of the love for a concubine and bred in the fretfulness of 
a jealous mind, at last destroyed his kingdom. 

6 
The text erroneously reads "King Ai". 



SHZ JZ 92: THE BIOGRAPHY OF 
THE MARQUIS OF HUAIYIN (HAN XIN) 

The men of Chu harried us between Jing and Suo, but Han Xin captured 
Wei and Zhao, won over Yan and Qi, and made it possible for Han to 
control two thirds of the empire and thereby destroy Xiang Yu. Thus I made 
"The Biography of the Marquis of Huaiyin". 

Han Xin, the marquis of Huaiyin, was a native of Huaiyin. In his young 
days when he was still a commoner, being poor and without any noteworthy 
deeds, he was not able to get himself recommended for a position as an official. 
He was likewise unable to make a living as a merchant and so was constantly 
dependent upon others for his meals, which made many people dislike him. One 
of the persons whose hospitality he often imposed upon was the head of his 
village of Nanchang in Xia County. After he had stayed for several months on 
end, the wife of the village head became much annoyed. One morning she got 
up very early, cooked her own breakfast, and ate it in bed. When breakfast time 
came, Han Xin appeared as usual, but found that she had prepared nothing for 
him. Xin perceived what she had in mind and was incensed and in the end he 
broke off the friendship and went away. 

Han Xin went fishing in the Huai River at the foot of the city wall, where 
some old women were washing coarse silk to bleach it. One of the old women 
noticed that Han Xin was nearly starved and she fed him, and continued to do 
so for the twenty or thirty days until the bleaching was finished. Han Xin was 
very grateful and said to the old woman, "Some day I will pay you back 
handsomely without fail!" 

But the old woman was offended and replied, "I could tell you had no way 
of getting food for yourself, young gentleman, and so I felt sorry for you and 
gave you something to eat. What makes you think I was looking for any 
reward?" 

Among the butchers of Huaiyin was a young man who jeered at Han Xin 
and said, "You are big and tall and love to carry a sword, but at heart you're 
nothing but a coward!" In front of a crowd of people he insulted Han Xin, and 
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then said, "If you feel like dying, come on and attack me! If not, then crawl 
between my legs!" 

Han Xin looked him over carefully, and then bent down and crawled 
between the man's legs. The people in the market place all roared with laughter 
at Han Xin's cowardice. 

When Xiang Liang crossed the Huai River, Han Xin took up his sword and 
went to join the band under his command, but he did nothing to distinguish 
himself. After Xiang Liang was defeated he joined Xiang Yu, who made him 
one of his attendants. Han Xin several times offered suggestions on strategy, 
but Xiang Yu made no use of them. 

After the king of Han had retired to his territory in Shu, Han Xin fled from 
Chu and joined the forces of Han. Being still a man of no particular renown, he 
was given a minor position as attendant to guests. 

Han Xin became involved in an offence and was condemned to die. 
Thirteen other men in the group had already been beheaded and it was Han Xin's 
turn next. He raised his head and looked about, when his eye fell upon Lord 
Teng. "Has our sovereign no desire to win the world?" he asked. "Why does he 
deliberately cut off the head of a brave man?" 

Lord Teng was struck by his words and saw that he had a brave appearance, 
and so he did not execute him but set him free. After talking to Han Xin, and 
finding him much to his liking, Lord Teng mentioned him to the king of Han, 
who made him a commissary colonel, though the king saw nothing unusual in 
him. Han Xin several times talked to Xiao He, who regarded him with peculiar 
respect. 

By the time the Han army reached Nanzheng, it was found that twenty or 
thirty of the generals had deserted along the way. "Xiao He and others have 
several times spoken about me to the king," Han Xin considered to himself, "but 
the king has no use for me," and with this he too deserted. When Xiao He heard 
that Han Xin had run away, he did not wait to ask the king but started after him 
in person. 

Someone reported to the king that Prime Minister Xiao He had deserted. 
The king flew into a rage and was as distressed as if he had lost his right or left 
hand. After a day or so Xiao He returned and appeared before the king. The 
king, half in anger and half in joy, began to curse him. "You deserted, didn't 
you!" he said. "Why?" 

"How would I dare to desert?" replied Xiao He. "I went after a deserter!" 

"Who is it you went after?" 
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"Han Xin." 
The king cursed again. "When my generals were deserting me by the tens 

you did not pursue one of them. This going after Han Xin is a lie!" 
"Generals are easy enough to get," replied Xiao He, "but men like Han Xin 

are the best in the nation. If Your Majesty's ambition is to rule the area of Han 
for as long as possible, then you have no use for Han Xin's services. But if you 
hope to contend for mastery of the world, then Han Xin is the only man to lay 
plans with. It is entirely a matter of which course you choose to take." 

"My whole ambition is to march east," the king replied. "How could I bear 
to stay pent up in a place like this forever?" 

"Since your plans are aimed at moving east again, if you can make good 
use of Han Xin, then he will stay with you. But if you cannot use him properly, 
then he will eventually desert!" 

"For your sake I will make him a general," said the king. 
"If you make him no more than a general, he will never stay." 
"Then I will make him a major general!" 

"That would be most gracious of you," Xiao He replied. The king was about 
to summon Han Xin and invest him with the position at once, but Xiao He said, 
"Your Majesty is inclined to be rather brusque and lacking in ceremony. If you 
were to call him in and make him a general at once, it would be like ordering a 
little boy about. This is precisely the reason Han Xin deserted. If you wish to 
confer a title on him, you must select an auspicious day, fast and purify yourself, 
erect an altar and go through the whole ceremony. This is the only way." 

The king gave his consent to this. All of the generals were filled with joy, 
each considering that it was himself who was about to be made a major general. 
But when the title was conferred, to the astonishment of the entire army, it was 
upon Han Xin. After the ceremony of investiture was concluded and Han Xin 
had returned to his seat, the king said, "Prime Minster Xiao He has often spoken 
to me about you, general. What sort of strategy is it that you would teach me?" 

Han Xin expressed his gratitude for the honour and took advantage of the 
king's inquiry to ask a question of his own. "Anyone who marched east to 
contend for the empire would have to face Xiang Yu, would he not?" 

"He would," replied the king. 
"In Your Majesty's estimation, which of you, Xiang Yu or yourself, excels 

in fierceness of courage and depth of kindness?" 
The king of Han was silent for a while and then he said, "I am inferior to 

Xiang Yu." 
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Han Xin bowed once more and commended the king, saying, "Yes, I too 
believe that you are inferior. But I once served Xiang Yu, and I would like to 
tell you what sort of person he is. When Xiang Yu rages and bellows it is enough 
to make a thousand men fall down in terror. But since he is incapable of 
employing wise generals, all of it amounts to no more than the daring of an 
ordinary man. 

"When Xiang Yu meets people he is courteous and thoughtful, his manner 
of speaking is gentle and, if someone is ill or in distress, he will weep over him 
and give him his own food and drink. But when someone he has sent upon a 
mission has achieved merit and deserves to be honoured and enfeoffed he will 
fiddle with the seal of investiture until it crumbles in his hand before he can 
bring himself to present it to the man. This sort of kindness deserves to be called 
merely womanish! 

"Now although Xiang Yu has made himself dictator of the world and 
subjugated the other nobles to his rule, he has not taken up residence in the area 
within the Pass, but has made his capital at Pengcheng. He has gone against the 
agreement made with the Righteous Emperor and instead has given out king- 
doms to the nobles on the basis of his own likes and preferences, which has 
resulted in much injustice. The nobles, seeing that Xiang Yu has banished the 
Righteous Emperor and sent him to reside in Jiangnan, when they return to their 
own territories in like manner drive out their sovereigns and make themselves 
rulers of the choicest lands. Xiang Yu has left death and destruction everywhere 
he has passed. Much of the world hates him. The common people do not submit 
to him out of affection, but are awed by his might alone. In name he is a dictator, 
but in truth he has lost the hearts of the world. Therefore I say that his might can 
be easily weakened! 

"Now if you could only pursue the opposite policy and make use of the 
brave men of the world, what enemy would not fall before you? If you were to 
enfeoff your worthy followers with the territories of the empire, who would not 
submit? If you were to take your soldiers of righteousness and lead them back 
east where they long to return, who would not flee from your path? 

"The three kings of the region of Qin were formerly generals of Qin and 
led the sons of Qin for several years. The number of men who were killed under 
their command exceeds estimation. In addition they deceived their men into 
surrendering to the other nobles and, when they reached Xin'an, Xiang Yu 
treacherously butchered over 200,000 soldiers of the Qin army who had surren- 
dered, sparing only the three generals Zhang Han, Sima Xin, and Dong Yi. 
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Therefore the fathers of Qin loath these three men with a passion that eats into 
their very bones. Now Xiang Yu has managed by sheer force to make kings of 
these men, but the people of Qin have no love for them. When you entered the 
Wu Pass, you inflicted not a particle of harm, but repealed the harsh laws of Qin 
and gave to the people a simple code of laws in three articles only, and there 
were none of the people of Qin who did not wish to make you their king. 
According to the agreement concluded among all the nobles, you ought to have 
been made king of the area within the Pass, and the people of the area all knew 
this. And when you were deprived of your rightful position and retired to the 
region of Han, the people of Qin were all filled with resentment. Now if you 
will raise your army and march east, you can win over the three kingdoms of 
Qin simply by proclamation!" 

The king of Han was overjoyed and only regretted that he had been so long 
in discovering Han Xin. He proceeded to follow the strategy Han Xin had 
outlined and assigned to his generals the areas which each was to attack. In the 
eighth month the king of Han raised his army, marched east out of Chencang, 
and subjugated the three kingdoms of Qin. 

In the second year of Han the king marched out of the Pass and seized 
control of Wei and Henan. The kings of Hann and Yin both surrendered to him. 
Joining the forces of Qi and Zhao, he attacked Chu. In the fourth month he 
reached Pengcheng, where his forces were defeated and compelled to retreat in 
disorder. Han Xin gathered a second force of troops and joined the king of Han 
at Xingyang and once more they attacked Chu in the region of Jing and Suo. As 
a result of this attack the armies of Chu were unable to proceed any further west. 

When the Han army was defeated at Pengcheng and driven back, Sima Xin, 
the king of Sai, and Dong Yi, the king of Di, fled from Han and surrendered to 
Chu. Qi and Zhao also revolted against Han and made peace with Chu. 

In the sixth month Bao, king of Wei, asked to be allowed to go home and 
look after his ailing parents but, when he reached his kingdom, he cut off the 
fords over the Yellow River, revolted against Han, and concluded an alliance 
with Chu. The king of Han dispatched Master Li in an attempt to dissuade him, 
but he refused to listen. In the eighth month of this year Han Xin was made 
prime minister of the left and sent to attack Wei. The king of Wei concentrated 
his forces at Puban and blockaded Linjin. Han Xin thereupon planted a dummy 
army and lined up a number of boats as though he were about to attempt to cross 
the river at Linjin. In the meantime he secretly led another force of men by way 
of Xiayang, where he ferried them across the river on floats and attacked Anyi. 
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Bao, the king of Wei, taken completely by surprise, led his troops to oppose Han 
Xin but was taken prisoner. Han Xin subjugated Wei and made it into .the 
province of Hedong. 

The king of Han dispatched Zhang Er to join Han Xin and with him lead a 
force of troops to the northeast to attack Zhao and Dai. In the intercalary ninth 
month they defeated the troops of Dai and took Xia Yue prisoner at Yanyu. As 
soon as Han Xin had conquered Wei and defeated Dai the king of Han hastily 
sent someone to take command of Han Xin's best troops and bring them to 
Xingyang to help in the blockade against Chu. 

Han Xin and Zhang Er with their force of 20,000 or 30,000 men prepared 
to march east through the Jing Gorge to attack Zhao. The king of Zhao and Chen 
Yu, lord of Cheng'an, hearing that the Han forces were about to attack them, 
gathered an army, ostensibly numbering 200,000, at the mouth of the gorge. Li 
Zuoche, lord of Guangwu, advised Chen Yu, saying, "I have heard that the Han 
general Han Xin has forded the Yellow River to the west, made the king of Wei 
and Xia Yue his prisoners, and spilled blood anew at Yanyu. Now with the help 
of Zhang Er he has laid his plans and intends to conquer Zhao. An army such 
as his, riding the crest of victory and fighting far from its homeland, cannot be 
opposed. 

"I have heard it said that, when provisions must be transported a thousand 
miles, the soldiers have a hungry look and, when fuel must be gathered before 
the mess is prepared, the army seldom sleeps with a full stomach. Now the road 
through the Jing Gorge is such that two carts cannot drive side by side, nor two 
horsemen ride abreast. On a march of several hundred miles under such 
circumstances, their provisions are sure to be in the rear. I beg you to lend me 
a force of 30,000 surprise troops which I can lead by a secret route to cut off 
their supply wagons. In the meantime, if you deepen your moats, heighten your 
ramparts, strengthen your camp, and refuse to engage in battle, they will be 
unable either to advance and fight, or to retreat and go back home. With my 
surprise force I will cut off their rear and see to it that they get no plunder from 
the countryside, and before ten days are out I will bring the heads of their two 
commanders and lay them beneath your banners! I beg you to give heed to my 
plan for, if you do not, you will most certainly find yourself their prisoner!" 

But Chen Yu was a Confucianist who always spoke of his "soldiers of 
righteousness" and had no use for tricky schemes or unusual strategies. "I have 
always heard that in the art of warfare," he said, "if you outnumber the enemy 
ten to one, you surround him, but if you outnumber him two to one, you engage 
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him in battle. Now although Han Xin's forces are reputed to be 20,000 or 30,000, 
they do not in fact exceed 3,000 or 4,000. Furthermore, he has marched a 
thousand miles to attack me, so he must already be thoroughly exhausted. If I 
were to flee and decline to fight under such circumstmces, what would I do in 
the future when faced with a larger number? The other nobles would call me 
coward and think nothing of coming to attack me!" 

Thus he refused to listen to the lord of Guangwu's plan, and the suggestion 
went unheeded. Han Xin sent men to spy in secret and when they learned that 
the lord of Guangwu's plan was not being followed, they returned and reported 
to Han Xin. He was overjoyed and proceeded without fear to lead his troops 
down the gorge. When they were still thirty li from the mouth of the gorge, he 
halted and made camp. During the night he sent an order through the camp to 
dispatch a force of 2,000 light cavalry. Each man was to carry a red flag and, 
proceeding along a secret route, to conceal himself in the mountains and observe 
the Zhao army. "When the Zhao forces see me marching out, they are sure to 
abandon their fortifications and come in pursuit. Then you must enter their walls 
with all speed, tear down the Zhao flags, and set up the red flags of Han in their 
place," he instructed them. Then he ordered his lieutenant generals to distribute 
a light meal to the army, saying, "This day we shall defeat Zhao and feast 
together!" None of his generals believed that the plan would work, but they 
feigned agreement and answered, "Very well." 

Han Xin addressed his officers, saying, "The Zhao forces have already 
constructed their fortifications in an advantageous position. Moreover, until 
they see the flags and drums of our commanding general, they will be unwilling 
to attack our advance column for fear that I will see the difficulty of the position 
and retreat back up the gorge." Han Xin therefore sent 10,000 men to march 
ahead out of the gorge and draw up in ranks with their backs to the river that 
ran through the gorge. The Zhao army, observing this from afar, roared with 

I 
laughter. 

At dawn Han Xin raised the flags of the commanding general, set his drums 
to sounding, and marched out of the mouth of the Jing Gorge. The Zhao army 
opened their gates and poured out to attack, and for a long time the two armies 
fought fiercely. At this point Han Xin and Zhang Er deceptively abandoned their 
flags and drums and fled to the forces drawn up along the river. The columns 

I 
It was an axiom of  Chinese military art that one should never fight with his back to a 

river. 
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along the river opened to receive them, and the battle continued to rage. As Han 
Xin had anticipated, the Zhao forces finally abandoned their fortifications 
completely in their eagerness to contend for the Han flags and pursue Han Xin 
and Zhang Er. With Han Xin and Zhang Er in their ranks, however, the army 
along the river determined to fight to the death and could not be defeated. 

In the meantime the surprise force of 2,000 cavalry which Han Xin had sent 
out, waiting until the Zhao forces had abandoned their camp in order to follow 
up their advantage, rushed into the Zhao fortifications, tore down the Zhao flags, 
and set up 2,000 red flags of Han in their place. The Zhao forces, unable to 
achieve a victory and capture Han Xin and the others, were about to return to 
their fortifications when they discovered that the walls were lined with the red 
flags of Han. The soldiers were filled with alarm and, concluding that the Han 
army had already captured the generals of the king of Zhao, fled in panic in all 
directions. Though the Zhao generals cut them down on the spot, they could not 
stop the rout. With this the Han forces closed in from both sides, defeated and 
captured the Zhao army, executed Chen Yu on the banks of the Chi River, and 
took Xie, the king of Zhao, prisoner. 

Han Xin issued orders to his army that the lord of Guangwu was not to be 
killed, and offered a reward of 1,000 catties of gold to the man who could capture 
him alive. As a result the lord of Guangwu was bound by one of the men and 
led before the commanding general. Han Xin loosed his bonds, placed him in 
the seat of honour facing east, and himself took a seat facing west, treating him 
with the respect due a teacher. The subordinate generals arrived to present their 
captives and the heads of their victims, and then rested from their labours and 
joined in congratulating Han Xin on the victory. 

Taking advantage of the opportunity, they began to question Han Xin. 
"According to The Art of War, when one fights he should keep the hills to his 
right or rear, and bodies of water in front of him or to the left," they said. "Yet 
today you ordered us on the contrary to draw up ranks with our backs to the 
river, saying, 'We shall defeat Zhao and feast together!' We were opposed to 
the idea, and yet it has ended in victory. What sort of strategy is this?" 

"This is in The Art of War too," replied Han Xin. "It is just that you have 
failed to notice it! Does it not say in The Art of War, 'Drive them into a fatal 
position and they will come out alive; place them in a hopeless spot and they 
will survive'? Moreover, I did not have at my disposal troops that I had trained 
and led from past times, but was forced, as the saying goes, to round up men 
from the market place and use them to fight with. Under such circumstances, if 
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I had not placed them in a desperate situation where each man was obliged to 
fight for his own life, but had allowed them to remain in a safe place, they would 
have all run away. Then what good would they have been to me?" 

"Indeed!" his generals exclaimed in admiration. "We would never have 
thought of that." 

Then Han Xin questioned the lord of Guangwu. "I am planning to march 
north and attack Yan, and from there proceed east to strike at Qi. What would 
be the most effective way to go about it?" 

The lord of Guangwu, however, declined to answer, saying, "The general 
of a defeated army, they say, is not qualified to talk of bravery, nor the minister 
of a lost nation to invent schemes for survival. Now that I am a prisoner taken 
in defeat, how could I be worthy to weigh such great undertakings?" 

Han Xin replied, "I have heard it said that when Boli Xi lived in Yu, Yu 
was destroyed, but when he lived in Qin, Qin became a great power, This was 
not because he was stupid when he was in Yu and wise when in Qin. It was only 
because in one he was employed and in the other he was not; in one he was 
listened to and in the other ignored. As a matter of fact, if Chen Yu had listened 
to your plan, even I would have become your prisoner. It is only because he did 
not mzke use of you that I have the honour of waiting upon you now." Han Xin 
continued to press him for an answer, saying, "I shall set all of my ideas aside 
and do whatever you suggest. I beg you to decline no further!" 

"171ey say," answered the lord of Guangwu, "that among the schemes of 
the wisest man one in a thousand will end in error, while among those of the 
greatest fool one in a thousand will succeed. Therefore it is said that a sage will 
find something to choose even from the words of a madman. I am doubtful 
whether any plan I might suggest would be worthy of consideration, but I beg 
to exercise the limits of my poor ability. 

"Chen Yu had a plan which seemed to insure a hundred victories in as many 
battles, and yet in one morning it proved a failure, his army was defeated before 
the walls of Huo, and he himself met death on the banks of the Chi. Now you 
have crossed the Yellow River to the west, made a prisoner of the king of Wei, 
captured Xia Yue at Yanyu, in one stroke descended the Jing Gorge and, before 
the morning was out, defeated Zhao's great army of 200,000 and executed Chen 
Yu. Your fame resounds throughout the land and your might fills the world with 
awe. The farmers have left their ploughing and cast aside their hoes and, 
anticipating that your armies will soon be upon them, have donned their finest 
clothes and are feasting while they may, inclining their ears in wait for your 
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command. Such is the strength of your position. 
"On the other hand, your troops are tired and worn out, and in point of fact 

are not of much use. Now you plan to lead this force of weary and exhausted 
men and further exhaust them before the stout walls of Yan. Yet, no matter how 
long you battle, your strength will not be sufficient to overcome them. The 
hopelessness of your situation will become apparent as your might declines, the 
days will pass fruitlessly while your supplies grow scarce, and still Yan, weak 
though it  is, will not submit. Qi in the meantime will certainly man its frontiers 
and strengthen its defence and, with Yan and Qi supporting each other and 
refusing to capitulate, the king of Han and Xiang Yu will continue at a stalemate 
and their fate will never be decided. This is the weak side of your position. In 
my humble opinion such a move would be a mistake, for one who is skilled in 
the use of arms never attacks strength with weakness, but only weakness with 
strength." 

"Then what course should I follow?" asked Han Xin. 

"If I were to suggest a plan for you," replied the lord of Guangwu, "I would 
say the best thing to do would be to halt your m y  and rest your soldiers. Patrol 
the land of Zhao and comfort the orphans made in today's battle. From the 
surrounding area have oxen and wine brought each day to feast your officers 
and banquet your men, and face them north towards the roads of Yan. After that 
you may dispatch your rhetoricians bearing documents to prove how superior 
your strength is to that of Yan, and Yan will not dare to turn a deaf ear. When 
Yan has submitted, you may send your propagandists to the east to talk to Qi, 
and Qi too will be obliged by the trend of events to submit, for even her wisest 
councillors will be able to think of no alternative. In this way you can have your 
will with the whole empire. In warfare the important thing is to publicize 
yourself first, and act afterward. Therefore I have suggested this plan." 

Han Xin approved of his plan and set about putting it into action, dispatch- 
ing an envoy to Yan. Yan bowed before the report of Han Xin's power and 
submitted. Han Xin sent an envoy to report this to the king of Han, at the same 
time requesting that Zhang Er be made king of Zhao to bring peace and order 
to the land. The king of Han gave his permission and set up Zhang Er as king 
of Zhao. 

Chu from time to time sent surprise forces across the Yellow River to attack 
Zhao, but Zhang Er and Han Xin, by moving back and forth through the area, 
were able to save Zhao, step by step gain control of its cities, and eventually 
dispatch a force of troops to aid the king of Han, who at this time was in 
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Xingyang surrounded and sorely pressed by the armies of Chu. The king of Han 
escaped south to the area of Yuan and She, where he obtained the aid of Qing 
Bu, and then fled to safety in Chenggao. The Chu forces once more surrounded 
and pressed him. In the sixth month the king of Han fled from Chenggao, crossed 
to the east side of the Yellow River and, accompanied only by Lord Teng, went 
to join the army of Zhang Er at Xiuwu. When he arrived he stopped for a night 
at the post house and at dawn the next day, representing himself as an envoy 
from the king of Han, hastened into the Zhao camp. Zhang Er and Han Xin being 
still in bed, he went to their chambers, seized their seals of command, and with 
these summoned all the subordinate generals and began assigning them to new 
posts. When Han Xin and Zhang Er woke up and found that the king of Han had 
arrived, they were astounded. Thus the king of Han seized the armies of both 
men, ordering Zhang Er to man and guard the region of Zhao, and making Han 
Xin his prime minister with orders to form an army from the men of Zhao who 
had not yet been pressed into service and proceed to attack Qi. 

Han Xin led his troops east but, before he had crossed the Yellow River at 
the Pingyuan Ford, he received word that the king of Han had sent Li Yiji to 
bargain with Qi and that Qi had already submitted. Han Xin wanted to halt his 
march, but Kuai Tong, a rhetorician from Fanyang, counselled him against this. 
"You have received a royal order to attack Qi. In the meantime the king of Han 
has independently dispatched a secret envoy to talk Qi into submission. But 
there has been no royal order instructing you to halt, has there? How can you 
fail to proceed on your mission? Furthermore, this one man, Master Li Yiji, by 
bowing graciously from his carriage and wagging his meagre tongue, has 
conquered the seventy-odd cities of Qi, while you, with your army of thousands, 
needed a year and over before you could gain control of the fifty-odd cities of 
Zhao. Could it be that  hat you have done in your several years as a general is 
not equal to the accomplishments of one wretched Confucianist?" 

Persuaded by his arguments, Han Xin followed his advice and proceeded 
to cross the Yellow River. Qi in the meantime, having heeded Master Li's 
persuasions, was detaining him with wine and feasts and had at the same time 
dispersed the defence which it had prepared against the Han armies. Han Xin 
was thus able to attack the Qi army at Lixia and proceed as far as Linzi. Tian 
Guang, the king of Qi, concluding that Master Li had betrayed him, had Master 
Li boiled alive and then fled to Gaomi, where he sent an envoy to Chu to beg 
for aid. 

After conquering Linzi, Han Xin proceeded east in pursuit of Tian Guang 
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as far as the west of Gaomi. Chu also sent its general Long Ju with a reputed 
force of 200,000 to aid Qi. The king of Qi and Long Ju with their combined 
armies fought with Han Xin but, before the armies had closed in battle, someone 
advised Long Ju, saying, "The soldiers of Han, battling far from their homeland, 
will fight to the death. They cannot be opposed in combat. Qi and Chu, however, 
are fighting on their own ground and their soldiers may easily run away in defeat. 
It would be better to strengthen your fortifications and have the king of Qi send 
his trusted ministers to rally the lost cities of Qi. If the lost cities hear that their 
king is still alive and that aid has come from Chu, they will certainly revolt 
against the Han army. The Han soldiers have marched a thousand miles into a 
strange land. If the cities of Qi all turn against them, they will find themselves 
with no way to get food for their forces, and they can be overcome without a 
fight." 

Long Ju replied, "I have long known what sort of man Han Xin is. He is 
easy enough to deal with. Furthermore, now that I have come to rescue Qi, if I 
were to overcome him without a battle, what merit would I gain from the 
expedition? But if I fight and beat him, half of Qi can be mine. Why should I 
stop now?" 

In the end he engaged Han Xin in battle, the two armies drawing up on 
opposite sides of the Wei River. In the night Han Xin ordered his men to make 
more than 10,000 bags, fill them with sand, and block the flow of the river 
upstream. Then he led his army halfway across the river to attack Long Ju but, 
pretending to be defeated, fled back to the shore. As Han Xin had expected, 
Long Ju announced delightedly, "I always knew that Han Xin was a coward!" 
and forthwith pursued Han Xin across the river. Han Xin then ordered his men 
to break open the dam of sandbags. The water came rushing down so that the 
large part of Long Ju's army could not get across the river. With all speed Han 
Xin closed in and killed Long Ju, while the men of Long Ju's army who had 
crossed to the east side of the river fled in disorder. Tian Guang, the king of Qi, 
fled at the same time. Han Xin pursued the defeated army as far as Chengyang, 
where he captured all the soldiers of Chu. 

In the fourth year of Han, having completed the conquest and pacification 
of Qi, Han Xin dispatched an envoy to report to the king of Han, saying, "Qi is 
full of deceit and shifty loyalties, a land fickle in its faith. Moreover, it  borders 
Chu on the south. Unless I am made an acting king with power to bring it  to 
order, the situation cannot be stabilized. For the sake of convenience I ask to be 
made an acting king." 
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Han Xin's envoy arrived just at the time when the king of Han was being 
pressed in siege at Xingyang. When Han Xin's letter was handed to him the king 
began to curse. "Here I am in a critical position, hoping day and night that he 
will come to aid me, and now he wants to make himself a king!" Zhang Liang 
and Chen Ping stepped on the king's foot and, drawing close to his ear, 
whispered, "We are at a disadvantage at the moment. How can we stop Han Xin 
from becoming a king? It would be better to go along with his request, make 
him a king, and treat him well so that he will guard Qi for his own sake. 
Otherwise he may desert us altogether!" 

The king realized his error and began to curse again. "When one of my men 
overcomes a feudal lord I make him nothing less than a real king. Why should 
I make him only an 'acting' king?" Then he dispatched Zhang Liang to go and 
install Han Xin as king of Qi, and levy his troops to fight against Chu. 

Chu had already lost Long Ju, and Xiang Yu, growing fearful, sent Wu She, 
a man of Xuyi, to go and talk to the new king of Qi. "The world suffered a long 
time under the tyranny of Qin," he said, "until we joined our strength and 
attacked it. When Qin was defeated we calculated the merit each had won, 
divided up the land, gave each his portion to rule, and set our soldiers to rest. 
Now the king of Han has called up his anny again and marched east, invading 
the territories of other men and seizing their lands. He has already destroyed the 
three kingdoms of Qin, led his men out of the Pass, drafted the soldiers of the 
other nobles, and marched east to attack Chu. It is his intention not to rest until 
he has swallowed up the whole empire, so insatiable are his desires! 

"Moreover, the king of Han cannot be trusted. Several times Xiang Yu, the 
king of Chu, has had him in his grasp, but always he has taken pity on him and 
let him live. And yet no sooner had the king of Han escaped than he went back 
on his agreement and once more attacked King Xiang. This shows how un- 
trustworthy he is. Now you consider yourself his fast friend and are doing your 
best to fight for him, but in the end you will find yourself his prisoner. The only 
reason you have been able to go your way so far is that King Xiang is still alive. 

"Today the fate of these two kings lies with you. If you throw your weight 
one way, the king of Han will win; if you throw it the other way, King Xiang 
of Chu will win. But if King Xiang should perish today, it would be your turn 
to be seized next. You and King Xiang are old friends. Why do you not turn 
against Han, make your peace with Chu, and rule a third of the empire? Now 
you are going to throw this opportunity away, put your faith in Han, and attack 
Chu. Is this in truth the policy of a wise man?" 



Han Xin, however, declined his advice. "When I served under King XiangYw 
he replied, "my office was no more than that of an attendant, and my position 
only that of spear bearer. He did not listen to my counsels nor make use of my 
plans. Therefore I turned my back on Chu and gave my allegiance to Han. The 
king of Han presented me with the seals of a commanding general and granted 
me a force of 20,000 or 30,000 men. He doffed his own garments to clothe me, 
gave me food from his own plate, listened to my words, and used my counsels. 
Therefore I have been able to come this far. When a man has treated me with 
such deep kindness and faith, it would be ill-omened to betray him. Even in 
death I would not be disloyal. I beg you to convey my regrets to King Xiang." 

When Wu She departed, Kuai Tong, a man of Qin, realizing that Han Xin 
held the balance of power in the empire, thought to sway his resolution by means 
of a curious scheme. Mentioning the art of physiognomy to Han Xin, he said, 
"I once studied this art of reading people's faces." 

"Just how do you go about reading faces?" asked Han Xin. 
"High or low position are revealed in the bone structure, sorrow or joy in 

the countenance, and success or failure in the power of decision. If one considers 
these three factors, he will make no mistake in a thousand cases!" 

"Indeed! And what would you say of me?" 
"May I speak to you a moment in private?" said Kuai Tong. 
"Let those about me retire!" Han Xin ordered. 
"Examining your face," Kuai Tong continued, "I see that you will never be 

more than a feudal lord. And I see danger and unrest. But if you turn your back,l 
I see such honour as cannot be expressed in words!" 

"How so?" asked Han Xin. 
"When revolt first broke out in the world the great warriors and brave heroes 

proclaimed their titles and shouted as with one voice, and the soldiers of all the 
world massed about them like thickening clouds, meshed their forces like the 
scales of a fish, flamed forth, and rose before the wind. At that time the thought 
of each was only to destroy Qin. But now Chu and Han rend the empire with 
their contention so that countless innocent men of the world spill their bowels 
upon the soaking earth and the bones of father and son are left to bleach in the 
open field. The men of Chu rose up from Pengcheng, and in battle after battle 
pursued the fleeing Han forces as far as Xingyang, riding upon the crest of 
victory and rolling up the empire like a mat before them, until the whole world 

L 
A double-enrendr.e, i.e., "if you turn against Han". 
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trembled at their might. But for three years now their soldiers have suffered 
reverses in the area between Jing and Suo, blocked by the western mountains 
and unable to advance. The king of Han with a host of 200,000 or 300,000 men 
has blocked their advance at Gong and Luoyang, relying upon the defence of 
mountains and rivers. But though he fights several engagements a day, he is 
powerless to win an inch of tenitory, nor can he break away and flee without 
perishing. He was defeated at Xingyang, wounded at Chenggao, and finally 
forced to flee into the are of Yuan and She. This is a case in which both the wise 
and the brave are at a stalemate. The keen spirits of the one are dashed against 
impregnable barriers; the provisions of the other grow scarce in his storehouses, 
while the common people, exhausted and worn with hatred and resentment, reel 
and stagger without means of support. It is my judgment that under such 
conditions none but the wisest of men can ever bring surcease to the ills of the 
world! 

"Now the fate of these two rulers lies with you. If you declare for Han, Han 
will win; if for Chu, then Chu will win. I would open my heart and mind to you, 
exhaust my poor energies, and devise for you a plan, but I fear that you will not 
heed it. If, however, you were truly to give ear to my scheme, I would say that 
it would be best to take advantage of these two rivals and preserve them both. 
Divide the empire into three shares and let each of you stand like the legs of a 
tripod. Under such circumstances neither of the others will dare to make the first 
move. 

"With your great wisdom and your host of soldiers, you could make your 
base in powerful Qi, command Yan and Zhao and, moving out into the 
unoccupied lands, seize control of the areas to the rear of Han and Chu. Then 
you could gratify the desires of the people by facing the powers of the west and 
demanding that they spare the lives of the masses. The whole world will respond 
to your call and hasten to you as though upon the wind. Who would dare to turn 
a deaf ear? You could divide the great states, weaken the powerful, and set up 
feudal rulers and, when the lords were established, all the world would harken 
to your words and bow before the beneficence of Qi. You may base your power 
upon the old land of Qi, occupy the regions of Jiao and Si, win over the nobles 
through your favours, retire within your palace, fold your hands and bow in 
humble deprecation, and the rulers of the earth will lead each other on to pay 
homage to Qi. Yet I have heard that 'he who does not take when Heaven offers, 
receives misfortune instead; he who does not act when the time comes, suffers 
disaster instead'. I beg you to consider most carefully!" 
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Han Xin replied, "The king of Han has treated me most generously, placing 
me in his own carriage, clothing me with his own garments, and giving me,food 
to eat from his own plate. I have heard it said that he who rides in another man's 
carriage must share his woes, he who puts on another man's clothes dons his 
sorrows as well, and he who eats another man's food must serve him to the death. 
How could I turn my back on what is right merely for the hope of gain?" 

"You consider yourself a close friend of the king of Han," said Kuai Tong, 
"and hope thereby to create a position for yourself and your family for all time 
to come. But if I may be so bold, I believe you are mistaken. When Zhang Er, 
the king of Changshan, and Chen Yu, the lord of Cheng'an, were still common- 
ers, they swore to be friends until death, and yet after they had quarrelled over 
the affair of Zhang Yan and Chen Shi, they grew to hate each other. Zhang Er 
turned his back upon Xiang Yu and, cowering with his head between his hands, 
crept off to join the king of Han. There he borrowed soldiers from the king of 
Han, marched east again, and, south of the Chi River, slaughtered Chen Yu who, 
his head and feet tom asunder, ended as a laughing stock of the world. These 
two had been the fastest friends in the world. Why then did one end as the 
prisoner of the other? Because evil arises from excess of desires, and the heart 
of man is hard to fathom! 

"Now though you hope to conduct your dealings with the king of Han in 
loyalty and good faith, you can never be closer to him than these two men, Zhang 
Er and Chen Yu, were to each other, while there are many things to stand 
between you more serious than the affair of Zhang Yan and Chen Shi. Therefore 
I believe that you are mistaken in thinking that there is no danger in trusting the 
king of Han. 

"Dafu Zhong and Fan Li once saved the doomed state of Yue, made its 
ruler, Goujian, a dictator, and won fame and glory, and yet they themselves 
perished. 'When the wild beasts have all been captured,' says the old proverb, 
'the hunting dog is put into the pot to boil.' You talk of friendship, but yours is 
nothing like that of Zhang Er and Chen Yu; you speak of loyalty, but you cannot 
do more than Dafu Zhong and Fan Li did for Goujian. These two cases are well 
worth noting. I beg you to consider them deeply. 

"They say that bravery and cunning which make even one's own ruler 
tremble only endanger one's self, while the merit which overshadows the world 
is never rewarded. Let me for a moment recount your own merit and cunning. 
You crossed the western reaches of the Yellow River, made a prisoner of the 
king of we;, and captured Xia Yue; you led your troops down the Jing Gorge. 
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executed Chen Yu, subdued Zhao, terrified Yan into submission, and subjugated 
Qi. In the south you crushed the Chu army of 200,000 men; in the east you killed 
Long Ju, and now you have turned west to report your deeds to the king of Han. 
One may say that you have won merit unparalleled in the world, and shown a 
cunning unmatched in generations. Now that you wield power enough to make 
a sovereign tremble and have won more merit than can be rewarded, should you 
choose to follow Chu, the men of Chu would never trust you, and should you 
follow Han, the men of Han would quake with fear. With gifts such as these, 
whom should you follow? Your position is that of a subject, and yet you posses 
power enough to make a sovereign tremble and a name which resounds 
throughout the world. This is why I consider that you are in danger!" 

Han Xin thanked him and said, "Stop a while, I beg you. I will think over 
what you have said." 

After several days Kuai Tong began to lecture him again. "Listening to 
advice is the basis of an undertaking, and planning is the key to success. Where 
there is bad listening or faulty planning, the undertaking seldom prospers for 
long. But if one listens with a sense of logic, he will not be confused by mere 
words; if he plans with a sense of relative importance, he cannot be distracted 
by mere talk. One who contents himself with the labours of a menial will never 
wield the power of a great lord; one who clings to a post that pays only a bushel 
or two of grain will never occupy the position of prime minister. 

"Therefore to be wise is to be resolute in decision, but to doubt is to destroy 
one's undertaking. The petty schemes which take account of every detail miss 
the greater destinies of the world. To be wise only in knowledge but lack the 
resoluteness to act is to meet disaster in every undertaking. Thus it is said, 'Better 
a wasp bent on stinging than a hesitant tiger; better an old nag plodding safely 
along than a hobbling thoroughbred; better a common man determined to act 
than the bravest hero vacillating! You may be as wise as Shun and Yu, but if 
you mumble and do not speak out, you are less use than a deaf mute making 
gestures!' These sayings prove the worth of being able to act. Merit is difficult 
to achieve and easy to lose. The right time is hard to find and easy to let slip. 
The time, my lord, the time! It will not come twice! I beg you to consider 
carefully!" 

But Han Xin hesitated and could not bear to turn against Han. Also he 
considered that he had won such merit that the king of Han would never take 
Qi away from him. So in the end he refused Kuai Tong's advice. When Kuai 
Tong realized that his advice would not be followed, he desisted and, feigning 
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madness, became a shaman. 
The king of Han was in considerable difficulty at Guling but, employing a 

scheme suggested by Zhang Liang, he summoned Han Xin, the king of Qi, who 
led his army to join the Han forces at Gaixia. After Xiang Yu had been defeated, 
the king of Han, now emperor, surprised Han Xin and seized his army. 

In the first month of the fifth year of Han the emperor moved Han Xin from 
Qi to the position of king of Chu with his capital at Xiapei. When Han Xin 
reached his state he summoned the old washerwoman who had given him food 
long ago and presented her with 1,000 catties of gold. To the village head of 
Nanchang in Xia he gave 100 cash, remarking, "You are a small-minded man! 
When you do favours for people, you are not willing to see them through to the 
end!" Then he sent for the young man who had humiliated him and made him 
crawl between his legs, and made him a military commander. "He is a brave 
man," Han Xin told his generals and ministers. "At the time when he humiliated 
me, I could of course have killed him. But killing him would have won me no 
fame. So I put up with it and got where I am today." 

Zhongli Mo, a fugitive general of Xiang Yu whose home was at Yilu, had 
long been a friend of Han Xin and, after the death of Xiang Yu, he fled to join 
Han Xin. The king of Han hated Zhongli Mo and, hearing that he was in Chu, 
sent an order to Chu to have him seized. When Han Xin first amved in Chu, he 
made a tour of the various district towns, leading his soldiers in formation here 
and there about the state. In the sixth year of Han someone sent a report to the 
emperor stating that Han Xin, king of Chu, was about to revolt. Gaozu, at the 
suggestion of Chen Ping, decided to make an imperial tour and summon a 
meeting of the nobles. In the south there is a lake called Yunmeng, and so the 
emperor dispatched envoys to the nobles saying, "Meet me at Chen, since I am 
going to visit Yunmeng." His real intention was to make a surprise attack on 
Han Xin, though Han Xin was unaware of this. 

With the emperor about to arrive in Chu, Han Xin began to consider whether 
he should not dispatch his troops in revolt but, since he believed himself guilty 
of no crime, he decided to visit the emperor. He was afraid of being taken 
prisoner, however. Someone advised him, saying, "If you execute Zhongli Mo 
before you go to visit the emperor, His Majesty is sure to be pleased and there 
will be no trouble." Han Xin went to see Zhongli Mo to discuss what he ought 
to do. "The only reason the Han forces do not attack and take Chu away from 
you is that I am with you!" said Zhongli Mo. "Now if you wish to seize me in 
order to ingratiate yourself with the emperor, I am prepared to die today, but 
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you yourself will follow close behind!" Then he cursed Han Xin, saying, "You 
are no man of honour!" and in the end cut his own throat. 

Han Xin, bearing Zhongli Mo's head, went to visit Gaozu at Chen. The 
emperor ordered his guards to bind Han Xin and place him in one of the rear 
carriages. "It is just as men say," sighed Han Xin. "When the cunning hares are 
dead, the good dog is boiled; when the soaring birds are gone, men put away 
the good bow; when the enemy states have been defeated, the ministers who 
plotted their downfall are doomed. The world is now at peace, and so it is fitting 
that I be boiled!" 

"Someone told me that you were about to revolt," said the emperor, and 
had Han Xin put into fetters, but when they reached Luoyang he absolved him 
of guilt and made him marquis of Huaiyin. 

Han Xin, knowing that the emperor feared and hated his ability, always 
pleaded illness and failed to attend court or join the imperial processions. He 
brooded day and night on his discontent and was ashamed to be ranked equal 
with Zhou Bo and Guan Ying. Once, when he visited General Fan Kuai, Fan 
Kuai knelt in deep respect to greet him and see him off and, employing terms 
of the greatest humility, said, "Your Highness has condescended to look upon 
his servant." "I am still alive," laughed Han Xin as he went out the gate, "but I 
am now the same rank as you and the rest!" 

The emperor was once casually discussing with Han Xin the relative 
abilities of his generals and ranking them in order. 

"About how many soldiers could a person like myself command?" asked 
the emperor. 

"Your Majesty would not exceed the 100,000 class," replied Han Xin. 

"And what about yourself?" 
"As for me, the more the better!" 

"If the more the better," laughed the emperor, "how is it that you became 
my prisoner?" 

"Your Majesty cannot command soldiers," replied Han Xin, "but you are 
good at commanding generals. That is why I became your prisoner. Moreover 
you are one of those who are 'chosen of Heaven'. Your power is not human!" 

When Chen Xi was appointed governor of Julu, he went to take his leave 
of Han Xin. Han Xin grasped his hand and, dismissing his attendants, walked 
with him into the courtyard. Gazing up at the sky and sighing, he said, "I wonder 
if you are the sort I can talk with .... I have something I would like to say to 
you." 
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"You have only to mention it," replied Chen Xi. 

"The place where you live has the finest troops in the empire. And you, of 

course, are a trusted and favoured minister of the emperor. If someone were to 
report that you were about to revolt, the emperor would certainly not believe it. 
If it were reported a second time, the emperor might begin to doubt, and if a 
third time he would surely become angry and lead an expedition in person. In 
that case I might contrive to raise an army for you and we could scheme for the 
empire!" 

Chen Xi had long known of Han Xin's ability and trusted him. "I shall 
honour your instructions with the greatest care!" replied Chen Xi. 

In the tenth year of Han, Chen Xi did in fact revolt. The emperor marched 
against him in person, but Han Xin, ill  as usual, did not join the expedition. He 
sent a man in secret to the place where Chen Xi was, saying, "Just raise your 
troops! I will help you from here." Han Xin then plotted with his ministers and 
in the middle of the night forged an edict pardoning all the convict labourers 
attached to the government offices, intending to dispatch them in an attack on 
Empress Lii and the heir apparent. After he had assigned them their various 
places he waited for a report from Chen Xi. It happened that one of Han Xin's 
retainers had committed some fault against Han Xin, who had him imprisoned 
and was about to execute him. The retainer's younger brother reported Han 
Xin's disaffection to the capital, sending a letter to inform Empress Lu that he 
was planning to revolt. The empress thought of summoning him, but she was 
afraid that he would not come, so together with Xiao He, the primer minister, 
she devised a scheme whereby they had a man pretend to come from the emperor 
with news that Chen Xi had already been captured and killed. When the nobles 
and ministers all appeared to offer their congratulations Xiao He sent word to 
trick Han Xin, saying, "Although you are ill, you must make an effort to come 
to the capital and present your congratulations." Han Xin came. 

Empress Lu ordered the guards to bind Han Xin and execute him in the 
bell-room of the Palace of Lasting Joy. When he was about to be beheaded, he 
said, "To my regret I did not listen to Kuai Tong's scheme. And now I have 
been tricked by this woman and her lackey! Is it not fate?" Han Xin's family, 
to the third degree of kinship, was exterminated. 

Gaozu had completed his campaign against Chen Xi's army and returned 
to the capital when he learned of Han Xin's death. He was both pleased and 
saddened by the news, and asked whether Han Xin had said anything before he 
died. "He said he regretted not having listened to the scheme of Kuai Tong," 
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said Empress Lii. 
"He is a rhetorician of Qi," said Gaozu and sent an order to Qi to have Kuai 

Tong arrested. 
When Kuai Tong was brought before him, the emperor asked, "Did you 

advise Han Xin to revolt?" 
"I did," he replied. "I advised him most strongly. But the idiot did not listen 

to my scheme and so brought destruction upon himself and his family. Idiot 
though he was, if he had used my plan, how would Your Majesty ever have been 
able to destroy him?" 

"Boil him alive!" ordered the emperor in a rage. 

"But, Your Majesty, how unjust! To have me boiled ... !" cried Kuai Tong. 
"You advised Han Xin to revolt! What do you mean, unjust?" 
"The web of Qin's government had rotted away and the strands of its rule 

grew slack. East of the mountains all was in chaos, as men of the other clans 
raised their armies and brave men flocked about them. The empire slipped from 
the house of Qin like a fleeing deer and all the world joined in its pursuit. As it 
happened, he with the tallest stature and the swiftest feet seized it first. Now the 
bandit Zhi's dog would bark even at a sage like Yao, but that is not because Yao 
is evil, but because it is a dog's nature to bark at anyone who is not his master. 
At that time I knew only Han Xin. I did not know Your Majesty. There are 
countless men in the empire who plucked up their spirits and seized their swords 
in hopes of doing what you did. It is only that their strength was not equal to the 
task. And do you think you can boil all of them alive as well?" 

"Free him!" said the emperor, and he absolved Kuai Tong of his guilt. 

The Grand Historian remarks: When I visited Huaiyin one of the men of 
the place told me that even when Han Xin was still a commoner his ambitions 
were different from those of ordinary men. At the time of his mother's death he 
was so poor that he could not give her a proper burial, and yet he had her buried 
on a high, broad expanse of earth with room enough around to set up 10,000 
 household^,^ this man said. I went to visit Han Xin's mother's grave, and it was 
quite true. 

If Han Xin had given thought to the Way and been more humble instead of 
boasting of his achievements and priding himself on his own ability, how fine 
a man he might have been! For his services to the house of Han he might have 

3 
As grave tenders, in the manner of the most exalted ruler. 
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ranked with the dukes of Zhou and Shao and Grand Duke Wang of old, and for 
ages after have enjoyed the blood and flesh of sacrifices. Yet he did not strive 
for such things but, when the world was already gathered under one rule, plotted 
treason instead. Was it not right that he and his family should be wiped out? 



SHI JI 93: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF HANN XIN 
AND LU WAN 

When Chu and Han were locked in stalemate in the area of Gong and Luo, 
Hann Xin seized control of Yingchuan for the king of Han and Lu Wan cut 
off Xiang Yu's lines of supply. Thus I made "The Biographies of Hann Xin 
and Lu Wan". 

HANN XIN 

Xin, the king of Hann, was a grandson of the former King Xiang of Hann 
by a concubine. He was eight feet five inches tall.' When Xiang Liang set up 
King Huai, descendant of the royal house of Chu, as king of Chu, the states of 
Yan, Qi, Zhao, and Wei all had kings belonging to their former royal houses; 
only the state of Hann was without an heir. Xiang Liang therefore selected 
Cheng, the lord of Hengyang, from among the princes of Hann, to be king of 
Hann and bring order to the former region of Hann for him. After Xiang Liang 
was defeated and killed at Dingtao, Cheng fled to King Huai of Chu. 

At the time when the governor of Pei led his troops to attack Yangcheng, 
he made Zhang Liang the Hann minister of instruction and sent him to conquer 
the former region of Hann, where Zhang Liang enlisted the aid of Hann Xin, 
making him a general of Hann. Hann Xin led his troops to follow the governor 
of Pei through the Wu Pass. When the governor of Pei was made king of Han, 
Hann Xin accompanied him to the region of Han, where he advised the king, 
saying, "Xiang Yu has made his generals kings of the regions near about him, 
but you alone he has sent to this faraway place, as though you were being exiled 

I 
I,e., over six feet six inches. I have spelled this Hann Xin's name with two n's to 

distinguish him from the Han Xin who is the subject of the preceding chapter. In Chinese, 
however, the names are written alike and there is evidence that the two men were confused 
even in Sima Qian's time. Thus he here attributes to Hann Xin a speech which in "The Annals 
of Gaozu" is attributed to Han Xin. I can only beg the reader's indulgence for the bewildering 
profusion of Hann's and Han's which the text forces upon me. 
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for some offence. Your officers and men are all from east of the mountains, and 
they gaze into the distance, longing to go home. If YOU would take up your lance 
and face eastward again, you could contend for control of the world!" 

The king of Han returned east and conquered the three kingdoms of Qin. 
He gave Hann Xin permission to become king of Hann, but first awarded him 
the title of grand commandant of Hann, and sent him with troops to seize the 
region of Hann. 

All the kings whom Xiang Yu had enfeoffed had already proceeded to their 
respective kingdoms except King Cheng of Hann who, because he had not 
accompanied.Xiang Yu through the Pass and had achieved no outstanding merit, 
was not sent to his kingdom but was demoted to the rank of marquis instead. 
When Xiang Yu heard that the king of Han had sent Hann Xin to seize the region 
of Hann he made Zheng Chang, the magistrate of Wu whom he had known in 
former days when he was living in Wu, the king of Hann with orders to stop 
Hann Xin's advance. 

In the second year of Han, Hann Xin invaded Hann and captured more than 
ten cities of the region. When the king of Han reached Henan, Hann Xin made 
a sudden attack upon Zheng Chang at Yangcheng. Upon Zheng Chang's 
surrender, Hann Xin was made king of Hann and thereafter led his troops in the 
service of the king of Han. 

In the third year the king of Han escaped from Xingyang, leaving Hann 
Xin, Zhou Ke, and others to guard the city but, when Xiang Yu finally took the 
city, Hann Xin surrendered. Later he managed to escape and make his way back 
to the king of Han and was once more made king of Hann, joining in the final 
attack and the defeat of Xiang Yu. 

In the spring of the fifth year, after the empire was at peace, Hann Xin at 
last received the split tallies officially making him the king of Hann ruling from 
Yingchuan. 

In the spring of the following year the emperor, considering that Hann Xin 
was clever and brave and that the territory he ruled extended to Gong and 
Luoyang in the north, Yuan and She in the south, and east to Huaiyang - 
regions possessing some of the finest troops in the empire - issued an edict 
transferring Hann Xin to the rulership of the region of Taiyuan, with his capital 
at Jinyang, so that he could guard the northern border against barbarian invasion. 
Hann Xin submitted a letter to the throne, saying, "Since my kingdom lies along 
the northern frontier, it is often invaded by the Xiongnu. Jinyang is too far away 
from the border. I request that the seat of government be moved to Mayi." His 
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request was granted and Hann Xin's capital transferred to Mayi. 
In the autumn the Xiongnu chief Maodun surrounded Hann Xin with a large 

force. Hann Xin several times sent envoys to the barbarians seeking their 
peaceful withdrawal. The emperor dispatched troops to aid Hann Xin but, 
suspecting him of disloyalty because of his frequent exchanges of secret envoys 
with the barbarians, he also sent a man to reprimand him. Hann Xin, fearful of 
punishment, concluded an alliance with the Xiongnu to join in attacking Han, 
surrendering the city of Mayi to them and attacking Taiyuan. 

In the winter of the seventh year the emperor in person led an attack and 
defeated Hann Xin's army at Tongdi, executing his general Wang Xi. Hann Xin 
escaped and fled to the Xiongnu, joining with his generals Manqiu Chen of 
Baitu, Wang Huang, and others in setting up Zhao Li, a descendant of the Zhao 
royal family, as king of Zhao. The generals gathered together Hann Xin's 
defeated troops and with Hann Xin and Maodun plotted to attack Han. The 
Xiongnu sent their Wise Kings of the Left and ~ i ~ h t '  with a force of 10,000 
cavalry to join Wang Huang and the others in garrisoning Guangwu and, 
advancing as far south as Jinyang, engaged the Han forces in battle. There they 
were severely defeated by the Han forces, pursued as far as Lishi, and again 
defeated. The Xiongnu once more massed their forces in the northwest of 
Loufan. The emperor dispatched his general of carriage and cavalry to attack 
the Xiongnu. Because the Xiongnu constantly retreated in flight, the Han forces 
were able to follow up their advantage and pursue them north. Hearing that 
Maodun was in the Dai Valley, the emperor, who was staying in Jinyang, sent 
scouts to spy on him. The scouts returned and reported that Maodun could be 
attacked, whereupon the emperor advanced as far as Pingcheng, taking up a 
position on the White Peak. 

When the Xiongnu cavalry surrounded the emperor he sent generous gifts 
to Maodun's consort, who spoke to her husband, saying, "Even if you were now 
to get possession of the Han lands, you could not occupy them. It is better that 
the rulers of the two nations should not trouble one another." 

After seven days the barbarian cavalry withdrew from their encirclement a 
little.' At this time there was a heavy fog, so that the Han army was able to send 

2 
The "Wise Kings of the Left and Right" were the two highest ranking miliary leaders 

under the Shanyu, hereditary commanders respectively of the eastern and western sections of 
the Xiongnu nation. 

'~ccording to Slti ji 110. the chapter on the Xiongnu, the cavalry withdrew from one 
sector of the encirclement, the sector through which the Han forces later escaped. 
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its men back and forth without the barbarians being aware of it. Chen Ping, the 
colonel of the guard, said to the emperor, "The barbarians are anxious not to 
lose any of their men. I beg you to order the strong crossbows to be fitted with 
two mows each and pointed towards the outside." When this had been done, 
they marched slowly out of the encirclement and entered the city of Pingcheng 
At this time relief forces also arrived and the barbarian cavalry finally withdrew. 
The emperor likewise abandoned the expedition and withdrew. Hann Xin, . 
continuing to co-operate with the Xiongnu, led his troops back and forth in 
attacks on the frontier. 

In the tenth year of Han, Hann Xin sent Wang Huang and others to counsel 
Chen Xi in the course which eventually proved to be his downfall. In the spring 
of the eleventh year Hann Xin again joined with the barbarian cavalry in an 
invasion, taking up a position in the city of Canhe in order to block the Han 
army. The Han general Chai, who was sent to attack him, dispatched a letter to 
Hann Xin, saying, "His Majesty is lenient and kind. Even in the case of nobles 
who have revolted and fled, if they returned to him he has at once restored them 
to their former positions and titles without inflicting any penalty. This you know 
very well. Now because you were defeated and lost your army, you fled to the 
barbarians, but you are guilty of no grave offence. You should hurry back at 
once !" 

To this Hann Xin replied, "His Majesty raised me up from the lanes of the 
common people until I faced south and called myself a sovereign. Such was his 
goodness to me. Yet at the seige of Xingyang I was not able to die for him, but 
fell prisoner to Xiang Yu. This was my first offence. Again, when the barbarian 
bandits attacked Mayi, I was not able to hold out against them but surrendered 
the city. This was my second offence. And now I have gone over to the 
barbarians and will lead their troops and engage with you in battle to settle our 
fate once for all. This will be my third offence. In former times Zhong and Fan 
Li, the ministers of Yue, were guilty of no offences, and yet they were forced 
to flee or face death. With three offences against the emperor, if I should return 
and seek to prolong my life in this world, I would only end like Wu Zixu of old 
who was stricken down upon the soil of Wu. Now I lurk hidden among the hills 
and valleys, day and night begging my sustenance from the barbarian tribes. As 
the cripple does not forget what it was to walk, nor the blind what it was to see, 
no more am I without thoughts of returning. Only, like them, I no longer have 
the power!" 

In the end the two armies closed in battle. General Chai massacred the 
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inhabitants of Canhe and executed Hann Xin. 
When Hann Xin fled to the Xiongnu he was accompanied by his son, the 

crown prince. After he reached the city of Tuidang a son was born to him whom 
he accordingly named Tuidang, and the crown prince also had a son named 
Ying. In the fourteenth year of Emperor Wen, Tuidang and Ying both led their 
followers and surrendered to the Han. The Han made Tuidang marquis of 
Gonggao and Ying marquis of Xiangcheng. In the campaign against the revolt 
in Wu and Chu, Tuidang achieved outstanding distinction among the other 
generals. His fief passed in turn to his son and his grandson, but the last, being 
without an heir, lost the title. Ying's grandson was accused of disrespect and 
deprived of his title. 

Tuidang's grandson by a concubine, Hann Yan, won great favour at court 
and was renowned for his fame and wealth in the world of his time. His younger 
brother Hann Yue was twice enfeoffed and several times appointed a general, 
the title he held at his death being marquis of Andao. A year or so later, his son 
Dai was tried for an offence and died. After another year or so, Yue's grandson 
Zeng was made marquis of Longluo to carry on Yue's line.' 

LU WAN 

Lu Wan, a native of Feng, was born in the same village as Gaozu. Lu Wan's 
father was a close friend of Gaozu's father, the Grand Supreme Emperor, and 
when sons were born to them, both births occurred on the same day. The people 
of the village came with gifts of lamb and wine to congratulate the families. 
When Gaozu and Lu Wan were young they studied writing together and were 
likewise close friends. The people of the village, seeing that the fathers of the 
two families were friends, that their sons had been born on the same day, and 
that the sons as well were fast friends, once more brought gifts of lamb and wine 
to congratulate the two families. 

Once, while Gaozu was still a commoner, he got into trouble with the 
authorities and had to go into hiding. Lu Wan always went along with him 
wherever he fled and, when Gaozu began his uprising, Lu Wan became one of 
his followers. Accompanying Gaozu to his kingdom in Han, he became a 
general and constantly served in the palace. When Gaozu marched east to attack 
Xiang Y u, Lu Wan served as grand commandant and had free access to Gaozu's 

4 
These last two sentences are almost certainly a later interpolation. 
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sleeping quarters. Lu Wan received far more gifts of clothing and food from 
Gaozu than the other ministers cven dared to hope for and, though men such as 
Xiao He and Cao Can were treated with special counesy because of their high 
offices, none could match the personal favouritism which Lu Wan enjoyed. Lu 
Wan was enfeoffed as marquis of Chang'an, the former city of Xianyang 

In the winter of the fifth year of Han, after Gaozu had defeated Xiang Yu, 
he dispatched Lu Wan as a special general to join Liu Jia in attacking Gong Wei, 
the king of Linjiang. After defeating him Lu Wan returned in the seventh month 
and joined in the attack on Zang Tu, the king of Yan, who surrendered. 

After Gaozu had gained control of the whole empire he made kings of seven 
of the nobles who did not belong to his own Liu family. He wanted to make Lu 
Wan a king as well, but he was afraid of arousing the envy of his other followers. 
When he took Zang Tu prisoner he issued an edict to all his generals, ministers, 
and nobles asking them to select someone from among his followers who had 
achieved distinction to be made the new king of Yan.   he officials, knowing 
that the emperor wished to make Lu Wan a king, all said, "The grand comman- 
dant Lu Wan, marquis of Chang'an, has constantly aided in the pacification of 
the empire, and his distinction is the highest. He should be made king of Yan." 
The emperor issued an edict approving their suggestion and, in the eighth month 
of the fifth year of Han, Lu Wan was made king of Yan. Among the nobles and 
kings none enjoyed greater favour than Lu Wan. 

in the autumn of the eleventh year of Han, Chen Xi revolted in the region 
of Dai. Gaozu proceeded to Handan to attack Chen Xi's troops, while Lu Wan 
attacked from the northeast. At this time Chen Xi dispatched Wang Huang to 
seek aid from the Xiongnu, and Lu Wan also sent his minister Zhang Sheng to 
go to the Xiongnu and report that the army of Chen Xi and his associates had 
been defeated. When Zhang Sheng reached the barbarian court, Zang Yan, the 
son of Zang Tu, the former king of Yan, who had fled to the barbarians, visited 
him. "The reason you enjoy importance in Yan," he said, "is that you are 
experienced in barbarian affairs. And the reason Yan has been able to continue 
this long without danger is that so many of the other nobles have one after 
another revolted and the warfare has gone on without reaching a settlement. 
Now you are anxious to help the king of Yan to wipe out Chen Xi and his friends 
as soon as possible. But when Chen Xi is finished with, it will be Yan's turn 
next, and you and the rest will end up as prisoners! Why do you not talk the king 
of Yan into easing his attack on Chen Xi and making peace with the barbarians? 
If things continue to go well for the Han forces, your king can keep his throne 
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in Yan that much longer, while if the Han forces should suffer some sudden 
upset, his kingdom will not be endangered." 

Zhang Sheng considered this sensible advice and secretly asked the 
Xiongnu to aid Chen Xi in attacking Yan. Lu Wan suspected that Zhang Sheng 
had gone over to the side of the barbarians and sent a report to the emperor 
asking that Zhang Sheng's family be exterminated. But when Zhang Sheng 
returned from his mission and reported in full the reasons for his action, Lu Wan 
realized what he had been up to. Falsely condemning someone else in his place, 
he freed Zhang Sheng's family and sent him to connive with the Xiongnu. He 
also secretly dispatched Fan Qi to go to the place where Chen Xi was, hoping 
to prolong the revolt and delay any final settlement. 

In the twelfth year of Han, when the emperor marched east to attack Qing 
Bu, Chen Xi continued to lead his troops in the region of Dai. Fan Kuai was 
dispatched to attack him, and succeeded in executing Chen Xi. Chen Xi's 
lieutenant general, who surrendered, reported that Lu Wan, the king of Yan, had 
sent Fan Qi to Chen Xi's camp to join the plot with him. Gaozu dispatched an 
envoy to summon Lu Wan, but the latter pleaded illness. The emperor again 
sent Shen Yiji, the marquis of Biyang, and the grand secretary Zhao Yao to go 
and fetch Lu Wan and make an investigation of his associates. Lu Wan, 
increasingly alarmed, retired into deep seclusion, saying to his trusted ministers, 
"Of the kings who are not of the Liu family, only I and the king of Changsha 
are left. In the spring of last year Han Xin and his family were wiped out, and 
in the summer Peng Yue was executed. This is all Empress Lii's doing. The 
emperor these days is ill  and entrusts everything to her. Since she is a woman 
she thinks only of finding some excuse or other to execute the kings of the other 
families and the great ministers."' 

Lu Wan continued to plead illness, refusing to go to the capital, and his 
associates all fled into hiding. Eventually the words he had spoken to them 
leaked out and came to the ears of Shen Yiji, who returned and reported all he 
had learned to the emperor. The emperor was angrier than ever. In addition, one 
of the Xiongnu who had surrendered reported that Zhang Sheng was hiding 
among the Xiongnu, having been sent by the king of Yan. "It appears that Lu 
Wan has really revolted," said the emperor and dispatched Fan Kuai to attack 
Yan. Lu Wan took the members of his family and palace staff and a force of 

5 
I.e., being only a woman, she is attempting by trickery to rid herself of all those who 

may be a threat to her and her family after the emperor's death. 
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several thousand cavalry and went to stay by the Great Wall, sending to inquire 
whether the emperor's illness had improved so that he might come in person 
and beg pardon for his crime. In the fourth month Gaozu passed away and Lu 
Wan forthwith led his company in flight across the border to the Xiongnu. The 
Xiongnu gave him the title of "King Lu of the Eastern Barbarians", but the 
territory they assigned him was invaded and plundered by the barbarian tribes. 
He never ceased to think of returning home. After a year or so he died among 
the barbarians. 

During the reign of Empress Lii, Lu Wan's wife and children fled from the 
Xiongnu and surrendered to the Han. At this time the empress was ill and could 
not see them. She had them quartered at the official residence of the state of Yan 
in the capital and planned to give a banquet and receive them, but she 
passed away before they were ever granted an audience. Lu Wan's wife also 
fell ill and died. In the sixth year of the middle period of Ernperor Jing's reign 
(144 BC) Lu Wan's grandson Tuozhi, who held the title of "King of the Eastern 
Barbarians", surrendered and was enfeoffed as marquis of Yagu. 

CHEN XI 

Chen Xi was a native of Yuanqu. It is not known how he first got to be a 
follower of Gaozu. In the winter of the seventh year, when Xin, the king of Hann, 
revolted and fled to the Xiongnu, Gaozu marched as far as Pingcheng and on 
his return enfeoffed Chen Xi as a marquis, making him prime minister and 
general of ~ a i ~  with supervision over the troops guarding the border of Dai. All 
the border forces were placed under his command. Chen Xi once requested leave 
from his position to return to his home for a visit, passing through Zhao on his 
way. Zhou Chang the prime minister of Zhao, observed that Chen Xi was 
accompanied by over 1,000 carriages of retainers and followers, so many that 
they completely filled the official lodgings in the city of Handan. He also noted 
that Chen Xi treated his retainers as though he and they were still no more than 
commoners, always putting himself last among them. After Chen Xi had 
returned to Dai, Zhou Chang requested an audience with the emperor and, when 
it was granted, reported on the extraordinary number of Chen Xi's retainers, 
warning that, since Chen Xi had had complete control of the troops on the border 
for several years, there was danger of his revolting. The emperor thereupon sent 

6 
The text erroneously reads "prime minister of Zhao". 
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an envoy to conduct a special investigation into the private fortunes and illegal 
activities of Chen Xi's followers in Dai, and it was found that in many cases 
Chen Xi himself was implicated. Chen Xi, growing fearful, secretly dispatched 
one of his retainers to communicate with Hann Xin's generals Wang Huang and 
Manqiu Chen. 

In the seventh month of the tenth year, when the Grand Supreme Emperor 
passed away, Gaozu sent an envoy to summon Chen Xi, but Chen Xi declined 
to go on grounds of serious illness. In the ninth month he finally joined with 
Wang Huang and the others in revolt, setting himself up as king of Dai and 
plundering the regions of Zhao and Dai. 

When the emperor received word of this he issued a pardon, absolving the 
officials and people of Zhao and Dai, who had been plundered and led astray 
by Chen Xi, from all guilt. The emperor in person came as far as Handan, where 
he remarked with pleasure, "Since Chen Xi has not come south to occupy the 
Zhang River and guard Handan on its north side, I know he can do no harm." 

Zhou Chang, the prime minister of Zhao, sent a request to the emperor that 
the governor and military commander of Changshan Province be executed. 
"Because of Chen Xi's revolt, twenty of the twenty-five cities of Changshan 
have been lost," he said. 

"Have the governor and military commander themselves revolted?" asked 
the emperor. 

"No, they are not disloyal," replied Zhou Chang. 

"Then it is simply that their strength was not sufficient to hold the cities," 
said the emperor and, pardoning them, he restored them to their positions in 
Changshan. "Has Zhao any brave men who could be made generals?" he asked 
Zhou Chang. 

"We have four men," replied Zhou Chang. When the four appeared before 
the emperor, he abused them contemptuously. "Do you idiots think you can be 
generals?" he asked. 

The four men prostrated themselves in great embarrassment. The emperor 
then enfeoffed each of them with 1,000 households and made them generals. 
His ministers remonstrated with him, saying, "Among those who followed Your 
Majesty to Shu and Han and in the attacks on Chu, there are many who have 
not yet been rewarded for their merit. Now what merit have these men won that 
they should be enfeoffed?" 

"This is not for you to understand," replied the emperor. "Chen Xi has 
revolted and all the territory north of Handan is in his grip. I sent out an urgent 
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proclamation summoning troops from all over the empire, but so far none of 
them have amved. Now I have only the forces here in Handan. Why should I 
begrudge 4,000 households and not enfeoff these four men so as to bring some 
comfort to the sons of Zhao?" 

"Yes, of course," they all replied. Then the emperor asked, "Who are Chen 
Xi's generals?" 

"Wang Huang and Manqiu Chen, both of them formerly merchants," he 
was told. 

"I know their kind!" replied the emperor, and offered rewards of 1,000 
pieces of gold for Wang Huang, Manqiu Chen, and the rest. 

In the winter of the eleventh year the Han forces attacked and killed Chen 
Xi's general Hou chang7 at Quni and defeated another of his generals, Zhang 
Chun, at Liaocheng, killing over 10,000 of the enemy. The grand commandant 
Zhou Bo marched into the areas of Taiyuan and Dai and brought them under 
control. 

In the twelfth month the emperor in person led an attack on Dongyuan, but 
the city refused to surrender, its soldiers cursing the emperor. When the city 
finally capitulated, the emperor had all those who had cursed hinl executed, and 
those who had not, tattooed, and changed the name of the city to Zhending. The 
subordinates of Wang Huang and Manqiu Chen, taking advantage of the rewards 
which had been offered for their capture, handed them over to the emperor alive. 
Thus Chen Xi's army was finally defeated. 

The emperor made his way back to the capital and, when he reached 
Luoyang, announced, "Let Dai hold the area from Changshan north, and Zhao 
the area from Changshan south. The region north of Changshan is too far away 
for Zhao to administer." He then set up his son Liu Heng as king of Dai, ruling 
from Zhongdu. All of Dai and Yanmen both were put under the control of the 
king of Dai. In the winter of the twelfth year of Gaozu, Fan Kuai's army pursued 
Chen Xi to Lingqiu and killed him. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Hann Xin and Lu Wan had no past of 
accumulated merit, no family history marked by repeated goodness behind them 
but, benefiting by a sudden shift of political power, by craft and force they won 
distinction. They happened upon the time when Han first took control of the 

I 
The next reads "Hou Chang and Wang Huang". which is clearly an error. 
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empire, and thus were able to gain a share of land, face south, and call themselves 
sovereigns. But within the empire they aroused suspicion by their great strength, 
while beyond its borders they sought aid from the barbarians, so that with each 
day they became further alienated from the emperor and moved deeper into 
danger. At last, when their position became impossible and their wisdom failed, 
they went over to the Xiongnu. Are they not a pitiful sight? 

Chen Xi was a native of Liang, the old state of Wei. In his young days he 
greatly admired Wuji, the former prince of ~ e i , '  and often praised him. When 
he became a general and was sent to guard the frontier, he invited guests and 
retainers to his household, humbling himself before them in the manner of Wuji, 
so that his fame surpassed the actual facts. After Zhou Chang grew suspicious 
of him, his faults all came to light and, fearing that disaster would overtake him, 
he allowed himself to be misled by the advice of evil men and trapped at the last 
into the gravest treason. Alas, how tragic! The ripeness or unripeness of a man's 
schemes, their success or failure - how vitally these things affect him! 

8 .  
HIS biography is the subject of Shi j i  77. He was famous for the respectful and generous 

treatment he accorded his followers. 





SHI JI 94: THE BIOGRAPHY OF TIAN DAN 

When the other nobles revolted against Xiang Yu, it was only because the 
armies of Qi joined to attack him at Chengyang that the king of Han was 
able in the meantime to enter Pengcheng. Thus I made "The Biography of 
Tian Dan". 

Tian Dan was a native of Di and a member of the same Tian family who 
had been kings of Qi in former times. His younger cousin Tian Rong and Tian 
Rong's younger brother Tian Heng were both outstanding men who headed 
powerful families and were good at attracting followers. 

When Chen She began his rebellion and made himself king of Chu he sent 
Zhou Shi to invade and conquer the region of Wei. Zhou Shi advanced as far 
north as Di, but the city of Di held fast and refused to surrender. 

Planning a trick, Tian Dan had one of his slaves bound like a criminal and, 
accompanied by a group of his young followers, went to the district magistrate's 
office and requested an interview, pretending that he wished to execute the 
slave. When he was granted an audience, he used the opportunity to attack and 
murder the magistrate. He then summoned the high officials and their staffs and 
announced, "The other nobles have all revolted against Qin and set up their own 
rulers. Qi was one of the kingdoms established in ancient times and, since I 
belong to the Tian family who were its rulers, it is right that I should be king!" 
He accordingly set himself up as king of Qi and dispatched troops to attack Zhou 
Shi. When Zhou Shi's army retreated, Tian Dan led his forces east to invade 
and gain control of the region of Qi. 

King Jiu of Wei, surrounded at Linji and hard pressed by the Qin general 
Zhang Han, sent to Qi begging for assistance. Tian Dan led his troops to the 
rescue of Wei, but Zhang Han, putting gags in the mouths of his men to prevent 
any noise, made a night attack and inflicted a crushing defeat on the armies of 
Qi and Wei. Tian Dan was killed before the walls of Linji, and Tian Dan's 
younger cousin Tian Rong gathered up the remnants of his army and fled east 
to Donga. 

When the people of Qi heard that Tian Dan had been killed they set up Tian 
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Jia, the younger brother of the former King Jian of Qi, as their new king, with 
Tian Jue as his prime minister and Tian Jian as his general, in order to block the 
advance of the other nobles. 

When Tian Rong fled to Donga, Zhang Han pursued and surrounded him. 
Xiang Liang, hearing that Tian Rong was in difficulty, led his troops and 
attacked and defeated Zhang Han's army before Donga. Zhang Han fled west 
with Xiang Liang in pursuit. Tian Rong, angry that the people of Qi had set up 
Tian Jia as their king, led his troops back and attacked and drove Tian Jia from 
the throne. Tian Jia escaped and fled to Chu, while his prime minister Tian Jue 
fled to Zhao. Tian Jue's younger brother Tian Jian was already in Zhao, having 
gone there earlier to seek aid, and remained there, afraid to return to his home. 

Tian Rong then set up Tian Dan's son Shi as king of Qi, making himself 
prime minister and Tian Heng his general, and set about pacifying Qi. 

Xiang Liang had gone in pursuit of Zhang Han but, when Zhang Han's 
forces grew increasingly powerful, he sent an envoy to Zhao and Qi asking them 
to send forces to join him in the attack on Zhang Han. Tian Rong replied, "If 
Chu will kill Tian Jia and Zhao will kill Tian Jue and Tian Jian, then I am willing 
to send out my troops." 

King Huai of Chu sent a reply saying, "Tian Jia is the king of an allied state. 
He has come in distress and given me his loyalty. It would not be just to kill 
him." Zhao also refused to kill Tian Jue and Tian Jian for the sake of buying 
favour with Qi. 

"When a viper stings you in the hand, you cut off the hand," warned Tian 
Rong, "and when one stings you in the foot you cut off the foot. Why? Because 
if you do not, the harm will spread through your whole body. Now Tian Jia, 
Tian Jue, and Tian Jian are a graver peril to Chu and Zhao than a poisoned hand 
or foot. Why will you not kill them? If Qin is allowed to have its way with the 
world again, it will devour all those who have risen against it, even to the graves 
of their ancestors!" 

But Chu and Zhao would not listen to him, and in the end Tian Rong angrily 
refused to send his troops. As he had foreseen, Xiang Liang was defeated and 
killed by Zhang Han, and the Chu forces fled east in retreat. Zhang Han then 
crossed the Yellow River and besieged the king of Zhao at Julu,  where Xiang 
Yu marched to his rescue. Because of this incident Xiang Yu grew to hate Tian 
Rong. 

After Xiang Yu had saved Zhao, and Zhang Han and the other Qin generals 
had surrendered, he marched west, massacred the inhabitants of Xianyang, and 
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destroyed the Qin dynasty, setting up new rulers in its place. Tian Shi, the king 
of Qi, he transferred to the position of king of Jiaodong, ruling from Jimo. 
Because the Qi general Tian Du had joined him in saving Zhao and followed 
him within the Pass, he made Tian Du the king of Qi, ruling from Linzi. Tian 
An was the grandson of King Jim, the king of Qi in former times. When Xiang 
Yu crossed the Yellow River on his way to rescue Zhao, Tian An captured 
several cities of Jibei and led his troops and surrendered to Xiang Yu. Xiang Yu 
therefore made him king of Jibei, with his capital at Boyang. Because Tian Rong 
had betrayed Xiang Liang and been unwilling to send troops to aid Chu and 
Zhao in attacking Qin, he was not made a king. 

Chen Yu, general of Zhao, had been removed from his position and likewise 
was not made a king. Both he and Tian Rong therefore hated Xiang Yu and, 
when Xiang Yu had gone back to Chu and the other nobles had proceeded to 
their territories, Tian Rong sent one of his men with troops to aid Chen Yu in 
raising a revolt in the region of Zhao. Tian Rong also dispatched troops to attack 
Tian Du, who escaped and fled to Chu. Tian Rong detained Tian Shi and would 
not let him go to his kingdom in Jiaodong, whereupon Tian Shi's followers 
warned him, saying, "Xiang Yu is powerful and ruthless. He has ordered you 
to Jiaodong, and if you do not proceed to your kingdom, you will face peril!" 
Tian Shi was frightened and fled in secret to his kingdom, but Tian Rong, 
enraged, pursued him and attacked and killed him at Jimo. Then he marched 
back and attacked and killed Tian An, the king of Jibei, and set himself up as 
king of Qi, ruling all of the three kingdoms into which Qi had been divided. 

When Xiang Yu received word of this he was very angry and proceeded 
north to attack Qi. Tian Rong's army was defeated and he himself fled to 
Pingyuan, where he was killed by natives of the place. 

Xiang Yu set about burning and destroying the walls and fortifications of 
Qi and massacring the people wherever he passed until the men of Qi, gathering 
their forces, turned upon him in revolt. Tian Rong's younger brother Tian Heng 
collected the scattered forces of Qi, obtaining 20,000 or 30,000 men, and 
revolted and attacked Xiang Yu at Chengyang. 

Meanwhile the king of Han, leading the other nobles, defeated the Chu army 
and entered Pengcheng. When Xiang Yu received word of this he abandoned 
Qi and returned to Chu, attacking the Han forces at Pengcheng. The two leaders 
continued in battle for some time, being locked in stalemate at Xingyang, and 
thus Tian Heng was able to regain control of the cities of Qi. He set up Tian 
Rong's son Tian Guang as king of Qi and he himself acted as prime minister. 
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He had sole power in the government and all affairs of state, great or small, were 
decided by him. 

Three years after Tian Heng gained control of Qi the king of Han dispatched 
Master Li Yiji to go to Qi and attempt to persuade Tian Guang and his prime 
minster Tian Heng to acknowledge allegiance to Han. Tian Heng considered 
his arguments reasonable and disbanded the army which was stationed at Lixia. 
The Han general Han Xin then led his troops east and made ready to attack Qi. 

Earlier Qi had sent Hua Wushang and Tian Xie with an army to Lixia to 
block the Han troops. But when the Man envoy, Master Li, arrived, Qi dismissed 
its forces and relaxed its military preparations, indulging instead in feasting and 
drinking, in the meantime sending an envoy to conclude peace with the king of 
Han. The Han general Han Xin, having already conquered Zhao and Yan, was 
persuaded by the advice of Kuai Tong to cross the Yellow River at Pingyuan, 
where he attacked and defeated the Qi army at Lixia and eventually entered 
Linzi. The king of Qi and his prime minister, enraged at the thought that they 
had been betrayed by Master Li, had him boiled alive. 

Tian Guang, the king of Qi, fled east to Gaomi, his prime minister Tian 
Heng to Boyang, and the deputy prime minister Tian ~ u a n ~ ~ '  to Chengyang. 
The general of Qi, Tian Ji, stationed his army in Jiaodong. Xiang Yu dispatched 
Long Ju to go to the rescue of Qi, his m y  joining that of the king of Qi at 
Gaomi. There the Han generals Han Xin and Cao Can defeated and killed Long 
Ju and took Tian Guang prisoner. The Man general Guan Ying pursued and 
captured the deputy prime minister Tian Guangg, and then advanced to Boyang. 

When Tian Heng heard rumours that the king of Qi was dead he set himself 
up as king and returned to attack Guan Ying. His army was defeated by Guan 
Ying at Yingxia but he himself escaped and fled to Liang, where he joined Peng 
Yue. Peng Yue was at this time occupying the region of Liang and had adopted 
a middle position between the two factions, sometimes fighting on the side of 
Han and sometimes on the side of Chu. 

After Han Xin had killed Long Ju he ordered Cao Can to lead his troops to 
Jiaodong, where he defeated and killed Tian Ji. He also sent Guan Ying to defeat 
and kill the Qi general Tian Xi at Qiancheng. Having thus brought all of Qi 
under control, Han Xin requested to be made an acting king of Qi. The king of 

I 
To distinguish this man from the king of Qi, whose name is pronounced the same way, 

I have spelled "Guangg" with two g's. 
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Han accordingly made him king. 

A year or so later, when the king of Han wiped out Xiang Yu and became 
Supreme Emperor, he made Peng Yue king of Liang. Tian Heng, fearful of 
punishment, journeyed with 500 or so of his followers to the seacoast and took 
refuge among the islands there. When the emperor received word of this he 
considered that, since Tian Heng and his brother had originally controlled Qi, 
he must have many worthy men of Qi among his followers and that if they were 
left to themselves in the islands there would be danger of their revolting later. 
Therefore he sent an envoy to pardon Tian Heng for his offences and summon 
him to court. Tian Heng, however, declined. "I boiled alive His Majesty's envoy 
Master Li Yiji," he replied. "Now I have word that his younger brother Li Shang 
is a general of Han and a worthy man. I am filled with fear and dare not obey 
the imperial command. I beg to be made a commoner and left to guard the islands 
of the sea." 

When the envoy returned and reported this to the emperor, he issued an 
order to Li Shang, his colonel of the guard, saying, "When Tian Heng, the king 
of Qi, arrives, if any of your soldiers or followers dare to cause him trouble, the 
offenders and their families will be wiped out!" He then sent the envoy once 
again bearing the imperial credentials to report in detail the order which had 
been issued to Li Shang and say, "If Tian Heng answers the summons, he may 
be made a king; at the least he will become a marquis. If he does not come, 
troops will be sent out to punish him!" 

Tian Heng, accompanied by two followers, set off by relay carriage to 
appear before the emperor at Luoyang. When they reached the carriage station 
at Shixiang, some thirty li away from Luoyang, Tian Heng apologized to the 
envoy and, explaining that "when a subject is to appear before the Son of 
Heaven, it is proper for him to bathe and wash his hair," he stopped at the station. 
Then he said to his two followers, "Once the king of Han and I both faced south 
and called ourselves sovereigns. Now the king of Han has become the Son of 
Heaven, and I have become a captive fugitive. How great would be my shame 
were I to face north and acknowledge him as my ruler! Moreover, I would be 
serving him side by side with Li Shang, a man whose elder brother I boiled to 
death. Even though Li Shang does not dare to harm me out of fear for the 
emperor's orders, could I help but feel shame in my heart? The only reason His 
Majesty wishes to see me is so that he may for once have a look at my face, that 
is all. Since he is now in Luoyang, if you cut off my head and hasten with it the 
thirty li from here to there, my features will not have decayed and he may still 



observe them." Then, ordering his followers to bear his head and hurry with the 
envoy to present it to the emperor, he cut his throat. 

"Ah!" exclaimed the emperor, "it was no accident that this man rose from 
the rank of commoner and that he and his brothers all three in turn became kings! 
Was he not a worthy man?" And he wept for him. He honoured Tian Heng'~ 
two followers with the rank of colonel and ordered out 2,000 soldiers to give 
Tian Heng a burial befitting a king. 

When the burial was completed the two followers of Tian Heng both 
scooped holes in the side of the grave mound and, cutting their throats, followed 
him to the world below. When the emperor heard of this he was astonished and 
concluded that all of Tian Heng's followers must be worthy men as well. "I have 
heard that the rest of the 500 men are still in the islands," he said, and sent an 
envoy to summon them. When the envoy arrived and the men heard that Tian 
Heng was dead they all committed suicide. From this one may see what fine 
men Tian Heng and his brothers were able to attract. 

The Grand Historian remarks: How temble were the plottings of Kuai 
Tong! They brought confusion to Qi, filled Han Xin with overbearing ambition, 
and in the end destroyed both him and Tian Heng. Kuai Tong was skilled at 
persuading people of the advantages and disadvantages of various courses of 
action and at discoursing on the shifts of power that occurred in the Warring 
States period, writing a work in eighty-one sections on the subject. He was a 
friend of An Qisheng, a native of Qi. An Qisheng once attempted to advise Xiang 
Yu, but Xiang Yu did not listen to his suggestions. Later Xiang Yu wished to 
enfeoff the two men, but they were unwilling to accept and instead ran away. 

Tian Heng was a man of such high honour that his retainers, moved by his 
integrity, followed him in death. All were manifestly men of the highest worth 
and I have therefore taken this opportunity to recount their story. Yet since they 
were all supposedly good at laying plans, why, I wonder, was there none who 
could think of a way to save the situation? 



PART VI 

THE LOYAL FOLLOWERS 





SHZ JI 95: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF FAN KUAI, 
LI SHANG, LORD TENG, AND GUAN YING: 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In attacking cities and fighting on the plains, in winning merit and return- 
ing to report their deeds, Fan Kuai and Li Shang showed great ability. They 
not only lashed forward their own steeds, but helped their leader to escape 
from peril as well. Thus I made "The Biographies of Fan Kuai and Li 
Shang". 

[This chapter records the biographies of four men who fought under Gaozu 
from the early days of his uprising and were rewarded with marquisates after 
the dynasty was established. All were notable for their humble beginnings, Fan 
Kuai making his living as a dog butcher in Pei (dogs were raised for food at this 
time), Xiahou Ying, better known as Lord Teng, as a carriage driver for the 
officials of Pei, and Guan Ying as a silk dealer. Li Shang was the younger brother 
of Li Yiji, whose biography appears in Chapter 97 translated below. The 
biographies consist almost entirely of lists of the military campaigns in which 
these men participated, the number of enemy dead and prisoners taken, and the 
promotions they received, interspersed by a few anecdotes, nearly all of which 
have already appeared in earlier chapters. For this reason it has not seemed worth 
while to translate the chapter in full. Sima Qian's closing remarks indicate why 
he did not feel he could record the more colourful accounts of these men which 
circulated in his time, and how he came by the information he does record. - 
Trans.] 

The Grand Historian remarks: When I had occasion to pass through Feng 
and Pei I questioned the elderly people who were about the place, visited the 
old home' of Xiao He, Cao Can, Fan Kuai, and Xiahou Ying, and learned much 
about their early days. How different it all was from the stories one hears! At 

I 
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the time these men were wielding brush and scraper as petty officials, butchering 
dogs, or peddling silk, I wonder if they ever imagined that, by clinging to the 
tail of a swift stallion,' they would leave their names behind in the annals of the 
Han court and pass on blessings to their sons and grandsons? Fan Kuai': 
grandson Fan Tuoguang, with whom I have had some association, has recounted 
to me the rise of these meritorious ministers of Gaozu as I have recorded it here 

-1.e.. Gaozu. 



SHI JI 96: THE BIOGRAPHY OF 
CHANCELLOR ZHANG 

When the Han was first set up, its civil affairs were not yet in order. Zhang 
Cang as master of calculations adjusted the weights and measures and 
arranged the pitch pipes and calendar.' Thus I made 'The Biography of 
Chancellor Zhang". 

ZHANG CANG 

Chancellor Zhang Cang was a native of Yangwu. He was fond of books 
and matters concerning the pitch pipes and the calendar. During the Qin dynasty 
he became an imperial secretary and handled the records on slips of wood "at 
the foot of the pillar".2 Because of some fault, however, he was forced to flee 
to his native village. When the governor of Pei seized control of the region of 
Yangwu on a plundering expedition Zhang Cang became one of his followers 
and joined in the attack on Nanyang. Later, however, Zhang Cang became 
involved in some offence and was condemned to be beheaded. He had already 
removed his robe and bowed his head upon the executioner's block when Wang 
Ling, noticing his great size and his body, which was as plump and white as a 
gourd, was struck by his handsomeness and went and spoke to the governor of 
Pei. The governor pardoned him and called off the execution, so that he was 
able to join in the march west through the Pass to Xianyang. 

Later, when the governor of Pei had become king of Han, retired to his 
territory in Han, and returned again to conquer the three kingdoms of Qin, Chen 
Yu attacked Zhang Er. the king of Changshan, and forced him to flee. Zhang Er 
joined the king of Han, who thereupon made Zhang Cang the governor of 
Changshan and sent him to join Han Xin in attacking Chen Yu in Zhao. After 

I 
There were twelve pitch pipes, made of bamboo or metal and said to have been in use 

since very ancient times. A large body of astrological and numerological lore surrounded them, 
hence their connection with the calendar and matters of weights and measures. 

2 
That is. in carrying out his duties he stood or sat at the foot of a pillar of the palace hall. 
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Zhang Cang had helped to take Chen Yu prisoner and conquer the region of 
Zhao the king of Han made him prime minister of Dai so that he could guard 
the frontier against the barbarians. Later he was transferred to the position of 
prime minister of Zhao, serving Zhang Er, the king of Zhao. After Zhang Er's 
death he continued to serve Zhang Er's son Zhang Ao. He was again transferred, 
this time to the position of prime minister to the king of Dai. When Zang Tu, 
the king of Yan, revolted, Gaozu marched in person to attack him. As prime 
minister of Dai, Zhang Cang joined in the attack and achieved distinction. 
During the sixth year of Han he was enfeoffed as marquis of Beiping with the 
revenue from an estate of 1,200 households. He was transferred to the position 
of calculation minister, which he held for four years. A month later, because he 
was a marquis, the title of the position was changed to master of calculations. 
At this time Xiao He was prime minister. Since he had been a "foot of the pillar" 
secretary under the Qin, Zhang Cang knew a great deal about the various 
documents and registers of the empire, and was also skilled at matters of 
calculation, the pitch pipes, and the calendar. For this reason he was made a 
resident marquis in the prime minister's office and put in charge of the reports 
which were submitted from the various provinces and kingdoms. After Qing Bu 
revolted and was killed the emperor set up his own son, Prince Chang, as king 
of Huainan and made Zhang Cang his prime minister. In the fourteenth year of 
Han, Zhang Cang was transferred to the position of imperial secretary. 

ZHOU CHANG 

Zhou Chang was a native of Pei. He had an older cousin named Zhou Ke. 
During the Qin they were both provincial secretaries in the government office 
of Si River. When Gaozu began his uprising in Pei, and attacked and defeated 
the magistrate and overseer of Si River, Zhou Chang and Zhou Ke, because of 
their jobs as provincial secretaries, joined Gaozu, at this time the governor of 
Pei. Gaozu made Zhou Chang his banner master and Zhou Ke a follower, and 
they accompanied him through the Pass in the defeat of Qin. 

After the governor of Pei had become king of Han he made Zhou Ke his 
royal secretary and Zhou Chang a military commander. 

In the fourth year of Han, when Xiang Yu and the forces of Chu had 
surrounded the king of Han at Xingyang and had him in a difficult position, he 
managed to escape and flee, leaving Zhou Ke to guard the city of Xingyang. 
After Xiang Yu captured the city he offered to make Zhou Ke a general, but 
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Zhou Ke cursed him and replied, "You had better huny and surrender to the 
king of Han! If you do not, you will find yourself his prisoner!" Xiang Yu, 
infuriated, had Zhou Ke boiled alive. 

After this Zhou Chang was given the position of royal secretary vacated by 
Zhou Ke and constantly accompanied the king in the attack and defeat of Xiang 
Yu. In the course of the sixth year he was enfeoffed along with Xiao He, Cao 
Can, and others, receiving the title of marquis of Fenyin. Because Zhou Ke had 
given his life for the Han cause his son Zhou Cheng was enfeoffed as marquis 
of Gaojing. 

Zhou Chang had great physical strength and was the sort of person who 
never hesitated to speak his mind. From Xiao He and Cao Can on down, the 
other officials all treated him with extreme deference. Once Zhou Chang entered 
the palace at a time when the court was not in session, intending to report some 
affair, when he came upon Emperor Gaozu in the midst of embracing his 
concubine Lady Qi. Zhou Chang turned around and humed out, but the emperor 
ran after him, caught him and, throwing him down and sitting on his neck, asked, 
"What sort of a ruler do you think I am?" 

Zhou Chang twisted his head around to look up at the emperor and replied, 
"A rowdy tyrant no better than Jie and Zhou of ancient times, Your Majesty!" 
The emperor laughed at his reply, but as a matter of fact there was no one whom 
he regarded with such awe as Zhou Chang. 

When the emperor decided to remove the heir apparent and make Ruyi, his 
son by Lady Qi, the new heir apparent in his place, all the great officials argued 
vehemently against the move, but none could get him to listen. (The emperor 
did, however, eventually abandon the idea as a result of a plan devised by Zhang 
Liang.) Since Zhou Chang was among the most vehement opponents of the 
move, the emperor asked him to explain his reasons. Zhou Chang stuttered by 
nature, and on top of this he was at the time overwhelmed with anger. "I cannot 
get the words out of my mouth," he replied. "But all the same I know it will 
n-n-never do! Although Your Majesty wishes to remove the heir apparent, I 
shall n-n-never obey such an order!" 

The emperor laughed with delight. When the court was dismissed Empress 
Lii, who had been listening to the proceedings from the eastern wing of the 
throne room, appeared before Zhou Chang and fell on her knees to thank him. 
"If it had not been for you," she said, "the heir apparent would almost certainly 
have been dismissed!" 

Shortly after this Lady Qi's son Ruyi was made king of Zhao. He was only 
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ten years old and Gaozu was worried that when he himself passed away, the boy 
would be unable to escape harm. 

There was a young man named Zhao Yao who was made keeper of the seals 
for the royal or imperial secretary, Zhou Chang. The district magistrate of 
Fangyu, a man of Zhao, spoke to Zhou Chang about him, saying, "Your 
secretary Zhao Yao is still very young, but he has extraordinary ability. You had 
best treat him with special care, for he will most likely take over your position 
some day!" 

Zhou Chang laughed and replied, "Zhao Yao is a youth. He is no more than 
a scraper-and-brush-wielding clerk! How could he fill my position?" 

Some time had passed when Zhao Yao was one day waiting upon the 
emperor, who could find nothing to amuse himself with, but only sang sad songs. 
The rest of the officials did not know what was troubling him, but Zhao Yao 
advanced and said, "The reason Your Majesty is without joy - is it not that, 
the king of Zhao being still young and Lady Qi and Empress Lu enemies, you 
fear that after your days are ended, the king of Zhao will not be able to save 
himself from harm?" 

"That is indeed the reason," replied Gaozu. "I keep thinking anxiously to 
myself about it, but I know of no way out." 

"If Your Majesty will appoint as prime minister for the king of Zhao 
someone who is highly placed and powerful and whom Empress Lu and the heir 
apparent and the high officials are accustomed to respect and defer to, then I 
think it may be all right," said Zhao Yao. 

"Yes," replied Gaozu. "I have thought of doing just that. But who among 
the various officials would be suitable?" 

"The imperial secretary Zhou Chang," said Zhao Yao, "is a man of integrity, 
patience, simplicity, and forthrightness. Empress Lu and the heir apparent, as 
well as the great ministers, have always treated him with respect and deference. 
Only Zhou Chang will do!" 

"Good!" replied the emperor, and sent for Zhou Chang. "I have something 
I want you to do for me," the emperor said. "Much as you may dislike it, you 
must act as prime minister to the king of Zhao for me." 

Zhou Chang wept and replied, "I have served Your Majesty ever since the. 
beginning of the uprising. Why should you suddenly discard me along the way 
and send me off among the feudal lords?" 

"I am deeply aware that this will amount to a demotion for you. But I keep 
worrying to myself about the king of Zhao and I feel that no one but you will 
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do for the post. You must resign yourself and go at all cost!" 
Thus the grand secretary Zhou Chang became prime minister of Zhao. He 

had already gone to his new post and some time had passed when Gaozu one 
day took the seals of the imperial secretary and, twirling them in his hand, said, 
"Who will do to be the next imperial secretary?" After staring intently at Zhao 
Yao he said, "No one could do better than Zhao Yao," and in the end he honoured 
him with the post of imperial secretary. Zhao Yao already enjoyed the revenue 
from a town because of the military distinction he had previously won. When 
he became imperial secretary he accompanied the emperor in the attack on Chen 
Xi, achieving further merit, and was enfeoffed as marquis of Jiangyi. 

After Gaozu passed away Empress Lu sent an envoy to summon the king 
of Zhao, but his prime minister, Zhou Chang, instructed the king to say that he 
was ill and not to go. Envoys went back and forth three times, but Zhou Chang 
adamantly refused to listen to their request and send the king of Zhao. At this 
Empress Lu grew alarmed and sent an envoy summoning Zhou Chang himself. 
When he arrived and proceeded to an audience with her the empress cursed him 
angrily. "Surely you know my hatred for the king of Zhao and his mother, do 
you not?" she said, "Why then would you not send him to me?" 

After she had called Zhou Chang to the capital the empress again sent an 
envoy to summon the king of Zhao, and this time he came. A month or so after 
his amval in Chang'an he was given poison to drink and died. Zhou Chang 
thereupon pleaded illness and no longer appeared at court. Three years later he 
died. 

Five years afterwards Empress Lu discovered that the imperial secretary 
Zhao Yao, marquis of Jiangyi, had helped lay plans while Gaozu was still alive 
to protect Ruyi, the king of Zhao. She therefore had him accused of some crime 
and made Ren Ao, the marquis of Guang'a, imperial secretary in his place. 

REN A 0  

Ren Ao had originally been a police official of Pei. Gaozu was once in his 
young days obliged to hide from the law officers, but the officers bound Empress 
Lu instead and took her to jail, treating her very roughly. Ren Ao, who had long 
been a friend of Gaozu, was incensed by this and struck and wounded the law 
officer who was in charge of Empress Lii. When Gaozu began his uprising Ren 
Ao became one of his followers. He was made a secretary and left to guard Feng. 
Two years later, after Gaozu had become king of Han and marched east to attack 



Xiang Yu, Ren Ao was transferred to the position of governor of Shangdang. 
At the time of Chen Xi's revolt he remained loyally by his post and as a result 
was enfeoffed as marquis of Guang'a with the revenue from 1,800 households, 
In the time of Empress Lu he was made imperial secretary but three years later 
was removed from office. Cao Ju, the marquis of Pingyang, became imperial 
secretary. After Empress Lu passed away he plotted with the other high 
ministers to exterminate LS Lu and the rest of the Lii clan.) He was later removed 
from office, and Zhang Cang, the marquis of Huainan, made imperial secretary. 

Zhang Cang joined with Zhou Bo and others in setting up the king of Dai 
as emperor, posthumously entitled Wen the Filial. In the fourth year of Emperor 
Wen's reign the chancellor Guan Ying died and Zhang Cang became chancellor. 

During the twenty-odd years from the rise of the Han to the time of Emperor 
Wen, while peace was at last being brought to the world, all the great generals, 
ministers, and high officials were professional military men. When Zhang Cang 
became minister of calculations, however, he set to work arranging and rectify- 
ing the calendar and the pitch pipes, which had been neglected up to this time. 
Since Gaozu had first reached Bashang in the tenth month, he continued the old 
Qin practice of beginning the new year with the tenth month and made no 
change. Calculating the cycle of the Five Elements, Zhang Cang decided that 
the Han corresponded to a period dominated by the element water, and should 
therefore honour black, the colour of water, as before. He sounded the pitch 
pipes and adjusted their tones; then he matched them with the notes of the scale, 
used them as a standard in establishing rules and statutes, and thus made weights 
and measurements for all the various crafts. When Zhang Cang became chan- 
cellor he brought his labours to completion, and for this reason all who expound 
the pitch pipes and the calendar for the house of Han base themselves upon 
Zhang Cang's work. Zhang Cang always loved books. There were none he did 
not examine, and none he did not understand, but what he loved most were 
matters pertaining to the pitch pipes and the calendar. 

Zhang Cang was deeply indebted to Wang Ling, the marquis of Anguo, 
who had saved him from execution and, even after he rose to high position, he 
always treated Wang Ling as a father. After Wang Ling died and Zhang Cang 
became chancellor, whenever his "bath and hair washing" day came around: 

3 
Following the Hun shu reading, which omits the negative. 

4 
Every five days Han officials, who ordinarily lived in dormitories near the palace, were 

allowed to leave court and return to their homes for a day. The holiday was known as the "bath 
and hair washing" day. 
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he would always go first to call on Wang Ling's widow and take her gifts of 
food, and only after this was done would he return to his own home. 

Zhang Cang was chancellor for something over ten years. A man of Lu 
named Gongsun Chen sent a report to the throne arguing that the Han corre- 
sponded to a period dominated by the element earth. As proof of this fact, he 
said, a yellow dragon would appear. The emperor referred the matter to Zhang 
Cang for deliberation but, because Zhang Cang considered the opinion errone- 
ous, the affair was dropped. Some time later, however, a yellow dragon did 
appear at Chengji, whereupon Emperor Wen summoned Gongsun Chen to 
C O U ~ ,  made him an erudite,' and set him to drafting a new calendar and set of 
regulations based upon the theory of the dominance of the element earth, and 
to working on plans for changing the beginning of the year. From this time on 
Zhang Cang began to bow his way out of affairs, pleading illness and saying he 
was too old. Zhang Cang had recommended someone for the position of master 
of guests, but the man used the post for all manner of illicit gain. The emperor 
blamed Zhang Cang, who finally left his position on grounds of illness. He held 
the position of chancellor for fifteen years before he retired. He died in the fifth 
year of the former part of Emperor Jing's reign (152 BC) and was given the 
posthumous title of "Wen" or "Civil Marquis". 

His son Zhang Kang succeeded to the marquisate but died eight years 
afterwards. Kang's son Zhang Lei in turn became marquis but eight years later 
was accused of disrespect for having proceeded to his place at court after having 
taken part in the funeral mourning for one of the nobles, and his fief was taken 

6 
away. 

Zhang Cang's father, who founded the family, was not a full five feet in 
height. Zhang Cang, who became a marquis and chancellor, grew up to be over 
eight feet tall, and his son was of the same height. But when it came down to 
his grandson Lei, who was tried for an offence and lost the marquisate, he was 
only something over six feet. 

After Zhang Cang retired from the chancellorship he was so old that he had 
not a single tooth in his mouth, but lived on milk, employing a young woman 
as a wet nurse. He numbered his wives and concubines by the hundreds but after 
one of them had once become pregnant he never slept with her again. He was 
over I00 years old when he died. 

5 
The emdites were professional scholars who acted as advisers to the court. 

6 
Commentators have offered no explanation as to why this was considered disrespectful. 



SHENTU JIA 

Chancellor Shentu Jia was a native of Liang. He accompanied Gaozu in his 
attacks on Xiang Yu, holding the position of "foot-stretcher ~rossbowm~~". '  
Later he was made head of a battalion. He accompanied the emperor in his attack 
on Qing Bu's army and was made a colonel. During the reign of Emperor Hui 
he was made governor of Huaiyang. In the first year of Emperor Wen's reign, 
when all the former officials who held posts paying 2,000 piculs and who had 
been followers of Emperor Gaozu were given the title of marquises within the 
Pass, twenty-four men received grants of revenue, among them Shentu Jia, who 
was granted the revenue from 500 households. After Zhang Cang was made 
chancellor, Shentu Jia was transferred to Zhang Cang's old post of imperial 
secretary. 

When Zhang Cang retired Emperor Wen wanted to appoint Dou Guangguo, 
the younger brother of his empress, as the new chancellor. Dou Guangguo was 
a worthy man who had distinguished himself in action, and for this reason the 
emperor hoped to make him chancellor, but he said to himself, "People will 
perhaps suppose that I am honouring him only for personal reasons," and, after 
considering it for a long time, gave up the idea. Yet nearly all the great ministers 
from the time of Emperor Gaozu had by this time died and, of those who were 
still alive, there was none suitable for the position. Therefore the emperor made 
the imperial secretary Shentu Jia the new chancellor, enfeoffing him with the 
territory the revenue of which he had up to now received, and the title of marquis 
of Gu'an. 

Shentu Jia was very honest and direct, and refused to receive people who 
came to his house with private requests. At this time the palace counsellor Deng 
Tong was enjoying the height of the emperor's favour and attention and had 
received a countless amount of wealth in gifts and presents. Emperor Wen even 
used to go to Deng Tong's house for banquets and drinking parties, so great was 
the favour he bestowed on him. 

It was at this time that Chancellor Shentu Jia one day entered the court and 
found Deng Tong seated by the emperor's side, behaving himself in a rude and 

7 
There were two types of crossbowmen. the "foot-stretchers" who cocked their bows 

with their feet, and the "strong-pullers" who stretched them with their arms. The bowmen were 
members of a local militia which was called up in times of emergency. 
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slovenly manner. After Shentu Jia had finished reporting his business, he took 
advantage of the occasion to add, "When Your Majesty bestows love and favour 
upon one of your subjects, it is well that he should be made rich and honourable. 
But when it comes to the etiquette of the court, one cannot be too strict!" 

"Say no more," replied the emperor. "I will attend to the boy in private." 

After court was over Shentu Jia retired to his office, sat down, and wrote 
out an order summoning Deng Tong to appear at the chancellor's office and 
stating that, if he did not come, he would be beheaded. Deng Tong was 
frightened and went to speak to Emperor Wen about it. "Just go on," said the 
emperor, "and I will send someone in a little while to call you back." When 
Deng Tong reached the chancellor's ofice, he removed his cap and shoes and 
struck his head upon the ground, apologizing for his offence, but Shentu Jia sat 
completely unmoved, deliberately refusing to acknowledge the apology. Then 
he began to berate Deng Tong, saying, "This court is the court of the Founding 
Ancestor, Emperor Gaozu. For a petty official like you to be disporting yourself 
in the throne room is the height of disrespect! You deserve to be beheaded. 
Officer, prepare to behead this man!" 

Deng Tong beat his head upon the ground until it was covered with blood, 
but Shentu Jia would not relent. In the meantime Emperor Wen, calculating that 
the chancellor would by this time have finished reprimanding Deng Tong, sent 
a messenger bearing the imperial seal to summon him and apologize to the 
chancellor, saying, "This fellow is my playmate. You must forgive him!" When 
Deng Tong returned to the palace, he went weeping to Emperor Wen and cried, 
"The chancellor came close to killing me!" 

Shentu Jia was chancellor for five years, during which Emperor Wen passed 
away and Emperor Jing came to the throne. In the second year of Emperor Jing's 
reign Chao Cuo was made prefect of the capital, enjoying great honour and 
favour in the execution of his duties. At his request, many laws and regulations 
were changed and inquiries held at which the feudal lords were accused of 
some crime, fined, and deprived of temtory. Since his own words were ignored, 
Shentu Jia retired modestly into the background, deeply resentful of Chao 
Cuo. 

After Chao Cuo became prefect of the capital he decided that the gate of 
his office, which opened east, was too inconvenient and so he had another gate 
cut through to the south. This southern exit passed through the compound and 
pierced the outer wall of the mortuary temple of the Grand Supreme Emperor, 
Gaozu's father. 
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When Shentu Jia heard of this he thought he could use it to bring Chao Cue 
before the law by accusing him of "wantonly piercing the wall of a mortuary 
temple of the imperial family for the purpose of making a gate", and requesting 
that he be executed. One of Chao Cuo's retainers reported to him what Shentu 
Jia was planning and Chao Cuo, alarmed, went at night to the palace to see the 
emperor, throwing himself upon Emperor Jing's mercy. When morning came 
the chancellor submitted his petition asking for Chao Cuo's execution, but 
Emperor Jing replied, "The wall which Chao Cuo pierced was not the actual 
wall of the mortuary temple, but an outer wall separated from it by an 
open space. The area between was formerly used to house extra officials. 
Moreover, I was the one who ordered the work done. Chao Cuo is guilty of no 
crime!" 

When court was over Shentu Jia remarked to the chief secretary, "1 am sorry 
I did not behead him straightaway. Instead I first submitted a request, and 
gave Chao Cuo a chance to trick me!" When he returned to his quarters he spat 
blood and died. He was given the posthumous title of "Jie", or "Virtuous 
Marquis". 

His son Shentu Mie, Marquis Gong, succeeded to the marquisate but died 
three years later. Mie's son Shentu Qubing succeeded to the title and died 
thirty-one years later. Qubing's son Shentu Yu in turn became marquis, but six 
years later, when he was governor of Jiujiang Province, he was accused of 
having accepted parting gifts from his predecessors in office. He was found 
guilty and his fief taken away. 

After the death of Shentu Jia, Tao Qing, marquis of Kaifeng, and Liu Han, 
marquis of Tao, served in turn as chancellor during the reign of Emperor Jing, 
while in the reign of our present emperor, Xu Chang, marquis of Bozhi; Xue 
Ze, marquis of Pingji; Zhuang Qingdi, marquis of Wuqiang; Zhao Zhou, 
marquis of Gaoling, and others have been chancellor. All were men who 
succeeded to their noble titles by birth, being of impeccable demeanour and 
sterling integrity, fully qualified to fill the office of chancellor, but that was all. 
None of them proved capable of making any brilliant contributions to the 
government or doing anything to distinguish his name in the eyes of his 
contemporaries. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Zhang Cang was learned in literature and in 
matters of the pitch pipes and the calendar and was one of the most eminent 
ministers of the Han. And yet he disparaged the proposals of Jia Yi, Gongsun 
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Chen, and others to change the beginning of the year and the colour of 
the vestments. He refused to go by what was obviously correct, but instead 
continued the so-called Calendar of Emperor Zhuan Xu which had been used 
by the Qin. Why was this?' 

Zhou Chang was as stalwart and upright as a tree. Ren Ao obtained his 
position because of a favour he had done the emperor in former times, and 
Shentu Jia can be called a man of the strictest honesty and integrity. Yet none 
of these men possessed any art or learning, so that they can scarcely compare 
with Xiao He, Cao Can, or Chen 

n 
Sima Qian himself was largely responsible for carrying out the calendrical reform which 

was first advocated by Jia Yi and Gongsun Chen, and so he had a personal interest in the 
question. 

9 
The remainder of this chapter is not by Sima Qian but has been added by a later hand, 

and hence I have omitted it  here. 





SHZ JZ 97: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF 
LI YI JI AND LU JIA 

With artful words they carried out their missions, and won over the nobles 
so that, united in goodwill, the nobles gave their allegiance to the Han and 
became its protectors and guardians. Thus I made "The Biographies of Li 
Yiji and Lu Jia". 

LI YIJI 

Li Yiji was a native of Gaoyang in Chenliu. He loved to read books. His 
family was poor and had fallen on such hard times that they had no means of 
procuring food and clothing, so Li Yiji became keeper of the village gate, but 
the worthy and influential people of the district would not venture to employ 
him at anything else. Throughout the district everyone called him "the Mad 
Scholar". 

After Chen She, Xiang Liang, and others had begun their uprisings several 
dozen of their generals, sent to subdue various regions, passed through Gaoyang. 
Li Yiji made inquiries about each of these generals, but found them all to be 
petty-minded and given to empty ceremony, vain men quite incapable of 
listening to plans for greater and nobler deeds. Therefore Li Yiji withdrew deep 
within himself. 

Later, word came that the governor of Pei was leading his troops to seize 
the region about the outskirts of Chenliu. It happened that one of the cavalrymen 
under the governor's command was from the same village as Li Yiji, and the 
governor several times inquired of this man who were the wise and important 
people of the city. When the cavalryman paid a visit to his old home Li Yiji 
went to see him and said, "I have heard that the governor of Pei is arrogant and 
treats others with contempt, but that he has many great plans. This is truly the 
sort of man I would like to follow after, but I have no one to recommend me. If 
you should see him, you must tell him, 'In my village there is a man named 
Master Li who is over sixty years old and eight feet tall. People all call him the 
Mad Scholar, but he himself insists that he is not mad.' " 
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"The governor of Pei does not care for Confucian scholars," replied the 
cavalryman. "Whenever a visitor wearing a Confucian hat comes to see him, he 
immediately snatches the hat from the visitor's head and pisses in it, and when 
he talks to other people he always curses them up and down. He will never 
consent to be lectured to by a Confucian scholar!" 

"Just tell him what I said, anyway," answered Li Yiji. The cavalryman took 
advantage of a propitious moment to speak to the governor as Li Yiji had 
instructed him and, when the governor reached the official lodge in Gaoyang, 
he sent for Li Yiji. Li Yiji arrived and went in for the interview. It happened that 
the governor was sprawled upon a couch with two servant girls washing his feet 
when he received Li Yiji. On entering, Li Yiji did not make the customary 
prostration, but instead gave a deep bow and said, "Do you intend to assist Qin 
in attacking the nobles, or do you intend to lead the nobles in overthrowing 
Qin?" 

"Stupid pedant!" cursed the governor. "It is because the whole world has 
suffered so long together under the Qin that the nobles have joined in leading 

- forth their troops to attack it! What do you mean by asking if I intend to 'assist 
Qin in attacking the nobles'?" 

"If you really mean to gather a band of followers and create a righteous 
army to punish the unprincipled Qin, it is hardly proper for you to receive your 
elder sprawled about in this fashion!" 

With this the governor stopped the foot washing, rose, straightened his 
clothes and, apologizing, led Li Yiji to a seat of honour. Li Yiji proceeded to 
talk to him about the horizontal and vertical alliances of the period of the Six 
States. The governor was pleased and ordered a meal brought for him, asking, 
"What strategy do you consider best for me to adopt?" 

"You have taken up arms with this motley band, gathered together this 
disordered army, which does not number a full 10,000 men, and with this you 
plan to march straight into the powerful Qin. Such action is what men call 
'seeking out the tiger's jaws'. Now the city of Chenliu is a thoroughfare of the 
world. From its suburbs roads lead in every direction, while within its walls are 
many stores of grain. Since I am friendly with its magistrate, I beg to be sent as 
your emissary so that I can bring the city over to your side. If it should happen 
that the magistrate will not listen to me, then you may raise your troops and 
attack, and I will aid you from within the city." 

Accordingly the governor of Pei sent Master Li ahead, while he led his 
troops after him, and eventually they seized control of Chenliu. He awarded Li 
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Yiji the title of lord of Guangye. Master Li mentioned his younger brother Li 
Shang to the governor and managed to have him put in command of several 
thousand men and sent with the governor to seize the land to the southwest. Li 
Yiji himself constantly acted as spokesman for the governor's cause, hastening 
on diplomatic missions from one feudal lord to another. 

In the autumn of the third year of Han, Xiang Yu attacked the Han forces 
and captured the city of Xingyang. The Han troops fled and took up a defensive 
position in the area of Gong and Luoyang. In the meantime Xiang Yu, receiving 
word that Han Xin had defeated Zhao and that Peng Yue was inciting frequent 
rebellions in the region of Liang, divided his forces and sent troops to the aid of 
these two areas. Han Xin was at the time marching east to attack Qi. 

The king of Han had several times found himself sorely pressed in the area 
of Xingyang and Chenggao and had decided that the best plan would be to 
abandon any attempt to hold the territory east of Chenggao, ganisoning Gong 
and Luoyang instead, in order to block the advance of the Chu forces. It was at 
this point that Master Li said to the king, "There is a saying that 'he who knows 
the "heaven" of Heaven may make himself a king, but he who has not this 
knowledge may not. To a king the people are "heaven", and to the people food 
is "heaven"." For a long time now grain from all over the empire has been 
transported to the Ao Granary and I have heard that huge quantities are stored 
in its vaults. After Xiang Yu captured Xingyang, however, he did not remain to 
guard the Ao Granary, but instead led his men east, leaving only a party of 
convict soldiers to hold Chenggao. Heaven, it seems, has come to the aid of the 
Han! Now when the Chu forces can most easily be overcome, if we were on the 
contrary to retreat and allow this advantage to be snatched from our hands, I 
cannot help feeling it would be a grave error indeed! 

"Two great heroes cannot stand forever side by side. Chu and Han have 
long faced each other without reaching a final decision, while the common 
people have been driven to confusion and all within the four seas are swayed 
and tossed in the struggle. The farmer abandons his plough and the weaving girl 
steps down from her loom, for the hearts of the world find no security or rest. I 
beg you therefore to advance your troops with all speed and retake Xingyang. 
With the grain of the Ao Granary as a basis, you may blockade the strategic 

I 
In this rather curious expression the word "heaven" is being used in the sense of a sine 

qua non. 



points of Chenggao, close the road though the Taihang mountains, block the 
pass at Flying Fox, and hold the White Horse Ford across the Yellow River. In 
this way you will demonstrate to the other nobles that you are holding the most 
strategic points and taking advantage of the circumstances, and the whole world 
will thenceforth turn to you. 

"At the present time both Yan and Zhao are already in your control, and 
only Qi remains to be won over. Now Tian Guang is ruling over 1,000 square 
miles of Qi, while Tian Jian has led a force of 200,000 and made camp at the 
city of Lixia. The Tian family are very powerful and are protected in their 
position by the sea at their backs and the Yellow River before them. The state 
of Qi borders Chu on the south and its people are deceitful and shifty in their 
loyalties. Though you were to send a force of 20,000 or 30,000 men, you would 
be unable to defeat it in a matter of months or even years. I beg to be honoured 
with the mission of envoy to the king of Qi, so that I may persuade him to declare 
himself on the side of Han and act as our protector in the east." 

The king of Han approved his suggestion and set about putting the plan into 
action, seizing the Ao Granary and sending Master Li to plead with the king of 
Qi. 

"Do you know which side the empire will turn to?" Master Li asked the 
king of Qi. 

"I do not," the king replied. 

"If you only knew which side the world would turn to, you could keep 
possession of the kingdom of Qi. But if not, you cannot keep hold of it." 

"Which side will the world go over to?" 

"The side of Han!" 

"And why do you say that?" 
"When the king of Han and Xiang Yu joined their strength and faced west 

to attack Qin, they agreed that whoever entered Xianyang first should become 
its king. The king of Han was the first to enter, yet Xiang Yu went back on the 
agreement and would not grant him the area of Xianyang, but made him king 
of Han instead. Later Xiang Yu moved the Righteous Emperor from his 
residence and murdered him. When the king of Han heard of this he raised the 
troops of Shu and Han and attacked the three kingdoms of Qin, marched out of 
the Pass, and demanded to know what had happened to the Righteous Emperor. 
He gathered together the soldiers of the empire and set up the heirs of the former 
nobility. Whenever any spoils were seized he divided them with his men, so that 
the whole world shared the gains, and brave and distinguished men all delighted 
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in serving him. Thus the troops of the other nobles flocked to him from every 
direction, while the grain of Shu and Han poured down the rivers in fleets of 
boats sailing abreast. 

"Xiang Yu, however, bears the name of a promise-breaker and the stain of 
the Righteous Emperor's murder is upon him. Never does he remember the 
achievements of others, nor does he ever forget their errors. A battle won for 
him receives no reward; a city taken wins no fief. No one but a member of the 
Xiang family is allowed to handle important affairs. Though he has seals of 
enfeoffment carved to award to others, he will fiddle with them in his hands 
until they are worn smooth before he can bear to present them to anyone. When 
he attacks a city and seizes the spoils he lays it all aside, unwilling to give any 
away as a reward. The world turns against him, men of intelligence and ability 
have grown to hate him, and there is no one left who will do his business for 
him. Hence it is the easiest thing possible to predict that the men of the world 
will all go over to the side of the king of Han! 

"Now the king of Han has led his men forth from Shu and Han, and 
recaptured the three kingdoms of Qin. His forces have crossed the western 
reaches of the Yellow River to the northern side, gathered up the troops of 
Shangdang, descended the Jing Gorge, overthrown Chen Yu, the lord of 
Cheng'an, defeated the Northern Wei, and captured thirty-two cities. Such an 
army is like that of the great Chi You of ancient times, winning its victories not 
by human strength but by the blessing of Heaven. Now the king of Han has 
acquired the grain supplies of the Ao Granary, blockaded the strategic points of 
Chenggao, guarded the White Horse Ford, blocked the slopes of Taihang, and 
closed the pass at Flying Fox. Therefore those who are slow to submit to him 
will be the first to perish. If you will hasten to bow before the king of Han, then 
you may keep possession of Qi's altars of the soil and grain. But if you do not 
bow to him, you may expect danger and destruction in a matter of days!" 

Tian Guang, the king of Qi, considered that Master Li spoke the truth. He 
therefore heeded his advice, dispersed the troops which he had sent to defend 
Lixia, and spent the days drinking to his heart's content with Master Li. 

When Han Xin got word that Master Li, by no more than nodding a 
diplomatic greeting from his carriage, had won over Qi with its seventy-odd 
cities, he led his troops across the Yellow River at Pingyuan and made a surprise 
attack on Qi. Tian Guang, hearing that the Han soldiers had anived, supposed 
that Master Li had betrayed him. "If you can halt the Han armies," he told Li 
Yiji, "I will let you live. But if not, I will boil you alive!" 
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"Great deeds do not wait upon petty caution," replied Master Li, '&nor 
2 

shining virtue upon niceties of etiquette. Your father has no intention of going 
back on what he has said for the sake of the likes of you!" 

With this the king of Qi boiled Master Li alive and fled east with his 
army. 

In the twelfth year of Han, Li Yiji's brother Li Shang, the marquis of 
Quzhou, acting as chancellor of the right, led a force of troops in an attack on 
Qing Bu, winning distinction in battle. When Gaozu was rewarding the various 
nobles and great ministers he remembered Li Yiji, whose son Jie had from time 
to time led bands of troops, though his achievements had not qualified him for 
the rank of marquis. For his father's sake the emperor enfeoffed Li Jie as marquis 
of Gaoliang, and later changed the territory which he was awarded to Wusui. 
The marquisate was handed down for three generations. During the first year of 
the era yuanshou (122 BC) Li Ping, then the marquis of Wusui, was tried on 
charges of forging an imperial edict and extorting from the king of Hengshan a 
sum of 100 catties of gold. He was condemned to be executed in the public 
market, but before the sentence could be carried out he died of illness and his 
territory was abolished. 

LU JIA 

Lu Jia was a native of Chu who became a follower of Gaozu and joined 
him in conquering the world. He was renowned as a skilful speaker and 
rhetorician and was one of Gaozu's trusted advisers, serving time and again as 
envoy to the various nobles. 

When Gaozu became emperor, and peace was first restored to China, the 
military commander Zhao Tuo conquered the region of Southern Yue and 
proceeded to make himself its ruler. Gaozu dispatched Lu Jia to present Zhao 
Tuo with the imperial seal making him king of Southern Yue. When   aster LU' 
arrived Zhao Tuo received him in audience with his hair done up in the 
mallet-shaped fashion of the natives of Southern Yue, and sprawled on his mat. 

2 
For the use of this insulting phrase, see note 5, "The Hereditary House of the Marquis 

of Liu". 
3 
Because he was a scholar and a writer, Sima Qian refers to him as "Master", as in the 

case of Li Yiji above. 
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Master Lu advanced and addressed Zhao Tuo. "You are a Chinese, and your 
forefathers and kin lie buried in Zhending in the land of Zhao. Yet now you turn 
against that nature which Heaven has given you at birth, cast aside the dress of 
your native land and, with this tiny, far-off land of Yue, think to set yourself up 
as a rival of the Son of Heaven and an enemy state. Disaster will surely fall upon 
you! 

"When Qin lost control of the empire the nobles and heroes rose on all sides, 
yet it was the king of Han alone who entered the Pass ahead of the others and 
took possession of Xianyang. Xiang Yu broke the promise which he had made 
to the nobles and set himself up as 'Dictator King of Western Chu', and all the 
other nobles became subject to his command, for his strength was the greatest. 
Yet the king of Han rose up from Ba and Shu, chastised the world as with a great 
whip, drove the nobles before him, and in the end punished and destroyed Xiang 
Yu until, in the space of five years, he had brought all within the four seas to 
peace and unity. Such deeds were not done by human strength, but were 
ordained by Heaven! 

"Now it has come to the ears of the Son of Heaven that, although you lent 
no aid in punishing the traitors who plagued the world, you have made yourself 
ruler of Southern Yue. The generals and high ministers wish to send out an army 
to punish you. But because the Son of Heaven is unwilling in his compassion 
to inflict new suffering and hardship upon the common people, he has set aside 
their proposals and sent me instead to confer upon you the seals of a king, 
splitting the tallies of enfeoffment and opening diplomatic intercourse. It is 
proper under such circumstances that you should advance as far as the suburbs 
to greet me and bow to the north and refer to yourself as a 'subject'. Yet with 
this newly created state of Yue, which is not even firmly established, you behave 
with such effrontery! If the Han emperor should actually hear of this, he would 
dig up and desecrate the graves of your ancestors, wipe out your family, and 
dispatch one of his subordinate generals with a force of 100,000 men to march 
to the borders of Yue. At that point the people of Yue would murder you and 
surrender to the Han forces faster than I can turn my hand!" 

With this, Zhao Tuo scrambled up off his mat in the greatest alarm and 
apologized to Master Lu, saying, "I have lived among these barbarians for so 
long that I have lost all sense of manners and propriety!" 

In the course of their conversations Zhao Tuo asked Master Lu, "Who is 
worthier, I or the great ministers Xiao He, Cao Can, and Han Xin?" 

"You would appear to be the worthier man," replied Master Lu. 
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"And of the emperor and myself, who is worthier?" he asked again. 

"The emperor rose up from the city of Feng in Pei, overthrew the violent 
Qin, and punished the powerful leaders of Chu, driving out harm and bringing 
benefit to the whole world. He succeeded to the labours of the Five Emperors 
and the Three Dynasties of the past, uniting all China under a single rule. The 
population of China numbers in the millions, while its land area measures 
thousands of square miles. It occupies the richest and most fertile region of the 
world, with an abundance of people, carriages, and every other thing imagin- 
able. And yet its government proceeds from a single family. Since the creation 
of heaven and earth there has never before been such a thing! 

"Now Your Majesty's people do no number over a few hundred thousand, 
and all of them are barbarians, crowded awkwardly between the mountains 
and the sea. Such a kingdom would amount to no more than a single 
province of the Han empire! How can you compare yourself with the emperor 
of Han?" 

Zhao Tuo laughed loudly and replied, "It is only because I did not begin 
my uprising in China that I have become king of this region. If I had been in 
China, would I not have done just as well as the Han emperor?" 

Zhao Tuo took great delight in Master Lu and detained him with feasts and 
drinking parties for several months. "There is no one in all of Yue worth talking 
to," he said. "Now that you have come, every day I hear something I have never 
heard before!" He presented Master Lu with a bag of precious objects worth 
1,000 pieces of gold and in addition gave him 1,000 pieces of gold as a going 
away present. In the end Master Lu awarded him the title of king of Yue and 
persuaded him to acknowledge his allegiance to the Han and enter into relations 
with it. 

When Lu Jia returned and reported on his mission, Gaozu was greatly 
pleased and honoured him with the rank of palace counsellor. 

In his audiences with the emperor, Master Lu on numerous occasions 
expounded and praised the Book of Odes and the Book of Documents, until one 
day Gaozu began to rail at him. "All I possess I have won on horseback!" said 
the emperor. "Why should I bother with the Odes and Documents?" 

"Your Majesty may have won it on horseback, but can you rule it on 
horseback?" asked Master Lu. "Kings Tang and Wu in ancient times won 
possession of the empire through the principle of revolt, but it was by the 
principle of obedience that they assured the continuance of their dynasties. TO 
pay due attention to both civil and military affairs is the way for a dynasty to 
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achieve long life. In the past King Fuchai of Wu and Zhi Bo, minister of Jin, 
both perished because they paid too much attention to military affairs. Qin 
entrusted its future solely to punishments and laws, without changing with the 
times, and thus eventually brought about the destruction of its ruling family. If, 
after it had united the world under its rule, Qin had practised benevolence and 
righteousness and modeled its ways upon the sages of antiquity, how would 
Your Majesty ever have been able to win possession of the empire?" 

The emperor grew embarrassed and uneasy and finally said to Master Lu, 
"Try writing something for me on the reasons why Qin lost the empire and I 
won it, and of the successes and failures of the states of ancient times." 

Master Lu accordingly set out to describe in brief the keys to political 
survival and defeat in a work running to twelve sections in all. As each section 
was presented to the throne, the emperor never failed to express his delight and 
approval and all those about him cried, "Bravo!" The book was given the title 
New Discourses. 

During the time of Emperor Hui, Empress Lu, who managed all affairs of 
state, wished to make kings of the members of the Lu family, but she was afraid 
of the opposition of the great ministers and clever speakers at court. Master Lu 
judged that he could not persuade her to desist and so he pleaded illness and 
retired from court to reside at home. He decided to make his home in Haozhi 
because the land there was good for farming. He took the bag of precious objects 
which he had received when he was an envoy to Yue, sold the contents for 1,000 
pieces of gold, and divided the money among i is  five sons, giving 200 to each, 
so that they could make a livelihood for themselves. 

Master Lu always travelled in a comfortable carriage drawn by a team of 
four, accompanied by ten attendants who sang songs, danced, and played the 
drums and a variety of lutes. He carried with him a precious sword worth 100 
pieces of gold. Master Lu said to his five sons, "I will make an agreement with 
you. Whenever I visit any of you, you must provide wine and food for my people 
and my horses. After I have enjoyed myself to the full for ten days, I shall be 
on my way. He at whose house I die shall inherit my precious sword, my 
carriage, and my riders and attendants. In the course of a year, what with the 
time spent in travelling back and forth and visits elsewhere, I shall not have 
visited any one of you more than two or three times. If we were to see each other 
too often, our meetings would lose their freshness, and I would not like to burden 
you with a prolonged stay." 

.Empress Lu at this time made kings of the various members of the Lu 



family, so that the Lii family wielded unlimited power. They were plotting to 

do away with the young ruler,' and threatened the existence of the whole Liu 
family. Chen Ping, the chancellor of the right, was deeply distressed, but he was 
powerless to oppose them and, being fearful that disaster would fall upon 
himself, sat quietly by and constantly pondered the problem. Master Lu once 
went to visit Chen Ping to inquire how he was. He walked directly into the room 
and took a seat without ado, but Chen Ping, lost in thought, did not even notice 
his arrival. "What are you thinking so hard about?" asked Master Lu. 

"What do you suppose I am thinking about, Master Lu?" asked Chen Ping 
in reply. 

"Your position is the highest in the government and you enjoy a marquisate 
with the revenue from 30,000 households. Surely you must admit that one could 
desire nothing further in the way of wealth and honour. If you still have anxious 
thoughts, it can only be that you are worried about the Lu clan and our young 
ruler." 

"You are quite right," said Chen Ping. "And what is to be done?" 
"When the world is at peace all eyes are upon the prime minister, but when 

the world is in danger attention turns to the commanding general. If the general 
and the prime minister are in agreement with one another, then the rest of the 
officers and officials will gladly follow them and, with all the rest behind them, 
though trouble and disaffection occur in the empire, there will be no danger of 
authority slipping from their grasp. Hence the security of the altars of the state 
lies solely in the hands of these two men. I have always wanted to speak to the 
grand commandant Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, but he and I are only on 
joking terms and I am afraid he would dismiss my words too lightly. Why do 
you not establish more friendly relations with him so that you two can co-operate 
to the fullest in this matter?" 

This and several other plans he suggested to Chen Ping concerning the 
matter of the Lii family. Chen Ping followed his advice and proceeded to spend 
500 pieces of gold on a birthday celebration for Zhou Bo at which, amid a lavish 
array of dishes, they drank and feasted merrily. Zhou Bo in turn responded with 
similar generosity, so that the two men become close friends and the plottings 
of the Lu clan accordingly met with less and less success. 

Chen Ping sent Master Lu 100 female slaves, fifty carriages and horses, and 

4 
The child ruler whom Empress Lu had set on the throne after the death of Emperor Hui, 

188 BC. 
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a sum of 5,000,000 cash to be used to cover drinking and eating expenses. With 
this Master Lu began to mingle freely with the highest officials of the Han court, 
and his fame spread in all directions. 

When the Lii family was overthrown and Emperor Wen set up, Master Lu 
acquired unprecedented power. After Emperor Wen had come to the throne he 
wished to send an envoy to Southern Yue, and Prime Minister Chen Ping and 
others immediately suggested Master Lu. Master Lu was accordingly made a 
palace counsellor and sent as an envoy to Zhao Tuo, where he succeeded in 
persuading Zhao Tuo to stop riding in a yellow-covered carriage and calling his 
orders "edicts" in imitation of the Han emperors, and to conduct himself in the 
same way as the feudal lords of China proper. Zhao Tuo agreed to do just as the 
Han court suggested. (A more detailed discussion will be found in the chapter 
on Southern Yue.) Master Lu finally died of old age. 

ZHU JIAN 

Zhu Jian, lord of Pingyuan, was a native of Chu. Originally he served as 
prime minister to Qing Bu, the king of Huainan, but because of some offence 
he was removed from his post. Later he returned to the service of Qing Bu. When 
Qing Bu was planning to revolt he asked Zhu Jian's advice. Zhu Jian counselled 
him to desist. Qing Bu, however, refused to heed him but instead listened to the 
marquis of Liangfu and eventually revolted. After the Han forces had executed 
Qing Bu it was learned that Zhu Jim had remonstrated with Qing Bu and refused 
to take part in the plot, and he was thus allowed to go free without punishment. 

Zhu Jian was a very eloquent speaker and a man of strict honesty and 
integrity. In his actions he refused to compromise with expediency, nor would 
he modify his principles for the sake of appearances. He made his home in 
Chang 'an. 

Shen Yiji, the marquis of Biyang, who at the time had managed by dubious 
ways to win great favour with Empress Lii, was desirous of becoming friends 
with Zhu Jian, but the latter refused to receive him. It happened that Zhu Jian's 
mother died and Master Lu, who from early days had been a friend of Zhu Jian, 
went to visit him. Zhu Jian's family, he found, was so poor that Zhu Jian was 
forced to delay announcement of the funeral while he looked about for some 
place to borrow the necessary clothes and accessories. Master Lu instructed Zhu 
Jian to go ahead and announce the funeral, while he himself went to call on Shen 
Yiji and congratulated him, saying, "The mother of Zhu Jian, lord of Pingyuan, 
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has died! " 
"Why in the world should you congratulate me on the death of Zhu Jim's 

mother?" asked Shen Yiji. 
"Some time ago," said Master Lu, "you expressed a desire to get to know 

Zhu Jim. At that time, however, he did not consider it proper to become friends 
with you because his mother was still alive.' Now that she is dead, if you are 
willing to arrange a generous funeral for her, Zhu Jian will do anything for you.,, 

Shen Yiji accordingly went to Zhu Jian's house and presented 100 pieces 
of gold as a funeral gift, and the other nobles and high officials, because Shen 
Yiji had brought a gift, followed his example until Zhu Jim had received a sum 
of 500 pieces of gold in all. 

Shen Yiji enjoyed unusual favour with Empress Lu. It happened that 
someone slandered him to Emperor Hui, who was enraged and had Shen Yiji 
seized by the law officers in preparation for executing him. Empress Lu was 
chagrined and could say nothing in his defence, while many of the high officials 
joined in criticizing his activities and pressing for his execution. Shen Yiji, in a 
most difficult position, sent someone to ask Zhu Jian to come to see him, but 
Zhu Jim declined to go, saying, "Your trial is about to take place. I dare not see 
you!" Meanwhile, however, he requested an interview with Emperor Hui's 
favourite, the catarnite Hong, and attempted to persuade him to act. "There is 
no one in the empire who does not know why you enjoy such favour with the 
emperor," he said. "And yet now Shen Yiji, who enjoys similar favour with 
Empress Lu, is seized by the law officers. Even people in the streets all say that 
you have slandered him and are trying to have him killed. But if Shen Yiji is 
executed today, you may be sure that by tomorrow morning Empress Lu in her 
rage will have you executed, too! Would it not be better to bare your shoulders 
as a suppliant and plead for Shen Yiji with the emperor? If the emperor listens 
to you and frees Shen Yiji, Empress Lu will be overjoyed. Then you will enjoy 
the favour of both sovereigns, and your honour and wealth will be doubled!" 

The catamite Hong, thoroughly alarmed, followed his suggestion and spoke 
to the emperor, who as a result released Shen Yiji. Earlier, when Shen Yiji sent 
for Zhu Jian to come to see him in prison and Zhu Jian refused to appear, he had 

5 
The reader should recall that, under the system of corporate responsibility before the 

law, if Zhu Jian's association with Shen Yiji had led to his being implicated in any offence of 
Shen Yiji's, his mother would be held as guilty and punished as severely as Zhu Jian himself. 
Because Shen Yiji's power was based not on ability but on the personal favouritism of Empress 
Lu, his position at court was naturally precarious. 
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been enraged, believing that Zhu Jian had betrayed him, but his rage turned to 
complete astonishment when Zhu Jian's plan succeeded and he was released. 

After Empress Lu passed away, the high officials executed the members of 
the Lii family, but Shen Yiji, who had had the most intimate connections with 
the family, managed in the end to escape. In all cases the schemes which saved 
his life were due to the efforts of Master Lu and Zhu Jim. 

During the reign of Emperor Wen, King Li of Huainan killed Shen Yiji on 
the grounds that he had been an associate of the Lu family. When Emperor Wen 
heard that one of Shen Yiji's friends, Zhu Jian, had planned his affairs for him, 
he sent a law officer to arrest Zhu Jian and bring him to trial. Word being brought 
to him that the law officer was at his gate, Zhu Jim prepared to commit suicide, 
but his son and the officer both said, "No one knows yet how the affair will end! 
Why should you make such haste to commit suicide?" 

"If I am dead the trouble will come to an end," he replied, "and no harm 
will fall upon you, my son!" and with this he cut his throat. 

When Emperor Wen received the news he was filled with regret. "I had no 
intention of killing him," he said, and summoned Zhu Jian's son and made him 
a palace counsellor. He was sent as an envoy to the Xiongnu. When the Shanyu 
behaved rudely to him he proceeded to curse the Shanyu, and eventually died 
among the ~ i o n ~ n u . ~  

The Grand Historian remarks: Many of the books circulating these days 
which record the story of Master Li state that it was after the king of Han had 
captured the three kingdoms of Qin, marched east to attack Xiang Yu, and was 
encamped with his army in the area between Gong and Luoyang that Master Li, 
dressed in the robes of a Confucian, went to advise him. But this is an error. It 

was actually while the emperor was still governor of Pei and before he had 
entered the Pass that, parting from Xiang Yu and marching to Gaoyang, he 
obtained the services of Master Li and his brother. 

I have read Master Lu's New Discourses in twelve sections. He was surely 
one of the outstanding rhetoricians of his day. In the case of Zhu Jim, lord of 
Pingyuan, I was a friend of his son and so have been able to obtain a full account 
of his life. 

6 
At this point in the text there appears a variant account of the meeting of Master Li Yiji 

and the governor of Pei. Scholars have long regarded it with suspicion and considered i t  to be 
a later interpolation. I have omitted the entire section. 





SHI JI  98: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF FU KUAN, 
JIN XI, AND THE MARQUIS OF KUAICHENG: 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

If one would know the details of the struggle against Qin and Chu, he would 
have to be acquainted with Zhou Xue, for he alone constantly accompanied 
Gaozu in gaining control over the feudal lords. Thus I made "The Biogra- 
phies of Fu Kuan, Jin Xi, and the Marquis of Kuaicheng". 

[This chapter records the biographies of three men, Fu Kuan, Jin Xi, and 
Zhou Xue (the marquis of Kuaicheng), who fought under Gaozu in his rise to 
power and were rewarded with noble titles. Like the biographies in Shi ji 95 
above, it is made up almost entirely of brief, bare statistics on military achieve- 
ments and promotions in rank. The lives of such men, marked by continuous 
but scarcely memorable success, obviously had little appeal for Sima Qian, and 
this seems to be the best he could do. His closing words reveal a trace of envy 
at their good luck. - Trans.] 

The Grand Historian remarks: Fu Kuan, the marquis of Yangling, and Jin 
Xi, the marquis of Xinwu, both achieved noble titles. They followed Gaozu 
when he rose east of the mountains, and in his attacks on Xiang Yu, killing 
renowned generals, defeating armies, and capturing cities by the tens, and yet 
they never encountered difficulty or disgrace. Such good fortune must indeed 
have been bestowed by Heaven! 

Zhou Xue, the marquis of Kuaicheng, was a man of such prudence and 
integrity that suspicion never touched his person. Whenever the emperor was 
about to undertake a military expedition in person Zhou Xue would always 
attempt to dissuade him with tears, like a man who is distressed at heart. He is 
worthy to be called a gentleman of deep sincerity. 





SHI JI  99: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF LIU JING 
AND SHUSUN TONG 

They moved the powerful clans, established the capital within the Pass, 
made a treaty of peace with the Xiongnu, and clarified the ritual of the court 
and the ceremonial laws concerning the ancestral temples. Thus I made 
"The Biographies of Liu Jing and Shusun Tong". 

LIU JING 

Liu Jing, whose family name was originally Lou, was a native of Qi. In the 
fifth year of Han, while he was on his way to gamson duty in Longxi, he passed 
through Luoyang, where Emperor Gaozu was at the time residing. He climbed 
out of the little, man-drawn cart in which he was riding and, still wearing his 
lambskin travelling clothes, went to see General Yu, who was also a native of 
Qi, and said, "I wish to see the emperor and talk to him about a matter which 
will be to his advantage." 

General Yu wanted to give him some fresh clothes to wear, but Liu Qing 
replied, "If I were wearing silk, I would see him wearing silk, and if I were 
wearing the coarsest haircloth, I would see him in that!" He refused to change 
his clothes. 

General Yu accordingly went in and spoke to the emperor, who summoned 
Liu Qing to an audience and had a meal brought for him. This done, he asked 
Liu Qing his business and the latter began his discourse: "Your Majesty, in 
establishing the capital at Luoyang, is, I should say, attempting to imitate the 
glory of the house of Zhou." 

"That is correct," replied the emperor. 
"And yet the way Your Majesty acquired the empire was quite different 

from the way the house of Zhou acquired it. The Zhou ancestral line began with 
Hou Ji, who was enfeoffed in Tai by Emperor Yao. The family continued to 
accumulate virtue and goodness for over ten generations until Gong Liu fled 
from the tyrant Jie and went to live in Bin. Later, because of the attacks of the 
Di barbarians, he left Bin, with only his horsewhip in his hand, and went to live 



in Qi, but the people of his former kingdom hastened to follow after him. When 
King Wen became chief of the west and settled the dispute between the states 
of Yu and Rui, he first received the mandate of Heaven, and Lii Wang and Boyi, 
journeyed from the distant borders of the sea to be his followers. Then King Wu 
set out to attack the Shang tyrant Zhou and, at the Meng Ford, though he had 
not summoned them, 800 of the other nobles gathered to join him. All of them 
cried, 'Let us attack the tyrant Zhou!' And in the end they overthrew the Shang 
dynasty. After King Cheng came to the throne he had as his aides and ministen 
the duke of Zhou and others, who at this time established a capital called 
Chengzhou at the city of Luo because it is the centre of the world.' The feudal 
lords were able to present their tribute and journey to the capital for corve'e 
services from all four sides, and the distance was equal for all. 

"From such a capital it is easy for a king who is virtuous to rule, but it is 
also easy for a king who is not virtuous to be overthrown. In establishing the 
capital here, it was the hope of the founders that their descendants would devote 
themselves wholly to virtue and thereby attract the people to their rule, rather 
than, by placing the capital in a strong position militarily, to encourage later 
rulers to become arrogant and wasteful and tyrannize over the people. At the 
height of the Zhou dynasty the whole world was at peace and the barbarians of 
the four quarters turned in longing and admiration toward its virtuous ways, 
submitted to its rule, and paid homage to the Son of Heaven. Not one soldier 
was sent off to garrison duty, not one man marched into battle, and yet the eight 
barbarian tribes and the people of the other great states all without exception 
came of their own accord in submission to the Zhou to bear tribute and undertake 
its duties. 

"But, when the Zhou declined, it split into two parts. The world ceased to 
attend its court, and the house of Zhou could no longer enforce its will. This was 
not because its virtue had grown ineffective, but rather because its geographical 
position was too weak. 

"Now Your Majesty, rising up from Feng in Pei, gathered together a band 
of 3,000 men and proceeded at once to roll up the areas of Shu and Han and 
conquer the three kingdoms of Qin. You fought with Xiang Yu at Xingyang, 
and contended for the pass at Chenggao, engaging in seventy major battles and 
forty skirmishes. You have caused the men of the world to spill their blood and 

I 
Luoyang was reputed to be the geographical centre of the world. 
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bowels upon the earth, and the fathers and sons to bleach their bones in the open 
fields, in numbers too great to reckon. The sound of weeping has not yet ceased, 
the wounded have not yet risen from their beds, and still you would attempt to 
imitate the glorious reigns of Kings Cheng and Kang of the Zhou. Yet, if I may 
be so bold as to say so, there is no resemblance. 

"The area of Qin, surrounded by mountains and girdled by the Yellow 
River, is strongly protected on all four sides. In the case of sudden need it is 
capable of supplying a force of 1,000,000 soldiers. He who holds the old area 
of Qin and enjoys the advantages of its vast and fertile fields possesses a 
veritable storehouse created by nature. If Your Majesty will enter the Pass and 
make your capital there, then, although there should be an uprising east of the 
mountains, you can still keep complete control of the old land of Qin. Now when 
you fight with a man, you have to grip his throat and strike him in the back 
before you can be sure of your victory. In the same way, if you will now enter 
the Pass and make your capital there, basing yourself upon the old land of Qin, 
you will in effect be gripping the throat and striking the back of the empire!" 

Emperor Gaozu consulted his various officials, but the officials, all being 
men from east of the mountains, hastened to point out that the house of Zhou 
had lasted several hundred years, while the Qin perished with the Second 
Emperor, and that it was therefore wise to establish the capital at the site of the 
Zhou capital in Luoyang. The emperor was in doubt and had not yet made up 
his mind when Zhang Liang, the marquis of Liu, made clear to him the 
advantages of locating the capital within the Pass, and on the same day he 
mounted his carriage and began the journey west, determined to establish the 
capital within the Pass. 

"Since it was Lou Jing who first advised me to make my capital in the land 
of Qin," the emperor announced, "let Lou from now on become Liu," and he 
awarded Lou Jing the imperial surname Liu, made him a palace attendant, and 
gave him the title of lord of Fengchun. 

In the seventh year Xin, the king of Hann, revolted and Gaozu went in 
person to attack him. When the emperor reached Jinyang he received word that 
Xin was about to join the Xiongnu in a joint attack on the Han. In a rage, the 
emperor dispatched envoys to the Xiongnu. The Xiongnu took care to conceal 
all of their fine young men and fat cattle and horses, and let the envoys see only 
the old men and boys and the leanest of their livestock. As many as ten envoys 
made the trip but all, when they returned, announced that the Xiongnu could be 
attacked. The emperor then sent Liu Jing to go as his envoy. On his return, Liu 



Jing reported on his mission. "When two states are about to attack each other, 
it is customary for each to exaggerate and make a show of its superiority. N~~ 
when I journeyed to the Xiongnu, I saw only emaciated animals, old men, and 
boys. It can only be that they deliberately wish to appear inferior and are 
counting on surprising us with an ambush attack and winning victory. In my 
opinion the Xiongnu cannot be attacked!" 

At this time the Han force of 200,000 or more had already crossed Juzhu 
mountain and arrived for the assault. The emperor began to curse Liu Jing 
angrily. "This scoundrel from Qi has managed to win himself a position with 
his wagging tongue, and now he comes with his foolish lies and tries to halt my 
army!" He had Liu Jing fettered and bound at Guangwu, and proceeded on his 
way as far as Pingcheng. 

As Liu Jing had foreseen, the Xiongnu sent out a surprise force and 
surrounded the emperor on the White Peak for seven days, until they at last 
withdrew. When the emperor returned to Guangwu he pardoned Liu Jing, 
saying, "Because I did not listen to your advice I encountered great difficulty at 
Pingcheng. I have already executed the ten earlier envoys who advised me that 
the Xiongnu could be attacked!" He proceeded to enfeoff Liu Jing as a marquis 
in the area within the Pass, awarding him 2,000 households and the title of 
marquis of Jianxin. 

Gaozu abandoned the Pingcheng campaign and returned to the capital, 
while Xin, the king of Hann, fled to the Xiongnu. Maodun, the Xiongnu chief, 
who at this time had just become Shanyu, had a powerful force of troops, 
including 300,000 crossbow-stretchers, and several times attacked the northern 
frontier. The emperor, troubled about the situation, consulted Liu Jing, who 
replied, "The empire has only just been brought to peace and the officers and 
men are worn out by fighting. It is not possible at this time to make the Xiongnu 
submit by force of arms. Moreover, Maodun acquired the position of S h n y u  
by murdering his father. He has taken his father's concubines as wives and relies 
solely on force to maintain his rule. Such a man can never be swayed by appeals 
to benevolence and righteousness. Therefore I can only suggest a plan whereby 
in time Maodun's descendants can be made subjects of the Han. But I fear Your 
Majesty will not be able to carry it out ..." 

"If it will actually work, why should I not be able to carry it out?" asked 
the emperor. "Only tell me what I must do!" 

"If you could see your way clear to send your eldest daughter by the empress 
to be the consort of Maodun, accompanied by a generous dowry and presents, 
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then Maodun, knowing that a daughter of the emperor and empress of the Han 
must be generously provided for, would with barbarian cunning receive her well 
and make her his legitimate consort and, if she had a son, he would make him 
heir apparent. Why would he do this? Because of his greed for Han valuables 
and gifts. Your Majesty might at various times during the year inquire of his 
health and send presents of whatever Han has a surplus of, and the Xiongnu 
lack. At the same time you could dispatch rhetoricians to begin expounding to 
the barbarians in a tactful way the principles of etiquette and moral behaviour. 
As long as Maodun is alive he will always be your son-in-law, and when he dies 
your grandson by your daughter will succeed him as Shanyu. And who ever 
heard of a grandson trying to treat his grandfather as an equal? Thus your 
soldiers need fight no battles, and yet the Xiongnu will gradually become your 
subjects. If, however, Your Majesty cannot send the eldest princess, but should 
attempt to deceive Maodun by sending someone else and having the princesses 
and their ladies in waiting address her as 'Princess', I fear he would discover 
;he deception and be unwilling to pay her any honour, so that no advantage 
would be gained." 

"Excellent!" agreed the emperor, and prepared to send the eldest princess, 
but Empress Lii day and night wept and pleaded, saying, "The only children I 
have are the heir apparent and this one girl! How can you bear to cast her away 
to the Xiongnu?" 

In the end the emperor could not bring himself to send the princess, but 
instead selected the daughter of another family and, calling her the eldest 
princess, sent her to marry Maodun, dispatching Liu Jing to go along at the same 
time and conclude a peace treaty. 

When he returned from his mission to the Xiongnu, Liu Jing spoke to the 
emperor, saying, "The Xiongnu in the Ordos region south of the Yellow River 
who are under the Baiyang and Loufan kings are situated no more than 700 li 
from Chang'an. With a day and a night of riding their light cavalry can reach 
the old land of Qin within the Pass. This region has only recently suffered 
conquest, so that its people are rather few in number, but the land is rich and 
fertile and can support many more. Furthermors, at the time when the nobles 
began their uprisings against Qin, it was said that no one but a member of the 
Tian clan of Qi or the Zhao, Qu, or Jing clans of Chu could ever succeed. Now 
although Your Majesty has established the capital within the Pass, there are in 
fact few people in the area. Close to the north are the barbarian bandits, while 
in the east live these powerful clans of the Six States of former times, so that if 
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some day trouble should arise somewhere, 1 fear you could never rest with an 
easy mind. I beg therefore that you move the various members of the Tian clan 
of Qi, the Zhao, Qu, and Jing clans of Chu, the descendants of the former royal 
families of Yan, Zhao, Hann, and Wei, and the other powerful and renowned 
families to the area within the Pass. As long as things are going well, they can 
defend the area against the barbarians, and if there should be disaffection among 
the feudal lords, they would form an m y  which could be led east and used in 
putting down the trouble. This is the type of strategy known as 'strengthening 
the root and weakening the branches' of the empire." 

The emperor approved the plan and sent Liu Jing to see to the moving of 
the said clans to the area within the Pass, over 100,000 persons in all. 

SHUSUN TONG 

Shusun Tong was a native of Xue. During the Qin dynasty he was sum- 
moned to court because of his literary ability and served along with the erudites 
for several years. When Chen She began his uprising east of the mountains, 
messengers came to report the fact to the throne. The Second Emperor sum- 
moned the erudites and various Confucian scholars and questioned them. "Some 
soldiers from a garrison in Chu have attacked Qi and made their way into Chen," 
he announced. "What do you make of this, gentlemen?" 

One after another some thirty or more erudites and scholars came forward 
and gave their opinion: "A subject must not harbour so much as the thought of 
disaffection. If he has even the thought, he is already guilty of rebellion, an 
unpardonable crime which deserves only death. We beg Your Majesty to 
dispatch troops at once to attack this fellow!" 

At this the emperor's face flushed with rage. Then Shusun Tong advanced 
and began to speak. "The other scholars are all mistaken," he announced. "The 
whole world is now united as one family. The walls of the provincial and district 
cities have been razed and their weapons melted down to make clear to the world 
that these things of war will never again be used. Moreover, an enlightened lord 
now reigns above, while laws and ordinances order all below, so that all men 
attend to their own duties and on every side acknowledge allegiance to the 
central authority. Under such circumstances who would dare to rebel? These 
men are clearly no more than a band of petty outlaws - rat thieves, dog bandits, 
no more! They are not worth wasting breath on. Even now the provincial 
governor is arresting and sentencing them. What is there to worry about?" 
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"Why of course!" cried the Second Emperor with delight. Then he ques- 
tioned the rest of the scholars, and some of them said the uprising was a rebellion 
and others said it was only the work of bandits. The emperor then ordered the 
imperial secretary to make a note of all the scholars who had called it a rebellion 
and have them sent to jail on charges of speaking improperly, while those who 
had called it the work of bandits were all dismissed without further incident. To 
Shusun Tong he awarded twenty rolls of silk and a suit of clothes and honoured 
him with the position of erudite. 

After Shusun Tong had left the palace and returned to the officials' lodge 
the other scholars said to him, "Master Shusun, what made you speak such 
flattery?" 

"You would not understand," he replied, "but if I had not, I could hardly 
have escaped from the tiger's jaws!" 

After this Shusun Tong ran away from the capital and fled to his old home 
in Xue. When Xue surrendered to the Chu forces and Xiang Liang reached there, 
Shusun Tong became a follower of his but, after Xiang Liang was defeated at 
Dingtao, he joined the followers of King Huai of Chu in Pengcheng. Later King 
Huai was given the title of Righteous Emperor and transferred to Changsha, but 
Shusun Tong remained behind in Pengcheng to serve Xiang Yu. 

In the second year of Han the king of Han, accompanied by five of the other 
nobles, entered Pengcheng, at which time Shusun Tong surrendered to him. 
When the king of Han was defeated and fled west, Shusun Tong accordingly 
followed along. Shusun Tong customarily wore the robes of a Confucian scholar 
but, because the king of Han had such a great dislike for this costume, he 
changed to a short robe cut in the fashion of Chu, which pleased the king. 

When Shusun Tong surrendered to the king of Han, he was accompanied 
by over I00 Confucian scholars who had been studying under him. However, 
he did not recommend any of them to the king, but instead spent his time 
recommending all sorts of men who had originally been outlaws or ruffians. His 
disciples began to curse him behind his back, saying, "Here we have served the 
master for a number of years until at last we are lucky enough to surrender and 
join the forces of the king of Han. But now, instead of recommending us for 
positions, he spends all his time recommending a bunch of gangsters! What sort 
of behaviour is this?" 

Shusun Tong got word of what they were saying, and told them, "The king 
of Han is at the moment busy dodging arrows and missiles in a struggle for 
control of the world. What could a lot of scholars like you do in such a fight? 



Therefore I have first recommended the sort of men who can cut off the heads 
of enemy generals and seize their pennants. Wait a while! I won't forget you!" 

The king of Han made Shusun Tong an erudite and awarded him the title 
of lord of Jisi. In the fifth year of Han, after the entire empire had been 
conquered, the nobles joined in conferring upon the king of Han the title of 
Supreme Emperor at Dingtao, and Shusun Tong arranged the ceremony and 
titles to be used. The emperor completely did away with the elaborate and 
irksome ritual which the Qin had followed and greatly simplified the rules of 
the court. His followers and ministers, however, were given to drinking and 
wrangling over their respective achievements, some shouting wildly in their 
drunkenness, others drawing their swords and hacking at the pillars of the 
palace, so that Emperor Gaozu worried about their behaviour. Shusun Tong 
knew that the emperor was becoming increasingly disgusted by the situation, 
and so he spoke to him about it. "Confucian scholars," he said, "are not much 
use when one is marching to conquest, but they can be of help in keeping what 
has already been won. I beg to summon some of the scholars of Lu who can join 
with my disciples in drawing up a ritual for the court." 

"Can you make one that is not too difficult?" asked the emperor. 

"The Five Emperors of antiquity all had different types of court music and 
dance, the kings of the Three Dynasties by no means followed the same ritual. 
Rites should be simplified or made more elaborate according to the state of the 
times and the people's feelings. Therefore, as Confucius has said, the way in 
which the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties took from or added to the rites of 
their predecessors may be known. He meant by this that they did not merely 
copy their predecessors. It is my desire to select from a number of ancient codes 
of ritual, as well as from the ceremonies of Qin, and make a combination of 
these." 

"You may try and see what you can do," replied the emperor. "But make 
it easy to learn! Keep in mind that it must be the sort of thing I can perform!" 

Shusun Tong accordingly went as an envoy to summon some thirty or more 
scholars of Lu. Two of the Lu scholars, however, refused to come. "You have 
served close to ten different masters," they replied, "and with each of them you 
have gained trust and honour simply by flattering them to their faces. Now the 
world has just been set at peace, the dead have not been properly buried, and 
the wounded have not risen from their beds, and yet you wish to set up rites and 
music for the new dynasty. But rites and music can only be set up after a dynasty 
has accumulated virtue for a period of a hundred years. We could never bring 
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ourselves to take part in what you are doing, for what you are doing is not in 
accord with the ways of antiquity. We will never go! Now go away and do not 
defile us any longer!" 

'True pig-headed Confucianists you are, indeed!" said Shusun Tong, 
laughing. "You do not know that the times have changed!" 

Shusun Tong eventually returned west to the capital, accompanied by the 
thirty or so scholars he had summoned. There, with the learned men who acted 
as the emperor's advisers and his own disciples, making up a group of over 100, 
he stretched ropes and constructed a pavilion out in the open where for over a 
month he and the others worked out the ritual. Then he asked the emperor to 
come and see what he thought of it. "I can do that all right!" said the emperor 
when he had seen it, and ordered it to be put into effect, instructing all the 
officials to practise it so that it could be used in the tenth month at the beginning 
of the year. 

In the seventh year, with the completion of the Palace of Lasting Joy, all 
the nobles and officials came to court to attend the ceremony in the tenth month. 
Before dawn the master of guests, who was in charge of the ritual, led the 
participants in order of rank through the gate leading to the hall. Within the 
courtyard the chariots and cavalry were drawn up. The foot soldiers and palace 
guards stood with their weapons at attention and their banners and pennants 
unfurled, passing the order along to the participants to huny on their way. At 
the foot of the hall stood the palace attendants, lined up on either side of the 
stairway, several hundred on each step. The distinguished officials, nobles, 
generals, and other army officers took their places on the west side of the hall 
facing east, while the civil officials from the chancellor on down proceeded to 
the east side of the hall facing west. The master of ceremonies then appointed 
men to relay instructions to the nine degrees of guests. 

At this point the emperor, borne on a litter, appeared from the inner rooms, 
the hundred officials holding banners and announcing his arrival. Then each of 
the guests, from the nobles and kings down to the officials of 600 piculs' salary, 
was summoned in turn to come forward and present his congratulations, and 
from the nobles down every one trembled with awe and reverence. 

When the ceremony was finished ritual wine was brought out. All those 
seated in attendance in the hall bowed their heads to the floor and then, in the 
order of their rank, each rose and drank a toast to the emperor. When the tankard 
had passed around nine times, the master of guests announced the conclusion 
of the toasts. The grand secretary was charged with seeing that the regulations 



were followed, and anyone who did not perform the ceremony correctly was 
promptly pulled out of line and expelled from the hall. During the drinking 
which followed the formal audience there was no one who dared to quarrel or 
misbehave in the least. With this, Emperor Gaozu announced, "Today for the 
first time I realize how exalted a thing it is to be an emperor !" He appointed 
Shusun Tong his master of ritual and awarded him 500 catties of gold. 

Shusun Tong took advantage of the opportunity to speak to the emperor. 
"My disciples, students of Confucianism, have been with me a long time and 
worked with me in drawing up the new ceremonial. I beg Your Majesty to make 
them officials." The emperor accordingly made all of them palace attendants. 
When Shusun Tong emerged from his audience with the emperor he proceeded 
to give away the entire 500 catties of gold to the scholars who had worked with 
him. "Master Shusun is a true sage!" they all exclaimed with delight. "He knows 
just what is important and appropriate for the times." 

In the ninth year of Han, Emperor Gaozu transferred Shusun Tong to the 
position of grand tutor to the heir apparent. Later, in the twelfth year, when 
Gaozu was considering removing the heir apparent and putting Ruyi, the king 
of Zhao, in his place, Shusun Tong remonstrated with him. "In ancient times," 
he said, "Duke Xian of Jin, because of his love for Lady Li, removed the heir 
apparent and set up her son Xiqi in his place, and as a result the state of Jin was 
thrown into chaos for several decades and became a laughing stock before the 
world. Because the First Emperor of Qin did not decide in time to designate 
Prince Fusu as his heir, he made it possible for the eunuch Zhao Gao, after his 
death, to set up Huhai by trickery and thus bring about the destruction of the 
dynastic altars. This last is a case Your Majesty witnessed in person. Now the 
present heir apparent is kind and filial, and all the world has heard of his fame. 
It was his mother, Empress Lii, who shared your struggles to power and ate with 
you the insipid fare of poverty! How can you turn your back upon them now? 
If Your Majesty persists in this desire to cast aside the legitimate heir and set 
up a junior in his place, I beg that before the deed is done I be granted the 
executioner's axe, and let the blood from my severed neck drench this ground!" 

"That is enough!" said the emperor. "I was only joking, anyway." 

"The heir apparent is the foundation of the empire," protested Shusun Tong. 
"If the foundation once should rock, the whole empire would rock! How can 
Your Majesty jest about such a matter?" 

"I shall do as you say," said the emperor. Later the emperor gave a banquet 
and, when he saw the venerable guests whom Zhang Liang had invited attending 
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the heir apparent and appearing in court, he abandoned once for all his intention 
of changing the heir. 

After Gaozu had passed away, and Emperor Hui had come to the throne, 
he sent for Shusun Tong. "None of the officials know what son of ceremonies 
should be performed at the funerary park and temple of the former emperor," 
he complained, and transferred Shusun Tong back to the position of master of 
ritual. Shusun Tong established the ceremonial rules for the ancestral temples 
of the dynasty, and settled the various ceremonial procedures for the Han as a 
whole, all set down in works which he wrote during his time as master of ritual. 

When Emperor Hui went to the eastern side of the palace grounds to pay 
his formal respects to his mother, Empress Dowager Lii, in the Palace of Lasting 
Joy, or visited her informally at other times, it was often necessary to stop the 
passers-by and clear the path for him. For this reason the emperor had an 
elevated walk built above the path from the main palace to the Palace of Lasting 
Joy and extending along the south side of the arsenal. 

After reporting some other affairs to the throne one day, Shusun Tong asked 
for a moment of leisure to speak to the emperor in private. "Why has Your 
Majesty had this elevated walk built?" he asked. "The robes and caps of Emperor 
Gaozu, when they are taken out of his tomb and brought to his funerary temple 
once a month, must pass beneath this walk. The temple of Gaozu is dedicated 
to the Founding Father of the Han! Surely Your Majesty will not make it 
necessary for your descendants in later ages to walk above the path leading to 
the temple of the Founder!" 

Emperor Hui was horrified and said, "Let the walk be tom down at once!" 
But Shusun Tong replied, "The ruler of men never makes a mistake! The walk 
is already built, and the common people all know about it. Now if Your Majesty 
were to tear it down, it would be admitting that you had made a mistake in the 
first place. I beg you instead to set up a second funerary temple north of the Wei 
River to which the late emperor's robes and caps may be taken each month. To 
enlarge or increase the number of ancestral temples is after all the beginning of 
true filial piety!" 

The emperor accordingly issued an edict to the authorities to set up a second 
funerary temple to Gaozu, the establishment of which was due in fact to this 
elevated walk. 

Emperor Hui one spring was setting out on an excursion to one of the 
detached palaces to enjoy himself when Shusun Tong said, "In ancient times in 
spring they used to have something called the 'Presentation of Fruits'. Right 



now the cherries are ripe and might be used as an offering. While Your Majesty 
is in the country, I beg you to gather some cherries and offer them in the ancestral 
temple." The emperor approved the suggestion, and from this arose the custom 
of making offerings of various kinds of fruit. 

The Grand Historian remarks: There is a saying that the pelt of one fox will 
not make a costly robe of fur, one limb of a tree will not do for the rafters of a 
tall pavilion, and the wisdom of one man alone cannot bring about the great ages 
of the Three Dynasties of old. How true! Gaozu, who rose from humble 
beginnings to conquer all within the seas, knew all there was to know, one may 
say, about strategies and the use of arms. And yet Liu Jing stepped down from 
his little cart and made a single suggestion which assured the security of the 
dynasty for countless years to come. Truly, no one has a monopoly on wisdom! 

Shusun Tong placed his hopes in the world and calculated what was needed; 
in planning rites and in all his other actions, he changed with the times, until in 
the end he became the father of Confucian scholars for the house of Han. The 
greatest directness seems roundabout, people say. Even the Way itself twists 
and turns. Is this perhaps what they mean? 



SHI JI  100: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF JI BU 
AND LUAN BU 

Because he was able to swallow his pride and make himself subservient, Ji 
Bu at last became an important of'ficial. Luan Bu refused to be intimidated 
by might or betray his duty to the dead. Thus I made "The Biographies of 
Ji Bu and Luan Bu". 

Ji Bu was a native of Chu, where he enjoyed a reputation for his spirited 
and cavalier behaviour.' Xiang Yu put him in charge of a body of troops, and 
he several times made serious trouble for Gaozu. After Xiang Yu was destroyed 
Gaozu ordered a search made for Ji Bu, offering a reward of 1,000 pieces of 
gold for his capture and threatening extermination of the entire family to the 
third degree of anyone who dared to quarter or hide him. 

Ji Bu hid at the home of a Mr Zhou of Puyang. "The emperor is making a 
frantic search for you, general," said Mr Zhou. "Your trail, I am afraid, will 
eventually lead the searchers to my house. If you are willing to do as I say, I 
will venture to suggest a plan for you. But if you are not willing, then I must ask 
you to cut your throat &fore anything happens." 

Ji Bu agreed to do anything he said. Mr Zhou thereupon shaved Ji Bu's 
head, put a collar around his neck, dressed him in coarse clothes of hair and, 
placing him in a covered cart along with twenty or thirty of the slaves from his 
household, took him to the home of Zhu Jia in Lu to sell. Zhu Jia, guessing that 

I 
It is difficult to pin down the exact meaning of renria and other terms with the element 

xia, and even more difficult to find English equivalents. The men designated by these terms 
were at best a son of chivalrous "redressors of wrongs" who maintained their own bands of 
retainers, undertook private vendettas or similar favours for others, and took great pride in 
their reputations for recklessness, honour, and faithfulness to their word. At worst they were 
no more than swaggering gangster bosses who took the law completely into their own hands. 
Shi ji 124 deals with the lives of the more famous of these "wandering knights". 
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it was Ji Bu, bought him and set him to work in the fields. He admonished his 
son, saying, "When it comes to the work in the fields, do as this slave says, and 
see that you eat all your meals with him!" Zhu Jia himself mounted a one-horse 
carriage and journeyed to Luoyang to visit Lord Teng, the marquis of Ruyin. 

Lord Teng put Zhu Jia up at his home and for several days they drank 
together, during which time Zhu Jia took the opportunity to speak about Ji Bus 
"What great crime is Ji Bu guilty of," he asked, "that the emperor should seek 
for him so ruthlessly?" 

"When Ji Bu was fighting for Xiang Yu he several times caused the emperor 
serious trouble. The emperor is deeply resentful over this and is therefore 
determined to seize him," said Lord Teng. 

"In your estimation, what sort of man is Ji Bu?" asked Zhu Jia. 
"A worthy man," Lord Teng replied. 
"Every subject serves his own lord," Zhu Jia continued. "When Ji Bu served 

Xiang Yu, he was merely doing his duty. Does the emperor think he can wipe 
out all of Xiang Yu's former followers? The emperor has only just won control 
of the world. Now if he is to search all over for one man simply because of some 
private resentment he bears, what an example of pettiness he will be showing 
to the world! 

"Furthermore, if Ji Bu is a worthy man as you say, and if the emperor 
continues to search for him with such diligence, he is sure to flee either to the 
barbarians in the north or the people of Yue in the south. This driving fine men 
to the aid of enemy states because of resentment is the sort of thing that led to 
Wu Zixu's thrashing the corpse of King Ping of ~ h u . ~  Why do you not at some 
propitious moment speak to the emperor on his behalf?" 

Lord Teng was aware that Zhu Jia was renowned as a chivalrous gentleman 
and he guessed that Ji Bu was hiding at this home. So he consented to Zhu Jia's 
request and, when he found the emperor at leisure, spoke to him as Zhu Jia had 
suggested. The emperor accordingly pardoned Ji Bu. Gentlemen of the day all 
admired Ji Bu for being able to swallow his pride and assume a subservient role, 
while Zhu Jia also became famous in his time because of the incident. Ji Bu was 
summoned to appear before the emperor, and begged forgiveness for his 

L 
Because of the cruel treatment which King Ping of Chu inflicted upon his father and 

older brother. Wu Zixu fled from Chu and went to the aid of Chu's enemy, the state of Wu. 
When the army of Wu eventually conquered Chu, Wu Zixu exhumed the corpse of King Ping 
from its grave and thrashed it to avenge the wrong. His biography is the subject of Shi ji 66. 
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offence. The emperor honoured him with the post of palace attendant. 
During the reign of Emperor Hui he was made general of palace attendants. 

The Shonyu once sent an insulting and immodest letter to Empress ~ i i . )  Empress 
Lii was furious and summoned all the generals to discuss what should be done. 
Fan Kuai, the supreme general, said, "I beg to be given a force of 100,000 men, 
and I shall trample the Xiongnu underfoot!" 

All the other generals, toadying to the empress's will, seconded the request, 
but Ji Bu announced, "Fan Kuai deserves to be beheaded! Emperor Gaozu in 
command of a force of over 300,000~ met serious difficulty from the Xiongnu 
at Pingcheng. How does Fan Kuai think he is going to take 100,000 men and 
'trample the Xiongnu underfoot'? He is lying to Her Majesty's face! Further- 
more, it was because the Qin government was so occupied with barbarian affairs 
that Chen She and the rest were able to start a rebellion. The wounds of that 
strife have still not healed, yet Fan Kuai speaks flattery to Her Majesty's face 
and would bring new unrest to the empire!" 

At these words the entire throne room was filled with fear. Empress Lii 
dismissed the court and did not again bring up the question of a campaign against 
the Xiongnu. 

Ji Bu became governor of Hedong Province. In the time of Emperor Wen 
someone praised him as a worthy man, whereupon Emperor Wen summoned 
him to the capital, expecting to make him grand secretary. Someone else, 
however, reported that Ji Bu was reckless, difficult when in his cups, and hard 
to get to know. When Ji Bu arrived the emperor kept him at the governor's lodge 
for a month and then dismissed him and sent him back to Hedong. On the 
occasion of his departure Ji Bu appeared before the emperor and said, "Although 
I was without distinction, I received undeserved favour, and humbly and 
diligently went to pursue my duties in Hedong. Then for no apparent reason 
Your Majesty summoned me to the capital. It must have been that someone gave 
an exaggerated report of my worth. Yet, now that I have arrived, I am assigned 
no new task, but instead am dismissed and sent back again. I suppose this is 
because this time some person has spoken ill of me. In other words, because of 
one man's recommendation Your Majesty summoned me, and because of one 

3 
The Xiongnu ruler wrote Empress Lii suggesting that, since both were old and alone. 

they should marry. The empress was in favour of launching an immediate military expedition 
to avenge the insult. 

4 
The text erroneously reads "400,000". 
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man's slander I am now being dismissed. I fear that if such an affair should come 
to the ears of knowledgeable men of the world, they might draw ~ ~ n c l u s i ~ ~ ~  
concerning Your Majesty's judgment." 

The emperor sat for a long while in embarrassed silence and at last said, 
"Hedong is a province of vital importance to me. Therefore I wished to make a 
special point of summoning you for the position, that is all." Ji Bu took his leave 
and went back to his post. 

There was a rhetorician named Master Cao Qiu, a native of Chu, who from 
time to time made up to influential people with an eye to receiving money. He 
performed services for the eunuch Zhao Tan and other famous people, and was 
a friend of Dou Changjun, Emperor Jing's uncle. 

Ji Bu, hearing of this, sent a letter reprimanding Dou Changjun. "From what 
I have heard, Cao Qiu is not a good man," he wrote. "I would not have anything 
to do with him if I were you!" 

It happened that Cao Qiu was making a visit to his native place and he asked 
Dou Changjun to give him a letter of introduction to Ji Bu. "General Ji does not 
care for you," replied Dou Changjun. "I advise you not to go see him." 

But Cao Qiu pressed his request until he got the letter and, when he started 
on his way, he sent a man ahead to deliver it. As might be expected, Ji Bu awaited 
Cao Qiu's visit with great anger. When Cao Qiu appeared he gave only a slight 
bow and said to Ji Bu, "People in Chu have a saying that 100 catties of pure 
gold are not as good as one of Ji Bu's promises. I wonder how you have managed 
to get such a reputation in this region of Liang and Chu? Now I am a man of 
Chu and you are a man of Chu as well. In the course of my travels I could spread 
your fame all over the world. Would that not be even better than being famous 
in Liang and Chu? Why do you object to me so?" 

With this Ji Bu took a great liking to Cao Qiu and insisted upon keeping 
him at his home for several months, treating him as an honoured guest and giving 
him a generous farewell party. As a result of Cao Qiu's efforts to spread his 
fame, Ji Bu's renown grew even greater than before. 

Ji Bu's younger brother Ji Xin wielded great influence in the area within 
the Pass. He treated others respectfully and was fond of performing chivalrous 
actions, so that for a thousand miles around men vied with one another for the 
honour of serving him to the death. He once murdered a man and fled to WU, 
getting Yuan Ang to hide him. He looked up to Yuan Ang as a superior and 
treated Guan Fu, Ji Fu, and others like younger brothers. He once acted as 
marshal for the military commander, Zhi Du, who did not dare to treat him 
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disrespectfully. Many of the young men of the time, when they carried out some 
deed or other, would often claim that they were secretly acting in Ji Xin's name. 
In their day Ji Xin and Ji Bu were both renowned throughout the area within the 
Pass, the former for his bravery and the latter for the way he stuck by his word. 

Ji Bu's mother's younger brother, Lord Ding, was a general of Chu. While 
serving under Xiang Y u he once pursued Gaozu and his men west of Pengcheng. 
Lord Ding's forces bore down upon them and the men had closed swords when 
Gaozu, sorely pressed, turned about and said to Lord Ding, "Why should two 
worthy men like us vex one another in this way?" With this, Lord Ding called 
off his troops and withdrew, allowing Gaozu to escape unharmed. 

After Xiang Yu had been destroyed Lord Ding came to visit Gaozu. Gaozu 
had him seized and paraded before his army, announcing, "Lord Ding was 
disloyal in his service to Xiang Yu. It was none other than he who caused Xiang 
Yu to lose the empire!" Then he ordered Lord Ding beheaded. "I want to make 
sure," he said, "that no subject hereafter shall imitate Lord Ding's example!" 

LUAN BU 

Luan Bu was a native of Liang. When Peng Yue, the king of Liang, was 
still a commoner he and Luan Bu were friends. Finding themselves impover- 
ished, they travelled together to Qi to seek employment as wage labourers, 
becoming bond servants to a wine maker. After several years Peng Yue went 
off to the marsh of Juye and became a bandit, but Luan Bu was seized and sold 
as a slave in Yan. There he camed out a vendetta for his master, and the Yan 
general Zang Tu, hearing of this, raised him to the position of colonel. Later, 
after Zang Tu became king of Yan, he made Luan Bu a general. 

When Zang Tu revolted, the Han forces attacked Yan and took Luan Bu 
prisoner. Peng Yue, the king of Liang, hearing of this, sent word to the emperor 
asking that he be allowed to ransom Luan Bu and make him a courtier of Liang. 
The request was granted and Luan Bu was sent on a mission to Qi but, before 
he had returned, Gaozu summoned Peng Yue to the capital, accused him of 
plotting revolt, and executed him along with the members of his family to the 
third degree. This done, he had the head of Peng Yue exposed in the city of 
Luoyang with an edict posted below it reading, "Whoever shall dare to dispose 
of or look after this head shall be immediately arrested." 

When Luan Bu passed by on his way back from Qi, he reported on his 
mission before the head of Peng Yue, sacrificed to it, and lamented. The officials 
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arrested Luan Bu and submitted an account of what had happened. The emperor 
had Luan Bu brought before him and cursed him, saying, "Were you plotting 
rebellion along with Peng Yue? I forbade any man to tend to his head, yet you 
ventured to sacrifice and weep for it. It is clear that you are as disloyal as Peng 
Yue. Boil this man alive at once!" 

After the necessary preparations, Luan Bu was dragged forward and was 
about to be thrown into the boiling water when he turned to the emperor and 
said, "I beg to speak one word before I die." 

"What is it you would say?" asked the emperor. 
"When Your Majesty was in trouble at Pengcheng and suffered defeat in 

the area of Xingyang and Chenggao it was only because Peng Yue occupied the 
region of Liang and co-operated with the Han forces in harassing the Chu armies 
that Xiang Yu was in the end unable to advance further west. At that time all 
depended upon a nod from Peng Yue. If he joined with Chu, then Han would 
be lost; if he joined with Han, then Chu would be defeated. Again, when the 
armies came together at Gaixia, if Peng Yue had not appeared, Xiang Yu would 
never have been destroyed. 

"After the world was at peace Peng Yue received the split tallies and the 
rites of enfeoffment as a king, and his hope was that he might hand them down 
to his heirs for ten thousand generations. Yet recently Your Majesty sent out a 
single call for troops from Liang and, because King Peng was ill and did not 
respond, you suspected him of disaffection. And then, before evidence of revolt 
had even been found, he was subjected to a cruel inquisition and he and his 
family wiped out. Such treatment must surely fill every other worthy minster 
with terror and doubt. Now that King Peng is dead I too will be better off dead 
than alive. I beg you to proceed with the boiling!" 

Hearing these words, the emperor pardoned his offence, set him free, and 
made him a colonel. 

During the reign of Emperor Wen, Luan Bu became prime minister of Yan 
and later a general. He used to say, "If, when things are going poorly, a man 
cannot endure some shame and modify his ambitions, he is no man. And if, 
when he has become rich and honoured, he cannot fulfil his heart's desires, he 
is no sage!" Accordingly he repaid with great generosity all those who in the 
past had done him favours and, in the case of those he bore grudges against, he 
used the law to wipe them out. 

When the army of Wu revolted he won military merit and was enfeoffed 
as marquis of Yu, and once more became prime minister of Yan. Throughout 
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Yan and Qi altars were set up to him, called "Altars of Lord Luan". He died in 
the fifth year of the middle era of the reign of Emperor Jing (145 BC). His son 
Luan Fen succeeded to the marquisate and was made master of ritual, but he 
was condemned for performing sacrifices in a manner at variance with the law 
and his territory taken away. 

The Grand Historian remarks: With a spirit like that of Xiang Yu, Ji Bu 
made a name for daring in Chu. From time to time he commanded armies and 
several times seized the enemy pennants. He deserves to be called a brave man. 
Yet he suffered punishment and disgrace and became a slave and did not commit 
suicide. Why did he stoop to this? Because he chose to rely upon his abilities. 
Therefore he suffered disgrace without shame, for there were things he hoped 
to accomplish and he was not yet satisfied. Thus in the end he became a 
renowned general of Han. Truly the wise man regards death as a grave thing. 
When slaves and scullion maids and such mean people in their despair commit 
suicide it is not because they are brave; it is because they know that their plans 
and hopes will never again have a chance of coming true! 

Luan Bu wept for Peng Yue and hastened to the boiling water as though it 
were his true destination. This is indeed what it means to know the right place 
to die, not counting death as important in itself. The most determined men of 
ancient times could do no better than these two! 





PARTS VII-XI 

THE SECOND ERA OF HAN HISTORY 
(195 BC - 141 BC) 





The second stage of Han embraces the reigns of Emperor Hui, Empress Lii, 
Emperor Wen, and Emperor Jing, or the period from the death of Emperor 
Gaozu in 195 BC to the accession of Emperor Wu in 141 BC. For the empire 
as a whole these were relatively uneventful years. The common people, recov- 
ering from the wars and confusion which had accompanied the establishment 
of the dynasty, appear to have enjoyed a considerable measure of contentment 
and well-being, though Sima Qian makes little more than passing reference to 
their condition. Chinese historians tend to take note of the common people only 
when they are starving or restless - that is, when they pose a threat to their 
rulers. When they disappear from the pages of history, as they do in these early 
years of the Han, we may suppose that their lot was on the whole a happy one. 

A similar contentment, however, did not prevail within the ruling house, 
and much of what follows centres around two political crises that threatened the 
very life of the dynasty: the usurpation of power by the members of the Lu 
family, and the Revolt of the Seven Kingdoms. 

With the death of Gaozu, the throne passed to his young son, who became 
Emperor Hui, but the real power was in the hands of the new ruler's strong- 
willed mother Empress Dowager Lii, the widow of Gaozu. When Emperor Hui 
died in 188 BC the empress dowager placed on the throne two boy rulers in 
succession, children of other men whom she attempted to pass off as sons of the 
emperor, while she herself continued to rule as before. Up until her death in 180 
BC she did everything in her power to consolidate the position of her own clan, 
having her male relatives appointed to high posts at court, marrying their 
daughters to members of the imperial family, and even contriving to enfeoff 
them as marquises and kings. In doing so, she aroused bitter animosity among 
the peers of the Liu family and the high ministers who remained loyal to them, 
and it was only her remarkable stubbornness and audacity, coupled with an 
astute political intelligence, that enabled her to achieve the success she did. She 
hoped to manoeuvre her relatives into a position of sufficient strength to enable 
them to survive the opposition they would surely face after her death. But her 
hopes were in vain. Within a few months of her demise the members of her clan, 
who seemed to share none of her craft or strength of character, allowed 
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themselves to be outwitted and toppled from power by the Liu peers and the 
high officials. The entire Lii clan was massacred and Gaozu's son Liu Heng, the 
king of Dai, posthumously known as Emperor Wen, was summoned to take the 
throne. 

The second crisis occurred in 154 BC, the third year of the reign of Emperor 
Wen's successor, Emperor Jing. The founder of the Han, hoping to insure greater 
stability to his regime, had granted fiefs both to his followers and to the male 
members of his family. The first group - those who did not belong to the 
imperial family - fared badly from the beginning. One by one, as they were 
tempted into futile revolt or incurred the suspicion of revolt, they were cut down 
in battle, executed, or forced to flee from China. By the end of Gaozu's reign 
all but one of the feudal kingdoms were in the hands of members of the imperial 
family. 

The central court appointed "tutors" to the feudal kings to guide their 
footsteps in the Way, and prime ministers to see that they administered their 
domains properly, but with these exceptions the kings were free to select their 
own officials and rule as they pleased. During the long years of peace and 
prosperity under Emperor Wen a number of these vassal kings, by exploiting 
the natural resources of their lands, inviting fugitives from other regions to swell 
their populations, and building up large armies, succeeded in acquiring such 
wealth and power that they rivalled the supreme ruler himself. Emperor Wen 
was aware of the danger inherent in such a situation, but preferred whenever 
possible to take a conciliatory attitude, hoping that the kings would be deterred 
by moral considerations from open insubordination. His son and successor 
Emperor Jing, however, egged on by his trusted adviser Chao Cuo, adopted 
sterner measures, accusing the kings of various offences, depriving them of 
territory, and taking steps to curb their powers. Angered by the unprecedented 
severity of such treatment and unwilling to sit by while their domains were 
dismembered, seven of the most powerful of them, led by the kings of Wu and 
Chu, called out their troops in revolt and began a march on the capital. It would 
appear, however, that they had badly underestimated the power and prestige of 
the dynasty. After a brief period of panic, during which the emperor reluctantly 
ordered the.execution of Chao Cuo in an effort at appeasement, the central court 
rallied its forces and quickly put an end to the rebellion. By their rashness the 
kings had succeeded only in alerting the Han court to the gravity of the situation 
and speeding the process of their own debilitation. To prevent a recurrence of 
revolt, Emperor Jing and his successor, Emperor Wu, little by little deprived the 
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vassal kings of all rights to the actual administration of their domains and 
continued to divide up and whittle away their lands until, as Sima Qian says, 
they "grew so poor that they were obliged to ride about in oxcarts" in the manner 
of commoners. 

Philosophies of Government 

China in late Zhou times saw the rise of a numberof schools of philosophy 
which competed for the attention of the rulers of the period. Although some of 
these schools took an interest in questions of metaphysics, epistemology, and 
the moral life of the individual, their principal concern was invariably politics 
- the "way of the ruler". Of these so-called hundred schools of earlier times 
only three continued to be of any real importance in the Han period: the 
Confucian, the Legalist, and the Taoist, the last often referred to as "the 
teachings of the Yellow Emperor and Lao Zi". Although Confucianism later 
succeeded in securing state support and having itself declared the orthodox 
philosophy of the government, during the period covered in this volume we find 
exponents of all three doctrines holding high positions at court. As early as 
pre-Qin times there had been considerable exchange of ideas and terms among 
the three schools, and this process continued in the Han, so that it is often 
difficult to decide which school a particular scholar or official belonged to; most 
educated men of the period studied all three doctrines and chose their ideas at 
random to fit practical exigencies. Behind the words and actions of the rulers 
and their ministers at various times, however, we may still distinguish the basic 
political attitudes of each of the three schools of antiquity. 

TAOISM. First was the attitude of Taoist quietism, with its philosophy of 
"non-action". For the empire as a whole Taoism advocated a policy of laissez- 
faire, allowing the people to follow their desires and instincts without interfer- 
ence from the government. This, it was believed, would lead to an era of peace, 
stability, and rustic content. Those officials who followed Taoist teachings, the 
most famous among them being the prime minister Cao Can, therefore aimed 
at self-effacement and anonymity, avoiding wherever possible any positive 
exercise of authority. During the reigns of Empress Lii and Emperor Wen, as 
has often been pointed out, the government as a whole pursued just such a 
laissez-faire policy, which allowed the nation to recover from the effects of the 
previous civil strife and attain a high level of prosperity. But whether this was 
actually done at the instigation of Taoist-minded officials, or whether the rulers 
were even conscious that they were following Taoist theories, is a matter of 
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conjecture. At any rate, this so-called Taoist period was only a temporary phase, 
By the end of Emperor Wen's reign it had come to be recognized that such a 
course of action created as many problems as it solved. If the empire was ever 
to be freed from the threat of periodic invasion by the Xiongnu tribes to the 
north, if the growing power of the feudal lords was to be curbed, if law and order 
were to be enforced and the powerful families and local "bosses" that had 
appeared in the countryside were to be kept in check, it was obvious that the 
central court would have to adopt a more positive approach. Emperor Jing set 
out to do just this, and from his reign on, though Taoism continued to flourish 
as a semi-religious cult among the people, it dropped almost out of sight in 
discussions of the philosophy of rule. 

LEGALISM. As a matter of fact, this early Han period of 1aissezfaire 
government can just as well be explained as a natural reaction against the 
practices of Legalism, the state philosophy of the preceding Qin dynasty. The 
fathers of the Legalist school in Zhou times - Lord Shang, Shen Buhai, and 
Han Fei Zi - had advocated the establishment of a strong central government, 
the suppression of feudalism, and the regimentation of the people by stem and 
inflexible laws; and these measures the First ~ m ~ e r i r  of the Qin had proceeded 
to carry out with great energy and ruthlessness. It was understandable, therefore, 
that the founders of the Han, who had been commoners under the First Emperor, 
should desire, when they came to power, to avoid the same errors that had 
brought the Qin to such an expeditious end. Thus we find Gaozu drastically 
simplifying the legal code, lightening the burden of taxation on the people, and 
parcelling out fiefs to his followers and kin. But the Han rulers soon discovered 
that this type of limited government, though ingratiating enough to the people 
as a whole, would hardly suffice for a vast, unified empire the size of China. 
Before long ministers appeared at court who, though they sometimes took pains 
to disguise the source of their ideas, advocated a return to characteristically 
Legalist policies. Chao Cuo, the ill-fated adviser to Emperor Jing, who attempt- 
ed to weaken the power of the vassal kings, is perhaps the best example. Unlike 
Taoism, the philosophy of "no-government", Legalism, far from dropping out 
of sight, continued to grow in influence until it was able to come completely out 
in the open in the reign of Emperor Wu and challenge its only remaining rival, 
Confucianism. Most of the history of the following 2,000 years of Chinese 
political philosophy is concerned with the struggle between the exponents of 
these two rival theories of rule, the Legalist-minded advocates of government 
by force, and the Confucian-minded advocates of government by virtue. 
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CONFUCIANISM. There is, of course, a great deal more to Confucianism 
than the theory of government by virtue, but it is this aspect that is most in 
evidence in the pronouncements of the early Han rulers and their advisers. As 
pointed out by Arthur Waley in the introduction to his Analects of Confucius, 
the word de, which I have for the sake of expedience translated as "virtue", 
actually denotes a kind of moral force which emanates from the truly good ruler 
and enables him to convert his people, and even the inhabitants of foreign lands, 
to the practice of goodness. Indeed, so great is the power of this force that its 
influence extends to the world of nature and the supernatural, calling forth in 
the reign of its possessor the tokens of cosmic approval: formations of many- 
coloured clouds, rains of sweet dew, and the appearance of fabulous beasts and 
birds such as the unicorn and the phoenix. But if it is the personal moral power 
or virtue of the ruler, and not the threat of physical force, which insures the 
effectiveness of his rule, then failures in government must conversely be due to 
a lack of virtue in the sovereign himself. Hence the Confucian ruler must 
ultimately hold himself morally responsible for disorders within his realm, for 
defiance among the barbarian tribes surrounding China, and for signs of cosmic 
confusion and displeasure such as droughts, earthquakes, locusts, eclipses, and 
similar prodigious occurrences in nature. 

The reign of Emperor Wen represents an interesting combination of the 
Taoist ideal of "non-action" and the Confucian theory of government by virtue, 
a combination characteristic of early Han times. In his personal life, we are told, 
Emperor Wen set an example for his people in simplicity and frugal living. In 
his relations with the Xiongnu tribes, as well as with the recalcitrant kings of 
his own family, he declined the use of force wherever possible, preferring to 
buy peace from the Xiongnu with tribute and to attempt to reform his kinsmen 
by leniency and gentle reprimand. And when some unfavourable portent ap- 
peared in the form of an eclipse or a comet, he publicly proclaimed his concern 
and sought to discover what error of his had brought it about. 

His edicts are model expressions of the Confucian ideal of the good ruler, 
full of humble protestations of his own lack of virtue and pleas for guidance 
from his ministers and his people. They were written, I believe, in all sincerity, 
and should be read in that spirit, though I admit that this may be difficult for 
anyone familiar with the endless vain and hypocritical imitations of them which 
fill the annals of later Chinese rulers. That Emperor Wen did not always succeed 
in living up to the sentiments proclaimed in his edicts is obvious from the 
anecdotes related about him in the chapters dealing with his ministers. But this 



is hardly reason for doubting the sincerity of his purpose. 

The Position of Women 

One more aspect of the narrative, not necessarily related to any particular 
school of philosophy but having its roots far deeper in the structure of Chinese 
society, requires comment here, and this is the extraordinary power of older 
women. The Chinese family system demanded that children accord old people 
in general and their parents in particular the utmost respect and obedience, and 
we often find high officials retiring from their posts or declining to undertake 
some dangerous task because of their obligations to their parents. But because 
wives have a way of outliving their husbands, and because in most cases a ruler 
or a noble cannot become such until the death of his father, it is generally the 
mothers rather than the fathers of eminent men who figure most prominently in 
the Shi ji narrative. Thus Sima Qian devotes one chapter among his annals of 
rulers to an empress dowager, and another among the histories of eminent 
families to the consorts of the emperors. It is true that, with the exception of 
Empress Lu, whom I shall discuss below, we do not find the women in the Shi 
ji meddling as openly in politics as they do in earlier historical works, such as 
the Zuo zhuan. And yet time and again we discover them manoeuvring behind 
the scenes to bring pressure upon their lovers and sons; in scene after scene we 
see concubines dissolving into persuasive tears before their lords, or testy old 
women carrying on like spoiled children until they get their way with their sons. 
At no point do the histories of imperial Rome and of China diverge more sharply 
than in this question of the respect and awe accorded the mothers of rulers. Not 
only do we find no Neros in the Han annals; the mere suggestion that a king or 
an emperor had failed to treat his mother with the proper deference would be 
sufficient to cast a shadow of guilt over his whole regime. The figure of the 
determined matriarch contriving to dictate the lives of her offspring is familiar 
enough to the Western reader that he will have no trouble recognizing her 
Chinese counterpart. I mention the subject here only because he may not be 
quite prepared for the degree to which the Chinese grande dame was honoured 
and heeded in this role. Therefore, when the reader finds a Han emperor replying 
to the advice of his counsellors with words to the effect that "I will have to ask 
my mother", I would caution him that, whatever his own reaction may be, he is 
expected from the traditional Chinese point of view not to snicker but to be filled 
with a warm glow of admiration. 

I have said that the case of Empress Lu was an exception in Han times, and 
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happily this is true for later Chinese history as well. She had actively aided her 
husband in his long and bitter struggle to gain control of the empire, and it was 
not surprising that, after his death, she should dominate her son, Emperor Hui, 
and the two child rulers whom she set up, one after the other, to succeed him. 
But her cruel and vindictive temperament and the irregular steps she took to 
strengthen the position of her own clan at court eventually imperiled the future 
of the dynasty. After her death and the overthrow of the Lii clan the Han 
ministers were concerned in selecting a new emperor to find one whose mother 
would not turn into another Empress Lu, and later Chinese statesmen have k n  
equally mindful of the threat posed by over-ambitious empress dowagers and 
their male kin. Sima Qian, when he wrote his account of the period, realistically 
treated the reigns of Emperor Hui and Empress Lu as one unit, since she had 
exercised the real power throughout, entitling his chapter "The Basic Annals of 
Empress Lu". But when Ban Gu came to rework the Shi ji material for his Hun 
shu or "History of the Former Han", he found it unseemly that Emperor Hui 
should be lumped together with his mother, and he accordingly removed the 
account of the young ruler's brief reign and created a separate "Annals of 
Emperor Hui". Some six centuries later, in the early years of the Tang dynasty, 
an empress dowager came to power who, not content merely to rule in the name 
of a puppet, as Empress Lu had done, went so far as to declare herself the 
foundress of a new dynasty before death brought an end to her usurpations. With 
this frightening example in mind, Chinese historiographers concluded that even 
Ban Gu's arrangement was unsatisfactory and declared that it was improper for 
a woman to be represented in the "annals" section of a history at all, since a 
woman attempting to exercise the functions of a "Son of Heaven" was a 
contradiction in terms. Thus, although the mothers of rulers continued as before 
to exert great influence in court politics, they never received in later Chinese 
histories such open and realistic recognition of their power as Sima Qian had 
accorded them. 

The Character of the Period 

The chapters of the Shi ji dealing with the overthrow of the hated Qin and 
the founding of the Han are characterized by an air of heroic vigour and 
optimism. The leaders of the era - the military adventurer Xiang Yu; the 
famous aides of Gaozu, Zhang Liang, Xiao He, and Han Xin; the founder of the 
dynasty himself, who fought his way up from the post of a petty clerk to become 
supreme ruler of the empire - have won an immortal place in the memory of 
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the Chinese people. Time and again, when the poets and philosophers of 
later ages seek for symbols of tragic downfall or stubborn perseverance, 
political astuteness or craft in battle, it is to the history of this period that they 
turn. Indeed, when Sima Qian came to compile his account of the establishment 
of the dynasty, less than 100 years later, the men and events of the period had 
already taken on a legendary and larger-than-life quality. 

To these the events of the succeeding era form a striking contrast. " ~ 1 1  
within the seas" - the world of ancient China - is finally at peace; there are 
no more military upstarts to threaten the nation with civil strife, and only the 
occasional annoyance of plundering raids by the Xiongnu tribes to the north. 
Revolution and conquest are temporarily a thing of the past, and the rulers must 
settle down to work out the problems of administering their new domains, 
consolidating their power, and insuring the continuance of the dynasty. In 
comparison with their fathers and predecessors, the men of this period seem to 
have dwindled in stature; neither the crises they face nor the actions they take 
are on the former grand scale. Whereas Sima Qian characterized the earlier 
leaders as courageous and far-sighted, his highest praise in these chapters goes 
to those who are circumspect, for circumspection is the quality most appropriate 
to this new era in Han history. The scope of the historian's narrative has shrunk 
to fit his subject,' and we find him more and more involved in accounts of 
elaborate plots at court, grubby family squabbles, and that dullest of the 
departments of history, genealogy. Instead of the glorious deeds and battles of 
the previous age, we read of a high official who utilized his spare time to wash 
his fathers's dirty underwear, of a king who slammed a door on his 
grandmother's fingers, and of two princes who fell into a fatal quarrel over a 
game of chess. Slowly, imperceptibly, as the narrative draws nearer to the 
historian's own time, it takes on a mood of sordidness and disillusion, a mood 
which will deepen to despair in the translations of the second volume. The 
dynasty is still young, but already it is showing the signs of moral decay. 

The reader is not likely to find here much to excite admiration or a feeling 
of moral uplift, except perhaps the poetry of Qu Yuan and Jia Yi or the edicts 
of Emperor Wen. But, as Sima Qian no doubt believed when he wrote it, the 
account of the origins of decay, though scarcely uplifting, conveys its own apt 
and bitter wisdom. The protagonists of his tale are no longer legendary heroes 
but men of flesh and blood, timorous, cruel, spiteful, and petty - men as we 
know them in real life - and his subject is the oldest axiom of the moralists, 
the corrosive effects of power. 



PART VII 

THE RULERS 





SHI JI 9: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
EMPRESS LU 

Emperor Hui passed away at an early age and the Lii family were tilled 
with uneasiness. When they heaped honour and position on Lii Chan and 
Lii Lu the feudal lords began to plot against them, and when they murdered 
Liu Ruyi and Liu You, the kings of Zhao, the high ministers were filled with 
fear and mistrust. In the end disaster fell on the house of Lii. Thus I made 
'&The Basic Annals of Empress Dowager Lii". 

Empress Dowager Lii was the consort of Gaozu from the time when he was 
still a commoner. She bore him Emperor Hui the Filial and the queen mother, 
Princess Yuan of Lu. When Gaozu became king of Han he took into his service 
Lady Qi of Dingtao, whom he loved dearly, and she bore him a son, Liu Ruyi, 
king of Zhao, posthumously known as Yin, the "Melancholy King". 

Emperor Hui was by nature weak and soft-hearted. Gaozu, convinced that 
the boy was of a wholly different temperament from himself, wanted to remove 
him from the position of heir apparent and set up his son by Lady Qi, Ruyi, 
instead, "for Ruyi is just like me," he would say. Lady Qi always accompanied 
Gaozu on his trips east of the Pass, and day and night wept and begged that her 
son be set up in place of the heir apparent. Empress Lu, being well along in 
years, invariably stayed behind in the capital, so that she rarely saw the emperor 
and they became more and more estranged. Ruyi was made king of Zhao and 
later several times came very near to replacing the future Emperor Hui as heir 
apparent. But, because of the objections of the high officials and the strategy 
devised by Zhang Liang, the heir apparent was able to keep his position. 

Empress Lii was a woman of very strong will. She aided Gaozu in the 
conquest of the empire, and many of the great ministers who were executed were 
the victims of her power. She had two older brothers, both of whom were 
generals. Her oldest brother, Lu Ze, marquis of Zhoulu, died in the service of 
the dynasty. His son Lu Tai was enfeoffed as marquis of Li, and his son Lii Chan 
as marquis of Jiao. Her other brother, Lii Shizhi, was made marquis of 
Jiancheng. 
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In the fourth month, the day jiachen, of the twelfth year of his reign (1 June 
195 BC), Emperor Gaozu passed away in the Palace of Lasting Joy and the heir 
apparent, Emperor Hui, succeeded to the throne. At this time Gaozu's eight sons 
occupied the following positions. The oldest, Liu Fei, was king of Qi; he was 
an elder brother of Emperor Hui by a different mother; all the rest were younger 
than Emperor Hui. Lady Qi's son Liu Ruyi was king of Zhao and Lady BoVs 
son Liu Heng was king of Dai. The rest, sons of Gaozu by other ladies of the 
court, were Liu Hui, king of Liang; Liu You, king of Huaiyang; Liu Chang, king 
of Huainan; and Liu Jian, king of Yan. Gaozu's younger brother Liu Jiao was 
king of Chu, and Liu Pi, the son of Gaozu's older brother, was king of Wu. There 
was one king who was not of the Liu family, Wu Chen, king of Changsha, the 
son of Wu Ruyi, the lord of Bo, who had achieved merit as a minister of the 
Han. 

Empress Lu bore the greatest hatred for Lady Qi and her son, the king of 
Zhao. She gave orders for Lady Qi to be imprisoned in the Long ~ a l l s '  and 
summoned the king of Zhao to court. Three times envoys were sent back. and 
forth, but the prime minister of Zhao, Zhou Chang, the marquis of Jianping, told 
them, "Emperor Gaozu entrusted the king of Zhao to my care, and he is still 
very young. Rumours have reached me that the empress dowager hates Lady 
Qi and wishes to summon her son, the king of Zhao, so that she may do away 
with both of them. I do not dare send the king! Moreover, he is i l l  and cannot 
obey the summons." 

Empress Lu was furious and proceeded to send an envoy to summon Zhou 
Chang himself. When Zhou Chang obeyed her order and arrived in Chang'an, 
she dispatched someone to summon the king of Zhao once more. The king set 
out, but before he reached the capital, Emperor Hui, compassionate by nature 
and aware of his mother's hatred for the king of Zhao, went in person to meet 
him at the Ba River and accompanied him back to the palace. The emperor 
looked out for the boy and kept him by his side, eating and sleeping with him, 
so that, although the empress dowager wished to kill him, she could find no 
opportunity. 

In the first year of Emperor Hui's reign, the twelfth month, the emperor one 
morning rose at dawn and went out hunting, but the king of Zhao. being very 
young, could not get up so early. When the empress dowager heard that he was 

I 
A designation for the women's apartments at the back of the palace. 
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in the room alone, she sent someone to bear poison and give it to him to drink. 
By the time Emperor Hui returned, the king of Zhao was already dead. After 
this Liu You, the king of Huaiyang, was transferred to the position of king of 
Zhao. 

In the summer an edict was issued awarding Lii Dai's father Lii Ze the 
posthumous title of Lingwu or "Outstanding Wamor Marquis". 

Empress Lii later cut off Lady Qi's hands and feet, plucked out her eyes, 
burned her ears, gave her a potion to drink which made her dumb, and had her 
thrown into the privy, calling her the "human pig".2 After a few days, she sent 
for Emperor Hui and showed him the "human pig". Staring at her, he asked who 
the person was, and only then did he realize that it was Lady Qi. Thereupon he 
wept so bitterly that he grew il l  and for over a year could not leave his bed. He 
sent a messenger to report to his mother, "No human being could have done 
such a deed as this! Since I am your son, I will never be fit to rule the empire." 
From this time on Emperor Hui gave himself up each day to drink and no longer 
took part in affairs of state, so that his illness grew worse. 

In the second year of Emperor Hui's reign Liu Jiao, king of Chu, and Liu 
Fei, king of Qi, came to court. In the tenth month Emperor Hui held a banquet 
for the king of Qi which the empress dowager attended. Because the king of Qi 
was his elder brother, Emperor Hui seated him in the place of honour and treated 
him with the courtesy customary among members of the same family. Empress 
Lii was furious at this and ordered two goblets to be prepared with poison and 
placed before the king of Qi. Then she instructed the king to rise and propose a 
toast. When he did so, however, Emperor Hui also rose and picked up the other 
goblet, intending to join in the toast. Empress Lii, terrified, rose from her own 
place and overturned Emperor Hui's goblet. The king of Qi grew suspicious and 
did not dare to drink any more, but instead feigned drunkenness and left the 
banquet. 

Later, when he learned that the goblet had indeed contained poison, he 
began to fear that he would not be able to escape from Chang'an. Shi, the internal 
secretary of Qi, spoke to the king, saying, "The empress dowager has only two 
children, the emperor and Princess Yuan of Lu. Now Your Majesty possesses 
over seventy cities, while the princess receives the revenue from only a very 

2 
Early Chinese privies consisted of two parts, an upper room for the user and a pit below 

in which swine were kept. Apparently Lady Qi was thrown into the lower part, hence the 
epithet. 
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few. If you were willing to donate one province to the empress dowager which 
could be assigned to the princess as her 'bath-town' revenue, then the empress 
dowager would surely be pleased and you would have nothing more to fear." 

The king of Qi accordingly donated the province of Chengyang and 
honoured the princess with the title of "Queen Mother of Lu". Empress ~ i i  
accepted these honours with delight and held a banquet at the Qi state residence. 
When the drinking and rejoicing were over she sent the king of Qi back to his 
kingdom. 

In the third year work on the walls of Chang'an was begun. By the fourth 
year half the work was done and in the fifth and sixth years the walls were 
completed. In the tenth month the various feudal lords journeyed to court to 
present their congratulations on the beginning of the new year. 

In the seventh year, the day mouyin of the eighth month (26 Sept. 188 BC), 
Emperor Hui the Filial passed away.3 Mourning was announced and Empress 
Dowager Lu lamented, but no tears fell from her eyes. 

Zhang Biqiang, the son of Zhang Liang, was a page in the palace and, 
though he was only fifteen, he said to the prime minister Chen Ping, "The 
empress dowager had only this one son, Emperor Hui. Yet now that he has 
passed away, her lamentations are without real grief. Can you solve this riddle, 
my lord?" 

"How would you explain it?" asked Chen Ping. 

"Emperor Hui left no grown sons, and so the empress dowager is afraid of 
you and the others. I would suggest now that you honour Lu Tai, Lu Chan, and 
Lu Lu with the rank of general and put them in charge of the soldiers in the 

4 
northern and southern garrisons, and allow the various members of the Lu 
family to enter the palace and take part in the government. If this is done, the 
empress dowager will feel more at ease and you and the other ministers may be 
fortunate enough to escape disaster." 

Chen Ping did as the boy suggested. Empress Lii was pleased and her 
lamentations took on an air of genuine sorrow. This was the start of the Lu 
family's rise to power. 

A general amnesty was proclaimed to the empire an3 in the ninth month, 
on the day xinchou (19 Oct. 188 BC), Emperor Hui was interred. The heir 
apparent succeeded to the throne and became emperor, paying his respects at 

3 
He was twenty-three years old. 

4 
Which guarded the capital. 
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the funerary temple of Emperor ~aozu . '  
The first year: All orders issued from the empress dowager and she called 

them "decrees" after the manner of an emperor. She began deliberations with 
the idea of making kings of the members of her own Lii family, asking W a g  
Ling, the chancellor of the right, what he thought of such a step. "Emperor Gaozu 
killed a white horse and made an oath with us that 'if anyone not of the Liu 
family becomes a king, the empire shall unite in attacking him'." Wang Ling 
replied. "Now if members of the Lu family were to be made kings, it would be 
a violation of this agreement!" 

Empress Lu was displeased and consulted Chen Ping, the chancellor of the 
left, and Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang. Zhou Bo and the others replied, "When 
Emperor Gaozu conquered the world he made kings of his sons and younger 
brothers. Now that the empress dowager is issuing decrees in the manner of an 
emperor, if she wishes to make kings of her brothers, we cannot see that there 
is any objection." 

The empress dowager was pleased and dismissed the court. When the 
proceedings were over Wang Ling began to berate Chen Ping and Zhou Bo. 
"Were you not present when Emperor Gaozu and the rest of us smeared our lips 
with the blood of the white horse and took the oath?" he said. "Now that Emperor 
Gaozu has passed away, the empress dowager has made herself ruler and wants 
to elevate the members of her family to the position of kings. All of you think 
perhaps that you can ignore your oath and flatter the will of the empress. But 
how will you dare to face Emperor Gaozu in the world below?" 

"When it comes to opposing the ruler and speaking out in court," replied 
Chen Ping and Zhou Bo, "we are no match for you. But in preserving the altars 
of the dynasty and assuring the continuance of the Liu family, it is possible that 
you are no match for us." Wang Ling had no answer to this. 

In the eleventh month the empress dowager, anxious to remove Wang Ling 
from his position, appointed him grand tutor to the emperor and deprived him 
of his authority as chancellor. Wang Ling eventually left his post on grounds of 
illness and retired to his home. Chen Ping was moved from the position of 
chancellor of the left to Wang Ling's former position of chancellor of the right, 
and Shen Y iji, the marquis of Biyang, was appointed as the new chancellor of 
the left. Shen Yiji did not use the government offices but conducted his affairs 
from the palace itself like a palace secretary. Because of the great favour which 

5 
The identity of  the new emperor is explained below on pp. 272-273. 
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Shen Yiji enjoyed with the empress dowager, he constantly handled the affairs 
of government, and the lords and ministers were all obliged to go through him 
before they could get anything done. As a first step toward making kings of the 
members of the Lu family the empress dowager awarded Lu Tai's deceased 
father Lu Ze the posthumous title of Daowu, "The Slain Warrior King". 

In the fourth month the empress dowager, with a view to making marquises 
of the memben of her own family, first enfeoffed the palace secretary Feng 
Wuze, who had been a faithful follower of Gaozu, with the title of marquis of 
Bocheng. 

Princess Yuan of Lu died and was given the posthumous title of "Queen 
Mother Yuan of Lu". Her son Zhang Yan was made king of Lu. (His father was 
Zhang Ao, the marquis of Xuanping.) Liu Zhang, the son of Liu Fei, king of Qi, 
was enfeoffed as marquis of Zhuxu, and Lu Lu's daughter given to him as a 

wife. Qi Shou, the prime minister of Qi, was made marquis of Pingding, and 
Yangcheng Yan, the minister of the privy treasury, became marquis of Wu. 
Following this Lu Zhong was made marquis of Pei and Lu Ping marquis of Fuliu. 
Zhang Mai was made marquis of Nangong. 

Still with an eye to making kings of the members of her own family, the 
empress dowager granted positions to the sons of Emperor Hui by his ladies in 

6 
waiting. His son Qiang she made king of Huaiyang, his son Buyi king of 
Changshan; his son Shan she enfeoffed as marquis of Xiangcheng, his son Chao 
as marquis of Zhi, and his son Wu as marquis of Huguan. Because the empress 
dowager let it  be known to the high ministers that she would welcome such a 
move, they requested that Lu Tai, the marquis of Li, be given the title of king 
of Lu. The empress dowager approved their suggestion. 

Lii Shizhi, Marquis Kang of Jiancheng, died. His rightful heir was found 
guilty of some crime and removed from his position; instead his younger son 
Lu Lu was made marquis of Huling in order to carry on the line. 

In the second year the king of Changshan died. His younger brother Shan, 
the marquis of Xiangcheng, was made king of Changshan and his name changed 
to Yi. 

In the twelfth month Lu Tai, the king of Lu, died, and was awarded the 

6 
We are told later that these were not really sons of Emperor Hui but the children of other 

men whom the empress dowager attempted to pass off as the emperor's sons. I have therefore 
given only their personal names and omitted the surname Liu; no surname is given in the 
original. 
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posthumous title of Su or "Majestic King". His heir Lii Jia succeeded him as 
king of Lu. The third year passed without incident. 

In the fourth year the empress dowager enfeoffed her younger sister Lii Xu 
as marchioness of Linguang. Lu Tuo as marquis of Yu, Lii Gengshi as marquis 
of Zhuiqi, and Lu Fen as marquis of Lucheng. She also enfeoffed five of the 
prime ministers of the various feudal lords as marquises. 

The daughter of Zhang Ao, the marquis of Xuanping, had been made the 
empress of Emperor Hui. When she failed to give birth to a son, she pretended 
to be pregnant and, substituting a child born to one of the emperor's ladies in 
waiting, called it her own. Then she murdered the mother and set the child up 
as heir apparent. When Emperor Hui passed away it was he who became 
emperor. 

As the emperor grew a little older, he began to hear nrmours that his mother 
had been killed and that he was not the real son of the empress. "What right had 
the empress to kill my mother and call me her son?" he declared. "I am not old 
enough now, but when I grow up I will make trouble for her!" 

Empress Dowager Lii, hearing of this, became wonied and feared that he 
might start a revolt, so she kept him shut up in the Long Halls and gave it out 
that the emperor was gravely ill. None of the officials were allowed to see him. 

The empress dowager announced: "He who holds possession of the empire 
and rules the destinies of the multitude must shelter them like the heavens and 
support them like the earth. The ruler must with a joyous heart bring peace to 
the people, and the people in gladness serve their ruler, and when this joy and 
gladness mingle together, then the empire will be well governed. Now the 
emperor's illness has continued for a long time without abating until his wits 
have gone astray and he has become demented. He is not fit to carry on the 
imperial line and perform the sacrifices in the ancestral temples, nor can he be 
entrusted with the care of the empire. Let him be replaced!" 

The host of officials all bowed their heads and replied, "The empress 
dowager has taken deep thought for the multitudes of the empire and considered 
how best to preserve the ancestral temples and sacred altars of the dynasty. With 
bowed heads we shall obey her edict." The emperor was removed from his 
position and the empress dowager had him murdered in his place of confine- 
ment. 

In the fifth month, on the day bingchen (15 June 184 BC), Yi, the king of 
Changshan, was made emperor and his name changed to Hong. (The reason the 
year is not designated as the first year of a new reign is that the empress dowager 
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directed the government of the empire.) Chao, the marquis of Zhi, was made 
king of Changshan. The office of grand commandant was established and Zhou 
Bo, the marquis of Jiang, appointed to fill it. 

In the fifth year, the eighth month, Qiang, the king of Huaiyang, died. His 
younger brother Wu, the marquis of Huguan, was made king of Huaiyang. 

In the sixth year, the tenth month, the empress dowager, announcing that 
"Lu Jia, the king of Lu, has consistently behaved in an arrogant and imperious 
fashion", removed him from his position and made his father's younger brother, 
Lu Chan, the new king of Lu. 

In the summer a general amnesty was granted to the empire and Liu Xingju, 
the son of Liu Fei, the king of Qi, was enfeoffed as marquis of Dongmou. 

In the first month of the seventh year the empress dowager summoned Liu 
You, the king of Zhao, to the capital. Liu You had taken a daughter of the Lii 
family as his queen, but he had no love for her and favoured a concubine instead. 
The daughter of the Lu family, consumed with jealousy, left him and began to 
slander him to the empress dowager. She accused him of sedition and reported 
that he had said, "What right have the Lu family to become kings? When the 
empress dowager's days are over, I will certainly attack them!" The empress 
dowager was furious and for this reason summoned the king of Zhao to the 
capital. When he arrived, she kept him at the state residence of Zhao and would 
not see him. She ordered the place surrounded by guards and refused to give 
him anything to eat. When some of the officials secretly sent him provisions she 
had them summarily arrested and condemned to punishment. When the king of 
Zhao was starving he composed this song: 

The Liis order all affairs; 
The Liu clan is in peril. 
They have oppressed the nobles, 
And forced upon me this wife: 
A wife who in her jealousy 
Speaks wanton evil of me. 
A slandering woman will undo the state, 
For those in power are blind. 
Though I lack loyal ministers, 
Why should I cast away my kingdom? 
Were I to slay myself in the open fields 
Azure Heaven would speak the justice of my cause, 
Alas, i t  is too late for regretting; 
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Better had I made an end at once. 
A king and yet to starve to death - 
Who will pity such as I? 
The Lii clan have overthrown right: 

I charge Heaven with my revenge! 

On the day dingchou (21 Feb. 18 1 BC) the king of Zhao died in confine- 
ment. He was mourned with the rites of a commoner and interred in the 
graveyard of the common people of Chang'an. On the day jichou (4 March) 
there was an echpse of the sun and the day grew dark. The empress dowager 
was filled with loathing and her heart grew uneasy. Turning to those about her, 
she said, "This has happened because of me!" 

In the second month Liu Hui, the king of Liang, was transferred to the 
position of king of Zhao, and Lii Chan, the king of Lii, was made king of Liang. 
Lii Chan did not proceed to his new kingdom, however, but became grand tutor 
to the emperor. Prince Tai, the marquis of Pingchang, was made king of Lii. The 
kingdom of Liang was renamed Lii and the former kingdom of Lii called 
Jichuan. 

The daughter of Lii Xu, the empress dowager's younger sister, was married 
to Liu Ze, the marquis of Yingling, who was a general of the army. Because she 
had made kings of the members of her family, the empress dowager was afraid 
that after she passed away Liu Ze might use his troops to do them some harm, 
and so she made him king of Langya in order to assuage his feelings. 

Liu Hui, the king of Liang, was deeply disturbed at being transferred to the 
position of king of ~hao. '  The empress dowager had given him the daughter of 
Lii Chan to be his queen, and all of her attendants and ministers were members 
of the Lii family. They exercised authority in a completely arbitrary fashion and 
secretly spied on the king so that he could do nothing as he wished. The king 
had a concubine whom he loved dearly, but the queen sent someone to poison 
her. The king, deeply grieved, composed a song in her memory in four stanzas 
and ordered his musicians to sing it. In the sixth month he committed suicide. 
When the empress dowager received the news she declared that he had been 
guilty of abandoning his duties to his ancestral temples by committing suicide 
for the sake of a woman, and deprived his heir of the title. 

'AS well he might be, since the two previous kings of Zhao had both been murdered by 
the empress dowager. 
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Zhang Ao, the marquis of Xuanping, died, and his son Zhang Yan became 
king of Lu. Zhang Ao was given the posthumous title of Yuan, "First King of 
Lu". 

In the autumn the empress dowager sent an envoy to announce to Liu 
Heng, the king of Dai, that she wished to transfer him to the position of king 
of Zhao. The king of Dai declined the move, begging to be allowed to 
remain in Dai to guard the frontier. The grand tutor Lii Chan, Prime 
Minster Chen Ping, and others asserted that, since Lii Lu, the marquis of 
Wuxin, held the highest position among those of the rank of marquis, he should 
be made king of Zhao. The empress dowager consented to this suggestion and 
awarded Lu Lu's father, Marquis Kang, the posthumous title of Zhao, "Bright 
King of Zhao". 

In the ninth month Liu Jian, the king of Yan, died. He had a son by a 
concubine, but the empress dowager sent some one to murder the boy and, on 
the grounds that there was no heir, deprived the family of the kingdom. In the 
eighth year, the tenth month, she set up Lu Tai's son Lii Dong, the marquis of 
Dongping, as king of Yan, and enfeoffed Lu Dong's younger brother Lii Zhuang 
as marquis of Dongping in his place. 

During the third month the empress dowager was passing Zhi Road on her 
way back from a sacrifice when something that looked like a blue dog appeared 
and bit her under the arm, and then suddenly disappeared. A diviner called in 
to interpret the happening announced that it was Liu Ruyi, the king of Zhao, 
who had turned into an evil spirit. The empress dowager soon grew ill of the 
wound under her arm. 

Because Zhang Yan, the king of Lu and the empress dowager's grandson 
by her daughter, Princess Yuan of Lu, was very young and was an orphan, 
having lost both his father and mother at an early age, the empress dowager 
enfeoffed two of his half brothers, sons of Zhang Ao by former concubines, so 
that they could assist him in his rule, making Zhang Chi the marquis of Xindu 
and Zhang Shou the marquis of Lechang. She also enfeoffed the palace master 
of guests, Zhang Qing, as marquis of Jianling and Lii Rong as marquis of Zhuzi. 
All of the palace eunuchs and their secretaries and assistants she made marquises 
of the area within the Pass with the revenue from 500 households each. 

During the seventh month the empress dowager's illness grew worse. She 
appointed Lu Lu, the king of Zhao, as supreme commander of the army and 
ordered him to the northern garrison, and ordered Lu Chan, the king of Lii, to 
take over the southern garrison. "When Emperor Gaozu conquered the empire," 
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she warned them, "he made a compact with his followers that if anyone not of 
the Liu family became a king, the empire should join together in atlacking him. 
Now the members of the Lu family have become kings and the great ministers 
are displeased. The emperor is very young and I fear that when I have passed 
away the ministers will make trouble for you. You must bring your soldiers to 
guard the palace. Take care and do not accompany the funeral procession. Do 
not allow yourselves to be coerced by others!" 

On the day xinsi ( 1  8 August 180 BC) the empress dowager passed away. 
In her testamentary edict she left 1,000 catties of gold to each of the kings who 
had been advanced from the rank of marquis, as well as grants of gold to the 
generals, ministers, marquises, and palace officials according to their ranks, and 
proclaimed a general amnesty to the empire. She appointed Lu Chan, the king 
of Lii, as prime minister, and the daughter of Lu Lu as empress to the boy ruler. 
After the burial of the empress dowager, Shen Yiji, the chancellor of the left, 
was made grand tutor to the emperor. 

Liu Zhang, the marquis of Zhuxu and younger brother of Liu Xiang, King 
Ai of Qi, was a man of great spirit and strength. He and his younger brother Liu 
Xingju, the marquis of Dongmou, both resided in Chang'an. At this time the 
various members of the Lu family wielded authority with complete freedom and 
were hoping to overthrow the government but, because they were afraid of Zhou 
Po, Guan Ying, and the others who had been followers of Gaozu in the old days, 
they did not dare to make a decisive move. Liu Zhang's wife, being a daughter 
of Lii Lu, secretly learned of the plottings of the Lu family. Fearful that she 
herself might become involved in their downfall, she had her husband, Liu 
Zhang, send a man to report to his older brother, the king of Qi, asking him to 
send his troops west to wipe out the Lu family and make himself ruler. Liu Zhang 
would in that case join with the high officials in aiding his cause from within 
the capital. 

The king of Qi was in favour of dispatching troops, but his prime minister 
Zhao Ping refused to consent. On the day bingwu of the eighth month (12 Sept.) 
the king of Qi was about to send someone to execute his prime minister when 
the latter revolted, called out the troops, and made ready to surround the king. 
The king succeeded in killing the prime minister and eventually dispatched his 
troops east. By means of deception he seized the troops of the king of Langya 
and, joining them to his own, led the whole force west. (A fuller description will 
be found in the chapter on the king of Qi.) The king of Qi then sent the following 
letter to the various kings and marquises: 
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When Emperor Gaozu conquered the empire he made kings of his 
sons and younger brothers. Among these was King Daohui, who was 
made king of Qi. After King Daohui died Emperor Hui sent Zhang 
Liang to establish me as king of Qi. When Emperor Hui passed away 
the empress dowager took over the management of the government. 
But she was far along in years and, heeding the advice of the members 
of the Lu family, she arbitrarily deposed the emperor who had been set 
up and put another on the throne. On top of this she killed three kings 
of Zhao in succession, wiped out the royal families of Liang, Zhao, and 
Yan, made kings of the members of the Lu clan, and divided the 
territory of Qi into four kingdoms. Although the loyal ministers ad- 
vised her against these moves, she refused in her delusion to heed them. 
Now the empress dowager has passed away and the emperor, being 
young in years, is incapable of governing the empire, but must rely 
solely upon the aid of the officials and lords. The members of the Lii 
family have therefore proceeded to help themselves to official posts, 
have massed soldiers to consolidate their power, have terrorized the 
marquises and loyal officials, and are forging imperial decrees and 
issuing orders to the empire. Such actions imperil the ancestral temples 
of the dynasty. I have therefore led forth my troops and shall enter the 
capital to punish all those who have unrightfully become kings! 

When news of this reached the Han court the prime minister Lii Chan and 
the others dispatched Gum Ying, the marquis of Yingyin, to lead troops to attack 
the king of Qi. After Guan Ying reached Xingyang, he began to consider what 
to do. "The Lu family have seized control of the troops in the area within the 
Pass and are imperiling the Liu clan, intending to make themselves rulers," he 
said to himself. "Now if I defeat the forces of Qi and return to court to report 
my victory, this will only increase the power of the Lu clan." He therefore halted 
and made camp at Xingyang, sending envoys to the king of Qi and the other 
nobles asking them to join with him in peaceful alliance and wait and, if the Lii 

clan should attempt to overthrow the government, to unite in wiping them out. 
When the king of Qi received word of this he led his troops back to the western 
border of his kingdom to await further developments in accordance with the 
agreement. 

Lu Lu and Lu Chan wanted to start an open revolt against the dynasty in 
the area within the Pass, but they were afraid of men like Zhou Po and Liu Zhang 
in the capital and of the troops of Qi and Chu beyond the Pass. They were also 
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fearful that Guan Ying might turn against them, and so they wanted to wait until 
Guan Ying's troops had joined in battle with those of the king of Qi before 
beginning a revolt. Thus they hesitated and made no decisive move. 

At this time Tai, the king of Jichuan; Wu, the king of Huaiyang; and Chao, 
the king of Changshan, who were supposed to be younger brothers of the boy 
emperor, and King Yuan of Lu, the grandson of Empress Dowager Lu by her 
daughter, were all very young and had not proceeded to their respective 
kingdoms but lived in the capital. Lu Lu, the king of Zhao, and Lii Chan, the 
king of Liang, were in charge of the troops and resided in the southern and 
northern garrisons respectively. All were members of the Lu party. Under such 
circumstances none of the lords or officials of the court could make a move 
without fear of them, and Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, though officially the 
grand commandant, was unable to enter the garrisons and take command of the 
troops. 

Li Shang, the marquis of Quzhou, was at this time old and infirm, and his 
son Li Ji was on good terns with Lu Lu. Zhou Bo accordingly plotted with the 
prime minister Chen Ping and together they sent someone to threaten Li Shang 
and force him to send his son Li Ji to talk with Lu Lu. Li Ji was to deceive Lu 
Lu by saying to him, "After Emperor Gaozu and Empress Lii together conquered 
the world, nine kings of the Liu family were set up and three of the Lii family. 
All of this was done after deliberation with the high officials, the decisions were 
announced to the various feudal lords, and they in turn expressed their approval. 
Now the empress dowager has passed away and the emperor is still very young. 
And yet although you wear at your girdle the seals of the king of Zhao, you have 
not hastened to your new kingdom to guard it as a feudal lord should, but have 
become supreme commander and remain here in charge of the troops. This has 
aroused the suspicions of the great ministers and nobles. Would it not be better 
to return your general's seals and transfer your troops to the grand commandant 
Zhou Bo? If you can persuade Lu Chan, the king of Lu, to relinquish his seals 
of prime minister as well and if both of you take an oath with the high officials 
that you will proceed to your kingdoms, then the armies of Qi will surely 
disband, the officials will rest easy again, and you may rule your vast kingdom 
with a tranquil mind. In this way you will assure the safety of your heirs for 
countless generations to come!" 

Lu Lu trusted Li Ji and approved his suggestion. He was about to return his 
general's seals and transfer his troops to the grand commandant but, when he 
sent men to inform Lii Chan and the elders of the Lii clan, some of them were 
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in favour of the move and some were opposed, SO that he hesitated over what 
to do and could come to no decision. Lu Lu, however, continued to trust Li Ji 
as before. 

One time he was out hunting with Li Ji when he stopped to visit his aunt, 
Lu Xu, the younger sister of the empress dowager. Lu Xu was furious with him. 
"You are a general and you go and throw away your army!" she cried. "Now 
the Lus will not be safe anywhere!" Then she dragged out all her jewels and 
precious vessels and threw them on the ground outside the hall. "I won't keep 
them around for somebody else to enjoy!" she declared. 

At dawn on the day gengshen of the ninth month (26 Sept. 180 BC)' Cao 
Zhuo, the marquis of Pingyang, who was performing the duties of imperial 
secretary, went to see the prime minister Lu Chan to settle some government 
business. The palace attendant Jia Shou had at the time just returned from a 
mission to the king of Qi and was berating Lu Chan. "Though you are a king, 
you would not go to your kingdom earlier. Now, even if you wanted to, do you 
think you could?" Then he reported in detail to Lii Chan how Guan Ying had 
joined with the forces of Qi and Chu and was planning to overthrow the Lu 
family, urging him to flee to the palace for protection at once. Cao Zhuo 
overheard all that was said and rushed off to report it to Chen Ping and Zhou 
Bo. 

Zhou Bo wished to enter the northern garrison, but he was not able to do 
so until Ji Tong, the marquis of Xiangping, who was in charge of the imperial 
credentials, sent someone to bear the credentials and, under pretended orders 
from the emperor, had Zhou Bo admitted to the garrison. Zhou Bo in the 
meantime ordered Li Ji and the director of guests Liu Jie to report to Lii Lu: 
"The emperor has put the grand commandant Zhou Bo in charge of the northern 
garrison and wishes you to proceed to your kingdom. You must surrender your 
general's seals and take your leave at once. If you do not, disaster will befall 
you!" 

Lii Lu was convinced that Li Ji would not deceive him, and so he took off 
his general's seals and handed them over to the director of guests, thus transfer- 
ring his soldiers to Zhou Bo. Zhou Bo went to take command of the troops and, 
as he entered the gate of the garrison, circulated an order to the army saying, 
"Those who are for the Lii family bare their right arms, those for the Liu family 
bare their left arms!" Throughout the garrison the men all bared their left arms, 

8 
The text erroneously reads "eighth month". 
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showing that they were loyal to the Liu family. Thus Zhou Bo eventually gain4 
admission to the northern garrison and became its commander, General Lu 
having surrendered his seals as supreme commander and relinquished his post. 
But there was still the southern garrison. 

Chen Ping summoned Liu Zhang and sent him to assist Zhou ~ 0 , ~  who 
ordered him to guard the gate of the garrison. He also sent Cao Zhuo to tell the 
colonel of the palace guards not to let the prime minister Lu Chan through the 
gate of the imperial apartments. Lu Chan, completely unaware that Lu Lu had 
already surrendered command of the northern garrison, entered the Eternal 
Palace, intending to start a revolt, but when he found he could not gain 
admittance to the imperial apartments, he paced back and fonh indecisively. 
Cao Zhuo in the meantime galloped back to report what had happened to Zhou 

10 
Bo. 

Zhou Bo was still afraid that he would not be strong enough to overpower 
all of the Lii family, and so he did not dare to issue a public order for their 
execution. Instead he dispatched Liu Zhang again, with instructions to enter the 
palace with all speed and guard the emperor. When Liu Zhang asked for a body 
of troops he gave him a force of over 1,000 men to accompany him. 

By the time Liu Zhang and his men entered the gate of the Eternal Palace 
and spotted Lu Chan in the courtyard it was already late afternoon. He fell upon 
Lu Chan, who fled, while a great wind rose from heaven and threw Lu Chan's 
attendants into such confusion that none of them dared to fight in his defence. 
Liu Zhang pursued Lu Chan and killed him in the privy of the palace attendants* 
office. 

After Liu Zhang had killed Lu Chan, the emperor sent his master of guests 
bearing the imperial credentials to thank him for his trouble. Liu Zhang tried to 
seize the credentials but, since the man refused to give them up, he brought him 
along in the same carriage and, using the credentials to gain admittance, raced 
to the Palace of Lasting Joy and beheaded the colonel of the guard of the palace, 
Lii Gengshi. Then he galloped back to the northern garrison to report to Zhou 
Bo. 

Zhou Bo rose from his seat, bowed, and congratulated Liu Zhang on his 
work. "The only one we had to worry about was Lu Chan," he said. "Now that 

9 
The sentence which precedes this in the original is an interpolation which does not appear 

to belong here and has accordingly been omitted in translation. 
10 

In the original the words "afraid they would not win" have been erroneously interpo- 
lated from the sentence below. 
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he has been killed, the empire is safe." Then he divided his men into groups and 
sent them out to arrest the men and women of the Lu family and, without 
distinction of age or youth, to behead them all. On the following day, xinyu (27 
Sept.), he arrested and beheaded Lu Lu and had the empress dowager's sister, 
L" Xu,  beaten to death. He also dispatched men to execute Lu Dong, the king 
of Yan, and remove Zhang Yan, the king of Lu, from his position. On the day 
remu (28 Sept.) he appointed the emperor's grand tutor, Shen Yiji, to the 
position of chancellor of the left, and on the day mouchen (4 Oct.) moved the 
king of Jichuan to the position of king of Liang and set up Liu Sui, the son of 
Liu You, King You of Zhao, as the new king of Zhao. He also dispatched Liu 
Zhang to go and report the overthrow of the Lu family to the king of Qi and 
order 'him to disband his army. Guan Ying's army was also disbanded at 
Xingyang and returned to the capital. 

The high officials plotted together in secret, saying, "The young emperor 
and the kings of Liang, Huaiyang, and Changshan are not true sons of Emperor 
Hui. As part of her plans Empress Lii took the children of other men, murdered 
their mothers, and had them brought up in the women's quarters, pretending that 
they were the children of Emperor Hui. Then she had him recognize them as his 
sons and set them up as heir apparent or as kings in order to strengthen the power 
of the Lii family. Now that the Lu clan has been annihilated, if we leave them 
in,their positions, then when they grow up and begin to take a part in government 
affairs we ourselves will suffer! It would be better to look over the other kings 
and pick out the one who is wisest to set up as the new ruler." 

Someone pointed out that Liu Fei, King Daohui of Qi, was the oldest son 
of Emperor Gaozu, and that his legitimate heir had succeeded him as king of 
Qi, so that from the point of view of genealogy the king of Qi was the oldest 
grandson of Emperor Gaozu in the legitimate line of descent and therefore the 
proper successor to the throne. But the high officials all objected. "It was the 
Lii family who, as maternal relatives of the ruler, made all the trouble and almost 
brought disaster to the ancestral temples of the dynasty and ruin to the worthy 
officials," they said. "Now the king of Qi's mother belongs to the same family 
as Si Jun, and Si Jun is an evil man. If we set up the king of Qi, we will have 
the Lii family all over again." Others suggested setting up the king of Huainan, 
but it was objected that he was too young and that his mother's family likewise 
had a bad reputation. Finally they said, "Liu Heng, the king of Dai, is the oldest 
of Gaozu's sons who are still living and a kind and generous man, and his 
mother's family, the Bo clan, are respectable and upright people. As the eldest 



in line he is the obvious successor, and his reputation for kindness and filial 
obedience, which is known throughout the empire, will be of great advantage." 

Having thus agreed among themselves, they secretly sent a messenger to 
summon the king of Dai. The king sent back word declining the offer but, when 
they sent a request once more, he started on his way with his attendants in six 
relay carriages. On the last day of the ninth month, the day jiyu (14 Nov. 180 
BC), he reached Chang'an and proceeded to the state residence of Dai to spend 
the night. The high officials all went to visit him there and, bearing the imperial 
seals, presented them to the king and honoured him as the new Son of Heaven. 
The king of Dai declined several times but, at the urgent request of the various 
officials, he finally acceded to their wishes. 

Liu Xingju, the marquis of Dongmou, said to the king, "I played no part in 
the overthrow of the Lii clan, but I beg to be allowed to prepare the palace for 
your corning."" Then he and the master of carriage, Lord Teng, the marquis of 
Ruyin, entered the palace and appeared before the young emperor. "You are not 
of the Liu family," they announced, "and so you have no right to the throne." 
Then they waved to the spear bearers who were ranged on either side of the 
emperor to lay down their weapons and depart. Several of them were unwilling 
to give up their arms until the chief eunuch Zhang Ze explained to them what 
had happened, after which they too abandoned their weapons. Lord Teng 
summoned a carriage and, placing the young emperor in it, drove out of the 
palace. "Where are you taking me?" asked the boy. "You are going to leave the 
palace and stay in one of the lodges," replied Lord Teng, and took him to the 
apartments of the privy treasury. After this he prepared the imperial camage of 
state and went to the state residence of Dai to meet the king of Dai. "The palace 
has been duly prepared," he reported. 

At sundown the king of Dai entered the Eternal Palace. Ten palace atten- 
dants bearing spears were guarding the main gate of the palace. "The Son of 
Heaven is in residence," they said. "What business have you that you wish to 
enter?" 

The king of Dai spoke to Zhou Bo, who went and explained to them what 
had happened, after which they laid down their weapons and left. So the king 
of Dai finally entered and took over the business of government. That night the 
authorities were dispatched in groups to do away with the kings of Liang, 

I I 
Literally "to clean the palace", where the boy emperor Hong was still theoretically 

enthroned. 



Huaiyang, and Changshan, and the young emperor at their various residences. 
The king of Dai became Son of Heaven and passed away after twenty-three 

years on the throne. He was given the posthumous title of "Supreme Emperor 
Wen the Filial". 

The Grand Historian remarks: In the reign of Emperor Hui and Empress 
Lii, the common people succeeded in putting behind them the sufferings of the 
age of the Warring States and ruler and subject alike sought rest in surcease of 

I2 action. Therefore Emperor Hui sat with folded hands and unruffled garments 
and Empress Lii, though a woman ruling in the manner of an emperor, conducted 
the business of government without ever leaving her private chambers, and the 
world was at peace. Punishments were seldom meted out and evil-doers grew 
rare, while the people applied themselves to the tasks of farming, and food and 
clothing became abundant. 

I?  
The political ideal of "non-action" or 1aisse:fu;re in which the government exercises 

a minimum of control. Sima Qian is implying a contrast with the vast government projects 
and strict regimentation of the people which characterized the Qin dynasfy. 



SHI JI 10: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
EMPEROR WEN THE FILIAL 

After the Han had risen to power and the line of succession became unclear, 
the king of Dai was brought to the capital to ascend the imperial throne, 
and the whole world gave him its allegiance. He abolished the mutilating 
punishments and opened up the barriers and bridges; his goodness and 
charity spread far and wide, and he came to be called the Great Patriarch. 
Thus I made "The Basic Annals of Emperor Wen the Filial". 

Emperor Wen the Filial was the fourth of Gaozu's eight sons. In the 
eleventh year of Gaozu's reign, after the army of Chen Xi had been defeated 
and peace had been restored to the region of Dai, he was set up as king of Dai 
with his capital at Zhongdu. His mother was Empress Dowager Bo. 

Seventeen years after he became king of Dai, Empress Lu passed away 
in the seventh month of the eighth year of her reign. In the ninth month, 
because Lu Chan and the other members of the Lu clan were threatening to 
endanger the position of the Liu family by starting a revolt, the great ministers 
joined in overthrowing them and laid plans to summon the king of Dai to take 
the throne. (An account of the affair will be found in the chapter on Empress 
Lii .) 

The chancellor Chen Ping, the grand commandant Zhou Bo, and the others 
sent an envoy to fetch the king of Dai. The king consulted Zhang Wu, his chief 
of palace attendants, and others of his court, and in the course of the debate 
they expressed their opinion as follows: "The great ministers of Han were all 
originally generals in the time of Emperor Gaozu. They are experienced in 
warfare and given to plots and deceits. There is more behind their proposal than 
simply this. In the past they have been restrained only by their awe of Emperor 
Gaozu and Empress Lii, but now they have succeeded in wiping out the Lu clan 
and have newly tasted blood in the capital. They say that they have come to 
fetch Your Majesty, but in truth they cannot be trusted. We beg you not to go, 
but to put them off with an excuse of illness and wait to see how the situation 
develops." 
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The military commander Song Chang then came forward and spoke, "The 
opinion of the courtiers is utterly wrong! When the Qin lost control of the 
government, the feudal lords and local heroes sprang up on all sides in inesti- 
mable numbers, each one believing that he could become ruler. But it was a 
member of the Liu family who in the end succeeded in stepping into the position 
of Son of Heaven, and with that the hopes of the rest of the world came to an 
end. This is the first point to be noted. 

"Emperor Gaozu made kings of his sons and brothers and laid out their 
territories so that they interlocked like the teeth of a dog. His may be called a 
house set on a firm rock, and the world has bowed before its might. This is the 
second point. 

"When the Han arose it abolished the harsh administration of the Qin, 
simplified the laws and ordinances, and ruled with virtue and kindness so that 
all men are now at peace and cannot easily be roused to action. This is the third 
point. 

"Because of the authority she wielded, Empress Lu was able to make kings 
of three of her family, exercising power as she pleased and dominating the 
government. And yet with a single set of credentials Zhou Bo entered the 
northern garrison, and he had only to give a single cry when the soldiers all 
bared their left arms and declared themselves loyal to the Liu family, so that he 
turned upon the Lu clan and in the end annihilated it. Thus it is that the throne 
is bestowed by Heaven and cannot be won by human strength alone! 

"Now, although the great ministers might hope to revolt against the Liu 
family, the common people would never support them, and indeed it is doubtful 
that they could even reach agreement within their own party. They are restrained 
by your own kinsmen Liu Zhang and Liu Xingju who reside in the capital, and 
they fear the power of the kings of Wu, Chu, Huainan, Langya, Qi, and Dai in 
the provinces beyond. 

"Of the sons of Emperor Gaozu there remain today only the king of Huainan 
and Your Majesty. Moreover, you are the elder, and your wisdom and goodness 
are known throughout th empire. It is for this reason that the great ministers, 
according with the wishes of the world, have come to fetch you and desire you 
to take the throne. You need not doubt their intentions!" 

The king of Dai informed his mother of the matter and they discussed what 
to do, but hesitated and came to no decision. Then the king divined by the 
tortoise shell and the lines obtained indicated the "Great Transversal", the 
interpretation of which reads: 
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Crosswise the lines of the Great Transversal! 
I shall become a heavenly king 
Like Qi of the Xia who brought glory! ' 
"But surely I am a king already," exclaimed the king of Dai. "How should 

I become a king again?" 
"The words 'heavenly king'," replied the diviner, "refer to the Son of 

Heaven !" 
With this the king of Dai dispatched Bo Zhao, his mother's younger brother, 

to go to the capital to see Zhou Bo. Zhou Bo and the others explained to him 
their reasons for wishing to fetch the king of Dai and make him ruler. Bo Zhao 
returned and reported on the interview. "They speak in good faith. There is no 
need to mistrust them!" 

The king turned to Song Chang with a laugh and said, "It was indeed just 
as you said!" Then he ordered Song Chang to join him in his carriage and, 
accompanied by Zhang Wu and the others, six men in all, he journeyed by relay 
carriage to Chang'an. When he reached Gaoling he stopped to rest, sending 
Song Chang ahead to observe the situation in the capital. 

When Song Chang reached the bridge over the Wei River he found that the 
chancellor and the lesser officials had all come out to welcome the king. Song 
Chang returned to report the situation to the king, who hastened as far as the 
Wei Bridge, where the host of officials bowed in greeting, acknowledging 
themselves his subjects. The king descended from his carriage and bowed in 
return. The grand commandant Zhou Bo then came forward. "1 beg to have a 
word in private," he said. 

"If you would speak of public affairs, speak of them in public!" said Song 
Chang. "And if you would speak of private affairs, you should know that a king 
gives no ear to such!" 

Zhou Bo thereupon knelt and presented the seals and credentials of the Son 
of Heaven, but the king declined to accept them, saying, "Let us go to the state 
residence of Dai and discuss the matter." 

The king hastened to the state residence of Dai, with the various officials 
accompanying him. The chancellor Chen Ping, the grand commandant Zhou 

I 
Qi was the son of Emperor Yu. the founder of the Xia dynasty in the legendary period. 

The sense of the first line is obscure and there may be a meaning of "to change over" in the 
word "crosswise". In the original the three lines are rhymed. 
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Bo, the commander in chief Chen WU,' the imperial secretary Zhang Cmg, the 
director of the imperial clan Liu Yingke, the marquis of Zhuxu, Liu Zhmg, the 
marquis of Dongmou, Liu Xingju, and the director of guests Liu Jie all bowed 
twice and said, "The boy named Hong and the others are none of them true sons 
of Emperor Hui and hence have no right to serve the ancestral temples of the 
dynasty. We have respectfully consulted the marchioness of Yin'an, queen of 
the late King Qing of Dai, the king of Langya, and the other high ministers of 
the imperial family, as well as the marquises and officials of the rank of 2,000 
piculs, and it is our opinion that Your Majesty, as the eldest surviving son of 
Emperor Gaozu, is the proper person to succeed to the line established by 
Emperor Gaozu. We beg Your Majesty to take the throne of the Son of Heaven." 

The king of Dai replied, "It is a grave task to undertake the service of the 
ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu. I am a man of no ability and am not worthy 
to be appointed to such a charge. I beg you to consult with the king of chu3 and 
select someone who is suitable. I dare not undertake the task." 

The officials prostrated themselves and pressed their request while the king 
of Dai, facing west, declined three times and then, facing toward the south, 
declined twice.4 

The chancellor Chen Ping and the others all said, "We have humbly 
deliberated upon the matter, and we believe that Your Majesty should properly 
be named to attend the ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu. Though the nobles 
and common people of the empire consider this opinion just, we have not come 
to our decision lightly, but have deliberated for the sake of the ancestral temples 
and the sacred altars of the dynasty. We beg Your Majesty to give ear to us. In 
due respect we present the seals and credentials of the Son of Heaven, offering 
them with repeated bows." 

The king of Dai replied, "If the imperial household, the generals and 
ministers, and the kings and nobles all believe that there is no one more suitable 
than I, I dare not decline." 

2 
Some commentators would correct the name to read Guan Ying, which seems more 

likely in view of the important part Guan Ying is reported in other chapters to have played in 
the enthronement of Emperor Wen. 

3 
Liu Jiao, younger brother of Gaozu and the eldest male member of the founder's 

immediate family. 
4 
A host when receiving guests faces west, but a sovereign faces south. Some commen- 

tators believe that the king deliberately changed the direction in which he faced to indicate his 
willingness to take the throne, while others believe that the officials picked up the reluctant 
king bodily and forced him to face south in the manner of an emperor. 
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Thereupon he ascended the throne of the Son of Heaven, and the officials 
ranged themselves in attendance according to the dictates of ritual. Then he sent 
the master of caniage Lord Teng and the marquis of Dongrnou, Liu Xingju, to 
prepare the palace for his entry. The imperial camage of state was brought to 
the residence of Dai to fetch the emperor, and at sundown of the same day he 
entered the Eternal Palace. 

That evening he appointed Song Chang as general of the guards to bring 
order to the northern and southern garrisons, and made Zhang Wu his chief of 
palace attendants. After inspecting the various halls of the palace he returned 
and took his seat in the front hall where, on the same evening, he issued an edict 
saying: 

Recently the members of the Lii clan, seizing control of the 
government and arbitrarily exercising power, plotted an act of major 
treason and sought to endanger the ancestral temples of the Liu family. 
But, through the efforts of the generals and ministers, the nobles, the 
members of the imperial family, and the high officials, they have been 
overthrown and the guilty have been brought to punishment. I, your 
ruler,5 have newly ascended the throne. Let there be a general amnesty 
throughout the empire and let there be granted to the people one step 
in rank and to women of 100 households oxen and wine.6 Let there be 
five days of drinking and feasting. 

In the first year of his reign, the day gengxu of the tenth month (15 Nov. 
180 BC), Emperor Wen transferred Liu Ze, the former king of Langya, to the 
position of king of Yan. 

On the following day, the day xinhai, the emperor officially ascended the 
throne and paid his respects at the ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu. The 
chancellor of the right Chen Ping was transferred to the position of chancellor 
of the left and the grand commandant Zhou Bo appointed as chancellor of the 
right. The commander in chief Guan Ying was made grand commandant. All 
the lands which the members of the Lii clan had seized from the territories of 
Qi and Chu were restored to their original jurisdiction. 

5 
Here for the first time the emperor uses the pronoun zhen, the imperial "we". But his 

use of it in later edicts is by no means consistent; he often refers to himself by the ordinary 
pronoun wu, and I have therefore used "I" throughout. 

6 
There is unfortunately no agreement among commentators as to exactly what "one step 

in rank" means. 
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On the following day, renzi, the emperor dispatched the general of carriage 
and cavalry Bo Zhao to Dai to escort his mother, Empress Dowager Bo, to the 

capital. 
The emperor announced: 

Lu Chan set himself up as prime minister. Lu Lu became supreme 
commander of the army and, pretending to be acting on imperial 
orders, they arbitrarily dispatched General Guan Ying to lead his troops 
in an attack on the state of Qi, for it was their intention to replace the 
Liu family as rulers. But Guan Ying halted his march at Xingyang and, 
instead of attacking, joined with the feudal lords in plotting the over- 
throw of the Lu clan. Lii Chan sought to do evil, but the chancellor 
Chen Ping and the grand commandant Zhou Bo laid plans against him 
and seized the troops of Lu Chan and the others. Liu Zhang led the way 
by capturing Lii Chan and his party; Zhou Bo directed Ji Tong to hand 
over to him the credentials and give him official permission to enter 
the northern garrison, while the director of guests Liu Jie personally 
seized the general's seals from the king of Zhao, Lu Lu. The fief of the 
grand commandant Zhou Bo shall therefore be increased by 10,000 
households and he shall be granted 5,000 catties of gold. The chancel- 
lor Chen Ping and General Guan Ying shall be granted an addition of 
3,000 households and 2,000 catties of gold each. The marquis of 
Zhuxu, Liu Zhang, the marquis of Xiangping, Ji Tong, and the marquis 
of Dongmou, Liu Xingju, shall be granted an addition of 2,000 house- 
holds and 1,000 catties of gold each. The director of guests Liu Jie shall 
be enfeoffed as marquis of Yangxin and granted 1,000 catties of gold. 

In the twelfth month the emperor announced: 

Laws serve to insure the justness of rule, for they restrain violence 
and guide men of good intention. But at present when a man has been 
found guilty of violating the law, his parents, his wife and children, 
and the other members of his family, though they are guilty of no 
offence, are brought under accusation as well and even forced to 
become slave labourers. I find this practice utterly unacceptable. Let 
the matter be brought to discussion. 

The officials concerned with such affairs all replied, "The people are 
incapable of governing themselves, and therefore we must have laws to restrain 
them. The practice of joint accusation and joint punishment is intended to 
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trouble the hearts of the people so that they will regard violations of the law with 
proper gravity. The system has been in use for a long time and it is expedient 
that it be continued as before. 

The emperor said, "It is my understanding that if the laws are just, the people 
will be obedient, and if the punishments are meet, the people will comply. 
Moreover, it is the duty of the officials to shepherd the people and lead them 
into good. If the officials, having proved themselves incapable of such leader- 
ship, should in addition punish the people in the name of laws which are unjust, 
they would become on the contrary the injurers of the people and the doers of 
violence themselves. How then could violence be restrained? I cannot see 
anything expedient in such a system! Let the matter be examined with greater 
care!" 

The officials all replied, "Your Majesty would bestow great mercy upon 
the empire and manifest such virtue as we could never hope to attain. We beg 
to draw up an edict abolishing the statutes pertaining to the system of joint 
accusation and enslavement of relatives." 

In the first month the officials said to the emperor, "Setting up the heir 
apparent as soon as possible is a sign of respect for the ancestral temples. We 
beg Your Majesty to appoint an heir apparent!" But the emperor replied, "I am 
without virtue. The Lord on High and the other spirits do not accept my sacrifices 
and the people of the empire have not yet found satisfaction for their desires. 
Now though I may never be able, like the most ancient rulers, to search far and 
wide throughout the empire for a man of true wisdom and virtue to whom I may 
cede my throne, yet to announce at this early date that I am setting up an heir 
apparent would only be to emphasize my lack of virtue. What would I say to 
the world? Let us let the matter rest a while." 

"To set up the heir apparent beforehand," said the officials, "is to show 
concern for the ancestral temples and sacred altars of the dynasty and to indicate 
that one has not forgotten the fate of the empire!" 

The emperor replied, "Liu Jiao, the king of Chu, is my father's younger 
brother. He is rich in years and has great insight into the moral order of the world 
and a clear understanding of the structure of the nation. Liu Pi, the king of Wu, 
is an elder brother to me, a kind man and a lover of virtue.' Liu Chang, the king 

' ~ c t u a l l ~  Liu Pi was a cousin. the son of Gaozu's older brother Liu Zhong. The Han shu 
at this point (ch. 4) omits the phrase "a kind man and a lover of vinue". probably because. in 
the reign of Emperor Jing, Liu Pi led a revolt against the Han government. The presence of 
the phrase here speaks strongly for the authenticity of the speech. 
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of Huainan, my younger brother, aids me with his virtue. How can you say that 
I have taken no thought beforehand for the fate of the empire? Among the nobles, 
my kinsmen of the imperial house, and the worthy officials there are many men 
of wisdom and virtue. If you would select one of these virtuous men to aid my 
shortcomings, this would truly be a blessing to the sacred altars and a benefit to 
the empire. Yet you do not select from among these, but tell me I must appoint 
my son, so that others will think I have forgotten the wise and virtuous and dote 
only upon my own children. This is no way to care for the empire! I cannot 
accept such a suggestion!" 

But the officials continued to press their request: "In ancient times, when 
the dynasties of Yin and Zhou headed the nation, they managed to maintain their 
rules for over a thousand years, longer than any of the dynasties of antiquity, 
because they followed the practice which we recommend. The custom of 
limiting the succession to the son of the ruler has been in use for a long 
time. 

"When Emperor Gaozu in person first led his followers and ministers in 
bringing peace to the world, he set up the feudal lords and himself became the 
Great Founder of the imperial line, while the kings and marquises who first 
received grants of temtory in turn all became the founders of their respective 
lines. That their sons and grandsons should succeed them generation after 
generation without end is a fundamental principle of the empire. Therefore 
Emperor Gaozu established this practice in order to bring order to the entire area 
within the seas. Now to pass over the rightful successor and instead choose 
someone from among the feudal lords or the other members of the imperial 
house would not be in accordance with the will of Emperor Gaozu. We do not 
consider it right to deliberate further on the question! Liu Qi is the eldest of Your 
Majesty's sons and a man of sincerity and kindness. We beg that he be appointed 
heir apparent." 

With this the emperor gave his consent and, in commemoration of the 
occasion, granted one step in rank to all those among the common people who 
were entitled to succeed their fathers. He enfeoffed his uncle, General Bo Zhao, 
as marquis of Zhi. 

In the third month the officials requested that an empress be appointed." 

'The emperor's former consort had died earlier, along with her three sons. Lady DOU. 
the mother of the heir apparent, had been a concubine of the emperor from the time he was 
king of Dai. 
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The emperor's mother, Empress Dowager Bo, said, "Since the feudal lords all 
bear the same surname as the imperial family, any daughter of theirs is out of 
the question.9 Let the mother of the heir apparent be appointed as empress." The 
mother of the heir apparent was a member of the Dou family. When the emperor 
made her his empress, he ordered that hemp and silk cloth, grain and meat be 
granted to all the widowers and widows and homeless and impoverished people 
of the empire, as well as to all those over eighty years of age and orphans under 
nine, in quantities appropriate to their respective needs. 

When the emperor first arrived from Dai and took the throne he adminis- 
tered his rule with kindness and brought order to the feudal lords, and the 
barbarians on all sides were pleased. He set about making provisions for the 
able ministers who had accompanied him from Dai and announced: 

At the time when the high officials overthrew the Lii family and 
invited me to come to the capital, I was doubtful and hesitated, for all 
my courtiers attempted to stop me. Only my military commander Song 
Chang urged me to come, and thus I have been able to guard and serve 
the ancestral temples. I have already honoured Song Chang with the 
post of general of the guards. Let him now be enfeoffed as marquis of 
Zhuangwu. As for the other six men who accompanied me to the 
capital, they may be given offices ranging as high as the nine highest 
ministers. 

The emperor announced: 

Among the marquises are sixty-eight persons who accompanied 
Emperor Gaozu to his territory in Shu and Han; let all of their fiefs be 
increased by 300 households each. Among those who were originally 
officials of 2,000 picul rank and who accompanied Emperor Gaozu, 
let the governor of Yingchuan, Zun, and others, ten in all, be granted 
the revenue from 600 households; the governor of Huaiyang, Shentu 
Jia, and others, ten in all, be granted that of 500 households; and the 
colonel of the guard, Ding, and others, ten in all, be granted that of 400 
households. 

He enfeoffed Zhao Jian, the maternal uncle of the king of Huainan, as 

9 
Marriage between persons of the same surname, no matter how distantly related, was 

taboo. 
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marquis of Zhouyang, and Si Jun, the maternal uncle of the king of Qi, as 
marquis of Qingguo. In the autumn he enfeoffed Cai Jian, the former prime 
minister of Changshan, as marquis of Fan. 

Someone advised Zhou Bo, the chancellor of the right, saying, "Originally 
you played a part in overthrowing the Lii family and inviting the king of Dai to 
take the throne, and now you are very proud of your accomplishments. You have 
received the highest rewards and enjoy a position of great honour. Is it not 
possible that after all this some misfortune may befall you?"'0 Because of this 
Zhou Bo pleaded illness and resigned his position as chancellor of the right, 
leaving the chancellor of the left Chen Ping to manage affairs by himself. In the 
tenth month of the second year of Emperor Wen's reign, when Chen Ping died, 
Zhou Bo was recalled to the post of chancellor. 

The emperor announced: 

I have heard that in ancient times, when the feudal lords were set 
I I 

up to rule over a thousand or more domains, each one guarded his 
own fief, sending tribute to the central court at the appropriate seasons. 
Thus the common people were put to no excessive labour, superior and 
inferior worked together in happy accord, and there was no virtue 
which was neglected. But these days a great many of the marquises 
reside in Chang'an, far from their own cities. As a result the officials 
are put to great labour and expense transporting provisions for them, 
while the marquises themselves are cut off from any means of instruct- 
ing their own people. Let the marquises therefore proceed to their 
territories. In the case of those who are acting as officials or who have 
been specifically instructed by edict to remain in the capital, let their 
heirs be sent instead. 

On the last day of the eleventh month (2 Jan. 178 BC) there was an eclipse 
of the sun. In the twelfth month, on the night of the full moon, there was also 

I2 
an eclipse of the moon. 

10 
Because of the Chinese conviction that too much of a good thing is likely to summon 

its opposite. 
I I 

The text reads "to rule states which lasted over a thousand years", but this appears to 
be a contamination from the passage above describing the rules of the Yin and Zhou dynasties 
which lasted "over a thousand years". 

12 
The text calls this an "eclipse of the sun", but astronomical calculations show that the 

word "sun" must be an error for "moon". 
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The emperor announced: 

I have heard it said that when Heaven gave birth to the multitude 
of people, it set up for them a ruler so that he might look after them 
and order them. If the lord of men is without virtue, and if his 
administration is not conducted with equity, then Heaven will bear 
witness of this fact by some portentous happening in order to warn him 
of his misrule. Thus on the last day of the eleventh month there 
occurred an eclipse of the sun, a reproach appearing in the heavens. 
Could there be any greater portent? 

I have been entrusted with the protection of the ancestral temples 
and, with my frail person, placed in a position above the common 
people, the nobles, and the kings. The order or disorder of the entire 
empire rests upon me, a single man, and upon the two or three 
administrators who, like arms and legs, assist me. I have not succeeded 
in bringing order and aid to the living creatures under me, while in the 
realms above I have brought affliction even to the three luminaries of 
heaven, the sun, the moon, and the stars. So great is my lack of 
virtue! 

Wherever this order shall reach, let all give thought to my errors 
and consider in what way I have fallen short in understanding, vision, 
and thought. I beg you to inform me, and to select for me wise and 
upright men who will speak frankly and reprimand me, that I may 
repair my shortcomings. 

On this occasion I urge all in official positions to attend to 
their duties and to strive to reduce their demands in labour and 
expenses in order that the people may be benefited. I have been unable 
to extend the practice of virtue to distant regions, and I brood with 
anxiety upon the misconduct of foreign peoples. Therefore I am not 
yet able to dispense with defence measures. But, though I cannot at 
this time abolish the garrisons which guard our borders, there is no 
reason to train further troops or to increase my personal guards. 
Therefore let the army of the general of the guards be abolished and, 
of the horses now in the possession of the master of carriage, let him 
retain only enough for actual use, and let the rest be allotted to the relay 
stations. 

In the first month the emperor announced: 
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Agriculture is the basis of the empire. Let the Field of Tribute be 
laid out and I in person shall lead the ploughing in order to provide 

13 
offerings of millet for the ancestral temples. 

In the third month the officials requested the emperor to set up his sons as 
marquises or kings. The emperor replied, "When Liu You, King You of Zhao, 
died in confinement, I was deeply grieved. I have already set up his oldest son 
Liu Sui as king of Zhao. Liu Sui's younger brother Liu Biqiang, as well as the 
sons of King Daohui of Qi, the marquis of Zhuxu, Liu Zhang, and the marquis 
of Dongmou, Liu Xingju, are all men of merit and deserve to be kings." 
Accordingly he set up Liu Biqiang, the younger son of King You of Zhao, as 
king of Hejian ruling over the province of Ji in Qi, and set up Liu Zhang as king 
of Chengyang and Liu Xingju, as king of Jibei. Of his own sons he set up Liu 
Wu as king of Dai, Liu Can as king of Taiyuan, and Liu Yi as king of Liang. 

The emperor announced: 

When the dynasties of ancient times ruled the empire, they set up 
in their courts the "flags for advancing good" and the "boards for 
recording criticisms".14 In this way they were able to carry out their 
rule successfully and to invite criticisms of their policies. The present 
laws, however, recognize a category of offences known as "criticism 
and evil talk", and because the officials are afraid of being accused of 
these they do not dare to express their feelings in full. The emperor 
accordingly has no way to learn of his errors. Under such circum- 
stances, how can I expect to attract worthy men from distant regions? 
Let the laws pertaining to these offences be abolished. 

There are cases among the common people in which men have 
banded together under oath to put a curse on the emperor; later, one of 
the members having broken his oath and reported the matter, the law 
officials accuse them of high treason. Sometimes people may be 
speaking of quite different matters, but again the officials believe they 

13 
The emperor in person led his ministers in beginning the ploughing of the Field of 

Tribute or Sacred Field, the produce of which was used for offerings in the ancestral temples 
of the dynasty. Emperor Wen is here reviving what was said to be a practice of the rulers of 
antiquity. 

14 
Anyone who had suggestions to make to the government stood under the flags and 

made his announcement; anyone with criticisms wrote them on the boards. According to legend 
they were set up at the courts of the ancient emperors Yao and Shun. 
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are criticizing the government. Such acts represent only the foolishness 
of insignificant people who are unaware that they are thereby inviting 
death. I cannot under any circumstances sanction action against such 
men. In the future no one accused of such violations shall be brought 
to trial. 

In the ninth month the bronze tiger credentials and bamboo envoys' 
credentials were first distributed to the governors of provinces and prime 

15 
ministers of kingdoms. 

In the third year, on the last day of the tenth month, the day dingyou (22 
Dec. 178 BC), there was an eclipse of the sun. 

In the eleventh month the emperor announced: 

Some time ago arrangements.were made to send the marquises to 
their tenitories, but some of them have made excuses and have not yet 
left the capital. The chancellor is one of my most trusted officials, and 
therefore I have asked him to lead the other marquises in proceeding 
to their tenitories. 

The chancellor Zhou Bo, marquis of Jiang, left his post and proceeded to 
his domain. The grand commandant Guan Ying, the marquis of Yingyin, was 
made chancellor in his place and the post of grand commandant abolished, its 
duties being assumed by the chancellor. 

In the fourth month Liu Zhang, the king of Chengyang, died. The king of 
Huainan, Liu Chang, and his follower Wei Jing killed Shen Yiji, the marquis of 
Biyang. 

In the fifth month the Xiongnu invaded Beidi, advancing through the region 
south of the great bend of the Yellow River and marauding. The emperor paid 
his first visit to the Palace of Sweet Springs. 

In the sixth month the emperor announced: 

The Han has entered into an alliance of brotherhood with the 
Xiongnu so that they will bring no harm to our borders, and for this 
reason we have sent them generous gifts. Yet now the Xiongnu Wise 
King of the Right has left his temtory and led his hordes into the 

15 
Credentials of this type, of which one half was given to the local administrator and the 

other half retained by the central government, had long been in use. These were probably of 
a new or standardized design. 
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regions south of the Yellow River which were formerly surrendered to 
us. It is evident that he has some underhanded scheme in mind, for he 
has been marching back and forth in the vicinity of our border stations, 
seizing and killing our officials, and driving away the foreign peoples 
who defend our borders so that they can no longer occupy their former 
lands. He has trampled down our border guards and invaded and 
plundered with arrogance, committing acts of lawlessness, and violat- 
ing the alliance. Let a force of 85,000 cavalry be sent to Gaonu to 
defend the borders. 

The emperor dispatched the chancellor Guan Ying to attack the Xiongnu, 
who thereupon withdrew. He also called out the skilled soldiers of the military 
commanders and, placing them under the general of the guards, stationed them 
in Chang'an. 

On the day xinmao (12 Aug. 177 BC) the emperor proceeded from the 
Palace of Sweet Springs to Gaonu, visiting the kingdom of Taiyuan on his way, 
where he saw many of the officials who had formerly served under him in ~ a i . ' ~  
He presented them with gifts, promoted those who had won merit, and rewarded 
the deserving. To the common people he granted oxen and wine for each 
neighbourhood, and he exempted the people of Jinyang and Zhongdu from land 
taxes for three years. He remained in Taiyuan for over ten days, taking his ease. 

When Liu Xingju, the king of Jibei, heard that the emperor had gone to the 
region of Dai and was about to launch an attack on the Xiongnu, he started a 
revolt, sending out his troops to make a surprise attack on Xingyang. With this 
the emperor issued an edict releasing the troops that had been sent under the 
chancellor Guan Ying to attack the Xiongnu, and dispatched Chen Wu, the 
marquis of Jipu, as general in chief in command of 100,000 men to go and attack 
him. Zeng He, the marquis of Qi, was made a general and sent to camp at 
Xingyang. 

On the day xinhai (1 Sept.) of the seventh month the emperor returned to 
the capital from Taiyuan and at once issued an edict to the authorities stating: 

The king of Jibei has turned his back upon virtue and rebelled 
against his sovereign. He has led his officials and people into error and 
is guilty of high treason. Any of the officials and people of Jibei who 

16 
Taiyuan was in the area of the former kingdom of Dai, and the cities of Jinyang and 

Zhongdu had been the capitals when Emperor Wen was king of Dai. 
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had already by their own efforts restored order before our troops 
arrived, or who surrendered with their armies and lands, shall be 
pardoned and restored to their former posts and ranks. Any persons 
now with the king who shall desert him and come over to the side of 
the Han shall likewise be pardoned. 

In the eighth month the army of the king of Jibei was defeated and the king 
17 

was taken prisoner. The emperor pardoned all the officials and people of Jibei 
who had joined with the king in revolt. 

In the sixth year the officials concerned reported that Liu Chang, the king 
of Huainan, was disregarding the laws of the previous emperors and failing to 
obey the edicts of the Son of Heaven. His dwellings exceeded what was proper 
for his position, they asserted, while in his manner of coming and going he 
imitated the Son of Heaven. He arbitrarily issued laws and commands, was 
secretly plotting with Chen Wu's heir, Chen Qi, the marquis of Jipu, and had 
dispatched men to the Minyue people of the south and the Xiongnu to encourage 
them to send out their troops, intending to threaten the ancestral temples and 
sacred altars of the dynasty. The various officials debated the matter and 
announced that "Liu Chang deserves to be executed and his corpse exposed in 
the market place!" The emperor, however, could not bear to apply the law to 
the king, who was his younger brother. Instead he pardoned his offences but 
removed him from his position as king of Huainan. The officials requested that 
the deposed king be exiled to Qiongdu in Yandao in the province of Shu. The 
emperor sanctioned the move, but before Liu Chang reached his place of exile 
he fell i l l  and died along the way. The emperor was grieved by his death and 
later, in the sixteenth year of his reign, honoured him with the posthumous title 
of Li, the "Cruel Kng",I8 and set up his three sons as the kings of Huainan, 
Hengshan, and Lujiang respectively. 

In the summer of the thirteenth year the emperor announced: 

I have heard that disaster arises naturally in response to the hatreds 
of the ruler, while good fortune is brought about by his virtue; it is thus 
that the way of Heaven operates. Therefore all the faults of my officials 

17 
He committed suicide. 

18 
Posthumous titles were by no means always complimentary, and the title Li -"Cruelw 

or "Stem" - was often given to kings or feudal lords who were judged to have been guilty of 
misrule. 
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must have their origin in me. Now the post of private invo~ator'~ is 
intended to transfer the ruler's errors to his subordinates, which is only 
to make my lack of virtue clearer than ever. I find such a practice 
wholly unacceptable. Let the post be abolished. 

In the fifth month Lord Chunyu, the chief of the treasury in the state of Qi, 
was accused of some crime and sentenced to punishment. Orders were issued 
to have him bound and escorted under guard to the capital for imprisonment. 
Lord Chunyu had no sons, but only five daughters, and when he was about to 
be taken away under guard, he railed at them, saying, "I had the bad luck to sire 
you instead of sons, and now when trouble is upon me you are no use at all!" 

His youngest daughter Tiying was deeply grieved and, weeping bitterly, 
followed her father to Chang'an, where she sent a letter to the officials saying: 

When my father was an official everyone in Qi praised him for his 
integrity and fairness, but now he has been brought before the law and 
condemned to punishment. I grieve to think that those who are dead 
can never return to life again, and those who have suffered mutilating 
punishments can never again be like other men. Thus, though they 
might hope to mend their errors and make a new beginning, the way 
is forever cut off. I beg that I may give myself up and become a 
government slave to atone for my father's offence so that he himself 
may have a chance to begin anew! 

The letter was brought to the attention of the emperor who, moved to pity 
by her request, forthwith issued an edict saying: 

I have heard that in the time of the sage emperor Shun only painted 
robes, caps, or different kinds of uniforms were prescribed as punish- 
ments, and yet none of the people violated the laws. Such was the 
excellence of his rule! Today the laws impose three types of mutilating 
punishments, and still evildoers do not desist." Where does the fault 
lie? Is it not that my virtue is insufficient and my teachings lacking in 
enlightenment? I am filled with the deepest shame! Thus it is that if 
the leadership and guidance of the ruler are not sincere the people in 

- - - ~ 

19 
An official who offered prayers in the palace and begged that he, the other officials, 

and the people might receive divine punishment for any faults committed by the emperor. 
20 

Commentators disagree, but it is probable that the three punishments were tattooing. 
cutting off the nose, and cutting off the heel. Castration may perhaps be included. 
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their ignorance will fall into crime. The Book of Odes says: 

Just and gentle is the true prince, 
Father and mother to his people." 

Now, when men have some fault, punishments are imposed upon 
them before they have even been taught what is right, so that although 
they may wish to mend their actions and do good, there is no way open 
for them. I am deeply grieved at this. Punishments which extend to the 
cutting off of limbs or the piercing of flesh, leaving the victim maimed 
for life, are unspeakably cruel and unjust. How can a ruler who 
countenances such things be called a "father and a mother to his 
people"? Let the mutilating punishments be abolished!" 

The emperor announced: 

Agriculture is the basis of the empire. Among the endeavours of 
man, none is more important. Yet at present those who labour at 
agricultural pursuits still have to pay both the land tax and the produce 
tax. In this respect there is no difference made between the fundamental 
pursuits of agriculture and the secondary pursuits of trade. This is 
surely not the proper way to encourage agriculture. Let the land and 
produce taxes on cultivated fields be abolished. 

In the winter of the fourteenth year the Xiongnu, having laid plans to invade 
our borders for the purpose of plunder, attacked the bastion at Chaona and killed 
Sun Ang, the chief commandant of the province of Beidi. The emperor accord- 
ingly dispatched three generals to garrison the provinces of Longxi, Beidi, and 
Shang. The palace military commander Zhou She was made general of the 
guards and the chief of palace attendants Zhang Wu was made general of 
carriage and cavalry and sent to camp north of the Wei River with a force of 
1,000 carriages and 100,000 cavalry and foot soldiers. The emperor went 
himself to comfort and exhort the troops, announcing to them their orders and 
presenting gifts to the officers and men. It was the emperor's desire to lead them 
in person against the Xiongnu and, although his officials remonstrated with him, 
he refused to heed them. It was not until his mother, Empress Dowager Bo, 
pleaded with him that he abandoned the idea. Instead he appointed Zhang 

2 1 
Daya section. decade of "Shengmin", "Jiongzhuo". 

22 
Other types of punishment, such as flogging or binding with manacles, were substituted. 
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Xiangru, the marquis of Dongyang, as general in chief; Dong Chi, the marquis 
of Cheng, as prefect of the capital; and Luan Bu as a general and sent them to 

attack the Xiongnu. The Xiongnu fled from the land. 
In the spring the emperor announced: 

For fourteen years now I have been allowed to present the sacri- 
ficial victims, the jade tablets, and offerings of silk in the service of the 
Lord on High and the ancestral temples. The days are long in which, 
with neither wisdom nor understanding, I have watched over the 
empire, and I am filled with shame. Let the altars and altar grounds be 
broadened and the jade tablets and silks for the various sacrifices be 
increased. 

Though the kings of ancient times spread their goodness abroad, 
they did not seek for any reward. Though they sacrificed to the 
mountains and rivers, they did not pray for their own good fortune. 
They honoured the wise above all and considered their own kin second; 
they put the people first and themselves last. Theirs was the highest 
order of wisdom. 

Now I have heard that, when the sacrificial officials pray for 
blessings, they ask that all the good fortune may come to me in person, 
and say nothing of the common people. I am deeply shamed by this. 
Am I, who am without virtue, alone to enjoy good fortune and receive 
blessings, and are my people to have no part in them? This is only to 
double my lack of virtue! Let the sacrificial officials conduct their 
duties with all due reverence, but let them not pray for such blessings! 

Zhang Cang, the marquis of Beiping, who at this time was acting as 
chancellor, was very learned in matters of the pitch pipes and the calendar. It 
happened that a man of Lu named Gongsun Chen submitted a letter to the 
authorities expounding the manner in which the five elements succeed each 
other in a continuous cycle, and stating that the present age was under the 
dominance of the element earth. As proof of this, he asserted, a yellow dragon 
would appear, yellow being the colour of the element earth. He therefore 
believed it appropriate for the dynasty to change the month on which the year 
began, to alter the colour of the vestments, and to change other regulations of 
the government to accord with this fact. 

The emperor referred the matter to his ministers and deliberated on it with 
the chancellor Zhang Cang. But Zhang Cang, insisting that the element water 
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was clearly in the ascendancy, asserted that the dynasty should honour black, 
the colour of the element water, and continue to begin the year with the tenth 
month. He regarded Gongsun Chen's assertions as completely false and request- 
ed that they be disregarded. 

In the fifteenth year a yellow dragon appeared at Chengji, and the emperor 
reopened the matter, summoning Gongsun Chen to court and making him an 
erudite, with instructions to explain in full his theory of the ascendancy of the 
element earth. The emperor then issued an edict saying: 

A supernatural being in the form of a strange creature has appeared 
at Chengli, but no harm will come to the people, and the year will be 
a plentiful one. I wish in person to perform the suburban sacrifice to 
the Lord on High and to the other spirits. Let the officials in charge of 
rites deliberate on the matter. Let them not hesitate in their recommen- 
dations for fear of putting me to too much trouble. 

The officials in charge of rites all replied, "It was customary for the Son of 
Heaven in ancient times to proceed to the suburbs in the summer to sacrifice in 
person to the Lord on High. Hence this was called the 'suburban sacrifice'." In 
accordance with their instructions the emperor for the first time paid a visit to 
Yong and performed the suburban sacrifice to the Emperors of the Five 
Directions. The ceremony was performed in the fourth month, the first month 
of summer. 

A man of Zhao named Xinyuan Ping, appearing before the emperor to 
report an unusual cloud formation he had seen, advised the emperor to set up 
temples to the Five Emperors north of the Wei River. He requested that a search 
be made for the cauldrons of Zhou and predicted that a jade of extraordinary 

23 beauty would appear. 

In the sixteenth year the emperor in person performed the suburban sacrifice 
at the temples of the Five Emperors north of the Wei. Because, like the previous 
ceremony, this one was also performed in the summer, the highest honour was 
paid to red, the colour of the summer season. 

23 
The Five Emperors are the deities of the four directions and the centre. The "cauldrons 

of Zhou", sacred vessels used by the royal house of Zhou, were supposedly lost when the Qin 
overthrew the dynasty. A much fuller account of this incident is given in the "Treatise on the 
Feng and Shan Sacrifices", Shi ji  28, translated in Volume 11. To make the narrative clearer 
here I have supplemented it slightly with material from that account. 



In the seventeenth year a jade cup was found bearing the inscription "Long 
Life to the Lord of Men". Because of this the emperor began to number the years 
of his reign over again, calling this year the "first year". He ordered that there 
be great feasting and drinking throughout the empire. In the same year it was 
discovered that the jade cup and the other signs and wonders reported by 
Xinyuan Ping were all frauds, and he was executed along with his three sets of 
relatives. 

In the second year of the latter part of his reign the emperor announced: 

I am without understanding and have been unable to spread virtue 
abroad, and so I have not brought order and quiet to the lands beyond 
our borders. Thus the people who dwell in the wastelands that surround 
China are not at peace in their way of life, while those within our realm 
labour and find no rest. Both of these faults have come about because 
my virtue is insufficient and has failed to penetrate to distant regions. 

For several years past the Xiongnu have repeatedly violated our 
borders and killed many of our officials and people, while the ministers 
and troops stationed on the border have been unable to convince them 
of my good will. Thus the evidence of my lack of virtue has been 
doubled. Yet, if we were to continue to face them as enemies and join 
our troops in battle, how would peace ever be brought to our country 
and theirs? 

I have risen early and retired late, labouring for the sake of the 
empire and taking thought for the people: for them I have been filled 
with concern and unrest, and their troubles have not left my mind for 
a single day. Therefore I have dispatched envoys in such profusion that 
their caps and cart covers are within sight of each other on the road, 
and their wheel tracks are joined, in order to explain my intentions to 
the Shanyu, the ruler of the Xiongnu. At last the Shanyu has returned 
to the wise ways of earlier times and, to insure the safety of the sacred 
altars of the soil and grain and to bring benefit to the common people, 
has joined with me anew. Together we have cast aside our petty faults 
and together we will walk the higher road of virtue. We have united 
ourselves in bonds of brotherhood in order to preserve the multitudes 
of the world. Our peace has been concluded; let it begin from this year! 

In the sixth year of the latter part of the emperor's reign, in the winter, the 
Xiongnu invaded the province of Shang with a force of 30,000 men, and the 
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Yunzhong province with the same number. In order to defend the empire against 
the barbarians the emperor appointed the palace counselor Ling Mian as general 
of carriage and cavalry and sent him to guard the pass at Flying Fox; the former 
prime minister of Chu, Su Yi, he made a general and sent to guard the Juzhu 
pass; General Zhang Wu was ordered to garrison Beidi; the governor of Henei, 
Zhou Yafu, was made a general and ordered to Xiliu; the director of the imprial 
clan Liu Li was made a general and sent to the Ba River; and the marquis of 
Zhuzi, Xu Li, was made a general and sent to garrison Jimen. After a few months 
the barbarians withdrew and the armies were recalled. 

The empire was afflicted by drought and locusts. The emperor showed his 
mercy by ordering the feudal lords not to send their usual offerings of tribute, 
relaxing the laws which prohibited the use of the natural resources of mountains 
and lakes, economizing on the imperial robes, carriages, dogs, and horses, 
reducing the number of palace attendants and officials, and opening the store 
houses and granaries in order to relieve the sufferings of the poor. He also 
allowed the people to buy and sell noble ranks. 

It had now been twenty-three years since Emperor Wen the Filial first 
arrived from Dai to take the throne. In that time he had made no move to increase 
the size of the palaces or halls, the parks or enclosures, or the number of dogs 
and horses, vestments and carriages. Whenever some practice proved harmful, 
he immediately abandoned it in order to insure benefit to the people. Once the 
emperor thought of constructing an open terrace and summoned artisans to 
discuss the matter. When they informed him that it would cost 100 catties of 
gold, he replied, "A hundred catties of gold is as much as the wealth of ten 
families of moderate means! Since I inherited the palaces of the former emperors 
I have constantly been afraid that I might dishonour them. What business would 
I have in building such a terrace?" 

The emperor always dressed in robes of thick, coarse silk. He would not 
allow his favourite, Lady Shen, to wear gowns that trailed on the ground, nor 
would he have curtains or hangings with embroidered patterns on them. Thus 
he set an example for the empire in the simplicity of his way of life. In 
constructing his tomb at Baling he had pottery vessels used throughout, not 
permitting gold, silver, copper, or tin to be employed for ornamentation, and he 
did not have a mound constructed. All this he did to save expense and because 
he did not wish to put the people to great labour. 

When Zhao Tuo, the king of Southern Yue, declared himself an emperor 
with the title "Emperor Wu", Emperor Wen summoned Zhao Tuo's brothers to 
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court and treated them with great honour, requiting all of Zhao Tuo's deeds 
with virtue, so that Zhao Tuo eventually renounced the title of emperor and 
acknowledged himself a subject of the Han. The emperor made peace with the 
Xiongnu and, when they violated their agreement and invaded and plundered 
the borders, he ordered the border guards to stick to their posts but would not 
send troops deep into barbarian territory. This was because he hated to bring 
hardship and suffering to the common people. When Liu Pi, the king of Wu, 
feigned illness and would not come to court, the emperor granted him a stool 

24 
and cane. 

Although among his officials there were men like Yuan Ang who advised 
him in a very outspoken manner, he forgave their sharpness and listened to their 
advice; when he discovered that others of his officials, like Zhang Wu, were 
accepting bribes of gold or cash, he would not have them hauled before the law 
officials but would open his own private coffers and present them with further 
gifts of gold and cash so as to make them ashamed of their conduct. His whole 
concern was to transform the people by means of virtue. Thus the entire region 
within the four seas enjoyed wealth and plenty and devoted itself to the 
observance of propriety and duty. 

In the seventh year of the latter part of his reign, on the day jihai of the sixth 
month (6 July 157 BC), the emperor passed away in the Eternal Palace. His 
testamentary edict read: 

I have heard that of all the countless beings beneath heaven which 
sprout or are brought to life, there is none which does not have its time 
of death, for death is a part of the abiding order of heaven and earth 
and the natural end of all creatures. How then can it be such a sorrowful 
thing? Yet in the world today, because all men rejoice in life and hate 
death, they exhaust their wealth in providing lavish burials for the 
departed, and endanger their health by prolonged mourning. I can in 
no way approve of such practices. 

I, who am without virtue, have had no means to bring succour to 
the people. Now that I have passed away, if I were to inflict upon them 
deep mourning and prolonged lamentation, exposing them to the cold 
and heat of successive seasons, grieving the fathers and sons of the 
people and blighting the desires of old and young, causing them to 

24 
Gifts made to aged officials, indicating that the emperor was willing to excuse his 

absence because of old age. 
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diminish their food and drink and to intempt the sacrifices to the 
ancestors and spirits, I would only deepen my lack of virtue. What then 
could I say to the world? 

For over twenty years now I have been allowed to guard the 
ancestral temples of the dynasty, and with my poor person have been 
entrusted with a position above the lords and kings of the empire. With 
the aid of the spirits of heaven and earth and the blessings of our sacred 
altars, peace has been brought to the region within the seas, and the 
empire is without armed strife. I, who am without wisdom, have been 
in constant fear that I might commit some fault to bring dishonour upon 
the virtue handed down to me by those rulers who went before me. As 
my years of rule grew longer, I trembled lest they should not reach a 
just conclusion. Yet now I have been permitted to live out the years 
which heaven granted to me, and graciously allowed to serve the 
ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu. For one so unenlightened as I, is 
this not a cause for rejoicing? Why should there be any sadness or 
sorrow? 

Let the officials and people of the empire be instructed that, 
whenever this order shall reach them, they shall take part in larnenta- 
tions for three days, after which all shall remove their mourning 
garments. There shall be no prohibitions against taking a wife or giving 
a daughter in marriage, or against performing sacrifices or partaking 
of wine and meat. 

As for those who shall take part in the actual funeral proceedings 
and lamentations, they need not wear the customary unhemmed robes, 
and their headbands and sashes should not exceed three inches in 
width. There shall be no display of chariots or weapons, nor shall men 
and women be summoned from among the people to wail and lament 
in the palace. Those whose duty it is to lament in the palaceshall do 
so only in the morning and evening, raising their voices fifteen times 
on each occasion, and, when the funeral rites have come to an end, this 
practice shall cease. There shall be no indiscriminate wailing other than 
at these prescribed times. After the coffin has been lowered into the 
grave, deep mourning shall be worn for fifteen days, light mourning 
for fourteen days, and thin garments for seven days, and then all 
mourning clothes shall be removed. Matters which are not specifically 
covered herein shall be disposed of in accordance with the spirit of this 
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order. All of this shall be announced to the people of the empire so that 
they may understand my will. The hills and rivers around my tomb at 
Baling may be left in their natural state and need not be altered in any 
way. The ladies of the palace, from th'ose of the highest rank down to 
the junior maids, shall be sent back to their homes. 

By the same edict the military commander Zhou Yafu was appointed 
general of carriage and cavalry; the director of dependent states Xu Han was 
made general of encampments; and the chief of palace attendants Zhang Wu 
was made general in charge of replacing the grave earth. Sixteen thousand 
soldiers from the nearby districts and 15,000 who were under the prefect of the 
capital were called out to attend the funeral. The interment of the coffin and the 
digging out and replacing of the earth were under the supervision of General 
Zhang Wu. 

One the day yisi (12 July 157 BC) the emperor was interred." All the 
officials bowed their heads and honoured him with the title of Supreme Emperor 
Wen the Filial. The heir apparent succeeded to the throne in the funerary temple 
of Emperor Gaozu. On the day dingwei (14 July) he inherited the title of 
"Supreme Emperor". 

In the first year, the tenth month of his new reign, the new emperor, whose 
posthumous title is Supreme Emperor Jing the Filial, issued an edict to the 
imperial secretary which read: 

It is said that the ancients named as founder of a dynasty him who 
had achieved great deeds, and as its patriarch him who possessed true 
virtue, and that each was honoured with appropriate types of rites and 
music. Songs, they say, give expression to virtue, while dances show 
forth great deeds. At present, when the sacrificial wine is presented in 
the ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu, the dances of Military Virtue, 
the Peaceful Beginning, and the Five Elements are performed, and at 
the presentation of the wine in the temple of Emperor Hui, the dances 
of the Peaceful Beginning and the Five Elements. 

When Emperor Wen the Filial ruled over the empire he opened up 
the passes and bridges so that it was as easy to travel to distant regions 
as to those nearby; he abolished the laws against treasonable talk, did 

25 
The end of the sentence has dropped out of the present text but is found in the parallel 

passage in Hun shu 4. 
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away with mutilating punishments, bestowed gifts upon the aged, and 
in his mercy took care of the homeless and orphaned, so that all living 
creatures might find succour. He restrained his own tastes and desires 
and would not accept the gifts presented to him; in no way would he 
seek for personal gain. He abolished the laws which enslaved the 
families of criminals and refrained from punishing the innocent; he did 
away with the punishment of castration," and sent the women of the 
palace back to their homes, for he held it a grave matter that families 
should be left without heirs. 

I am without wisdom and can scarcely understand such matters, 
and yet it seems to me that these deeds which Emperor Wen himself 
carried out are such as even the rulers of ancient times could not rival. 
The wealth of his virtue matched that of heaven and earth, his blessings 
flowed to all within the seas, and there were none who did not enjoy 
good fortune therein. His enlightenment shone like the very sun and 
moon themselves, and yet I am deeply fearful that the music of his 
ancestral temple will be inadequate to express it. Therefore let the 
dance of Glorious Virtue be prepared for performance in his ancestral 
temple, in order to make clear to all the beauty of his virtue. Then if 
the great deeds and virtue of the Founder and the Patriarch may be 
recorded upon bamboo and silk and handed down to countless gener- 
ations so that they are known forever, I may indeed rejoice. Let the 
chancellor, the marquises, the high officials, and the officers in charge 
of rites draw up the full details of the ceremony and present them to 
me. 

The chancellor Shentu Jia and the other officials replied, "Your Majesty, 
thinking always of the fulfilment of filial duty, has ordered the performance of 
the dance of Glorious Virtue in order to manifest the abundant virtue of Emperor 
Wen. Though we, your subjects, were incapable in our ignorance of envisaging 
such a move, we have respectfully deliberated the question and wish to an- 
nounce that, since no one achieved greater deeds than Emperor Gaozu and no 
one possessed such abundant virtue as Emperor Wen, the funerary temple of 
Emperor Gaozu should be designated the Temple of the Great Founder, and that 
of Emperor Wen the Temple of the Great Patriarch. The Sons of Heaven in 

26 
Following the reading in Hun shu 5. 
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generations to come shall present their offerings in these temples. The provinces 
and feudal territories should each be instructed to set up a temple to Emperor 
Wen, the Great Patriarch, and delegates from the kings and marquises should 
be sent to the capital to attend the sacrifices which the Son of Heaven offers 
yearly in the temples of the Founder and the Patriarch. If these proposals are 
acceptable, we beg that they be recorded on bamboo and silk and published 
throughout the empire." The emperor gave his approval. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Confucius said that when a dynasty is 
founded, "a generation must pass before there can be truly benevolent govern- 
ment," and that "if good men rule the state, they may in the course of 100 years 
succeed in wiping out violence and do away with capital punishment."27 How 
true are his words! 

Emperor Wen reigned some forty years after the founding of the Han, and 
his virtue was of the highest order. The time had drawn near when he might 
appropriately have changed the beginning of the year, altered the court vest- 
ments, and performed the Feng and Shan sacrifices. But the emperor modestly 
declined within his reign to take such steps. Ah, was he not benevolent indeed?18 

27 
Analects XIII, 12 & 1 1. 

28 
This last appears to be a veiled attack on Emperor Wu who, in Sima Qian's estimation. 

was far less "virtuous" and "benevolent" than Emperor Wen, but who nevertheless did not 
hesitate to take the steps mentioned. 



SHZ JZ 11: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
EMPEROR JING THE FILIAL 

The feudal lords grew arrogant and the king of Wu led them in revolt, until 
the armies of the capital marched to punish them and the seven kingdoms 
suffered for their crimes. The empire was restored to harmony, and peace 
and prosperity reigned. Thus I made "The Basic Annals of Emperor Jing 
the ~ilial".' 

Emperor Jing the Filial was one of the younger sons of Emperor Wen. His 
mother was Empress Dowager Dou. While Emperor Wen was still king of Dai 
he had three sons by his first consort, but after Lady Dou obtained favour with 
the king this earlier consort died, and was soon followed in death by each of her 
three sons in turn. Therefore it was Lady Dou's son Emperor Jing who succeeded 
to the throne. 

In the fourth month of the first year of his reign, on the day yimao (1 8 May 
156 B C ) , ~  a general amnesty was granted to the empire and the common people 
were given one step in rank. 

In the fifth month the tax on cultivated fields was reduced to half the former 

I 
The reader is almost certain to find this chapter exasperatingly dull. It is made up neither 

of lively anecdotes such as fill the annals of Gaozu or Empress Lii, nor of stately edicts like 
the preceding chapter: it is in fact no more than a dry outline of administrative acts, changes 
in government personnel, and natural phenomena during the reign of Emperor Jing, in many 
places confused and of doubtful accuracy. This fact has led some commentators to surmise 
that it was not composed by Sima Qian at all, but there is no evidence for this view. It is more 
likely that Sima Qian wrote the summary and closing remarks of the chapter as he wished them 
to appear. and left the rest in the form of notes on the material he intended to include. Sima 
Qian, one may recall, lived during the reign of Emperor Wu, Emperor Jing's son and successor. 
Perhaps he put off completing the chapter in hopes of gathering more material on so recent a 
period. Or perhaps he despaired of ever being able to write frankly about the father so long as 
he served at the court of the son. Whatever the case, this is the chapter as it has come down to 
US. 

2 
The second date yisi, which appears in the original at this point. is an error 



amount. The Temple of the Great Patriarch was set up for Emperor Wen, but 
the various officials were not required to come to court to present their congrat- 
ulations. The Xiongnu invaded Dai, but an alliance of peace was made with 
them. 

In the spring of the second year Xiao Xi, the grandson of the former prime 
minister Xiao He, was enfeoffed as marquis of Wuling. Young men were 
ordered to register for military service at the age of twenty.' 

In the founh month, on the day renwu (9 June 155 BC), Empress Dowager 
Bo, the mother of Emperor Wen, passed away. The kings of Guangchuan and 
Changsha both proceeded to their kingdoms. The chancellor Shentu Jia died. 

In the eighth month the imperial secretary Tao Qing, the marquis of 
Kaifeng, was appointed chancellor. A comet appeared in the northeastern sky. 

In the autumn hail fell in Hengshan; the hailstones measured as much as 
five inches and penetrated two feet into the ground. Mars reversed its course 
and took up a position near the North Star, the moon appeared in the sector of 
the North Star, and Jupiter moved backwards and passed through the constella- 
tion of the Heavenly ~ 0 u 1 - t . ~  Nanling and Duiyu, in the capital area, were made 
into districts. 

In the first month of the third year, the day yisi (27 Feb. 154 BC), a general 
amnesty was granted to the empire. A long-tailed star was seen in the west. Fire 
appeared in the sky, and the main hall and other buildings of the Eastern Palace 
at Luoyang burned down. 

The king of Wu, Liu Pi; the king of Chu, Liu Wu; the king of Zhao, Liu 
Sui; the king of Jiaoxi, Liu Ang; the king of Jinan, Liu Biguang; the king of 
Zichuan, Liu Xian; and the king of Jiaodong, Liu Xiongqu, revolted and sent 
their troops west toward the capital. To appease them the emperor executed 
Chao Cuo and dispatched Yuan Ang to report what he had done and persuade 
them to desist, but they refused to halt their troops. Eventually they marched 
west and surrounded the king of Liang. The emperor thereupon dispatched the 
general in chief Dou Ying and the grand commandant Zhou Yafu to lead their 
troops and put down the revolt. 

In the sixth month, the day yihai (27 July 154 BC), pardon was granted to 
those who had deserted the army of rebellion and to Liu Yi, the son of King 

3 
The military age before this, and again later, was twenty-three. 

4 
Various emendations have. been suggested to try to make the text conform with 

astronomical common sense. Unusual movements of Mars were regarded as portents of war. 
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yuan of Chu, and others who had taken part in the plot. The general in chief 
Dou Ying was enfeoffed as marquis of Weiqi. The marquis of Pinglu, Liu Li, 
the son of King Yuan of Chu, was set up as the new king of Chu. The emperor 
also set up his own son Liu Duan as king of Jiaoxi and his son Liu Sheng as king 
of Zhongshan; Liu Zhi, the king of Jibei, he transferred to the position of king 
of Zichuan; Liu Yu, the king of Huaiyang, he made king of Lu, and Liu Fei, 
king of Runan, he made king of Jiangdu. Liu Jianglu, the king of Qi, and Liu 
Jia, the king of Yan, both died. 

In the summer of the founh year the emperor named his son Liu Rong as 
heir apparent and set up his son Liu Che as king of Jiaodong. In the sixth month, 
on the day jiaxu (20 July 153 BC), a general amnesty was granted to the empire. 

In the intercalary ninth month the place called Yiyang was renamed 
yangling.' The emperor re-established the barriers at the-fords and passes and 
ordered the use of passports for persons travelling through them. 

In the winter the kingdom of Zhao was made into the province of Handan. 
In the third month of the fifth year a bridge over the Wei River was built at 

Yangling. In the fifth month the emperor invited people to move to Yangling, 
granting them 200,000 cash. At Jiangdu a violent wind blew up from the west 
and destroyed the city wall for a length of twelve spans. On the day dingmao (8 
July 152 BC) the emperor enfeoffed Chen Jiao, the son of his sister, the Elder 
Princess, as marquis of Longlu and transferred the king of Guangchuan to the 
position of king of Zhao. 

In the spring of the sixth year the emperor enfeoffed the military command- 
er of the capital, Zhao Wan, as marquis of Jianling; the chancellor of Jiangdu, 
Cheng Jia, as marquis of Jianping; the governor of Longxi, Hun Xie, as marquis 
of Pingqu; the chancellor of Zhao, Su Jia, as marquis of Jiangling; and the former 
general Bu as marquis of Yu. The kings of Liang and Chu both died. In the 
intercalary ninth month the trees along the imperial highway were cut down and 
used to fill in the Orchid Lake. 

In the winter of the seventh year the emperor removed Liu Rong, his son 
by Lady Li, from the position of heir apparent and made him king of Linjiang. 
On the last day of the twelfth month there was an eclipse of the sun. 

In the spring the emperor dismissed the convict labourers who had been 
brought to construct his tomb at Yangling. Tao Qing resigned from the post of 
chancellor and, in the second month, on the day yisu (7 April 150 BC), the grand 

5 
Or "Yang Tomb". the place where Emperor Jing was planning to build his mausoleum. 
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commandant Zhou Yafu, the marquis of Tiao, was appointed chancellor. 
In the fourth month, on the day yisi (6 June), the emperor set up Lady Wang 

(later Empress Dowager Wang) as his empress, and on the day dingsi ( 1  8 June) 
designated her son, the king of Jiaodong, as heir apparent. (His name was Liu 
 he).^ 

In the first year of the middle period of his reign7 the emperor enfeoffed 
Zhou Ping, the grandson of the former imperial secretary Zhou Ke, as marquis 
of Sheng, and Zhou Zuoche, the son of the fonner imperial secretary Zhou 
Chang, as marquis of Anyang. 

On the day yisi of the fourth month (3 1 May 149 BC) a general amnesty 
was proclaimed to the empire and the common people were awarded one step 
in rank. The practice of holding offending officials in custody and debarring 
them from further office was abolished. There was an earthquake, and at Yuandu 
in Hengshan hail fell, the stones reaching a size of a foot and eight inches. 

In the second year of the middle period, the second month, the Xiongnu 
invaded Yan, and peaceful relations with them came to an end. 

In the third month Liu Rong, the king of Linjiang, was summoned to the 
capital and died in the offices of the military commander of the capital. 

In the summer the emperor set up his son Liu Yue as king of Guangchuan 
and his son Liu Ji as king of Jiaodong. He enfeoffed four men as marquises. 

In the ninth month, on the day jiaxu (22 Oct. 148 BC), there was an eclipse 
of the sun. 

In the winter of the third year of the middle period the office of grand 
secretary at the courts of the various feudal lords was abolished. 

In the spring two kings of the Xiongnu appeared with their followers and 
surrendered to the Han. Both were enfeoffed as marquises. The emperor set up 
his son Liu Fangsheng as king of Qinghe. 

In the third month a comet appeared in the northwest. The chancellor Zhou 
Yafu died, and the imperial secretary Liu She, the marquis of Tao, was made 
chancellor. In the fourth month an earthquake occurred. 

On the last day of the ninth month, the day wuxu (10 Nov. 147 BC), there 

6 
This and the earlier mention of Liu Che's given name above are probably later 

interpolations, since Sima Qian was writing during the lifetime of Liu Che, i.e., Emperor Wu, 
and would have been forbidden by taboo to mention the emperor's personal name. 

7 
In imitation of his father's practice, Emperor Jing began at this date to number the years 

of his reign from one again. Under Emperor Wu this practice was elaborated by the selection 
of "era names" each time the numbering began anew. 



was an eclipse of the sun. A garrison was established outside the Gate of the 
Eastern capital.' 

In the fourth year of the middle period, the third month, the Palace of Virtue 
Ascendant was established. There was a great plague of locusts. In the autumn 
the convict labourers from Yangling were pardoned. 

In the summer of the fifth year of the middle period the emperor set up his 
son Liu Shun as king of Changshan and enfeoffed ten men as marquises. On the 
day d i n ~ s i  of the sixth month (21 July 145 BC) a general amnesty was 
proclaimed to the empire and the common people were granted one step in rank. 
Torrential rains fell throughout the empire. The office of chancellor to the feudal 
lords was renamed prime minister. In the autumn there was an earthquake. 

In the second month of the sixth year of the middle period, on the day jimao 
(7 April 144 BC), the emperor paid a visit to Yong and performed the suburban 
sacrifice to the Five Emperors. In the third month there was a hail storm. In the 
fourth month King Xiao of Liang, King Gong of Chengyang, and the king of 
Runan all died. The emperor set up King Xiao's son Liu Ming as king of Jichuan, 
his son Liu Pengli as king of Jidong, his son Liu Ding as king of Shanyang, and 
his son Liu Bushi as king of Jiyin. He divided the territory of Liang into five 
parts and enfeoffed four men as marquises.9 

The office of commandant of justice was renamed grand examiner; that of 
master of the privy treasury was renamed master of public works; the master of 
titles military commander was renamed master of titles chief commandant; the 
purveyor of the Palace of Lasting Trust, where the empress and heir apparent 
lived, was renamed privy treasurer of the Palace of Lasting Trust; the general 
messenger of the empress was renamed messenger of the long autumn; the grand 
messenger was renamed messenger; the director of ritual was renamed master 
of ritual; the director of guests was renamed grand messenger; the secretary in 
charge of grain was renamed master of agriculture; the inner treasury was put 
under the charge of an official of the 2,000 picul rank, and officers of the left 
and right inner treasury were established under him. 

In the seventh month, on the day xinhai (8 Sept. 144 BC), there was an 

8 
Gates of Chinese cities were often named after the places to which people who went out 

of them were travelling, so  that this would seem to be the gate one left from when going to 
Luoyang, the "Eastern Capital". But Luoyang was not known by this title, at least officially, 
until some time later, so the name may mean the "Gate of the Eastern Wall of the Capital". 

9 
Almost every statement in this paragraph is contradicted or called into doubt in some 

fashion by the material in the Hun shu. 
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eclipse of the sun. In the eighth month the Xiongnu invaded Shang Province. 
In the winter of the first year of the latter pan of Emperor Jing's reigni0 the 

office of head of palace counsellors was renamed colonel of the guard. 
In the third month, on the day dingyou (22 April 143 BC), a general amnesty 

was proclaimed to the empire and the people were granted one step in rank. 
Officials with salaries of 2,000 piculs of grain and prime ministers of feuda] 
lords were granted the rank of senior chiefs of the multitude. In the fourth month 
there was universal feasting. 

In the fifth month, on the day bingxu ( 10 June 143 BC), there was an 
earthquake. At the time of the morning meal the earth shook again. In 
Shangyong the earthquakes lasted for twenty-two days and destroyed the wall 
around the city. 

In the seventh month, on the day yisi (28'Aug. 143 BC), there was a solar 
eclipse. The chancellor Liu She resigned from his post. 

On the day renchen of the eighth month" the imperial secretary Wei Wan 
was made chancellor and enfeoffed as marquis of Jianling. 

In the second year of the latter period, the first month, earthquakes occurred 
three times in one day. General Zhi attacked the Xiongnu. There was general 
feasting for five days. An order was given to the prefects of the capital area not 
to feed grain to horses, but to turn it in to the district officials. Convict labourers 
were to be dressed in seventh-grade coarse cloth; horses were no longer to be 
used to grind grain. Because the harvest was poor, the people of the empire were 
forbidden to eat in such quantity or fashion that the supplies would not last 
through the year. The number of marquises residing in the capital was reduced 
and the remainder were ordered to their territories. 

In the third month the Xiongnu invaded Yanmen. In the tenth month taxes 
I' 

were levied on the cultivated fields at Changling. There was severe drought, 
and in the kingdom of Hengshan and the provinces of Hedong and Yunzhong 
the people suffered from disease. 

In the third year of the latter period, the tenth month, both the sun and the 
moon were eclipsed and appeared red for five days. On the last day of the twelfth 
month it thundered. The sun turned purple; the five planets turned back in their 
courses and remained in the constellation of the Great Secret; the moon passed 

10 
Emperor Jing began the numberiilg of the years of his reign again. 

I I 
Something is wrong with the text, since no such day is possible in the eighth month. 

12 
Which had previously been exempted because it was the site of Emperor Gaozu's tomb. 



through the constellation of the Heavenly Court. 
In the first month. the day jiayin (28 Feb. 141 BC), the heir apparent was 

awarded the cap of manhood. On the day jiasi (9 March) Emperor Jing the Filial 
passed away. 

In his testamentary edict he directed that, from the feudal kings and 
marquises down to the sons of the common people who would succeed their 
fathers as heirs, all should be granted one step in rank; to each household of the 
empire he presented 100 cash. He ordered his ladies of the palace to be sent back 
to their homes and exempted from taxes for life. 

The heir apparent ascended the throne. (This was Emperor Wu the ~ilial.)" 
In the third month the younger brothers of the empress dowager were 

enfeoffed, Tian Fen as marquis of Wuan and Tian Sheng as marquis of 
Zhouyang. The emperor was interred at Yangling. 

The Grand Historian remarks: After the Han arose, Emperor Wen conduct- 
ed his rule with the utmost virtue so that the whole empire was brought to peace, 
and by the time of Emperor Jing the nobles who were not of the imperial family 
were no longer a source of anxiety. But Chao Cuo whittled away at the fiefs of 
the other nobles until he had caused the seven kingdoms to rise up, join together 
in alliance, and defy the capital. This came about because the nobles were too 
powerful, and because Chao Cuo's measures to suppress them were not gradual 
enough. Later, when the suggestions of Zhufu Yan were put into effect, the 
nobles were weakened and eventually pacified. Truly, whether one achieves 
order or unrest in government depends in the end upon how well one plans! 

13 
Since Sima Qian wrote during Emperor Wu's reign, he always refers to him as "the 

present emperor". The use of the posthumous name "Wu" here and elsewhere in the Shi ji must 
be a later emendation of the text. 





SHI JI 12: THE BASIC ANNALS OF 
EMPEROR WU (FRAGMENT) 

When the fifth ruler came to the throne and began his reign in the era 
jianyuan the Han dynasty reached its height of glory. He drove back the 
barbarian tribes beyond the borders, and within the country put the laws 
and regulations into order. He carried out the Feng and Shan sacrifices, 
changed the month on which the year began, and altered the colour of the 
vestments. Thus I made "The Basic Annals of the Present Emperor". 

Emperor Wu the Filial was the ninth son of Emperor Jing. His mother was 
Empress Dowager Wang. In the fourth year of his reign Emperor Jing appointed 
this son as king of Jiaodong. In the seventh year the heir apparent Liu Rong, the 
emperor's son by Lady Li, was removed from his position and appointed king 
of Linjiang. The king of Jiaodong was designated as heir apparent in his place. 

In the sixteenth year of his reign (141 BC) Emperor Jing passed away and 
the heir apparent succeeded to the throne. He is posthumously known as 
Emperor Wu the ~il ial . '  

I 
From this point on the text is a duplication of Shi ji 28, the Treatise on the Feng and 

Shan Sacrifices. which someone has copied in to replace the missing chapter. Even the short 
passage with which the chapter opens is suspect, since it uses the emperor's posthumous title, 
Emperor Wu, which Sima Qian presumably would never do. Only the resume. which uses 
instead the phrase "the present emperor", seems to be indisputably the work of Sima Qian. 
Whether Sima Qian never got around to writing his chapter on "The Basic Annals of the Present 
Emperor", or whether he wrote it and it was later lost or suppressed, we do  not know. 





PART VIII 

THE EMPRESSES 





SHI JI  49: THE HEREDITARY HOUSES OF 
THE FAMILIES RELATED TO 

THE EMPERORS BY MARRIAGE 

It was on the Terrace of Perfect Blessing that Lady Bo first attracted favour. 
Much against her will Lady Dou went to Dai and as a result her whole family 
won honour. Lady Li presumed upon her high position, and Lady Wang 
finally replaced her. Empress Chen was too proud, and Wei Zifu in the end 
enjoyed higher honour. In recognition of the virtue which the succeeding 
empresses displayed, I made "The Hereditary Houses of the Families 
Related to the Emperors by Marriage". 

From antiquity the emperors and kings who were chosen by destiny to 
found new dynasties, as well as those who by birth succeeded to the throne and 
canied on the institutions of their predecessors, have won glory not only through 
the virtue of their own families, but have been aided also by the families related 
to them by mamage. Thus the Xia dynasty arose from Emperor Yu's marriage 
to the Dushan family, while the banishment of the last Xia ruler, Jie, was brought 
about by his empress, Moxi. The Yin dynasty had its beginning in the ancestress 
Yousong, but the death of its last emperor, Zhou, was caused by his favourite, 
Daji. The Zhou dynasty began auspiciously with the ladies Jiang Yuan and 
Daren, but it was King You's infatuation for Baosi which led to his being seized 
by the invading barbarians. Therefore the Book of Changes takes as its basis 
qian and kun, the trigrams of the male and female; the Book of Odes opens with 
"The Crying Ospreys", a song in praise of the royal consort; the Book of 
Documents celebrates the marriage of Emperor Yao's daughters; and the Spring 
and Autumn Annals censures laxity in the wedding ceremonies. The bond 
between husband and wife is among the most solemn of human relationships. 
Of the prescriptions of ritual, none demand more strict observance than those 
of marriage. As the harmony of music brings order to the four seasons, so the 
interactions of the yin and yang, the male and female principles, are the origin 
of all creatures. How then can one fail to approach matters of marriage with the 



utmost circumspection? "Man may make great the Way," as Confucius says,' 
but over destiny he has no control. HOW profound a thing is the love between a 
lord and his consort! Such love no ruler can win from his subjects, no father win 
from his sons, much less is it to be found in meaner or more humble relation- 
ships. 

Yet even the happiest unions are not always blessed with sons, and even 
when sons are given they do not always fulfil their promised ends. Is this not 

2 
destiny? But destiny even Confucius seldom spoke of, SO difficult a subject is 
it to discuss. Unless one could penetrate all the interactions of universal light 
and darkness, how could he hope to understand the destinies of birth? 

Empress Dowager Lii, Mother of Emperor Hui 

The Grand Historian remarks: The ages before the Qin dynasty are too far 
away and the material bn them too scanty to permit a detailed account of them 
here. When the Han was founded Lu Exu was made the official empress of 
Gaozu a ~ d  her son became heir apparent. But as she grew older and her beauty 
faded, the emperor's affection for her waned; Lady Qi enjoyed all his attentions 
and her son Liu Ruyi several times came near to replacing the empress's son as 
heir apparent. After Gaozu passed away Empress Lii murdered Lady Qi and 
executed her son Ruyi, the king of Zhao. Of the women of the inner palace, only 
those who had been left unnoticed and never enjoyed Gaozu's favour managed 
to escape harm. 

Empress Lu's daughter was married to Zhang Ao, the marquis of Xuanping, 
and their daughter became the empress of Emperor Hui. Empress Lii, now 
known as the empress dowager, anxious to increase her ties with the imperial 
family, hoped that this girl would have a son but, though she resorted to every 
possible device, the young empress remained childless. Empress Dowager Lii 
then secretly took the child of one of Emperor Hui's concubines and pretended 
that he was the son of the empress. When Emperor Hui passed away it was still 
only a short while since the dynasty had been founded and the question of who 
might succeed to the throne was unclear. Empress Dowager Lii accorded great 

I 
Analects XV, 28. Throughout the chapter Sima Qian keeps returning to the word m i n ~  

- "destiny" or "fate" - by which he means specifically the fate that decrees whether an 
empress shall remain barren or bear a son to succeed to the throne. 

2 
A reference to Analects IX, 1 .  
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honour to the members of her own clan, making kings of some of the men of 
the Lu family so that they might act as aides to the ruler. She also appointed the 
daughter of Lii Lu as empress to the child emperor whom she had selected to 
succeed Emperor Hui. Thus she hoped to establish fm ties that would bind her 
family more securely to the source of power. But it was to no avail. 

When Empress Dowager Lii passed away she was buried with her husband, 
Emperor Gaozu, at Changling. Lii Lu, Lu Chan, and others of the Lii family, 
fearing punishment for their usurpations of power, plotted a revolt, but the great 
ministers overthrew them. Thus did Heaven guide the imperial line and in the 
end wipe out the Lii clan. Only the empress of Emperor Hui was spared, being 
sent to live in the Northern Palace. The king of Dai was invited to come and 
take the throne, and it was he, Emperor Wen, who with due reverence carried 
on the service of the ancestral temples of the Han. Was this not the work of 
Heaven? Who but one destined by Heaven for rule could assume such a charge? 

Empress Do wager Bo, Mother of Emperor Wen 

The father of Empress Dowager Bo was a man of Wu whose family name 
was Bo. In the time of the Qin dynasty he had once had relations with Dame 
Wei, a daughter of the former royal family of the state of Wei, and from this 
union was born Lady Bo. When Lady Bo's father died he was buried at Shanyin. 
After the feudal lords revolted against the Qin dynasty Wei Bao was set up as 
king of Wei, and Dame Wei summoned her daughter to live in the palace of 
Wei. Dame Wei once took her daughter to be physiognomized by a certain Xu 
Fu. When he had examined Lady Bo's face he said, "She shall give birth to a 
Son of Heaven." At this time Xiang Yu and Gaozu, the king of Han, were locked 
in combat at Xingyang, and the fate of the empire was uncertain. Wei Bao at 
first had joined with Gaozu's forces in attacking Xiang Yu but, when he heard 
of Xu Fu's prediction, he was secretly pleased and, deserting Gaozu, took up a 
neutral position, at the same time concluding an alliance of peace with Xiang 
Yu. Gaozu dispatched Cao Can and others to attack Wei Bao, who was taken 
prisoner. His kingdom was made into a province and Lady Bo was sent to work 
in the Weaving ~oorns.' After Wei Bao died Gaozu happened to visit the 

3 
Government-operated silk-weaving factories where women condemned for some of- 

fence were sent to work. 



Weaving Rooms and, noticing the beauty of Lady Bo, summoned her to his 
palace. Over a year passed, however, and she still had not enjoyed his favour. 

When Lady Bo was a little girl she was close friends with Madam Guan 
and Zhao Zi'er, and the three of them had once made a promise that "whichever 
wins honour first shall not forget her friends". Now Madam Guan and Zhao 
Zi'er were ladies in waiting in Gaozu's palace and had already enjoyed his 
favour. One day, when Gaozu was seated on the Terrace of Perfect Blessing of 

the Henan Palace, these two ladies were laughing together over the promise they 
had made long ago with Lady Bo. Gaozu, hearing their laughter, asked the cause, 
and they told him the whole story. The emperor was deeply moved and, out of 

pity for Lady Bo, summoned her that very day and favoured her. "Last night," 
said Lady Bo, "I dreamed that an azure dragon lay upon my belly." "This is a 
wonderful sign," replied the emperor, "and for your sake I will make it come 
true!" From her one moment of favour a son was born who became the king of 
Dai. After this Lady Bo seldom saw Gaozu. 

After Gaozu passed away Lady Qi and all of the other concubines who had 
enjoyed the emperor's attentions were shut up in the palace by Empress 
Dowager Lii, because of the hatred she bore them, and were not allowed to leave. 
Only Lady Bo, because she had rarely seen the emperor, was permitted to depart 
and accompany her son to Dai, where she was known as queen dowager of the 
king of Dai. Her younger brother Bo Zhao also went to Dai. After the king of 
Dai had held his position for seventeen years Empress Dowager Lii passed away 
and the great ministers began to discuss who should be set up as emperor. They 
resented the power which the Lii clan, as relatives through marriage of the 
imperial family, had managed to acquire, but were unanimous in praising the 
members of the Bo family for their humane and upright conduct. They therefore 
invited the king of Dai to come to the capital, where he was set up as Emperor 
Wen. Lady Bo's title was changed form "Queen Dowager" to "Empress Dow- 
ager", and her brother Bo Zhao was enfeoffed as marquis of Zhi. 

The mother of Empress Dowager Bo had died long before and was buried 
north of Yueyang. The father of Empress Dowager Bo was honoured with the 
posthumous title of Lingwen or "Divine Order Marquis", and in the prefecture 
of Kuaiji a park and village of 300 families was set up, the district assistants and 
subordinate officials being ordered to tend his grave, offer food before his 
sanctuary and temple, and perform sacrifices according to the law; north of 
Yueyang there was also set up the Park of the Lady of Marquis Lingwen, 
modelled on that of the marquis. Empress Dowager Bo considered that, since 
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her mother's family had been descendants of the kings of Wei, and since she 
had lost her father and mother very early, her high position as empress dowager 
was due in reality to the efforts of the Wei family. Therefore she ordered that 
the Wei family be exempted from labour services, and further honoured them 
with gifts, seeing to it that each person received something according to his 
degree of kinship. Of the Bo family only one man, Bo Zhao, was made a 
marquis. Empress Dowager Bo outlived her son Emperor Wen by two years, 
passing away in the second year of Emperor Jing's reign (155 BC). She 
was buried at Nanling. This was because, Empress Lu having been buried 
with Emperor Gaozu at Changling, it was necessary to raise a separate grave 
mound for Empress Dowager Bo, near to that of her son, Emperor Wen, at 
Baling. 

Empress Dowager Dou, Mother of Emperor Jing 

Empress Dowager Dou was a native of Guanjin in Qinghe in the region of 
Zhao. In the time of Empress Dowager Lu, Lady Dou, having been born of a 
good family, was sent to the palace to wait upon the empress dowager. Later 
Empress Dowager Lii selected a number of palace ladies to be presented to the 
various kings, bestowing five women upon each king, and Lady Dou was among 
those chosen to be sent. Since Lady Dou's family lived in Qinghe, she hoped to 
be sent to Zhao so that she could be near them, and she asked the eunuch official 
in charge of making up the parties to put her name down on the list of those to 
be sent to the court of Zhao. But the eunuch forgot and by mistake entered her 
name on the list for the court of Dai. The lists were then presented to the throne 
and received imperial approval. When the time came to depart Lady Dou was 
furious with the eunuch and, weeping bitterly, refused to go. Only after consid- 
erable urging was she persuaded to start on her way. 

When she reached Dai the king of Dai gave all his attention to Lady Dou. 
She bore him a daughter named Piao and later two sons. The queen of Dai also 
bore the king four sons, but she died before he was made emperor, and after he 
came to the throne his four sons by the queen one by one sickened and died. 

Several months after the king of Dai became emperor the high officials 
requested that he appoint an heir apparent. Since Lady Dou's elder son was the 
oldest male heir, the emperor appointed him heir apparent and made Lady Dou 
his empress. Her daughter Liu Piao was known as the Elder Princess. The 
following year her younger son Liu Wu became king of Dai. He was later 



removed from this position and transferred to that of king of Liang. He is 
posthumously known as King Xiao of Liang. 

Empress Dou's parents had died very early and were buried at Guanjin. 
Empress Dou therefore sent instructions to the officials that her father should 
be honoured with the title of Wencheng or "Peaceful Ac~omplishment Mar- 
quis", and her mother with that of Lady Wencheng. A park and village of 200 
families was set up in Qinghe, the district assistants being ordered to tend the 
grave and offer sacrifices in the same way as was done at the Lingwen Park, the 

grave of Empress Dowager Bo's parents. 
Empress Dou's elder brother was named Dou Chandun, and her younger 

brother Dou Guangguo or Shaojun. When Shaojun was four or five years old, 
and his family still very poor, he was carried off by kidnappers and sold as a 
servant. His family knew nothing of what had become of him. After being passed 
from one household to another some ten times or more he at last came to Yiyang, 
where he was sent by his master into the mountains to make charcoal. When 
evening came4 he lay down with 100 or so other workmen beneath an embank- 
ment to sleep, but the embankment caved in and crushed the sleeping men to 
death. Only Shaojun managed to escape alive. Consulting the arts of divination 
on what fate had in store for him after such a miraculous escape, he was informed 
that he would one day become a marquis. 

Accompanying the family tie was working for to Chang'an, he heard that 
Empress Dou had just been named imperial consort, that her home was in 
Guanjin, and that her family name was Dou. At the time Shaojun was stolen 
from his family he was still very young, but he had managed to remember the 
name of the district where he was born and his surname. He also remembered 
that once, when he was picking mulberry leaves with his sister, he fell out of 
the tree. Using these facts as proof of his identity, he sent a letter to the palace 
explaining his case. Empress Dou mentioned the matter to Emperor Wen, who 
summoned him to an audience and questioned him. Everything he said about 
his past did, indeed, seem to tally with the facts. The emperor then asked him if 
he had no further proof of his identity. 

"When my sister left us and went off to the capital," he replied, "she said 
5 

goodbye to me at the post station. She called for rice water and washed my hair, 

4 
Following the reading in Han shu 97A. 

S 
In place of soap, which was unknown, water in which rice or millet had been washed 

was used for washing the body or hair. 
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and then she ordered a meal and fed me -after that she went away." With this, 
Empress Dou embraced him and wept and the tears streamed down her cheeks. 
Her ladies in waiting all sank to the ground and wept. adding their sighs of pity 
to those of the empress. The empress rewarded him with generous gifts of land, 
houses, and money, and arranged for him and his older brother to reside in 
Chang'an. 

Zhou Bo, Guan Ying, and other important officials in the government 
consulted together, saying, "As long as men like ourselves are around, our lives 
will always be at the mercy of these two brothers. Since both of them are of 
humble origin, it is imperative that we select proper tutors and retainers for them. 
Otherwise they may try to imitate the fearful ways of the Lii family!" Accord- 
ingly they selected a number of worthy men and gentlemen known for virtuous 
conduct and sent them to live with the brothers. ~ r o m  this time Dou Changjun 
and Dou Shaojun conducted themselves as modest and retiring gentlemen and 
never ventured to make use of their position or influence to intimidate others. 

Later, when Empress Dou fell ill and lost her sight, Emperor Wen favoured 
Lady Shen of Handan and Lady Yin, but both were childless. After Emperor 
Wen passed away, when Emperor Jing came to the throne, he enfeoffed Dou 
Shaojun as marquis of Zhangwu. Dou Changjun had died sometime earlier, but 
the emperor enfeoffed his son Dou Pengzu as marquis of Nanpi. At the time of 
the revolt of the kingdoms of Wu and Chu, Dou Ying, the son of Empress 
Dowager Dou's cousin, who delighted in adventurous exploits, was put in 
charge of a body of troops. As a result of his military achievements he was made 
marquis of Weiqi. Thus three men of the Dou family became marquises. 

Empress Dowager Dou was very fond of the doctrines of the Taoist school 
and as a result Emperor Wen, the heir apparent, and all the members of the Dou 
family were obliged to read the works of the Yellow Emperor and Lao Zi and 
to honour their teachings. The empress dowager outlived her son Emperor Jing 
by six years, passing away in the sixth year of the jianyuan era (1  35 BC). She 
was buried with her husband Emperor Wen at Baling. In her will she left all the 
money and other possessions in her residence, the Eastern Palace, to her 
daughter Liu Piao, the Elder Princess. 

Empress Dowager Wang, Mother of Emperor Wu 

Empress Dowager Wang was a native of Huaili. Her mother, whose name 
was Zang Er, was a granddaughter of Zang Tu, at one time the king of Yan. 



Zang Er was married to a man of Huaili named Wang Zhong, to whom she bore 
a son, Wang Xin, and two daughters. When her husband died she remarried into 
the Tian family of Changling and bore two sons, Tian Fen and Tian Sheng. In 
time her older daughter married a man named Jin Wangsun and bore a daughter. 
When Zang Er divined with the milfoil stalks. however, she was told that both 
of her daughters would become highly honoured. She therefore decided to take 
greater pains with their futures and tried to get the older daughter away from 
the Jin family. The Jin family angrily refused to give up the girl, but Zang Er 
forced a separation and entered her in the palace of the heir apparent, the future 
Emperor Jing. The heir apparent took a great liking to the girl, who was known 
as Madam Wang, and she bore him three daughters and a son. While her son 
was still in the womb Madam Wang dreamed that the sun entered her breast.6 
She reported her dream to the heir apparent, who replied. "This is a sign of great 
honour!" Before the boy was born Emperor Wen passed away and the heir 
apparent ascended the throne to become Emperor Jing. It was after this that 
Madam Wang bore her son. Previously, Zang Er had also entered her younger 
daughter Wang Erxu in the service of Emperor Jing. She bore the emperor four 
sons. 

While Emperor Jing was still heir apparent his grandmother, Empress 
Dowager Bo, had arranged for him to marry a girl of her own family, and when 
he became emperor this wife was given the title of Empress Bo. But Empress 
Bo had no sons and did not enjoy the affections of the emperor, so when Empress 
Dowager Bo passed away the emperor removed her from the position of 
empress. 

Emperor Jing's oldest son was Liu Rong, whose mother was Lady Li, a 
native of Qi. It was he whom Emperor Jing first designated as heir apparent. 
The Elder Princess Piao had a daughter whom she wished to give to the heir 
apparent as a wife, but Lady Li was by nature jealous and, because all of Emperor 
Jing7s other concubines, who far surpassed her in favour and honour, had 
obtained their positions in the palace through the introduction of the Elder 
Princess, she grew more resentful each day and declined the Princess's offer of 
a bride for her son. The Elder Princess then offered her daughter to Madam 
Wang as a bride for her son, and Madam Wang consented to the match. The 
Elder Princess, angered at Lady Li's refusal, took every opportunity to talk 
viciously of her shortcomings to the emperor. "Whenever Lady Li meets any of 

6 
In Chinese dream interpretation, the sun is a symbol of the ruler. 
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the ladies of the inner palace who are more honoured and favoured than herself," 
she said, "she has her attendants utter curses and magic spells and spit behind 
their backs. She is practising sorcery in an attempt to win your affections!" AS 

a result of such talk Emperor Jing came to hate Lady Li. He had always been 
uneasy about his health and his mind was never at peace. He had entmsted his 
sons, whom he had made kings, to the care of Lady Li, telling her, "When my 
hundred years of life are ended, 1 hope you will look after them," but Lady Li 
in her resentment had refused to acknowledge his request, and when she did 
speak her words were lacking in humility. Emperor Jing was enraged, but he 
hid his anger and for the time did nothing. 

The Elder Princess daily praised the beauty of Madam Wang's son, and 
Emperor Jing also regarded him as a boy of unusual worth. In addition there had 
been the auspicious sign of the sun which Madam Wang had seen in her dream. 
But as yet the emperor had no definite plans for making him heir apparent in 
place of Lady Li's son. 

Madam Wang knew that the emperor was annoyed with Lady Li and that 
his anger was not yet appeased, so she secretly sent someone to urge the high 
ministers to set up Lady Li as empress. When the grand messenger had finished 
reporting on other matters to the throne one day, he said, "A son is honoured 
because of his mother, and a mother because of her son. Now the mother of the 
heir apparent has no title. It is fitting that Lady Li be given the title of empress." 

"What business have you to make such a proposal?" replied the emperor 
in a rage. Eventually he had the grand messenger investigated and punished,7 
and deposed the heir apparent Liu Rong, appointing him king of Linjiang 
instead. Lady Li's resentment grew more bitter than ever, but she was never 
again allowed to see the emperor and died of grief. In the end Madam Wang 
was set up as empress and her son became heir apparent. Her older brother Wang 
Xin was enfeoffed as marquis of Gai. 

When Emperor Jing passed away the heir apparent succeeded to the throne. 
He honoured his mother's mother Zang Er with the title of "Mistress of 
Pingyuan", enfeoffed his uncle Tien Fen as marquis of Wuan, and his uncle Tian 
Sheng as marquis of Zhouyang. 

7 
The emperor no doubt suspected that Lady Li was conspiring with the grand messenger 

and had persuaded him to make the proposal. This was, of course, precisely the effect Madam 
Wang had hoped to achieve. 
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8 
Emperor Jing had fourteen sons, one of whom became Emperor Wu, while 

the other thirteen were all made kings. Wang Erxu, Madam Wang's younger 
sister, died young, but her four sons all became kings. Madam Wang's oldest 
daughter was given the title of Princess Pingyang, her second daughter that of 
Princess Nangong, and her third daughter that of Princess Linlu. The marquis 
of Gail Wang Xin, was very fond of drinking. Tian Fen and his brother Tian 
Sheng were greedy men and very clever with words. Madam Wang's father 
Wang Zhong died early and was buried at Huaili. He was given the posthumous 
title of Gong or "Respectful Marquis" and a park and village of 200 families set 
up for him. When Madam Wang's mother Zang Er. the mistress of Pingyuan, 
died, she was buried with the members of the Tian family at Changling, and a 
park set up for her like that of Wang Zhong. Empress Dowager Wang outlived 
her husband Emperor Jing by sixteen years, passing away in the fourth year of 
the era yuansuo (1  25 BC). She was buried with Emperor Jing at Yangling. of 
the clan of Empress Dowager Wang three men in all became marquises. 

Empress Wei, Consort of Emperor Wu 

Empress Wei's name was Zifu. She was of very humble birth. Her family 
bore the name of Wei and came from the village of the marquis of Pingyang, 
the husband of Princess ~ i n ~ ~ a n ~ . ~  Zifu was a singing girl in the household of 
Princess Pingyang. After Emperor Wu ascended the throne several years passed 
and he was still without a son. Princess Pingyang, his elder sister, had sought 
out ten or more girls of good family whom she dressed in fine clothes and kept 
in her house, and when Emperor Wu was returning from a sacrifice at Bashang 
and stopped to pay a visit with her the princess showed him the beautiful young 
ladies she had gathered together to serve in her house. The emperor, however, 
was not impressed by any of them. After wine had been served the singing girls 
came forward to perform. Looking them over, the emperor found only Wei Zifu 
to his liking. In the course of the day, when he rose and left the hall to change 
his clothes, Zifu went along to wait on him and assist him with his robes, and 
in the passageway he bestowed his favour on her. The emperor returned to his 

n 
The text says "thirteen sons" but. as shown by Shi ji 59 below, this is an error. 

Y 
Her mother was a lady in waiting to the marquis of Pingyang. I t  is nowhere made clear 

who her father was, or whether Wei was the family name of her father or her mother. Her 
younger half brother was an illegitimate child, and it  is possible that she also was illegitimate. 
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seat, looking exceedingly pleased, and presented the princess with 1,000 catties 
of gold. The princess accordingly offered him Zifu, and it was arranged that she 
should be sent to live in the palace. 

When Zifu was about to climb into the caniage Princess Pingyang paned 
her on the back and said, "Go! Eat well and take care of yourself. If you should 
become honoured, do not forget me!" 

Zifu remained in the palace over a year, but was never in that time favoured 
by the emperor. The emperor in the meantime had decided to select those ladies 
in waiting who were performing no useful function and dismiss them and send 
them home and, when Wei Zifu was granted an audience with him, she wept 
and begged to be sent away with the group. But the emperor felt sorry for her 
and favoured her once more. In time she became pregnant and the honour and 
privilege which she enjoyed increased daily. Her older brother Wei Changjun 
and her younger brother Wei Qing were summoned and made palace attendants. 
After this Zifu enjoyed extraordinary favour with the emperor. She bore him 
three daughters and a son, the last named Liu Ju. 

While the emperor was still heir apparent he had taken the Elder Princess's 
daughter, whose surname was Chen, as his consort, and when he became 
emperor she was made empress. She had no children. The fact that the emperor 
had been named successor to the throne was largely due to the efforts of her 
mother, the Elder Princess, and for this reason Empress Chen was very haughty 
and gave herself airs of grandeur. When she heard that Wei Zifu had won such 
great favour with the emperor she became so enraged that she was several times 
on the point of death. The emperor came to dislike her more and more. Empress 
Chen finally resorted to the black arts of female sorcery in an effort to win his 
affection. The whole affair came to light, and as a result Empress Chen was 
deposed and Wei Zifu set up as empress in her place. 

Empress Chen's mother the Elder Princess, the emperor's aunt, several 
times complained to the emperor's older sister Princess Pingyang of what had 
happened, saying, "If it had not been for me, the emperor would never have 
succeeded to the throne. Yet, now that he is set up, he throws away my daughter! 
Indeed! What is this but turning one's back upon basic obligations for the sake 
of mere self-indulgence?" 

"It is only because she has no children that she has been deposed," replied 
Princess Pingyang. Empress Chen tried very hard to have a son, paying out as 
much as 90,000,000 cash to various doctors, but to the end she remained 
childless. 
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Before Wei Zifu was made empress her older brother Wei Changjun died. 
Her younger brother Wei Qing was made a general and, winning merit in attacks 
on the barbarians, was enfeoffed as marquis of Changping. Wei Qing's thRe 
.sons were all enfeoffed as marquises while they were still in swaddling clothes, 
There was also a woman named Shaoer who was said to be Empress Wei's elder 
sister. Shaoer had a son named HUO Qubing who. because of his military 
achievement, was enfeoffed as marquis of Guanjun. He was given the title of 
"General of Swift Cavalry", while Wei Qing was given that of general in chief. 
Empress Wei's son Liu Ju was made heir apparent. Various branches of the Wei 
family achieved eminence because of their military achievements, so that five 
of them became marquises. 

After Empress Wei's beauty had faded a Madam Wang of Zhao enjoyed 
favour with the emperor. She had a son who became king of Qi. Madam Wang 
died young and was succeeded in the imperial favour by Madam Li of 
Zhongshan. She had one son who became king of Changyi, but she too died 
young. Her older brother Li Yannian won prominence at court because of his 
knowledge of music and was given the title of "Harmonizer of the Tones". He 
had originally been a singer. All of the Li brothers were tried on charges of 
immorality and condemned to death, along with their families. At this time the 
oldest brother Li Guangli, the "Sutrishna ~eneral"," was conducting an attack 
upon Ferghana, and so escaped execution. When he returned to the capital the 
emperor had already wiped out the Li family. Later the emperor took pity upon 
his family and enfeoffed Li Guangli as marquis of Haixi. 

There were two sons of the emperor by other consorts who became the kings 
of Yan and Guangling respectively, but their mothers did not enjoy the 
emperor's affections and they died of grief. After the death of Madam Li there 
were others such as Lady Yin who, one after the other, engaged the emperor's 
attentions. But all of these attracted the emperor's notice only because they were 
singers. None of them were daughters of nobles or landowners, and hence they 

I I 
were quite unfit to become the consort of the ruler of men. 

10 
So called because he captured the city of Ershi or Sutrishna, the capital of Ferghana. 

I I 
Because Sima Qian has already made his general remarks at the beginning of the 

chapter, he does not close with the customary section introduced by the words "The Grand 
Historian remarks". The present text of the chapter concludes with a long addition by Chu 
Shaosun, carrying the narrative down to the time of Emperor Zhao, which has been omitted 
in translation. 



PART IX 

THE GREAT FAMILIES 





SHI JI 50: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
KING YUAN OF CHU 

After Gaozu had effected his scheme of deception and taken Han Xin 
prisoner at Chen, because the lands of Yue and Jing were fickle and 
untrustworthy, he enfeoffed his younger brother Liu Jiao as king of Chu, 
ruling from the city of Pengcheng, so that he might strengthen the regions 
of the Huai and Si rivers and act as a bastion to the house of Han. Liu Wu 
fell into evil ways, but Liu Li was called to carry on the line. In recognition 
of the aid which Liu Jiao rendered to Gaozu, I made "The Hereditary 
House of King Yuan of Chu". 

LIU JJAO 

Liu Jiao, King Yuan or the "First King" of Chu, was a younger brother of 
Gaozu by the same mother. His polite name was You. Gaozu was one of four 
brothers. His oldest brother Liu Bo died early. When Gaozu was still a com- 
moner he was for a while in hiding from the officials and from time to time used 
to go with his friends to visit Liu Bo's wife for a meal. His brother's wife disliked 
Gaozu and, whenever he arrived with his guests, she would rattle the soup ladle 
around the kettle and pretend that there was no more soup left. The guests would 
accordingly take their leave, but afterwards, when Gaozu would look in the 
kettle, there would still be soup in it. Because of this Gaozu came to hate his 
sister-in-law. 

After Gaozu became emperor he enfeoffed all his brothers, but Liu Bo's 
son was given no fief. When Gaozu's father, the Grand Supreme Emperor, asked 
him about this, Gaozu replied, "It is not that 1 forgot to enfeoff him. It is only 
that his mother is not a very high-minded person." With this, he proceeded to 
enfeoff Liu Bo's son Liu Xin as "Marquis Soup Rattle". His second eldest 
brother, Liu Zhong, he made king of the region of Dai. 

In the sixth year of his reign, after Gaozu had taken Han Xin, the king of 
Chu, prisoner at Chen, he made his younger brother Liu Jiao the new king of 
Chu with his capital at Pengcheng. 
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In the twenty-third year of his rule Liu Jiao died and was succeeded by his 
son Liu Ying, posthumously known as King Yi. Liu Ying died after four years 
of rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Wu. 

In the twentieth year of his rule (155 BC) Liu WU was convicted of having 
illicit intercourse while in mourning for Empress Dowager Bo and was deprived 
of the province of Donghai. 

In the spring Liu Wu joined with the king of Wu, Liu Pi, in plotting a revolt. 
His prime minister Zhang Shang and his grand tutor Zhao Yiwu both Counselled 
him against the move, but he refused to heed their advice and eventually 
murdered them. Then he raised his troops and joined with Wu in marching west 
to attack Liang. After capturing Jibi they marched to the south of Changyi, where 
they joined in battle with the Han general Zhou Yafu. The Han forces cut off 
the Wu and Chu supply roads so that their soldiers starved. Liu Pi fled, Liu Wu 
committed suicide, and their armies surrendered to the Han forces. 

After peace had been restored to Wu and Chu, Emperor Jing wanted to set 
up the son of Liu Pi's brother, Marquis De, to carry on the line of Wu, and Liu 
Li, the son of Liu Jiao, to carry on the line of Chu, but Empress Dowager Dou 
objected. "The king of Wu was an old man. He should have been compliant and 
helpful to the imperial family, to which he belonged, but instead of that he 
headed the seven kingdoms in raising a revolt and throwing the empire into 
turmoil. Why should his line be canied on?" 

So she would not permit the establishment of an heir in Wu, but only of one 
in Chu. At this time Liu Li, who was director of the imperial clan, was made 
king of Chu so that he might serve the ancestral temple of his great-grandfather 
King Yuan of Chu. He is posthumously known as King Wen of Chu. 

In the third year of his rule King Wen died and was succeeded by his son 
Liu Dao, posthumously titled King An. King An died in the twenty-second year 
of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Zhu, King Xiang. King Xiang died 
in the fourteenth year of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Chun. (After 
Liu Chun was set up, in the second year of the era dijie (68 BC), someone in his 
palace sent a report to the throne saying that the king of Chu was plotting revolt. 
The king committed suicide, and his kingdom was taken away from his family 

l 
and placed under the central court, being made into the province of Pengcheng.) 

I 
The section in parentheses, dealing with events after the death of Sima Qian, is a later 

interpolation. 



King Yuan of Chu 

Liu Sui, the King of Zhao 

Liu Sui, the king of Zhao, was the son of Liu You, Gaozu's sixth son, whose 
posthumous title was King You, the "Sombre King". He was given this title 
because he died of grief.2 

After his death Empress Lu made Lu Lu the king of Zhao, but a year later 
she passed away and the great ministers overthrew Lu Lu and the rest of the Lu 
family and set up Liu You's son Liu Sui as king of Zhao. 

The second year after he came to the throne Emperor Wen separated the 
province of Hejian from the kingdom of Zhao and set up Liu Sui's younger 
brother Liu Biqiang as king of Hejian. He is posthumously known as King Wen. 
He died in the thirteenth year of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Fu, 
known as King Ai. Liu Fu died in the first year of his rule and, because he left 
no heir, the line was discontinued and his kingdom abolished, and the region of 
Hejian was placed under the jurisdiction of the central court. 

Liu Sui ruled as king of Zhao for twenty-six years, but in the time of 
Emperor Jing he was accused of some fault by Chao Cuo and deprived of the 
rulership of the province of Changshan. When the kingdoms of Wu and Chu 
revolted Liu Sui joined with them in plotting to raise troops. His prime minister 
Jiande and his internal secretary Wang Han both advised him against this, but 
he refused to listen to them and finally had them burned to death. Then he called 
out his troops and stationed them on his western border, intending to wait for 
the troops of Wu and proceed with them westward. He also sent envoys north 
to the Xiongnu to conclude an alliance with them and induce them to attack the 
Han. 

The Han court sent Li Ji, the marquis of Quzhou, to attack Liu Sui, who 
retreated and took up a position in the city of Handan, where the two armies 
remained in stalemate for seven months. In the meantime the armies of Wu and 
Chu were defeated in Liang and were unable to march west, and the Xiongnu, 
hearing of this, halted their preparations and refused to cross the border into Han 
territory. 

After the Han general Luan Bu had defeated the rebel armies in Qi and was 
on his way back to the capital he joined his forces with those of Li Ji and, leading 

L 
The word you which I have translated as "sombre" carries the meaning both of darkness 

and melancholy, and of confinement, and so it is particularly appropriate to Liu You, who was 
confined to his quarters by Empress Lu and starved to death. 
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in water from the river, flooded the city of Handan. The city walls collapsed and 
the king of Zhao committed suicide. Thus Handan finally capitulated and the 
line of the Sombre King came to an end. 

The Grand Historian remarks: When a state is about to rise to glory there 
will always be good omens and signs: wise men will find a place in office and 
small-minded men will be put aside. But when a state is about to perish wonhy 
men will retire and rebellious ministers command honour. If Liu Wu, the king 
of Chu, had not punished Master Shen but had followed his advice, and if the 
king of Zhao had employed Master Fang YU,"OW would they ever have 
conceived their treasonous schemes and become the archcriminals of the world? 
Worthy men, worthy men, people say, but if one does not have worth within 
himself, how can he make use of the worth of others? It is well said that safety 
and peril hinge upon the issuing of orders, and survival and defeat upon the men 
one puts in office. How true that is! 

' ~ h o u ~ h  these two men are not mentioned in the narrative above. they seem to be 
scholar-advisers who cautioned the kings not to join the revolt but whose good advice was 
ignored. 



SHI JI 51: THE HEREDITARY HOUSES OF 
JING AND YAN 

When Gaozu raised his mighty army Liu Jia joined with him, but later he 
was attacked by Qing Bu and lost the regions of Jing and Wu. Liu Ze, by 
intimidating Empress Lu, became king of Langya but, enticed by Zhu Wu, 
he trusted the king of Qi and went to him, and was never allowed to return 
to his kingdom.' Eventually he marched west and entered the Pass and, 
when Emperor Wen came to the throne, was able to become a king once 
more, this time in Yan. Before the empire had been fully brought under 
control both Liu Jia and Liu Ze, because of their kinship with the imperial 
family, were made feudal protectors of the Han. Thus I made "The Hered- 
itary Houses of Jing and Yan". 

Liu Jia, the King of Jing 

Liu Jia, the king of Jing, was a member of the Liu clan, though it is not 
known just how he was related to Gaozu or when he got his start. In the first 
year of the Han, when Gaozu, then the king of Han, returned from his territory 
and conquered the three kingdoms of Qin, Liu Jia was made a general and 
conquered the region of Sai. Later he accompanied Gaozu east in his attack on 
Xiang Y u. In the fourth year Gaozu, having suffered defeat at Chenggao, crossed 
the Yellow River to the north, took command of the armies of Zhang Er and 
Han Xin, and made his camp at Xiuwu, deepening the moats and raising high 
fortifications. At that time he dispatched Liu Jia with a force of 20,000 soldiers 
and several hundred cavalry to cross back over the Yellow River at White Horse 
Ford and invade the region of Chu. ~ i u ' l i a  succeeded in burning Chu's stores 
of supplies and destroying its productive activities so that it became impossible 
for Xiang Yu's armies to secure provisions. Eventually Liu Jia was attacked by 

I 
The explanation of this statement will be found not in this chapter but in the following 

chap~er on the king of Qi. 
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the Chu forces, but he fortified his camp and refused to engage in battle. He and 
Peng Yue, by aiding each other, together managed to maintain their positions 
in the region. 

In the fifth year, when Gaozu pursued Xiang Yu as far as Guling, he sent 
Liu Jia south across the Huai River to lay siege to the city of Shouchun. When 
Liu Jia was about to return from this mission Gaozu secretly sent someone to 

invite the grand marshal of Chu, Zhou Yin, to join him. Zhou Yin turned against 
Xiang Yu and came to the aid of Liu Jia, raising the troops of Jiujiang and joining 
the forces of Qing Bu, the king of WU. They all met at Gaixia and together 
attacked Xiang Yu. 

Following this Gaozu dispatched Liu Jia with the forces of Jiujiang and sent 
him with the grand commandant Lu Wan to march to the southwest and attack 
Gong Wei, the king of Linjiang. After Gong Wei had been killed Gaozu made 
the kingdom of Linjiang into the province of Nan. 

In the sixth year of Han, when Gaozu met with the feudal lords at Chen, he 
deposed Han Xin, the king of Chu, and took him prisoner, dividing his territory 
into two kingdoms. At this time Gaozu's sons were still very young, and his 
brothers few and undistinguished. Yet he wished to set up kings of his own 
surname in order to strengthen his hold on the empire, so he issued an edict 
saying, "Liu Jia has achieved merit as a general. In addition to him, let some 
other sons and brothers of the Liu family be selected who may be made kings." 

His ministers all replied, "Liu Jia should be made king of Jing, ruling the 
fifty-two cities east of the Huai River." Gaozu's younger brother Liu Jiao was 
made king of Chu, ruling the thirty-six cities west of the Huai, and following 
this Gaozu's son Liu Fei was set up as king of Qi. This was the first time that 

the sons and brothers of the Liu family were made kings. 
In the autumn of the eleventh year of Gaozu's reign Qing Bu, the king of 

Huainan, revolted and marched east to attack Jing. Liu Jia, the king of Jing, 
engaged him in battle but, failing to win a victory, fled to Fuling, where he was 
killed by Qing Bu's army. Gaozu went in person to attack and defeat Qing Bu, 
and in the twelfth year set up Liu Pi, the marquis of Pei, as king of Wu to rule 
the territory which had formerly been called Jing. 

Liu Ze, the King of Yan 

Liu Ze, the king of Yan, was a member of the Liu clan and distantly related 
to the emperor. In the third year of Gaozu's reign he became a palace attendant. 
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In the eleventh year he led an army in the attack on Chen Xi and captured Chen 
Xi's general Wang Huang, for which he was made marquis of Yingling. 

During the time of Empress Lii, Master Tian, a man of Qi who was 
travelling about the empire in very reduced circumstances, managed by some 
device to obtain an audience with Liu Ze in the capital. Liu Ze took a great liking 
to him and presented him with 200 catties of gold as a birthday gift. After he 
received the money, Master Tian went back home to Qi. Two years later Liu Ze 
sent someone to inform Master Tian that he no longer considered him a friend.' 

Master Tian journeyed again to Chang'an, but did not come to see Liu Ze. 
Instead he rented a large house and sent his son to seek employment with Zhang 
Qing, the palace master of guests, who enjoyed great favour with Empress Lu. 

After a few months Master Tian's son asked Zhang Qing if he would do 
him the honour of coming to his house for a quiet party which his father was 
giving. Zhang Qing accepted the invitation and, when he arrived, was astonished 
by the gorgeous hangings and vessels of Master Tian's house, which were like 
those of the residence of a marquis. When the party was at its height Master 
Tian dismissed the attendants and began to talk to Zhang Qing. "Here in the 
capital," he said, "I have seen the homes of 100 or more marquises and kings, 
all of them faithful followers of Gaozu who won outstanding merit. We must 
keep in mind, however, that the members of the Lu family as well did a great 
deal from the very first to boost Gaozu to power and help him win control of 
the empire, and their merit also is very great. Among the imperial relatives 
Empress Dowager Lu naturally occupies a position of high honour. But the 
empress dowager is well along in years and the other members of the Lu family 
are very weak. The empress dowager would like to make Lu Chan the king of 
Lii to rule over the region of ~ a i , '  but she has hesitated to bring up the matter 
because she is afraid that the high officials will not hear of such a thing. Now 
you enjoy great favour with her and are respected by the officials. Why don't 
you hint to them that they should listen to the empress dowager's suggestion? 
The empress dowager would surely be pleased, and with the Liis set up as kings, 
a marquisate of 10,000 households could certainly be yours! You know the 
empress dowager's secret desires and, as one who attends her within the palace, 
if you do not quickly make them known to others, then I fear that some 

L~ecause  he had made no move to repay Liu Ze's generosity. 
3 
This is the only place where we hear of the empress dowager's desire to make Lii Chan 

the ruler of Dai, and the word "Dai" may well be an error. 
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misfortune may come to you!" 
Zhang Qing approved of this idea and dropped a hint to the high officials 

that they should broach the subject before the empress dowager. When the 
empress dowager was holding court, therefore, they inquired about her wishes 
and she requested them to set up Lii Chan as king of LU. She also presented 
Zhang Qing with 1,000 catties of gold, half of which he wished to give to Master 
Tian. Master Tian, however, refused to accept it, but instead said, "Lu Chan has 
become a king, but the high officials are by no means resigned to the move. 
it happens, Liu Ze, the marquis of Yingling, is a member of the Liu family and 
an outstanding general, and yet he has been greatly disappointed in his lot. Now 
if you could persuade the empress dowager to set aside ten or so districts 
somewhere and make him ruler of them, then he could become a king and would 
leave the capital completely satisfied, and thus the position of the Lu kings 
would be stronger than ever." 

Zhang Qing took up the matter with the empress dowager, who gave her 
approval, so that Liu Ze was made king of Langya. Liu Ze set out for his new 
kingdom accompanied by Master Tian, who urged him to hasten on his way 
without delay. After they had gone beyond the Pass the empress dowager, as 
Master Tian had foreseen, sent a messenger after them to tell them to halt, but 
when he found that they had already gone on, he returned to the capital. 

After the empress dowager passed away Liu Ze raised his forces and, 
announcing that "the new emperor is young and all power of government is in 
the hands of the Lii family, so that the Liu clan stands alone and weak", joined 
with the king of Qi in laying plans to march west and overthrow the Liis. He 
had gotten as far as Liang when he received news that the Han court had 
dispatched Guan Ying with an army, which was camped at Xingyang, where- 
upon he led his troops back to defend the western border of his territory. Finally 
he marched by forced stages to Chang'an and, when the king of Dai arrived 
from his territory, joined with the other generals and ministers in setting him up 
as the new Son of Heaven. The emperor transferred Liu Ze to the position of 
king of Yan and gave the region of Langya back to the state of Qi, of which it 

had formerly been a part. 

In the second year of his rule Liu Ze, the king of Yan, died and was given 
the posthumous title of King ~ i n ~ . ' ~ i s  kingdom passed to his son Liu Jia. King 
Kang, and eventually to his grandson Liu Dingguo. Liu Dingguo had illicit 
intercourse with his father's concubine, who bore him a son; he seized his 
younger brother's wife and made her his concubine; and he had intercourse with 
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her three daughters. Liu Dingguo was looking for some excuse to execute some 
of his ministers, among them the magistrate of Feiru, Yingren. Yingren and 
some of the others reported the king's misdoings to the Han court, but Liu 
Dingguo sent his master of guests to arrest Yingren on other grounds and had 
him beaten to death in order to silence him. In the first year of the era yuanshuo 
(128 BC), however, Yingren's brothers once again sent a report to the throne 
revealing the full  extent of the king's secret doings, so that the whole affair came 
to light. The emperor referred the case to the high officials, who unanimously 
pronounced that "Liu Dingguo has conducted himself like a beast, violating the 
laws of human relations and offending against Heaven. He should be executed." 
The emperor approved their verdict, whereupon Liu Dingguo committed suicide 
and his kingdom was abolished and the territory made into a province. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Liu Jia's appointment as king of Jing came 
when Gaozu had just conquered the empire and it was not yet firmly in his 
control. Therefore, although Liu Jia was only a distant relative, Gaozu, for 
reasons of policy, made him a king in order to stabilize the area between the 
Huai and Yangtze rivers. Liu Ze became a king by opportunely encouraging the 
ambitions of the Lu clan; yet in the end he and his heirs managed to face south 
and call themselves sovereign rulers for three generations. Although the circum- 
stances in both their cases were rather complex, there is no doubt that they were 
extraordinary men. 





SHI JZ 52: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
KING DAOHUI OF QI 

Though Gaozu had few close relatives, the most distinguished among them 
was his son Liu Fei, King Daohui, who, after Gaozu had won control of the 
empire, restored law and order to the eastern regions. King Ai arbitrarily 
called out his troops because of his hatred for the Lii family but, since his 
uncle Si Jun was so vicious a man, the court would not permit King Ai to 
become emperor. Zhufu Yan brought calamity to King Li because of the 
latter's incestuous relations. In recognition of the service which Liu Fei 
rendered to the Han, I made6'The Hereditary House of King Daohui of Qi". 

Liu Fei, posthumously known as King Daohui of Qi, was the eldest son of 
Gaozu. His mother was not Empress Lii, however, but a concubine of the 
emperor who belonged to the Cao family. In the sixth year of his reign Gaozu 
set up Liu Fei as king of Qi with the revenue from seventy cities; all the people 
who could speak the dialect of Qi were assigned to his jurisdiction. 

As the oldest son, Liu Fei was an elder brother of Emperor Hui, and in the 
second year of Emperor Hui's reign, when Liu Fei journeyed to the court, 
Emperor Hui gave a banquet for him at which he dispensed with the customary 
etiquette between ruler and subject and treated Liu Fei as an older brother. 
Empress Dowager Lii was furious at this and was about to do away with Liu Fei 
when the latter, fearful that he would be unable to escape from the capital in 
safety, followed a suggestion made by his internal secretary,  hi,' and donated 
the province of Chengyang to Empress Lii's daughter, Princess Yuan of Lu, to 
be her "bath-town". Empress Lii was pleased with this, and Liu Fei was thereby 
able to leave the capital without harm and return to his lungdom. 

In the sixth year of Emperor Hui's reign, thirteen years after he became 
king of Qi, Liu Fei died and was given the posthumous title of Daohui, the 

I 
The text here gives his name as Xun but I have followed the reading given in "The 

Annals of Empress Lii". 
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"Compassionate King Who Died Young". He was succeeded by his son ~i~ 
Xiang, posthumously known as King Ai. In the first year of King Ai's rule 
Emperor Hui passed away. Empress Dowager Lu began to issue decrees in the 
manner of an emperor and all affairs pertaining to the rule of the empire were 
subject to her decision. 

In the second year of her reign Empress LU set up Lii Tai, the marquis of 
Li, the son of her elder brother, as king of Lii, stripping the province of Jinan 
from the territory of the king of Qi and assigning i t  to the new king of L" to 

supply him with revenue. 
In the third year of King Ai's rule his younger brother Liu Zhang journeyed 

to Chang'an to take up residence as a guardian of the Han court. Empress L" 
enfeoffed him as marquis of Zhuxu and gave him the daughter of Lu Lu for a 

wife. Four years later she enfeoffed his younger brother Liu Xingju as marquis 
of Dongmou. Both brothers continued to live in Chang'an as guardians of the 
court. 

In the eighth year of King Ai's rule Empress Lii detached the province of 
Langya from the territory of Qi and set up Liu Ze, the marquis of Yingling, as 
king of Langya. 

The following year Liu You, the king of Zhao, journeyed to court and died 
in confinement at the state residence of Zhao. After his death Liu Hui became 
king of Zhao but committed suicide. Thus three kings of Zhao in succession 
vacated the position.2 Meanwhile Empress Lii made kings of three of her own 
clan, setting up Lu Dong as king of Yan, Lu Lu as king of Zhao, and Lu Chan 
as king of Liang. The Lus managed the government in any way they pleased. 

Liu Zhang, the marquis of Zhuxu, was twenty years old and a man of great 
spirit and strength. He was embittered at the fact that the members of the Liu 
family could no longer attain important positions at court. Once, when there was 
a banquet in the palace and Liu Zhang was attending Empress Lu, the empress 
appointed him to act as her master of wine for the evening. "I have a request to 
make," said Liu Zhang. "Since I come from a family of generals, I would like 
to direct the dispensing of the wine in accordance with the ,yules of the army." 

"That is quite all right," replied the empress. 

2 
The first. Liu Ruyi. was poisoned by the empress; the second. Liu You, died in 

confinement; and the third, Liu Hui. committed suicide. All were sonsofGaozu by concubines. 
The narrative at this point is very much abbreviated and has been expanded somewha[ in 
translation. 
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When the banquet had reached its height Liu Zhang came forward, poured 
wine for the empress, and performed a song and dance. After this was over he 
said, "Now, if 1 may, I would like to recite a ploughing song for the empress 

dowager." 
The empress, who regarded him as a mere child, laughed and said, "Only 

your father knew anything about the work of the fields. You were born a prince! 
What do you know about such things?" 

''I know a little," replied Liu Zhang. 
"Then try telling me about the fields!" said the empress, and Liu Zhang 

began to recite: 

Deep we plough and thick we sow the seed; 
We set out the little plants where they will have room to grow. 
Whatever comes up that is not from our seed, 
We hoe it out and throw it away!) 
Empress Lu was silent. 
After a while a man of the Lii family who had become drunk rose and 

slipped away from the party. Liu Zhang went after him and, drawing his sword, 
cut the man down. Then he returned and reported to the gathering, "Some man 
tried to desert the banquet! In accordance with army regulations I have duly 
carried out the penalty of execution!" 

Empress Lu and those about her were completely dumbfounded but, since 
she had already given Liu Zhang permission to follow military regulations, she 
could accuse him of no fault, but instead declared the banquet at an end. From 
this time on the members of the Lu family stood in awe of Liu Zhang and even 
the high officials relied on him for support, so that because of him the Liu family 
began to regain power. 

The following year Empress Lii passed away. Lu Lu, the king of Zhao, acted 
as supreme commander of the army and Lii Chan, the king of Lu, as prime 
minister. Both of them resided in Chang'an, where they massed a force of troops 
with which to intimidate the high officials, planning to start a revolt. Liu Zhang's 
wife was a daughter of Lu Lu, and Liu Zhang therefore was aware of their plot. 
Accordingly he sent someone in secret to report to his older brother, the king of 
Qi, asking him to send his troops west, in which case Liu Zhang and his brother 
Liu Xingju would co-operate from within the capital and together they would 
overthrow the Lii family and set up the king of Qi as emperor. When the king 

3 
The political import of the song is too obvious to require explanation. 
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of Qi received word of this suggestion he began to plot in secret with his 
mother's brother Si Jun, his chief of palace attendants Zhu Wu, and his military 
commander Wei Bo on how to go about dispatching his troops. 

Shao Ping, the prime minister of Qi, heard of their plans and forthwith called 
out the troops and surrounded the king's palace.4 Wei Bo went to Shao Ping and 
deceived him by saying, "Even though the king wants to send out the troops, he 
does not have the tiger seals of the Han court which would give him the authority 
to do so. You have surrounded the king, an excellent move. Now I beg you 
to allow me to take command of the troops for YOU and keep the king under 
guard! " 

Shao Ping, believing that Wei Bo was on his side, put him in charge of the 
troops surrounding the king's palace, but after he had taken command, Wei Bo 
instead dispatched them to surround the prime minister's office. "Alas!" said 
Shao Ping. "The Taoists have a saying, 

Who fails to do what must be done 
suffers the ruin that is to come! 

This, then, is what they mean." He committed suicide. 
With this, the king of Qi appointed Si Jun as his new prime minster, Wei 

Bo as commander of the army, and Zhu Wu as internal secretary, and called out 
all the troops in the kingdom. He sent Zhu Wu east to deceive Liu Ze, the king 
of Langya, by saying, "The members of the Lii family have started a revolt and 
the king of Qi has called out his troops and intends to send them west to punish 
the evildoers. But the king considers himself a mere child who has no experience 
in matters of warfare. He wishes therefore to entrust the troops which he has 
levied to Your Majesty's command, since you have been a general since the 
time of Emperor Gaozu and are practised in military affairs. The king of Qi, 
however, does not dare to leave his troops, and so he has sent me to make this 
request of you. He hopes that you will be good enough to jowney to Linzi, where 
you may meet with him and plan your strategy, and then, with the combined 
armies of Qi, march west and put down the rebellion in the area within the Pass." 

The king of Langya trusted Zhu Wu and, considering his request reason- 
able, hastened west to meet the king of Qi. The king of Qi, acting with Wei Bo 
and the others, forcibly detained the king of Langya, and sent Zhu Wu to call 

4 
The prime ministers of the feudal kingdoms were appointed by the central court to keep 

an eye on the local kings and. since they had possession of the Han seals. had the power to call 
out the troops. 
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out all the troops of the kingdom of Langya and combine them with the forces 
already under his command. 

When the king of Langya saw that he had been deceived and could not 
return to his kingdom, he said to the king of Qi, "King Daohui of Qi was the 
eldest son of Emperor Gaozu, so that from the point of view of lineage you are 
Emperor Gaozu's oldest grandson in the legitimate line of descent and should 
by rights become ruler. Now the high officials are hesitating and have not yet 
chosen a new emperor. Since I am the oldest member of the Liu clan, they will 
surely wait for my arrival before deciding on any plan. There is no point in your 
detaining me here. It would be better to let me go to the capital and take part in 
their deliberations." 

The king of Qi agreed with this and, providing him with ample carriages 
and fittings, sent him off to the capital. After the king of Langya had left, the 
king of Qi raised his troops and marched west to attack the state of the king 
of Lii in Ji'nan. At this time he sent a letter to the other feudal lords and kings 
saying: 

When Emperor Gaozu conquered the empire he made kings of his 
sons and younger brothers. Among these was King Daohui, who was 
made king of Qi. After King Daohui died Emperor Hui sent Zhang 
Liang to establish me as king of Qi. When Emperor Hui passed away 
the empress took over the management of the government, but she was 
far along in years and, heeding the advice of the members of the Lu 
family, arbitrarily deposed the emperor and put another in his place.5 
In addition she killed three kings of Zhao in succession, wiped out the 
royal families of Liang, Yan, and Zhao, made kings of the members of 
the Lu clan, and divided the territory of Qi into four kingdoms. 
Although the loyal ministers advised her against these moves, she 
refused in her delusion to heed them. Now the empress has passed away 
and the emperor, being young in years, is incapable of governing the 
empire, but must rely solely upon the aid of the officials and lords. The 
members of the Lii family have therefore proceeded to help themselves 
to official posts, have massed soldiers to consolidate their power, have 
terrorized the marquises and loyal officials, and are forging imperial 
decrees and issuing orders to the empire. Such actions imperil the 
ancestral temples of the dynasty. I have therefore led forth my troops 

5 
Following the reading in "The Annals of Empress Lii" 



and shall enter the capital to punish all those who have unrightfully 
assumed the title of king! 

When the Han court received news that the king of Qi had called out his 
troops and was marching west, the prime minister Lii Chan dispatched General 
Guan Ying to march east to attack him. After he had gotten as far as Xingyang, 
Guan Ying began to consider what to do. "The Lu family have seized control 
of the troops in the area within the Pass and are imperiling the Liu clan, intending 
to make themselves rulers," he said to himself. "Now if I defeat the forces of Qi 
and return to the court to report my success, this will only increase the power 
of the Lus." He therefore halted and made camp at Xingyang, sending envoys 
to the king of Qi and the other nobles asking them to join with him in peaceful 
alliance and wait and, if the Lu clan should attempt to overthrow the 
government, to unite in wiping them out. When the king of Qi received word 
of this he proceeded west to recover control of the province of Ji'nan, which 
had formerly been part of his territory, and then stationed his troops on the 
western border of Qi to await further developments in accordance with the 
agreement. 

Lii Lu and Lu Chan were about to start their revolt in the area within the 
Pass, but Liu Zhang, along with the grand commandant Zhou Bo, the chancellor 
Chen Ping, and the others, overthrew them, Liu Zhang leading the way by 
cutting down Lu Chan. Thus Zhou Bo and the rest were finally able to wipe out 
the Lii clan. The king of Langya in the meantime arrived in Chang'an from Qi, 
and the great ministers began to discuss whether or not to set up the king of Qi 
as emperor. But the king of Langya and the great ministers pointed out that "the 
king of Qi's mother belongs to the same family as Si Jun, an evil and rebellious 
man who is no better than a tiger with a hat on. The whole empire was brought 
almost to ruin because of the Lu family but, if we set up the king of Qi as ruler, 
we will have another Lu family all over again. The king of Dai's mother, on the 
other hand, belongs to the Bo clan, a well-bred and distinguished family. 
Moreover, the king of Dai is an actual son of Emperor Gaozu and the oldest 
among his sons who are still living. As a son he is obviously the next in line of 
succession, and since he is a good man the high officials can rest easy under 
him." 

With this, the great ministers proceeded with their plans to bring the king 
of Dai to the capital and set him up as emperor, dispatching Liu Zhang to report 
the overthrow of the Lu clan to the king of Qi and order him to disperse his 
troops. 
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Guan Ying, who was in Xingyang, found out that Wei Bo had been the one 
who originally counselled the king of Qi to raise his troops against the central 
government and, after the Lu clan had been overthrown and the troops of Qi 
dispersed, he sent a messenger to summon Wei Bo and began to berate him.l 
"When the house is on fire," said Wei Bo, "is one supposed to take time to repon 
to the master first before trying to put out the blaze?" Then he withdrew and 
stood at a distance, his legs shaking with fright, too terrified to say anything 
more. Guan Ying stared intently at Wei Bo for a while and then began to laugh. 
"People told me that Wei Bo was a brave man, but he is nothing but a common 
fool! What could a fellow like this ever do?" he said, and dismissed Wei Bo and 
sent him away. 

(Wei Bo's father was a very skilful zither player and had appeared before 
the First Emperor of the Qin. When Wei Bo was young he wished to meet the 
prime minister of Qi, Cao Can, but his family was very poor and he had no way 
to arrange for an interview. So he made a habit of going alone early each morning 
and sweeping outside the gate of the home of one of the prime minister's 
retainers. The retainer grew suspicious and, thinking it might be some kind of 
phantom, went out to investigate, whereupon he discovered Wei Bo. "I would 
like to meet the prime minister," said Wei Bo, "but I have no way to arrange it. 
So I thought if 1 swept your gate for you, you might introduce me to him." 

The retainer took Wei Bo in to see Cao Can, who made him a retainer. One 
time when he was driving Cao Can's carriage for him, Wei Bo had a chance to 
talk with the prime minster about various affairs, and Cao Can, impressed by 
his wisdom, mentioned him to King Daohui of Qi. King Daohui sent for Wei 
Bo to come to see him and made him his internal secretary. After he entered the 
service of King Daohui he advanced as high as a position paying 2,000 piculs 
of grain. When King Daohui died and was succeeded by his son King Ai, Wei 
Bo handled all the affairs of government and became more powerful than the 
prime minster of Qi.) 

To resume, after the king of Qi had disbanded his troops and returned to 
his kingdom, the king of Dai arrived in the capital and was made emperor. He 
is posthumously known as Emperor Wen the Filial. 

In the first year of his reign Emperor Wen restored to the kingdom of Qi 

6 
The king of  Qi and his ministers were technically guilty o f  treason in calling out their 

troops against the central government, though their action was excused on grounds that the Lu 
clan had in fact usurped the power of the government. 
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the provinces of Chengyang, Langya, and Ji'nan, all of which had been detached 
from Qi during the time of Empress Lii. The king of Langya he transferred to 

the position of king of Yan, and increased the fiefs of Liu Zhang, the marquis 
of Zhuxu, and his brother Liu Xingju, the marquis of Dongmou, by 2,000 
households each. In this year King Ai of Qi died and was succeeded by the crown 
prince, Liu Ze, who is posthumously known as King Wen. 

In the first year of King Wen's rule the Han government took the province 
of Chengyang away from Qi and set up Liu Zhang as king of Chengyang, and 
took away the province of Jibei and set up Liu Xingju as king of Jibei. 

In the second year of Emperor Wen's reign Liu Xingju, the king of Jibei, 
revolted. He was killed by the Han forces and his temtory taken over by the 
central government. Two years later Emperor Wen enfeoffed Liu Bajun and the 
other sons of King Daohui of Qi, seven men in all, as marquises. Fourteen years 
after he ascended the throne of Qi, King Wen died. Since he left no heir, his 
kingdom was abolished and the temtory taken over by the Han government. 
The following year Emperor Wen divided up all the former provinces of Qi and 
made kings of the sons of King Daohui whom he had previously enfeoffed as 
marquises. The marquis of Yangxu, Liu Jianglii, was made king of Qi, and is 
posthumously known as King Xiao of Qi. Liu Zhi became king of Jibei, Liu 
Biguang became king of Ji'nan, Liu Xian became king of Zichuan, Liu Ang 
became king of Jiaoxi, and Liu Xiongqu became king of Jiaodong. These, along 
with Liu Zhong, the king of Chengyang, made seven kings in the region of Qi. 

In the eleventh year of the rule of King Xiao of Qi, Liu Pi, the king of Wu, 
and Liu Wu, the king of Chu, revolted and, raising their troops, marched west, 
announcing to the other feudal lords that they were "going to punish the 
traitorous minister of the Han, Chao Cuo, in order to bring peace to the dynastic 
altars!" The kings of Jiaoxi, Jiaodong, Zichuan, and Ji'nan all ordered out their 
troops to respond to the call from Wu and Chu, and wanted the king of Qi to 
join with them. But the king of Qi hesitated and, guarding his capital of Linzi, 
refused to listen to their suggestions, whereupon the troops of the four other 
kingdoms7 surrounded the king of Qi. 

The king of Qi dispatched his minister Lu to report to the emperor, who 
sent Lu back with the message, "Hold fast to your city! Even now my troops 
are defeating Wu and Chu!" When Lu returned, however, he found the armies 

7 
The text here and following reads "three kingdoms", but this seems inconsistent with 

what has gone before. 
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of the four kingdoms surrounding the city of Linzi several layers deep so that 
he could not get through their lines to deliver the message. 

The generals of the four kingdoms seized Lu and forced him to promise 
that he would report falsely to the king of Qi. "You will tell him that the Han 
forces have been defeated and that if Qi does not surrender to us at once, the 
whole population of the city will be slaughtered!" they demanded. Lu agreed to 
do as they said but, when he reached the foot of the city walls and looked up 
and saw the king of Qi, he shouted, "The Han court has already dispatched a 
force of 1,000,000 men, and the grand commandant Zhou Yafu has attacked 
and defeated Wu and Chu. Even now he is leading his men to rescue Qi. Qi must 
hold fast to the city and not surrender!" The generals of the four kingdoms 
executed the minister Lu for his betrayal. 

When the king of Qi was first surrounded and besieged by the armies of the 
four kingdoms he secretly began negotiations to join their plot but, before he 
had concluded the alliance, he heard to his joy that Lu was on his way back from 
the Han court. In addition his high ministers urged him not to surrender to the 
four kingdoms. Before any time had passed, the Han generals Luan Bu, Cao Ji, 
the marquis of Pingyang, and the others arrived in Qi with their forces, attacked 
and defeated the armies of the four kingdoms, and raised the siege. After they 
had withdrawn the Han generals discovered that the king of Qi had originally 
been plotting with the four kingdoms, and they were about to move their troops 
back into the area and attack Qi, but the king of Qi, becoming alarmed, drank 
poison and died. 

When Emperor Jing heard what had happened he decided that the king of 
Qi had in the beginning been loyal, but had been coerced into plotting with the 
others, for which he should not be held guilty, and so he set up the king's son, 
the crown prince Liu Shou, as king of Qi. He is posthumously known as King 
Yi, and carried on the line of Qi. The kings of Jiaoxi, Jiaodong, Ji'nan, and 
Zichuan were all wiped out and their territories taken over by the Han court. Liu 
Zhi, the king of Jibei, was transferred to the position of king of Zichuan. 

King Yi of Qi died in the twenty-second year of his rule and was succeeded 
by his son Liu Cijing, who is posthumously known as King Li. 

King Li's mother was Queen Dowager Ji. Queen Ji had given the daughter 
of her younger brother to King Li to be his consort, but the king had no love for 
the girl. The queen, hoping to increase the favour and influence of her family, 
ordered her eldest daughter, Princess Ji, to enter the king's household and take 
charge of the won~en's quarters, and not to allow any of the concubines to 
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approach the king. In this way she hoped to make the king fall in love with her 
niece of the Ji family, but instead the king took advantage of the opportunity to 

have incestuous relations with his sister, Princess Ji. 
It happened that there was a man of Qi named Xu Jia who had become a 

eunuch and gone to the capital to enter the service of Empress Dowager Wang, 
the mother of Emperor Wu. The empress dowager had a daughter called Lady 
Xiucheng whom she loved dearly but who was not of the Liu family.' ~h~ 
empress dowager felt very sorry for her and hoped to marry Lady Xiuchengvs 
daughter, E, to one of the feudal princes. The eunuch Xu Jia therefore asked the 
empress dowager to send him to Qi, promising that he would without fail 
persuade the king of Qi to send a letter to the court asking for her granddaughter 
E to be his queen. The empress dowager was delighted with this idea and 
dispatched Xu Jia to Qi. 

At this time there was a man of Qi named Zhufu Yan who found out that 
Xu Jia had come to Qi to arrange the king of Qi's marriage to a new consort, 
and he said to Xu Jia, "If the matter should be settled satisfactorily, I hope you 
will do me the favour of speaking for my daughter as well. I would like to have 
her accepted as one of the ladies of the palace." 

After Xu Jia arrived at the court of Qi he began to hint at these two matters, 
whereupon Queen Dowager Ji became furious. "The king of Qi already has a 
consort and his palace is fully supplied with ladies in waiting!" she said. "This 
Xu Jia is some poor man of Qi who was so pressed by poverty that he allowed 
himself to be made a eunuch. He entered the service of the Han court, but since 
he was not able to get anywhere there he has come here and is trying to upset 
the family of my son the king! As for Zhufu Yan, who does he think he is that 
he should try to have his daughter made a lady in waiting?" 

Xu Jia's plans were completely frustrated, and he returned to the capital to 
report to the empress dowager. "The king of Qi expressed a desire to marry your 
granddaughter E, but there is a certain grave objection. Things might turn out 
as in the case of the king of Yan." (The king of Yan had had illicit relations with 
his brother's children and had just been tried and condemned to death and his 
kingdom abolished. Therefore Xu Jia mentioned the king of Yan in order to 
warn the empress dowager of the danger.) 

"Say nothing more about this matter of marrying my granddaughter to the 

R 
Lady Xiucheng was a daughter by Empress Dowager Wang's earlier marriage to a man 

of the Jin family. 
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king of Qi," she replied. "Let the matter drop out of sight, or it may come to the 
hearing of the emperor." 

Because of this affair Zhufu Yan bore a grudge against the court of Qi. 
Shortly afterwards he gained favour with the emperor and was given a position 
in the government, and he took advantage of this to point out to the emperor that 
Linzi, the capital of Qi, had a population of 100,000 households and that the 
taxes from its markets amounted to 1,000 catties of gold a day, so that in wealth 
and size it was greater even than the city of Chang'an. "No one but a trusted 
brother or favourite son of Your Majesty should be allowed to rule such a 
territory," he said, "and yet in recent years the kings of Qi have grown 
increasingly distant from the imperial family." In the course of the conversation 
he mentioned that, in the reign of Empress Lu, the state of Qi had intended to 
revolt, and had come near to making trouble again at the time of the rebellion 
of Wu and Chu. "And now," he concluded, "I have heard that the king of Qi has 
behaved immorally with his own sister!" 

With this, the emperor appointed Zhufu Yan to the position of prime 
minister of Qi and sent him to clear up the matter. As soon as he reached Qi, 
Zhufu Yan at once seized the ladies of the palace and eunuchs who had acted 
as go-betweens for the king and his sister, Princess Ji, and subjected them to 
examination, seeing to it that their confessions all implicated the king. The king 
was still young and, fearing that he would be accused of a capital crime and 
seized and executed by the law officials, he drank poison and died. He left no 
heir. 

Liu Pengzu, the king of Zhao and a brother of the emperor, began to be 
afraid that Zhufu Yan, having already destroyed the royal family in Qi, would 
go on until little by little he had created enmity between the emperor and all the 
rest of his relatives as well, and so he sent a report to the throne accusing Zhufu 
Yan of having accepted gifts of money and used his authority unjustly. The 
emperor accordingly had Zhufu Yan put in prison. The prime minister Gongsun 
Hong stated that, since the king of Qi had died of grief and left no heir, his 
territory should be taken over by the Han government. He also suggested that 
unless Zhufu Yan were executed there would be no way of stilling the resent- 
ment of the empire over what he had done. Eventually Zhufu Yan was executed. 
King Li of Qi died in the fifth year of his rule and, as he left no heir, his territory 
became a part of the central government. 

Of the territories ruled by the descendants of King Daohui of Qi two still 
remained, the kingdoms of Chengyang and Zichuan. The emperor took pity on 
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the royal family of Qi and, since the territory of Zichuan adjoined that of Qi, he 
detached the eastern pan of Linzi, the province where the grave and funerary 
park of King Daohui of Qi were situated, and gave it, along with the towns 
surrounding the grave, to Liu Zhi, the king of Zichuan, so that he could offer 
sacrifices there to the spirit of his father King Daohui. 

Liu Zhang, King Jing of Chengyang, was also a son of King Daohui of Qi. 
When he was still marquis of Zhuxu he joined with the great ministers in 
overthrowing the Lu family, leading the way in person by cutting down the 
prime minister Lu Chan in the Eternal Palace. After Emperor Wen came to the 
throne he increased Liu Zhang's fief by 2,000 households and awarded him 
1,000 catties of gold. In the second year of his reign Emperor Wen made Liu 
Zhang the king of Chengyang, ruling the province of Chengyang, which had 
previously beena part of Qi. The second year after he became king Liu Zhang 
died and was succeeded by his son Liu Xi, who is posthumously known as King 
Gong. In the eighth year of his rule he was moved to the position of king of 
Huainan, but four years later was returned to the position of king of Chengyang 
In all he ruled for thirty-three years and, after his death, was succeeded by his 
son Liu Jianyan, who is posthumously known as King Qing. King Qing died in 
the twenty-eighth year of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Yi, who is 
known as King Jing. King Jing died in the ninth year of his rule and was 
succeeded by his son Liu Wu (known as King Hui. King Hui died in the eleventh 
year of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Shun, known as King Huang. 
King Huang died in the forty-sixth year of his rule and was succeeded by his 
son Liu Hui, known as King Dai. King Dai died in the eighth year of his rule 
and was succeeded by his son Liu Jing. Liu Jing died in the third year of the era 
jionshi (30 BC) at the age of fifteen).9 

Liu Xingju, the king of Jibei, was a son of King Daohui of Qi. As marquis 
of Dongmou he aided the great ministers in overthrowing the Lu family, though 
he did little to distinguish himself. When the king of Dai arrived from his 
kingdom Liu Xingju announced, "I beg to go with the master of carriage Lord 
Teng to prepare the palace for Your Majesty's arrival and depose the young 
emperor." Later he joined with the great ministers in setting up the king of Dai 
as emperor. In the second year of his reign, at the same time that he set up the 
king of Chengyang, Emperor Wen set up Liu Xingju as king of Jibei, ruling the. 

9 
The section in parentheses deals with events after Sima Qian's death and is a later 

interpolation. 
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province of Jibei which had formerly been a part of Qi. In the second year of 
his rule Liu Xingju revolted. 

Originally, at the time when the great ministers overthrew the Lii family, 
Liu Zhang achieved the highest distinction, and the ministers agreed to make 
him king of the entire territory of Zhao and to make Liu Xingju king of the 
territory of Liang. After Emperor Wen ascended the throne, however, he 
discovered that Liu Zhang and Liu Xingju had originally wanted to set up their 
older brother, the king of Qi, as emperor, and so he did all he could to disparage 
their achievements. In the second year, when he enfeoffed the sons of King 
Daohui of Qi, he took two provinces from the territory of Qi and appointed Liu 
Zhang and Liu Xinglu to rule them, but Liu Zhang and his brother continued to 
feel that they had been deprived of their rightful positions and robbed of the 
reward due their achievements. 

After Liu Zhang died Liu Xingju received news that the Xiongnu had 
invaded the empire in great force and that the Han govemment had dispatched 
a large number of troops under the command of the chancellor Guan Ying to 
attack them. Since Emperor Wen had himself journeyed north to Taiyuan, Liu 
Xingju supposed that the emperor was going to lead the attack on the barbarians 
in person, and so he eventually called out his forces and started a revolt in Jibei. 
When the emperor received news of this he dismissed Guan Ying and the forces 
that had been dispatched to attack the Xiongnu and sent them back to Chang'an, 

10 at the same time ordering the marquis of Jibu, General Chai Wu, to attack the 
king of Jibei. The king was defeated and taken prisoner. He committed suicide, 
and his territory was taken over by the central government and made into a 
province. 

Thirteen years later, in the sixteenth year of his reign, Emperor Wen set up 
another of King Daohui's sons, Liu Zhi, the marquis of Andu, as king of Jibei. 
In the eleventh year of his rule, when the kingdoms of Wu and Chu raised their 
revolt, Liu Zhi held fast to his kingdom and refused to join with the other feudal 
lords in their plot against the govemment. After the rebellion of Wu and Chu 
had been put down Liu Zhi was transferred to the position of king of Zichuan. 

Liu Biguang, the king of Ji'nan, was also a son of King Daohui of Qi. In 
the sixteenth year of Emperor Wen's reign he was advanced from the position 
of marquis of Li to that of king of Ji'nan. In the eleventh year of his rule he 

10 
Elsewhere his name is given as Chen Wu. 
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joined with Wu and Chu in revolt, but he was attacked and killed by the Han 
forces. His kingdom of Ji'nan was taken over by the central government and 
made into a province. 

Liu Xian, the king of Zichuan, also a son of King Daohui, was advanced 
from the position of marquis of Wucheng in the sixteenth year of Emperor 
Wen's reign and made king of Zichuan. In his eleventh year of rule he joined 
the revolt of Wu and Chu and was killed by the Han forces. The emperor 
accordingly moved Liu Zhi, the king of Jibei, to the position of king of Zichuan, 
(Liu Zhi was a son of King Daohui, who had been advanced from the position 
of marquis of Andu to that of king of Jibei. Since the king of Zichuan revolted 
and left no heir, the king of Jibei was transferred to his 

Liu Zhi died in the thirty-fifth year of his rule and was given the posthumous 
title of King Yi. His son Liu Jian succeeded him and is known as King Jing. He 
died in his twentieth year of rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Yi 
(posthumously known as King Qing. He died in the thirty-sixth year of his rule 
and was succeeded by his son Liu Zhonggu, known as King Si. King Si died in 
the twenty-eighth year of his rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Shang, 
known as King Xiao. King Xiao died in his fifth yea. and was succeeded by his 
son Liu Heng. He died in the third year of the era jianshi (30 BC) at the age of 
eleven). l 2  

Liu Ang, the king of Jiaoxi, was a son of King Daohui and in the sixteenth 
year of Emperor Wen was advanced from the position of marquis of Changping 
to that of king of Jiaoxi. In his eleventh year of rule he joined the revolt of Wu 
and Chu and was attacked and killed by the Han forces. His territory was taken 
over by the central government and made into the province of Jiaoxi. 

Liu Xiongqu, the king of Jiaodong, was a son of King Daohui. Formerly 
marquis of Baishi, he was made king of Jiaodong in the sixteenth year of 
Emperor Wen. In his eleventh year of rule he joined the revolt of Wu and Chu 
and was attacked and killed by the Han forces. His territory was taken over and 
made into the province of Jiaodong. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Among the great kingdoms of the feudal 
lords, none surpassed that of King Daohui of Qi. Gaozu had few sons and 
younger brothers but, after he had brought peace to the land within the four seas, 

I I 
The text becomes so repetitious at this point that we must suppose that it is cormpt. 

I2 
The section in parentheses is a later interpolation. 
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he was outraged that the Qin before him had refused to dole out so much as a 
foot of territory in fiefs, and so he granted generous territories to the members 
of his clan in order to set the hearts of the common people at peace. Later the 
kingdom of Qi was split up, but this was of course done for a reason. 





S H I  JI :  54 (EXCERPT): THE HEREDITARY 
HOUSE OF PRIME MINISTER CAO 

With Han Xin he conquered the region of Wei, defeated Zhao and Qi, and 
broke the power of the Chu leader Xiang Yu. He succeeded Xiao H e  as 
prime minister of the Han court, taking care not to change old ways, and 
the people found peace. In  recognition of the fact that he did not boast of 
his military achievements nor brag of his ability, I made "The Hereditary 
House of Prime Minister Cao". 

[Cao Can was a native of Pei, the birthplace of Gaozu, founder of the Han. 
Under the Qin dynasty he served as police chief of Pei and, when Gaozu became 
governor of Pei and began his uprising, Cao Can became one of his most trusted 
followers. He served Gaozu faithfully and distinguished himself repeatedly in 
the battles against the Qin armies, and later against Gaozu's rival Xiang Yu. In 
202 BC, when Gaozu finally won control of the empire and assumed the title of 
Supreme Emperor, he enfeoffed Cao Can as marquis of Pingyang and appointed 
him prime minister to his eldest son Liu Fei, the king of Qi, posthumously known 
as King Daohui of Qi. 

The entire first part of Sima Qian's chapter on Cao Can consists of no more 
than a dry recital of the campaigns in which Cao Can participated and the 
military achievements he won, copied by the historian, i t  would seem, from 
official records preserved at court. In the translation I have omitted this first 
section, which would be of little interest to the reader, and begun at the point 
when, after serving as general in the campaign against the rebel Chen Xi. Cao 
Can is once more appointed prime minister of the state of Qi -Ti-ans.] 

In the first year of his reign ( 1  94 BC) Emperor Hui changed the title of the 
post of prime minister in the various feudal kingdoms and renamed it chancellor. 
He ordered Cao Can to resume his position as chancellor to Qi. Earlier, when 
Cao Can was first appointed prime minister to Qi, a great state of some seventy 
cities, order had just been restored to the empire and King Daohui of Qi was 
still a young man. Upon his arrival in Qi, Cao Can summoned all the elders and 
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scholars of the state and inquired of them how he should go about bringing peace 
and stability to the people. But there were hundreds of Confucian scholars 
making their home in Qi, and each of them told him something different. Cao 
Can had not made up his mind which advice to follow, when he heard that in 
the region of Jiaoxi there was a Master Gai who was versed in the teachings of 
the Yellow Emperor and Lao Zi. He sent someone with generous gifts to invite 
Master Gai to court. Master Gai responded and in an interview with Cao Can 
advised him that the way to govern was through purity and stillness, so the 

I 
people of themselves would find peace. He elaborated this theory with argu- 
ments and examples, and Cao Can was so impressed that he relinquished his 
own place of authority in the main hall to Master Gai. In governing the state of 
Qi, Cao Can on the whole followed Taoist teachings, and as a result the state 
enjoyed peace and stability during his nine years'as prime minister and Cao Can 
gained a reputation as a worthy minister. 

In the second year of Emperor Hui's reign (193 BC) Xiao He, the prime 
minister of the Han court, died. When Cao Can received the news he told his 
servants, "Hurry and make ready for the journey, for I will be going to the capital 
to become the new prime minister!" Shortly afterwards an envoy arrived from 
Chang'an and, as Cao Can had predicted, summoned him to the post of prime 
minister. 

When Cao Can was about to leave for his new post he admonished the 
official who was to succeed him as chancellor of Qi, saying, "I am entrusting 
you with the supervision of the jails and markets. Be careful and see that you 
do not stir them up!" 

"But is there nothing more important in governing than just this?" asked 
his successor. 

"Oh, yes," said Cao Can. "It is only that the jails and markets harbour all 
sorts of people, good and bad. If you stir up the markets and empty out the jails, 
then evil men will have no place to stay and will make trouble for you elsewhere. 
That is why I mentioned this matter first of all."2 

In the old days, when Cao was still a humble official, he was a good friend 

I 
The typical Taoist theory of laissez-faire government. 

2 
It was an assumption among Han officials and intellectuals that most, if not all, men 

engaged in trade were swindlers. Confucian thinkers usually favoured strong measures to 
suppress the merchant class. Cao Can, a follower of Taoist principles, is here recommending 
that the merchants be left alone so that their pernicious ways will not spread to other areas of 
society. 
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of Xiao He but, after he became a general and Xiao He was appointed prime 
minister at the central court, they had a falling out. When Xiao He lay on his 
death bed, however, he recommended Cao Can as the only man wonhy to 
succeed him. Cao Can accordingly replaced Xiao He as prime minister, but he 
made no changes whatsoever in the management of affairs, conducting every- 
thing exactly in accordance with the rules that Xiao He had laid down. From 
among the officials in the feudal and provincial governments he purposely 
selected those who were clumsy and inept in the use of words but who were 
known for their loyal and generous conduct, and summoned them to the capital 
to join his staff. If he discovered that any of his subordinates was attempting to 
make a name for himself by applying the letter of the law with undue severity, 
he would summarily dismiss the man. 

Cao Can spent his time day and night drinking strong wine. It became 
apparent to all, from the highest officials down to Cao Can's own clerks and 
retainers, that he was not attending to his duties, and everyone who came to his 
office attempted to speak to him on the matter. It was his custom at such times, 
however, to bring out his strong wine and immediately pour his visitor a drink. 
After an interval had passed, when the visitor once more tried to say what he 
had on his mind, Cao Can would pour him another drink, so that in the end the 
visitor would go away drunk, having been unable to find any opportunity to 
deliver his advice. The garden behind the prime minister's quarters was situated 
next to the dormitory where the clerks of the ministry lived. The clerks in the 
dormitory spent their time every day drinking, singing, and shouting and, though 
Cao Can's valet was much annoyed, he could do nothing to quiet them. The 
valet accordingly invited Cao Can to take a stroll in the garden, hoping that, 
when he heard the singing and shouting of the drunken clerks, he would send 
for them and reprimand them. Contrary to his expectation, however, Cao Can 
ordered wine brought and, spreading a mat in the garden, sat down to drink too, 
and before long was singing and shouting back and forth in time with the clerks. 

Whenever Cao Can discovered that someone had been guilty of a minor 
fault, he did his best to cover up for the man and keep the affair quiet instead of 
initiating an investigation, so that his office had practically no business to attend 
to. 

Cao Can's son Cao Ju was a palace counsellor. Emperor Hui was puzzled 
by the fact that Cao Can paid no attention to his duties as prime minister, and 
felt that Cao Can was contemptuous of his ability as a ruler. The emperor 
therefore said to Cao Ju, "When you return home next time, I want you to wait 
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until some time when you are alone with your father and then say to him, 
'Emperor Gaozu has only lately departed from the host of officials,' and the new 
emperor is still young. And yet, although you are prime minister, you spend 
your days drinking and do not attend to your duties. Have you no care for the 
welfare of the empire?' But you must not tell him that I instructed you to say 

this!" 
Accordingly, when his next "bath and hair washing day" came and he 

returned home, Cao Ju waited until an opportunity presented itself and repri- 
manded his father as though of his own volition. Cao Can was furious and gave 
his son 200 blows of the rod. "Go back to court at once and tend to your 
business!" he said. "You have no right to speak about the affairs of the empire!" 

The next time the officials were gathered at court Emperor Hui began to 
upbraid Cao Can. "Why did you beat your son Ju?" he asked. "It was I who sent 
him to reprimand you the other day." 

Cao Can removed his cap and apologized, saying, "In wisdom and military 
prowess, whom does Your Majesty consider superior, yourself or Emperor 
Gaozu?" 

"How would I dare hope to equal my father the former emperor?" replied 
Emperor Hui. 

"And who would you say had greater ability as a minister. Xiao He or I?" 
asked Cao Can. 

"You are no match for Xiao He!" 
"Your Majesty has spoken correctly," said Cao Can. "Emperor Gaozu and 

Xiao He brought peace to the empire, and because of them the laws by which 
it should be governed have been made plain. Now if Your Majesty would be 

4 
content to sit quietly upon the throne, while I and the other officials guard our 
posts and endeavour to carry out the laws without error, would that not be 
sufficient?" 

"You are quite right," said Emperor Hui. "You may go." 
Cao Can died after serving as prime minister of the Han for some three 

years. He was given the posthumous title of Yi, the "Admirable Marquis". His 
son Cao Ju succeeded to the marquisate. The common people composed a song 
that went: 

3 
I.e., died. 

4 
Literally "dangle your robes and fold your hands", aconventional phrase forlaissezlfaire 

government. 
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Xiao He made us laws, 
As plain as the figure "one". 
Cao Can took his place 
And upheld them without fault. 
He governed with purity and stillness, 
And the people were at peace. 

During the reign of Empress Lii, Cao Ju, who had succeeded his father as 
marquis of Pingyang, rose to the position of imperial secretary, but when 
Emperor Wen came to the throne he retired from the post, retaining only the 
title of marquis. Twenty-nine years after he succeeded his father as marquis he 
died and was given the posthumous title of Jing or "Quiet Marquis". His son 
Cao Ji succeeded to the marquisate and died seven years later; he was given the 
posthumous title of Jian, the "Sincere Marquis". His son Cao Shi succeeded to 
the marquisate and married Princess Yangxin, Emperor Jing's daughter, who 
was henceforth known as Princess Pingyang. By her he had a son name Cao 
Xiang. Cao Shi left the capital because of the plague and retired to his territory. 
Twenty-three years after he succeeded to the marquisate he died and was given 
the posthumous title of Yi, the "Peaceful Marquis". His son Cao Xiang succeed- 
ed to the marquisate and married Princess Wei, by whom he had a son named 
Cao Zong. Sixteen years later he died and was given the title of Gong, the 
"Respectful Marquis". His son Cao Zong succeeded to the marquisate. In the 
second year of the era zhenghe (9 1 BC) Cao Zong was tried in connection with 
the revolt of the heir apparent and his territory abolished. 

The Grand Historian remarks: The reason Cao Can was able to win the 
impressive number of achievements in sieges and battles which I have recorded 
was that he was fighting along with Han Xin, the marquis of Huaiyin. After Han 
Xin was executed, however, Cao Can was left alone to enjoy the highest place 
among the distinguished followers of Gaozu. As prime minister of the Han, he 
strove for the utmost purity and his words accorded with the Tao. At that time 
the common people had just escaped from the harsh rule of the Qin and they 
joined with Cao Can in finding rest in inaction. Therefore the world unanimous- 
ly praised his worth. 





SHI JZ 57: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
ZHOU BO, THE MARQUIS OF JIANG 

The members of the Lii clan ruled with a wanton hand and plotted to 
weaken the defences of the capital, but Zhou Bo brought them to order and 
restored power to the proper authorities. Faced with the armies of Wu and 
Chu, Zhou Yafu took up his position in the city of Changyi, inflicting injury 
on Qi and Zhao but leaving Liang to its fate. Thus I made "The Hereditary 
House of the Marquis of Jiang". 

Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, was a native of Pei. His ancestors came from 
Juan, but had moved to Pei. Zhou Bo made a living by weaving racks for 
silkworms out of rushes; in addition he frequently assisted at funerals by playing 
the pipes. He was a member of the militia with the position of strong-puller 

I 
crossbowman. 

When Gaozu became governor of Pei and began his uprising Zhou Bo 
followed as one of his pages and took part in the attack on Huling and the capture 
of Fangyu. When Fangyu revolted, Gaozu and his men joined in battle again, 
drove back the enemy, and attacked Feng; after striking the Qin anny east of 
Dang they returned to camp at Liu and Xiao, then once more attacked Dang and 
captured it, along with Xiayi. Zhou Bo was commended for leading the way in 
battle and was awarded the rank of fifth lord. 

When the army attacked and seized Meng and Yu and struck the carriage 
and cavalry of the Qin general Zhang Han, Zhou Bo was charged with guarding 
the rear. The governor of Pei then brought the region of Wei under control, 
attacked and seized the area from Yuanqi and Dongmin to Li, and attacked 
Niesang. Zhou Bo was again commended for leading the way in battle. 

I 
See above "The Biography of Zhang Cang". p. 2 14, note 7. The paragraphs which follow 

consist, as in the biographies of several other military leaders of the period, of a dull recital of 
all the engagements which Zhou Bo took part in and the special merit which he achieved. Sima 
Qian is apparently copying from military records preserved in the court archives. 
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The governor of Pei's men attacked the Qin army before the walls of Dongap 
and defeated and pursued it as far as Puyang; captured Zhencheng, attacked 
~ u g u a n  and Dingtao, surprised and seized Yuanqu, and took prisoner the district 
magistrate of Shanfu. 

In the night they surprised and seized Linji, attacked Zhang, and 
advanced and defeated Juan. When they attacked the army of the Qin 
general Li You before the walls of Yongqiu, and marched on Kaifeng, Zhou B~ 
was the first to reach the city walls and thus achieved outstanding merit. 
Later, when Zhang Han killed Xiang Liang in battle, the governor of Pei and 
Xiang Yu led their troops back to Dang. A year and two months had passed from 
the time the governor first began his uprising in Pei until he returned to 
Dang . 

King Huai of Chu enfeoffed the governor of Pei as marquis of Anwu and 
made him head of Dang Province. The governor in turn appointed Zhou Bo as 
magistrate of Hubi. In his position as magistrate Zhou Bo again accompanied 
the governor of Pei in bringing the region of Wei under control. They attacked 
the commander of Dong province at Chengwu and routed him, and struck and 
defeated the army of the Qin general Wang Li. They attacked Changshe, and 
Zhou Bo was commended for leading the way in battle. They attacked Yingyang 
and Goushi, cut off the fords across the Yellow River, and struck the army of 
the Qin general Zhao Ben north of Shi. Advancing south, they attacked Yi, the 
governor of Nanyang Province, broke through the Wu and Yao passes, defeated 
the Qin army at Lantian and, marching to the capital city of Xianyang, overthrew 
the Qin dynasty. When Xiang Yu arrived from the east he made the governor 
of Pei king of Han, and the king in turn awarded Zhou Bo the title of marquis 
of Weiwu. Zhou Bo accompanied the king to his territory in Han and was 
appointed a general of the army. 

When the king of Han returned from his territory and won control of the 
three kingdoms of Qin and the old capital he awarded Zhou Bo the revenue from 
the town of Huaide. In the attacks on Huaili and Haozhi, Zhou Bo achieved the 
highest distinction, and likewise in the attack on Zhao Ben and Bao, the prefect 
of the capital. Turning north, they attacked Qi and struck the armies of Zhang 
Ping and Yao Ang; in the west they brought Qian under control, returned to 
capture Mei and Pinyang, surrounded Zhang Han at Feiqiu, defeated the 
assistant magistrate of Xi, and struck and defeated the army of Zhang Han's 
general Dao Ba. They attacked Shanggui, marched east to guard the Yao Pass, 
and then moved on to strike at Xiang Yu, attacking Quni. Again Zhou Bo 
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achieved the most outstanding distinction. They returned to guard the AO 

Granary and pursue the struggle against Xiang Yu. 

After Xiang Yu's death the armies marched through the east, bringing order 
to the provinces of Si River and Donghai in the region of Chu, in all winning 
control of twenty-two districts. They then returned west to guard Luoyang and 
Yueyang. As a reward for his services Zhou Bo was granted the revenue from 
the cities of Zhongli, which he was to share with Guan Ying, the marquis of 
Yingyin. 

In his capacity as general he accompanied Emperor Gaozu in attacking and 
defeating Zang Tu, the king of Yan, who had revolted, before the city of Yi. The 
troops under Zhou Bo's command marched into the thick of battle and won 
outstanding glory. Zhou Bo was rewarded with the rank of marquis and given 
the split tallies that entitled his heirs to hold the fief for generation after 
generation without end. He was granted the revenue from 8,180 households in 
Jiang and was made marquis of Jiang. 

Again in his capacity as general he accompanied Emperor Gaozu in the 
expedition against Xin, the king of Hann, who had raised a revolt in the region 
of Dai. After capturing Shuaren they advanced as far as Wuquan, where they 
attacked the barbarian cavalry north of Wuquan and routed them. Then they 
turned and attacked Hann Xin's army at Tongdi and routed it, and returned to 
capture six cities of Taiyuan. They struck the barbarian cavalry which was 
aiding Hann Xin at Jinyang, defeated it, and captured Jinyang. After this they 
attacked Hann Xin's m y  at Shashi and routed it, pursued the remnants for 
eighty li to the north, returned to attack three cities of Loufan, and from there 
struck at the barbarian cavalry before the walls of Pingcheng. Because the men 
under Zhou Bo's command marched squarely into battle and won outstanding 
glory, he was transferred to the position of grand commandant. 

They attacked Chen Xi and massacred the inhabitants of the city of Mayi, 
and the troops underzhou Bo's command cut down Chen Xi's general Chengma 
Chi. They attacked and routed the armies of Hann Xin, Chen Xi, and Zhao Li 
at Loufan, taking prisoner Chen Xi's general Song Zui and the governor of 
Yanmen, Hun. From there they attacked Yunzhong and seized as prisoners the 
governor Su, the chancellor Ji Si, and General Xun. They restored order to the 
seventeen districts of Yanmen Province and the twelve districts of Yunzhong 
Province. From there they attacked Chen Xi at Lingqiu, defeated his army, and 
killed him. They made prisoners of Chen Xi's chancellor Cheng Zong, his 
general Chen Wu, and a colonel named Gao Si, and brought nine districts of the 
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province of Dai under contr01.~ 
When Lu Wan, the king of Yan, revolted, Zhou BO was made prime minister 

of Yan and sent to replace Fan Kuai. He led an attack on the city of J i  and 
captured it, took prisoner Lu Wan's commanding general Di, his chancellor 
Yan, a governor named Xing, his grand commandant Ruo, and his palace 
secretary Shi. He massacred the inhabitants of the city of Hundu, routed 
Wan's army at Shanglan, struck and routed it again at Juyang, and pursued i t  as 
far as the Great Wall. He brought to order the twelve districts of Shangg~, the 
sixteen districts of Youbeiping, the twenty-nine districts of Liaoxi and 
Liaodong, and the twenty-two districts of Yuyang. From the time that he first 
became a follower of Gaozu, Zhou BO achieved the following distinctions: he 
took prisoner one prime minister of a state, two chancellors, and three generals 
or officials of the rank of 2,000 piculs; in addition he defeated two armies, 
captured three cities, and brought under control five provinces and seventy-nine 
districts; he also took prisoner one chancellor and one commanding general. 

Zhou Bo was a man of great honesty and warmth of feeling, and Gaozu 
considered him worthy to be entrusted with important duties of state. He had no 
fondness for learning and, whenever he called some scholar or rhetorician before 
him, he himself would take the seat of honour facing east and tell the man 
impatiently to "huny up and come to the point of what you have to say to me!" 
This was the brusque, unaffected sort of manner he had in all matters. 

By the time he returned from the campaign in Yan, Emperor Gaozu had 
already passed away and he served as a marquis at the court of Emperor Hui. In 
the sixth year of Emperor Hui's reign the office of grand commandant was 
established and Zhou Bo appointed to fill it. 

Ten years later Empress Lu passed away. At this time Lii Lu, the king of 
Zhao, had been made supreme commander of the Han armies and Lii Chan, the 
king of Lu, had been made prime minister; together they wielded all the power 
in the Han court and were threatening the position of the Liu family. Zhou Bo, 

2 
Throughout this long passage describing Zhou Bo's military exploits. there is no subject 

expressed for the sentences. It is natural to assume that Zhou Bo is the subject, and in some 
cases this is correct. But other sections of the Shi ji show that practically all of the operations 
mentioned here were actually led by Gaozu, Zhou Bo being no more than one of his 
subordinates, so i t  is impossible to translate as though Zhou Bo alone "attacked such-and- 
such", "captured so-and-so" etc. This omission of the subject is a trick of style which Sima 
Qian often uses in recitals of military exploits, perhaps from a generous desire to make the 
hero of a particular chapter appear more distinguished than he actually was. 
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although he was the grand commandant, could not gain entrance to the garrisons 
of the army, while the chancellor Chen Ping was not permitted to manage the 
affairs of state. Accordingly the two of them plotted together and in the end 
succeeded in wiping out the Lu family and setting Emperor Wen on the throne. 
(A discussion of these events will be found in the chapters on Empress Lii and 
Emperor Wen.) 

After Emperor Wen came to the throne he appointed Zhou Bo as chancellor 
of the right and awarded him 5,000 catties of gold and the revenue from a city 
of 10,000 households. 

A month or so later someone said to Zhou Bo, "Since you overthrew the 
Lii family and helped to set up the king of Dai as emperor, the whole empire 
stands in awe of you. You have received generous awards and acquired a 
position of great honour as the result of the favour you enjoy with the emperor. 
If you keep on like this I am afraid that some misfortune will befall you!"3 

Zhou Bo, alarmed by the man's words, began to believe that he was actually 
in danger, and so he asked to be allowed to relinquish the seals of the office of 
chancellor. The emperor gave his permission but a year or so later, when the 
chancellor of the left, Chen Ping, died, the emperor recalled Zhou Bo to the 
position of chancellor. 

About ten months later the emperor said to Zhou Bo, "Some time ago I 
issued an edict ordering the marquises to proceed to their territories, but there 
are still some of them who have not yet gone. Since you are one of my most 
trusted officials, I hope you will be good enough to lead the way for the rest." 
He then relieved Zhou Bo of his duties as chancellor and sent him to his temtory 
in Jiang. 

A year or so later the military commander of the governor of Hedong 
province was making a tour of the districts in the province and arrived in the 
territory of Jiang. Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, terrified that he was going to 
be punished for some offence, wore armour wherever he went and ordered the 
men of his household to bring their weapons when he interviewed the command- 
er. Some time later someone sent a report to the throne stating that Zhou Bo was 
about to revolt. The emperor referred the matter to the commandant of justice. 
The commandant of justice in turn referred it to the officials in Chang'an, who 
arrested Zhou Bo and began to question him. Zhou Bo was frightened and did 

3 
Because too much good luck begets its opposite. 
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not know how to explain away the charges. When the officials began to abuse 
and manhandle him Zhou Bo offered the prison warden 1,000 pieces of gold. 
The warden then wrote on the back of his wooden writing tablet: "Get the 
princess to vouch for you!" and held it up in such a way that Zhou Bo could 
read the message. (The "princess" referred to was the daughter of Emperor Wen 
who had married Zhou Bo's eldest son, Z ~ O U  Shengzhi. Therefore the warden 
instructed Zhou Bo to get her to testify to his loyalty.) 

Earlier, when Zhou Bo's fief had been enlarged and he had received various 
gifts from the emperor, he had presented them all to Bo Zhao, the younger 
brother of Emperor den ' s  mother, Empress Dowager Bo. Accordingly, when 
Zhou Bo was arrested and found himself in trouble, Bo Zhao spoke to Empress 
Dowager Bo on his behalf. The empress dowager herself likewise believed that 
he was innocent of the charge of disaffection. When Emperor Wen came to pay 
his respects to his mother she snatched up a shawl that lay at hand and, flinging 
it angrily in his face, exclaimed, ''The marquis of Jiang once gripped the imperial 
seals themselves in his hands and commanded the soldiers of the northern 
garrison, and yet at that time he did not revolt! Now that he lives away in some 
little district, do you suppose he would suddenly decide to start a rebellion?" 

Emperor Wen had already looked over the statements which Zhou Bo made 
under examination in prison. "The officials are right now looking into the matter 
and will release him soon!" he replied, apologizing to his mother. He then sent 
a messenger bearing the imperial credentials to pardon Zhou Bo and restore his 
title and lands to him. 

After Zhou Bo was released from prison he said, "I myself was once the 
commander of an army of a million men, but I never realized what a powerful 
person a prison warden is!" 

Zhou Bo returned to his territory and died in the eleventh year of Emperor 
Wen's reign (169 BC). He was given the posthumous title of Wu, the "Military 
Marquis". 

Zhou Bo's son Zhou Shengzhi succeeded to the marquisate. He had been 
married to the daughter of Emperor Wen for six years, but they did not get along 
together. Zhou Shengzhi was tried on charges of murder and his fief was taken 
away from him but, after the marquisate had been discontinued for a year, 
Emperor Wen selected a more worthy son of Zhou Bo, the governor of Henei, 
Zhou Yafu, and enfeoffed him as marquis of Tiao in order to carry on his father's 
title. 

Once, in the time before he became governor of Henei, Zhou Yafu had had 
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his fortune told by a certain Xu Fu who was good at physiognomizing. "After 
three years you will become a marquis," said Xu Fu. "Eight years after that you 
will become a general and statesman, grasping the reins of government and 
enjoying great honour and favour. Among all the emperor's subjects there will 
be none to compare with you. And nine years after that you will starve to death!" 

Zhou Yafu laughed and replied, "My older brother has already succeeded 
my father as marquis, and if he should happen to die his son would inherit the 
title. What talk is this about me becoming a marquis? And if I achieve all the 
honour that you tell me about, how can you say that I will starve to death 
afterward? Show me your proof!" 

Xu Fu pointed to Zhou Yafu's mouth and said, "These vertical lines 
entering your mouth - they are the sign of death by starvation!" 

Three years after this incident his older brother Zhou Shengzhi was con- 
victed, and Emperor Wen began to look around for some more worthy son of 
Zhou Bo to enfeoff. When everyone recommended Zhou Yafu, the emperor 
enfeoffed him as marquis of Tiao to carry on his father's line. 

In the sixth year of the latter part of Emperor Wen's reign (158 BC) the 
Xiongnu invaded the border in great force. In order to guard against the 
barbarians the emperor made Liu Li, the director of the imperial clan, a general 
and sent him to gamson Bashang; made the marquis of Zhuzi, Xu Li, a general 
and ordered him to Jimen; and made Zhou Yafu, at this time the governor of 
Henei, a general and sent him to camp at Xiliu. To encourage his men the 
emperor journeyed in person to the encampments at Bashang and Jimen. In both 
places the emperor galloped without ado straight into the camps, the generals 
and their subordinates coming out to greet him and see him off. Having finished 
at these places, he proceeded to Zhou Yafu's encampment at Xiliu. Upon his 
arrival he found a!l the sentries in annour and bearing their swords and other 
weapons, their crossbows cocked and full of arrows. When the riders in the 
vanguard of his procession reached the camp they could not gain admittance. 
"The Son of Heaven is coming!" insisted the front riders, but the colonel in 
charge of the gate of the camp replied, "The general says that as long as we are 
in camp here we do not listen even to the edicts of the Son of Heaven. We take 
orders only from him!" 

Before long the emperor himself arrived, but was likewise unable to gain 
admission. Thereupon he dispatched a messenger bearing the imperial creden- 
tials with word that he wished to enter the camp and talk to the men. Zhou Yafu 
then sent word to open the gates of the battlements. 
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After the guards had opened the gates one of them told the cavalry and 
camage drivers accompanying the emperor, "The general says there is to be no 
galloping within the camp!" The emperor accordingly reined in the horses of 

his carriage and proceeded at a slow pace to the headquarters. General Zhou 
Yafu appeared bearing his arms and bowed curtly. "Since a soldier in armour 
is not required to make the customary prostrations." he said, "I trust I may 
conduct the interview according to military etiquette." 

The emperor, much impressed, straightened up in his carriage and bowed 
in return from the crossbar. Then he sent one of his men to report to the genera] 
that "the emperor respectfully wishes to thank the general for his pains". 

After the ceremony was over and the emperor's party had taken leave and 
gone out of the garrison gate the officials accompanying him were all terrified 
of what his reaction would be, but Emperor Wen said, "Ah! Now there is a real 
general! Those other garrisons I visited at Bashang and Jimen were nothing but 
child's play. Their generals could be attacked by surprise and taken prisoner in 
no time. But this Zhou Yafu - you would never be able to trick him!" For a 
long time the emperor went on praising Zhou Yafu. 

After a month or so the three armies were recalled and Zhou Yafu was 
appointed to the post of palace military commander. When Emperor Wen was 
on his deathbed he admonished his son, the heir apparent, saying, "If there is 
ever any trouble, Zhou Yafu is the man best fitted to lead the troops!" 

After Emperor Wen passed away Zhou Yafu was promoted to the rank of 
general of carriage and cavalry. In the third year of Emperor Jing's reign (154 
BC), when the states of Wu and Chu rebelled, Zhou Yafu was promoted from 
palace military commander to grand commandant and ordered east to attack Wu 
and Chu. At this time he sent a request to the emperor stating, "The troops of 
Chu are swift and nimble and it will be difficult to make contact with them. I 
would like to be allowed to leave them the area of Liang and concentrate instead 
on cutting off their lines of supply. In that case I believe they can be brought 
under control." The emperor approved of this strategy. 

After Zhou Yafu had massed his troops in Xingyang, Wu opened an assault 
on Liang. Liu Wu, the king of Liang and brother of Emperor Jing, sorely pressed 
by the attack, sent a request for aid. Zhou Yafu led his troops in a dash to the 
northeast to Changyi, where he deepened the moats and guarded his position. 
Messengers arrived daily from Liang begging Zhou Yafu to come to the king's 
aid, but he held fast to his point of vantage and refused to go. The king of Liang 
then sent a report on the matter to Emperor Jing, who dispatched an envoy to 
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~ h o u  Yafu with an imperial order for him to go to the rescue of Liang. Zhou 
Yafu refused to obey the order, but held fast behind his walls and would not 
march forth. He dispatched Han Tuidang, the marquis of Gonggao, and others 
with a force of light cavalry to cut the supply lines in the rear of the Wu and 
Chu armies. 

The troops of Wu were running out of provisions and, driven by hunger, 
repeatedly challenged Zhou Yafu to battle, but he continued to stay within his 
walls. In the middle of the night an alarm was raised in his camp and it was 
found that attackers had entered the walls and thrown the camp into conf~sion,~ 
penetrating as far as the tent of the commander ZhouYafu himself. But Zhou 
Yafu stayed in bed and did not bother to get up, and eventually order was 
restored. 

Later the besieging troops of Wu made a rush on the southeast comer of 
Zhou Yafu's walls. Zhou Yafu then ordered his men to the northwest comer to 
prepare for an attack and, as he had foreseen, Wu sent its best trained men to 
make a rush at the northwest comer, but they were unable to breach the walls. 

After this the troops of Wu, in the throes of starvation, withdrew from the 
siege and marched away, whereupon Zhou Yafu sent out his best men to pursue 
and attack them, inflicting a crushing defeat. Liu Pi, the king of Wu, abandoned 
his army and fled with several thousand of his younger soldiers to Jiangnan, 
where he sought protection in the city of Danxi. Taking advantage of their 
victories, the Han troops made prisoners of all the enemy leaders, received the 
surrender of their annies, and put a price of 1,000 pieces of gold on the head of 
the king of Wu. After a month or so the people of Yue executed the king of Wu 
and sent his head to the authorities. 

Zhou Yafu had been attacked and besieged for three months in all, and in 
the end he succeeded in crushing Wu and Chu and bringing them under control 
again. After it was all over the other generals unanimously acknowledged that 
Zhou Yafu's strategy had been correct but, because Zhou Yafu had refused to 
come to his aid, King Xiao of Liang came to hate him. 

When he returned from the expedition Zhou Yafu was reappointed to the 
post of grand commandant. Five years later he was transferred to the position 
of chancellor and enjoyed great favour with Emperor Jing. 

When Emperor Jing removed Lady Li's son from the position of heir 

4 
The passage is obscure, and it  may mean that a faction within Zhou Yafu's camp. 

disgusted with his watch-and-wait tactics, attacked the guards and caused a commotion. 
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apparent Zhou Yafu did all he could as chancellor to oppose the move, but his 
efforts were to no avail, and as a result of the affair he began to lose favour with 
Emperor Jing. In addition, whenever Liu Wu, the king of Liang, came to coun, 
he assiduously pointed out all of Z ~ O U  Yafu's shortcomings to the emperor's 
mother, Empress Dowager Dou. 

"Wang Xin, the older brother of your empress, ought to be made a 
marquis!" the empress dowager said to Emperor Jing, but he declined to follow 
her suggestion. "The marquis of Nanpi and the marquis of changwu5 were not 
given their titles by my father, the former emperor. It was only after I myself 
came to the throne that they were made marquises. Therefore it is not possible 
to make Wang Xin a marquis at this time!" 

"A ruler disposes of each affair at whatever time he thinks fit!" said the 
empress dowager. "I have always deeply regretted that my brother Dou 
Changjun was never made a marquis during his lifetime. It was only after his 
death that his son Dou Pengzu got to be a marquis. You must make Wang Xin 
a marquis at once!" 

"You will have to let me take it up with the chancellor first," replied the 
emperor. 

When the emperor consulted the chancellor on the matter Zhou Yafu 
replied, "Emperor Gaozu made an agreement with his followers that no one who 
was not of the Liu family should be made a king, and no one who had not 
achieved some outstanding merit should be made a marquis. If anyone violated 
this agreement, the empire was to unite in attacking him. Now although Wang 
Xin is the older brother of the empress, he has won no particular merit. If he 
were made a marquis, it would be a violation of the agreement!" The emperor 
was forced to remain silent and abandon the idea. 

Some time later, when Xu Lu, a chieftain of the Xiongnu, and several other 
Xiongnu leaders, five men in all, surrendered to the Han court, Emperor Jing 
wanted to make them marquises in order to encourage others to desert, but the 
chancellor Zhou Yafu objected. "These men have turned against their own 
sovereign and deserted to Your Majesty. If you honour them with the title of 

5 
The marquis of Nanpi, Dou Pengzu, was the son of Empress Dowager Dou's older 

brother Dou Changchun. The marquis of Changwu was her younger brother Dou Shaojun. The 
emperor's point is that it is not proper for the ruler to make marquises of the male relatives of 
his empress during his own lifetime. 
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marquis, then how can you blame your own subjects if they do not stick loyally 
by their posts?" 

"The opinions of the chancellor are not worth listening to!" exclaimed the 
emperor, and proceeded to enfeoff Xu LU and all the other Xiongnu leaders as 
marquises. Zhou Yafu asked to be allowed to resign because of ill health, and 
in the third year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign (147 BC) he was 
relieved of his duties as chancellor. 

Not long after this Emperor Jing invited Zhou Yafu to join him at dinner in 
the private apartments of the palace. When the meal was served, however, only 
a large joint of meat was placed before Zhou Yafu, with no smaller slices cut 
from it and no chopsticks to eat it with. Nervous and flustered, Zhou Yafu turned 
to the chief waiter and said, "Bring me some chopsticks!" 

Emperor Jing looked over at him and said with a laugh, "Is there something 
about the arrangements that does not meet with your satisfaction?" 

Zhou Yafu removed his cap and bowed in apology. 

"Get up!" ordered the emperorT6 and Zhou Yafu rose and hurried from the 
room. As the emperor followed him with his eyes, he said, "This ill-contented 
wretch will never do as a minister for my son, the young lord!" 

Not long after this Zhou Yafu's son purchased 500 sets of amour and 
shields from the emperor's own workshop to be used for his father's funeral. 
He hired a day labourer to help him but, after working the man very hard, refused 
to give him his wages. The labourer knew that Zhou Yafu's son was guilty of 
having illegally obtained goods from the government workshops and, angered 
at the treatment he had received, he reported to the authorities on the 
son's irregular actions, implicating Zhou Yafu in the affair as well. When the 
report came to the emperor's attention he referred the matter to the law officials. 
The officials prepared their list of charges and began to cross-examine Zhou 
Yafu, but he refused to answer them. "I have no further use for the man!" 
exclaimed the emperor angrily and ordered him sent to the commandant of 
justice. 

"Tell me, my lord, did you intend to revolt?" demanded the commandant 
of justice. 

"The goods I bought were articles for a funeral!" replied Zhou Yafu. "Why 
should anyone say I was going to revolt?" 

6 
Following the reading in Hun shu 40. 
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"Then perhaps you did not intend to revolt in this world, but only in the 
world below?" said the constables, and pressed their examination with increas- 
ing fury. 

When Zhou Yafu was first arrested by the law officials he was about to 

commit suicide, but his wife begged him to desist, SO that he missed the 
opportunity to die by his own hand. Finally, after he had been brought before 
the ~ommandant of justice, he refused to eat for five days and eventually spat 
blood and died. His fief was abolished. 

A year later Emperor Jing enfeoffed another of Zhou Bo's sons, Zhou Jian, 
as marquis of Pingqu in order to carry on the title. Nineteen years later Zhou 
Jian died and was given the posthumous title of Gong or "Respectful Marquis", 
His son Zhou Jiande succeeded to the marquisate and thirteen years later became 
grand tutor to the heir apparent. In the fifth year of the era yuanding ( 1  12 BC), 
however, he was accused of having sent in a poor grade of gold as his "wine 
tribute" money and because of this offence his territory was taken away from 
him. 

Thus it was that Zhou Yafu, the marquis of Tiao, did after all die of 
starvation. After his death Emperor Jing enfeoffed Wang Xin as marquis of Gai. 

The Grand Historian remarks: At first, when Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, 
was still a commoner, he was a simple rustic, in ability scarcely surpassing the 
ordinary run of men. Yet after he joined with Gaozu in conquering the world, 
he filled the positions of general and statesman. When the men of the Lu clan 
were plotting revolt, he rescued the state from peril and set it back upon its proper 
course. Even the great ministers of antiquity Yi Yin and the duke of Zhou could 
have done no better! 

In the use of arms Zhou Yafu displayed a might and endurance which the 
famous general Rang)u of old could hardly have surpassed. But he thought too 
well of himself and did not learn from the times; he was too unbending in the 
defence of his principles, until in the end, alas, he found himself in serious 
difficulty! 



SHI JI 58: THE HEREDITARY HOUSE OF 
KING XIAO OF LIANG 

When the seven kingdoms rose in revolt the king of Liang acted as a bastion 
and shield for the capital; he alone bore the brunt of the attack. But when 
he presumed too much upon the love of the emperor and made a show of 
his achievements he came near to inviting diaster. In recognition of his 
services in holding off the rebel armies of Wu and Chu, I made "The 
Hereditary House of King Xiao of Liang". 

Liu Wu, posthumously titled "King Xiao of Liang", was a son of Emperor 
Wen. His mother was Empress Dowager Dou, who was also the mother of 
Emperor Jing. 

Emperor Wen had four sons. The eldest was the heir apparent, who later 
became Emperor Jing. The second was Liu Wu, the third Liu Can, and the fourth 
Liu Sheng. In the second year after he came to the throne Emperor Wen made 
Liu Wu the king of Dai, Liu Can the king of Taiyuan, and Liu Sheng the king 
of Liang. Two years later he transferred Liu Wu to the position of king of 
Huaiyang and turned over all of Liu Wu's former kingdom of Dai to Liu Can, 
the king of Taiyuan, whom he retitled king of Dai. Seventeen years after he 
became king, in the second year of the latter part of Emperor Wen's reign (162 
BC), Liu Can died and was given the posthumous title of Xiao or "Filial King 
of Dai". His son Liu Deng succeeded to the throne, and is posthumously known 
as King Gong. He died twenty-nine years later, in the second year of the era 
yuanguang (133 BC). His son Liu Yi succeeded him as king of Dai. In the 
nineteenth year of his rule the Han court decided to enlarge the area within the 
Pass so that it would extend as far as the Chang Mountains. The emperor 
accordingly moved Liu Yi from his position of king of Dai and made him king 
of Qinghe. This took place in the third year of the era yuanding (1  14 BC). 

Ten years after Liu Wu became king of Huaiyang, Liu Sheng, the king of 
Liang, died, and was given the posthumous title of Huai or "Beloved King of 
Liang". (He was the youngest of Emperor Wen's sons, and his father loved and 
favoured him above all his other sons.) The following year Liu Wu was 
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transferred from the position of king of Huaiyang to that of king of Liang. (He 
became king of Liang in the twelfth year of Emperor Wei's reign (1 68 BC), but 
at this time had already held the title of king of other regions for eleven years.) 
In the fourteenth year of his rule he came to the central court to pay his respects, 
and again in the seventeenth and eighteenth years. After this last visit he 
remained in the capital and did not return to his kingdom until the following 
year. In the twenty-first year he again came to court. In the twenty-second year 
of his rule Emperor Wen passed away. Liu Wu came to court in the twenty- 
fourth year and again in the twenty-fifth year of his rule. 

At this time Emperor Jing, who had succeeded Emperor Wen, had not yet 
designated an heir apparent. The emperor was one time feasting and drinking 
with his younger brother, the king of Liang, when he remarked in the course of 
the conversation, "After my days are ended, I shall pass on the throne to you!" 
The king of Liang declined to listen to such a suggestion but, although he knew 
that the emperor was not speaking seriously, he was secretly pleased by the idea, 

I 
as was their mother, Empress Dowager Dou. 

In the spring of this year Wu, Chu, Qi, Zhao, and several other states, seven 
in all, revolted. The armies of Wu and Chu led the attack by striking at Jibi in 
Liang, killing 20,000 or 30,000 men. The king of Liang guarded his capital at 
Suiyang and dispatched Han Anguo, Zhang Yu, and others of his ministers as 
generals to hold off the armies of Wu and Chu. The rebel armies were forced to 
halt in Liang and did not venture to advance any further west. There they 
remained for three months, held in check by the grand commandant Zhou Yafu 
and the others. After the revolt had been crushed it was found that, in the number 
of enemy killed and prisoners taken, the Liang armies had achieved virtually as 
much as the forces of the Han government. 

The following year Emperor Jing appointed an heir apparent, but even after 
this the king of Liang enjoyed great distinction at court and continued to be on 
the most intimate temls with the emperor. His kingdom was of considerable size 
and occupied one of the richest regions of the empire, extending north to Mt. 
Tai and west as far as Gaoyang, and including over forty cities. all of which 
commanded important districts. Because he was her younger son, Empress 
Dowager Dou loved the king dearly and showered him with countless presents. 

I 
This question of passing the throne along to a younger brother had come up earlier in 

the reign of Emperor Wen. but i t  was opposed by the officials. who insisted that the only proper 
manner of succession was from father to son. 
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The king proceeded to lay out for himself an "Eastern Park" measuring over 
300 li square, and enlarged his capital city of Suiyang by seventy li. He built 
palaces and halls on a grand scale, and constructed an elevated walk running 
over thirty li from his palace to the Level Terrace. He had received as a gift from 
the court the flags and pennants of the Son of Heaven and, when he left the 
palace, his entourage included 1,000 carriages and 10,000 riders. He went on 
hunting expeditions to the east and west in the manner of an emperor and, when 
he left the palace or returned, attendants preceded him crying, "Clear the way! 
Attention!" He invited famous men from all around to come to his court, and 
from the mountains east to the sea there was not a single wandering rhetorician 
who did not accept his invitation, including such men as Yang Sheng, Gongsun 
Gui, and Zou Yang of Qi. Gongsun Gui was full of strange and dubious schemes. 
When he first came to visit the king, the latter awarded him a gift of 1,000 pieces 
of gold and employed him in official positions as high as that of military 
commander, so that the people of Liang came to refer to him as "General 
Gongsun". The kingdom of Liang manufactured weapons in great quantities, 
crossbows and spears to the number of several hundred thousand; its coffers 
contained close to 100,000,000 in gold and cash, and more jewels and precious 
objects than the capital itself. 

In the twenty-ninth year of his rule, the tenth month (150 BC), the king of 
Liang went to attend the court of the emperor. Emperor Jing sent an envoy 
bearing the imperial credentials and a caniage drawn by four horses to meet the 
king at the Pass. After the king had made his report to the emperor he remained 
on at the capital because of the ties of affection between him and his mother, 
Empress Dowager Dou. Within the palace grounds he waited on Emperor Jing 
and accompanied him in his hand carriage, and when the emperor went out on 
hunting trips he rode in the same chariot, shooting birds and beasts with him in 
the Shanglin park. The palace attendants, master of guests, and other members 
of the king of Liang's party wrote their names in the roster of officials and went 
in and out of the emperor's gate of the palace in exactly the same way as the 
officials of the Han court. 

In the eleventh month Emperor Jing removed his son by Lady Li from the 
position of heir apparent. Empress Dowager Dou personally hoped that he 
would designate the king of Liang as his successor, but the high officials and 
others such as Yuan Ang strongly advised him against such a move. Empress 
Dowager Dou was forced to abandon her scheme and after this never again 
brought up the matter of making the king of Liang the heir to the throne. The 
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whole affair was handled in secret so that the people of the time knew nothing 
about it. Shortly afterwards the king of Liang took leave of the court and returned 
to his kingdom, and in the summer, the fourth month, Emperor Jing designated 
his son the king of Jiaodong as heir apparent. 

The king of Liang was embittered at Yuan Ang and the counsellors of the 
court who had opposed the move to make him successor to the throne and, 
plotting with Yang Sheng, Gongsun Gui, and his other advisers, sent men in 
secret to assassinate Yuan Ang and ten or more of the counsellors. A search was 
made for the assassins and, even before they were seized, the emperor began to 
suspect that the king of Liang was involved. After the assassins had been arrested 
and it became obvious that the king of Liang had in fact employed them the 
emperor dispatched a veritable stream of officials to Liang to investigate the 
matter and arrest Gongsun Gui and Yang Sheng, both of whom went into hiding 
in the women's quarters of the palace. When the emperor's envoys pressed their 
examination of the high officials of Liang and demanded action the prime 
minister Xuanqiu Bao and the palace secretary Han Anguo came forward and 
reprimanded the king for his conduct in the affair. The king finally ordered Yang 
Sheng and Gongsun Gui to commit suicide and had their bodies placed on view. 

As a result of this affair the emperor was deeply angered with his brother. 
The king, fearful of the consequences, dispatched Han Anguo to go to his sister, 
the Elder Princess, and ask her to intercede with their mother, Empress Dowager 
Dou, and beg forgiveness for his faults. Thus the affair was eventually settled 
and the emperor's anger somewhat appeased. 

Sometime afterwards the king of Liang sent a letter to the emperor express- 
ing his desire to come to court. When he reached the Pass he followed the advice 
of his minister Mao Lan and, changing to a plain carriage accompanied by only 
two riders, entered the capital incognito and hid in the garden of the Elder 
Princess's home. An envoy from the Han court anived at the Pass to greet the 
king, but found only his carriagss and attendants outside, ignorant of where the 
king had gone. When news of this reached the court, Empress Dowager Dou 
began to wail, "The emperor has killed my son!" and Emperor Jing himself was 
filled with fear and anxiety. Then the king appeared and prostrated himself 
before the palace gate, begging pardon for his crimes. The empress dowager 
and Emperor Jing greeted him with tears of joy, and all were once more united 
as before. Emperor Jing sent orders for the king's entourage to be brought in 
from the Pass, but he treated his brother with increasing coolness and no longer 
invited the king to ride with him in his carriage. 
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In the winter of the thirty-fifth yea. of his rule (144 BC) the king of Liang 
once more came to court and, after making his report to the emperor, expressed 
a desire to remain in the capital; the emperor refused permission. The king 
returned to his territory, but his mind was filled with uneasiness and he could 
find no pleasure in anything. When he went on a hunting trip north to Mt. Liang 
someone presented him with a calf that had a foot growing out of the middle of 
its back. The king was filled with loathing at so fearful a prodigy. In the sixth 
month he fell ill of a fever, and on the sixth day he died. He was given the 
posthumous title of Xiao, the "Filial King of Liang". 

Liu Wu, the king of Liang, was an affectionate and filial son. Whenever he 
heard that his mother, Empress Dowager Dou, was ill he could hardly bring 
himself to eat and was unable to sleep at night for worry. His constant desire 
was to remain in Chang'an so that he might take care of his mother. Empress 
Dowager Dou for her part loved him dearly and, when she received the news of 
his death, she wailed and displayed the profoundest grief, refusing to eat. "The 
emperor has finally succeeded in killing my son!" she declared. Emperor Jing 
was filled with anxiety and did not know what to do but, after consulting with 
his sister the Elder Princess, he decided to divide the region of Liang into five 
parts and enfeoff all of Liu Wu's five sons as kings, and to award his five 
daughters the revenue from various "bath-towns". When he reported these 
moves to the empress dowager, she was appeased and consented for the sake of 
the emperor to take a little nourishment. 

Liu Wu's eldest son Liu Mai became king of Liang, and is posthumously 
known as King Gong. His son Liu Ming became king of Jichuan; his son Liu 
Pengli became king of Jidong; his son Liu Ding became king of Shanyang; and 
his son Liu Bushi became king of Jiyin. 

While Liu Wu was still alive his wealth reached enormous sums that defied 
computation, and even after his death the coffers of Liang still contained over 
400,000 catties of yellow gold, with other treasures to match. In the third year 
of Liu Mai's rule Emperor Jing passed away. Seven years after he became king 
Liu Mai, King Gong of Liang, died, and was succeeded by his son Liu Xiang, 
posthumously known as King Ping. 

In the fourteenth year of his rule the following incident occurred. Liu 
Xiang's mother was known as Queen Dowager Chen; his grandmother, the 
mother of his father King Gong, was known as Queen Dowager Li, and his own 
consort, a daughter of the Ren family, was titled Queen Ren. Queen Ren enjoyed 
great favour with the king. Earlier, when King Xiao was still alive, he had an 
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ornamented wine goblet which was worth 1,000 pieces of gold. King Xiao 
warned his heirs that they must take good care of this wine goblet and under no 
circumstances give it to anyone else. When Queen Ren heard about the goblet, 
she decided that she must have it, but King Ping's grandmother, Queen Dowager 
Li, told her, "The former king gave orders that the wine goblet was never to be 
given away. Anything else you wish, though it be worth 100,000,000 cash, you 
may have for the asking!" 

But the queen continued to beg and beg, until King Ping finally sent a man 
to open the storehouse and take out the ornamented wine goblet and present it  

to her. 

Queen Dowager Li was furious and, when an envoy arrived from the Han 
court, she tried to report the affair to him, but King Ping and Queen Ren pushed 
her into her room and slammed the door and, though she struggled to get out, 
she only succeeded in getting her fingers pinched in the door and was never able 
to see the envoy. 

As it happened, Queen Dowager Li herself had been guilty of carrying on 
in secret in an irregular fashion with the chief steward, the palace attendant Yin 
Ba, and others of the court, and so the king and queen sent someone to intimate 
to her that she had better mind her own behaviour. After this she gave up her 
wanton ways, and shortly afterwards fell ill  and died. During her illness Queen 
Ren never once came to inquire how she was, and after her death the queen 
refused to put on mourning. 

During the era yuanshuo ( 128- 123 BC) it happened that the father of a man 
named Leihan Fan, who lived in Suiyang, the capital of Liang, was insulted by 
someone. The man who had perpetrated the insult was riding one day in the 
same carriage with one of the retainers of the governor of Huaiyang and, after 
the retainer had stepped down from the camage, Leihan Fan leaped up, killed 
his father's enemy where he sat in the camage, and fled. The governor of 
Huaiyang was enraged and complained to the high officials of Liang. They and 
their subordinates began a thorough search for Leihan Fan, and arrested the other 
members of his family. Leihan Fan happened to know all about the secret affairs 
of the kingdom, and so he sent a report to the throne on the irregular doings, 
describing in full the matter of the fight between the king and his grandmother 
over the wine goblet. He further asserted that, at the time, everyone from the 
prime minister on down was aware of the incident, hoping in this way to involve 
the chief officials of Liang in the trouble. When the report came to the emperor's 
attention, he referred the matter to the law officers for investigation, and i t  was 
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found that the charges were the .  The high officials suggested that Liu Xiang be 
removed from his position as king and made a commoner, but the emperor said, 
"Queen Dowager Li was herself guilty of wanton acts, while Liu Xiang had no 
worthy assistants to guide him, and it is for this reason that he fell into improper 
ways." He accordingly took away eight of Liang's cities, and had Queen Ren 
executed and her head exposed in the market place, but allowed the kingdom 
of Liang to retain some twenty or thirty cites. 

In the thirty-ninth year of his rule Liu Xiang died and was given the 
posthumous title of Ping, the "Peaceful King". His son Liu Wushang succeeded 
him as king of Liang. 

Liu Ming, the king of Jichuan, was a son of King Xiao of Liang. In the sixth 
year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign he was promoted from the 
position of marquis of Huanyi to that of king of Jichuan. Seven years later he 
was tried on charges of having shot and killed his military commander. The Han 
officials requested that he be executed, but the emperor could not bear to inflict 
the death penalty and instead made him a commoner and banished him to 
Fangling. His kingdom was taken over by the Han government and made into 
a province. 

Liu Pengli, another son of King Xiao of Liang, was made king of Jidong in 
the sixth year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign. Liu Pengli was 
arrogant and cruel, and paid no attention to the etiquette demanded between 
ruler and subject. In the evenings he used to go out on marauding expeditions 
with twenty or thirty slaves or young men who were in hiding from the law, 
murdering people and seizing their belongings for sheer sport. When the affair 
came to light in the twenty-ninth year of his rule it was found that he had 
murdered at least 100 or more persons. Everyone in the kingdom knew about 
his ways, so that the people were afraid to venture out of their houses at night. 
The son of one of his victims finally sent a report to the throne. and the Han 
officials requested that he be executed. The emperor could not bear to carry out 
their recommendation. but made him a commoner and banished him to 
Shangyong. His territory was taken over by the Han government and made into 
the province of Dahe. 

Liu Ding. posthumously known as King Ai of Shanyang, another son of 
King Xiao of Liang, was made king of Shanyang in the same year that his 
brothers were made kings. He died nine years later and, since he left no heir, his 
kingdom was abolished and the territory taken over by the Han government and 
made into the province of Shanyang. 
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The last son of King Xiao, Liu Bushi, posthumously titled King Ai of Jiyin,  
was made king cf Jiyin in the same year. A year later he died and, as he left no 
heir, his kingdom was abolished and the territory made into the province of Jiyin. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Although King Xiao of Liang, because he 
was a brother of Emperor Jing and a son of Empress Dowager Dou, was made 
ruler of what was a rich and fertile region to begin with, he also had the fortune 
to live at a time when the house of Han was at its height of glory and the people 
enjoyed great wealth, so that he was able to multiply his wealth, enlarge his 
palaces, and in his carriages and vestments imitate the splendour of the Son of 
Heaven himself. But in doing so he overstepped his station. 



SHI JI 59: THE HEREDITARY HOUSES OF 
THE FIVE FAMILIES 

All the sons of Emperor Jing by his five concubines were enfeoffed as kings. 
Some fulfilled their duties, living in peace and harmony with their kin and, 
whether their domains were large or small, acting as bastions to the 
imperial house. But others overstepped their positions, and little by little 
their power declined and faded away. Thus I made "The Hereditary Houses 
of the Five Families". 

Thirteen of Emperor Jing's sons became kings.' They were the offspring 
of five of his concubines, and I have therefore treated the sons of the same 
mother as one family. Liu Rong, Liu De, and Liu Eyu were sons of the emperor 
by Lady Li; Liu Yu, Liu Fei, and Liu Duan were sons by Lady Cheng; Liu 
Pengzu and Liu Sheng were sons by Madam Jia; Liu Fa was the son of Lady 
Tang; and Liu Yue, Liu Ji, Liu Sheng, and Liu Shun were sons of Madam Wang 
Erxu, the younger sister of Emperor Jing's consort, Empress Wang. 

The Sons of M y  Li 

Liu De, King Xian of Hejian, because he was a son of the emperor, was 
appointed king of Hejian in the second year of the former part of Emperor Jing's 
reign (1 55 BC). He was very fond of Confucian learning, and in dress and action 
was invariably guided by its dictates, so that many of the Confucian scholars 
from the region east of the mountains flocked to his court. Twenty-six years 
after he became a king he died and was succeeded by his son Liu Buhai, King 
Gong. King Gong died in the fourth year of his rule and was succeeded by his 
son Liu Ji, King Gang. He died in his twelfth year of rule and was succeeded 
by his son Liu Shou (King   in^).' 

I 
Emperor Jing's other son Liu Che became Emperor Wu and is hence not mentioned 

here. 
2 
Since Sima Qian mentions no successor to Liu Shou. it is apparent that Liu Shou was 

still alive when he was writing. The mention of Liu Shou's posthumous title "King Qing" must 
therefore be a later interpolation. 
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Liu Eyu, King Ai of Linjiang, being a son of the emperor, was appointed 
king of Linjiang in the second year of Emperor Jing's reign. He died three yem 
later and, since he left no heir, his kingdom was abolished and the area made 
into a province. 

Liu Rong, King Min of Linjiang, was appointed heir apparent to Emperor 
Jing in the fourth year of the former part of Emperor Jing's reign (153 BC). Four 
years later, however, he was removed from this position. Because he had 
formerly been heir apparent he was appointed king of Linjiang, the position 
lately occupied by his younger brother Liu Eyu. Four years after this he was 
accused of having tom down the outer wall of one of the ancestral temples of 
the dynasty in order to use the land for his palace. Emperor Jing summoned him 
to court to answer the charges and Liu Rong set out on his way, stopping at the 
northem gate of his capital city of Jiangling to sacrifice to the god of the road. 
He had no sooner mounted his carriage than the axle broke and the carriage was 
rendered unfit for the journey. The elders of Jiangling standing by began to 
weep, whispering to each other, "Our king will never return!" When he reached 
the capital he proceeded to the office of the military commander to answer the 
charge brought against him. There the military commander of the capital, Zhi 
Du, began to cross-examine him severely until the king, fearful of the outcome, 
committed suicide. He was buried in Lantian, and after his burial countless 
flocks of swallows came bearing earth in their beaks and built a mound over his 
grave. The common people were deeply moved by his fate. Liu Rong was 
actually the oldest son of Emperor Jing, though I have mentioned him after his 
brothers. He left no heirs, and with his death his kingdom was abolished and the 
territory taken over by the Han government and made into the province of Nan. 
The kings first enfeoffed in the three kingdoms treated above were all sons of 
Emperor Jing by Lady Li. 

The Sons of Lady Cheng 

Liu Yu, King Gong of Lu, was appointed king of Huaiyang in the second 
year of Emperor Jing's reign ( 1  55 BC) because of his royal birth. In the second 
year of his rule, after Wu and Chu had raised their revolt and been defeated, he 
was moved to the position of king of Lu; this was in the third year of Emperor 
Jing's reign. He was fond of building palaces and gardens, and raising dogs and 
horses. In his later years he developed a taste for music, but he had no interest 
in literature and rhetoric; from childhood he was afflicted with a stutter. He died 
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in his twenty-sixth year of rule and was succeeded by his son Liu Guang. As a 
young man Liu Guang shared his father's liking for music, carriages, and horses, 
but in his old age he grew miserly and spent all his time worrying about whether 
he had enough money to live on. 

Liu Fei, King Yi of Jiangdu, was appointed king of Runan in the same year 
in which his brother Liu Yu was made king of Huaiyang. At the time of the 
revolt of Wu and Chu, though he was only fifteen. he was a sturdy and spirited 
youth, and he sent a letter to the emperor asking to be allowed to take part in 
the attack on Wu. Emperor Jing granted him the seals of a general and ordered 
him to attack the Wu annies. Two years after the defeat of Wu he was transferred 
to the position of king of Jiangdu and sent to make his capital in the former 
kingdom of Wu. In recognition of his military achievements during the revolt 
he was awarded the flags and pennants of the Son of Heaven. In the fifth year 
of the era yuanguang (1 30 BC), when the Xiongnu were invading and plunder- 
ing Han temtory in great numbers, he sent a letter to Emperor Wu asking that 
he be allowed to attack them, but the emperor refused permission. Liu Fei 
admired daring and physical prowess. He built palaces and observation towers, 
and invited to his court all the local heroes and strong men from everywhere 
around. His way of life was marked by extreme arrogance and luxury; he died 
in the twenty-sixth year of his rule. 

He was succeeded by his son Liu Jim, who committed suicide seven years 
later. This came about as follows. When the kings of Huainan and Hengshan 
were laying their plans for revolt) Liu Jian happened to hear all about their plot 
and, because his kingdom adjoined that of Huainan, he began to fear that if they 
should actually call out their troops in open rebellion, he himself would 
inevitably be swept up in the revolt. He therefore set about manufacturing 
weapons in secret, and from time to time would ride about in a caniage decorated 
with the pennants of the Son of Heaven and wearing at his girdle the general's 
seals which Emperor Jing had presented to his father. He had also developed a 
great liking for his father's favourite concubine, Lady Nao; after his father died, 
but before the funeral had even taken place, he sent someone at night to fetch 
Lady Nao and had relations with her in the mourning quarters where he was 
staying. When the king of Huainan's plot came to light and an investigation was 
made to determine who his accomplices were, all the evidence seemed to 

3 
This plot by two disaffected kings, which ended with their suicides in 122 BC, is 

described in full in biographies of the kings, Shi ji 1 18, translated in Volume 11. 
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implicate Liu Jim, the king of Jiandu. Liu Jian was terrified and dispatched 
men with large sums of money in an attempt to buy his way out of the difficulty. 
He also put great faith in shamans and priests and set men to praying for 
him and concocting supernatural proofs of his innocence. Among his other 
crimes was the fact that he had committed incest with all of his sisterse4 
After the whole affair had come to light the Han high officials requested that 
he be arrested and brought to the capital for trial, but Emperor Wu could 
not bear to take such measures and instead sent one of his ministers to Liu 
Jian's residence to crossexarnine him there. Liu Jian confessed his crimes 
and eventually committed suicide. His kingdom was abolished and the 
territory taken over by the Han government and made into the province of 
Guangling. 

Liu Duan, King Yii of Jiaoxi, was enfeoffed as king of Jiaoxi in the third 
year of Emperor Jing's reign (154 BC). after the revolt of the Seven Kingdoms, 
led by Wu and Chu, had been put down. Liu Duan was of a violent and 
recalcitrant nature. He was sexually impotent, and any attempt to have relations 
with a woman would make him ill for several months. Instead he had a young 
man whom he treated with great affection and favour and appointed as a palace 
attendant, but when he later discovered that the youth had been carrying on a 
secret affair with one of the palace ladies, he had him arrested and executed, 
and even murdered the woman, and the child that had been born from their 
union. Liu Duan committed a number of violations of the law, and the Han 
officials several times requested that he be punished, but Emperor Wu was 

always reluctant to take action against his own brothers, so that Liu Duan only 
grew increasingly lawless in his ways. The officials then requested that his 
kingdom be reduced in size, and he was deprived of over half of his domain. He 
nursed his anger in secret and before long had ceased to pay any attention to the 
management of his kingdom. His storehouses began to leak and fall into ruin, 
and the goods in them, valued at millions of cash, rotted away until they could 
not even be moved from the spot. He ordered his officials to cease the collection 
of taxes, dismissed his guards, and sealed up all the gates of the palace, leaving 

4 
In the corresponding chapter in the Hun shu (53). Ban Gu gives a much more elaborate 

description of Liu Qian's various crimes. Whether Sima Qian was unaware of the whole story, 
or whether he deliberately chose to omit the more lurid and revolting details of Liu Qian's 
career, i t  is impossible to say. 
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only one gate to come and go by. He frequently assumed a false name and 
travelled to other states and provinces disguised as a commoner. When chan- 
cellors and officials of the 2,000 picul class arrived in his kingdom with orders 
from the Han court to uphold the law and clear up the situation, he would hastily 
seek for someone to lay the blame on and, if he could find no one willing to 
confess, he would bring false charges against others and force the victims to 
drink poison. He tried every deception, exhausted every device; as the saying 
has it, his strength of will was fit only for rejecting reprimand, and his wisdom 
served only to ornament his wickedness. The chancellors and 2,000 picul 
officials would no sooner attempt to bring charges against him than they would 
find that they themselves had become entangled in the Han laws. Thus, although 
Jiaoxi was a small kingdom, it saw the death and undoing of an astonishing 
number of high officials. Forty-seven years after Liu Duan became king of 
Jiaoxi he died and, since he had never sired any sons to succeed him, his kingdom 
was abolished and the territory taken over by the Han government and made 
into the province of Jiaoxi. The kings first enfeoffed in the three kingdoms 
treated above were all sons of Emperor Jing by Lady Cheng. 

The Sons of Madam Jia 

Liu Pengzu, the king of Zhao, because of his royal birth was enfeoffed as 
king of Guangchuan in the second year of Emperor Jing's reign. Four years later 
he was transferred to the position of king of Zhao to replace Liu Sui, the former 
king of Zhao, who had taken part in the unsuccessful revolt against the central 
government. In the fifteenth year of his rule Emperor Jing passed away. Liu 
Pengzu was by nature an artful flatterer, given to shows of humility and 
elaborate respect for others, but at heart he was stem and cruel. He had a passion 
for legal affairs and loved to bring others to ruin with his cunning arguments. 
Included in his household were a number of concubines whom he favoured with 
his attentions, and his offspring by them. He was aware that if the chancellors 
and the 2,000 picul officials from the central court should attempt to enforce the 
Han laws and make him conform to them, it  would mean only trouble for him 
and his household and so, whenever any of these officials arrived in his 
kingdom, he would don the black robes of a menial and go in person to greet 
them, sweeping the path for them as they entered the official lodging house. 
These and numerous other peculiar actions he indulged in in order to confuse 
the officials and make them as ill  at ease as possible. Whenever any of the 2,000 
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picul officials happened by a slip of the tongue to violate some taboo,' he would 
instantly make a record of the incident and use it later to intimidate the officials 
if they attempted to bring him to order; if they refused to heed his threats he 
would submit a report to the throne on them, or even set about to blacken their 
reputations by accusing them of misusing their authority for personal profit. 
Thus, although Liu Pengzu ruled for over fifty years, not one of the chancellors 
or 2,000 picul officials sent to his kingdom was able to hold his position for the 
space of two years before the king had tripped him up on some offence and had 
him summarily dismissed; those accused of more serious crimes were executed, 
while those under lighter accusation suffered other punishments. As a result the 
officials never dared to call the king to account for his misbehaviour, and he 
was able to wield authority in a completely arbitrary manner. He dispatched his 
officials to the districts in his domain to levy tolls on all the transactions of the 
merchants, and the income from this source was so great that it exceeded the 
regular income from taxes. In this way the king amassed a considerable fortune, 
though he gave it all away in gifts to his concubines and their children. He 
managed to bring to his court Lady Nao, the favourite concubine of Liu Fei, the 
former king of Jiangdu, with whom Liu Jian, Liu Fei's son, had had secret 
relations, and made her his own concubine, treating her with great affection. He 
had no interest in building palaces or praying to the gods for good luck, but was 
extremely fond of playing the part of a law official. He sent a letter to the throne 
asking that he be put in personal charge of the suppression of robbers within his 
kingdom. and every night he would go out accompanied by a band of attendants 
to patrol the streets and byways of his capital, Handan. Because of such perverse 
and alarming habits, things reached the point where envoys from the central 
government and visitors to the state no longer dared to stay in Handan. The 
crown prince Liu Dan had committed incest with his younger half sister, and 
even with an older sister who had the same mother as himself. Later, when he 
had a falling out with one of his retainers named Jiang Chong, the latter sent a 
report to the throne on his misdoings. As a result Liu Dan was removed from 
the position of crown prince and another heir was appointed for the throne of 
Zhao. 

5 
There were strict taboos against mentioning the personal names of emperors or other 

members of the ruling family; since many of the names were common words, it was easy 10 
make a slip. 
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Liu Sheng, King Jing of Zhongshan, was appointed king of that state in 
the third year of Emperor Jing's reign. In the fourteenth year of his rule 
Ernperor Jing passed away. Liu Sheng loved to drink and was very fond 
of women so that, with all his offspring and their families, his household 
numbered over 120 persons. He was always criticizing his older brother, the 
king of Zhao, saying, "Although my brother is a king, he spends all his time 
doing the work of his own clerks and officials. A true king should pass his days 
listening to music and delighting himself with beautiful sights and sounds." The 
king of Zhao replied with criticisms of his own, declaring, "The king of 
Zhongshan fritters away his days in sensual gratification instead of assisting the 
Son the Heaven to bring order to the common people. How can someone like 
that be called a 'bastion of the throne'?" After forty-two years of rule Liu Sheng 
died and was succeeded by his son Liu Chang, posthumously known as King 
Ai. He died in his first year of rule and his son Liu Kunchi succeeded him as 
king of Zhongshan. The kings first enfeoffed in the two kingdoms treated above 
were both sons of Emperor Jing by Madam Jia. 

The Son of Lady Tang 

Liu Fa, King Ding of Changsha, was the son of Emperor Jing by Lady Tang. 
Lady Tang was originally a waiting woman of Lady Cheng. Once Emperor Jing 
sent word for Ladv Cheng to come to his chamber but, because of the time of 
the month, she was unable to answer the summons. Instead she dressed up her 
maid Miss Tang and sent her in the night to join the emperor. The emperor, who 
was intoxicated at the time, did not notice the difference and, assuming that it 

was Lady Cheng, bestowed his favour on her. Later, when she became pregnant, 
he discovered that it had not been Lady Cheng at all, and after she bore a son 
the emperor accordingly instructed that the boy be named Fa, which means 
"Discovery". Because of his royal birth he was made king of Changsha in the 
second year of Emperor Jing's reign. His mother was of low position and did 
not enjoy favour with the emperor, and that was the reason he was enfeoffed 
with such a poor domain as Changsha, situated in a low, swampy region. 
Twenty-seven years after he became king he died and was succeeded by his son 
Liu Yong, King Kang. Liu Yong died in the twenty-eighth year of his rule and 
his son Liu Fuju succeeded him as king of Changsha. The king first enfeoffed 
in the kingdom treated above was a son of Emperor Jing by Lady Tang. 
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Liu Yue, King Hui of Guangchuan, was made king of Guangchuan in the 
second year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign (148 BC). He died 
twelve years later and was succeeded by his son Liu Qi. Liu Qi had a trusted 
minister named Sang Ju. Later he discovered that Sang Ju had committed some 
crime and was about to execute him when Sang Ju fled from the kingdom. The 
king then seized the members of Sang JU'S family. Enraged at this, Sang Ju sent 
a report to the throne accusing the king of having committed incest with his 
sisters. From this time on the king frequently sent repons to the throne bringing 
accusations against high officials of the Han court, Emperor Wu's favourite 
minister Suo Zhong and 0thers.l 

Liu Ji, King Kang of Jiaodong, was made king of that region in the second 
year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign and died twenty-eight years 
later. When the king of Huainan was laying plans for a revolt Liu Ji heard 
rumours of the affair and set about secretly constructing wheeled observation 
towers, manufacturing barbed arrows and making other preparations for battle, 
waiting for the day when the king of Huainan would call out his troops. When 
the Han officials arrived in Huainan to clear up the affair, their investigations 
brought these facts to light. Among Emperor Jing's sons, Liu Ji was most closely 

7 
related to the present emperor, and he was so grieved at his own misconduct 
that he grew ill and died. He did not dare to appoint an heir to succeed him. After 
his death the emperor made inquiries and found that the mother of his oldest 
son, whose name was Liu Xian, had not enjoyed favour with the king; all of Liu 
Ji's affections had been reserved for the mother of his younger son, Liu Qing, 
and the king had always hoped to make this son his heir but, because the boy 
was not in line for succession, and because he himself had been guilty of 
misconduct, he had died without making his wishes known to the emperor. The 
emperor took pity on him and, leaving Liu Xian to rule Jiaodong and carry on 
the line of his father, King Kang, he enfeoffed Liu Qing with the territory that 
had formerly comprised the kingdom of Hengshan, giving him the title of king 
of Liuan. Liu Xian died in the fourteenth year of his rule and was given the 

6 
The passage ends abruptly and i t  would seem that, at the time of writing, Sima Qian was 

still waiting to see how the affair would end. 
7 
Liu Ji was the oldest son of Madam Wang Erxu. the younger sister of Empress Wang, 

who was the mother of  Emperor Wu, the "present emperor". 
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posthumous title of King Ai. He was succeeded by his son Liu ~ o n ~ ~ i n ~ . '  Liu 
Qing was appointed king of Liuan in the first year of the era yuanshou (1 22 BC). 

Liu Sheng, King Ai of Qinghe, was appointed king of that region in the 
third year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign and died twelve years 
later. Since he left no heir, his kingdom was abolished and the territory taken 
over by the Han government and made into the province of Qinghe. 

Liu Shun, King Xian of Changshan, because of his royal birth, was made 
king of Changshan in the fifth year of the middle period of Emperor Jing's reign 
(145 BC). Being a son of Madam Wang, he was closely related to the present 
emperor, and in addition was the youngest of Emperor Jing's sons so that, 
although he was arrogant, lazy, and given to sensual indulgence, and had 
committed frequent violations of the law, the emperor always treated him with 
leniency and let him off without punishment. He died in his thirty-second year 
of rule, and the crown prince Liu Bo succeeded him as king. 

King Xian's oldest son was Liu Zhuo, whose mother was a concubine for 
whom the king felt no particular affection; as a result her son likewise did not 
enjoy favour with the king. The crown prince Liu Bo was the son of King Xian's 
consort, Queen Xiu. In addition the king kept a number of other concubines, by 
whom he had two other sons, Liu Ping and Liu Shang. Queen Xiu rarely enjoyed 
his attentions. When the king became seriously ill his favourite concubines 
attended him constantly, but Queen Xiu, jealous of the other women, refused to 
stay by the king but, having made a visit, would return at once to her own 
quarters. When the doctors came with medicine the crown prince Liu Bo failed 
to taste it before giving it to his father,9 nor would he spend the night by his 
father's bed or tend him while he was ailing. Only after the king died did the 
queen and the crown prince appear at his bedside. 

King Xian had always regarded his oldest son Liu Zhuo as completely 
worthless, and in his will he left no share of his wealth or property to the boy. 
Some of the palace attendants advised the crown prince and Queen Xiu that they 
would do well to divide the king's estate with Liu Zhuo and the king's other 
sons, but they paid no attention. Even after the crown prince became ruler he 

8 
The text gives his name as Liu Qing, but it is unlikely that he would have the same name 

as his uncle, the king of Liuan; Hun shu 53, which gives his name as Liu Tongping, seems to 
be correct. 

9 
Sons were expected to taste all medicine before giving it to their parents to make certain 

i t  contained no harmful ingredients, and failure to do so was regarded as the most serious kind 
of criminal neglect. 
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made no provisions whatsoever for his older brother's welfare, and as a result 
Liu Zhuo came to hate him and his mother, Queen Xiu. When an envoy arrived 
from the Han court to attend King Xian's funeral Liu Zhuo therefore repofled 
to him how the queen and the crown prince had failed to attend the king when 
he was ill, and had left their mourning quarters only six days after his death. He 
also stated that the crown prince indulged in lecherous acts in secret and spent 
his days drinking, gambling, and strumming the lute; and that he would often 
take his women friends along in his carriage and go galloping about the city, 
visiting the market places or entering the jails and gaping at the prisoners. The 
emperor dispatched the grand messenger Zhang Qian to investigate the charges 
against Queen Xiu and the crown prince and arrest those who had been 
accomplices with the prince in his lechery. The prince attempted to hide the 
witnesses to his crimes but, when Zhang Qian's men began to search for them 
and press for their arrest, the prince in desperation sent men to flog and 
manhandle the Han officials, in the meantime arbitrarily allowing the suspects 
to escape from the kingdom. The officials of the central court requested that 
Queen Xiu and the crown prince be executed for their crimes, but the emperor 
was of the opinion that Queen Xiu had not been guilty of any very serious 
misconduct, but had only become entangled in the affair because of Liu Zhuo's 
reports, while the crown prince had fallen into evil ways because he lacked 
worthy tutors, and he therefore could not bear to pronounce the death penalty. 
The officials then requested that the queen and her son be deprived of their 
positions and sent with the members of their family to live as commoners in 
Fangling, to which the emperor gave his approval. Thus the crown prince Liu 
Bo had acted as king for no more than a few months when he was exiled to 
Fangling. 

A month or so after the kingdom had been abolished, because Liu Shun, its 
first king, had been so closely related to him, the emperor issued an edict to the 
officials stating; "King Xian of Changshan died an untimely death and, because 
of the lack of harmony between his queen and his concubines, and the mutual 
slanders and quarrels of his heir and his other son, the family fell into unrigh- 
teous ways and his kingdom has been wiped out. This grieves me deeply. Let 
King Xian's son Liu Ping be enfeoffed with 30,000 households as king of 
Zhending, and let his brother Liu Shang be enfeoffed with an equal number as 
king of Sishui." 

Because he was a son of King Xian, Liu Ping was hence enfeoffed as king 
of Zhending in the fourth year of the era yuanding (1 13 BC). Liu Shang, King 
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si of Sishui, was enfeoffed in the same year. He died eleven years later and was 
succeeded by his son Liu Anshi. King Ai of Sishui, who died eleven years later, 
leaving no heir. The emperor was distressed that the line of the king of Sishui 
should thus come to an end, and so he enfeoffed Liu Anshi's younger brother 
Liu He as king of Sishui. The kings first enfeoffed in the four kingdoms treated 
above were all sons of Emperor Jing by Madam Wang Erxu. The Han govern- 
ment later enfeoffed two others among their descendants, creating the kings of 
Liuan and of Sishui, so that at present there are six kings who are descended 
from Madam Wang. 

The Grand Historian remarks: In the time of Emperor Gaozu the feudal 
lords not only received all the taxes from their domains, but were allowed to 
appoint and dismiss their own internal secretaries; only their prime ministers 
were selected for them by the Han court and given gold seals to indicate their 
authority. In addition the feudal lords were permitted to appoint palace secre- 
taries, commandants of justice, and crudites, in imitation of the court of the Son 
of Heaven. After the revolt of Wu and Chu, however, the Han court appointed 
officials of the 2,000 picul rank to the courts of the kings, such as those of the 
five families described above, changed the title of prime minister to chancellor, 
and granted these officials only silver seals. The feudal lords were permitted 
nothing more than the tax revenue from their lands, while the rest of their 
prerogatives were all taken away. In later years some of them grew so poor that 

10 
they were obliged to ride about in ox carts. 

10 
Since horses were relatively rare in Han China, their use was confined to the military 

and such nobles, officials, and merchants as could afford to buy them. The common people 
used oxen to pull their carts. 





PART X 

THE LEADER OF THE REVOLT 





SHZ JZ 106: THE BIOGRAPHY OF LIU PI, 
THE KING OF WU1 

Because his father, Liu Zhong, was deprived of the kingdom of Dai, Liu Pi 
happened to become the ruler of Wu. In the early days of the Han, when 
peace had just been restored, he brought order to the region between the 
Yangtze and the Huai rivers. Thus I made "The Biography of Liu Pi, the 
King of Wu". 

Liu Pi, the king of Wu, was the son of Gaozu's elder brother Liu Zhong. 
After Gaozu had won control of the empire, in the seventh year of his reign (200 
BC), he set up his brother Liu Zhong as king of Dai. When the Xiongnu attacked 
Dai, however, Liu Zhong was unable to defend his position but abandoned his 
kingdom and fled in secret to Luoyang, where he threw himself on the mercy 
of the emperor. Because Liu Zhong was his own brother, Gaozu could not bear 
to inflict the penalty prescribed by law in such cases, but instead deprived his 
brother of his position as king of Dai and made him marquis of Heyang. 

In the autumn of the eleventh year of Gaozu's reign (1  96 BC) Qing Bu, the 
king of Huainan, revolted. He seized the region of Jing (i.e., Wu) to the east and, 
forcing its soldiers to join him, crossed west over the Huai River and attacked 
Chu. Emperor Gaozu in person led a force to punish the rebels. Liu Zhong's son 
Liu Pi, at that time marquis of Pei, though only twenty years old, displayed great 
bravery, joining the emperor's forces as a cavalry general and taking part in the 
defeat of Qing Bu's army at Guichui west of Qi, at which Qing Bu was put to 
flight. 

Liu Jia, the king of Jing, had been killed by Qing Bu's forces and had left 
no heir. Gaozu was concerned that there was no vigorous young ruler who could 
insure the loyalty of the reckless and untrustworthy regions of Wu and Kuaiji. 

I 
Because Liu Pi revolted against his sovereign, Sima Qian has "censured" him by placing 

his biography after those of all the other important men of the period, i.e.. in Chapter 106. To 
help the reader to follow the account of the revolt, I have rearranged the order of the chapters 
in translation. 
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His own sons were too young for the task, and SO, while Gaozu was visiting Pei, 
he appointed Liu Pi as king of Wu to rule the three provinces and fifty-three 
cities of Wu. 

After Gaozu had conferred this title on Liu Pi and presented him with the 
seals of enfeoffment he summoned him to his side and examined his counte- 
nance. "Your face bears the marks of one who will revolt!" said the emperor, 
and he was secretly sorry that he had chosen Liu Pi. But the appointment had 
already been made, and so he patted Liu Pi on the back and said, "If within the 
next fifty years an uprising against the Han should break out in the southeast, 1 
imagine it will be your doing. But remember that the empire belongs to the Liu 
clan, and that we are all of the same family. Better to be cautious and not revolt!" 

Liu Pi bowed his head and replied, "I would not dare to do such a thing!" 

During the reigns of Emperor Hui and Empress Lii peace had just been 
restored to the empire and the feudal lords in the various provinces and 
kingdoms were busy putting their people in order. The territory of Wu possessed 
mountains rich in copper in the province of Yuzhang. Liu Pi set about inviting 
fugitives from all over the empire to come to his kingdom, minted cash from 
the copper ore in ever increasing quantities, and boiled the sea water to extract 
salt, so that he was able to dispense with the poll tax, and his kingdom enjoyed 
great wealth and prosperity. 

During the reign of Emperor Wen, Liu Pi's son, the crown prince of Wu, 
journeyed to court to pay his respects to the emperor and, while there, was 
granted the honour of joining the heir apparent, the future Emperor Jing, in 
drinking and playing chess. The tutors of the crown prince were all men of Chu, 

2 
reckless and untrustworthy, while the crown prince himself was by nature 
inclined to be overbearing. In the course of their game the prince of Wu forgot 
his manners and began to argue with the heir apparent over the proper way to 
play chess, whereupon the heir apparent picked up the chessboard, hit the prince 
of Wu over the head, and killed him. The body was sent home for burial but, 
when the cortege reached Wu, the boy's father declared angrily, "The whole 
empire belongs to the same Liu clan! If one of our family dies in Chang'an, he 
should be buried in Chang'an. What reason is there to bring him here for burial?" 
He thereupon sent the body back to Chang'an, where it was buried. 

2 
Sima Qian here and elsewhere uses the terms Chu, Wu. and Jing more or less inter- 

changeably to refer to the southeast comer of the empire. He repeatedly characterizes the 
people of this region as restless, fickle, rash, etc. 
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After this incident Liu Pi began gradually to disregard the etiquette proper 
to a vassal minister. Declaring that he was ill, he no longer came to court to pay 
his respects. People in the capital knew that it was only because of the death of 
his son that he was pleading illness and refusing to appear at court and, when 
investigation was made, it was found that he was in fact not ill at all. Whenever 
envoys arrived in the capital from Wu, they were immediately imprisoned and 
subjected to severe cross-examination. Alarmed at this situation, Liu Pi began 
to plot with greater urgency. Later he sent someone in his place to convey his 
respects to the emperor at the autumn assembly of the feudal lords, but Emperor 
Wen once more seized the Wu envoy and cross-examined him. "The king is not 
really ill," the envoy admitted. "It was only because the Han imprisoned and 
cross-examined so many of the previous envoys from Wu that he finally pleaded 
ill and refused to come. It is bad luck, they say, to peer too closely at the fish 
swimming in the depths.) The king originally lied by saying that he was ill. But 
now that the falsehood has been discovered and his envoys are being severely 
pressed, his position grows more and more desperate. He fears that Your 
Majesty will punish him, and can think of no way to escape from his dilemma. 
The only hope is for Your Majesty to forget what has happened in the past and 
make a new beginning with him!" 

Emperor Wen accordingly pardoned the Wu envoy and sent him home, and 
at the same time presented the king of Wu with an armrest and a cane, indicating 
that he was too old to journey to court. Thus Liu Pi escaped punishment for his 
faults, and bit by bit relaxed his plans to take drastic action. At the same time, 
because his kingdom produced copper and salt, he was able to dispense with the 
poll tax on his subjects. Whenever men hired themselves out for covie labour 

4 
in place of others, he saw to it that they were paid a fair wage. At certain times 
each year he sent officials to search for men of outstanding ability, and presented 
awards and gifts to deserving people in the towns and villages. If officials from 
other provinces or kingdoms came and attempted to arrest fugitives from their 

3 
I.e., a ruler should not pry too assiduously into the faults of his vassals or they may be 

driven to some desperate action. 
3 
By law all able-bodied men were required to spend a certain amount of time each year 

garrisoning the borders of the empire. It was customary, however, for men of means to hire 
others to serve in their place. According to the interpretation of the sentence which I have 
followed, the king of Wu won favour with his subjects by seeing to it that the wages for such 
hire were adjusted to the actual value of money at any given time rather than being arbitrarily 
set at a fixed amount. 
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jurisdiction, he would insure refuge to the fugitives and refuse to hand them 
over to the authorities. This was the way he conducted the affairs of his kingdom 
during the forty-odd years of his reign, and thus he was able to win the suppon 
of his people. 

When Chao Cuo became steward to the heir apparent and won his confi- 
dence he took advantage of his position to remark to the prince from time to 

time that the king of Wu ought to be punished for his irregular actions by having 
his territory reduced in size. Chao Cuo also submitted several memorials to 
Emperor Wen urging such action, but Emperor Wen was of a lenient nature and 
could not bear to inflict punishment. Thus the king of Wu daily grew more wilful 

in his ways. 

When the heir apparent ascended the throne Chao Cuo was made imperial 
secretary. He addressed the new ruler, Emperor ling, saying, "In the early days 
of the dynasty, when Emperor Gaozu first restored peace to the empire, he had 
few brothers and his sons were still very young, and he therefore granted fiefs 
of exceptional size to the men of his own clan. Thus Liu Fei. his son by a 

concubine, became King Daohui of Qi, ruling seventy-odd cities of Qi; his 
younger brother Liu Jiao became King Yuan of Chu, ruling forty-odd cities; and 
Liu Pi, the son of his older brother, was made king of some fifty cities of Wu. 
He granted half of the entire area of the empire in fiefs to these three men of his 
family. Because the king of Wu was embittered over the death of his son some 
years ago, he feigned illness and refused to come to court. According to the old 
laws he should have been executed, but Emperor Wen could not bear to take 
action and instead granted him an armrest and a cane, treating him with the 
utmost generosity. It was only proper that after this the king should have mended 
his faults and made a new start. On the contrary, however, he has grown 
increasingly insubordinate, minting cash from the ore in the mountains of his 
kingdom, boiling sea water to extract salt, and inviting fugitives from all over 
the empire to join him so that he may plot an uprising. Now, whether you reduce 
his territory or not, he is bound to revolt. If you take away part of his temtory. 
the revolt will come quickly and its effect will be slight. But if you do not reduce 
his territory, then the revolt will be delayed until later and will be a much more 
serious affair!" 

In the winter of the third year of Emperor Jing's reign (155 BC) Liu Wu. 
the king of Chu, came to court to pay his respects. Chao Cuo took advantage of 
the occasion to accuse the king of having had illicit intercourse the previous 
year when, as a member of the imperial family, he was supposed to be living in 
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mourning quarters because of the death of Empress Dowager Bo. Chao CUO 
5 

recommended that he be executed. The emperor, however, pardoned him, but 
as a punishment deprived him of the province of Donghai. At the same time he 
deprived the king of Wu of the provinces of Yuzhang and Kuaiji. The previous 
year Liu Sui, the king of Zhao, had been convicted of some offence and deprived 
of the province of ~han~shan, '  and Liu Ang, the king of Jiaoxi, had been 
deprived of six districts because of irregular sale of noble titles. It was at this 
time that the Han coun officials began seriously to discuss the question of 
reducing the size of the kingdom of Wu. Liu Pi, fearful that there was to be no 
end to the deprivations of territory, began to make concrete plans for a general 
revolt. He was concerned that so few of the other feudal lords seemed worthy 
to join him in the plot, but he had heard that Liu Ang, the king of Jiaoxi, was a 
brave and spirited man who was fond of warfare and was feared by all the other 
kingdoms of ~ i . '  He therefore sent his palace counsellor Ying Gao to invite the 
king of Jiaoxi to join the conspiracy. Liu Pi did not entrust his message to 
writing, but instructed Ying Gao to say, "The king of Wu, unworthy as he is, 
has long been beset by worries. He does not dare to leave his territory himself, 
but has sent me to convey to you his kind intentions." 

"And what message would he send me?" asked the king of Jiaoxi. 
"At present," replied Ying Gao, "the emperor, swayed by evil men and 

imposed upon by false ministers, thinks only of petty profit and gives ear to 
slanderers. He arbitrarily alters the laws of the empire and seizes the lands of 
the feudal lords; day by day his demands become greater and his punishments 
of innocent men more frequent. People have a saying that 'after the husk has 
been licked away, the kernel will be eaten up9.* YOU and my master, the rulers 
of Wu and Jiaoxi, are among the most renowned of the feudal lords, but if some 
day you are subjected to investigation, it is unlikely that you will escape with 
impunity. The king of Wu is suffering from an infirmity and for over twenty 
years has been unable to journey to the capital to appear at court. He has long 
been concerned that such a failure might arouse suspicion and he would have 

5 
During periods of deep mourning one was required to live in special quarters. Sexual 

irregularities during such periods were offences of the gravest nature. 
6 
The text erroneously reads "the province of Hejian". 

7 
Emperor Wen. i t  will be recalled, had divided up the kingdom of King Daohui of Qi 

among his sons, creating six kingdoms: Qi, Jibei, Ji'nan, Zichuan, Jiaoxi, and Jiaonan. 
8 
That is, after the emperor has stripped the feudal kingdoms of their outer provinces, he 

will end by abolishing them entirely. 



no opportunity to justify himself, and with the present state of affairs he is all 
but prostrate with anxiety that he will not be forgiven. Rumours have reached 
him that Your Majesty has been punished for some affair involving noble titles. 
In this and in other cases which he has heard about where feudal lords have been 
deprived of territory, the offence has not been of sufficient gravity to justify 
such action. He is fearful that the situation may not end with mere seizure of 
tem tory!" 

"The rumours your king heard of my punishment were correct," replied the 
king. "And what do you suggest we do about it?" 

"They say," said Ying Gao, "that those with the same hates help each other, 
those with the same loves aid each other, those with the same thoughts bolster 
each other, those with the same hopes work for each other, and those with the 
same aims die for each other. Now the king of Wu believes that he shares the 
same griefs with Your Majesty. His desire is to seize this opportunity to enforce 
justice, to set aside thoughts of his own welfare in order to rid the empire of 
harm! Is this intent not a worthy one?" 

The king of Jiaoxi drew back in amazement. "How would I dare to do such 
a thing?" he exclaimed. "No matter how the emperor may afflict me, I have no 
choice but to die! What can I do but be loyal to him?" 

"The imperial secretary Chao Cuo is misleading the emperor and seizing 
the lands of the feudal lords, forcing loyal ministers into the shade and stifling 
the counsels of worthy men, so that the court is filled with hatred for him and 
all the feudal lords entertain thoughts of revolt," said Ying Gao. "Human affairs 
have reached a crisis, while a comet has appeared in the sky and locusts have 
several times swarmed over the land. This is an opportunity which comes only 
once in ten thousand generations, a time of grief and trouble which will bring 
forth a true sage. Therefore the king of Wu proposes to march upon the capital 
to rid the world of Chao Cuo, and in the provinces to follow after Your Majesty 
in sweeping across the empire. Whoever we confront will surrender, whoever 
we point our fingers at will submit, and throughout the world there will be none 
who dare to resist. If Your Majesty will be truly gracious enough to give one 
word of consent, then the king of Wu will lead the king of Chu in seizing the 
Hangu Pass, guarding the stores of grain at Xingyang and the Ao Granary, and 
blocking the advance of the Han soldiers; there he will halt, make his camp, and 
wait for you. If you are willing to join the enterprise, then the whole empire can 
be conquered. If it were then divided between the two of you, would that not be 
sufficient?" 
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"The plan is a good one," replied the king of Jiaoxi. 
Ying Gao returned and reported the king's answer to the king of Wu. But 

Liu Pi was still afraid that the king of Jiaoxi might not join the conspiracy, and 
so he journeyed as his own envoy to Jiaoxi and concluded the agreement with 
the king in person. 

One of the minsters of the king of Jiaoxi heard that the king was plotting a 
conspiracy and reprimanded him, saying, "There is no greater happiness than 
to serve a single emperor. Now Your Majesty proposes to join with the king of 
Wu in marching west upon the capital but, even if the undertaking is successful, 
strife will ensue between the two of you and your troubles will only have begun. 
The lands of the feudal lords comprise less than one fifth of the provinces of the 
Han empire. To raise a revolt and inflict anxiety upon your mother, the queen 
dowager, is surely not a wise idea!" 

The king, however, refused to listen to his advice but dispatched envoys to 
conclude agreements with the kingdoms of Qi, Zichuan, Jiaodong, Ji'nan, and 
Jibei. All of them consented to join the conspiracy. "King Jing of Chengyang," 
he said, "is a man of unshakable loyalty, as he demonstrated at the time of the 
overthrow of the Lii family. He will not join After affairs are settled, we 
will divide his lands among ourselves." 

A number of the feudal lords had already been roused to fear by the 
punishments and deprivations of temtory that had been inflicted upon them, and 
were enraged against Chao Cuo. When the order amved from the court depriv- 
ing Wu of the provinces of Kuaiji and Yuzhang the king of Wu took the lead 
by calling out his troops. On the day hingwu (28 Feb. 154 BC) he and the king 
of Jiaoxi executed all the Han officials of the rank of 2,000 piculs and under in 
their territories, and the kingdoms of Jiaodong, Zichuan, Ji'nan, Chu, and Zhao 
followed suit. The armies of the conspirators began their march west toward the 
capital. 

The king of Qi, regretting what he had done, broke his promise to join the 
conspirators and drank poison and died. The king of Jibei was still engaged in 
repairing the fortifications of his capital and had not yet completed preparations 

9 
Either something is wrong with the text or Sima Qian is nodding. King Jing. the 

posthumous title o f  Liu Zhang, the first king of Chengyang, died in 177, some twenty-two 
years before this. At the time of the conspiracy his son Liu Xi was king of  Chengyang, so that 
the mention of Liu Zhang's part in the overthrow of the Lu family makes little sense. The fact 
remains. however, that the kingdom of Chengyang refused to join the conspiracy. The parallel 
passage in Hun shu 35 omits this speech. 
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for sending out his troops. His chief of palace attendants threatened him with 
violence and forced him to stay in his capital, SO that Jibei was unable todispatch 
its forces. The king of Jiaoxi assumed command of the forces in the region of 
Qi and, with the armies of Jiaodong, Ji'nan, and Zichuan, besieged Linzi, the 
capital of the kingdom of Qi. The king of Zhao also revolted and secretly plotted 
to join forces with the Xiongnu. 

When Wu, Chu, Jiaoxi, Jiaodong, Zichuan, Ji'nan, and Zhao, the seven 
kingdoms of the conspiracy, dispatched their troops, the king of Wu called out 
all his soldiers, circulating an order through the kingdom stating: "I am sixty- 
two, and yet I shall lead my troops in person. My youngest son is fourteen, but 
he too will command the soldiers. Therefore let all men between the ages of 
myself and my youngest son be called into service!" In this way he raised a 
force of over 200,000 men. He sent envoys south to the barbarian states of 
Minyue and Eastern Yue, the latter of which also dispatched troops to join his 
forces. 

On the day jiazi of the first month of the third year of Emperor Jing's reign 
(1 54 BC) the king of Wu marched with his army out of his capital at Guangling 
and crossed the Huai River to the west, where he joined with the forces of 
Chu. He despatched envoys to the various feudal lords bearing a letter which 
read: 

I, Liu Pi, the king of Wu, respectfully inquire of the kings of Jiaoxi, 
Jiaodong, Zichuan, Ji'nan, Zhao, Chu, Huainan, Hengshan, and 
Lujiang, and the sons of the late king of Changsha, if they will be kind 
enough to lend me their guidance. Because there are traitorous minis- 
ters in the Han court who, though they have done no service for the 
empire, unrightfully seize the lands of the feudal lords; who arrest and 
question our envoys and make it their sole concern to inflict insult and 
injury; who do not treat the feudal lords with the proper respect, 
although they are flesh and blood of the imperial clan of Liu, but thrust 
aside the ministers who have won merit under the former emperor and 
replace them with evil men, bringing chaos to the empire and endan- 
gering the sacred altars of the dynasty; and because the emperor, in ill 
health and intent upon his own well-being, is unable to perceive the 
true state of affairs, I propose to call out my troops to punish the 
evil-doers. I therefore humbly request your guidance. 

Although my kingdom is small, it embraces an area 3,000 li 
square; although my people are few, I can supply 500,000 trained men. 



1 have been on friendly terms with the barbarians of Southern Yue for 
over thirty years and the kings and chieftains of the area have unani- 
mously agreed to send their troops to join me, so that from that source 
I can secure another 300,000 men or more. 

Unworthy though I am, I propose to join with the other kings. 
Since the region of Changsha adjoins the temtory of Yue, I would ask 
the sons of the late king of Changsha to take control from Changsha 
north, and then march with all speed through Shu and Hanzhong. The 
rulers of Eastern Yue and the kings of Chu, Huainan, Hengshan, and 
Lujiang, I would ask to join me in marching west. The rulers of the 
various kingdoms of Qi and the king of Zhao should gain control of 
the regions of Hejian and Henei, and either proceed through the Linjin 
Pass or meet with me at Luoyang. The kings of Yan and Zhao have 
already concluded agreements with the Xiongnu ruler, so that the king 
of Yan should march north and bring under control the areas of Dai 
and Yunzhong and then, leading the hordes of the Xiongnu, enter the 
Xiao Pass and hasten to Chang'an to correct the errors of the emperor 

10 
and safeguard the ancestral temple of Emperor Gaozu. I beg the kings 
to carry out my suggestions with diligence! 

The present king of Chu, grandson of King Yuan of Chu, and the 
kings of Huainan, Hengshan, and Lujiang have scarcely had the heart 
to bathe or wash their hair for over ten years, so consumed are they by 

I I 
anger; for long they have hoped for some chance to take their revenge. 
I have as yet had no opportunity to hear the feelings of the other kings, 
nor have I ventured to inquire about them. But if the kings are truly 
willing to fight to preserve their perishing states and give new life to 
their dying families, to aid the weak and overthrow the violent in order 
to secure peace for the Liu family, they will be doing a service to the 

10 
Liu Pi is here proposing a step which brought grief to innumerable Chinese dynasties 

both before and after the Han: inviting non-Chinese peoples to invade the empire in order to 
take pan in an internal struggle. 

I I 
The kings of Huainan, Hengshan, and Lujiang, all sons of Liu Chang, King Li of 

Huainan, had reason to be resentful of the Han ministers since, at the suggestion of the latter, 
Emperor Wen had removed their father from his position on charges of insubordination and 
ordered him banished to Shu; he refused to eat and starved to death on the way. There seems 
to be no particular reason, however. why Liu Wu. the king of Chu, should have been consumed 
by anger. 



sacred altars of the dynasty. 
Although my kingdom is poor. I have been occupied day and night 

for the past thirty years and more in economizing on the use of food 
and clothing, accumulating funds, preparing weapons and gathering 
stores of grain, all for the realization of this aim. I beg the other kings 
to make use of what I have prepared! Let us agree that anyone who 
kills or captures a general in chief shall be rewarded with 5,000 catties 
of gold and a fief of 10,000 households; for a ranking general, 3,0()0 
catties and a fief of 5,000 households; for a lieutenant general, 2,000 
catties and 2,000 households; for an official of the rank of 2,000 piculs, 
1,000 catties and 1,000 households; for an official of 1,000 piculs, 500 
catties and 500 households; all to be awarded the title of marquis. The 
capture of an army of 10,000 men or a'city of 10,000 inhabitants shall 
be rewarded the same as the capture of a general in chief; an army or 
a city of 5,000 the same as a ranking general; an army or city of 3,000 
the same as a lieutenant general; and an army or a city of 1,000 the 
same as an official of 2,000 picul rank. Those who capture lesser 
officials shall be rewarded with titles and gold in accordance with the 
rank of the captives. All other grants of fiefs and money shall likewise 
be twice those prescribed by the usual Han laws. Those who in the past 
have already received noble titles and fiefs shall be granted new awards 
regardless of their previous holdings. I beg the kings to make these 
rulings clearly known to their respective staffs, for I swear that there 
is no deception in them. I have stores of funds scattered here and there 
throughout the empire, so that grants of money need not necessarily 
come from Wu itself. The kings may make use of my funds day and 
night and there will still be no fear of exhausting them. Therefore, if 
there is anyone who deserves to be rewarded, let a report be made to 
me and I will send the money from wherever I happen to be. With due 
respect I make the above announcement. 

When this letter on the revolt of the seven kingdoms was brought to 
the attention of Emperor Jing he dispatched Zhou Yafu, the marquis of Tiao, at 
the head of an army of thirty-six generals to attack Wu and Chu. At the same 
time he dispatched Li Ji, the marquis of Quzhou, to attack Zhao, General Luan 
Bu to attack the region of Qi, and the general in chief Dou Ying to garrison 
Xingyang and observe the movements of the troops of Zhao and Qi. 

When the letter announcing the revolt of Wu and Chu first came to the 
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Emperor's attention, and before he had called out the troops or dispatched DOU 
Ying, he was informed that Yuan Ang, the former prime minister of the state of 
w", was living in retirement near the capital, and so he summoned Yuan 
Ang to an interview. When Yuan Ang appeared before him, the emperor 
was busy checking the strength of his forces and calculating the amount of 
provisions for the army with Chao Cuo. "You were formerly prime minister to 
the king of Wu," said the emperor. "What sort of man is the Wu general Tian 
Lube? Now that Wu and Chu have revolted, what do you think will be the 
outcome?" 

"The matter is not worth worrying about," replied Yuan Ang. "They will 
be defeated at once!" 

"But the king of Wu has been minting cash from the ore in his territory, 
extracting salt from the sea water, and inviting worthy men from all over the 
empire, and now, though he is an old man, he has started a revolt. If he were not 
absolutely sure that his scheme would succeed, why would he dispatch his 
troops? What makes you think that he can do nothing against us?" 

"As for the copper and salt in his kingdom," said Yuan Ang, "the king of 
Wu has undoubtedly profited from them, but it is impossible to believe that he 
has attracted worthy men to his court. If he had actually succeeded in attracting 
worthy men, they would have persuaded him to remain loyal and not to revolt. 
The only men the king of Wu has attracted are ruffians and their gangs, fugitives 
from justice and criminals engaged in the illegal minting of cash. This is why 
they have led him on to revolt!" 

"Yuan Ang has given an excellent appraisal of the situation!" exclaimed 
Chao Cuo. 

"What plan do you think I should adopt?" asked the emperor. 

"I beg Your Majesty to dismiss your attendants so that we may speak in 
private," said Yuan Ang. The emperor ordered those about him to retire, leaving 
only Chao Cuo at his side. "What I have to say," said Yuan Ang, "is not for the 
ears of Your Majesty's ministers!" With this the emperor waved Chao Cuo 
away. Hastening from the audience room, Chao Cuo retired to the eastern 
corridor, overcome with rage. 

The emperor then proceeded to question Yuan Ang, who replied, "The 
kings of Wu and Chu have distributed a letter calling for a revolt and claiming 
that, although Emperor Gaozu divided his lands among his sons and brothers, 
the traitorous official Chao Cuo is now accusing the feudal lords of various faults 
and unrightfully seizing their territories from them. Therefore they have de- 
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clued their intention to revolt and march west to the capital together to punish 
Chao Cuo; when their lands have been restored to them, they will disband their 
forces. The best plan at this point is therefore simply to execute Chao Cuo, issue 
a pardon to the kings of Wu, Chu, and the other members of the conspiracy, and 
return the lands that have been taken away from them. In this way their troops 
can be turned back without recourse to bloodshed." 

The emperor was silent for a long time, and then he said, "If your plan would 
really work, I would not hesitate to sacrifice a single man in order to appease 
the rest of the empire ..." 

"I have nothing else to suggest," said Yuan Ang. "I beg Your Majesty to 
give it due consideration." 

Emperor Jing appointed Yuan Ang as master of ritual and Liu Tong, the 
son of the younger brother of the king of Wu, as director of the imperial clan. 
Yuan Ang set about getting his clothes and belongings ready for a journey. Some 
ten days later the emperor ordered the military commander to summon Chao 
Cuo and, pretending to drive him to the palace, to take him instead to the eastern 
market. There Chao Cuo, wearing the court robes he had donned for his trip to 
the palace, was cut in two at the waist. Then, with Yuan Ang appointed as master 
of ritual to uphold the service of the ancestral temples and Liu Tong as director 
of the imperial clan to appeal to his own kinsmen, the emperor dispatched the 
two of them to report his action to the king of Wu in accordance with Yuan 
Ang's plan. 

When the two men arrived in Wu the armies of Wu and Chu were 
already attacking the fortifications of Liang. As a kinsman, Liu Tong 
was admitted first into the presence of the king of Wu and, explaining his 
mission, forced him to bow and receive the imperial orders. When the king of 
Wu heard that Yuan Ang had also come on the mission he knew that Yuan Ang 
would try to persuade him to desist, and he replied with a laugh, "I arn already 
emperor of the east! What need have I to grant audience to anyone else?" He 
refused to see Yuan Ang, but ordered him to be detained in the midst of his camp 
and tried to force him to become a general on the side of Wu. When Yuan 
Ang refused, he sent men to surround and guard him, intending to murder him. 
but Yuan Ang managed to escape from the camp at night and flee to the 
army of Liang. Eventually he returned to the capital and reported on his 
mission. 

Zhou Yafu, the commander of the Han forces, hurried with his retinue of 
six relay carriages and joined the army at Xingyang. When he reached Luoyang 
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on the way he met Ju   en^'^ and exclaimed with delight, "Because of the revolt 
of the seven kingdoms, I hastened here by relay carriage, uncertain whether I 
would be able to get even this far. I supposed that the rebel lords would already 
have enlisted your aid, but now I find that you have made no move to join them. 
I will make Xingyang my base of operations, and from there on east I see I will 
have nothing to worry about!" 

When Zhou Yafu reached Huaiyang he questioned Colonel Deng, who had 
formerly been a retainer of Zhou Yafu's father Zhou Bo, as to what strategy to 
adopt. Colonel Deng replied, "The troops of Wu have a very keen striking 
power; it would be difficult to meet them head on. Those of Chu are lightly 
equipped and will not be able to hold out for long. If I were to suggest a plan 
for you, I think you had best lead your forces northeast and build your fortifi- 
cations at Changyi, abandoning the region of Liang to the armies of Wu. The 
king of Wu is sure to throw all his might against Liang, while you may simply 
deepen your moats and raise the height of your walls, sending out light troops 
at the same time to block the juncture of the Huai and Si rivers and cut off Wu's 
supply road. In this way Wu and Liang will wear each other out, and Wu's 
provisions will soon be exhausted. Then with your army at full strength you may 
fall upon your weary opponent, and victory over Wu will be certain." 

"Excellent!" said Zhou Yafu, and set about putting the plan into operation, 
building powerful fortifications south of Changyi and sending light troops to 
cut off Wu's supply road. 

When the king of Wu first called out his troops he appointed his minister 
Tian Lubo as general in chief. "We have massed our troops and are preparing 
to march west," said Tian Lubo, "but I fear that unless we resort to some unusual 
tactics we will have difficulty in winning success. I would like to be given a 
force of 50,000 men to lead on a separate expedition up along the Huai and 
Yangtze rivers in order to seize control of Huainan and Changsha. From there 
I can enter the Wu Pass and rejoin Your Majesty's forces. This would be one 
trick we could use." 

The crown prince of Wu, however, advised his father against this plan. 

I2 
Ju Meng, described in "The Biographies o f  the Wandering Knights", Shi ji 124, was 

the most influential o f  the unofficial "bosses" in the area of  Luoyang. Zhou Yafu, in an effort 
to flatter Ju Meng, may deliberately be exaggerating the importance of Ju Meng's loyalty, 
though such local "bosses" wielded considerable influence in the countryside and could have 
been a source of  trouble to the Han cause. 
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"YOU yourself have declared that you are in revolt, so that it is difficult to entrust 
your soldiers to others. If you entrust your men to others and then they in turn 
revolt against you, what will you do? In any event, if you arbitrarily split up 
your troops into expeditionary forces it is hard to judge what profit you may 
gain. More likely you will only damage your own position." The king of Wu 
accordingly refused Tian Lubo's request for troops. 

One of the younger commanders of Wu, General Huan, advised the king 
of Wu, "Wu has a great many foot soldiers, while the Han has a large number 
of chariots and horsemen which are most effective in the open plains. I would 
suggest therefore that, if Your Majesty encounters cities on your line of march 
which refuse to surrender, you let them go for the moment and hasten west with 
all speed so that you may make your base at the storehouses of Luoyang, 
provision your troops from the Ao Granary, block the mountain defiles along 
the Yellow River, and from there issue your orders to the other feudal lords. In 
this way, though you do not even enter the Pass into the capital area, you 
will already have control of the empire. If Your Majesty proceeds slowly, 
stopping along the way to force the surrender of each city, then before we know 
it the chariots and horsemen of the Han armies will be upon us, swooping 
through the outskirts of the cities of Liang and Chu, and our cause will be 
lost!" 

The king of Wu consulted with his older generals on this plan of action, but 
they replied, "Only a young man who thinks of nothing but dashing into the face 
of the enemy would suggest such a move! What does he know about over-all 
strategy?" The king of Wu therefore did not follow the suggestion of General 
Huan. 

The king of Wu bent all his efforts toward gathering his forces into one 
army. Before he crossed the Huai River he anpointed various of his retainers as 
generals, commanders, lieutenants, and marshals; only Zhou Qiu was given no 
appointment. Zhou Qiu was a native of Xiapei who, fleeing from the law in his 
own city, had come to Wu, where he made a living selling wine. He had done 
nothing to distinguish himself, and the king of Wu accordingly thought little of 
him and gave him no appointment. Zhou Qiu went to visit the king and said, 
"Because of my lack of ability I have not been allowed the honour of taking part 
in the campaign. I would not venture to ask for the post of general, but i f  Your 
Majesty would give me one of the credentials used by the Han envoys, I promise 
to bring you a fitting reward." When the king of Wu accordingly handed over 
to him one of the Han credentials he took it and galloped by night to his home 
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in Xiapei. The cities of Xiapei, hearing of the revolt in Wu, were at the time all 
tightly shut and guarded. When Zhou Qiu reached the official lodging house he 
sent an order summoning the magistrate of the district. The magistrate had no 
sooner entered the door than Zhou Qiu accused him of some crime and had his 
attendants cut the man in two. He then proceeded to summon the important 
officials, who were friends of his brothers, and addressed them as follows: "The 
rebel troops of Wu will soon be here and, when they arrive, the men of Xiapei 
will be massacred in no more time than it takes to gobble a meal. But if we take 
the lead in submitting to their cause before they arrive, then our homes will be 
saved from destruction and the ablest among us will even be enfeoffed as 
marquises!" The officials went out and reported his words throughout the 
district, whereupon the whole of Xiapei capitulated to the rebels. Thus in one 
night Zhou Qiu secured 30,000 men. He sent someone to report to the king of 
Wu what he had done, while he himself led the forces he had secured in pillaging 
the cities to the north. By the time he reached Chengyang he had an army of 
over 100,000 men. There he defeated the army of the military commander of 
Chengyang but, hearing that the king of Wu had been defeated and was in flight, 
he decided that there was no more chance of winning success in the cause of 
Wu, and so he led his troops back toward Xiapei. Before he reached home, an 
ulcer broke out on his back and he died. 

In the second month, after the forces of the king of Wu had already suffered 
defeat and were in flight, Emperor Jing issued an edict to his army which 
read: 

It is said that Heaven rewards the doer of good with blessings and 
the doer of evil with misfortune. Emperor Gaozu in person bestowed 
marks of recognition on his worthy ministers and set up the various 
feudal lords. Later, when the kingdoms of Liu You, King You of Zhao, 
and Liu Fei, King Daohui of Qi, were left without heirs, Emperor Wen 
took pity upon them and established Liu You's son Liu Sui as king of 
Zhao, and Liu Ang and the other sons of Liu Fei as kings in the region 
of Qi, so that they might tend the mortuary temples of their ancestors, 
the former kings, and serve as bastion states to the court of Han. In so 
doing, his virtuous generosity rivalled that of heaven and earth, and his 
enlightenment matched the sun and the moon. And yet Liu Pi, the king 
of Wu, turned his back upon such generosity and betrayed his duty, 
inviting fugitives and criminals from all over the empire to come to his 
kingdom, debasing the currency of the empire by his minting of coins, 
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and, on the grounds that he was ill, refusing for over twenty years to 
attend the court of the emperor. The officials repeatedly recommended 
that Liu Pi be called to account for his crimes, but Emperor Wen 
preferred to be lenient, hoping that in time he would mend his ways 
and do good. Now he has joined with the king of Chu, Liu Wu; the 
king of Zhao, Liu Sui; the king of Jiaoxi, Liu Ang; the king of Ji'nan, 
Liu Biguang; the king of Zichuan, Liu Xian; and the king of Jiaodong, 
Liu Xiongqu, in an alliance of revolt, committing the most heinous 
treason. He has murdered the ministers and envoys of the Han, op- 
pressed the commoners, slaughtered the innocent, and fired the homes 
of the people and dug up their grave mounds, spreading the utmost 
tyranny before him. Liu Ang and the others have added even greater 
outrage, burning down the temples of the dynasty and pillaging the 

13 
sacred objects. Deeply grieved by these acts, I have donned the white 
robes of mourning and retired from the hall of state. I call upon my 
generals to urge forward their officers and strike at the rebellious 
villains! In attacking the rebels, he who marches deepest into their 
territories and kills the largest number shall win the highest merit. In 
the question of whether to cut off the heads of captives or take them 
prisoner, let all those who are of the 300 picul rank or above be killed 
on the spot without mercy. If anyone shall dare to question this edict 
or fail to obey it, he shall be cut in two at the waist! 

When the king of Wu first crossed the Huai River he joined with the king 
of Chu in marching west and attacking and overcoming the city of Jibi. Taking 
advantage of this victory, they proceeded on their way, a force of formidable 
keenness. Liu Wu, King Xiao of Liang, the brother of Emperor Jing, alarmed 
at the situation, dispatched six generals to attack the Wu forces, but Wu 
succeeded in defeating two of the generals and sending their men scurrying back 
to Liang. The king of Liang several times sent envoys to Zhou Yafu begging 
for aid, but Zhou Yafu refused to listen to their request. The king of Liang also 
dispatched envoys to criticize Zhou Yafu's conduct to the emperor. The emperor 
sent one of his men to order Zhou Yafu to go to the aid of Liang, but Zhou Yafu, 
considering his own advantage, stayed where he was and still refused to go to 

13 
Mortuary temples dedicated to the founder of  the dynasty had been set up in all the 

provinces and feudal kingdoms. 
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Liang's rescue. The king of Liang then dispatched as generals Han Anguo and 
Zhang Y u, the younger brother of Zhang Shang, the prime minister of Chu who 
had met death because he counselled the king of Chu against revolt; these two 
managed to inflict several defeats on the troops of Wu. The forces of Wu had 
hoped to march west but, with the cities of Liang firmly guarded, they did not 
dare to proceed in that direction, but instead raced toward the army of Zhou 
Yafu, which they encountered at Xiayi. They hoped to engage Zhou Yafu in 
battle, but he stayed within his fortifications and refused to fight. The Wu army, 
its provisions exhausted and its men on the verge of starvation, repeatedly 
challenged him to battle. Finally they made a rush on the fortifications, causing 
great alarm at the southeast comer of the camp. Zhou Yafu then ordered his men 
to prepare for an attack from the northwest and, as he had foreseen, the enemy 
attempted to penetrate from that direction. Eventually the Wu army suffered a 
crushing defeat, many of its men died of starvation, and the remainder turned 
their backs and fled. 

The king of Wu, accompanied by several thousand able-bodied men from 
his command, escaped in the night, crossed the Yangtze, fled through Dantu, 
and took up a position in the barbarian kingdom of Eastern Yue. Eastern Yue 
still had a force of over 10,000 soldiers, and the king of Wu sent out men to 
gather up the fleeing remnants of his own army. But the Han dispatched an envoy 
to entice the men of Eastern Yue with offers of gain until they agreed to trick 
the king of Wu. When the king came out of his headquarters to review the troops 
that he had gathered together, the men of Eastern Yue sent someone to run him 
through with a spear. Then they placed his head in a box and sent it by relay 
carriage to the capital. Liu Zihua and Liu Ziju, the sons of the king of Wu, fled 
to the region of Minyue. After the king of Wu abandoned his forces and fled, 
his army gradually crumbled and the men bit by bit surrendered to Zhou Yafu 
or to the army of Liang. The army of Liu Wu, the king of Chu, was also defeated, 
and the king command suicide. 

The kings of Jiaoxi, Jiaodong, and Zichuan had besieged the king of Qi in 
the city of Linzi, but after three months they were still unable to take the city. 
When the Han forces arrived the three kings withdrew their troops and returned 
to their own kingdoms. 

Upon his return Liu Ang, the king of Jiaoxi, spread a mat of straw and, 
seating himself upon it, bared his arms and feet and refused to take anything but 
water, begging forgiveness from his mother, the queen dowager, for his actions. 
His,son, the crown prince Liu De, said to his father, "The troops of Han have 
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marched a long way and they appear to me to be already exhausted from the 
expedition. Now is the time to make a surprise attack! I beg to gather up the 
remnants of my father's troops and strike at them. If the attack is not successful, 
it will still not be too late to flee to the islands off the coast!" 

"My forces have been completely crushed. It is impossible to call out the 
men again!" replied the king, but the crown prince refused to heed his fatherVs 
words. 

The Han general Han Tuidang, marquis of Gonggao, sent a letter to the king 
of Jiaoxi, saying, "I have been ordered by the emperor to punish those who 
have failed in their duty. Those who surrender will be pardoned for their crimes 
and treated as before; those who fail to surrender will be wiped out! Which 
course will the king of Jiaoxi choose? I will await your answer and act 
accordingly." 

The king bared his arms and, knocking his head on the ground before the 
encampment of the Han army, requested an audience with General Han. 
"Because I have failed to honour the laws of the empire with sufficient care, I 
have brought alarm to the common people and burdened the general, causing 
him to journey this great distance to my worthless kingdom. For such crimes I 
deserve to be punished by having my flesh cut up and pickled." 

General Han, bearing in his hands the gong and drum with which he 
signalled the advance or retreat of his troops, appeared before the king and said, 
"It is true that you have caused great trouble to the army. May I inquire the 
circumstances which impelled you to call out your troops?" 

The king bowed his head and, crawling forward on his knees, replied, "In 
recent times Chao Cuo was one of the most trusted of the emperor's ministers, 
but he altered the laws which had been laid down by Emperor Gaozu 
and unrightfully seized the lands of the feudal lords. I and the others believed 
that such actions were unjust and we feared that he would bring ruin to the 
empire. Therefore seven of us called out the troops of our kingdoms, intending 
to punish him. Now that we have heard that he has already been punished, 
we have disbanded our forces and respectfully withdrawn to our own 
territories." 

"If you really believed that Chao Cuo was acting wrongly," said General 
Han, "why did you not submit a report to the throne? Instead of that you did not 
even wait for an order from the emperor, but arbitrarily used the military 
credentials granted to you by the court to call out your troops and attack the 
loyal kingdom of Qi. From such actions as these it is apparent that your true 
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intention was not really to punish Chao Cuo!" He then produced the imprial 
edict and read it to the king. When he had finished reading he said, "1 leave you 
to decide what action to take!" "For someone such as I, even death cannot atone 
for my crimes," replied the king. Shortly thereafier he committed suicide, along 
with the queen dowager, his son the crown prince, and the other members of his 
family. The kings of Jiaodong, Zichuan, and Ji'nan likewise committed suicide. 
Their kingdoms were abolished and their territories taken over by the Han 
government. 

The Han general Li Ji besieged the king of Zhao in the city of Handan. 
After ten months'. the city capitulated, and the king of Zhao committed suicide. 
Liu Jing, the king of Jibei, because he had been forced into the revolt 
against his will, was not punished but was transferred to the position of king of 
Zichuan. 

Liu Pi, the king of Wu, first began the revolt, joining his forces with those 
of Chu and entering into an agreement with the armies of Zhao and the kingdoms 
in the region of Qi. They called out their forces in the first month, and by the 
third month all had been defeated except Zhao, which held out alone until the 
latter part of the year. Later Emperor Jing set up the marquis of Pinglu, Liu Li, 
a younger son of Liu Jiao, King Yuan of Chu, as king of Chu, in order to cany 
on the line of the royal family of Chu. Liu Fei, the king of Runan, he made ruler 
of the region of Wu with the title of king of Jiangdu. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Liu Pi happened to be appointed king of Wu 
because his father was deprived of the kingdom of Dai. He was able to reduce 
taxes, use his people wisely, and at the same time take free advantage of the 
resources of the hills and sea. The seed of rebellion first took root in his mind 
because of the untimely death of his son; the trouble which arose over a trivial 
game of chess finally destroyed his whole family. Liu Pi allied himself with the 
barbarians in Yue in plotting against his own clan, the rulers of the dynasty, and 
in the end met destruction. Chao Cuo adopted policies which he believed would 
benefit the state in the distant future, and yet in no time at all he met misfortune 
instead. Yuan Ang was one of the most influential advisers to the emperor but, 
though he enjoyed favour at first, he later suffered disgrace. Therefore in ancient 
times it was said that the territories of the feudal lords should not exceed 100 li 

14 
But Shi ji 50. "The Hereditary House of King Yuan of Chu", translated above, says 

seven months, which seems more likely. 



in size. and that they should not be allowed to make use of the resources of the 
hills and seas. It was also said that one should never become friendly with the 
barbarians and thrust aside one's own kin. Such sayings were meant, no doubt, 
for men like the king of Wu. Do not take the lead in planning affairs, or you will 
suffer the consequences, people say. This applies, does it not. to Yuan Ang and 
Chao Cuo? 
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SHI JI  17: THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF 
THE FEUDAL LORDS FROM THE BEGINNING 

OF THE HAN, INTRODUCTION 

During the hundred years from the founding of the Han down to the era 
tuichu (206 to 104 BC) the various feudal lords were enfeoffed or removed 
from their positions and their territories were divided or taken away from 
them, but their records and genealogies are by no means clear and the 
oficials have failed to mention why such changes were made in each 
generation. Thus I made "The Chronological Table of the Feudal Lords 
from the Beginning of the Han". 

The Grand Historian remarks: The Shang dynasty and the ages before it are 
too far away to say much about, but we know that the Zhou dynasty granted five 
degrees of noble title: duke, marquis, earl, viscount, and baron. When the Zhou 
dynasty enfeoffed Boqin in Lu and Kangshu in Wei it granted them each a 
territory of 400 square 1;. The size of their fiefs was unusually large because, as 
they were relatives of the royal family, it was proper to treat them with special 
deference and to reward them for their virtue. When the Zhou enfeoffed the 
Grand Duke Lii Shang in Qi it granted him the combined territories of five 
marquises in order to honour him for his diligent labours. Outside of these. Kings 
Wu, Cheng, and Kang of the Zhou enfeoffed several hundred men, among them 
fifty-five members of their own clan, to act as guardians of the royal house. Of 
the fiefs they granted, the largest did not exceed 100 li and the smallest was 
thirty li. The feudal states of Gum, Cai, Kangshu. Cao, and Zheng were in some 

2 
cases larger than this and in some cases smaller. 

< 

I 
The Introductions to Shi ji 17, 18. and 19 are given here under a general title supplied 

by the translator. 
2 
The sentence is obscure and the inclusion of Kangshu. who has already been mentioned 

above, is probably an error. 
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After the time of Kings Li and You (eighth and seventh centuries Bc) 
the royal house lost its hold and the great states of the feudal lords rose to 
power. The Son of Heaven was too weak to be able to restore them to order. It 
was not that his virtue lacked purity, but that the circumstances rendered him 
helpless. 

When the Han dynasty arose it awarded only the two noble ranks of king 
and marquis. In the latter years of his reign Emperor Gaozu made an agreement 
with his followers that if anyone not of the Liu family should become a king, 
and anyone who had not distinguished himself in battle or attained high position 
should become a marquis, the empire should unite in punishing him. Nine of 
Gaozu's sons and brothers of the Liu family were made kings of states. The only 
king who was not of the Liu family was Wu Rui, the king of Changsha. Gaozu 
also enfeoffed over 100 of his distinguished followers as marquises. From 
Yanmen and Taiyuan east to Liaoyang comprised the states of Yan and Dai. 
From the Chang mountains south, and east from the Taihang mountains across 
the Yellow and Ji rivers and through A and Chen east to the sea, comprised the 
states of Qi and Zhao. The region from Chen to the west, south to the Nine Peaks, 
and east along the Yangtze, Huai, Gu and Si rivers as far as Kuaiji, was divided 
into the kingdoms of Liang, Chu, Huainan and Changsha. All of these states on 
their outer borders adjoined the lands of the northern and southern barbarians, 
while in the inner part of China the entire area east from the great mountain 
ranges of the north was in the hands of the various feudal lords. The largest 
territories consisted of as many as five or six provinces, comprising twenty or 
thirty cities, and their rulers set up various government offices and built palaces 
and towers in flagrant imitation of the Son of Heaven. The Han court retained 
possession only of the provinces of Dong, Hedong, Henei, Henan, Yingchuan, 
and Nanyang, and the region from Jiangling west to Shu, north from Yunzhong 
to Longxi, and the capital area, fifteen provinces in all, and even within this area 
various princesses and marquises received revenue from many of the cities. 
The reason for this was that, when the empire was first brought under control, 
the emperor had few close relatives of his own clan and so he set up a number 
of his sons by concubines in powerful positions in order that they might bring 
peace and order to the realm and provide aid and protection for the Son of 
Heaven. 

During the hundred years after the founding of the Han these various 
branches of the imperial family became increasingly estranged from the central 
court. Some among the feudal lords grew arrogant and extravagant, and were 
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misled by the schemes of vicious minsters into evil and insubordination. The 
most powerful among them rebelled, while the lesser ones committed violations 
of the law, endangering their lives and bringing ruin upon themselves and their 
states. Later the Son of Heaven, imitating the ways of antiquity, graciously 
allowed the various feudal lords to share their blessings and to divide up their 
territories among their various sons and brothers.' Hence the state of Qi came 
to be divided into seven parts, Zhao into six, Liang into five, and Huainan into 
three. The sons of the emperors by their concubines were made kings, and the 
sons of the kings by their concubines were made marquises, numbering over 

100. 

At the time of the revolt of the seven kingdoms led by Wu and Chu the 
territories of many of the feudal lords were reduced because of faults they had 
committed before or after the revolt. Hence the states of Yan and Dai lost their 
northern provinces, and those of Wu, Huainan and Changsha their southern 
provinces, which bordered on the lands of the barbarians, while the outlying 
provinces and the important mountains, lakes, and seacoasts of Qi, Zhao, Liang, 
and Chu were similarly all taken over by the Han court. Thus the domains of 
the feudal lords were bit by bit diminished in size until the largest states did not 
exceed ten cities or more, and the smallest of the marquisates were no more than 
twenty or thirty square li, sufficient only to render tribute and services to the 
central court, to provide for the sacrifices to the ancestors of the feudal lords, 
and to act as defenders of the capital. The Han court administered eighty or 
ninety provinces, disposed here and there among the domains of the feudal lords 
and interlocking with them like the teeth of a dog, and kept a hold on strategic 
defence points and particularly profitable lands. By means of this policy, known 
as "strengthening the root and weakening the branches", the distinction between 
exalted and humble was made clear to everyone and all affairs were disposed 
in the proper way. 

Your servant ~ i a n '  has respectfully prepared this record of the feudal lords 
from the time of Gaozu down to the era taichu, listing under the title of each 

3 
Sima Qian's wording is ironic. What the emperors were doing, of course, was forcing 

the feudal lords to divide their domains among all their sons in order to weaken their power. 
4 
This is the only place in the Shi ji were Sima Qian refers to himself as "your servant 

Qian". Commentators have suggested that in his original manuscript Sima Qian used this 
phrase throughout, and that latereditors, perhaps SimaQian'sgrandson Yang Yun who worked 
to publicize his grandfather's book, changed the wording to "the Grand Historian", overlook- 
ing only this passage. 
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lord the changes which took place in his fief through the succeeding generations, 
in order that later ages may see what the situation was. No  matter how strong 
one's position may be, the important thing is that he should make benevolence 
and righteousness the basis of his conduct. 



SOME REMARKS ON THE HAN PEERS: I1 

SHZ JI 18: THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE 
OF THE DISTINGUISHED FOLLOWERS OF 

GAOZU WHO BECAME MARQUISES, 
INTRODUCTION 

To these, his principal followers, who aided him like arms and legs, Gaozu 
granted the split tallies of enfeoffment and noble titles, and they in turn 
passed their blessings on to their descendants. But there were some who 
forgot the spirit tablets of their fathers and brought death to themselves 
and destruction to their domains. Thus I made "The Chronological Table 
of the Distinguished Followers of Gaozu Who Became Marquises". 

The Grand Historian remarks: In ancient times the subjects of a ruler were 
distinguished by five grades of merit. First were those who, by their virtues, 
established the ancestral temples of their families and maintained in their 
domains the altars of the soil and grain, and their merit was called "loyalty". 
Next were those who distinguished themselves by their sound advice, and their 
merit was called "exertion". Next were those who wielded their strength in 
battle, and their merit was called "achievement". Next were those who brought 
enlightenment to their ranks, and their merit was called "eminence". Finally 
there were those who held office for a long time, and their merit was called 
"longevity". 

When the feudal lords received their titles they took an oath that, "though 
the Yellow River become no broader than a girdle, though Mt. Tai become no 
larger than a whetstone, in peace and harmony will I possess this domain and i t  

shall be handed down to my descendants after me." In the beginning each hoped 
that the root he had thus planted would be firm and sound, and yet the branches 
and leaves which sprang from it  in time withered and died away. 

When I read the records of the distinguished followers of Gaozu who were 
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enfeoffed as marquises, and observe the reasons for which their descendants 
were deprived of the fiefs of their fathers, I am struck by how different, the 
situation is from what I have heard concerning ancient times. 

The Book of Documents, speaking of Emperor Yao, says, "He brought 
harmony to the ten thousand states,"' and some of these states maintained their 
existence through the changes of the Xia and Shang dynasties and lasted for 
several thousand years. In like manner the 800 fiefs granted by the early Zhou 
rulers may still be seen, even after the times of Kings You and Li, in the pages 
of the Spring andAutumn Annals. The nobles who were descendants of Emperor 
Yao and Shun mentioned in the Book of Documents held their positions 
throughout the three dynasties of Xia, Shang, and Zhou, a period of over 1,000 
years, and fulfilled their duty as guardians of the Son of Heaven. Was it not 
because they were diligent in virtue and attendant to the laws of their superiors? 

When the Han arose, over 100 of the distinguished followers of Gaozu 
received fiefs. At that time peace had only just been restored to the world and 
the great towns and famous cities were deserted and in ruins, so that where 
before there had been ten households, only two or three could be found to enrol 
in the population registers. Thus the fiefs of the greatest marquises did not 
exceed 10,000 families, while the smallest comprised only 500 or 600 house- 
holds. 

After a few decades, however, the people returned to their native towns and 
the number of households gradually increased, so that the fiefs of men like Xiao 
He, Cao Can, Zhou Bo, and Gum Ying reached the number of 40,000 house- 
holds, and those of the lesser marquises doubled in population. But in the midst 
of such affluence the descendants of these lords, giving themselves up to 
arrogance and luxurious living, and forgetting their duty to their fathers, fell into 
evil ways. By the time of the era taichu (104 BC), a hundred years after the 
founding of the dynasty, there were only five of these marquises left. All the 
rest had been tried for some offence, had lost their lives, or had been deprived 
of their domains. It is true that by this time the laws of the empire had become 
somewhat stricter and more exacting, and yet none of these men behaved with 
the slightest caution toward the restrictions of the times. 

One who lives in the present age and considers the ways of the past has a 
mirror wherein he may see that the two are not necessarily alike. Emperors and 
kings all have different rites and different things which they consider important. 

I 
"Canon of Yao". 
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 fa man hopes to win success and establish a lasting family, he cannot afford 
to confuse past and present! Again, if one examines the ways in which men win 
position and favour and the reasons why they lose these and incur disgrace, he 
will have the key to success and failure in his own age. What need is there to 
consult the traditions of antiquity? 

So I have with all diligence drawn up this chronological table and made a 
record of each fief from beginning to end. There are a number of places in which 
the listings are not complete. I have set down only what was certain, and in 
doubtful cases have left a blank. If scholars later on wish to surmise further and 
fil l  out the record, they will at least be able to peruse what I have written. 





SOME REMARKS ON THE HAN PEERS: I11 

SHZ JI 19: THE CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF 
THE MARQUISES DURING THE REIGNS OF 

EMPERORS HUI TO JING, 
INTRODUCTION 

For the period of the reign of Emperor Hui to that of Emperor Jing, I have 
set forth a record of the distinguished ministers and relatives of the imperial 
family who were granted titles and fiefs, making "The Chronological Table 
of the Marquises during the Reigns of Emperors Hui to Jing". 

When, as Grand Historian, I have occasion to read over the records of 
enfeoffment and come to the case of Wu Qian, the marquis of Bian, I say to 
myself, "Yes, there was good reason for this!" His father, Wu Rui, was enfeoffed 
as king of Changsha by special order of the government in recognition of his 
loyalty to Emperor Gaozu. In the early days of the dynasty, when Gaozu first 
brought order to the world, he marked out a number of domains and enfeoffed 
eight of his distinguished followers who were not members of his own clan as 
kings of these states. But by the reign of Emperor Hui only one of these, the 
domain of Changsha, had passed down safely through five generations of the 
Wu family, though eventually it was abolished because of the lack of an heir. 
Wu Rui and his successors remained to the end free from all error, fulfilling 
their duty as protectors of the imperial house, a model of fidelity. It was for this 
reason that Wu Rui was able to pass on his blessings to his descendants so that 
a number of them, though distinguished by no particular merit themselves, were 
able to become marquises. 

During the fifty years from the reign of Emperor Hui to that of Emperor 
Jing over ninety fiefs were granted, some as belated rewards to followers who 
had distinguished themselves in the time of Gaozu, some to the ministers who 
accompanied Emperor Wen from his kingdom in Dai, some to those who 
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achieved merit during the uprising of the states of WU and Chu, some to the sons 
of marquises or to men related to the imperial family by marriage, and some to 
men who came from foreign countries and acknowledged fealty to the  an.' In 
the following table I have set forth a complete list of these from beginning to 
end, a record of the men who distinguished themselves during this age by their 
virtue and accomplishment. 

I 
That is. the Xiongnu leaders who voluntarily surrendered to the Han court in 147 BC. 



PART XI 

THE EMINENT OFFICIALS 





SHZ JI 84: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF QU YUAN 
AND MASTER JIA' 

In fine phrases he censured the actions of the king, and with examples and 
analogies argued for the right. Such is the nature of Qu Yuan's poem, 
"Encountering Sorrow". Thus I made "The Biographies of Qu Yuan and 
Master Jia". 

QU YUAN 

Qu Yuan, whose familiar name was Qu Ping, bore the same surname as one 
of the royal families of the state of ~ h u . ~  He acted as aide to King Huai of Chu 
(328-299 BC). Possessed of wide learning and a strong will, he was wise in 
affairs of government and skilled in the use of words. In the inner palace he 
deliberated with the king on national affairs and the issuing of orders, and in the 
outer court he received visitors and held audience with the feudal lords. The 

I 
In this chapter Sima Qian has coupled the lives of two statesmen-poets, Qu Yuan (third 

century BC) and Jia Yi (201 - 169 BC). Because of the similarity of their lives and poetic works 
and the admiration which Jia Yi expressed for his great predecessor, the grouping seems 
justified, but in doing so Sima Qian is forced to violate the chronological order of his 
biographical section. For the life of Qu Yuan, therefore, the reader must go back in time to the 
period of the Warring States, before the empire had been unified under the Qin dynasty, when 
China was divided into a number of independent kingdoms engaged in an unending struggle 
for power and self-preservation. The biography of Qu Yuan is rather disconnected in places 
and presents a number of problems of interpretation. Some commentators are of the opinion 
that sections of the narrative have been misplaced, and suggest possible rearrangements of the 
text. I am inclined to believe, however, that Sima Qian was less interested in presenting the 
exact historical facts of Qu Yuan's life (already difficult to determine in his own day because 
of the wealth of legend which surrounded the figure of the poet) than in expounding the tragic 
themes of injustice and mistaken judgment which the legends and poetic works attributed to 
Qu Yuan so beautifully illustrate. Because his own experiences at the coun of Emperor Wu 
were in many ways similar to what Qu Yuan suffered, he is led time and again to break into 
the c$urse of his narrative with discussions of these larger themes. 

The rulers of Chu bore the surname Mi. but the Qu family claimed descent from one of 
the early kings of Chu and many of its members held important positions at the court of Chu. 



king put the greatest trust in him, and the chief minister, the lord of 

Shangguan, who was thus forced to share the same rank with Qu Yuan, 
vied with him for the king's favour and was secretly disturbed by his great 
ability. 

King Huai set Qu Yuan the task of drawing up a code of laws. While Qu 
Yuan was still working on the rough draft the chief minister got a glimpse of it 
and tried to get it away from Qu Yuan so he could steal the ideas for himself, 
but Qu Yuan refused to give it to him. Thereupon the minster began to slander 
Qu Yuan, saying, "The king has given Qu Yuan the task of drawing up laws, 
the sort of thing that anyone could do and yet, when each new law is finished, 
he goes about boasting of his achievement and saying that 'in my opinion no 
one but myself could have done this!' " 

The king, angered by these reports, grew cold toward Qu Yuan. Qu Yuan 
grieved that the king should be so deceived in what he heard and that his 
understanding should be clouded by idle slander, that petty evil should be 
allowed to injure the public good and justice should be without a hearing. 
Plunged into melancholy thought because of the affair, he composed his poem 
entitled "Li Sao", which means "encountering sorrow". 

Heaven is the beginning of man, and father and mother the root from which 
he springs. When a man finds his way blocked he will turn again to the source 
of his being. Therefore, when he is troubled and weary, he will always cry to 
Heaven, and when he is grieved and in pain, he will call upon his father and 
mother. Qu Yuan conducted himself with justice and forthrightness, displaying 
the utmost loyalty and exhausting his wisdom in the service of his lord, and yet 
libellous men came between them. This is indeed what it means to find one's 
way blocked. To be faithful and yet doubted, to be loyal and yet suffer slander 
- can one bear this without anger? Qu Yuan's composition of the "Li Sao" 
sprang, I am sure, from this very anger. The "Airs from the States" in the Book 
of Odes sing of romantic love but are never lewd; the "Lesser Odes" in the same 
work are full of anger and censure, but never of insubordination. A work like 
the "Li Sao", however, may be said to combine the best qualities of both of 
these. In it the poet praises the Sage Emperor Ku of ancient times, relates the 
deeds of Kings Tang and Wu of a later age and, coming to more recent times, 
describes Duke Huan of Qi, in order to censure his own age and make clear the 
worth of virtue and the form and principles of good government, leaving no 
point untouched. His phrases are brief and his words subtle; his will is pure and 
his conduct virtuous. Though he appears to speak of small matters, his meaning 
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is ~rofound; though he chooses examples from close at hand, he uses them to 
illustrate far-reaching principles. Since his will is pure, he spe&s often of 
fragrant plants and trees; and because his conduct was virtuous, he chose to die 
rather than seek a place in the world. He took himself off from the stagnant pools 
and fens; like a cicada slipping from its shell, he shook off the filth that 
surrounded him and soared far beyond its defilement. He would not allow 
himself to be soiled by the dust of the world but, shining pure amidst its mire, 
kept himself free from stain. Such a will as his is fit to vie for brilliance with the 
very sun and moon themselves! 

Sometime after Qu Yuan had lost his position at court the state of Qin began 
to make plans to attack the state of Qi. But Qi and Chu were both members of 
the Vertical ~ll iance,)  and King Hui, the king of Qin, was afraid that if he 
attacked Qi, Chu would come to its aid. He therefore ordered his minister Zhang 
Yi to leave Qin and, bearing lavish gifts, to visit the king of Chu and attempt to 
deceive him by saying, "Qin bears a deep hatred for Qi, but Qi and Chu are 
joined in an alliance of friendship. If you are willing, however, to break off 
relations with Qi, then Qin will be happy to present you with the cities of Shang 
and Wu and their surrounding temtories of 600 li." King Huai of Chu was greedy 
for land and trusted Zhang Yi's words, and so he broke off his alliance with Qi 
and sent an envoy to Qin to receive the title to the lands. But when the envoy 
from Chu appeared before Zhang Y i the latter falsely denied his promise, saying, 
"I agreed to give the king of Chu six li. I have no recollection of any talk of 600 
li!" 

The Chu envoy left Qin in great anger and returned to report to King Huai 
what had happened. King Huai was furious and raised a huge army to attack 
Qin. Qin sent out its troops to meet the attack and inflicted a severe defeat on 
the Chu army between the Dan and Xi rivers, cutting off 80,000 heads and 
capturing the Chu general Chu Gai. The Qin troops proceeded to seize the Chu 
territory of Hanzhong. 

King Huai then called up all the troops in the state of Chu and marched 
deep into the state of Qin, engaging the Qin forces at Lantian. When the state 
of Wei heard of the expedition, it launched a surprise attack on Chu, invading 
it as far as Deng. The Chu forces, afraid for the safety of theirown land, withdrew 
from Qin, and Qi, angered at Chu's behaviour, refused to come to its aid, so that 

3 
The alliance of states in the east formed to prevent Qin from expanding in that direction. 
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Chu found itself in grave difficulties. 
The following year Qin offered to divide the region of Hanzhong and return 

part of it to Chu in order to bring peace between the two states, but the king of 
Chu replied, "I do not want land. I only want Zhang Yi so that I may have my 
revenge on him!" 

When this was reported to Zhang Yi he said, "If 1 alone am worth as much 
to the king of Chu as the region of Hanzhong, then I beg to be sent to Chu!" 
Zhang Yi once more journeyed to Chu and, bringing lavish gifts for the king's 
trusted minister Jin Shang, had him plead by artful means with the  king'^ 
favourite concubine, Zheng Xiu, for her interventi~n.~ King Huai eventually 
gave in to Zheng Xiu's requests and pardoned Zhang Yi and allowed him to 
return to Qin. 

At this time Qu Yuan, already out of favour, had not been restored to his 
former position but had instead been sent as an envoy to Qi. When he returned 
to Chu he admonished King Huai, saying, "Why did you not kill Zhang Yi?" 
King Huai began to regret that he had let Zhang Yi go free, and sent men to 
pursue him, but they were unable to overtake him in time. After this a number 
of the feudal lords joined in attacking Chu, inflicting a severe defeat and killing 
the Chu general Tang Mei. 

At this time King Zhao, who had succeeded King Hui as king of Qin and 
allied himself with Chu by marriage, asked King Huai to come to Qin to meet 
with him. King Huai was about to depart for Qin when Qu Yuan advised him 
that "Qin is a nation of tigers and wolves and cannot be trusted. It would be 
better not to make the journey!" But King Huai's youngest son Zilan encouraged 
his father to go, saying that it would not do to disrupt the friendly relations which 
had been established between Chu and Qin. King Huai accordingly set out but, 
after he had entered the Wu Pass, the Qin soldiers ambushed his party and, 
blocking their escape, detained the king, demanding that he cede part of his 
territory to Qin. King Huai was infuriated and refused to listen to their demands. 

4 
The "artful means" which Jin Shang used to persuade the concubine to intervene on 

Zhang Yi's behalf consisted of telling her that, if Zhang Yi were not quickly pardoned, the 
king of Qin would undoubtedly send a present of a number of beautiful women to the king of 
Chu in an attempt to ransom him. With this prospect before her, the lady exerted all her efforts 
to get Zhang Yi pardoned and released from prison, where the king had confined him. The 
fuller account is found in "The Biography of'Zhang Yi", Shi ji 70. 
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He fled to the border of the state of Zhao, but Zhao refused to admit him and he 
was forced to return to Qin. Eventually he died in Qin and his body was returned 
to Chu for burial. 

King Huai's eldest son, posthumously known as King Qingxiang, ascended 
the throne of Chu and appointed his younger brother Zilan as prime minister. 
The people of Chu blamed Zilan for encouraging his father to make the journey 
to Qin from which he never retumed. 

Qu Yuan had always disliked Zilan and, though he had fallen from favour 
and been sent to Qi, he had anxiously watched the proceedings in Chu and had 
been gravely concerned for King Huai, never forgetting his desire to awaken 
the king to the danger that faced him. He hoped to be fortunate enough 
eventually to enlighten his lord and reform the ways of the state. Repeatedly in 
his poems he expressed this desire to save the ruler and aid his country, but in 
the end his wishes proved vain. He was unable to remedy the situation and 
eventually it became apparent that King Huai would never wake to the danger 
that awaited him if he journeyed to   in.' 

Any ruler, whether he be wise or foolish, worthy or unworthy, will invari- 
ably seek for loyal men to aid him, and wise men to be his assistants. And yet 
the fact that we see endless examples of kingdoms lost and ruling families 
ruined, while generation after generation passes without showing us a sage ruler 
who can bring order to his country, is simply because the so-called loyal men 
are not really loyal, and the so-called wise ones are not wise. It was because 
King Huai could not distinguish the truly loyal that he was misled by his own 
concubine Zheng Xiu and deceived in foreign affairs by Zhang Yi, that he drove 
Qu Yuan from the court and trusted the lord of Shangguan and his son Zilan 
instead, that his soldiers were driven back and his temtory seized, and that he 
lost six provinces to his enemies and died a stranger's death in Qin, the mockery 
of the world! This is the fate of those who do not know how to judge men! The 
Book of Changes says: 

Though the well is pure, men do not drink; 
My heart is filled with grief at it. 

5 
The text of this passage and its relation to the rest of the narrative are far from clear. 

Here and elsewhere in the biography of Qu Yuan I am much indebted to the translation and 
study by David Hawkes in his Ch'u Tz'u: The Songs of the South (Oxford University Press, 
1959). 
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If the king is wise and will dip up the water, 
We will all share his blessings!6 

But if the king is not wise, how can he be wonhy to receive blessings? 

When the prime minister Zilan heard of Qu Yuan's opposition to him he 
was very angry and eventually persuaded the lord of Shangguan to criticize Qu 
Yuan to King Qingxiang. The king was incensed and banished Qu Yuan to the 
south. 

When Qu Yuan reached the banks of the Yangtze he was one day wandering 
along the river embankment lost in thought, his hair unbound, his face haggard 
with care; his figure lean and emaciated, when a fisherman happened to see him 
and asked, "Are you not the high minister of the royal family? What has brought 
you to this?"l 

"All the world is muddied with confusion," replied Qu Yuan. "Only I am 
pure! All men are drunk, and I alone am sober! For this I have been banished!" 

"A true sage does not stick at mere things, but changes with the times," said 
the fisherman. "If all the world is a muddy turbulence, why do you not follow 
its current and rise upon its waves? If all men are drunk, why do you not drain 
their dregs and swill their thin wine with them? Why must you cling so tightly 
to this jewel of virtue and bring banishment upon yourself?" 

Qu Yuan replied, "I have heard it said that he who has newly washed his 
hair should dust off his cap, and he who had just bathed his body should shake 
out his robes. What man can bear to soil the cleanness of his person with the 
filth you call 'mere things'? Better to plunge into this never-ending current 
beside us and find an end in some river fish's belly! Why should radiant 
whiteness be clouded by the world's vile darkness?" 

Then he composed a poem in the rhyme-prose style entitled "Embracing 
the sands":' 

6 
From the explanation of the hexagram jing or "well". Sima Qian is likening the wise 

and loyal minister to the pure water of the well. 
7 
This description of the meeting between Qu Yuan and the fisherman, believed in later 

times to be an imaginary dialogue composed by Qu Yuan himself and included as a separate 
work in the Chu Ci or Elegies of Chu, the collected works of Qu Yuan and his imitators, uses 
a number of rhymed lines in the style of a fu or rhyme-prose. 

8 
The rhyme-prose or fu style probably derives from the religious songs of the state of 

Chu. Because it employs a longer and freer line than the style of poetry used in the Book of 
Odes, i t  is particularly suited to narrative and rhapsody. 
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Warm, bright days of early summer, 
When shrubs and trees grow rich with green, 
And I, in anguish and endless sorrow, 
Hasten on my way to a southern land. 
My eyes are dazed by darkness, 
Deep stillness lies all around me; 
Bound by injustice, grieved by wrong, 
I bear the long torment of this pain. 
I still my heart and follow my will; 
Bowing before injustice, I humble myself. 
They would round the comers of my squareness, 
But I will not change my constant form. 
To abandon the course he has set out upon: 
This is a disgrace to a worthy man. 
As a builder with his line, I have laid out my plan; 
I will not alter my former course. 
To be forthright in nature and of loyal heart: 
This is the pride of a great man. 
If the skilled carpenter never carves, 
Who can tell how true he cuts? 
Dark patterns in a hidden place 
The ill of sight call a formless nothing; 
The subtle glance of the keen-eyed Li LOU 
The ignorant mistake for blindness. 
They have changed white into black, 
Toppled "up" and made it "down". 
Phoenixes they pen in cages, 
While common fowl soar aloft; 
Jewels and stones they mix together, 
And weigh them in the same balance. 
The men in power, with their petty envies, 
Cannot recognize my worth. 
I could bear high office and bring glory to the world, 
Yet I am plunged to the depths and deprived of success. 
So I must embrace this jewel of virtue 
And to the end share it with no one. 
As the packs of village dogs bark, 
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So they bark at what is strange; 
To censure greatness and doubt the unusual, 
Such is the nature of the herd. 
Though I have abundance of talent, 
No one acknowledges my possessions. 
I have honoured benevolence and upheld duty, 
Been diligent and faithful in full degree; 
Yet, since I cannot meet Emperor Shun of old, 

% 

Who is there to appreciate my actions? 
Many men have been born in an ill age, 
But I cannot tell the reason. 
The sages Tang and Yu have long departed; 
Though I yearn for them, they are far away. 
I will calm my wrath and mend my anger, 
Still my heart, and be strong. 
Though I meet darkness, I will not falter; 
Let my determination serve as a model to men! 
I walk the road to my lodge in the north;9 
The day grows dark; night is falling. 
I will cast off sorrow and delight in woe, 
For all will have an end in the Great Affair of death. 

Reprise: 
Broad flow the waters of the Yuan and the Xiang; 
Their two streams roar on to the Yangtze. 
Long is the road and hidden in shadow; 
The way I go is vast and far. 
I sing to myself of my constant sorrow, 
Lost in lamentation. 
In the world no one knows me; 
There is none to tell my heart to. 
I must embrace my thoughts, hold fast my worth; 
I am alone and without a mate. 
Bo Luo, judge of fine steeds, has long passed away; 
Who now can tell the worth of a thoroughbred?" 

9 
North is the direction of winter and death. 

10 
The thoroughbred steed is often used in Chinese rhetoric as a metaphor for the man of 

superior worth. 
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Man at his birth receives his fate, 
And by it each life must be disposed. 
I will calm my heart and pluck up my will; 
What more have I to fear?" 
I know that death cannot be refused: 
May I love life no longer! 
This I proclaim to all worthy men: 
I will be an example for you! 

With this he grasped a stone in his arms and, casting himself into the Miluo 
River, drowned. 

After the death of Qu Yuan lnere were a number of his followers such as 
Song Yu, Tang Le, and Jing Cha, who were fond of fine writing and won fame 
by their compositions in the rhyme-prose style. But although they all imitated 
Qu Yuan's actions and fine phrases, none of them dared to remonstrate openly 
with the king. The state of Chu continued to lose tenitory day by day until, some 
twenty or thirty years later, it was finally destroyed by Qin. 

JIA YI 

A hundred years or so after Qu Yuan threw himself into the Miluo there 
was a scholar of the Han named Master Jia who, being appointed as grand tutor 
to the king of Changsha, visited the Xiang River and cast into its waters a copy 
of his work, "A Lament for Qu Yuan". 

Master Jia, whose familiar name was Jia Yi, was a native of Luoyang. By 
the age of eighteen he was already renowned in his province for his ability to 
recite the Book of Odes and compose works of literature. The commandant of 
justice Wu, who was at this time governor of the province of Henan, hearing of 
his outstanding ability, invited him to be one of his retainers and treated him 
with great affection. 

When Emperor Wen first came to the throne he heard that Lord Wu, the 
governor of Henan, was one of the most skilled administrators in the empire 
and, being from the same city as the famous Qin minister Li Si, had once studied 

I I 
1 have omitted four lines of the original, a slightly different version of lines five to eight 

of the reprise above. which commentators believe have erroneously been copied into the text 
at this point. 
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under Li ~ i . "  He therefore summoned Lord WU to court and made him 
commandant of justice. Lord Wu in turn recommended Jia Yi who, though still 
young, he said, had already mastered the writings of the hundred schools of 

philosophy. Emperor Wen accordingly summoned Jia Yi and made him an 
erudite. Jia Yi, only a little over twenty years old, was the youngest among the 
court scholars, but whenever the draft of some edict or ordinance was referred 
to the scholars for discussion, though the older masters were unable to say a 
word, Jia Yi would in their place give a full reply to the emperor's inquiries, 
expressing what each of the others would like to have said but could not put into 

words. The other scholars soon came to feel that they were no match for Jia Yi's 
ability. Emperor Wen was highly pleased with Jia Yi and advanced him with 
unusual rapidity, so that in the space of a year Jia Yi reached the position of 
palace counsellor. 

Jia Yi believed that, since by the reign of Emperor Wen the Han had already 
been in power for over twenty years and the empire was at peace, it was time 
for the dynasty to alter the month upon which the year-began, change the colour 
of the vestments, put its administrative code in order, f ix the titles of officials, 

13 
and encourage the spread of rites and music. He therefore drew up a draft of 

his proposals on the proper ceremonies and regulations to be followed, main- 
taining the dynasty should honour the colour yellow and the number five, and 
should invent new official titles instead of following the practices used by the 
Qin. But Emperor Wen had just come to the throne and he modestly declined 
any ability or leisure to put into effect such far-reaching measures. He did, 
however, direct revisions in the pitch pipes and in the statutes and order the 
marquises to leave the capital and reside in their own territories, both of which 
measures originated from suggestions made by Jia Yi. Emperor Wen then 

I 2  
Li Si, one time prime minister to the First Emperor of the Qin, was an exponent of 

Legalist philosophy and largely responsible for many of the policies of the First Emperor. 
including the infamous "burning of the books" and the persecution of Confucian scholars. This 
is a good example of how the Han rulers, while professing Confucian principles and condemn- 
ing all that the First Emperor had done, in actual practice often took advantage of the Qin's 
legacy. Note that the post Lord Wu was appointed to was that of commandant of justice, the 
head of criminal investigation and prosecution, a position for which a man of hard-headed 
Legalist convictions would be most suitable. 

13 
According to the scholars of the time such measures were necessary to demonstrate to 

the world that the Han was a new dynasty. entirely independent of the dynasties which 
proceeded it. 
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consulted with his ministers, asking whether they did not think that Jia Yi was 
worthy of promotion to a top position in the government. Zhou Bo, Guan Y ing, 
Zhang Xiangru, Feng Jing, and the rest of their group, however, all opposed 
such a move and disparaged Jia Yi, saying, "This fellow from Luoyang is still 
young and has just begun his studies, and yet he is trying to seize all the authority 
in the government and throw everything into confusion!" 

After this the emperor grew cool toward Jia Yi and ceased to listen to his 
proposals, but instead appointed him as grand tutor to Wu Cha, the king of 
Changsha. 

When Jia Yi had taken leave of the court and set out on his way he heard 
that the region of Changsha was low-lying and damp, and he feared that in such 

14 
a climate he would not live for lohg. Also he was aware that he was being sent 
away as a reprimand, and he was deeply disturbed. When he crossed the Xiang 
River he composed a poem in the rhyme-prose style, entitled "A Lament for Qu 
Yuan", which read: 

With awe I receive the imperial blessing, 
And await chastisement at Changsha. 
I have heard men tell of Qu Yuan, 
And how he drowned himself in the Miluo. 
I have come, and to Xiang's flowing waters 
With reverence entrust this lament for the   aster." 
You met with the evil ones of the world 
And they have destroyed this body. 
Pitiful, alas, 
That you should fall upon such days. 
Hidden are the phoenixes from sight, 
While kites and owls flap abroad. 
Now the dullard gains favour and fame; 
The slanderer and the toady have their way. 
The wise and sage they turn aside; 
The upright they have toppled over. 
Now the world calls Boyi greedy 

14 
The northern Chinese of this time had a horror of the warm, dampclimate of the Yangtze 

valley, where Changsha was situated. 
15 

Xiang was the name of the upper part of the Miluo River. In what follows Jia Yi, while 
relating the misfortunes of Qu Yuan, is at the same time lamenting his own fall from favour. 
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And speaks of the purity of Robber Zhi; 
The blade Muye, they say, is dull, 
And praise for keenness knives of lead.16 
(Alas, Master, I am dumb - 
You, who were without fault!) 
Cast aside are the cauldrons of Zhou; 
Pots of clay are what men hold precious now. 
Wearied oxen draw the carriages; 
To the chariot the lame nag is harnessed up, 
While the fine-blooded stallion droops his ears 
And plods before a wagon of salt. 
The caps of state are trod underfoot - 
Confusion cannot be far off! 
Ah, bitter, my Master, 
That you met with this sorrow! 

Reprise: 
"It is over. 
There is none in the kingdom who knows me!"I7 
Alone in my woe, 
To whom shall 1 speak? 
Lightly the phoenix soars aloft; 
Far off he withdraws, he departs. 
The holy dragons of the nine-fold depths 
Conceal their rareness in fathomless tides; 
Deep their iridescence hide 

I R Where leech and mudworm cannot bore. 
The shining virtue of the sage 
Must shut itself far from the filth of the world. 
If the unicorn is leashed, 
How does he differ from dog or ram? 
Hesitation brought you to this fate; 

I6 
Boyi, who gave away his kingdom to his younger brother, is the symbol of purity and 

unselfishness, as Robber Zhi is that of evil and violence. Muye is a famous sword of ancient 
times. 

17 
A quotation form Qu Yuan's poem the "Li Sao" or "Encountering Sorrow". 

I H 
Worms, ants, and other insects, as well as owls and kites, are symbols of petty-minded 

slanderers. as phoenixes. unicorns, dragons. and whales are those of the pure and virtuous. 
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Was this not the sin of my lord? 
Roaming the nine lands to save your prince, 
Must you yet long for the capital? 
To the rarest heights the phoenix soars; 
Alights where the light of virtue shines. 
Spying the snares of petty goodness, 
He beats his wings and flies away. 
How in this shallow, mud-clogged fen 
Should swim the giants of the sea? 
The whale, stranded on the river shoals, 
Ants and crickets feed upon! 

Three years after Jia Yi became grand tutor to the king of Changsha a 
hoot-owl one day flew into his lodge and perched on the comer of his mat. The 
people of the south call this type of owl a fu. Jia Yi had been disgraced and sent 
to live in Changsha, a damp, low-lying region, and he believed that he did not 
have long to live. He was filled with horror and grief at the appearance of the 
bird and, to console himself, composed a poem in the rhyme-prose style which 
read: 

In the year of dan'e 
Fourth month, first month of summer (June 174 BC), 
On the day guizi, when the sun was low in the west, 
An owl came to my lodge 
And perched on the comer of my mat, 
Phlegmatic and fearless. 
Secretly wondering the reason 
The strange thing had come to roost, 
I sought a book to divine it, 
And the oracle told me its secret: 

"Wild bird enters the hall; 
The master will soon depart." 

I asked and importuned the owl, 
"Where is it I must go? 
Do you bring good luck? Then tell me! 
Misfortune? Relate what diaster! 
Must I depart so swiftly? 
Then speak to me of the hour!" 
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The owl breathed a sigh, 
Raised its head, and beat its wings. 
Its beak could utter no word, 

19 
But let me tell you what it sought to say: 
All things alter and change; 
Never a moment of ceasing. 
Revolving, whirling, and rolling away; 
Driven far off and returning again; 
Form and breath passing onward, 
Like the mutations of a cicada. 
Profound, subtle, and illimitable, 
Who can finish describing it? 
Good luck must be followed by bad; 
Bad in turn bow to good. 
Sorrow and joy throng the gate; 
Weal and woe in the same land. 
Wu was powerful and great; 
Under Fuchai it sank in defeat. 
Yue was crushed at Kuaiji, 
But Goujian made it an overlord. 
Li Si, who went forth to greatness, at last 
Suffered the five mutilations. 
Fu Yue was sent into bondage, 
Yet Wuding made him his aide." 
Thus fortune and disaster 
Entwine like the strands of a rope. 
Fate cannot be told of, 
For who shall know its ending? 
Water, troubled, runs wild; 

19 
The passage which follows contains many ideas and phrases taken from the works of 

the famous Taoist philosopher Zhuang Zi, and is one of the best-known expressions of early 
Han Taoist thought. 

20 
Wu and Yue were rival states in the southeast during pre-Qin times, and Fuchai and 

Goujian the rulers who led them to defeat and glory respectively. Li Si. prime minster to the 
First Emperor of the Qin, was later overthrown by a rival at court and executed. Wuding was 
a king of the ancient Shang dynasty who dreamed of a worthy minster and later discovered 
the man of his dream in an ex-convict labourer, Fu Yue. 
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The arrow, quick-sped, flies far. 
All things, whirling and driving, 
Compelling and pushing each other, roll on. 
The clouds rise up, the rains come down, 
In confusion inextricably joined. 
The Great Potter fashions all creatures, 
Infinite, boundless, limit unknown. 
There is no reckoning Heaven, 
Nor divining beforehand the Tao. 
The span of life is fated; 
How can you guess its ending? 
Heaven and Earth are the furnace, 
The workman, the Creator; 
His coal is the yin and the yang, 
His copper, all things of creation. 
Joining, scattering, ebbing and flowing, 
Where is there.persistence or rule? 
A thousand, ten thousand mutations, 
Lacking an end's beginning. 
Suddenly they form a man: 
How is this worth taking thought of? 
They are transformed again in death: 
Should this perplex you? 
The witless takes pride in his being. 
Scorning others, a lover of self. 
The man of wisdom2' sees vastly 
And knows that all things will do. 
The covetous run after riches, 
The impassioned pursue a fair name; 
The proud die struggling for power, 
While the people long only to live. 
Each drawn and driven onward. 
They hurry east and west. 

2 ' ' ' ~ a n  of  wisdom", "great man'*, "true man", and "man of virtue*' are Taoist terms for 
the sage who has reached perfect understanding. 
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The great man is without bent; 
A million changes are as one to him. 
The stupid man chained by custom 
Suffers like a prisoner bound. 
The sage abandons things 
And joins himself to the Tao alone, 
While the multitudes in delusion 
With desire and hate load their hearts. 
Limpid and still, the true man 
Finds his peace in the Tao alone. 
Discarding wisdom, forgetful of form, 
Transcendent, destroying self, 
Vast and empty, swift and wild, 
He soars on wings of the Tao. 
Borne on the flood he sails forth; 
He rests on the river islets. 
Freeing his body to Fate, 
Unpartaking of self, 
His life is a floating, 
His death a rest. 
In stillness like the stillness of deep springs, 
Like an unmoored boat drifting aimlessly, 
Valuing not the breath of life, 
He embraces and drifts with Nothing. 
Comprehending Fate and free of sorrow, 
The man of virtue heeds no bonds. 
Petty matters, weeds and thorns- 
What are they to me? 

A year or so after this Jia Yi was summoned to the capital for an audience 
with the emperor. At the time of the audience Emperor Wen was seated in the 
Great Hall of the Eternal Palace receiving the remainders of the sacrificial meats 
from the various shrines, and his mind was accordingly filled with thoughts of 
the gods and spirits. He questioned Jia Yi about the nature of spiritual beings, 
and Jia Yi explained the matter to him in great detail, talking far into the night 
while the emperor leaned forward on his mat in rapt attention. After he had 
dismissed Jia Yi he said, "I have not seen Master Jia for a long time. I used to 
think I knew more than he, but now I see I am no match for him!" 
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Shortly afterwards he appointed Jia Yi to the post of grnnd tutor to Liu 
Ji, King Huai of Liang. King Huai of Liang was the youngest son of 
Emperor Wen. His father loved him dearly, and the boy himself was fond of 
literature, and it was for these reasons that the emperor selected Jia Yi to be his 
tutor. 

Later, when Emperor Wen enfeoffed the four sons of Liu Chang, King Li 
of Huainan, as marquises, Jia Yi remonstrated with him, fearing that trouble 
would arise from such a move. From time to time he sent memorials to the throne 
pointing out that some of the marquises held territories spreading over several 
adjoining provinces, a situation which was not in accord with the practices of 
antiquity, and suggesting that the size of their territories be somewhat reduced, 
but Emperor Wen took no heed of his proposals. 

Several years after Jia Yi's appointment as tutor to King Huai of Liang 
the king was out riding one day and fell from his horse and was killed. He 
left no heir. Jia Yi blamed himself for having failed to carry out his duties as 
tutor properly, lamenting bitterly at the king's death, and in a year or so he 
himself died. He was then thirty-three yeax old. After Emperor Wen 

22 
passed away, when Emperor Wu came to the throne, he appointed Jia Yi's 
two grandsons as governors of provinces. One of these, Jia Jia, is a man of 
great learning and is carrying on the traditions of the family. He has often 
exchanged letters with me. (In the time of Emperor Zhao, Jia Jia became a high 
official.)23 

The Grand Historian remarks: At first when I read Qu Yuan's "Encounter- 
ing Sorrow", "Heavenly Questions", "Summons of the Soul", and "Grieving for 
Ying", I was moved to pity by his determination, and at times when I visited 
Changsha and viewed the deep waters where he had drowned himself, I could 
never keep from shedding tears and trying to imagine what sort of person he 
was. Later, when I read the lament which Jia Yi wrote for him, I began to wonder 
why a man with the ability of Qu Yuan who, if he had chosen to serve some 
other lord, would have been welcomed anywhere, should have brought such an 

22 
The text reads as though Emperor Wu succeeded Emperor Wen, though in fact the reign 

of Emperor Jing intervened. 
2 3 

Emperor Zhao succeeded Emperor Wu in 87 BC. It is highly unlikely that Sima Qian 
was still alive at the time and the sentence in parentheses is almost certainly a later addition. 



end upon Faced with the rhyme-prose on the owl, in which Jia Yi 
regards death as the same as life and makes light of all worldly success, I find 
myself utterly at a loss for words! 

24 
The reader will recall that, in his "Lament for Qu Yuan" above, Jia Yi censures Qu 

Yuan for continuing his attempts to enlighten the king of Chu when it was apparent that his 
advice was not being heeded. One should also remember that Sima Qian, when he was 
imprisoned by Emperor Wu, failed to take his own life, as was customary in such cases, 
preferring to suffer disgrace so that he could complete his history. and he is therefore very 
touchy on the subject of suicide. 



SHI JI 101: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF YUAN ANG 
AND CHAO CUO 

For the sake of their duty to the ruler, they did not hesitate to speak out in 
the face of displeasure; they gave no thought to their own safety, but laid 
long-range plans for the state. Thus I made "The Biographies of Yuan Ang 
and Chao Cuo". 

YUAN ANG 

Yuan Ang, whose polite name was Yuan Si, was a native of Chu. His father 
had at one time been a member of a robber band, but later moved to Anling. 

I 

During the reign of Empress Lii, Yuan Ang became a retainer of Lii Lu, and 
after Emperor Wen came to the throne, on the recommendation of his older 
brother Yuan Kuai, he was made a palace attendant. 

At this time Zhou Bo, the marquis of Jiang, was acting as chancellor. As 
soon as court was over Zhou Bo used to hurry out of the palace with an air of 
great importance and the emperor, who treated him with extreme deference, 
would always sit watching him until he had left the room.' 

One day Yuan Ang stepped forward from his place and asked, "In Your 
Majesty's opinion, what sort of man is the chancellor?" 

"He is a veritable guardian of the altars of the nation," replied the emperor. 
"Zhou Bo may indeed be termed a worthy minister," said Yuan Ang, "but 

he is no guardian of the nation. A true guardian of the nation will serve his lord 
while his lord lives, but if his lord should perish he will perish with him. In the 
time of Empress Lii the members of the Lii family wielded power in the 
govemment and arbitrarily made themselves kings and ministers, so that the life 

I 
Powerful provincial families or other elements in the population which threatened the 

security of the govemment were often forced to move to the towns near the capital established 
around the tombs of the emperors, where the officials could keep a closer watch on them. 
Anling was the tomb town of Emperor Hui. 

2 
Following the reading in Hun shu 49. 
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of the Liu dynasty hung by a thread. At that time Zhou Bo was grand comman- 
dant and was in charge of the military, and yet he was not able to remedy the 
situation. After Empress Lu passed away, when the high officials plotted to 

overthrow the Lii clan, Zhou Bo, because of his office as grand commandant, 
happened to win a measure of success. Therefore I say he may be termed a 

wonhy minister, but hardly a guardian of the altars of the nation. He appears 
before his ruler with an arrogant air, while Your Majesty is polite and yielding, 
so that the proper etiquette between ruler and subject is turned upside down. For 
Your Majesty's sake may I make bold to suggest that such a situation is 
unacceptable." 

After this the emperor behaved with greater austerity in court, and Zhou Bo 
approached him with increasing awe. From this time on Zhou Bo came to hate 
Yuan Ang. "Your brother and I are good friends, and yet now you are trying to 
destroy my reputation at court!" he complained, but Yuan Ang refused to offer 
any apology. 

After Zhou Bo retired from the position of chancellor and returned to his 
temtory in Jiang one of the natives of the place sent a report to the throne that 
Zhou Bo was planning to revolt. Zhou Bo was summoned and brought in chains 
to the inquiry room, but not one of the court officials or members of the imperial 
family dared to speak a word in his defence. Only Yuan Ang pleaded for him 
and proved that he was not guilty. His eventual release was due entirely to the 
efforts of Yuan Ang, and after this the two became close friends. 

When Liu Chang, the king of Huainan and younger brother of Emperor 
Wen, came to the capital to pay his respects, he killed Shen Yiji, the marquis of 
Biyang, and conducted himself with the utmost arrogance. Yuan Ang warned 
the emperor, "If the feudal lords are allowed to become too arrogant, they will 
surely breed mischief. It would be well to punish him by depriving him of part 
of his territory." 

But Emperor Wen refused to listen to this advice, and the king of Huainan 
became increasingly high-handed. Later, it was discovered that the heir of Chai 
WU,) the marquis of Jipu, was plotting revolt; he was brought to trial, and 
investigation revealed that the king of Huainan was implicated in the plot. The 
emperor summoned the king from his territory and ordered him exiled to Shu, 
imprisoning him in a caged cart and sending him by post relay. 

3 
Elsewhere called Chen Wu. 
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Yuan Ang, who at this time was general of the palace attendants, admon- 
ished the emperor, saying, "Your Majesty originally encouraged the king of 
Huainan in his arrogant ways and made no attempt to curb him, until affairs 
reached this pass. Now with sudden severity you have struck him down. The 
king of Huainan is a man of implacable spirit. If, exposed to the cold and damp 
of the road, he should die along the way, it would appear that Your Majesty, 
with the vast expanse of the empire at your command, could not bear to grant 
him a single place of rest! What if you should incur the name of a fratricide?" 

But the emperor refused to listen and sent the king of Huainan on his way. 
When the king reached Yong he fell ill and died. Informed of his death, the 
emperor refused to eat and gave himself up to the bitterest lamentations. Yuan 
Ang came before him and, bowing his head, begged pardon for not having urged 
his counsel more strongly. 

"All of this happened because I did not listen to your words," said the 
emperor. 

"Your Majesty must take heart," said Yuan Ang. "The thing has already 
happened. What good is there in regrets? Moreover, Your Majesty has on three 
occasions displayed conduct far above the standard of the age. This present 
affair is not important enough to efface the fair name you have earned in the 
past." 

"And what are these three examples of outstanding conduct?" asked the 
emperor. 

"When Your Majesty was still king of Dai your mother, the queen dowager, 
was il l  for three years. During that time you did not shut your eyes in sleep, you 
did not doff your robes; no broth of herbs was presented to her until you in person 
had tasted it. Even Zeng Can, the paragon of filial piety in ancient times, though 
only a commoner, could hardly have done as much. Yet you, a king. behaved 
in such a way, far surpassing the filial piety of Zeng Can. Again, when the Lu 
family dominated the throne and the high ministers wielded power at their 
pleasure, Your Majesty journeyed to the capital from Dai in a party of only six 
relay carriages, hastening into what lair of dangers you knew not. Even the 
heroes of antiquity Meng Ben and Xia Yu could not match such bravery. Finally, 
when you had reached the state residence of Dai you faced west and declined 
twice to accept the throne and, facing south, declined it three times again. Xu 
You in ancient times declined such an offer once, we are told, but Your Majesty 
surpassed him by four times. 

"When you exiled the king of Huainan to Shu it was your intention merely 
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to humble his spirit and lead him to reform his ways. It was only because of the 
laxity of the officials who were guarding him that he fell ill and died." 

His grief somewhat assuaged, the emperor asked, "What should I do now?" 

"The king of Huainan left three sons," replied Yuan Ang. "Their fate is in 
Your Majesty's hands." 

Emperor Wen proceeded to make kings of the three sons of Liu Chang. 
Because of the incident, Yuan Ang's name commanded even greater respect at 
COllrt. 

Yuan Ang was a man of fierce loyalty and was motivated in all his conduct 
by the highest principles. It happened that there was a eunuch named Zhao Tan 
who, because of his knowledge of numerology, had gained favour with Emperor 
Wen. This man took every opportunity to speak ill of Yuan Ang, until Yuan 
Ang began to fear that some misfortune wouid befall him. Yuan Zhong, the son 
of Yuan Ang's elder brother, was a horseman in the emperor's retinue and used 
to bear the imperial credentials and accompany the emperor's camage. He 
advised his uncle, saying, "You had best have an open conflict with Zhao Tan 
and shame him before the court, so that the emperor will pay no more attention 
to his slander.'" Accordingly, when Emperor Wen left the palace one day in his 
carriage accompanied by Zhao Tan, Yuan Ang prostrated himself before the 
carriage and said, "I have always been told that only the most distinguished men 
of the empire are privileged to ride with the Son of Heaven in his six-foot 
caniage of state. Now although the Han may be lacking in worthy men, I cannot 
imagine why Your Majesty would deign to ride in the same carriage with a man 
who is no more than a remnant of the knife and saw!"5 

The emperor laughed and ordered Zhao Tan to get down from the carriage. 
Weeping bitterly, Zhao Tan descended. 

Another time Emperor Wen had ridden in his carriage to the top of the hill 
at Baling and was proposing to gallop down the steep slope to the west. Yuan 
Ang, accompanying the emperor on horseback, stood by the emperor's carriage, 
pulling at the reins of the emperor's horses. "What is the matter, General Yuan?" 
asked the emperor. "Are you afraid?" 

"I have heard people say," replied Yuan Ang, "that the heir to an estate of 
1,000 pieces of gold should not sit on the edge of a porch for fear he might fall 

4 
That is, after such an incident the emperor will assume that any attacks Zhao Tan might 

make on you are motivated by personal dislike and pay no further attention to them. 
5 
A term of contempt for eunuchs. 
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~ f f :  that the heir to an estate of 100 gold pieces should not lean on the railings 
for fear they might break; and that the sacred ruler of the nation should not court 
danger in his carriage and trust all to mere good luck! Now Your Majesty 
proposes to gallop down a steep slope in a camage drawn by six horses. If the 
horses should become frightened and the carriage upset, you may think what 
might happen to you of little importance, but what of your duty to the ancestral 
temple of your father and to your mother?" The emperor gave up the idea. 

Emperor Wen was one time paying a visit to the Shanglin Park, accompa- 
nied by the empress and his favourite concubine, Lady Shen. In the inner rooms 
of the palace it was customary for the empress and Lady Shen to sit side by side 
on the same mat as though they were equals and, when the party came to take 
their seats in the park, the official in charge of the arrangements spread the mats 
in the usual fashion. But Yuan Ang pulled Lady Shen's mat back a little way 
from that of the empress. Lady Shen was furious and refused to take her seat, 
and the emperor, also in a rage, got up and went back to the palace. When the 
opportunity presented itself Yuan Ang appeared before the emperor and said, 
"I have heard it said that only when the proper hierarchical distinctions are 
observed is there harmony between superiors and inferiors. Now Your Majesty 
has already chosen an empress, while Lady Shen is no more than a concubine. 
How is i t  possible that a concubine and her mistress should sit side by side? 
Your Majesty is pleased with Lady Shen and naturally you wish to shower her 
with favours. But though you believe you are doing it for her sake, you may in 
fact be bringing disaster upon her. Has Your Majesty alone not seen the 'human 

The emperor was pleased with his words and, summoning Lady Shen, 
explained the situation to her. She in turn rewarded Yuan Ang with a gift of fifty 
catties of gold. Yuan Ang continued to admonish the emperor from time to time 
in this outspoken fashion, however, so that he was not permitted to stay for long 
at court, but was transferred to the position of colonel of Longxi province. He 
treated the soldiers under his command with great compassion, and there was 
not one who would have hesitated to die for him. He was transferred to the 
position of prime minister of Qi, and later to that of prime minister of Wu. When 
he was taking leave to go to this last appointment his nephew Yuan Zhong said 

6 
A reference to Lady Qi, the favourite concubine of Emperor Gaozu who. after the death 

of the emperor, was horribly mutilated by Empress Lu and contemptuously titled the "human 
pig':. See "The Annals of Empress Lu" above. 
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to him, "Liu Pi, the king of Wu, has for a long time grown more overbearing 
each day, and his kingdom is guilty of numerous irregularities. But if now you 
should attempt to expose him and bring order, he would either send some 
slanderous report to the emperor about you, or dispatch you at once with the 
point of a sword! The kingdom of Wu lies in the south, a damp and swampy 
region. You must take care to drink and eat your daily fill ,  and not worry yourself 
about other things. From time to time you may urge the king not to revolt, and 
that is all. If you do this, you may be fortunate enough to escape harm!" 

Yuan Ang did as his nephew suggested, and was treated with favour by the 
king of Wu. After some time he was granted permission to return to the capital 
for a visit. In the street he happened to meet the chancellor, Shentu Jia. Yuan 
Ang descended from his carriage and went over to greet the chancellor, but 
Shentu Jia merely acknowledged the greeting without getting down from his 
own carriage. Yuan Ang returned to his company, filled with embarrassment at 
the insult he had suffered before the eyes of his own officials. He went at once 
to the office of the chancellor, where he sent in his name card and requested an 
interview with Shentu Jia. After keeping him waiting for a long time the 
chancellor granted him an interview. Yuan Ang knelt before the chancellor and 
said, "I would like to speak to you in private." 

"If what you have to say concerns some public matter, you may go to the 
proper office and discuss it with my secretary or one of the clerks, and in due 
time I will present your report to the throne. But if you have come on private 
business, you should know that I do not discuss matters of a private nature!" 

Still kneeling before him, Yuan Ang said, "Now that you have become 
chancellor, do you consider yourself the equal of your predecessors in office, 
Chen Ping and Zhou Bo?" 

"Surely not," replied Shentu Jia. 

"Fine. So you admit you are not their equal. Chen Ping and Zhou Bo were 
both outstanding statesmen and generals. They assisted Emperor Gaozu in the 
conquest of the empire, and later overthrew the Lii clan and rescued the imperial 
family from peril. You began your career, I believe, as a crossbow man, and 
were transferred to the position of head of a battalion. Later, because of your 
services, you managed to become governor of Huaiyang, but I do not recall that 
you won any distinction for far-sighted strategies or exploits on the field of 
battle. 

"Since the present emperor arrived from Dai to take the throne, he has 
always listened to the reports of the various palace attendants and officials 
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whenever he appeared in court. I have never known him to refuse to stop his 
carriage to listen to a word from one of them. If the suggestion is of no worth, 
he merely sets it  aside; but if it  proves to be sound, he always puts it into effect, 
and never fails to commend the person who gave it. Why is this? Because he 
hopes thereby to attract to the court the wisest and most worthy men of the 
empire. Each day that he hears something he had not heard before, or learns 
something that until then he was ignorant of, he increases his august wisdom. 
And yet now you would put a gag into the mouths of the empire, so that each 
day you grow more ignorant. If so wise a ruler were to reprimand so ignorant a 
minister, I fear disaster would not be long in coming to you!" 

Shentu Jia bowed to Yuan Ang several times. "I am a stupid man," he said. 
"I did not realize that you would be kind enough to teach me my errors." And 
he led Yuan Ang into his rooms and placed him in the seat of honour. 

Yuan Ang had always been on bad terms with Chao Cuo. Whenever Chao 
Cuo came into a room and sat down Yuan Ang would get up and leave, and 
whenever Yuan Ang sat down Chao Cuo would leave; the two men would never 
sit talking in the same room together. After Emperor Wen passed away and 
Emperor Jing came to the throne Chao Cuo was made imperial secretary. He 
sent his officials to investigate charges that Yuan Ang had accepted bribes from 
the king of Wu, and had Yuan Ang convicted, but the emperor issued an edict 
pardoning him and demoting him to the rank of commoner. 

When news came that the kings of Wu and Chu had revolted Chao Cuo 
summoned his clerks and secretaries and told them, "Yuan Ang accepted a 
number of gifts of money from the king of Wu and exerted all his efforts to cover 
up the king's evil doings, insisting that he had no thoughts of rebellion. Now, 
as it turns out, he has revolted. I want you to have Yuan Ang brought up for 
examination. He probably knows all about the plot to rebel." 

But his clerks replied, "Before the revolt broke out, we might have been 
able to forestall it by examining Yuan Ang. But by now the rebel armies are 
already marching west toward the capital. What profit would there be now in 
an investigation? Anyway it is hardly likely that he had any part in the plot." 

Chao Cuo hesitated and had not yet decided what course to take when 
someone reported the affair to Yuan Ang. Fearful of what might happen, Yuan 
Ang went at night to see Dou Ying, relating to him the causes of the revolt and 
begging him to appear before the emperor and explain the situation in person. 
Dou Ying went to the emperor and spoke to him as Yuan Ang had asked, 
whereupon the emperor sent for Yuan Ang to come to see him. Chao Cuo was 
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with the emperor at the time but, when Yuan Ang requested that the others be 
sent away and he be granted a private interview, Chao Cuo, much to his anger, 
was forced to withdraw from the room. Yuan Ang then reported in full the 
reasons why the king of Wu had revolted, laying the blame entirely on Chao 
Cuo. "If only Chao Cuo were executed at once and apologies made to the king 
of Wu, then he would surely halt his armies," he concluded. (A fuller account 
will be found in the chapter on the king of Wu.) 

The emperor appointed Yuan Ang as master of ritual and made Dou Ying 
a general in chief. The two men had long been friends, and now that the kingdom 
of Wu was in revolt, wealthy men from the various tomb towns around the 
capital, as well as distinguished officials of Chang'an, flocked to join the two, 
so that the camages in their train increased by several hundred each day. 

After the emperor had executed Chao Cuo he sent Yuan Ang to the state of 
Wu as master of ritual. The king of Wu wanted to make Yuan Ang one of his 
generals but, when Yuan Ang refused to consent, he decided to kill him and sent 
one of his colonels with a body of 500 men to surround Yuan Ang and keep him 
under guard in the midst of the army camp. 

Some years before, when Yuan Ang was acting as prime minister of Wu, 
one of his subordinate officials was carrying on a secret affair with a maidservant 
of Yuan Ang's. Yuan Ang learned of the romance, but mentioned it to no one 
and continued to treat the official as.before. Someone warned the man that his 
master knew all about his intrigue with the servant girl, whereupon he attempted 
to run away. But Yuan Ang galloped after him in person and later presented him 
with the girl and restored him to his official position. Now, when Yuan Ang was 
being held prisoner by the king of Wu, it happened that this same official was 
acting as marshal to the colonel who was in charge of guarding Yuan Ang. The 
marshal proceeded to trade all of his uniforms and possessions for two large 
measures of rich wine, which he passed out among the soldiers guarding the 
southwest sector of the camp. The weather was cold and the soldiers were tired 
and hungry, and it was ,lot long before they all fell into a drunken sleep. Then, 
under cover of darkness, the marshal roused Yuan Ang and said, "Now is your 
chance to escape! The king of Wu has given orders to execute you tomorrow at 
dawn!" 

"But who are you?" asked Yuan Ang incredulously. 

"I am the official who used to serve under you and was carrying on a secret 
affair with your maid," replied the marshal. 

Yuan Ang was astonished but declined to take the opportunity to escape. 
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"Your parents, I trust, are still alive. I could not bear to have you and your family 
involved in trouble on my account." 

"Just go!" said the marshal. "After you are gone 1 will run away too and 
see to it that my parents escape into hiding. What is there for you to worry 
about?" Then he took a knife and, cutting a hole in the tent, led Yuan Ang out 
past the drunken soldiers and directly out of the camp, where the two of them 
parted. Yuan Ang removed the oxtail pennant from his staff of office and hid it 

in his breast and, using the staff as a cane, walked along the road for seven or 
eight li. At dawn he met some riders from the loyal armies of Liang, who carried 
him off on their horses. Eventually he returned to the capital and reponed on 
his mission. 

After the rebellion of Wu and Chu had been put down the emperor set up 
Liu Li, the marquis of Pinglu and the son of Liu Jiao, King Yuan of Chu, as king 
of Chu, and appointed Yuan Ang to be his prime minister. Yuan Ang sent reports 
to the throne containing various recommendations, but his advice was never 
listened to and, because of illness, he was relieved of his post. After this he 
retired to his home in Anling, where he mingled freely with the people of the 
neighbourhood and joined them in cockfighting and dog racing. Ju Meng of 
~ u o ~ a n i  once came to visit him, and Yuan Ang received him with great 
courtesy. A certain rich man of Anling remarked to Yuan Ang on this. "I have 
heard t+at Ju Meng is a gambler. I cannot imagine why a man like you, General 
Yuan, would have anything to do with him!" 

"He may be a gambler," replied Yuan Ang, "but when his mother died the 
carriages of over 1,000 guests appeared to attend her funeral. So he must be 
something more than an ordinary man. Moreover, everyone sooner or later finds 
himself in serious trouble. But if one morning you were to go with your troubles 
and knock on Ju Meng's gate, he would not put you off with excuses about 
responsibility to his parents, or try to avoid the issue because of the danger to 
himself. The only men you can really C O U ~  on in the world today are Ji xinX 
and Ju Meng! Now you go about with a retinue of several horsemen, but if some 
day you find yourself in difficulty, do you think they will be any help to you?" 
So he railed at the rich man and refused to have anything further to do with him. 

7 
One of  the local "bosses" in the area o f  Luoyang. See "The Biography of Liu Pi, the 

King o f  Wu", above. 
8 
Another well-known "boss" in the area within the Pass and younger brother o f  Ji  Bu. 

See "The Biography of  J i  Bu". above. 
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When people heard of the incident they admired Yuan Ang more than ever. 
Although Yuan Ang lived at home in retirement, Emperor Jing from!ime 

to time sent men to consult him on questions of government policy. Liu Wu, the 
king of Liang and younger brother of Emperor Jing, tried to have himself 
designated heir to the throne but, after Yuan Ang advised against it, all talk of 
such a move came to an end. Because of this the king of Liang bore Yuan Ang 
a deep hatred and even sent a man to assassinate him. When the assassin reached 
the area within the Pass and began to inquire about Yuan Ang, he found that 
everyone he asked praised Yuan Ang and could not say enough in his favour. 
Finally he went to see Yuan Ang himself and said, "I have received money from 
the king of Liang to come and kill you but, because you are a worthy man, 1 
cannot bear to carry out my charge. There will be ten or twelve others coming 
after me, though, to see that the deed is done! You must be prepared!" 

Yuan Ang grew very uneasy, and in addition to this all sorts of strange 
things began to happen in his house, until finally he went to the home of Master 
Pei, a diviner, to inquire what the future held. On his way home the other 
assassins, who had come from Liang as the man had predicted, surrounded him 
and stabbed him to death outside the city gate of Anling. 

CHAO CUO 

Chao Cuo was a native of Yingchuan. He studied the Legalist doctrines of 
Shen Buhai and Shang Yang at the home of Master Zhang Hui in Zhi, where he 
was a fellow student of Song Meng and Liu Li of Luoyang. Because of his 
learning he was made a custodian of ancient affairs under the master of ritual. 
As a person Chao Cuo was always very severe and outspoken. 

At this time, during the reign of Emperor Wen, there was no one in the 
empire who knew much about the Book of Documents. Only one man, a Master 
Fu of Ji'nan, who had formerly been an erudite under the Qin dynasty, was said 
to have a thorough knowledge of the classic, but Master Fu was already over 
ninety and too old to summon to court. The emperor therefore ordered the master 
of ritual to send someone to receive instruction from the aged scholar. The 
master of ritual dispatched Chao Cuo, who went to the home of Master Fu and 
studied the Book of Documents with him. After his return to court Chao Cuo 
submitted a report to the throne recommending various improvements in the 
government, in which he quoted from the Book of Doc-uments and praised the 
teachings of his master. The emperor appointed him as a retainer to the heir 
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apparent, and in the course of time he rose to the position of gate keeper and 
eventually that of steward. He won great favour with the heir apparent because 
of his skill in discourse, and was referred to by the members of the prince's 

household as the "Wisdom Bag". 

From time to time Chao Cuo submitted memorials to Emperor Wen urging 
that the territories of the feudal lords be reduced in size and the laws of the 
empire revised. In all he sent in over ten reports. Emperor Wen ignored the 
suggestions but, impressed by his ability, transferred him to the position of 
palace counsellor. The heir apparent was strongly in favour of his ideas, but 
Yuan Ang and many of the other high officials disliked Chao Cuo. 

When the heir apparent, Emperor Jing, ascended the throne, he made Chao 
Cuo the prefect of the capital. Chao Cuo often used to discuss matters of state 
with the emperor in private, and the emperor readily listened to his advice. Soon 
he enjoyed greater favour at court than the highest officials, and at his suggestion 
many changes were made in the laws of the empire. 

The chancellor Shentu Jia was deeply resentful of Chao Cuo, but did not 
have the means to strike back at him. It happened that the office of the prefect 
of the capital was situated within the outer wall of the mortuary temple of 
Gaozu's father, the Grand Supreme Emperor. There was a gate to the east but, 
because it was inconvenient to use, Chao Cuo had a second gate constructed on 
the south side, cutting a hole in the outer wall of the mortuary temple. When 
Shentu Jia heard of this he was furious and decided to use the incident to trip 
up his enemy and to submit a petition to the emperor for Chao Cuo's execution. 
Chao Cuo got word of his plans and. visiting the emperor in private at night, 
explained his actions in full. Shentu Jia in due time submitted his petition, 
accusing Chao Cuo of "piercing the wall of a mortuary temple in order to make 
a gate", and requesting that he be turned over to the commandant of justice for 
execution, but the emperor replied, "The wall in question is not the actual wall 
of the temple, but an outer wall separated from it by an open space. There has 
been no infringement of the law." 

Shentu Jia apologized for bringing up the matter and, when court was over. 
remarked angrily to his chief secretary, "I should have executed him first and 
reported the matter afterward. Instead I was mistaken enough to request permis- 
sion, and gave the little upstart a chance to trick me!" Shortly afterwards Shentu 
Jia fell i l l  and died. 

After this Chao Cuo commanded even greater honour, and was transferred 
to the position of imperial secretary. He began to submit reports to Emperor Jing 



accusing the feudal lords of various crimes and recommending that their 
territories be reduced and the outlying provinces taken over by the central 
government. The emperor brought his recommendations before the high offi- 
cials and the members of the aristocracy and imperial house for discussion, but 
none of them dared to express any opposition. Only Dou Y ing spoke out against 
them, and because of this Chao Cuo and Dou Ying became enemies. 

Chao Cuo succeeded in having thirty new statutes added to the laws, though 
the feudal lords, who hated Chao Cuo, unanimously opposed all of them. Chao 
Cuo's father, hearing of this, journeyed from Yingchuan to the capital and spoke 
to his son. "Since the present emperor came to the throne, you have wielded 
oreat power in the government, but you have used i t  to trespass upon the feudal e 

lords and deprive them of territory, bringing dissension between the ruler and 
his own kin. All men speak against you, and you have aroused bitter resentment 
in many quarters! Why do you persist in such a course?" 

"What you say is quite true," replied Chao Cuo. "But if I did not take these 
measures the Son of Heaven would not receive the proper respect and the 
ancestral temples of the Liu family would be imperiled!" 

"The Liu family is safe enough," said his father. "It is the Chao family that 
is in peril! I will leave you now and go home."' Shortly after this he swallowed 
poison and died, declaring, "I cannot bear to sit by until disaster comes to me 
as well!" 

Some ten days after his death, as the old man had feared, Wu, Chu, and the 
other states, seven in all, rose in revolt, their objective, they declared, being to 
force the execution of Chao Cuo. At the urging of Dou Ying and Yuan Ang, the 
emperor ordered Chao Cuo to put on his court robes and had him cut in two in 
the eastern market of the capital. 

After the death of Chao Cuo there was a man named Lord Deng, the chief 
master of guests, who was sent as a commander to attack the armies of Wu and 
Chu. At the request of his superior general he returned to the capital to report 
to Emperor Jing on the progress of the campaign. When he appeared in audience 
the emperor said, "You have just come from the battle area. Now that the news 
of Chao Cuo's death has gone around, have the armies of Wu and Chu begun 
to retreat?" 

"The king of Wu has been plotting revolt for twenty or thirty years," replied 

9 
The word gui in the original means both "to go home" and "to go to one's destination". 

i.e., to die. 
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Lord Deng. "He was enraged over being deprived of territory and used the 
execution of Chao Cuo as an excuse for taking action. But it was not really Chao 
Cuo that he was concerned about. Moreover, with what has happened now, I 
fear that people in the empire will clamp their lips shut and no one will ever dare 
to speak out again!" 

"Why do you say that?" asked the emperor. 

"Chao Cuo was afraid that the feudal lords would become so powerful that 
they could no longer be held in check. Therefore he requested that their 
territories be diminished in size in order to increase the prestige of the central 
court. He was thinking of what benefits such a policy would bring in long years 
to come. But he had no sooner begun to put his plans into effect than he suddenly 
found himself the victim of the direst penalty. Your Majesty is gagging the 
mouths of your own ministers in order to allay the hatreds of the feudal lords. 
Such a policy, if I may say so, is hardly to Your Majesty's benefit." 

Emperor Jing was silent, and then after a long time he said, "You have 
spoken well. I regret what I did." He honoured Lord Deng with the post of 
military commander of Chengyang. 

Lord Deng was a native of Chenggu and was noted for his wealth of unusual 
ideas and schemes. During the era jianyuan (140-1 35 BC), when Emperor Wu 
sent out a call for worthy men to take positions in the government, the high 
officials all recommended Lord Deng. Although Lord Deng had already retired 
from official life, he left his home and re-entered government service, holding 
one of the most important posts. After a year he pleaded illness and once more 
returned to a life of retirement. His son Deng Zhang was well known among the 
gentlemen of the time as a devotee of the teachings of the Yellow Emperor and 
Lao Zi. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Although Yuan Ang had no fondness for 
learning, he was clever at getting his point across. At heart he was a kind man, 
outspoken in his loyalty and devoted to the cause of duty. He was fortunate 
enough to serve during the time of Emperor Wen, when his talents were most 
suited to the age. But the following reign saw changes that were, for him, less 
fortunate, and though he made one recommendation at the time of the revolt of 
Wu and Chu, and it was carried out, it  failed to have the desired effect of halting 
the rebellion. He was too fond of fame and boastful of his own worth, so that in 
the end his reputation suffered. 

From the period when Chao Cuo was steward in the household of the heir 
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apparent, he began from time to time to submit recommendations to the throne, 
though his suggestions were never followed. After he became able to wield 
power at will in the government he instituted a great many changes and 
innovations. The feudal lords vehemently opposed him. but instead of bending 
every effort to correct the situation and quiet the discord, he gave himself up to 
personal vindictiveness, so that in the end destruction fell upon himself. The 
proverb has it that: 

Meddle with custom, old ways emend, 
and death or exile will be your end. 

It refers, no doubt, to men like Chao Cuo. 



SHI J I  102: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF ZHANG 
SHIZHI AND FENG TANG 

They upheld the law without doing violence to larger principles; they 
discoursed on the worthy men of antiquity and increased the understanding 
of the ruler. Thus I made "The Biographies of Zhang Shizhi and Feng 
Tang". 

ZHANG SHIZHI 

The commandant of justice Zhang Shizhi, whose polite name was Zhang 
Ji, was a native of Duyang. He lived at home with his elder brother Zhang Zhong. 
Because of the wealth of his family he was made a palace horseman' and served 
under Emperor Wen. In ten years of service, however, he failed to win any 
promotion and remained completely unknown. "I have been in government 
service for a long time and used up all of my brother's wealth, but I have 
accomplished nothing," he said and requested that he be relieved of his post so 
that he could return home. But the general of palace attendants Yuan Ang knew 
that he was a worthy man and hated to see him leave, so he arranged for him to 
be transferred to the post of master of guests. 

After Zhang Shizhi had made his appearance in court and the usual 
ceremonies were over he stepped forward and began to speak to the emperor on 
matters of govemment policy. "I find your discourse somewhat too lofty," said 
Emperor Wen. "Would you mind lowering the tone and confining yourself to 
practical suggestions which can be put into effect at once?" 

Zhang Shizhi accordingly began to speak of events of the Qin and Han, 
explaining at great length why the Qin dynasty failed and the Han was able to 
come to power. The emperor was pleased with his words and rewarded him with 
the position of chief master of guests. 

I 
Commentators disagree as to whetherzhang Shizhi actually used his wealth to purchase 

a position in the govemment, or whether the fact that he came from a wealthy family entitled 
him to such a post. 
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Zhang Shizhi once accompanied Emperor Wen on a visit to the Tiger Fold, 
the imperial zoo in the Shanglin Park. The emperor questioned the keeper of (he 
park about the list of birds and beasts that were housed in the zoo, asking some 
ten or twelve questions, but the keeper only looked about helplessly at this 
assistants, and no one was able to make any reply. At this point one of the 
workmen in the zoo who happened to be standing by began to speak in place of 
the keeper, answering all the emperor's inquiries about the animals. Making 
every effort to show off his ability, he replied promptly and with complete ease 
to each question the emperor put to him. "This is the way an official ought to 
be, is it not? The keeper is unfit for his post!" the emperor declared and ordered 
Zhang Shizhi to see to it that the workman was appointed director of the 
Shanglin Park. 

After some time Zhang Shizhi stepped forward and asked, "What does Your 
Majesty think of the marquis of Jiang, Zhou Bo?' 

"He is an excellent man," replied the emperor. 

"And the marquis of Dongyang, Zhang Xiangru?" 

"He too is an excellent man." 

"You have said that these two are excellent men, and yet both of them, when 
questioned on some matter, are frequently unable to give an immediate reply. 
Would you have them imitate this chattering workman with his glib tongue and 
ready answers? The First Emperor of the Qin entrusted his government to a lot 
of petty clerks, who outdid each other in enforcing the letter of the law and 
spying on people in order to enhance their own reputations. Their fault was that 
they cared only for outward appearances and had no real compassion for the 
people. As a result the emperor was never informed of his faults, and the 
situation continued to deteriorate until, in the time of the Second Emperor, the 
dynasty collapsed and its empire fell to pieces. Now if Your Majesty were 
suddenly to select this workman for an official position because of his clever 
talk, I am afraid that the world would be quick to see which way the wind is 
blowing and people would begin outdoing each other in glib chatter that has 
nothing to do with reality. The governed respond to the influence of their 
governors as swiftly as shadows or echoes. One must therefore be very careful 
in this matter of selecting men for office!" 

"You are quite right," said the emperor, and cancelled his order to make 
the workman an official. When the emperor returned to his carriage he invited 
Zhang Shizhi to ride with him and, as they drove slowly back to the palace, the 
emperor questioned him about the failings of the Qin dynasty. He was impressed 
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with the good sense of Zhang Shizhi's words and, after they had returned to the 
palace, promoted him to the position of master of the public carriage. 

Sometime after Zhang Shizhi's appointment to this post the heir apparent 
was visiting the court with his brother Liu Wu, the king of Liang. When they 
drove through the marshal's gate, the main gate of the palace, they failed to 
alight from their carriage. Zhang Shizhi. who was in charge of the gate, ran after 
them, halted their caniage, and refused to allow them to enter the inner gate to 
the reception hall. He promptly submitted a report to the throne accusing the 
two of lack of reverence because they had failed to alight from their carriage at 
the main gate. When word of the incident reached the emperor's mother, 
Empress Dowager Bo, the emperor was obliged to visit his mother and, doffing 
his hat, apologize for the incident. "It is my fault," he said, "for failing to instruct 
my boys properly." The empress dowager then sent a messenger to receive an 
order from the emperor pardoning the heir apparent and his brother, and after 
this they were permitted to enter the court. Emperor Wen was much impressed 
by Zhang Shizhi's action and promoted him to the position of palace counsellor. 
After some time Zhang Shizhi was advanced to the postof general of palace 
attendants. 

Zhang Shizhi was one time accompanying the emperor on a visit to the hill 
at Baling, which the emperor had selected as the site of his tomb. The emperor 
was seated on the northern slope of the hill, gazing out over the countryside, 
when he turned to his concubine, Lady Shen, who was attending him, and, 
pointing to the Xinfeng road, said, "That is the road that goes to your native city 
of Handan!" Then, asking Lady Shen to play on the zither, he began to sing. His 
voice was sad and full of longing. Turning to his courtiers, he said, "Ah! if I 
could get some of the stones from those northern mountains to make my 
sarcophagus, and then fill  up the seams with silk waste and seal it all with 
lacquer, I would have a coffin that no thief could break into!"' 

"An excellent idea!" exclaimed the emperor's attendants, but Zhang Shizhi 
came forward and, pointing to the south, said, "If there are things in the tomb 
that men covet, then, although you were to seal up the whole of those southern 
mountains with iron, the thieves would still find some crack to enter by. But if 
you do not place such things inside the tomb, then you may dispense even with 
the stone coffin and there will be no danger of vandals." Emperor Wen was 

L 
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concerned that his own tomb should not suffer this fate. 



impressed by his words and later promoted him to the position of commandant 
of justice. 

One time Emperor Wen had gone out on an excursion and was passing over 
the middle of the three bridges that span the Wei River, when a man suddenly 
ran out from under the bridge, startling the horses in the emperor's party. The 
emperor ordered his outriders to seize the man and hand him over to Zhang 
Shizhi, the commandant of justice. When Zhang Shizhi questioned him the man 
replied, "I come from the district around here and I was on my way to the capital 
when I heard the order to clear the road for the emperor, so I hid under the bridge. 
After a long while I supposed that the emperor had already passed over and I 
came out. Then I saw the carriages and horsemen and I started to run, that was 
all." 

Zhang Shizhi sent a report to the emperor stating that the man was guilty 
of having violated the order to clear the roads and should be fined. "But this 
man actually startled my horses!" the emperor objected in a rage. "Fortunately 
my horses are very docile and even-natured, but if it had been any other horses, 
they might very well have upset the carriage and injured me! And yet you 
propose to let the fellow off with nothing but a fine?" 

"The law must be upheld by the Son of Heaven and by everyone in the 
empire alike," replied Zhang Shizhi, "and that is the penalty the law prescribes. 
If I were to impose a heavier penalty in special cases, then the people would 
cease to have any faith in the laws. If at the time the incident occurred Your 
Majesty had ordered the man executed on the spot, then that would have been 
the end of the affair. But now the case has already been referred to me and, as 
commandant of justice, it is my responsibility to see that everyone in the empire 
is treated with absolute fairness. Should I once deviate from that standard of 
fairness, then the entire legal system of the empire would lose its impartiality 
and the people would be at a loss to know how to conduct themselves. May I 
ask Your Majesty to consider these consequences?" 

After a long time the emperor replied, "The sentence which you propose is 
quite correct." 

Some time after this a man was arrested for stealing one of the jade rings 
from the front of the seat in the mortuary temple of Emperor Gaozu. Emperor 
Wen was enraged and ordered the man hauled before the commandant of justice 
for trial. Zhang Shizhi looked up the statutes, charged the man with stealing the 
furnishings of a mortuary temple of the dynasty, and recommended that he be 
executed and his corpse exposed in the market place. "In stealing objects from 
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the temple of the former emperor, this man is guilty of the most heinous 
offence!" said the emperor angrily. "I sent him to you expecting that you would 
recommend the death penalty for him and all the members of his family, but 
instead you recommend only the sentence prescribed by the statutes. This is 
hardly my idea of the proper respect to show for the ancestral temples of the 
dynasty!" 

Zhang Shizhi removed his hat, bowed his head, and replied, "The sentence 
prescribed by the law is sufficient, I believe. Though actions such as these are 
all crimes, there are different degrees in the sacrilege of the offence. Now if 
Your Majesty were to execute this man and his family for having stolen objects 
from a funerary temple, then supposing by chance some ignorant person were 
to commit the even greater sacrilege of removing a handful of earth from the 
funeral mound of Emperor Gaozu at changling?' There would in that case be 
no harsher penalty left to impose upon such an offender." Emperor Wen 
considered the matter for some time and, after discussing it with his mother, the 
empress dowager, decided to let Zhang Shizhi's recommendation stand. 

At this time the marquis of Tiao, Zhou Yafu, and the prime minister of 
Liang, the marquis of Shandu, Wang Tiankai, impressed with the fair way in 
which Zhang Shizhi administered justice, became friends with him, and i t  was 
not long before Zhang Shizhi's fame was known throughout the empire. 

After Emperor Wen passed away and Emperor Jing came to the throne 
Zhang Shizhi, fearful of the consequences, pleaded illness, hoping that he would 
be relieved of his position. He was worried that he would be severely punished 
for the way he had reprimanded Emperor Jing when the latter was still heir 
apparent; he wanted to see the emperor in order to apologize in person, but did 
not know how to go about securing an audience. Eventually, using a plan 
suggested by Master Wang, he obtained an interview and made his apologies, 
and Emperor Jing took no action against him. 

Master Wang was a devotee of the teachings of the Yellow Emperor and 
Lao Zi, who lived in retirement. He was once summoned to court and, because 
he was a very old man, was allowed to sit down while the chancellor and the 
other high officials all stood about him. "My shoe is untied," he announced and, 
turning to Zhang Shizhi, the commandant of justice, said, "Tie my shoe for me, 
will you?" Zhang Shizhi knelt down and tied his shoe. After court was over 
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someone asked Master Wang, "Why in the world did you humiliate the corn- 
mandant of justice in front of the whole court by making him kneel down and 
tie your shoe?'' 

"I am an old man and in very humble circumstances." he replied, ''and I 
doubt that there is anythicg I can ever do to help Zhang Shizhi. But Zhang Shizhi 
is now one of the most renowned officials in the empire, and so I thought that 
if I deliberately caused him a little humiliation by making him kneel and tie my 
shoe, then men would respect him even more." When they heard of the incident 
the people of the time admired Master Wang's wisdom and respected Zhang 
Shizhi for his humility. 

Zhang Shizhi served Emperor Jing as commandant of justice but, after a 

year or so, was transferred to the position of prime minister to the king of 
Huainan. The emperor, it seems, was still annoyed with him for his former 
behaviour. After some time Zhang Shizhi died. 

His son was named Zhang Zhi or Zhang Changgong. He was given a post 
in the government and advanced as high as counsellor, but he was dismissed 
because he could not accommodate himself to the ways of the time, and for the 
rest of his life held no official position. 

FENG TANG 

Feng Tang's grandfather was a native of the state of Zhao. His father moved 
to Dai and later, after the Han dynasty came to power, moved again to the tomb 
town of Anling. Because of his reputation for filial piety Feng Tang was chosen 
to serve under Emperor Wen as head of the office of palace attendants. Emperor 
Wen was one day passing through the palace grounds in his palanquin when he 
stopped Feng Tang and asked, "How did an old man like you happen to become 
a palace attendant? Where is your family from?" 

When Feng Tang told him all about his father and grandfather and how they 
had come from Zhao the emperor said, "When I was still living in Dai my chief 
waiter Gao Qu often used to tell me about what a fine man the Zhao general Li 
Qi was, and describe to me the battle at ~ulu.' Now I never sit down to a meal 
without thinking of that battle. Did your father know General Li Qi?" 

4 
The great battle at Julu, the capital of the state of Zhao, between the Qin armies and the 

forces of Xiang Yu and the other rebellious nobles. See above, "The Annals of Xiang Yu". 
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"As a general Li Qi cannot be compared to Lian Po and Li M~," '  replLd 
Feng Tang. 

"What makes you say that?" asked the emperor. 
"When my grandfather lived in Zhao he was a division general and was 

friendly with Li Mu, and later on when my father served as prime minister of 
Dai he was on close terms with Li Qi. So they had an opportunity to learn what 
sort of men both of them were." 

The emperor had in the past often heard about what fine men Lian Po and 
Li Mu had been and, slapping his thigh in delight at Feng Tang's words, he cried, 
"Ah! If only I could find men like those two to be my generals now, I would 
have nothing more to worry about from the Xiongnu!" 

"If I may say so," replied Feng Tang, "though Your Majesty were to have 
Lian Po and Li Mu themselves, you would not know how to use them properly." 

The emperor was furious and humed off at once to the inner palace. After 
some time he summoned Feng Tang and upbraided him. "Why did you have to 
shame me in front of my attendants?" he asked. "Could you not wait until some 
time when there was no one around?" 

"I am a worthless man," replied Feng Tang, apologizing, "and I have no 
knowledge of the proper restraints to be observed." 

At this time the Xiongnu had just made a new assault on the district of 
Chaona, invading with great force and killing Sun Ang, the military commander 
of Beidi Province, so that Emperor Wen had this problem of the barbarian 
invaders on his mind. After a while he began to question Feng Tang again. "How 
do you know that I would not be able to make proper use of men like Lian Po 
and Li Mu?" he asked. 

"I have heard," said Feng Tang, "that when the kings of ancient times sent 
off their generals to war, they knelt and, pushing the hub of their war chariots, 
said, 'The affairs within the threshold of the palace I shall direct, but anything 
beyond the threshold I leave to my generals!' The degree of merit which the 
fighters had achieved in battle, the titles and rewards they were to receive, were 
all decided by the generals in the field, and when they returned to court, they 
simply submitted a memorial to the king to this effect. And this is no mere empty 
tale of antiquity. My grandfather used to tell me that, when Li Mu was general 
of Zhao and was camped on the border, the taxes from the markets set up in the 

5 
Two famous generals of the state of Zhao in late Zhou times whose biographies are 

recorded in Shi j i  8 1. 
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m y  camp all went to secure provisions for his soldiers. Rewards were decided 
by the men in the field without interference from the court. The king of 
Zhao entrusted full power to his general and held him responsible for the success 
of his mission, so that Li Mu was able to exercise to the full his wisdom and 
ability. The court supplied him with a picked force of 1,300 chariots, 13,000 
horseman archers, and 100,000 of the bravest soldiers. With these he was 
able to drive out the Xiongnu ruler in the north, conquer the Eastern Barbarians, 
and destroy the Danlin tribes; in the west he succeeded in turning back the 
powerful forces of Qin and in the south held off the m i e s  of Hann and Wei, 
so that in his time the state of Zhao came near to being one of the great powers 
of China. But later King Qian, whose mother was a dancing girl, came to the 
throne of Zhao. Heeding the slanders of his minister Guo Kai, he finally 
executed Li Mu and appointed Yan Ju in his placed. As a result the soldiers on 
the northern border were defeated and the state was overrun and destroyed by 
Qin. 

"Now I have happened to hear stories that Wei Shang, the governor of 
Yunzhong, uses all the taxes from his camp markets for the support of his men, 
and that he even lays out money from his private funds, slaughtering an ox once 
every five days to provide meat for his officers and men. This is the reason why 
the Xiongnu stay away from Yunzhong and do not dare to approach its borders. 
If any of them are so foolish as to invade the region, Wei Shang leads his 
horsemen in attacking and killing them in great numbers. But his men all come 
from peasant families, and were recruited into the army directly from the fields, 
so of course they know nothing about the proper forms for submitting battle 
reports. At the end of a day of hard fighting they report to headquarters the 
number of enemy heads cut off and prisoners taken; but if there is the slightest 
irregularity in the form of their reports, then the civil clerks claim that they are 
not following regulations and in the end, instead ;f the soldiers receiving their 
rewards, the clerks are upheld in the enforcement of the letter of the law. It is 
my humble opinion that Your Majesty's laws are too detailed, your rewards too 
meagre, and your penalties too heavy. This same Wei Shang who was governor 
of Yunzhong has been reprimanded because of a discrepancy of six persons in 
his report on the number of enemy dead and prisoners. Your Majesty has had 
him tried before the law officials, and they have not only deprived him of his 
titles, but have imposed a penalty on him as well. That is the reason I say that, 
although Your Majesty were to have Lian Po and Li Mu themselves as your 
generals, you would not know how to use them. However, I am a thoroughly 
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ignorant man and am undoubtedly deserving of death for speaking out with such 
impertinence." 

Emperor Wen was pleased with Feng Tang's words and on the same day 
sent him with the imperial credentials to pardon Wei Shang and restore him to 
his post as governor of Yunzhong. He appointed Feng Tang as a colonel of 
carriage and cavalry and put him in charge of the camage fighters of the military 
commanders and of the provinces and kingdoms. 

Seven years later Emperor Jing came to the throne and appointed Feng Tang 
as prime minister of Chu. He was later relieved of the post. When Emperor Wu 
took the throne he sent out a call for worthy men and Feng Tang was recom- 
mended, but by this time he was over ninety and could not again assume the 
duties of office, so the emperor instead selected his son Feng Sui to be a palace 
attendant. Feng Sui, whose polite name was Feng Wangsun, was a man of 
unusual ability and a close friend of mine. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Zhang Shizhi knew how to define a worthy 
man and to uphold the law without toadying to the will of the emperor, while 
Feng Tang's discussions of the way to be a general -ah! they too have a flavour 
about them! The proverb says, "If you do not know a man, look at his friends." 
The sayings of these two men are worthy to be inscribed upon the walls of the 
court. In the Book of Documents it says, "Neither partial nor partisan, but broad 
and fair is the way of the king; neither partisan nor partial, but level and true is 
his way!"6 Zhang Shizhi and Feng Tang came near to this ideal. 

6 
Found in the "Hongfan" section o f  the BookofDocuments, where the wording is slightly 

different. 





SHI JI 103: THE BIOGRAPHIES OF 
LORD WANSHI AND ZHANG SHU 

Loyal and noble, loving to their children and filial to their parents, slow in 
speech but earnest in conduct, serving with a becoming humility, they were 
true and worthy gentlemen. Thus I made "The Biographies of Lord Wanshi 
and Zhang Shu". 

LORD WANSHI 

The real name of Wanshi Jun or Lord Ten Thousand Piculs was Shi Fen. 
His father was a native of Zhao, but after the state of Zhao was destroyed by the 
Qin dynasty, he moved to Wen. When Gaozu marched east to attack Xiang Yu 
he passed through the region of Henei where the Shi family was living, and Shi 
Fen, then only a lad of fifteen, became a minor official in the service of the future 
emperor. Gaozu questioned the boy and was much taken with his respectful 
manner. "How many are there in your family?" he asked, to which Shi Fen 
replied, "Of my parents, only my mother is living, and she, alas, is blind. Our 
family is very poor, but I have an older sister who is good at playing the zither!" 

"Do you think you can become one of my followers?'asked Gaozu. 
"If I may have the chance, I will do my best!" replied the boy. Gaozu then 

summoned his sister and made her a lady in waiting, and appointed Shi Fen as 
his page with the task of handling letters and visitors' name cards. Later the 
family moved to Chang'an and lived in the quarter set aside for the families of 
the palace ladies. This was because Shi Fen's sister was a lady in waiting to 
Gaozu. 

By the time of Emperor Wen, Shi Fen had advanced to the position of 
palace counsellor because of his long and worthy service. He had no knowledge 
of literature, but in respectfulness of manner and circumspection he was un- 
matched by any in the court. During the reign of Emperor Wen the marquis of 
Dongyang, Zhang Xiangru, who had been acting as grand tutor to the heir 
apparent, was relieved of his post, and the question arose of a suitable replace- 
ment. On the unanimous recommendation of the court, Shi Fen was appointed 
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as the new tutor to the heir apparent. When the heir apparent, Emperor 
Jing, came to the throne, he advanced Shi Fen to one of the highest 
ministerial posts, but he soon found it irksome to have his former tutor so close 
at hand and transferred him to the post of prirne minister to one of the feudal 
lords. 

Shi Fen's eldest son was named Jian, his second son jia, his third son 
and his fourth son Qing. All were distinguished for their respectful manner and 
filial behaviour, and they all advanced to positions in the government paying 
salaries of 2,000 piculs of grain. Commenting on this, Emperor Jing remarked 
that "Lord Shi and his four sons all hold positions of the 2,000 picul rank. The 
highest honours that a minister can enjoy have flocked to his gate!", and he gave 
Shi Fen the nickname of Wanshi Jun or "Lord Ten Thousand Piculs". 

During the latter years of Emperor Jing's reign Shi Fen retired on his salary 
as a high official and spent the remainder of his days at home, only attending 
court at certain times of the year to pay his respects. Whenever he passed the 
gate of the palace, he would always dismount from his carriage and hurry along 
on foot and, if he met the imperial equipage in the street, he always bowed from 
his carriage. When any of his sons or grandsons who were minor officials came 
home from court to pay a visit he would put on his court robes to receive them 
and would never address them by their familiar names. If his sons or grandsons 
had committed any fault, he would not scold them; instead he would retire to 
his own rooms and, when his meals were served, would sit in front of the table 
and refuse to eat until his other sons had upbraided the offenders and persuaded 
them to go with the eldest son and, baring their arms, apologize respectfully for 
their faults. If they corrected their faults, he always forgave them. If he was with 
any of his sons or grandsons who were old enough to wear the cap of manhood, 
although it might be an informal occasion, he would always put on his own cap.' 
His manner was relaxed, and with his servants he was pleasant and cheerful, but 
at all times circumspect. Whenever the emperor sent a gift of food to his family 
he would always bow his head respectfully before beginning to eat, as though 
he were actually in the presence of the emperor. At funerals he displayed a 

I 
Sima Qian evidently did not know the names of the two middle sons and so has been 

obliged to call them simply jia and yi. or, as we should say, "A" and "B". 
2 
At the age of twenty. Chinese boys were "capped". a ceremony indicating that they had 

reached manhood. 
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profound grief. His sons and grandsons honoured his teachings and conducted 
themselves in the same way. so that his family was famous as far as the provinces 
for respectful and filial behaviour. Even the Confucian scholars of Qi and Lu, 
who prided themselves on their conduct, all admitted that they were no match 
for the family of Lord ~ a n s h i . '  

In the second year of the era jianyuan (139 BC) the chief of palace 
attendants Wang Zang was accused of some fault because of his literary 
activities.' Emperor Wu's grandmother, Grand Empress Dowager Dou, was of 
the opinion that Confucian scholars like Wang Zang were strong on words but 
made a poor showing in actual conduct, whereas a family like that of Lord 
Wanshi did little talking but put their moral principles into actual practice. On 
her advice the emperor appointed Lord Wanshi's eldest son Shi Jian as chief of 
palace attendants. Lord Wanshi's youngest son Shi Qing he made prefect of the 
capital. Although by this time Shi Jian was old and white-haired, his father Lord 
Wanshi was still in good health. Every five days, when his rest day came around, 
Shi Jian would leave the palace and return home to visit his father. At such times 
he would always go to his own rooms and, summoning one of the servants in 
private, would have his father's undergarments brought to him. These he would 
wash out in person and then return them to the servant, instructing the servant 
not to inform his father of the matter. While he was acting as chief of palace 
attendants, if he felt that there was some matter which should be brought to the 
emperor's attention, he would dismiss the others from the room and speak very 
openly and sharply to the emperor, but when he appeared with the other 
ministers before the emperor in court, he seemed to be unable to say a word. 
For this reason the emperor treated him with warmth and respect. 

Lord Wanshi later moved his residence to another neighbourhood of the 
capital, called Lingli. His youngest son, Shi Qing, who was prefect of the capital, 
came home drunk one time and failed to dismount from his carriage at the gate 

3 
In this passage, and elsewhere in the chapter, Sima Qian uses a number of phrases 

reminiscent of the descriptions of Confucius' conduct in the Analects to indicate how closely 
Shi Fen and his sons followed the example of the Master. 

4 
Wang Zang was a student of the Book o f o d e s  and had been a tutor to Emperor Wu 

while he was still heir apparent. When Emperor Wu came to the throne in 140 BC, Wang Zang 
advised him to set up a min,qrart,q or "Bright Hall", the audience hall supposedly used by the 
rulers of antiquity. But the emperor's grandmother. Grand Empress Dowager Dou. was a 
devotee of Taoist teachings and used her influence to thwart the efforts of Wang Zang and the 
emperor's other Confucian advisers. 
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of the neighbowhood. When Lord Wanshi heard of this he refused to eat and 
although Shi Qing went to him in great fear and, baring his arms, begged 
forgiveness, his father would not accept his apologies. Finally all the members 
of the family, including his oldest brother Shi Jim, went and bared their arms 
in apology. "To be prefect of the capital is such an exalted position!" said their 
father, upbraiding them sarcastically. "When he comes in the gate, it is quite 
proper, I suppose, that the elders of the neighburhood should scurry out of his 
way, while the prefect rides at ease in his carriage!" After this he accepted their 
apologies and dismissed Shi Qing. From then on, whenever Shi Qing or any of 
the others of the family came through the gate of the neighburhood, they always 
dismounted and hurried to the house on foot. 

Lord Wanshi died in the fifth year of the era yuanshuo (1 24 BC). His eldest 
son Shi Jim, the chief of palace attendants, lamented bitterly and was so 
overcome with grief that he was barely able to walk with the aid of a staff. After 
a year or so Shi Jian also died. All of the sons and grandsons of Lord Wanshi 
were noted for their filial conduct, but among them Shi Jian was the most 
exemplary, surpassing even Lord Wanshi himself. 

Once when Shi Jian was chief of palace attendants he had occasion to 
submit a report to the emperor. Later, after the report had been returned to him, 
he was reading it over, when he exclaimed in great alarm, "A mistake in writing! 
The character for 'horse* should have five lines for the feet and tail, but this has 
only four lines.' One of the feet is missing! The emperor might have had me put 
to death for such an error!" He was just as cautious and meticulous as this in 
whatever he did. 

Lord Wanshi's youngest son Shi Qing served for a while as master of 
carriage and was coachman for the emperor when he went out for drives. Once 
the emperor, seated in his carriage, asked Shi Qing how many horses were 
pulling it. Shi Qing carefully counted each horse with his whip, and only then 
did he hold up his fingers and reply, "Six horses." Shi Qing was the most 
easygoing of all Lord Wanshi's sons, but even he was as meticulous as this. 
Later, when he became prime minister of Qi, the people of Qi were so impressed 
by his family's reputation for fine conduct that he did not have to give any orders 

5 
It is not certain just what style of writing was used in reports to the emperor, but it would 

seem from extant Han documents that the character for "horse" was written much the same as 
it is today: ,%. 
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at all and the whole state was perfectly governed; the people of Qi even set up 
in his honour an altar called the Shrine of Prime Minster Shi. 

In the first year of the era yuunshou (1 22 BC) Emperor Wu designated an 
heir apparent and asked his officials who would be suitable to appoint as the 
boy's tutor. On their recommendation Shi Qing was summoned from his post 
as governor of Pei and made grand tutor to the heir apparent. Seven years later 
he was transferred to the post of imperial secretary. In the fifth year of the era 
yuanding (1 12 BC) the chancellor Zhao Zhou was accused of some fault and 
removed from his post. The emperor sent an order to Shi Qing saying, "Lord 
Wanshi enjoyed the esteem of the former emperor, and his sons and grandsons 
have distinguished themselves for their filial behaviour. Therefore let the 
imperial secretary Shi Qing be promoted to the position of chancellor and 
enfeoffed as marquis of Muqiu." 

At this time the Han armies were engaged in an expecljtion against the two 
kingdoms of Yue in the south, were attacking Korea in the east, driving back 
the Xiongnu in the north, and in the west striking at Dayuan (Ferghana), so that 
China was involved in a great number of military undertakings. The emperor 
made frequent hunts and progresses about the empire, re-establishing the shrines 
of ancient times, carrying out the Feng and Shan sacrifices, and working to 
encourage the revival of rites and music, so that the public treasuries were 
depleted. Men like Sang Hongyang schemed to augment the national wealth by 
government monopolies, Wang Wenshu and his group increased the severity of 
the laws, Ni Kuan and others were advanced to the highest ministerial post. 
because of their literary achievements, and all of them were coming forward 
with one new proposal after another. As chancellor, Shi Qing no longer had any 
say in affairs of government, but conducted himself with care and circumspec- 
tion. Though he occupied the post for nine years, he was never able to do 
anything to correct the situation. At one time he attempted to bring charges 
against Suo Zhong, one of the emperor's intimate advisers, and another high 
minister named Jian Xuan, but he was not able to carry the case through; on the 
contrary, he was accused of misconduct himself and forced to pay a fine. 

During the fourth year of the era yuunfeng (107 BC) it was reported that 
there were 2,000,000 people east of the Pass who had wandered from their 
homes and another 1,400,000 whose homes were not even registered.6 The high 

6 
As the parallel passage in Hun shu 46 makes clear. the people had been forced to leave 

their homes because of floods resulting from a break in the dikes of the Yellow River. 
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officials discussed what measures should be taken, and Shi Qing suggested that 
the vagrants be deponed to the border regions as a punishment for deserting 
their homes. The emperor considered that Shi Qing was too old and cautious to 
be of any help in the deliberations, and so he granted him leave to return to his 
home and referred the question instead to the imperial secretary and the other 
junior officials and interested parties for discussion. Shi Qing was deeply hurt 
at the implication that he was not fit for his position, and sent a letter to the 
emperor, saying, "I have graciously been allowed to fill the post of chancellor 
and, with my poor abilities, to aid in the government of the empire. Now the 
cities are deserted and the granaries empty, and many of the people are 
wandering about homeless. As a responsible official I deserve to die beneath 
the executioner's axe for such a situation. If Your Majesty cannot bear to carry 
out the penalty, I beg to return the seals which were granted to me as chancellor 
and marquis and to be allowed to retire to private life so that I may make way 
for more worthy men." 

To this the emperor wrote in reply, "The granaries are already empty and 
the people destitute and homeless, and yet you wish to deport them to the border! 
You would stir them to even greater unrest, increase the gravity of the situation, 
and then retire from your post! And on whom do you propose to shift the blame 
for what follows?" 

Shi Qing was deeply chagrined at the severity of the emperor's reprimand, 
and once more resumed his duties as chancellor. He fulfilled the letter of the 
law and conducted his affairs with thoughtfulness and care, but after this he 
brought forward no more large-scale proposals for the disposition of the people. 
Some three years later, during the second year of the era raichu (103 BC), Shi 
Qing died in office and was given the posthumous title of Tian, the "Quiet 
Marquis". 

Shi Qing showed particular favour for his second son, Shi De, and the 
emperor accordingly recognized Shi De as his heir and allowed him to succeed 
to the marquisate. Shi De later became master of ritual, but was tried for some 
offence and sentenced to death. On payment of a fine he was released from 
prison and made a commoner. While Shi Qing held the post of chancellor a 
number of his sons and grandsons became officials, and thirteen of them 
eventually reached positions paying 2,000 piculs. After his death, 
however, many of them were accused of crimes and removed from thcir 
posts, and the family's reputation for filial conduct and circumspection 
gradually declined. 
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WE1 WAN 

The marquis of Jianling, Wei Wan, was a native of Daling in Dai. Because 
of his ability to do stunt riding in a carriage he was made a palace attendant and 
served at the court of Emperor Wen. After discharging his duties satisfactorily 
for the requisite number of years he was promoted to the position of general of 
palace attendants. He devoted great care and energy to his post and took no 
thought for anything else. 

Once when Emperor Jing was still heir apparent he summoned some of 
his father's attendants to join him in drinking, but Wei Wan pleaded illness 
and declined the invitation. When Emperor Wen lay on his deathbed, he 
charged his son, saying, "Wei Wan is a worthy man - see that you treat him 
well!" But after Emperor Wen passed away and Emperor Jing came to the 
throne a year or so went by and the emperor never questioned Wei Wan on 
any affair. Wei Wan for his part continued to go about his duties each day with 
care and diligence. Once Emperor Jing made a visit to the Shanglin Park, and 
ordered Wei Wan to ride with him in his camage. On the way back to the 
palace the emperor asked, "Do you know why you were summoned to ride with 
me?" 

"I began my career as a carriage attendant and, because of length of service, 
I have graciously been allowed to advance to the post of general of palace 
attendants. But I do not know why I have been honoured today." 

"When I was still heir apparent, I invited you once to a party, but you refused 
to come. Why was that?" asked the emperor. 

"If i t  please Your Majesty, I was actually ill!" replied Wei Wan. The 
emperor then presented him with a sword, but Wei Wan declined, saying, "The 
former emperor was kind enough to give me several swords - six, in fact. I 

/ 

could not possibly accept another one." 

"But everybody gives swords away or exchanges them for something else. 
You don't mean that you still have all six of them today?" 

"They are all in my possession," replied Wei Wan, and when the emperor 
sent someone to look at the six swords, he found that they were all still in their 
scabbards and had never been worn. 

Whenever one of Wei Wan's subordinates was guilty of some fault he 
would always accept the blame himself. He did not vie with the other generals 
but, if he had won some merit, always gave the credit to someone else. Emperor 
Jing valued him for his modesty, loyalty, and unselfish devotion to duly, and 
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honoured him with the position of grand tutor to his son Liu De, the king of 
Hejian. 

When the states of Wu and Chu revolted, Emperor Jing made Wei Wan a 
general and sent him to lead the troops of Hejian against the rebels. He won 
merit in the campaign and was promoted to the post of palace military corn- 
mander. Three years later, in the sixth year of the former part of Emperor J ing '~  
reign (144 BC), he was enfeoffed as marquis of Jianling because of his military 
achievements. The following year the emperor decided to depose the heir 
apparent and wipe out Li Qing and the other maternal relatives of the prince. 
But he knew that Wei Wan, being a worthy man, could not bear to carry out so 
harsh a duty, and so he allowed Wei Wan to leave his post and return home, 
charging Zhi Du instead with the arrest and prosecution of the Li family. Later, 
when he had designated the king of Jiaodong as his new heir, he summoned Wei 
Wan once more and made him grand tutor to the heir apparent. 

After some time Wei Wan was advanced to the post of imperial secretary, 
and five years later he replaced the marquis of Tao, Liu She, as chancellor. He 
reported to the emperor on the execution of his assigned duties at the regular 
sessions of the court, but during all his official career from palace atte~rlant to 
chancellor he never came forward with any unusual proposal. Nevertheless 
Emperor Jing esteemed him for his honest and loyal nature and believed he 
would be an excellent aide for his young son when he became ruler, and he 
therefore treated Wei Wan with great favour and showered him with gifts. 

Three years after Wei Wan became chancellor Emperor Jing passed away 
and Emperor Wu came to the throne. In the first years of his reign the new 
emperor dismissed Wei Wan from the post of chancellor. "When Emperor Jing 
was ailing and could no longer attend to public affairs," he said, "a number of 
officials were imprisoned and tried for offences of which they were not guilty, 
and yet you failed to carry out your duty as chancellor to see that justice was 
done!" Some time afterwards Wei Wan died and his son Wei Xin succeeded to 
the marquisate, but he was accused of some irregularity in the tribute money he 
presented to the throne and deprived of his title. 

ZHI BUY1 

Zhi Buyi, the marquis of Sai, a native of Nanyang, became a palace 
attendant under Emperor Wen. Once one of the officials who lived in the same 
dormitory with Zhi Buyi was going home on vacation and mistakenly picked 
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up someone else's money and went off with it. When the owner of the money 
discovered his loss he accused Zhi Buyi, who confessed to the theft and, 
apologizing, procured the sum and reimbursed the owner. Later, when the other 
man came back from his vacation and returned the actual money, the owner was 
deeply chagrined at his mistake and Zhi Buyi received wide praise for his worthy 
action. Emperor Wen thought highly of him and gradually advanced him to the 
position of palace counsellor. 

One time when the officials were gathered in court someone tried to slander 
him by saying, "Zhi Buyi is certainly good looking, but what can you do with 
a man who carries on in secret with his older brother's wife?" When Zhi Buyi 
heard of the remark he said, "As a matter of fact, I have no older brother," but 
he was unwilling to go to any further trouble to clear himself of the charge. 

At the time of the revolt of Wu and Chu, Zhi Buyi, in his capacity as an 
official of 2,000 piculs, led a force of troops against the rebel armies. In the first 
year of the latter part of Emperor Jing's reign (143 BC) he was advanced to the 
post of imperial secretary and, when the emperor got around to rewarding those 
who had distinguished themselves at the time of the revolt, he was enfeoffed as 
marquis of Sai. During the first years of Emperor Wu's reign he was accused of 
some fault at the same time as the chancellor Wei Wan and relieved of his 
post. 

He was a student of the teachings of Lao Zi and, whatever post he occupied, 
he sought to do only as much as his predecessor in office and no more; he had 
a horror that people would take too much notice of his official actions. He 
disliked any sort of striving for fame, and yet, because of this, he was renowned 
as a worthy man. After his death his son Zhi Xiangru succeeded to the 
marquisate, but his grandson Zhi Wang was accused of some irregularity in 
tribute money and lost the title. 

ZHOU REN 

The ancestors of the chief of palace attendants Zhou Wen, whose familiar 
name was Zhou Ren, came originally from Rencheng. Because of his knowledge 
of medicine Zhou Ren was employed at court and, while Emperor Jing was still 
heir apparent, was appointed as one of the prince's retainers. After a number of 
years of service he gradually advanced and, while Emperor Wen was still 
reigning, reached the position of palace counsellor. When Emperor Jing came 
to the throne he promoted Zhou Ren to the post of chief of palace attendants. 
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Zhou Ren was very silent and reserved, and never repeated what he heard. 
He always went about in a worn and patched robe and urine-stained trousers, 
purposely presenting a dirty and unattractive appearance. For this reason Em- 
peror Jing favoured him and allowed him to go in and out of his private 
chambers; whenever there were secret revels in the women's quarters Zhou Ren 
was always present. 

Zhou Ren remained chief of palace attendants up to the time that Emperor 
Jing passed away, but he never spoke out on any matter. Once the Emperor 
questioned him about someone's character, but Zhou Ren replied, "Your 
Majesty will have to judge the man for yourself." He never made any attempt 
to slander others. Because of this Emperor Jing twice made personal visits to 
his home, and moved his family to Yangling, where the emperor had constructed 
his mausoleum. The emperor offered him many gifts, but Zhou Ren always 
declined them, and he likewise refused to accept bribes and gifts from the feudal 
lords and other officials. 

After Emperor Wu came to the throne he treated Zhou Ren with respect 
because he had been a servant of his father, the former emperor. Zhou Ren 
retired from his post because of illness and, with a salary of 2,000 piculs, 
returned home to spend the rest of his days. His sons and grandsons all advanced 
to important positions in the government. 

ZHANG SHU 

The imperial secretary Zhang Shu, whose familiar name was Zhang Ou, 
was a son by a concubine of Zhang Yue, the marquis of Anqiu. During the reign 
of Emperor Wen he was given a position with the household of the heir apparent 
because of his knowledge of the Legalist teachings on functions and titles.' But 
although a student of this branch of Legalism, he was at the same time a worthy 
man. Emperor Jing esteemed him greatly and always employed him in some 
high ministerial position. In the fourth year of the era yuanshuo of Emperor 
Wu's reign (125 BC) Han Anguo was removed from the post of imperial 
secretary and Zhang Shu appointed to replace him. From the time he first 
became an official he never attempted to bring charges against anyone, but 

7 
A branch of Legalism derived from the teachings of Shen Buhai, which specialized in 

questions of personnel control. The particular problem facing Emperor Wen and his son was 
how to control the feudal lords and keep them from becoming too powerful. 
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devoted all his efforts to the worthy execution of his duties. His subordinates, 
knowing that he was a worthy man, likewise did not dare to commit any 
deception. Whenever they brought some criminal case before him for action, if 
he felt that the charges could be dismissed, he would dismiss them; but if the 
case was so serious that i t  had to be referred to the emperor, he would turn his 
face aside and, with tears in his eyes, reluctantly place his seal on the document. 
Such was his compassion for others. 

When he grew old and was seriously ill  he asked to be relieved of his post. 
The emperor presented him with a special letter of dismissal and allowed him 
to return to his home to live out his days with the salary of a high official. His 
home was in Yangling. His sons and grandsons all advanced to important 
positions in the government. 

The Grand Historian remarks: Confucius once said that "a gentleman 
n 

endeavours to be slow in speech but earnest in conduct". Would this not apply 
to Lord Wanshi, Wei Wan, and Zhang Shu? They were not severe in teaching 
others, and yet they accomplished their objective; they were not harsh, and yet 
they achieved order. Zhi Buyi was subtle and artful, while Zhou Ren used 
dubious means to gain intimacy with the emperor, so that gentlemen may be 
inclined to dismiss both of them as hardly more than servile flatterers. And yet 
they too in their way can be called gentlemen of faithful conduct. 

X 
Atta1ec.r~ IV. 24. 





SHZ JZ 104: THE BIOGRAPHY OF TIAN SHU 

With directness and honesty he carried out his duty; in his support of right 
he is worthy to be called pure, and his actions are an inspiration to wisdom. 
Entrusted with heavy responsibilities, he refused to compromise his prin- 
ciples. Thus I made "The Biography of Tian Shu". 

Tian Shu was a native of Jingcheng in Zhao. His ancestors were descendants 
of the Tian family of the state of Qi. Tian Shu was very fond of swordsmanship 
and studied the doctrines of the Yellow Emperor and Lao Zi at the home of 
Master Le Ju. As a person he took great pride in scrupulous honesty and enjoyed 
making friends with the worthwhile people of his time. The men of Zhao 
recommended him to Zhao Wu, the prime minister of Zhao, who in turn spoke 
about him to Zhang Ao, the king of Zhao. The king made him a palace attendant, 
and for several years he executed his duties with fairness and candour. But, 
although the king admired his worth, he did not promote him to a higher position. 

In the seventh year of Han, Chen Xi raised his revolt in the region of Dai 
and Emperor Gaozu marched north to punish the rebels. On his way back he 
visited the state of Zhao. The king of Zhao, Zhang Ao, served the emperor his 
meals in person and treated him with the utmost courtesy and respect, but Gaozu 
for his part merely sprawled about on his mat and abused the king. At this time 

I 
the prime minister Zhao Wu, Guan Gao, and a number of the other ministers, 
infuriated by the emperor's behaviour, said to the king, "You have waited on 
the emperor with the greatest courtesy, and yet he treats you like this! We beg 
you to allow us to raise a revolt!" 

The king bit his finger until he drew blood and replied, "When my father 
Zhang Er lost his kingdom, if it  had not been for the aid of His Majesty, we 
would all have died a beggar's death in the fields. How can you speak of such 
a thing? I beg you, say no more of this!" 

I 
The name of Guan Gao, one of the chief conspirators. has evidently dropped out of the 

text at this point. In the account of this incident in "The Biographies of Zhang Er and Chen 
Yu", above, Guan Gao, not Zhao Wu, is mentioned as prime minister of Zhao. 
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"Our king is a worthy man and will not betray a debt of gratitude," said 
Guan Gao and the other ministers, but in the end they secretly plotted together 
to assassinate Emperor Gaozu. The affair came to light and the emperor sent an 
order for the arrest of the king of Zhao and all of his ministers who were guilty 
of taking part in the plot. Zhao Wu and the others committed suicide, but Guan 
Gao alone allowed himself to be taken prisoner. At this time the emperor issued 
an edict warning that any of the king's men who dared to follow him to the 
capital would be executed along with their families. In spite of this, however, 
Meng Shu, Tian Shu, and some ten others shaved their heads, donned the red 
clothes and manacles of convicts, and, pretending to be slaves of the king's 
household, accompanied him on his journey. After the king reached Chang'an, 
Guan Gao's testimony proved that the king was not involved in the plot and he 
was cleared of suspicion. He was removed from his position and made marquis 
of Xuanping, at which time he spoke to the emperor on behalf of Tian Shu and 
the others who had accompanied him. The emperor summoned them all to an 
audience and talked with them. He was favourably impressed and, declaring 
that there were no finer ministers in the Han court itself, appointed them all as 
governors of provinces or prime ministers to the feudal lords. Tian Shu was 
made governor of Hanzhong, a post which he held for over ten years. 

Following this, Empress Lu passed away, and the Lu family plotted to seize 
power. The high ministers overthrew them and set up Emperor Wen. After he 
came to the throne Emperor Wen summoned Tian Shu to court and asked, "Do 
you know who the worthiest men of the empire are?" 

"How would a person like myself know such a thing?" he replied. 

"Since you yourself are a worthy man, you ought to know." 

Tian Shu bowed his head and replied, "Meng Shu, the former governor of 
Yunzhong, is a worthy man." At this time the Xiongnu had crossed the northern 
border and invaded and plundered in great numbers, committing the worst 
damage in the province of Yunzhong, and as a result Meng Shu had been tried 
and removed from his post as governor of that province. 

"The former emperor appointed Meng Shu as governor of Y unzhong, a post 
which he held for over ten years," said Emperor Wen. "And yet when the 
barbarians invaded his territory, he was not only unable to guard his fortifica- 
tions but, for no reason at all, he sent out several hundred of his soldiers to die 
in battle. Does a worthy man have to murder his men in this fashion? How can 
you call him worthy?" 

Tian Shu bowed his head to the ground and replied, "It is precisely this 
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incident which proves that he is worthy. When Guan Gao and the others were 
plotting revolt, and Emperor Gaozu issued an edict threatening death to any man 
and his family who dared to accompany the king of Zhao to the capital, Meng 
Shu shaved his head, put a manacle about his neck, and followed the king 
wherever he went. His only thought was to sacrifice himself, for of course he 
had no way of knowing that such action would bring him the governorship of 
Yunzhong. The soldiers of the empire were exhausted by the long struggle 
between the forces of Han and Chu, and the Xiongnu ruler, Maodun, having 
newly conquered the barbarian tribes on his north, came to menace our borders. 
Meng Shu knew that his men were weary, and he could not bear to order them 
out to battle. And yet the soldiers vied with each other in mounting the walls 
and struggling to the death with the enemy. They were like sons fighting for a 
father, or younger brothers fighting for an elder brother, and so it happened that 
several hundred of them were killed. It was certainly not a case of Meng Shu 
driving them into battle! This is why I say that he is a worthy man." 

"Perhaps, as you say, he is a worthy man after all," agreed the emperor, and 
he recalled Meng Shu and restored him to his position as governor of Y unzhong. 

Several years later Tian Shu was accused of some offence and removed 
from his position. At this time it happened that Liu Wu, the king of Liang, sent 
assassins to murder the former prime minister of Wu, Yuan Ang. Emperor Jing 
summoned Tian Shu and sent him to Liang to investigate the matter. After 
uncovering the full details of the plot Tian Shu returned to the capital and made 
his report to the emperor. "Was my brother the king of Liang actually involved 
in the plot?" asked Emperor Jing. 

"I am very sorry to have to report that he was," replied Tian Shu. 

"In what way?" 

"For Your Majesty's sake I beg you to inquire no further about the affair." 

"Why do you say that?'' asked the emperor. 

"If the affair is brought to light, then your brother will have to be punished 
or the laws of the dynasty will not be upheld. But if your brother should be 
punished according to the law, then your mother the empress dowager would 
be so distressed that she could not eat or sleep, and this would cause Your 
Majesty great worry, I fear." 

' ~ o l l o w i n ~  the reading in Hun shu 37 



Emperor Jing was impressed with Tian S ~ U ' S  wisdom in handling the 
matter and appointed him as prime minister to the state of Lu. When he first 
arrived in Lu some 100 or so people of the kingdom came to him with complaints 
that the king of Lu had seized their goods and property, begging him to see that 
justice was done. Tian Shu had the leaden of the group punished with fifty 
strokes of the rod, and the rest of the petitioners with twenty strokes each. "The 
king is your sovereign lord, is he not?" he declared angrily. "How dare you speak 
against your lord!" When the king of Lu heard of the incident he was filled with 
shame and, opening his storehouses, handed over the goods he had taken to Tian 
Shu to be restored to the proper owners. But Tian Shu objected, saying, "It was 
the king himself who seized the goods. Now if he gives them to me, his prime 
minister, to return, it will appear that the king is doing evil and his prime minister 
is doing good. I cannot accept the goods!" With this, the king himself returned 
all the things he had seized. 

The king of Lu was very fond of hunting and Tian Shu as prime minster 
invariably accompanied him to the royal hunting park. "You may go back to 
your office now," the king would say, but Tian Shu always insisted upon sitting 
down in the open outside the park and waiting for the king. The king would send 
messengers from time to time urging him to go home, but he refused to move. 
"While my king is still exposed.to the open air in the park, how would I dare to 
return to my quarters alone?" he protested. As a result the king of Lu found i t  

3 
impossible to go out hunting very often. 

After several years Tian Shu died in office. The people of Lu took up a 
collection and offered 100 pieces of gold to his family to pay for sacrifices to 
his spirit, but his youngest son Tian Ren refused to accept the money. "I would 
not want a matter of 100 pieces of gold to reflect upon my father's reputation 
for honesty!" 

Tian Ren, a vigorous youth, became a retainer of General Wei Qing and 
under his command made several attacks on the Xiongnu. On General Wei's 
recommendation he was made a palace attendant and after several years was 
promoted to the post of chief secretary to the prime minister, a position paying 
a salary of 2,000 piculs. He lost this post but was later appointed inspector of 
the three provinces of Henan, Hedong and Henei. When the emperor made a 

3 
Because they considered hunting a dangerous and time-consuming pastime Chinese 

officials tried various methods to persuade their rulers to spend as little time at it as possible. 
Tian Shu's method is one of the more ingenious ones. 
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tour of the east Tian Ren submitted a report on his investigations. The emperor 
was pleased with him and made him a colonel of the capital district, and, a month 
or so later, promoted him to the position of director of justice. Several years later 
he was involved in the revolt of the heir apparent Prince Li. When the heir 
apparent raised his rebellion in the capital the chancellor of the left Liu Quli led 
the troops against him in person and gave orders to Tian Ren to shut the gates 
of the city and see to it that the prince did not escape. After the prince succeeded 
in slipping out anyway Tian Ren was tried on charges of having deliberately 
allowed him to escape, and he and the members of his family were exe~uted.~ 

The Grand Historian remarks: It was said of Confucius that "whatever state 
5 

he visited, he never failed to learn about its government". The same might apply 
to Tian Shu. He fulfilled his duties and did not forget other men of worth; he 
worked to enhance the reputation of his sovereign and to save him from error. 
His son Tian Ren was a friend of mine and so I have added at the end a few 
remarks on his life. 

4 
The text of this paragraph is obviously corrupt. I have omitted a few brief sentences and 

translated the rest in the light of the parallel passages in Hun shu 37. In 91 BC, in the latter 
days of Emperor Wu's reign, Prince Li and his mother, Empress Wei, were accused of 
attempting to kill the emperor by sorcery. On the unsuccessful revolt of the heir apparent Prince 
Li, which took place in 91 BC, see my Ssu-ma Ch'ien: Grand Historian of China, Appendix 
B, pp. 194-198. 

5 
Analects I. 10. 
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